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ADVERTISEMENT. 

[Monograph I.] 

The publications of the United States Geological Survey arc issued in accordance with the statut!.' 
approved March a, 187\), which declarcs that-

.. The publications of the Geological Sllrvey shall consist of the aunnal report of Ol)erations, geo
logical and economic maps illustrating the resources amI classification of the lands, and reports upon 
geueral and economic geology and paleontology. The annnal report of operations of the Geological 
Survey shall accolllpany the annual report, of the Secretary of the Interior. All special memoirs and 
reports of said SIlI'vey shall be issued in uniform qnarto SCrillS if .lemllc.l necllssary by the Dirlletor, but 
otherwise in ordinary octavo!:!. Three thousau(I copies of each 8h nhlishe.I fol' scientific Ilxchanges 
and for sale at tho price of publication; and all literary all(1 cart,o c materials received in excbauge 
shall be the property of the Unit.erl States and form It part of the h ral'yof tho organization: Alld the 
money resulting from tbe sale of snch pnblicat.iom! shall bll coyered iuto thll Treasury of thc United 
States." 

Thll following joint resolutiou, referrillg to all governmtlut publications, was passed by Congress 
Julv 7, 1~il'2: 

• "That wbenever any docnment or report shall be ordered printed by Congress, there shall be 
printed, in addition to the number in each case stated, the' nsual number' (1,900) of copies for binding 
and distribution amopg thow entitled to receive them." 

Except in those ca!!es in which IIll extra, nnmber of any pnMicatioll has been snpplied to the Snr
vey by special resolution of Congress or has been ordered by the Secretary of the Interior, this office 
has no copies for gratnitous distribution. 

L~NUAL REPORTS. 

I. First Annual Report of the United Statel! Geological Survey, by Clareuce King. 1880. MO. 79 
pp. 1map.-A preliminary rellOrt describing plan of organization amI publications. 

II. Sncoud Annual Report of the Unit.ed States Geological Survey, 1880-'81, by J. W. Powell. 
1882. 8e • Iv, 588 pp. 62 pI. 1 map. 

III. Third Annual Rcport of the Ullitetl States Geological Survey, 1881-'82, by J. W. Powell. 
1883. 8°. xviii, 564 pp. 67 pI. and maps. 

IV. Fourth Anunal Report of the United States Geologieal Survey, 188;P83, by J. W. Powell. 
1884. 8". xxxii, 473 pp. 85 pI. and maps. . -

V. Firth Annual Report of the Unite(l States Geolqgical Survey, 1883-'84, by J. W. Powell. 
1885. 80. xxxvi, 46\1 pp. 58 pI. and maps. 

VI. Sixth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1884-'85, by J. W. Powell. 
1;<85. 8°. xxix, 570 pp. 65 pI. amI maps. 

VII. Seventh Annnal Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1885-'86, by J. W. Powell. 
1888. MO. xx, 656 pp. 71 pI. and ma,ps. . 

VIII. Eighth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survcy 1886-'87, by J. W. Powell. 
1809. 80. 2 v. xix, 474, xii pp. 5:\ pl. and maps j 1 p. l. 475-1063 pp. and maps. 

IX. Ninth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1887- 8, by J. W. Powell. 
1889. 80. xiii, 717 pp. 88 pI. and maps. 

18S:!. 

1882. 

151. 

The Tenth Annual Report is in press. 

MONOGRAPHS. 

I. Lake Bonneville, by Grove Karl Gilbert. 1890. 4°. xx, 4:18 pp. 51 pI. 1 map. Price $1.50. 
II. Tertiary History of the Grand Canon District, wi th atlas, by Clarence E. Dutton, Capt., U. S. A. 
40. xiv, 264 pp. 42 pI. and atlas of 24 sheet.s folio. Price $10.00. 
III. Geologvof the Comstock Lode. and the Washoe District, with atlas, by George F. Becker. 
40. XY, 422 pp. 7 pI. and atlas of 2l shcetR folio. Price $11.00. 
IV. Comstock Mining and Miners, by J<mot Lord. 188:t 4°. xiv,451Vp. 3 pI. Price $1.50. 
V. The Copper-Bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, by Roland Duel' Irviu!;,. 1883. 4°. xvi,464 pp. 
29 pl. and maps. Price $1.85. 

I 



II ADVERTISEMENT. 

VI. Contribntions to the Knowledge of the Older Mesozoic Plom of Virginia, by William Morris 
Pontaill", I "d:l. 4°. xi, 144 pp. 54 l. 54 pI. Price $1.05. 

VII. Silver-Lead Deposits of Enreka, Nevada, by Joseph Story Curtis. 1884. 4°. xiii, 200 pp. 
16 pI. 1'riclI $1.:10. 

VIII. Paleonto)ogy of the Enreka District, by Charles Doolittle Walcott. 1884. 4°. xiii,298 pp. 
24 1. 24 pI. Price $1.10. 

IX. Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiata of the Raritan Clays and Greensand Marls of New Jersey, 
by Robert P. Whitfield. ]885. 4°. xx, 338 pp. 35 pl. 1 map. Price $1.1;;. 

X. Dinocerata. A Monograph of an Extinct Order of Gigantic Mammals, by Othniel Charles 
Marsh. 1886. 4°. xviii, 243 pp. 561. 56 pI. Price $2.70. 

XI. Geological History of Lake Lahontan, a Quaternary Lake of Northwestern Nevada, by Israel 
Cook Russell. 1885. 4°. xi v, 288 pp. 46 pI. and maps. Price $1. 75. 

XII. Geology and Mining Indnstry of Leadville, Colorado, with atlas, by Samuel Franklin Em
mons. 1886. 4°. xxix, 770 pp. ' 45 pI. and atlas of 35 sheets folio. Price $8.40. 

XIII. Geology of the Quicksilver Deposits of the Pacific Slope, with atlas, by George P. Becker. 
1888. 4°. xix, 486 pp. 7 pI. and atlas of 14 sheets folio. Price $2.00. 

XIV. Possil Pishes and Fossil Plants of the Triassic Rocks of New Jersey aud the Conuecticut 
Valley, by John S. Newberry. 181:l8. 4°. xiv, 152 pp. 26 pl. Price $l.Ol). 

XV. The Potomac or Younger Mesozoic Plora, by William Morris Fontaine. 1889. 4°. xiv, 
377 pp. 180 pl. Text and plates bonnd ~eparately. Price $2.50. 

XVI. The Paleozoic Irishes of North America, by John Strong Newberry. 18S9. 4°. 340 pp. 
53 pI. Price $1.00. 

In preparation: 
-Description of New F{lssil Plant-s from t.he Dakota Gronp, by Leo Lesqnerellx. 
-G,tBteropoda of the New .Jerse,V Cretaceous and Eocene Marls, by R. P. Whitfield. 
-The Penokee Iron-Bearing 8eries of Northern \Visconsin and Michigan, by Roland D. Irving 

and C. R. Van Hise. 
-Mollusca and Crnstacea of the Miocene Formations of New Jersey, by R. P. Whitfield. 
-Geology of the Eureka Mining District, Nevada, with atlas, by Arnold Hagne. 
-Sauropoda, by O. C. Marsh. 
-Stegosauri a, by O. C. Marsh. 
-Brontotherid31, by O. C. Marsh. 
-Report on the Denver Coal Basin, by S. F. Emmous. 
-Report on Silver Cliff ami Ten-Mile Mining Distt-ict-s, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons. 
-}'Iora of the Dakota Group, by J. S. Newbcny. 
-The Glacial Lake Agassiz, by Warren Upham. 
-Geology of the Potomac Formation in Virginia, by W. M. Fontaine. 

BULLETINS. 

1. On Hypersthene ,Andesite and on Triclinic Pyroxene in Augitic Rocks, b.v Whitman Cross, with 
a Geological Sketch of Buffalo Peaks, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons. 1083. ::;0. 42 pp. 2 pI. Price 10 
cent.s. 

2. Gol.1 alH1Silver COllversion Tables, giving the coining vahles of troy ounces of fine metal, etc., 
compnted by Albert Williams, jr. 1883. 8°. 8 pp. Price 5 cents. 

3. On the }'ossil Faunas of the Upper Devonian. along the meridian of 76° 30', from Tompkins 
County, N. Y., to Bradford Connty, Pa., by Henry S. Williams. 1884. So. 36 pp. Price 5 cents. 

4. On Mesozoic Fossils, by Charles A. \Vbite. 1884. 8°. 36 pp. 9 pI. Price 5 cents. 
5. A Dictionary of Altitndes in the United States. compiled by Henry Gannett. 1884. 8°. 325 pp. 

Price 20 cents. -
6. Elevations 11l the Dominion of Canada, by J. W. Spencer. 1884. So. 43 pp. Price 5 cents. 
7. Mapoteca Geologica Americana. A Catalogne of GeoloJ;tical Maps of America (North and South), 

1752-1881, in geographic and chronologie orfler, by Jnles Marcou and John Belknap Marcon. 1884. 
80. 1"4 pp. Price 10 cents. 

8. On Secondary Enlargements of Mineral }<'ragments in Certain Rocks, by R. D. Irving !md C. R. 
Van Hise. 1884. 8°. 56 pp. 6 pl. Price 10 cents. 

9. A Report of work done in the Washington Laboratory during the fiscal year 18S:P84. }<'. W. 
Clarke, chief chemist; T. M. Chatard, assistant chemist. 1884. 8°. 40 pp. Priee 5 centl!. 

10. On the Cambrian Faunas of North America. Preliminary strjdies, by Charles Doolittle Wal
cott. 1884. So. 74 pp 10 pI. Price 5 cents. 

n. On the Quaternary and Recent Mollnsca of the Great Basin; with Descriptions of New Forms, 
by R. Ellsworth Call. Introduced by ~ sketch of the Quaternary Lakes of the Great ,Basin, by G. K. 
Gilbert. 1884. 8°. 66 pp. 6 pI. PrlCe 5 cents. 

12. A Crystallographic Stndy of the Thinolite of Lake Lahontan, by Ed ward S. Dana. 1884.,fjO. 
34 pp. 3 Ill. Price 5 cents. 

1"3. Boundaries of the United States and of the several States and Territories, WIth a Historical 
Sketch of the Territorial Changes, by Henry Gannett. IHS5. 8°. 135 pp. Price 10 cents. 

14. The Electrical and. Magnetic Properties of .the Iron-Carburets, by Carl Barlls and Vincent 
Strouhal. 1885. 8°. 238 pp. Price 15 cents. 



ADVERTI~EMENT, III 

15. On the Mesozoic and Cenozoic Paleont~logy of California, by Charles A. White. 1885. 8°. 
33 pp. Price 5 cents. 

16. On the Higher Devonian Faunas of Ontario County, New York, br John M. Clarke. 1885. 8°, 
86 pp. 3 pI. Price 5 eents. 

17. On the Development of Crystallization in the Igneous Rocks of Washoe, Nevada, with Notes 
on the Geology of the District, by Arnold Hagne and Joseph P. Iddings. 18,,;}. 8°. 44 pp. Price 5 
cents. 

18. On Marine Eocene, Fresh. water Miocene, and other Fossil Mollusca of Western North America, 
by Charles A. White. 1885. 8°. 26 pp. 3 pI. Price 5 cents. 

19. Not,ls on the Stratigraphy of California, b.V George F. Beeker. 1885. 8°. 28 pp. Price 5 cents. 
:W. Contributions to the Mineralogy of the Roeky Mountains, by Whitman Cross and W. F. Hille

brli<nd. It!85. 8°. 114 PI). 1 pl. Price 10 cents. 
21. The Ligni tea of the Great Sioux Reservation. A Report on the Regioll between the Grand and 

Moreau Rivers, Dakota, by Bailey 'Villis. 188n. 8°. 16 pp. !, pI. Pl'ice 5 cents. 
. 22. On New Cretaceous }<'ossils frolll Calitornia, by Charles A. Whit,e. 1&l5. 8°. 25 pp. 5 pI. 

PI' tee ., cents. 
:.!3. Observations on the Jllnction betweell the Eastern Sandstone alld the Keweenaw Series on 

Keweenaw Point, Lake Superior, by R. D. Irving an<l T. C. Chamberliu. 180:,. i'jO. 124 pp. 17 pI. 
Priee 15 cellts. 

24. List of Marine Mollusca, comprising the Quaternary fossils and recent forms from American 
Localities uetween Cape Hatteras and Cape Roqne, includiug the Bermudas, by William Healey Dall. 
18135. 8°. 336 pp. Price ~r, cents. 

25. The Pres6ut Technical Condition of the Stelll Indnstry of the Uuited States, by Phineas Barnes. 
1885. 8°. 85 pp. Price 10 cents. 

26. Copper SmeltiBg, by Henry M. Howe. 1885. SO. 107 pp. Price 10 cents. 
Z7. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year 

1884-'85. 1886. 8°. 80 pp. Pric(' 10 ceuts. 
28. The Gaburos aud AS80ciated Hornblende Rocks occnrring in the Neighuorbood of Baltimore, 

Md., Oy George Huntiugtull Williams. 18d6. 8°. 7d pp. "pI. Price 10 cents. 
29. Ou the I"resh-water Invertebrates of the North Ami~rican Jurassic, by Charles A. White. 1886. 

80, 41 pp. 4 pI. Price 5 cents. 
30. Secoud Contribution to the Stndies on the Cambrian Fannas of North America, hy Charles 

Doolittle Walcott. 1"8(). 8°. 369 pp. 3.'1 pI. Price 25 ceuts. 
3l. Systematic Review of onl' Present Knowledge of J<'ossil Insects, including Myriapods and 

Arachnids, by Samnel Hllbbard Scudder. 1886. 8°. 128 pp. Price 15 cents. 
a:l. Lists and AllI~lyses of the Mineral Springs of the Unite{l States; a Preliminary Stndy, by 

Albert C. Peale. 1886. 8°. 2351lP. Price 20 cents. 
33. Notes 011 the Geology of Northeru California, by J. S. Diller. 1886. 8°. 23 pp. Price 5 cents. 
34. On the relation of the Laramie Mollnscan Fauna to that of the sncceetling Fresh-water Eocene 

and other gronps, by Charles A. White. 1886. HO. 54 pp. 5 Ill. Price 10 cents. 
35. Physical Properties of the Iron-Carbul'ets, by Oarl Barns and Vincent Strouhal. 1886. 8°. 

62 pp. Price 10 cents. 
36. Subsidellceof Finc Solid Particles in Liquids, by Carl Barus. 188(). 8°. 58 pp. Price 10 cents. 
37. Types of the Laramie Flora, by Lester F. Ward. 1887. 8°. 354 pp. 57 pI. Price 25 cents. 
38. Perillotite of Elliott County, Kentucky, hI' J. S. Diller. 1887. 8°. :H pp. 1 pI. PricA 5 cents. 
:m. The Upper Beaches and Deltas of the Glacial Lake Agassiz, by 'Varrell Upham. 1887. 8°. 

84 pp. 1 pI. Price 10 cents. 
40. Changes in River Courses in 'Va~hington Territ~rydue to Giaciation, by Bailey'Villis. 1887. 

8°. 10 pp. 4 pI. Price 5 cents. 
41. On the Fossil Faunas of the Upper Devouian-the Genesee Section, New York, by Henry S. 

William". 1887. 8°. 121 pp. 4 pI. Price 15 cents. 
42. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year 

1885-'86. }<'. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1807. 8°. 1;;2 pp. 1 pl. Price 15 cents. 
43. Tertiary and Cretaceous Strataof the Tllsc;,tloosa, Tombigbee, and Alabama Rivers, by Eugene 

A. Smith aud Lawrence C. Johnson. 1887. SO. 189 pp. 21 pI. Price 15 cents. 
44. Bibliography of North American Geology for 1886, by Nelson H. Darton. 1887. 8°. 35 pp. 

Price 5 cents. 
45. The Prescnt Condition of Knowledge ofthe Geology of Texas, by Robert T. Hill. 1887. 8°. 

94 pp. Price 10 cents. 
46. Nature and Origin of Deposits of Phosphate of Lime, by R. A. F. Penrose, jr., with an Intro-

duction by N. S. Shaler. 1888. 8°. 143 pp. Price 15 cents. -
• 47. Analyses of Waters of t.he Yellowstoue Nl\tional Park, with an Account of the Methods of 
Analysis employed, by Frank Austin Gooch and James Edward Whitfield. 18dS. 8°. 84 pp. Price 
10 cents. 

4K. 011 the Form and Position of the Sea Level, by Robert Simpson Woodward. 1888. 8°. 88 
pp. Price 10 cen ts. 

49. Latitudes and Longitudes of' Certain Points in Missouri, Kansas, and New Mexico, by Robert 
Sim pson Wood ward. 1889. 8°. 13:3 pp. Price 15 cents. 

50. F01'lIInlas and Tables to facilitate the Construction and Use of Maps, by Robert Simpson 
Woodward. 188!). 8e . 1~4 Pl'. Price 15 cents .. 

f>1. 011 Invertebrate Fossils frolll the Pacific Coast, by Charles Abiathar Wbite. 1889. 8°. 102 
pp. 14 pi. Price 15 cents. 



IV ADVERTISEMENT. 

52. Subaerial Decay of Rocks an,l Origin of the Reu Color of Certain Formations, by Israel Cook 
Russell. Hl89. 8°. 65 pp. 5 pI. Price 10 cents. 

53. The Geology of Nantncket, by Nathaniel Southgate Shaler. 1889. 8°. 55 pp. 10 pI. Price 
10 cents. 

54. On the ThermoElectric Measnrement of High Temperatures, by Carl Barus. 1889. 8°. 
::ll3 pp. incl. 1 pI. 11 pI. Price 25 cents. 

55. Rcport of work done in the Division of Chemi~try and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year 
1886-'87 }'rank Wigglesworth Clarke, chief chemist. 1889. go. 96 pp. Price 10 cents. 

56. Fossil Wood and Lignite of the Potomac }'ormation, by Frank Hall Knowlton. 1889. 8°. 
72 pp. 7 pI. Price 10 cents. 

57. A Geological Reconnaissance in Southwestern Kansas, by Robert Hay. 1890. 8°. 49 pp. 
2 pI. Price 5 cents. 

58. The Glacial Boundary in Western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Keutncky, Indiana, and Illinois, by 
George Frederick Wright, with an introduction by Thomas Chrowder Chamberlin. 1890. 8°. 112 
pp. incI. 1 pI. 8 pI. Price 15 cents. 

59 The Gabbros and Associated Rocks in Dclawarc, by Frederick D. Chester. 1890. 8°. 45 pp. 
1 pI. Price 10 cents. 

60. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during tre fiscal year 
188i-'8S. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1890. 8°. 174 pp. Price 15 cents. 

n. ContribllUons to the Mineralogy of thc Pacillc Coast, by William Harlow Melville and Wal· 
demar Lindgren. 1890. So. 40 pp. 3 pI. Price [, cellts. 

63. A Bibliography of Paleozoic Crnstacea from 1698 to 1889, including a list of North Amer
ican spccies and a systematic arrangemeut of genera, by Authony W. Vogdes. 18.10. 8°. 177 pp. 
Pricc 15 centRo 

(l4. A Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physic!!, mainly tInring the fiscal 
year 1888-'89. }'. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1H90. SO. 60 pp. Price 10 cents. 

1i6. On a Group of Volcanic Rocks from the Tewan Mountains, New Mexico, and on the occnrrence 
of Primary Quartz in certain Basalts, by Joseph Paxson Iddings. IS90. So. 34 pp. Price 5 cents. 

In press: 
62. The Greenstone Schist Areas of the Menominee and }larquette Regions of Micbigan, by 

George H. Williams, with an introduction by R. D. Irviug. 
65. Comparative Stratigraphy of the Bitumiuou" Coal Rocks of the Northem Half of the Appa

lachian }'ield, by I. C. White. 
67. On the relations of the Traps of the Newark System ill the New Jersey Region, by Nelson H. 

Darton. 
In preparation: 
-The Viscosity of Solids, by Carl Barus. 
- Altitudes between Lake Superior and the Rocky Mountains, by Warren Upham. 
- Mesozoic Fossils in the Permian of Texas, by C. A. Wl!ite. 
-Natural Gas Districts iu Indiana, by Arthur John Phinney. 
- A Classed and Annotau>!l Bibliography of "'o.~>!il Insects, by Samuel Hubbard Scudder. 
-A Late Volcanic Eruption ill Northern CJ.liforni& amI its pecnliar lava, by J. S. Diller. 

STATISTICAL PAPERS. 

Mineral Resources of the United States [1882], by Alhert Williams, jr. 1883. 8°. xvii, 813 pp. 
Price r.o cen ts. 

Mineral Resourccs of the United States, 11:183 amllS:34, by Albert Williams, jr. 18S5. 8°, xiv, 
1016 pp. Price 60 cents. 

Milleral Resonrces of thc United States, 1885. Division of Mining gtatistics and Technology. 
Ul86. SO. vii, 576 pp. Price 40 ceLlts. 

Mineral Resonrces of the United States, 18::36, by David T. Day. 188i. So. viii, 813 pp. Price 
50 cents. 

Mineral Resonrces of the United States, 188i, by Davi(} T. Day. 1888. /'l0. vii, 8:t2 pp. Price 
50 cents. 

Mineral Resources of thc United States, 1888, by David T. Day. 1890. RO. vii, 653 pp. Price 
:-.0 cents. 

The money receive!l from the sale of these publications is deposited in the Treasury, and the 
Secretary of thl1t Departmcnt .lecline!! to receive hank checks, (I rafts, or postage-stamps; all remit
tances. therefiml. ltlll>!t be b.v POSTU, NOTE or MONEY ORDER, made payable to the Libl'arian of the 
U. S. Geological Survey, or in ClJRm:NCY for the exact amount. Correspondence relating to the pub-
lications of the Survey should be addressed ' 

WASHINGTON, D. C., August, 1890. 

To THE DIRECTOR OF THE 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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PREFACE. 

·When the Geological Survey was created, in 1879, it had for its field 
of operations the country west of the Great Plains. In its original organi
zation, under the directorship of Clarence King, the Divhdon of the Great 
Basin was established, with headquarters at Salt Lake City, and the Divis
ion undertook as its first large work the investigation of the Pleistocene 
lakes. 

Afterward the field of operations of the Survey was extended over the 
entire United States, and as the appropriations of funds were not corre
spondingly increased, a re-organization became necessary. One factor of 
that re-organization was the abolition of the Great Basin Division. Its last 
field examinations were made in 1883, and the publication of the present 
volume closes its work. 

The preparation of the volume was begun before the re-organization, 
and many of the plates for its illustration were then engraved. It was 
planned to be chiefly descriptive and to be restricted to the single lake 
whose name it bears. All general discussions were to be deferred until 
many lakes had been studied. But when it became necessary to bring the 
work to a close, the plan of publication was changed, and it was determined 
to include in this volume such generalizations as were permitted by the 
material gathered. 

This change of plan is in part responsible for the great delay in the com
pletion of the manuscript, but the chief cause of delay has been the assump
tion by myself of new duties before old ones were fully discharged. 

Portions of the material of the volume have already received publica
tion in various ways. An outline of the history of Lake Bonneville appeared 
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in the Second Annual Report of the Survey. A partial discussion of the 

deformation of the plane of the BOIlmnrille Hhore-line was presented to the 

American Society of Naturalists at its Boston meeting, ISS:"). The Fifth 

Alllllmi Report contained a paper 011 the topographic features of lake shores. 

r:l'he subjects of the fi1'Rt and second of these publieations are here greatly 
amplified. The text of the third i/o; ill large part repeated in the second 

chapter of thil,,; volume; but the speeiali:,;t will find new matter 011 pages' 

25-26,30-31, 3fJ, 42-45, [)3-55, 63-65, 71,80-83. He will a}:,;o note that 

the discussion of rhythmie embankments takeR a Bew form in allother 

ehapter. 
To those assistants, eolleagum;, and fellow foltudenti:l who have contrib

uted to my store of material I have endeavored to give credit in the pages 

of the text, but it haR been impossible there to acknowledge my multifarious 

obligationH for friendly aid, advice, and criticism. To numerous citizens of 

Utah and Ne~'ada I am indebted for substantial favors, and some parts of 
the work would have heen very difficult without the special facilities afforded 

by the railwaYi:l of Utah. 



ABSTRACT OF VOLUME. 

CHAPTEH 1: INTHODUCTION.-Diastrop1lic p'roce~H"" tend to the formation of c10se,1 hasins; abnOR

phcric, to t.heir .Inslmclion. In ar:<1 re~iollR forlllatiye l'roce~sc" prcyail; ill h 11111 i<l , i1estrllc
tive_-TlIe Great Ba~in iK the chief North American district of interior dmillnge, hilt is inferior 
to tho~e of other continents. Its dry climllote is callsell h.\· certain relatiolls of winds mul oe,·,w 
enrrentH.-Tbe PleiHtocene Ink,,!! of tIm Great, Basill luwe heen previollsl~' "tlHlied loy Stansllllry, 
Bcckwith, Blake, Sililpson, Engelmann, Wbitucy, Killg, HagnlJ, J<: nllll 011 8, ITayd"n, Bradle~', 

,Poole, Howell, amI 1' .. al ... -The Bonncville Basin is the northeastern part of tltll Great Ba~in, 
and inclndes one-fonrt,h its area.-The term Plei",tocene is preferred to Qllatt-rllal'Y, all heing less 
connotive. 

CUAPTER II.: TOPOGRAPHfC FI':ATUR~:S OF LAKE SIIORF.s.-The waves and shore eurrellt8 oflakes are 
produced by tbe same wind~. They work together ill littoral transportatioll. Where a shore 
current is accelerated, littoral erosioll occurs j where it is retarded, littoral deposition. "Where 
the cnrrent departs from the shore a spit is lmilt.-The delta formation has three parts. The 
upper aud middle parts are coarser than the lower; the hedding of the middle is more highly 
inclined than that of the npper and lower.-An adolescent coast is marked hy narrow terrace!'! 
and absence of shore drift and embankment" j numerons emhankments mark the matnre coast.
Wave work renders coast lines lesl! tortuo1l8.-Cliffs, terraces, and ridges, due to shore processes, 
may be distinguished from similhir features produced otherwise by the study of their forms, 
strnctnr,'s, and relat ions. 

CUAPTER III; SHORES OF LAKE BONNEYILLF..-The Bonneville shore-line is about 1,000 feet above 
Great Salt Lake. and compasses an area of 19,750 square miles. The Provo shore-line contoul'!l 
the basin a75 feet lower, aud is the strongest marked of all the shore·lines. Between the Bonne
ville and the Provo are the Interme,liate shore-1ines.-The synchronism of the entire BOllueville 
shore-line is shown by its series of embankmentfi.-Tho Interml'diate embankments are ryhthmic 
products of the irregular oscilh1tiOllB of the water surfaot'.-Deltas belong chiefly to the Provo 
shore-line.-Tufas were dep08ited jnst below the water sllrfaee.-The chronologic order of the 
shore-lines is (1)\ Int,ermediate, (2) Bonneville, (3) Provo. 

CHAPTER IV: OUTLET.-At the leyel of the Bonneville shore-line the lake overflowed, sendillg a stream 
from t,he north end of Cache Valley uorlhward to the Snake River. The sill of the outlet was of 
allnviull1, hut with a limestone ledge beneath. The allnvimn was easily washed away, and II. 
prism of water about 375 foet deep went out by a debaole, lowering the lake to the level of the 
limestone ledge. This level coincides with the Provo shore-line. 

CHAPTER V; BONNBVILLB BBDs.-\Vithin the circle of the Bonneville shore-line are lake sediments of 
the same date. The \Vhit,e Marl, relatively thin and calcareons, lies above the Yellow Clay, rela
tively thick and aluminol1s.-Tlwy are sepluated by a plane of erosion, testifying to a dry epoch 
between two humid epochs_ The calcal'eous character of the upper member is theoretically COII

nected with the burial of salts during the dry epoch.-The strata contain fresh· water shells of 
living speoies.-They are divided by a system of paraliel joints, ascribed to earthquake shocks. 
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CHAPTER VI: HISTORY OF BONNEVILU; BABIN.-Previous to the Bonneville history the basin was 
arid. The til'st rise of the lake was witllOtlt overflow, and was long maintained; the Yellow Clay 
wall then deposited. The second rise went 90 feet hIgher, causing overflow, but was of shorter 
duration; the Whito Marl was then deposited. The final drying divide{l the basin into a dozen 
independent basins, the largest of which contains Great Salt Lake. Sillce l845 that lake has 
repeatedly risen and fallen through a rallge of 10 feet.-The history of Lake Bonneville is par· 
alleled by that of Lake Lahontan, and eaeh is connected with a history of !-(laciation in adjacent 
monntains. This cOllnection, the depanperation of the f08silshells, and an analysis ofthe climatic 
conditions of glaciation, lead to the conclusion that the lacustrine epochs werc epochs of relative 
cold. . 

CHAPTEU V 11: LAKE BONNEVILLE AND VOLCANIC ERUPTION. -The group of small craters and basaltic 
lava fiplds ue'ar l"illmore, Utah, are closely related to the lake history. Some eruptious took place 
beneath th" water of the lake, others since its disappearance, and others IIgain dlll'ing the inter· 
lacustrine epoch.-!Il'umerouB basaltic ernptions occurred in the lake arl'a bt'fore the lake period, 
and at still earlier dates rhyolite WIIB extravasated. 

CHAI'Tlm VIII: LAKE B01SNEVILLE AND DIASTROPHISM.-Orogenic change during a period subseq nent 
to the lake is 8ho\vu by ffmlt sc.Upl!. The fol'tllatioll of fault scarps is accompaniell hy earth· 
quakes.-Epeirogellicchange during a period /:Iuhsequent to the lake is shown hy the deformation 
of the planes of the shore·lines. Ullfler site p"stlllate that the doming of the planes is dne to tlle 
drying away of the lake, it is conclUded that the strains induced by the unloading of the areas 
t'xceedetl the elastic limit of the material and caused viscous distortion of the earth's crust. 
This result, taken in connection with the phcnomeua of mountain uplift, leads to an estimate of 
the strength of the crusf. 

CHAPTER IX: AGE OF THE EQUUS FAUNA.-The EqUIl8 fanna at its type locality is contained in lake 
beds correlated by physical relation!! with the uppermost of the Lahontan and Bonneville beds, 
The fanna, Ilrevionsly called later Pliocene, is thus shown to have lived in late PleistocenQ time. 



I~AI~E BONNEVILLE. 

DY G. If. GILDER'I'. 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

This volume if< n contribution to the later physical hiRtory of the Great 
Basin. As a geographic province the Great Basin is ch~lracterized by a dry 
climate, by interior drainage, and by a peculiar mountain system. Its later 
history includes changes of climate, changes of drainage, volcanic eruption, 

and crustal displacement. Lake Bonneville, the special theme of the vol
ume, was a phenomenon of elimate and drainage, but its complete history 

inelude8 an accoullt of contemporaneous eruption and displacement. 
'Vhen the work of the geologist is finished and his final comprehensive 

report YlTitten, the long'est and most important chapter will be upon the 
latest and shortest of the geologic periods. The chapter ,yill be longest 
because the exceptional fullness of the record of the latest period will enable 
him to set forth most eompletely its complex history. The changes of each 
period-its erosion, its sedimentation, and its metamorphism-obliterate 
part of the records of its prcdeces80r and of all earlier periods, so that the 
order of our kno\vledge of them must continue to be, a8 it now is, the 
inverse order of their antiquity. 

The great importance of the chapter on the latest period lies in the 
fact that it will eontain (he key for the decipherment of the records of the 
earlier. The records of those periods consist of the products of vario~s 
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processes of change, and these product:.; are to be interpreted only through 
a knowledge of the processes them!'elvel'. MallY of the processes can be 
directly observed at the present time, and it j:.; by sucb obserYation, com
bined with the study of ii'eshly formed and perfectly pre.:;erved products, 
that the relation of product to process is learned. It is through the study 
of the phenomena of the latest period that the connection between present 
processes of change and the products of past changes is established. 

In view of these considerations the Bonneville study has been con
ducted with a double object, the diseovery of the local Pleistocene history 
and the discovery of the processes by which the changes constituting this 
history were wrought. 

INTERIOR BASINS. 

In physical geography the terms" bm;in" and "drainage district" are 
synonymous, and are used io indicate any area v,hieh is a, unit as to drain
age. The basin of a stream is the tmet of eouniry it drains, whether the 
stream is a great river or the m08t in..,igllificant tributary to ~1 river. 'Ve 
thus speak of the basin of the Ohio ,md of the basin of the Mississippi, Hnd 
say that the latter includes the former. And it may be :mid in general that 
the basin of any branching stream inellldm; the baKins of an itH tributaries. 

The basin of It lake is the traet of country of which it recciYes the 
drainage, and it includes not. only t.he haHill:'; of all affluent Htreams hut the 
area of the lake itself. The term "lake ba:.;in" is also applied to the depres
sion occupied by the water of a lake awl limited by its shores, and where 
confusion might arise from the double usc, the wider scn1:l'~ is mmally indi
cated by the adjective "hydrographic" or its equivalent. If the lake has 
an outlet its basin is a part of the basin of the effluent stream, hut if it has 
no outlet its basin is complete ill itself, and is wholly encircled by a line of 
water-parting. In such case it is called a continental, or interior, or closed, 

or shut, or drainless basin. 
If an interior basin exists in a climate ~o arid that the superficial flow 

of water, which constitutes drainage, is only potential and not actual, or 
else is occasional only and not continuous, it contains no perennial lak'1 
and is called a dry basin. 

oJ 



INTERIOR BASINS. 3 

The boumlaries separating basins are water-parting8 or uiviues, and 
these are of all characten;, fi'om the acute cresil:; of mountain ranges to low 

rolls of the plain scarcely discernible by the eye. Interior basins are com
pletely encircled by lines of water-parting. 

The existenee of interior basins dependH 011 two conditiolls: n suitahle 
top(6)'raphic configuration and a suitable climate. rrhe ordinary procesH of 

land ;;;c'ulpture by runlling' water does not produce cup-like basins, but tends 

on the contrary to aholish them. Wherever It topographic cup existH the 
streamH flowillg' toward it deposit within it their load;;; of detrituH, and if 

they are antagonized by no other agent evemually fill it. If the cup con

tains a lake with outlet the outflo,ving stream erodes the rim of the basin, 

and eventually the lake is completely drained. 

The work of streams ocemliollally produces topol:,'I'l'Rphic CUltS by the 

rapid formation of alluvial deposits where two streams meet. If the power 

of one stream to depw'lit is greatly incrmtHed, or if the power of the other 
stream to erode is greatly diminished, the Ol1e may build a dam athwart the 

course of the other nlHl thus produce a lake basin. 

The great agent in the prOtluctiol1 of lake basins, or the agent which 

has produced most of the large basins, is diaHtrophism/ and in a majority 

of the cases in w!tieh basins are partitioned off by the alluyial proeesi'l jm;t 

det-lcribed, the ellHllg8 ill the relative power of the streams is brought about 

by diastrophit-llI1. 
Other basin~formillg agencies are volcanic eruption, limestone sinks, 

wind W~lYes, dunes, land Hlides and glaciers. By far the greatest Humber 

of topographie cups are due to glaciers; hut with these we are not no~v 

concerned. 
The basins of ordinary lakes are disting~ished from interior basins by 

overflow, and that depemlH OIl climate. rrhe rainfall of each baHiu is or 

may he disposed of by three processes: first, evaporation from the soil and 

II firHI it advantageous t,o follow J. W. Powell ill the nse of diastropltis?II as a general term fOf 
the process or processes of (Ieform/l,t,ioll of the earth's crust. The IJroducts of diastrophism are conti
nents, plateaus and monntains, ocean beds and valleys, faults and folds. Diastrophism is coof(linate 
with volcanism, and is t,he synonym of displacement and dislocation in the more gcneml of the two 
geologic meanings acquired by each of those words. Its adjective j" diastmphic. 

It is cOllvenient also to divide diastrophism into orogeny (mountain-making) and epeirogeny 
(eonlint'nt·making). The words epeit'ogel1Y and "peirogenic are defined in the opening paragraph of 
chapter VIII. 
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from the vegetation supported by it; second, entporation 'from a lake sur
face; third, outflow. If the rainfall is sufficiently small, it is all returned 
to the air by evaporation fh1m the soil and vegetation, anti the hasin is dry. 
If it is somewhat larger, the portion not directly evaporated accumulates in 
the lowest deprel:ision, forming a lake, fi'olll the :-ml'face of which evaporation 
is more rapid. _ The area of the lake sUlfaco il:i determined by the area of 
the basin, the rainfall and the local rates of evaporation. The basin is 
closed so long as a lake sufficient for the purpose of eyaporatioll does not 
require snch an extent as to cause it to discharge at the lowest point of the 
run. The area enclosed by a contour pasHing through the lowest point 
of the rim, the total area of the basin, and the local climate are the three 
factors which determine "\yhether a given topographic cup ::;ball constitute 

all interior basin. If the area of a topographic cup anti the area of the 
maximum lake it can contain are nearly identical, it may constitute an in
terior basin in a region of humid climate. If the contour through the lowest 
point of the rim encloses an area very small ill comparison with the entire 
basin, the maintenance of an outlet is not inconsistent with an arid climate. 

If there wete no erosion and sedimentation, unchecked upheaval and 
subsidence would greatly multiply the number of basins. On the contrary, 
if all displacement should cease, and the foundations of the earth become 
stable, erosion and sedimentation would merge all basins into one. The 
actual state of the earth's sUlface is therefore at once tho result amI the 
index of the continuous conflict hetween subtelTallean forces 011 the one 
band and atmospheric on the other. The two processes ,,,hich destroy ba
sins are conditioned by climate. In an arid basin the imvashing of detritus 
is slow and there is no outflow to corrade the rim; but with abundant rain
fall the accumulation of detritus iR rapi(1 anti corrasion conspires with it to 
dimilli::;h the inequality between center and rim. In arid regions, therefore, 
the formativo subterranean forceR are usually vietorioUR ill their eonflict with 
tho destructive atmospherie forces, and as a result dosed basins abound; 
in humid regions the destructive agencies prevail and lake hasins are rare. 
In the present geologic age it is neeessary to restrict this generalization to 
lands in the lower latitudes, beeause the glaciation of tho last geologie period ... 
created an immense number of lake basins in humid region", of high latitude, 
and running water has as yet matie little progress in their destruction. 
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THE GREAT BASIN. 

The major part of the North Ameriean' continent is drained hy streams 

flowing to the ocean, but there are a few restricted areas having no out

ward drainage. 'rho largest of these was called by Fremont, who first 

achieved an adequate coneeption of its eharaeter and extent, 'the "Great 
Basin," and is still universally known by that name. It is not, as the title 

v ~ • 

might suggest, a single eup-shapo<l depression gathering its waters at a emn
mon center, hut a hroa<l an~a of varied surface, naturally divided into a 

large number of independent drainage distriets. I t lies near the western 

margin of the continent and i8 emhraced by rivers tributary to the Pacific 

Ocean. On the north it is bounded by the drainage basin of the Columhia, 

011 the east by that of the Colorado of the VVest, and on the west by the 

basins of the San .Joaquin, the Sacramento, and numerous minor stre:uns. 
The central portion of the \yestern water-parting is the crest of the Sierra 
Nevada, one of the greatest mountain masses of the United States, and far

ther south high mOllntains constitute much of the boundary. The northern 

half of the eastern boundary is likewise high, winding through the region 
of the High Plateaus. rrhe remainder of the houndary does uot follow any 

continuous line of upland, hut ('Tosses mountain ranges and the intervening 

vaneys without being itself marked by any conspieuous elevations. It is 
defined only through a study of the drainage. The general form of the 

area, as exhibited Oll Plate II, iK mdely triangular, 'with the most acute aug'le 

soutlnvard. The extreme lenl.rtll in a directioll somewhat west of nortb and 
G , 

east of south is ahout HBO mileR, the extreme breadth from east to west, ill 
lalit.nde 4.0° 30', is 572 miles, and the total area is approximately 210,000 

square miloK. Of politieal diyis10ns it ille1udes nearly the\whole of Nevada, 
the western half of Utah, a strip along thf eastern border of California. and 

a large area in the sontllern part of the State, another large area in south

eastern Oregon, and smaller portions of southeastern Idaho and southwest

ern "\Vyorning. The southern apex extends into the territory of 1fexico at 

the head of the pellimmla of Lower California. 

The region is oc('upied by a number of mountain ridges whieh betray 
system by their parallelism and by their agreement in a peculiar structure. 
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Their general trend is northerly, inclining' eastward in the northern part of 
the basin and westward at the south. The individual ridges are usually 
not of great length, and they are so disposed en echelon that the traveler 
winding amollg them may traverse the basin from east to west without 
crossing a mountain pass. '1'he type of structure is that of the faulted mono
cline, in which the mouutain ridge is produced by the uptiltillg of an oro
genic block from one side of a li11e of fracture, and it has been named (from 
the region) the Basin Range type. Itt; distribution, however, does not coin
cide perfectly with the district of interior drainage. On the one hand the 
Great Basin includes along its eastern margin a portion of the Plateau 
province, with its peculiar structural type, and on the other the Basin Range 
province extends southward through Arizona to New Mexico and Mexico. 

Bet\veen the ranget; are smooth valleys, whose alluvial slopes and floors 
are blliltof the debris washed through many ages from the mountains. In 
general they are trough-like, but in places they coalesce and assume the 
character of plains. 'rhe plains occupy in general the less elevated regions, 
where an exceptional amount of detritus has been ac(mmulated. In the local 

terminology they are called desClis. The largest are the Great Salt Lake 
and Carson deserts at the north and the )Iojave and Colorao~) deserts at the 
south. The Escalante, the Sevier, the Amargosa, and the Ralston are of 
subordinate importance. 

\Vhere the basin is broadest, the general elevation of its lowlands is 
about 5,000 feet, but they are somewhat higher midway between the eastern 
and western marf,rins, so as to separate two areas of relative depression, the 
eastern marked by the Great Salt Lake and Sevier desClis, and the western 
by the Carson desert. Southward there is a gradual and irregular descent 
to about sea-level, and limited areas in Death Valley and Coahuila Valley lie 
lower than the surface of the ocean . 

. rrhe aridity of the region is shown instrumentally by the records of 
rainfall and atmospheric humidity. On the broad plain bounded east and 
west by the Appalachian Mountains and the Mississippi River, 43 inches of 
of rain falls in a year. On the lowlands of the Great Basin there falls but 7 
inches. In the former region the average moisture content of the air is 69 
per cent of that necessary for saturatioll; in the lowlands of the Great 
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CLIMATE OF THE GREAT BASIN. 7 

Basin it is 45 pel' cent. l From tllC surface of Lake "Michigan evaporation re
moves each year a layer of water 22 inches deep.2 The writer has estimated 
that 80 inches are yearly thus rmlloved from Great Salt Lake,3 and "Mr. 

Thomas Russell 11m; eomllllte>d hom annual means of temperature, vapor 
tensiou, and wind velocity that ill the lowlands of the Great Basin the an
nual rate of enlporatioll from water :mrf~tCes ranges from 60 inches at the 
north to 150 inehm; at the sonth.4 

The variatioll with latitude exhihited by the evaporation is found also, 
inversely, in the rainfall, hut is not denrly apparent in the humidity. In 

the southel'1l third of the Basin the lowlaud raillfil11 ranges from 2 to 5 inches. 
On the line of the Centnll PHcifie Hailroad, between the 40th and 42d par
allels, it anwages 7 iUt'lwsj ill the Oregouian arm at the north, 15 inehes. 
The average lowlaml preeipitntiou for the whole area is between 6 and 7 
in('hos. 'Vith the relatiyo Iltllllidit.,· approxirnately constant, the evapora
tion rate varies diroetly and the rnillfnll inversely with the temperature, and 

both latitude nnd altitmle here make the lowland temperature fall toward 
the north. 'rhe sympnthy of raillfall with temperature is likewise shown in 
the gTeater preeipitation of the mountains as compared with adjacent valleys. 
Mountain stations proper are wanting, but rain-gauge records on the flanks 
and in the passes of monntHim; ;.;11o\v a marked advantage over those in 

neighboring lowland;.;. An estimare based on these, on the records at hig'h 
points in the Sierra Nevada, amI on approximate knO\vledge of the heights 

and areas of the mountains and plateaus of the Great Basin, places the 
lLyerage precipitation for the whole dish'iet at 10 inches. 

The story of elimate is more eloquently told by the hydrography and 
the vegetation. In the valleys of the northwestern arm of the basin there 

are numerous lakes, drainless and of varying' extent, but fed by streams 
from mountain ranges of moderate size. In the middle region the only per
ennial lakes are associated with mountain nlasses of the first rank. The 

I These figures and those in the preceding sentences are based on data compiled hy the U. S. Sig
nal Service. Throngh tbn courtesy of Gen. A. W. Greely, Chief Signal Officer, the writer haa had 
access to manuscript data as well as printed. 

• D. Farrant! Henry, in a report on the meteorology of the Laurentian lakes. Rept. of Cbief of 
Engineers for the year 18G8. 'Washiugtoll, H!69, p. ~180. 

'Report on the lands of the Arid Region ... ,J. W. Powell, 2d ed., Washington, 1879, p. 73 • 
.. MS. report to the Chief Signal Officer. 
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great Sierra forming the western wall of the basin receives each winter a 

heavy coating of snow-the greater part on the side of the great Californian 

valley, but enough east of the water-parting to maintain a line of lakes ill 

the marginal valleys of the Great Basin. The vVasatch range and its asso

ciated plateaus, overlooking the Basin from the east, are less favored than 

the Sierra, but still receive an important precipitation, and by gathering the 

drainage ii'om a large area, support Great Salt Lake, the hn'gest of· the Ba

sin's ,vater sheets. The East Humboldt Rnnge, standing midway, and one 

of the largest mountain JUasses within the basin area, catches enough moist

ure to feed at one base two small lakes and at the other the Humboldt 

RiYel'. The neighboring and smaller mountains are whitened every wimer 

by SIlOW, a large share of ,vhich either evaporates without melting or, if 
melted, is ahsorbed by the soil, to be returned to the thirsty air ,yithout 

gathering ill drainage ways. NIany of them are without perennial streams; 

some even lack springs; and of the mountain ereeks, few are strong enoug'h 
to reach the valleys before succumbing to the ravenous desert air. The 

Humboldt itself, though fairly entitled to the llame of river, dwindles as it 

goes, so that itl'i remnant after it course of two hundred miles is ablo to sus

tain an eyaporation lake barely twenty-fiye square mileH ill extent. Most 

of the small elosed hasinH are without permanent ereek or lake, containing 
at the loweHt point apIa ya or "alkali flat"- a bare, leyel flqor of fine saline 

earth, or perhaps of salt, oyer which a few inches of water gather in time 

of storm. 
In the southern half of the Basin there are no lakes dependent for their 

water on the iuterior ranges. At the east the mOllt southerly lake lfol Sevier, 

in latitude i3!J o ; the last of the lakes sustained by the Sien'a is Owens, be

tween the 31all aud 37th parallels. Then for three h ulldred miles evapora

tion is supreme. Playas abound, streams are almost unknown, and springs 

are rare. Death Vallny, with its floor of salt sl)J'ead lower than the surface 

of the oceall, is overlooked on either Ride by mountaius from :\000 to 10,000 

feet high, but they yield it no flmving stream, and more than OIle traveler 

has perished from thirst while endeavoring to pass from spring to spring. 

Tho Mohave "riyer" is a hundred miles long, but it preSOl'YeH its life only 

by concealment, ereeping through the gravel of the desert and betraying 
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its existence only where ledges of rock athwart its course force it to the 

surface. 
As in other desert regions, precipitation here results only from cyclonic 

disturbance, either broad or local, is extremely irregular, and is often vio

leut. Sooner or later the "cloud.:.burst" visits every tract, and when it comes 

the local drainage-,my diseharges in a few hours more water than is yielded 

to it by the ordinary precipitation of many years. The deluge seoul'S out 
a eluumel which is far too deep and broad for ordinary needs and whiell 

centuries lIlay not suffice to efface. The abundance of these tre11ches, in 

various stages of obliteratioll, but all manifestly unsuited to the every-day 

conditions of the country, has naturally led many to believe that an age of 

excessive rainfall has but just ceased-an opinion not rarely advanced by 
tnn'elers in other arid regions. So far as lIlay be judged frolIl the size of 
the dlHllnels draining small catchment basins, the rare, brief, paroxysmal 

preeipitation of the desert i:.; at least equal while it lasts to the rainfall of the 

fertile plain. 
A line of cottonwood:.; marks the course of each livillg stream, but 

otherwise the lowlands are treeless. So are most of the allm-ial foot-slopes 

and some of the smaller mountains, especially at the south. Exeept on the 

high plateaus in central Utah, there is little that may be ealled forest. The 
greater mOllutaiw; have much timber in their reeesses, but are not elothed 

with trees. The growth is so irregular aIHl interrupted that the idea of a 
tree lilllit ('(mId not have originated here, but it may he said that only the 

straggling hush-like cedar passes below 6,000 feet at the north or 7,000 feet 

at the south. Only coniferI'! nre of such size and abundance al'! to have 

economie impOliance. Oak and maple gl'ow commonly as bushes, forming 
low thickets, but oeeasionally nUlk m; small tree8, along 'with the rarer box
elder, ash, lo('w"t, and hn('kberry. The elmracteristic covering of the Io"w
lands is a sparse growth of low hushes, between whieh the earth is hare, 

excepting 8cattpred wfts of grass. Toward the north, and espeeial1y on the 
higher plailll'-l, the grass is naturally more ahundant and the bushes oeeupy 

less space, but the introduction of domestie herds fa\Tors the ascendency of 

the bushes. At the south the bm;hes are partly of different species, and they 
are partially replaeed by eactuses and other thorny plants. The playas are 
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bare of all vegetation and are usually margined by a growth of salt-loving 

shrubs and grasses. A single southern bush hears leaveR of deep green, but 

with this exception the desert plants are grey, like the desert soil. These, 

and the persistent haze whose grey veil deadens all the landRcape, weary 

the eye \vith their rnonotony, so that the vivid green marking the distant 

spring iR welcOlne for its own sake as well as for the promise of refreshment 

to the thirsty traveler. 

The causeR of this arid climate lie in the general circulation of the 

atmosphere, in the currents of the Pacific Ocean, and in the configuration 

of the land. rrhere is a slow aerial drift fronl west to east, so that the air 
coming to the Basin has IH'evionsly traversed a portion of the Pacific, to 

which its telnperature and humidity have become adjusted. Off the west 

C03Rt of the United States there is a southward current, believed to be the 

chief brandl of the Kuro Siwa. Prof. George Davidson! estimates its width 

at about 300 mileR, and finds that its temperature rises with southward 

advance only one degree Fahrenheit for each degree of latitude. Being 

derived from a north-moving current, it reaches our coast with a tempera

ture higher than that normal to the latitude, while at the south its tempera

ture is below the normal. As pointed out by Dutton,2 the air passing from 

it to the land at the north is cooled by the land and precipitates moisture, 

while the similar air-current at the south is warmed by the land and con

verted to a drying wind. The Great Basin falls within the influence of the 

drying wind, its southern part being more affected than its northern. At the 

extreme south and the extreme north the mountains between the ocean and 

the Basin do not greatly interfere with the eastward flow of air, but between 

latitudes 35 0 and 41 0 the Sierra Nevada forms a continuous wall, rarely less 

than ten thousand feet high. In rising to pass this obstruction the air loses 

much of its Rtored moisture, especially in winter, and it descends to the Basin 

with dimilliRhed humidity. The Basin is further influenced by deviations of 

the air-currents from the eastward direction, and its southern part falls in 

summer within the zone of calms theoretically due to a descending current 

at the margin of the northern trade-wind; but observational data are too 

meager for the discussion of these factors. 

1 Letter to the writer. 
'Canso of tho Arid Climate of the western portion of the U. S., Capt. C. E. Dutton: Am. Jour. 

Sci., 3d ~er., vol. 22, p. 249. 
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The southern portion:'! of Arizona and New :Mexico and the western part 

of Texas resemble the Great Basin in climate, and they contain a numher 
of small interior basins. rrhese are not so fully determined in extent as the 

Great Basin, but several of them may be approximately indicated. One of 

the large!';t lies between the Rio Grande and its eastern branch, the Pecos, 
extending- from latitude 35° in central New Mexico to latitude 31 0 in west

ern Texas. In its broadest part it is bounded on the weKt by the San An

dreas and Organ ~fountains, and on the east by the Sacramento and Guada

loupe. Its area, of which t,yo-thirds lies in New Mexico, is about 12,500 

square rniles. Southwest of the Rio Grande, in Mexico, there is a larger 

tract of interior drainage, ('ontaiuing a Humber of saline lakeK, and to one 

of these, Lake Guzman, the yalley of the :Mimbres River of New Mexico 
descends. Other basins a(~jacellt on either side to that of the Mimbres are 

believed to bear the Harne relation to Lake Guzman, sloping g-elltly toward 

it, but contributing no \vater unless during periods of rare and exceptional 
Ktorm. Yet other basins without exterior drainage are contiguous to these, 

and unite to form in southwel'5tol'll Now Mexico an arm of the Mexican 
district of interior drainage, the area within New !Iexico probably falling 

behveen 7,000 and 7,500 square miles. North of this, and intersected cen

tI'ally by the 103d meridian and the 34th parallel, lieK a smaller hasin, includ

ing the plain of San Augustin. Its area is about 1,800 square miles .. In 

southeastern Arizona a slightly smaller basin lies hetween the Caliyuro and 
Dragoon Mountains on the west and the Pinalefio and Chiriealma Mount

ains OIl the eal'5t, including- the Playa de los Pimas. Another and still srnaller 

basin is known to exist in tlw Hualapi Valley of northwestern Arizona, all(: 

it is probable that othert-t occur in the western part of the Territory, both 
north and south of the Gila River. \Vhen all have been determined and 

measured, it is estimated that the total area of the interior basins of the United 

States, additional to the Great Basin, will be found equal to 25,000 Hquare 

miles, making the grand total for the United States about 232,000 square 
miles-the thirteenth part of our territory. Mexico contains other inland 

districts besides the one mentioned above, and the total area in that country 

may be one-third as great aK ours. It is probable that the remainder of the 

continent draills to the ocean. 
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Large as are these districts, it is nevertheless true that North America, 
as compared with other continents, is not characterized by interior drainage. 
Aecording to data compiled by }rurray, the closed basins in Australia aggre
gate 52 per cent of its area, those of Africa 31 per cent, of Eurasia 28 per 
cent, of South America 7.2 per cent, of North America 3.2 per cent. I The 
Great Basin is great only in comparison with similar districts of our own 
continent. The interior district of the Argentine Republic and Bolivia is 
half as large again, and that of central Am;tralia exceeds the Great Basin 
seven time:;; Sahara exceeds it sixteen times, and the illtelior district of Asia 

twenty-three times. 
HISTORY OF INVESTIGATION. 

'rhe history of the early geographic exploration of the Great Basin has 
been carefully detailed by Simpson in the introduction to the report of his 
own expedition. In 1776 it 'was penetrated by Padre Escalante from the 
sontheast, and about the same time it:; southern rim ,vas crossed by Padre 
Graces, but it does not appear that they discovered the peculiarity of its 
drainage. From about 1820 to 1835 the northern and broader portion of 
the basin was gradually explored by lndian-tratlers, who learned of the 
existence of undrained lakes and passed the account from mouth to mouth, 
hut made no maps and published no accounts of their discoveries. Capt. 
Bonneville, an army officer on leave, traveling in the interest of the fur 
trade hut with the spirit of exploration, took notes of geographic value 
(lH33), whieh were put ill Khape and published after a lapse of some years 
by \Yashington Irving, and his map is probahly the first whieh represents 
interior drainage. \Yhile Irving's account was in press, Fremont was en
gaged in his justly celehrated exploration which afforded to the ,yodd the 
first dear conception of the hydrography of the region.2 Since that time 
numerons expeditions, public antl private, have contributed details, so that 
now the external boundary of the Great Rasin is well kmrlvn except at the 
extreme Kouth, and its internal configuration bas been described and mapped 
thro~lghout four-fifths of its extent. " 

, 'rhe total alHlIlal rainfall of the Ian.] of the globe, Rllr! the relation of rainfall to the annllal dill
charge of rivers. By John Murray. Scottish Geog. Mag. vol ~, pp. 65-77. 

2 Report of the Exploring Expedition to the Rocky MOllntains ill the year 1842 and to Oregon and 
North California in the years 11"l43-'44. by Brevet-Callt. J. C. Fremont. 'Wasbington, 1845. 
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Our knowledge of that lacustrine history to which the present yolume 

is a contribution begins with Stansbury. Fremont, finding a line of drift

wood a fe,v feet aboye the water of Great S~ilt Lake, inferred a small yaria
tion of its leyel, but appears to haye overlooked the ancient shore-lines ter

racing the mountains round about. He described the coating of tufa on the 
yalley sides near Pyramid Lake, and the thought that it might be a lacust

rine depo~;it occurred to him, but was deemed inadmissible on account of the 
thickness of the formation. 

Stansbury in 1849 and 1850 made au elaborate survey of Great Salt 

Lake and its vicinity, meandering its shore, determining its depth by a series 

of soundings, and controlling his work by a system of triauf,'1llation. In 
his itinerary, while describing the plain ,,,here now stands Lakeside station 

of the Central Pacific railway, he says: 

This extensh-e flat appears to have formed, at one time, the northern portion Of 
the lake, for it is nolV but siightly aboye its present leyel. Upon the slope of a riuge 
connect{'u with this plain, thirteen uistinct succeilsiye benches, or water-marks, were 
counted, which hau eddently, at one time, been washed b.} the lake, and must ha,-c 
been the result of its action continued for some time at each level. The highest of 
these is now about two llUlldred feet aboye the valley, which has itself been left by 
the lake, owing l'robably to gradual elevation occasioned by sllbterl'aneous causes. If 
this supposition he correct, and all appearances conspire to support it, tbere must haw 
been here at some former period a vast inland sea, extentling for hundreds of miles; 
and the isolated mountains which !lOW tower from the flats, forming its western and 
sonthwestern shores, were doubtless huge islands similar to those which now risc 
from the diminished waters of the lake.1 

One of his sketehes of Fremont Island, reproduced in a lithograph 

facing page 102 of his report, exhibits terraces of the same sort, and he says 
in another place that the island, which is "at least 800 or 900 feet high," 

presented "the appearance of rflgn]ar beaches, bounded by what seemed 
to have been ,yell-defined and perfectly horizontal water-lines, at different 

heights above each other, as if the water had settled at intervals to a lower 
level, leaving the marks of its former elevation distinctly traced upon the 

hillside. This continued nearly to the summit, and was most apparent on 
the northeastern side of the islund."2 

, Exploration and Survey of the Valley of the Great SalL Lake of Utah, .... by Howard Stans
bury, Capt. Top. Eng., Philadelphia, 1852, p. 105. 

2 Ibid. p. 160. 
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Beckwith, who led a geographic expedition across the Great Basin in 
1854, makes the next advance in the description of the lacustrine phenom
ena, and his contribution is so important that I quote it entire: 

The old shore· lines existing ill the vicinity of the Great Salt Lake present an 
interesting study. Some of them are elevated but a few feet (from fh-e to twenty) 
ahove the present level of the luke, and are as distinct and as well defined and pre
servl'd as its present beaches; and Stansbury speak;.;, ill the Report of his exploration, 
pages 15l'S-lGO, of drift· wood still existing' UpOll those having an elevation of five feet 
aboye the lake, which unmistakably indicates the remarkably recent recession of the 
waters which formed them, whilst their magnitude and smoothly-worn forms as unmis
takably indicate the levels which tlJ(~ waters maintained, at their respective forma
tions, for VClY considerable periods. 

In the Tuilla Valley, at the south end of the lake, they are so remarkably distinct 
and peculiar in form and position that one of them, on which we traveled in crossing 
that valley on the 7th of May, attracted the observation of the least iuformed team· 
sters of our party-to whom it appeart'M artificial. Its elevation we judged to be twenty 
feet above the present level of the lake. It is also twelye or fifteen feet above the 
plain to tbe south of it, and i~ several miles loug; but it is narrow, ouly affording a 
fine I'oa(lway, and is crescent-formed, and terminates to tbe west as thougll it bad once 
fOI'med a cape, projecting into the lake from the mountains 011 the east-in miuiaturt', 
perhaps, not unlike tbe strip of land dividing the sea of l\zoff from the Piltrid sea. 
From this beach the Tuilla Valley ascends gradually towards the south, and in a few 
miles becomes partly blocked up by a cross-range of mountains, with passages at either 
end, however, leading over quite as remarkable beaches into what is known, to the 
Mormons, as Rush Valley, in which there are still small lakes or ponds, once, doubt
less, forming part of the Great Saft Lake. 

The recest>iolls of the waters of the lake from the beaches at these comparatively 
,,;light elevations, took place, beyond all doubt, withiu a '-ery modern geological period; 
and the volume of the water of the lake at each subsidence-by whatever cause pro
duced, and whether hy gradual or spasmodic action-seems as plainly to have been 
diminished; for its pres(,llt volume is not sufficient to form a lake of even two or three 
feet in depth, over the area indicatetl by these shores, and, if existing, would be amlU
ally dried up dnring tbe summer. 

These banks-which so clearly seem to have been formed amI left dry within a 
period so recent that it would seem impossible for the waters which formed them to 
have escaped into the sea, eitller by great convulsions, opening passages for them, or 
by the gradual breaking of the distallt shore (rim of the Basill) and draining them off, 
without ha,-ing left abundant records of the escaping waters, as legible at least as the 
old shores they formed-are not peculiar to the vicinity of this lake of the Basiu, 
but were observed nea,r the lakes in Franklin Valley, and will probably be found 
near other lakrs, and in the nnmerons small basins which, united, form the Great 
Basill. 

But high abo"e these (liminutive banks of recent date, on the mountains to the 
east, south and west, and on the islands of the Glrat Salt Lake, formatiolls are seen, 
preserving, apparently, a uniform ele,'atioll as far- as the eye can extend-formations 
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on a magnificent scale, whicb, hastily examined, seem no less unmistakably than the 
furmer to indicate their shore origin. They are elevated from two or three hundred to 
six. ur eight hundred feet above the preseut lake; and if upon a thorough examination 
they prove to be ancient shures, they will perhaps afford (heing easily traced OIl the 
lIumerous mouutaiuH of the BasiB) the means of determiuillg the character of the spa 
by which tbey were formed, whether all interual one, suhHequently drained off by the 
breaking or wearing away of the rim of the Basin-of the existence of which at allY 
timt', ill the form of cOlltinllollS t'levated llIountain chains, there seems at presellt hut 
little ground for belie"illg-or all arm of the main sea, wbich, with the contiuent, has 
bpen elevated to its present position, and drained by tbe successive stages indicatpil 
by tbeHe sbores.! 

A year earlier Blake explored the Colorado desert between San Diego 
and Fort Yuma, finding unmistakable evidence of its former occupation by 
a lake, He observed a shore' line, tufa deposits, and lacustrine clays, and 
in the clays and tufa, as well as scattered over the surface of the desert, he 
found fi'esh-water shells, and a single brackish shell, Gnatlwdon. His de

scription and discussion are full and eminently satisfactory, but his expla
nation takes the lake he describes out of the field of present interest, for he 
shows that oul y it;:; disappearance and not its origin is to be a;:;cribed to 
climate. The lake basin was created by the growth of the delta of the Col
orado River, which was built across the Gulf of California, separating a 

portion of its upper end. 'Vhen the river, shifting 011 its delta, is turned to 
the right, a lake is maintained behind the barrier, a lake with outlet to the 
Gulf, and therefore fresh. 'Yhen the river turns to the left, it flows directly 
to the Gulf, and the lake is dried away. The latter is the present and his
toric condition, but occasionally at extreme flood a portion of the river's 
water has been known to flow for many miles toward the desiccated basill.2 

Simpson, exploring for wagon routes in the broadest part of the Great 
Basin, ill 1859,3 observed in Cedar and Rush valleys the same wa'+,er lines 
that had been seen by Stansbury farther north; 'and Henry Engelmann, 
the geologist of his party, noted not only shore terraces but laeuRtrine silt 
and tufa and fresh-water shells. He points out that the saltness of the 

~~~ .. ---.~-..... ----, ... -.. 

I Explorations ... from the month of the Kansas River, Mo., to the Sevier Lake, in the Great 
Basin. By Lieut. E. G. Beckwith. :E'oot note to p. 97. In Pacific Railroad reports, vol. 2, Washing
ton, 1855. 

iGeological Report, by William P. Blake. In Pacific Railway Reports, vol. 5, 1856, pp.97-99, 
236-239. 

• Explorations across the Great Basin of the Territory of Utah for a direct wagon-route from 
Camp Floyd to Genoa, in Carson Valley, in 1859, by Captain J .. H. Simpson. Washington, 1876. 
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Basin lakes is inconsistent with the prevalent impression that they possess 
subterranean outlets, and comparing· their former with their present extent, 
refers the difference to elimate. He argues that the present geographie con
ditions tend to the diminution of rainfall, and that under them the basin lIas 

become progressively more and more ariel. But there is nothing in his dis
CUSHion serving to explain the greater humidity of the preceding age. 

The reports of Simpson and Engelmann, though prepared in manu

seript immediately after the completion of their exploration, v.-ere not printed 
until 1878, and in the mean time many observers saw the lake yeRtiges and 
wrote upon them. "Whitney, visiting l\Iono Lake in 1863, and noticing old 
8hore-lines rising in a series to the height of 600 feet above the water, raised 
the question-for many years unanswered-whether the old lake was con
fined to the :Mono Valley or cOllunullicated with lakes in other valleys of the 

Great Basin, and pointed out tbat whatever conditions produeed the ancient 
glaeiers of the adjacent Sierra were competent to expand the lake. l Hay
den in 1870 examined the old shore-lines in the immediate vicinity of Great 
Salt Lake, correctly correlated thern with lacllstrine deposits at various 
points, showed their recency as compared to the later Tertiary beds of the 
vieinity, and referred them to the Quaternary. He also found shells in the 

depm;its, and from their charaeter recognized the freshness of the old lake.2 

Bradley, two years later, recoglli;r.ed the broad terraces flanking Ogden 

River and other streams of the vieiuity as deltas built by the same streams 
ill the ancient lake, observed that the Ogden delta deposits extended into 
the HlOuntain canyon of the river, amI drew the important conclusion that 
before the age of the high terraces Great Salt Lake was not far, if at all, 
ahove its present leveP About the same time Poole made additional obser
vations on t.he shore-lines of the same basin and traced them as far weshvard 

as the Deep Creek l\1ountaills.4 

The observations of Hayden, Bradley, and Poole were independent 

and original, and by reason of priority of publication they belong to the 

1 Geol. Surv. of California, Geology, vol. 1, by J. D. Whitney. Philadelphia 1865, Pl'. 451-452. 
·U. S. Geol. Surv. of Wyoming ... 1870, by F. V. Hayden. Washington, 1872, pp. 169, liO, 

172, 17[,. 
3 Report of Frank H. Bradley, ill U. S. Geo!. Surv. of the Territ,ories, Rept. for Hl72. 'Vashing

ton, 18n, pp. 192, 196. 
'The Great American Desert, by Henry S. Poole: Proc. Nova Scotia. lnst. Nat. ScL, vol. 3, pp. 

208-220. 
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history of the subject, but, as already mentioned, they were partially an
ticipated by those of Simpson and Engelmann, and wholly anticipated by 

those of King, Hague and Emmons, the geologists of the Fortieth Parallel 
Exploration. The work of this corps covered a belt one hundred miles 

broad, spanning the Great Basin in its broadest part, and within this belt 

the Pleistocene lakes were studied and for the first time approximately 

mapped. It was shown that the corrugated surface of the Great Basin in 
this latitude is higher ill the middle than at the east and west margins, war

ranting a general subdivision into the Utah Basin, the Nevada Plateau and 

the Nevada Basin; that the Utah Basin formerly contamed a large lake, 

Bonneville, extending hoth north and south beyond' the belt of survey; that 
the Nevada Basin contained a similar lake, Lahontan, likewise exceed

ing the limits of the belt; and that the valleys of the central plateau held 

within the belt no less than eight small Pleistocene lakes. The mechanical 

sediments and chemical deposits of the lakes were studied, and were ascer
tained to overlie subaerial gravels, thus proving that a dry climate had pre

ceded the humid climate of the lake epoch; and it was inferred from the 

chemical deposits of Lake Lahontan that the lake had been twice formed 

and twice dried away.l 

The field work that afforded this important body of information was 

performed chiefly in the years 186'7-70, but publication was delayed till 

1877-78. In 1872 Howell and the writerr traveling with topographic par

ties of the Wheeler Survey, traversed the Utah Basin on many lines, and 

our reports, printed in 1874 and 1875, contained an account of Lake Bon

neville, the extent of which we were able to indicate with inconsiderable 
error, and to which the writer gave a name.2 Thus, by an accident of pub

lication, King and his eolleagues lost that literary priority in regard to Lake 

Bonneville to which they were fairly entitled by priority of investigation. 
---- ------------

I Geol. Expl. of the 40th Parallel. Vol. 1, Systematic Geology, by Clarence King. Washington, 
1~78; vol.~, Doscriptive Geology, by Arnold Hagne and S. F. Emmons. Washington, 1877. 

2 Prelim. Geol. Rept. by G. K. Gilbert; Appendix D to Progress Rept. Expl. aud Sur. W. of 
the 100t,h Mer. in 1872. Washington, 1874, pp. 49-50. 

Explorations aud Surveys west of the lOOth Meridian, vol. 3, Geology. Washington,1875. Part 
1, by G. K. Gilbert, treats of Lake Bonneville on pp. 88-104. Part 3, by Edwin E. Howell, treats of 
Lake Bonneville on pp. 249-251. 

MON 1--2 
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In 1877 Peale ohRerved Hhore terraces ill various partH of Cache valley.l 

From 1875 to 1878 1 spent each summer in Utnh <1H a memher of the 
Powell Hurvey, anu found many opportunities ill connection with other work 

to continue the study of Lake Bonneville. This was especially the ease in 
1877, when the duty of gathering information as to the irrigable land of the 

basin of Great Salt Lake led me all about the margin of' the S~tlt Lake desert. 

\Vhen the corps for western tmrveys were reorganized in 18nl, I waH placed 

in charge of the Division of the Great Basin, with the understanding that the 

Pleistocene lakes, previously investigated only in an incidental way, i'lhould 
form a principal subject of study. Late in the season some months were 

spent in the field, with Mr. \V. D. Johnson as aS8istant; and a corps was 
organized the following year. Of thi8 corps, Mr. Israel C. Russell was prin

cipal assishmt, and he remained with the work from first to last, being 
assigned independent investigations after the first season. Nlessrs. H. A. 

"Wheeler, W. J. McGee, and Geo. 1\1. Wright took part in the geologic work 
for shorter periods. Messrs. Gilbert 'l'homp8on, Albert L. vYebster, \Villard 
D. Johnson, and Eugelle Ricksecker, aSJSociated with the work at various 

times as topographers, and Messrs. Fred. D. Owen, J. B. Bernadou, and E. 
R. Trmvbridge, temporarily attached to field parties as general assil:;tants, 

all eontrihuted to the mapping and illu8tration of the lake phenomena. 

The field ,york of the year 1880 was in the Bonneville Basin, and little 
was afterward done in that area. In 1881 Mr. Rus8ell made a preliminary 

examination of the vestiges of Lake Lahontan in the Nevada Basin and of 

the MOllO Basin, and in the following spring extended his reconnaissance 

to the lake basins of southeastern Oregon. I was called to Washington in 

the spring of 1881 on duty supposed to be temporary, but remained there 
until the following year, when the work of the Survey, previously restricted 

to the western Territories, was extended by Congress to the eastern States 
also. As the enlargement of field and function was not accompanied by an 

equivalent increase of funds, it became necessary to curtail the western 
work of the Survey, and it was decided to stop the investigation of the 

Pleistocene lakes as soon as this could be done without great sacrifice of 
-~"----"--"-- "~---~ "--~ --~"~--~~ -----" 

Ilteport of A. C. Peale,in U. S. GeoJ. Surv. of the Territoriesfot 1877, Washington, 1879, pp. 
603--006. 
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material already acquired. Mr. Russell completed the study of the Lahon
tan and ~lono Basins by the dose of the season of 1883 and then returned 
east. I made a single excuniioll ill the summer of 1883, devoting a few 
weeks to supplementary observations in the Bonneville, Lahontan, and Mono 
Basins, and visiting Owens Valley ·to examine the geolog'ic features of the 
Illyo earthquake. 'rhe examination of the more southerly valleys of the 
Great Basiu, the study of the brines and saline deposits, and the elaborate 
measurement of post-Pleistocene displacements, are indefinitely deferred. 

The results of the investigation have been communieated in a series of 
reports, essays, and memoirs. An outline of the Bouneville history was 
published by me in 1882,1 and an essay on shore topography in 1885.2 

Russell's results have appeared in a preliminary report on Lake Lahontan,3 
reports on the Oregon basins 4 and the MOllO Basin,5 and a monograph on 

Lake Lahontan.6 An essay 011 the Pleistocene fresh-'water shells was pre
pared and published by Call,7 and one on the pseudomorph thinolite by 
Dana.8 The present publication completes the series. 

J Contribntions to the history of Lake Bonneville: Second Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey. Wash· 
ington, Itltl2, pp. 169-200. 

2The topographic features of lake shores: Fifth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey. Washington, 
1tl85, pp. 75-123. 

A discussion of post-Bonneville displaccment appeared in an address" The Inculcation of Scien
tific Method by Example," read to the American Society of ~atllrali8ts Dec. 27, 1885, and priutcd 
ill the Am. Jour. Sci., voL 31, pp. 2H4-299. A description of the joiute<l strncture of the Bonneville 
beds was printed ill the Am. Jour. ScL, 3d Series, Vol. 2:J, 1882, pp. 25-27. 

3 Sketch of the Geological History of Lake Lahontan: Third Ann. Rcpt. U. S. GeoL Survey. Wash
ington, 1&')3, PI). 189-2a5. 

4 A geologICal reconnaissance in Sonthern Oregon: Fourth Anu. Rel)t. U. S. GeoI. Survey. Wash· 
ingt,on, 1885, pp. 4al-~64. 

5 Qnaternary history of Mono Valley, California: Eighth Ann. Rept. U. S. Gcol. Survey. \Vashiug· 
ton, 1880, pp. 261-394. 

6 Geological History of Lake Lahontau: Mon. U. S. Gcol. Survey. No ll, \Vashiugton,1885, pp. 302. 
Other pulllications by Mr. RU~8ell containing portions of the same material are-

Lakes of the Great Basiu: Seienee, vol. 3, 11,84, pp :l2~-323. 
Deposits of Voleanic Dust in the Great Basin: Bull. Phil. Soc., Washington, vol. 7,1885, pp.l!:5-20. 
Notes on the FanltH of the Gre:tt Basin, ... : Btlil. Phil. Soc. Washington, vol. 9, Itl87, I)P. fr-t!. 
The Great Basin. In Overlan<l Mouthly,2d Series, vol. 11,1888, pp. 420-426. 

7 On the Quaternary and Rccent Mollnsca of the Great Basill, with descriptions of new forms. By 
R. Ellsworth Call.· Introduced by a Sketch of the Quaternary Lakes of the Great Basin, by G. K. 
Gilbert·, Bnll. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 11,1884, 56 pp. 

"A Crystallographic Study of the Thinolite of Lake Lahontan. By Edward S. Dana. Bull. U. S. 
Gaol. Survey No. 12,1884, 29 pp. 
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THE BONNEVILLE BASIN. 

'fhe Great Basin comprises a large number of subsidiary closed basins, 
each draining to a lake or playa. About sixty of these could be enumerated 
from present knowledge, and the full number may be as high as one hun
dred. In the last geologic epoch a more humid climate conyerted many, 
or perhaps all, of these playas into lakes, and enlarged all the lakes. Some 
lakes overflowed the rims of their basins, becoming tributary to others; and 
the lakes of adjacent basins in many instances expanded until they became 
confluent. A few of the overflowing lakes discharged across the rim of the 
Great Basin, thus becoming tributary to the ocean, and subtracting their 
catchment basins ii'om the district of interior drainage. In the remaining 
portion of the distIict the number of independent drainage areas was reduced 

by coalescence. 
The largest of the confluent lakes were formed at the eastern and 

western margins of the Great Basin, being separated by the plateau of 
eastern Nevada. Lake Lahontan at the west was fed chiefly by the i:lllOWS 

of the Sierra Nevada, Lake Bonneville at the east by those of 4:he 'Yasatch 
and Uinta mountains. 

The catchment basin of Lake Bonneville comprises that part of the 
Great Basiu lying east of the Gosiute, Snake, and Pinon mountains of east
ern Nevada-an oblong area embracing about five degrees of latitude and 
three of longitude, and containing about 54,000 square miles, or the fourth 
part of the area of the Great Basin. Its \vestern two-thirds may be described 
as a plain ranging in altitude from 4,200 to 5,500 feet above tide, and more' 
or less interrupted by short mountain ranges trending north and south. At 
the north, where the mountainA are comparatively few and small, the barren 
plain is called the Great Salt Lake Desert, and Himilar open stretehm; at the 
south are named the Sevier Desert and the Escalante Desert. The easterll 

t~ird is much higher, including the lofty "\Yasatch Range and its dependen
cies, the western end of the !Still loftier Uinta Range, and the ,vestern part 
of the district of the High Plateaus. Several peako of the "\Yasatch and 
Uinta )Ioul1tai11s rise above the level of 12,000 feet, and the High Plateaus 
culminate 11eal' Beaver in the Tushar ridge with peaks of similar altitude. 
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The eastern uplands are the only important condensers of moisture, 
and from them flow a system of rivers whose waters are evaporated in the 
salt lakes of the lowlands. The Bear, the vVebe1', m{d the Provo-,J ordall 
have their principal sources in the Uinta Mountains, and break through the 

vVasatch Range on their ,vay to Great Salt Lake. One of the upper val
leys traversed by the Bear River contains Bear Lake, a body of fresh water; 
and Utah Lake, likewise fresh, receives the Provo and discharges the ,Jor
dan. The Sevier River, after flowing 150 miles northward among' the 
plateaus, receives the San Pete from the north and then turns weshvard 
to Sevier Lake, the saline of the Sevier Desert. 

The eastern uplands are better timbered than any other part of the Great 
Basin. The upland valleys are fertile, but having a climate too cool for 
agriculture are devoted to grazing and maintain only a scant population. 
The western plain is infertile by reason of aridity, and is almost without 
inhabitants. The 100yer valleys of the rivers, 1vhere they issue from the 
uplands upon the plain, have a climate suited for agriculture, are rendered 
fertile by irrigation, and constitute a habitable zone, over which the Mor
mon community has spread. 

To understand fully the topographic relations described above, the 
reader should examine the large map of Lake Bonneville (in a pocket 
attached to the cover of this volume), where the reliefs are expressed by 
contour liues at each 1,000 feet; and also Plate XII, whereon are marked 
the boundary of the Bonneville Basin and the boundaries of the equivalent 
group of smaller basins as they exist at the present time. He will find also 
that the plate supplements the expression of the distribution of the uplands, 
by contrasting the area above 7,000 feet with the area below; and he CfLll 

learn from it more readily than through words the relation of the basiu to 
the politieal divisions of the country. By turning again to Plate II he will 
see that the Bonneville basin adjoins interior drainage only on the west; 
its northern rim parts it from the basin of Snake River, a branch of the 
Columbia, its eastern and southern from the basin of the Colorado of the 
\Vest. The more important streams heading near the northern rim and 
flowing to the Snake are the Salt, Blackfoot, Portneuf, Bannack, and Raft. 
In the eastern rim rise Rlack'8 Fork, the Uinta, and the Price, all tributary 
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to the Green before it joins the Colorado, and the San Rafael, Fremont, and 

Escalante, immediate tributaries of the Colorado. The Paria, Kanab, and 
Virgen flow to the Colorado from the southern rim. 

CHRONOLOGIC NOMENCLATURE. 

The geologic period to which the Bonneville history has been referred 
has three llames in good standing, Quaternary, Pleistocene, and Glacia1. 
Each name varies more or less in scope as used by different authors, but as 
ordinarily understood the three are strictly synonymous. In earlier writ
ings I have prefelTed Quaternary, in the p~esent I prefer Pleistocene. 

No vital principle is involved in either preference, and indeed I am not 
of those who clamor for the rightR of words. In my judgment words have 
no rightH which the users of words are bound to respect. The elaim of a 

word for preference rests only on its utility-its convenience for the com
munication of thought. 

{lZacial connotes glaciers, and was a convenient name while it was sup
posed that a cold climate marked the whole period. But now that intelTup
tions 'Of that elimate are recognized, it is more cOllvenient to speak of glacial 
epochs and interglacial epochs oi' the Quaternary or Pleistocene period. 

Quaternary connotes a fomfold classification, and is coordinate with 
Tertiary. Pleistocene suggests by its termination coordination with the 
subdiviHions of the Tertiary. U sing the scale of time-nouns adopted by the 
International CongTess of Geologists, the Quaternary is an era, having the 
classificatory rank of the Tertiary era, and the Pleistocene is a period, rank
ing with the Eocene period. It is generally believed that the Pleistocene is 
comparable in point of duration with one of the periods of the Tertiary era, 
being less rather than greater, and those who advocate the employment of 
the name Quaternary recognize the Quaternary era as one containing but a 
~ingle pe~iod. The time division with which we have to deal iH, thell, from 
every point of view, a "period," and it is believed that the use of the name 
Pleistocene Period involves a minimum amount of implication as to higher 
classification, a subject whose discussion is not here contemplated. 



OHAPTER II. 

'rHE TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF LAKE SHORES. 

It has been assumed in the preceding pages that valleys from which 

lakes have recently disappeared are clmraeterized by certaiu features 

whereby that faet can be recognized. Perhaps no one observant of natural 

phenomena will dispute this. But there is, nevertheless, some diversity of 

opinion aK to what are the peculiar characters to which lakes give rise; and 

ospecially has the true interpretation of certain local topographic features 

beon mooted, some geologists ascribing them to waves, and others to dif

ferent agencies . 
. In the investigation of our ancient lake, it has, been found necessary 

not only to discriminate fi'om all other topographic elements the features 

created by its waves, but also to ascertain the manner in whieh each was 

produced, so as to be ahle to give it the proper interpretation in the recon

struetion of the hit-;tory of the lake. It is proposed in this elmpter to pre

sent the more general results of this study, deseribing in detail the various 

element!'! which eonstitut~ shore topography,. explaining their origin, 1'.0 far 

UK possible, and finally contrasting them with topographic features of other 

origin which so far simulate them as to occai:iion comusion. 

The play of meteoric agents on the surface of the land is unremitting, 

so that there is a COllstant tendency to the production of the forms charac

teristic of their action. All other forms are of the nature of exceptions, 

and attract the attention of the observer as requiring explanation. The 

shapes wrought by atmospheric erosion are simple and symmetric and need 

but to be enumerated t,o be recognized as normal elements of the sculpture 
23 
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of the land. Along each drainage line there is a gradual and gradually 
increasing ascent from mouth to source; and this law of increasing acclivity 
applies to all branches as well as to the main stem. Between each pair of 
adjacent drainage lines is a ridge or hill, standing midway and rounded at 
the top. "Wherever two ridges join there is a summit higher than the adja

cent portion of either ridge; and t!le highest summits of all ~re those which, 
measuring along lines of drainage, are most remote from the ocean. The 

crests of the ridges are not horiwmtal but undulate from summit to summit. 
There are no sharp contrasts of slope; the concave profiles of the drainage 
lines change their inclination little by little and merge by a gradual transi
tion in the convex profiles of the crests and summits. 

The factor which most frequently, and in fact almost universally, inter
rupts these simple curves is heterogeneity of terrane. Under the influence 
of this f~1Ctor, just as in the case of a homogeneous terrane, the declivities 
adjust themselves in such way as to oppose a maximum resistance to erosion; 
and with diver8ity of rock texture this adjustment involves diversity of form. 
Hard rocks survive, while the soft are eaten away. Peaks and cliffs are 
produced. The apices are often angular instead of rounded. Profiles 
exhibit abrupt changes of slope. Flat-topped ndges appear, and the dis
tribution of maximum summits becomes in a measure independent of the 
length of drainage tines. 

A second factor interrupting the continuity of erosion profiles is up-
-heaval; and this produces its effects in two distinct ways. First, the general 
uprising of a broad tract of land affects the relation of the drainage to its 
point of discharge or to its base level, causing corrasion by streams to be 
more rapid than the general waste of the surface and producing canyons 
and terraces. Second, a local uprising by means of a fault produces a cliff 
at the margin of the uplifted tract; and a,bove this cliff there is sometimes 

a terrace. 
A third disturbing factor is glaciation, the cirques and moraines of 

which are distinct from anything wrought by pl~vial erosion, and a fourth 
is found in eruption. 

The products of all these agencies except the last have been occasionally 
confused with the phenomena of shores. The beach-lines of Glen Roy have 
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been caned river terraces and moraine terraces. rrhe cliffs of the Do,Yns of 

England have been ascribed to shore waves. Glacial moraines in New 
Zealand have been interpreted as shore terraces. Beach ridges in our own 
Coulltry have been described as glacial moraines, and fault terraces as well 
as ri vel' te1'rae01; have been mistaken for shore-marks. 

In the planning of engineering works for the improvement and protee
tion of harbors, it is of prime importance to unden;tand the natural processes 
by which coast features are produced and modified, and this necessity has 
led to the production by engineers of a large though widely scattered litera
ture on coast-forming agencies. Geologists also require for the interpre
tation of strata originating as coast deposits an understanding of the methods 
of coastal degradation and coastal deposition, aud from their point of view 
there has arisen an independent literature on the subject. The physical 
theory of water waves required alike by engineers and geologists has been 
developed hy physicists, and has its own literature. The three groups of 
writers have so thoroughly traversed the subject of shore proeesses that the 
present chapter would have need to demonstrate its raison d'ctre were it not 
that the general subject has as yet received no compendious and systematic 
treatment in the English language. 

It happens, moreover, that the present treatment of the subject has its 
own peculiar point of view, and is in large part independent. During the 
progress of the field investigation I was unaware of the greater part of the 
literature mentioned ahove, having indeed met with hut one important 
paper, that in which Andrews describes the formation of beaches at the head 
of Lake Michigan, and I was induced hy the requirements of my work to 
develop the philosophy of the subject ab initio. The theories here presented 
had therefore received approximately their present form and arrangement 
hefore they were compared with those of earlier writers. 'I'hey are thus 
original without being novel, and their independence gives them confirma
tory value so far as they agree with the conclusions of others. 

The peculiarity of the point of view lies in the fact that the phenomena 
chiefly studied are fossil shore-lines instead of modern. The bodies of \vater 
to which they pertain having disappeared, the configuration of the sub
merged portion is directly seen instead of being interpreted from lahorious 
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soundings. There are, moreover, natural sections of the deposits, exposed 

by subsequent erosion, and these reveal features of internal structure or 

anatomy quite as important to the geologist as the features of morphology. 

The literature of shore-lines is so feebly connected bycross reference, and 

portions of it have been discovered in places so unexpected, that the writer 

fE;Jars many important contributions have escaped his attention. -Within the 

range of his reading, the earliest discussions of value are by Beaumont! and 

De la Beche,2 and it must be admitted that the writers of geologic manuals 

now in use have improved very little upon their presentation. Fleming, in 

an essay on the origin and preservation of the harbor of Toronto/ set forth 

the process of littoral transportation with admirable clearness; and Andrews, 

who appears to have reached his conclusions by independent observation, 

added to the theory of littoral transportation an important factor in the 

theory of littoral deposition.4 Mitchell, in an essay on tidal marshes,5 inci

dentally describes the growth of the protecting barrier. A general treatise 

by Oialdi G gives a systematic discussion of coast processes from the engi

nem"s point of view, and reviews the Italian literature of the subject; and 

a shorter paper by Keller7 has a similar scope. Richthofen, in his manual 

of instruction to scientific travelers, treats analytically and at length of the 

work of waves in conjunction with tides, and discusses a subsiding conti

nent.s The theory of waves has been developed experimentally by a com

mittee of the British Association, with J, Scott Russell as reporter;9 and it 

is analytically treated by Airylo and RankineY 

I Le~ons de geologie pratique. Par Elie de BeaulDont. Vol. 1, pp. 221-253, Paris, 1845. 
2 A Geological Mannal. By Henry T. De la Beche. 3d edition, enlarged, London, 1833, pp. 67-91. 
The Geological Observer. By the same. London, 1851, pp. 49-117. 
3Toronto Harbor-its formation and preservation. By Sandford Fleming, C. E.: Canadian 

Journal, vol. 2, 1tJ54, pp. 103-107,22:3-230. Reprinted with additions as Report on Preservation and 
Improvement of Toronto Harbor. In Snppleu,ent to Canadian Journal, 1tJ54, pp. 15-29. 

4The North American Lakes considered as chronometers of post-Glacial time. By Dr. Edml1nd 
Andrews. TrailS Chicago Acad. Sci., Vol. 2, pp. 1-2~. 

"On therecl3matioll of tide-Iamls and itA relation to navigation. By Henry Mitchell. Appen
dix No.5, to Rept,. U. S. Coast Survey for 1R69. Washington, 1872, pp. 75-104. 

<; Snl moto olldoso del Illare e Sll Ie correnti di esso specialmente SII qnelle littorali. Alessandro 
Cialdi, Roma, 1866. 

7 Stndien nber die Gestaltnng der Sandkllsten, etc., H. Keller, Berlin, 1881. 
8 Fiihrer f"tir Forschnngsreisende, von Ferdinand Freiherr von Richthofen. Berlin, 1886, pp. 

336-365. 
9 Report of the Committee on Waves, by Sir John Robinson, and John Scott Rnssell, Reporter: 

Rept. British Ass. Adv. Sci., 7th meeting, 18~7, pp. 417-496. 
lOG. B. Airy, Vol. V, Ency. Metrop. 
II W. J. McQ. Rankine, Philos. TranR. Royal Soc. London, vol. 153, 1863, pp. 127-138. 
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In the following treatment of the subject the description and analysis 
of the elements of shore topography will be followed by a comparison of 
certain of these elements with simulating features of different origin. First, 
however, a few words will be devoted to the consideration of shore shaping 
as a division of the more general process of earth shaping. 

The earth owes its spheroidal form to gravity and rotation. It owes 
its great features of continent and ocean bed to the unequal distribution of 
the heterogeneous material of which it is composed. :NIany of its minor, 
inequalities can be referred to the same cause, but its details of surface are 
chiefly molded by the circulation of the fluids which envelope it. This 
shaping or molding of the surface may be divided into -three parts-sub
aerial shaping (land sculpture), subaqueous shaping, and littoral shaping. 
In each case the process is threefold, comprising erosion, transportation, and 
deposition. 

In subaerial or land shaping the agents of erosion are meteoric-rain, 
acting both mechanically and chemically, streams, and frost. The agent of 
transportation is running water. 'rhe condition of deposition is diminishing 
velocity. 

In subaqueous shaping, or the molding of surface which takes place 
beneath lakes and oceans, currents constitute the agent of erosion. They 
conHtitute also the agent of transportation; and the condition of deposition 
is, as before, diminishing velocity. 

In littoral shaping, or the modeling of Hhore features, wayes constitute 
the agent of erosion. TranHportation is performed by wa yeH and currentH 
acting cOl~jointly, and the condition of deposition is increasing depth. 

On the land the amount of erosion vastly exceeds the amount of dep
osition. Under standing water erosion is either uil or incomparably inferior 
in atnount to deposition. And these two facts are correlatives, sillee the 
product of land erosion is chiefly deposited in lakes and oceans, and the 

sediments of lakes and oceans are derived ehiefly from land erosion. The 
products of littoral erosion undergo division, going partly to littoral dep
osition and partly to subaqueous deposition. r:I'he material for littoral 
deposition is derived partly from littoral erosion and partly from land 
erosion. 
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That is to say, the detritus worn from the land by meteoric agents is 
-transported outward by streams. Normally it is all carried to the com!t, but 
owing to the almost universal complication of erosion with local uplift, there 
is a certain share of detritus deposited upon the basins and lower slopes of 
the land. At the shore a seeolld division takes place, the smaller portion 
being arrested and built into various shore structures, while the larger por
tion eontillues outward and is deposited in the sea or lake. The product of 
shore erosion is similarly divided. A part remains upon the shore, where it 
is combined with material derived from the land, and the remainder goes to 
swell the volume of subaqueous deposition. 

The forms of the land are given ehiefly by erosion. Sinee the ,year 
by streams keeps necessarily in advanee of the waste of the intervening 
surfaces, and sinee, also, there is inequality of erosion dependent on diver
sity of texture, land forms are characterized by their variety. 

The f(wms of sea beds and lake beds are given by deposition. The 
great eurrents by whieh subaqueous sediments are distributed sweep over 
the ridges and other prominences of the smfaee and leave the intervening de
pressions eompanttively eurrentless. Deposition, depending on retardation 
of eurrent, takes plaee chiefly in the depressions, so that they are eventually 
filled and a monotonous uniformity is the result. 

The forms of the shore are intermediate in point of variety between 
those of the land and those of the sea bed; and since they alone elaim 
parentage in wave:,;, they are sui generis. 

Oeean shores are gelletieally distinguished from lake shores by the 
eooperation of tides, which modify the work aeeomplished by waves and 
wind currents. 

The phenomena of oeean shores are therefore more eomplicated than 
those of lake shores, and an exhaustive treatment of the subjeet would 
include the discussion of their distinguishing eharaeteristies. They fall, 
however, without the limits of the present investigation, and in tl-Ie analysis 
which follows, the influence of tides is not eonsidered. It is perhaps to be 
regretted that the systematie treatment here proposed eould not be so 
extended as to inelude all shores, but there is a eertain eompensation in the 
faet that the results reaehed in reference to lake shores have an important 
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negative bearing on tidal discussions. It was long ago pointed out by 
Beaumont l and Desor2 that many of the more important features ascribed 
by hydraulic engineers to tidal action, are produced on the shores of inland 

seas by waves alone; and the demonstration of wave work pure and simple 
should be serviceable to the maritime enghieer by pointing out those results 
in explanation of whieh it is ullneCeStlary to appeal to the agency of tides. 

The order of treatment is based on the three-fold division of the proc
ess of shore shaping. Littoral erosion and the origin of the sea-cliff and 
wave-cut terrace will be firfit explained, then the process of littoral trans
portation ,,,ith its dependent features, the beach and the barrim', and finally 
the proeess of littoral deposition, resulting in the embankment, with all its 

varied phases, and the delta. 

WAVE WORK. 

LITTORAL EROSION. 

In shore sculpture the agent of erosion is the wave. All varieties of 
wave motion which affect 'standing water are susceptible of producing ero
sive effect on the shore, but only those set in motion by wind need be COll

sidered here. They are of two kinds: the wind wave proper, which exists 
only during the continuance of the wind; and the swell, which continues 
after the wind has ceased. It is unnecessary to discriminate the effects of 
these upon the shore further tluLn to say that the wind wave is the more 
efficient and therefore the better deserving of special consideration. In the 
wind wave two things move forward, the ulldnlatioll and the water. The 
velocity of the undulation is relatively mpid; that of the water is slow and 
rhythmic. A particle of water at or near the surface, as each undulation 
passes, describe~ an orbit in a vertieal plane, but does not return to the 
starting point. \Vhile on the crest of the wave it moves forward, and while 
in the trough it moves less rapidly backward, so that there is a residual 
advance.3 

I Leyous tIe geologie pratique, vol. 1, p. 232. 
2 E. Deaor, Geology of Lake Superior Land District by Foster & 'Whitney, \Vashington, 1851, 

vol. 2, pp. 262, 266. 
'The theory of wave motion involved in this aud the following paragraphs is based partly on 

observation but chiefly on the tlis{JnssiollB of J. S. RUBsell, Airy, Cialdi, and Rankine. 
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This residual advance is the initiatory element of current. By virtue 
of it the upper layer of water is carried forward with reference to the layer 
below, being given a differential movement in the direction towards which 
the wind blows. This movement is gradually propagated to lower aqueous 
strata, and ultimately produces movement of the whole body, or a willd
wrought current. So long as the velocity of the wind remains constant, the 
velocity of the current is less than that of the wind; and there is always a 
differential movement of the water, each layer moving faster than the one 
beneath. The friction is thus distributed through the whole vertical column, 
and is even borne in part by the lake bottom. The greater the depth the 
smaller the share of friction apportioned to each layer of water and the 
greater the velocity of current which can be communicated by a given wind. l 

The height of waves is likewise conditioned by depth of water, deep water 
permitting the formation of those that are relatively large. 

When the wave approaches a shelving shore its habit is changed. 'rhe 
velocity of the undulation is diminished, while the velocity of the advancing 
particles of water in the crest is increased; the wave length, measured from 
trough to trough, is diminished, and the wave height is increased; the crest 

becorpes acute, with the front steeper than the back; and these changes 
culminate in the breakiilg of the crest, when the undulation proper ceases. 
The return of tl~e water thrown forward in the crest is accomplished by a 
current along the bottom called the undertow. The momentum of the 
advancing water contained in the wave crest gives to it its power of erosion. 
The undertow is efficient in removing the products of erosion. 

The retm'dation of the undulation by diminishing depth of water changes 
the direction of its axis or crest line-excepting when the axis it; parallel to 
the contours of the sho~ling bottom-and the phenomena are analogous to 
those of the rciraction of light and sound. As a wave passes obliquely 
from deep water to a broad shoal of uniform depth, the end first entering 
shoal water is first retarded and the crest line is for the moment bent. When 
the entire crest has reached shoal water it is once more straig1lt, but with a 
llew trend, a trend making a narrower angle with the line of separation 

1 'l'hio is a matter of observation rather than theory. It implies that the friction between con. 

tiguous films of water increases in more than simple ratio with the differential velocity of the films. 
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betweell deep and shallow water. The w~tve has heen refhtcted. 'When a 

wave passes ohliquely ii'om deep water to I'lhoal water whose bottom gTad
ually rises to a shore, the em1 nearer the shore i8 the more retarded at all 

stages of progTess and the crest line is eontinuously curved. WheH the 
wave breaks and the uudulatioll cease::.;, the creHt liue is nearly parallel to 
the Hhore. It results that for a wide range of wind direction there is hut 
small nwge in the direetioll of wave trend at the shore. It results also, as 

has been often noted, that when the willd blows normally into a circling 

hay, the ,va yes it brings arc diversely turned, so as to beat against both 
sidet'! at'! well as the head of the bay . 

.; 

vVhen the land at the margin of the water consists of unconsolidated 

material or of fragmental matter lightly cemellted, the simple impact of the 
water i8 ~mffieient to displace or erode it. The same force is competent also 
to disintegrate and remove firmer roek that has been superficially weakened 

by frost or i8 partially divided by cracks, hut it may be doubted whether it 
has any power to wear rock that i8 thoroughly coherent. The impact of 
large wavell has great foree, and its statement in tons to the square foot is 

most impressive; but, so far as our observation has extended, the erosive 
action of waves of clear water beating upon firm rock without seams is prac

tically nil. On the shores of Lake Bonneville, not only was there no erosion 

on the faces of cliffs at points where the waves carried no detrital fragments, 
but there ,vas actually deposition of calcareous tufa; and this deposition was 

most rapid at points specially exposed to the violence of the waves. 
The case is very different when the rock is divided by seams, for then 

the prineiple of the hydrostatic press finds application. Through the water 
forced into the seams, and sometimes through air imprisoned and compressed 
by the water, the blow struek by the wave is applied not merely to large 

surfaces but in direetions favorable to the rending and dislocation of rock 

masses. 

It rarely happens, however, that the impact of waves is not reinforced 
by the impact of mineral matter borne by them. The detritus worn from 

the shore is always at hand to be used by the waves in continuance of the 

attack; and to this is added other detritus carried along the shore by a pro
cess presently to be deseribed. 
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The rock fragments which constitute the tool of erosion are themselves 
worn and comminuted by use until they become so fine that they no longer 
lie i;l the zone of breakers but are carried away by the undertow. 

rrhe direct work of wave erosion is restricted to a horizontal zone de

pendent on the height of the waves. rrhere is no impact of breakers at levels 
lower than the troughs of the waves; and the most efficient impact is limited 
ulnvard by the level of the wave crests, although the dashing of the water 
produces feebler blows at higher levels. The indirect work has no superior 
limit, for as the excavation of the zone is carried landward, masses higher 
up on the slope are sapped so as to break away and fall by mere gravity. 
Being thus brought within reach of the waves, they are then broken up by 
them, retarding the zonal excavation for a time but eventually adding to the 
tool of erosion in a way that partially compensates. 

Let us now consider what goes on beneath the surface of the water. 
The agitation of which waves are the superficial manifestation is not re
stricted to their horizon, but is propagated indefinitely dO\vnward. Near 
the surface the amount of motion diminishes rapidly downward, but the rate 
of diminution itself diminishes, and there seems no theoretic reason for as
signing any limit to the propagation of the oscillation. Indeed, the agitation 
must be carried to the bottom in all cases where the depth operates as a 
condition in determining the magnitude of waves, for that determination 
can be assigned only to a resistance opposed by the bottom to the undula
tion of the water. 

During the passage of a wave each particle of water affected by it rises 
and falls, and rllOVes forward and backward, describing an orbit. If the 
passing wave is a swell, the orbit of the particle is dosed,l and is either a 
circle or an ellipse; but in the case of a wind wave the orbit is not closed. 
The relative amounts of horizontal and vertical motion depend on the depth 
of the particle beneath the surface, and on the relation of the total depth of 
the water to the size of the wave. If the water is deep as compared to the 
wave-length, the horizontal and vertical movements are sensihly equal, and 
their amount diminishes rapidly from the surface downward. If the depth 

-----------------_ ...... _.---:----------
IThis is strictly true only while the swell traverses deep water. It is pointed out by Cialdi that 

in passing to ~hoal water the Ilwell is eonverted into a wave of translation, and the particles no longer 
return to their points of starting. 
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is small, the hori~ontal motion is greater than the vertical, but diminishes 
less rapidly with depth. Near the line of breakers, the vertical motion close 

to the bottom becomes inapprechLble, while the horizontal oscillation is 
nearly as great as at the surface. 'rhis horizontal motion, affecting water 

which is at the same time under the influence of the undertow, gives to that 
current a pulsating character, and thus endows it with a higher transporting 
power than would pertain to its mean velocity. N ear the breaker line, the 

oscillation communicated by the wave may even overcome and momentarily 
reverse the movement of the undertow. Inside the breaker line no oscilla

tion proper is commUliicated. The broken wave crest, dashing forward, 

overcomes the undertow and throws it back; but the water returns without 
acceleration as a simple current descending a slope. 

It should be explained that the increment given by puli;atioll to the 

transporting power of the undertow depends upon the general law that the 
transporting power of a current is an increabing geometric fUllction of its 
velocity. Doubling the velocity of a current more than doubles the amount 

it can carry, and more than doubles the size of the particles it i8 able to 
move. 

'rhe transporting power of the undertow diminishes rapidly from the 

breaker line outward. That part of its power ,,,hich depends on its mean 

velocity diminishes as the prism of the undertow illcrease8; that part which 

depends on the rhythmic accelerations of velocity diminishes as the depth of 

water increases. 
The puhm,ting current of the uudertow has an erosive as well as a 

transporting fUllction. It carries to and fro the detritus of the shore, and, 
dragging it over the bottom, continues downward the erosion initiated by 
the breakers. 'rhis downward erosion is the necessary concomitant of the 

shorewnnl progress of wave erosion; for if the land were merely planed 
away to the level of the wave troughH, the incoming waves would break 

where shoal water was first reached and become ineffective at the water 
margin. In fact, this spending of the force of the waves where the water is 

so shallow as to induce them to break, increases at that point the erosive 
power by pulsation, and thus brings about an interdependence of parts. 

'What may be called a normal profile of the submerged terrace is produced, 
l\lON-VOL I--3 
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the parts of which are adjusted to a harmonious interrelation. If some 

exceptional temporary condition produces abnormal wearing of the outer 
margin of the terrace, the greater depth of water at that point permits the 
incoming waves to pass with little impediment and perform their work of 
erosion upon portions nearer the shore, thus restoring the equilibrium. If 
exceptional resistance is opposed by the material at the water margin, ero
sion is there retarded until the submerged terrace has been so reduced as to 
permit the incoming waves to attack the land with a greater share of unex
pended energy. Conversely, if there is a diminution of resistance at the 
water margin, so as to permit a rapid erosion, the landward recession of that 
margin causes it to be the less exposed to wave action. Thus the landward 
wear at the water margin and the downward wear in the several parts of 
the submerged plateau are adjusted to an interdependent relation. 

The Sea-Cliff.-'V ave erosion, acting along a definite zone, may be rudely 
compared to the operation of a horizontal saw; but the upper wall of the 
saw cut, being without support, is broken away by its own weight and falls 
in fragments, leaving a cliff at the shoreward margin of the cut. 1'his wave
wrought cliff requires a distinctive name to avoid confusion with cliffs of 
other origin, and might with propriety in this discussion be called a lake-cliff; 
but the tenn sea-ellff is so well established that it appears best to retain it. 

One of the most noteworthy and constant characters of the sea-cliff is 
the horizontality of its base. Being determined by wave erosion the base 
must always stand at about the level of the lake on which the waves are 

.; 

formed. The material of the cliff is the material of the land from whieh it 
is carved. Its declivity depends partly on the nature of that material and 
partly on the rate of erosion. If the material is unconsolidated, the inclina
tion cannot exceed the nonnal earth slope; if it is thoroughly indurated, the 
cliff may be vertical or may even overhang. If the rate of wave erosion is 
exceedingly rapid, the cliff is as steep as the material will permit; if the rate 
is slow, the inclination is diminished by the atmospheric waste of the cliff 

face. 
Figure 1 represents a cliff on the shore of Great Salt Lake. The 

material in this case is arenaceous limestone. At the base of the cliff may 
be seen a portion of the accompanying wave-cut terrace, and the fore-
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ground exhibits a portion of the associated beach. The large bowlders 

of the foreground have an independent origin, but the shingle and· other 

material of the beach were derived from the erosion of the cliff and trans

ported to their present position by the waves. Sheep Rock is overlooked 

by the northern face of the Oquirrh mountain range, on which the Bonne

ville shores are traced, and the partial view of the mountain face given in 

the frontispiece shows a line of ancient sea-cliffs, originally as precipitous 

as Sheep Rock but now shattered by frost and partially draped by talus. 

FIG. l.-Sheep Rock, a. Sea·Cliff on the shore of Great Salt Lake. From a photograph by C. R. Savalte. 

It will appear in the sequel that the distribution of sea-cliffs IS some

what peculiar, but this cannot be described until the process of littoral trans

portation has been explained. 
The Wave-Cut Terrace.-The submerged plateau whose area records the land

ward progress of littoral erosion, becomes a terrace after the formative lake 
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has disappeared, and, as such, requires a distinctive name. It will be called 
the wave-cut terrace. 

Its prime characteristics are, first, that it is associated with n cliff; 
second, that its upper margin, where it joins the eliff, is horizontal; and, 
third, that its smface has a gentle inelination Mvay from the eliff. There is 
an exceptional case in ,vhich an island or a hill of the mainland has been 
completely pared away by wave action, so that no cliff remains as a compan
ion for the wave-cut terrace; but this exception does not invalidate the rule. 
The lakeward inclination is somewhat variable, depending on the nature of 
the material and on the pristine acclivity of the land. It is greater where 
the material is loose than where it is coherent; and greater where the ratio 
of terrace width to cliff height is small. It is probably conditioned also by 
the direction of the current associated with the wind efficient in its production; 
but this has not been definitely ascertained. 

The width of the terrace depends on the extent of the littoral erosion, 
and is 110t assignable. Its relative width in different parts of a given con
tinuous coast depends entirely on the conditions determining the rapidity of 
erosion, and the discussion of these at this point would be premature. 

Sometimes a portion of the eroded material gathers at the outer edge 
of the terrace, extending its profile as indicated in Figure 4.1 

Figures 2 and 3 show ideal sections of cliff" and telTaces, carved in OIle 
case fi'om soft material, in the other from hard. The station of the artist 

FIG.2.-Section of a Sea. CliB and Cnt-Terraee in 
Incoherent, Material. 

FIG. a.-Section of a Sea Cliff awl Cut· Terrace in Hanl 
Material. 

ill sketching the view represented in the frontispiece was on a cut-terrace, 

and a portion of it appears in the foreground. 

I I C. Russell. Geological History of Lake Lahontan, p. 89. 
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LITTORAL TRANSPORTATION. 

Littoral transportation is performed by the joint action of waves and 

currents. Usually, and especially when the wind blows, the water adja

cent to the shore is stirred by a gentle current flowing parallel to the water 

margin. This carries along the particles of detritus agitated by the waves. 

The waves and undertow move the shallow water near the shore rapidly to 

and fro, and in so doing momentarily lift some particles, and roll others 

forward and back. The particles thus wholly or partially sustained by the 

water are at the same moment carried in a direction parallel to the shore by 

the shore current. The shore current is nearly always gentle and has of 

itRelf no power to move detritus. 

When the play of the waves ceases, all shore action is arrested. When 

the play of the waves is unaccompanied by a current, shore action is nearly 

arrested, but not absolutely. If the incoming waves move in a direction 

normal to the shore, the advance and recoil of the water move particles 

toward and from the shore, and effect no transfer in the direction of the 

shore; but if the incoming waves move in an oblique direction the forward 

transfer of particles is in the direction of the waves, while the backward 

transfer, by means of the undertow, is sensibly normal to the shore, and 

there is thus a slow transportation along the shore. If there were no cur

rents a great amount of transportation would undoubtedly be performed in 

this way, but it would be carried on at a slow rate. The transporting effect 

of waves alone is so slight that only a gentle current in the opposite direc

tion is necessary to counteract it. The concurrence of waves and currents 

is so general a phenomenon, and the ability of waves alone is so small, that 

the latter may be disregarded. The practical work of transportation is 

performed by the conjoint action of waves and shore currents. 

In the ocean the causes of currents are various. Besides wind currents 

there are daily currents caused by tides upon all coasts, and it is maintained 

by some physicists that the great currents are wholly or partly due to the 

unequal heating of the water ill different regions. But in lakes there are 

no appreciable tides, and currents due to unequal heating have never been 

discriminated. The motions of the water are controlled by the wind. 
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A long-continued wind in one direction produces a set of currents har
moniously adjusted to it. A change ill the -wind produces a change in the 
cUlTents, but this adjustment is not instantaneous, and for a time tllere is 
lack of harmony. The strong wiuds, however, bring about an adjustment 
more rapidly than the gentle, and since it is to these that all important 
littoral ,york is ascribed, the waves and CUlTents concerned in littoral trans
portation Inay be here regarded as depending on OIle and the same wind. 

A wind blowing directly toward a shore may be conceived of as piling 
the superficial water against the shore, to be returned only by the undertow, 
but, in fact, so simple a result is rarely observed. Usually there is some 
obliquity of direction, in virtue of which the shoreward CUlTent is partially 
deflected, so as to produce as one of its effects a flow parallel to the shore, 
or a littoral current. The littoral current thus tends in a direction harmo
nious with the movement of the waves, pa,ssing to the right if the waves 
tend in that direction, to the left if the waves tend thither. 

To this rule there is a noteworthy exception. The undertow is not the 
only retul'll current. It frequently occurs that part of the water driven 
forward by the wind returns as a superficial current somewhat opposed in 
direction to the wind. If this current follows a shore it constitutes a littoral 
current whose tendency is opposed to that of the waves. Thus the littoral 
current may move to the right "while the waves tend to the left, and vice versa. 
In every such case the direction of transportation is the direction of the 
littoral current. 

The waves and undertow accomplish a sorting of the detritus. The 
finer portion, being lifted up by the agitation of the waves, is held in sus
pension until carried outward to deep water by the undertow. The coarser 
portion, sinking to the bottom more rapidly, can not be carried beyond the 
zone of agitation, and remains as a part of the shore. Gnly the latter is 
the subject of littoral transportation. It is called shore drift. 

'Vith the shifting of the wind the direction of the littoral CUlTent on 
any lake shore is occasionally, or it may be frequently, reversed, and the 
shore drift under its influence travels sometimes in one direction and some
times in the other_ In most localities it has a prevailing direction, not nec
essarily determined by the prevailing direction of the shore current, hut 
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rather by the direction of that shore current which accompanies the greatest 

waves. This is frequently but not always the direction also of the shore 

current accompaning the most violent storms. 
The source of shore drift is two-fold. A large part is derived from the 

excavation of sea-cliffs, and is thus the product of littoral erosion. From 
every sea-cliff a stream of shore drift may be seen to follow the coast in one 

direction or the other. 
Another part is contributed by streams depositing at their mouths the 

heavy part of their detritus, and is more remotely derived from the erosion 
of the land. The smallest streams merely reinforce the trains of shore drift 
flowing from sea-cliffs, and their tribute usually cannot be discriminated. 
Larger streams furnish bodies of shore drift easily referred to their sources. 
Streams of the first magnitude, as will be explained farther on, overwhelm 
the shore drift and produce structures of an entirely different nature, known 
as deltas. 

The Beach.-The zone occupied by the shore drift in transit is called the 
beach. Its lower margin is beneath the water, a little beyond the line where 
the great storm waves break. Its upper margin is usually a few feet above 
the level of still water. Its profile is 
steeper upon some shores than others, but 
has a general facies consonant with its 
wave-wrought origin. At each point in 
the profile the slope represents an equilib
rium in transporting power between the 

FIG. 4.-Section of a Beach. 

inrushing breaker and the outflowing undertow. Where the undertow is 
relatively potent its efficiency i8 diminished by a low declivity. Where 
the inward dash is relatively potent the undertow is favored by a high de
clivity. '1'he result is a sigmoid profile of gentle flexure, upwardly convex 

for a short space near its landward end, and concave beyond. 
In horizontal contour the beach follows the original boundary between 

land and lake, but does not conform to its irregularities. Small indentations 
are filled with shore drift, small projections are cut away, and smooth, sweep
ing curves are given to the water margin and to the submerged contours 

within reach of the breakers. 
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The beach graduates insensibly into the wave-cut terrace. A cut-terrace 
lying in the route of shore drift is alternately buried by drift and swept 
bare, as the conditions of wind and breaker vary. The cut-and-built ter
race (Figure 5), which owes its detrital extension to the agencies determin

ing the beach profile, may be regarded 
as a form intermediate between the 
beach and the cut terrace. 

The Barrier.-\Vhere the sublittoral 

bottom of the lake has an exceedingly 
gentle inclination the waves break at a 
considerable distance from the water 

FIG. 5.-Santion of a Cut·and Built Terrace. 
margin. The most violent abritation of 

the water is along the line of breakers; and the shore drift, depending upon 
agitation for its transportation, follows the line of the breakers instead of 
the water margin. It is thus built into a continuous outlying ridge at some 
distance from the water's edge. It will be cOllvenient to speak of this ridge 

as a barrier. 

FIG. 6.-Section of a Barrier. 

The barrier is the functional equiva
lent of the beach. It is the road along 
which shore drift travels, and it is itself 
composed of shore drift. Its lakeward 

face has the typical beach profile, and its crest lies a few feet above the 
normal level of the water. 

Between the barrier and the land a strip of water is inclosed, consti
tuting a lagoon. This is frequently converted into a marsh by the accumu
lation of silt and vegetable matter, and eventually becomes completely filled, 
so as to bridge over the interval between land and barrier and COllvert the 
latter into a normal beach. 

rrlie beach a,nd the barrier are absolutely dependent on shore drift for 
their existence. If the essential continuous supply of moving detritus is cut 
off, not only is the structure demolished by the waves which formed it, but 
the work of excavation is carried landward, creating a wave-cut terrace and 

a cliff. 
The principal elements of the theory of shore-drift deposits here set 
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forth are tacitly postulated by many writerE' on the construction of harbor 
and coast defenses. According to Cialdi 1 the }Jotency of cun-ents in con
nection with waves was first announced by Montanari; it has been concisely 
and, so far as appears, independently elucidated by Andrews.2 

Still water level is the datum with which aU vertical elements of the 
profile of the beach and barrier are necessarily compared; and, referred to 
this standard, not only does the maximum height of the beach or barrier 
vary in different parts of the same shore, but the profile as a whole stands 
at different heights. 

The explanation of these inequalities depends in part on a principle of 
wide application, which is on the one hand so important and on the other so 
frequently ignored that a paragraph may properly be devoted to it, by way 
of digression. There are numerous geologic processes in which quantitative 
variations of a causative factor work immensely greater quantitative varia
tions of the effect. It is somewhat as though the effect was proportioned to 
an algebraic power of the cause, but the- relation is never so simple. Take, 
for example, the transportation of detritus by a stream. The variable cause 
is the volume of water; the variable effect is the amount of geologic work 

done-the quantity of detritus transported, The effect is related to the 
cause in three different ways: First, increase of water volume augments the 
velocity of flow, and with increase of velocity the size of the maximum parti
cle which can be moved increases rapidly. According to Hopkins, the size 
of the maximum fragment which can be moved varies as the sixth power of 
the velocity, or (roughly) as the t power of the volume of water< Second, 
the increase of velocity enlarges the capacity of the water to transport detritus 
of a given character; that is, the per cent of load to the unit of water is in
creased. Third, increase in the number of unit volumes of water increases 
the load pro rata. The summation of these three tendencies gives to the 
flooded stream a transporting power scarcely to be compared with that of 
the same stream at its low stage, and it gives to the exceptional flood a 

1 Loc. cit., p.394, et seq. Cial(li himself maintains at great length that the work is performed by 
waves, and that the so-called shore current, a feeble peripheral circulation ohserved in the Mediter
ranean, is 'qualitatively and quantitatively incompetent to prodncf\ the observed result..,. Whether he 
would deny the effici'eney of cnrrents excited by the same winds which produce the waves is not clearly 
apparent. 

'Trans. Chicago. Acad. Sci., vol. 2, p. 9. 
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power greatly in excess of the normal or annual flood. Not only is it true 
that the work accomplished in a few days during' the height of the chief flood 
of the year is greater than all that is accomplished during the remainder of 
the year, but it may even be true that the effect of the maximum flood of 
the decade or generation or century surpasses the combined effects of all 
mmor floods. It follows that the dimensions of the channel are established 
by the great flood and adjusted to its needs. 

In littoral transportation the great storm bears the same relation to the 
minor storm and to the fair-weather breeze. The waves created by the 
great storm not only lift more detritus from each unit of the littoral zone, 
but they act upon a broader zone, and they are competent to move larger 
masses. The currents which accompany them are correspondingly rapid, 
and carry forward the augmented shore drift at an accelerated rate. It fol
lows that the habit of the shore, including not only the maximum height of 
the beach line and the height of its profile, but the dimensions of the wave
cut terrace and of various other wave products presently to be described, is 
determined by and adjusted to the great storm. 

It should be said by way of qualification that the low-tide stream and 
the breeze-lifted wave have a definite though subordinate influence on the 
topographic configuration. After the great flood has passed by, the shrunken 
stream works over the finer debris in the bed of the great channel, and by 
removing at one place and adding at another shapes a small channel adjusted 
to its volume. After the great storm has passed from the lake and the storm 
swell has subsided, the smaller waves of fair weather construct a miniature 
beach profile adapted to their size, superposing it on the greater profile. 
This is done by exeavating shore drift along a narrow zone under water and 
throwing it up in a narrow ridge above the still water level. Thus, as early 
perceived by De Ia Beehe1 and Beaumont,2 it is only for a short time imme
diately after the passage of the great storm that the beach profile is a simple 
curve; it comes afterward to be interrupted by a series of superposed 
ridges produced by storms of different magnitude. 

Reverting now to the speeial conditions controlling the profiles of beach 
or balTier at an illdividuallocality, it is evident that the chief of these is the 

I Mauual ofGeolo~y, Philadelpllia, 1832, p. 72. • Le',lons, p.226 and plate IV. 
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magnitude of the largest waves breaking there. The size of the waves at 

each locality depends on the force of the wind and on its direction. A wind 
blowing from the shore lakeward produces no waves on that shore. One 

from the opposite shore produces waves whose height is approximately pro
portional to the square root of the distance through which they are propa
gated, provided there are no shoals to check their augmentation. For a 
given force of wind, the greatest waves are produced when the direction is 
such as to command the broadest sweep of water before their incidence at 
the particular S})ot, or in the technical phrase, when the fetch is greatest. 

A second factor is found in the configuration of the bottom. Where 

the off-shore depth is great the undertow rapidly returns the water m'iven 
forward by the wind, and there is Jittle accumulation against the shore; but 
where the off-shore depth is small the wind piles the water against the shore, 
and produces all shore features at a relatively high level. 

The Subaqueous Ridge.-Various writers have mentioned low ridges of sand or 

gravel running parallel to the shore and eutirely submerged. As the origin 
of such ridges is not understood, they have no fixed position in the pres
ent classification, and they are placed next to the barrier only because of 
similarity of form. The following description was published by DesOl' in1851: 

An example of this character occurs on the northern shore of I~ake Michigan, not 
far from the fish station of Bark Point (Pointe aux Ecorces), under the lee of a prom
ontory, designated on the map as Point Patterson. Here, the shore, after running due 
east and west for some distance, bends abruptly to the northeast. The voyageur com· 
ing from the west, after having passed Point Patterson, is struck by the appearance of 
several bands of shallow water, indicated by a yellowish tint. These bands, which 
appear to start from the extremity of the point! are caused by subaqueous ridges, 
which spread, fan.like, to the distance of nearly half a mile to the east, being from 
three to ten yards wide, and from five to ten feet above the general bed of the lake, at 
this point. They are not composed, like the fiats, of fine san(l, but of white limestone 
pebbles, derived from the adjacent ledges, with an admixture of granitic pebbles, some 
of which are a foot iu diameter. It is difficult to conceive of currents sufficiently 
powerful to transport and arrange such heavy materials, and yet we know of no other 
means by which this aggregation could have been accomplished. 

These subaqueous ridges afford, on a small scale, an interesting illustration of the 
formation of similar ridges now above water. If the north eoast of Lake Michigan 
were to be raised only twenty feet, such a rise would lay dry a wide belt of almost 
level ground, on which these ridges would appear conspicuously, not unlike those 
which occur OIl the south shores of lakes Erie and Ontario, and thus confirm the 
views of Mr. 'Vhittlesey, that most of these ridges are not ancient beaches, but have 
been formed under water, by the action of currents. l 

~------------ -.-----------------------~-~----
I Foster and -Whitney'~ "Geology of tbe Lako Superior Land District." Part 2, p. 258. 
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WThittlesey describes no examples on existing coasts, but refers to them 

as familiar features and relegates to their category numerous inland ridges 
associated with earlier water surfaces in the basins of Lakes Erie, Ontario, 
and "Michigan. He says that "their composition is universally coarse water
washed sand and fine gravel", while beaches consist of "clean beach sand 
and shingle"; and also that beaches are distinguished from subaqueous ridges 
by the fact "that the former are narrow and are steepest on the lake side, 
resembling miniature terraces." 1 

Having personally observed many of the inland ridges described by 
Whittlesey and recognized them as barriers, having failed or neglected to 
observe ridges of this subaqueous type in the Bonneville Basin, and having 
independent reason to believe that the waters of Lakes Michigan, Erie, and 
Ontario have recently advanced on their coasts, I leaped to the conclusion 
that the ridges seen by Desor beneath the water of Lake Michigan, as well 
as the subaqueous ridges mentioned without enumera,tion by VVhittlesey, 
were formed as barriers or spits at the water surface ~nd were subsequently 
submerged by a rise of the water.2 In so doing I ignored an important 
observation by Andrews, who, writing of the beach at the head of Lake 
Michigan, describes "a peculiarity in the contour of the deposit, which is 
uniform in all the sand shores of this part of the coast. As you go out into 
the lake, the bottom'gradually descends from the water line to the depth of 
about five feet, when it rises again as you recede from the shore, and then 
descends toward deep water, forming a subaqueous ridge or 'bar' parallel 
to the beach and some ten or twenty rods from the shore."3 It is impossible 
to regard this sand ridge as a beach or barrier submerged by the rise of the 
lake, for it stands within the zone of action of storm waves, and no mole 
of loose debris can be assumed to successfully oppose their attack. It is to 
be viewed rather as a product of wave action, or of wave and current action, 
under existing relations of land and lake. 

The subject is advanced by H.ussell, who visited the eastern shore of 
Lake "Michigan in 1884. He says: 

Bars of another character are also formed along lake margins, at some distance 
from the land, which agree in many ways with true barrier bars, bnt differ in being 

"""""-~~--"""--~ 

1 Fresh-water Glacial Drift of tho Northwestern States. By Charles Whittlesey, Smithsonian 
Contribntioll No. 197. Washington, IH66, pp. 17, l!l. . 

~ Fifth ATlU. Rept. U, S. Geol. Survey, p. Ill. 3 Trans, Chicago Acad. ScL, vol. ~, p, 14. 
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composed of homogeneous, fine material, usually sand, and in not reaching the lake 
surface. 

Tht) character of strnctures of this natUrA may be stndied about the shores of 
Lake Michigan, where they can bc traced continuously for hundreds of miles. There 
aru usually two, but occasionally three, distinct sand ridges; the first being about 200 
feet from the land, the second 75 or 100 feet beyond the first, and the third, when 
present, about as far from the second as the second is from the first. Soumlings on 
these ridges show that the first has about 8 feet of water over it, and the second usually 
a.bout 12; between, the depth is from 10 to 14 feet. From many commamling points, 
as the summit of Sleeping Bear Bluff, for example, these submerged ridges may be 
traced distinctly for many miles. They follow all the main curves of the shore, with
ont changing their character or having their continuity broken. They occur in bays 
as well as about the base,S of promontories, and are always composed of clean, homo
geneous sand, although the adjacent beach may be composed of gravel and boulders. 
They are not shore ridges submerged by a rise of the lake, for the reason that they 
are in harmony with existing conditions, and are not being eroded or becoming cov
ered with lacustral sediments. 

In bars of this character the fine debris arising from the comminution of shore 
drift appears to be accumulated in ridges along the Urie where the undertow loses its 
force; the distance of these lines from the land being determined by the force of the 
storms that carried the waters shoreward. This is only a suggested explanation, 
however, as the complete history of these structures has not been determined.1 

In the survey of these lakes by the U. S. Engineers, numerous inshore 
soundings were made, and while these do not fall near enough together to 
determine the configuration of subaqueous ridges, they serve to show whether 
the profile of the bottom descends continuously from the beach lakeward. 
A study of the original manuscript sheets, which give fuller data than the 
published charts, dii:icovers that hal'S similar to those described by Russell 
occur along the eastern coast of Lake Michigan wherever the bottom is sandy, 
being most frequently detectible at a depth of 13 feet, but ranging upward 

to 3 feet and downward to 18 feet. At the south end of the lake they are 
not restricted to the 5-foot zone indicated hy Andrews, but range to 13 feet. 
A single locality of occurrence was found on the shore of Lake Erie, but 
none on Lake Ontario 

These ridges constitute an exception to the beach profile, and show that 
the theory of that profile given above ii:i incomplete. Under conditions not 

yet apparent, and in a manner equally obscure, there is a rhythmic action 
along a certain zone of the bottom. That zone lies lower than the trough 
between the greatest storm waves, but the water upon it is violently oscil-

I Gaol. Hist. of Lake Lahontan. pp. 92-93. 
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lated by the passing waves. The same water is translated lakeward by the 

undertow, and the surface water above it is translated landward by the wind, 

while both move with the shore current parallel to the beach. The rhytlml 

may be assumed to arise from the interaction of the oscillation, the land

ward current, and the undertow. 

LITTORAL DEPOSITION. 

The material deposited by shore processes is, first, shore drift; second, 

stream drift, or the detritus delivered at the shore by tributary streams 

Increasing depth of water is in each case the condition of littoral deposi

tion. The structures produced by the deposit of shore drift, although some

what varied, have certain common features. They will be treated uuder 

the generic title of embankments. The structures produced by the deposit 

of stream drift are deltas. 

EMBANKMENTS. 

The current occupying the zone of the shore drift and acting as the 

co agent of littoral transportation has been described as slow, but it is insepa

rably connected with a movement that is relatively rapid. This latter, which 

may be called the off-shore current, occupies deeper water and is less impeded 

by friction. It may in some sense be said to drag the littoral current along 
with it. The momentum of the off-shore current does not permit it to fol

low the siuuosities of the water margin, and it sweeps from point to point, 

carrying the littoral current with it. There is even a tendency to generate 

eddies or return currents in embayments of the coast. The off-shore cur

rent is moreover controlled in part by the configuration of the bottom and 

by the necessity of a return current. The littoral current, being controlled 

in large part by the movements of the off-shore current, separates from the 

water margin in three ways: first, it continues its direction unchanged at 

points where the shore-line turns landward, as at the entrances of bays; sec

ond, it sometimes turns from the land as a surface current; third, it some

times descends and leaves the water margin as a bottom current. 

In each of these three cases deposition of shore drift takes place by 

reason of the divorce of shore currents and wave action. The depth to 
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which wave agitation sufficient for the transportation of shore drift extends 
is small, and when the littoral current by leaving the shore passes into 
deeper waters the shore drift, unable to follow, is thrown down. 

\Vhen the current holds its direction and the shore-line divergf\s, the 
embankment takes the form of a spit, a hook, a bar, or a loop. 'When the 
shore-line holds its course and the current diverges, whether superficially 
or by descent, the embankment usually takes the form of a terrace. 

The Spit.-\Vhen a coast line followed by a littoral current turns abruptly 
Landward, as at the entrance of a bay, the current does not turn with it, but 
holds its course and passes from shallow to deeper water. The water be
tween the diverging current and coast is relatively still, although there is 
communicated to the portion adjacent to the current a slow motion in the 
same direction. The waves are propagated indifferently through the flow
ing and the standing water, and reach the coast at all points. The shore 
drift can not follow the deflected coast line, because the waves that beat 
against it ar~ unaccompanied by a littoral current. It can not follow the 
httoral current into deep water, because at the bottom of the deep water 
there is not sufficient agitation to move it. It therefore stops. But the 

supply of shore drift brought to this point by the littoral current does not 
cease, and the necessary result is accumulation. The particles are carried 
forward to the edge of the deep water and there let fall. 

In this wayan embankment is constructed, and so far as it is built it 

serves as a road for the transportation of more shore drift. The direction 
in which it is built is that of tIle littoral current. It takes the form of a 
ridge following the boundary between the current and the still water. Its 
initial height brings it just near enough to the surface of the water to enable 
the wave agitation to move the particles of which it is constructed; and it 
is narrow. But these characters are not long maintained. The causes 
which lead to the construction of the beach and the barrier are here equally 
efficient, and cause the embankment to grow in breadth and in height until 
the cross-proflle of its upper surface is identical with that of the beach. 

The history of its growth is readily deduced from the configuration of 
its terminus, for the process of growth is there in progress. If the material 
is coarse the distal portion is very slightly submerged, and is terminated in 
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the direction of growth by n steep slope, the subaqueous "earth-slope" of the 
particular material. If the material is fine the distal portion is more deeply 
submerged, and is not so abruptly terminated. 'The portion above wa.ter 
is usually narrow throughout, and terminates without reaching the extrem
ity of the embankment. It is flanked 011 the lakeward side by a submerged 
plateau, at the outer edge of which the descent is somewhat steep. The 
profile of the plateau is that normal to the beach, and its contours are con
fluent with those of the beach or barrier 011 the main shore. Toward the 
end of the embankment its width diminishes, its outer and limiting contour 
turning tov\rard the crest line of the spit and finally joining it at the sub

merged extremity. 
The process of construction is similar to that of a railroad embankment 

the material for which is derived from an adjacent cutting, carted forward 
along the crest of the embankment and dumped off at the end; and the s:ym
metry of form is often more perfect than the railway engineer ever accom
plishes. The resemblanee to railway structures is very striking in the case 
of the shores of extinct lakes. 

As the embankment hi carried forward and completeo, contact between 
the curreut and the inshore water is at first obstructed and finally cut off, 
so that there is practically no communication of movement from one to the 
other at the extremity of the spit. At the point of construetion the moving 
and the standing water are sharply differentiated, and there is hence no 
ullcertainty as to the direction of construetion. The spit not only follows 
the line between the current and still water, but aids in giving definition 
to that line, and eventually walls in the current by eontours adjusted to its 
natural flow. 

The Bar.-If the current determining the formation of a spit again touches 
the shore, the constructioll of the embankment is continued until it spans 
the entire intervaL So long as one elld remains free the vernacular of the 
coast culls it a sjJit j but when it is completed it hecomes a car. Figure 7 
gives an ideal cross-section of a completed embankment. 

The bar has all the characters of the spit except those of the terminal 
end. Its cross-profile shows a plateau hounded on either hand by a steep 
slope. The surface of the platel1u is not level, but has the beach profile, is 
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BAR ON THE SHORE OF LAKE MICHIGAN . 

From a photograph by I. C. Russe ll. 
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slightly submerged on the windward side and rises somewhat above the 

ordinary water level at the leeward margin. At eaeh end it is eontilluouS 

with a beaeh or barrier. It receives 

shore drift at one .end and de1~vers it at 

the other. 

The bar may connect an island with 

the shore or with another island, or it 

rna y connect two portions of the same 
FIG. 7.-SeolioD of a Linear Embankment. 

shore. In the last case it crosses the mouth either of a bay or of a river. 

If maintained entire across the entrance to a bay it converts the water be-. ~ 

tween it and the shore into a lagoon. At the mouth of a river its inainte

nance is antagonized by the outflowing current, and if its integrity is estab

lished at all it is only on rare oecasions and for a short time. That is to 

say, its full height is not maintained; there is no continuous exposed ridge. 

The shore drift is, however, thrown into the river current, and unless that 

current is sufficient to sweep it into deep water a submerged bar is thrown 

across it, and maintains itself as a partial obstruction to the flow. The site 

of this submergqd bar is usually also the point at which the em'rent of the 
stream, meeting the standing water of the lake, loses its velocity and depos

its the coarser part of its load of detritus. If the contribution of ri vel' drift 

greatly exceeds that of shore drift, a delta is formed at the river mouth, and 

this, by changing the configu~ation of the coast, modifies the littoral eUlTent 

and usually determines the shore drift to some other cOl!rse. If the contri

bution of river drift is comparatively small it becomes a simple addition to 

the shore drift, and does not interrupt the continuity of its transportation. 

The bars at the mouths of small streams are constituted chiefly of shore drift, 

and all their characters are determined by their origin. The bars at the 

mouths of large streams are constituted chiefly of stream drift, and belong 

to the phenomena of deltas. 

On a preeedillg page the fact was noted that the horizontal contours of 

a beach are more regular than those of the original surface ag'ainst which 

it rests, small depressions being filled. It is now evident that the process of 

filling these is identical with that of bar construction. There is no trenchant 

line of demarkation between the beach and the bar. Each is a can-ier of 
MON 1--4 
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shore drift, and each employs its first load in the construction of a suitable 
road. 
~ Plate IV represents a part of the east shore of Lake Michigan seen 

from the hill back of Empire Bluffs. In the extreme distance at the left 
stand the Sleeping Bear Bluff:;, and somewhat nearer on the shore is a tim
bered hill, the lakeward face of which is likewi:;e a sea-clifl'. A bar conneets 
the latter with the land ill the foreground and divides the lagoon at the right 
from the lake at the left. The symmetry of the bar is marred by the for
mation of dunes, the lighter portion of the shore-drift being taken up by 
the wind and carried toward the right so as to initiate the filling of the 

lagoon. 
Figure 8 is copied from the U. S. Engineer map of a portion of the south 

shore of Lake Ontario west of the mouth of the Genesee River. The orig-

inal contour of the shore was there irregular, consisting of a series of salient 
and reentrant angles. The waves have truncated some of the salients and 
have united them all by a continuous bar, behind which several bays or 
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ponds are inclosed. The movement of the shore drift h, in this case from 
northwest to southeast, and the principal source of the material is a point of 
land at the extreme west, where a low cliff shows that the lawl is being 

eaten hy the waves. 
The map in Figure 9 is also copied from one of the sheets pnbIifolhed 

by the U. S. Ellg'ineors, and represents the bars at the head of Lake Supe
rior. ThoHe illuMrate several 
element;.; of the pl'{weding dis
eUSHHlIl. lH the first pIneo they 
are lIot f(mned hy the predomi

lIant \viIHls, hut hy those whi('11 
hring tho greatollt wayes. The 
predominant wiudll are west
erly, and produee no waves on 
t1li Ilcoast. TIle shore drift ill de-
rived from the south eoast, and 
its motion is first westerly and 
then northerly. Two bars are 

,; 

exhibited, the 'western of whieh 
is now proteeted fi'om the lake 
waves, and must have heen com
pleted before the ea1'lterll was 

FIG. n.-Map of the head of Lake Superior, sbowiD!( Ba) Bars, 

begun. The plaee of deposition of shore drift was probably shifted from 
the 'western to the eastern by reason of the shoaling of the lwad of the lake. 
The converging shores should theoretieally produce during eaKterly t'ltorrns 

a pmvmful undertow, by whieh a large t'lhare of the Hhore drift would he 
earried 1akeward and dii'ltrihuted over tho bottom. The manner in which 
the harH terminate againot the northern R110re without illfieetioll i8 expliea
ble likewise by the theory of a strong undertow. If the return current 
wore superficial the bars would be curved at their junctions with both 
shores. 

Au instruetive view of an ancient bar will be found in PI. IX, repre
senting a portion of the Bonneville ohore line. The town of Stockton, Utah, 
appears at the right. The plain at the left was the bed of the lake. The 
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storm waves, moving from left to right, carved the sea-cliff which appears 
at the base of the mountain at the left, and drifting the material toward the 
right built it into a great spit and a greater bar. The end of the spit is 
close to the town. The bar, which lies slightly lower; having heen formed 
by the lake at a lower stage of its water, sweeps in a broad curve across 
the valley to the rocky hill on the opposite side, where the artist stood in 
making the sketch. 

The Hook.-The line of direction followed by the spit is usually straight, or 
has a slight concavity toward the lake. This form is a function of the lit
toraLcurrent, to which it owes origin. But that current is not perpetual; it 
exists only during the continuance of certain determining winds. Other 
winds, though feebler or accompanied by smaller waves, nevertheless have 
systems of currents, and these latter currents sometimes modify the form of 
the spit. 'Vinds which simply reverse the direction of the littoral current 
retard the construction of the embankment without otherwise affecting it; 
but a current is sometimes made to flow past the end of the spit in a direction 
making a high angle with its axis, and such a current modifies its form. It 
cuts away a portion of the extremity and rebuilds the material in a smaller 
spit joining the main one at an angle. If this smaller spit extends lakeward 
it is demolished by the next storm; but if it extends landward its position is 
sheltered, and it remains a permanent feature. It not infrequently happens 
that such accessory spits are formed at intervals during the construction of 
a long embankment, and are preserved as a series of short branches on the 
lee side. 

It may occur also that a spit at a certain stage of its growth becomes 
especially subject to some conflicting current, so that its normal growth 
ceases, and all the shore drift transported along it goes to the construction 
of the branch. The bent embankment thus produced is called a hook. 

rrhe currents efficient" in the formation of a hook do not cooperate 
simultaneously, but exercise their functions in alternation. The one, during 
the prevalence of certain winds, brings the shore drift to the angle and 

accumulates it there; the other, during the prevalence of other winds, de
molishes the new structure and redeposits the material upon the other limb 
of the hook. 
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A HOOK. DUTCH POINT, GRAND T RAV ERSE BAY, LAKE MICHIGAN. 

From a photograph by I. C. Russe ll. 
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In case the land on which it is based is a slender peninsula or a small 
island, past which the currents incited by various winds sweep with little 
modification of dire~tioll by the local configuration, the hook no longer has 
the sharp angle due to the action of two currents only, but receives a curved 
form. 

Hooks are of comparatively rare occurrence on lake shores, but abound 
at the mouths of marine estuaries, where littoral and tidal currents conflict. 

Plate V represents a recurved spit on the shore of Lake Michigan, seen 
from a neighboring bluff. The general (iirection of its construction is from 
left to right, but storms from the right have from time to time turned its end 
toward the land and the ~uccessiverecurvements are clearly discernible near 
the apex. 

'rhe mole enclosing Toronto harbor on the shore of Lake Ontario is a 
hook of unusual complexity, and the fact that its growth threatens to close 
the entrance to the harbor has led to its thorough study by eilgineers. 
Espeeially has its history been developed by Fleming in a classic essay to 

whieh reference has already been made. A hill of drift projects as.a cape 
from the north shore of the lake. The greatest waves reaching it, those 

having the greatest fetch, are fi'om the east (see Fig. 10), and the cooper
ating current flows from east to west. As 
the hill gradually yi~lds to the waves, its 
coarser material trails westward, building a 
spit. The waves and currents set in mo

tion hy southwester~ winds carry the spit 
end northward, prod~illg a hook. In the 
past the \vestward movement has been the 

Fig. lO.-Diagram of Lake Ontario, to show tho 
Fetch of Waves reaching Torollto from different 
,lirections. 

more powerful and the spit has continued to grow in that direction, its llorth
. ern edge being fi'inged with the sand ridges due to successive recurvements, 
but the shape of the bottom has introduced a change of conditions. The water 
at the west end of the spit is now deep, and the extension of the embank
ment is correspondingly slow:. The northward drift, being no longer sub
ject to frequent shifting of position, has cumulative effect on the terminal 
hook and gives it a greater length than the others. In the chart of the har
bor (Fig. 11) the composite eharacter of the mole is readily traced. It may 
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also be seen that the ends of the successive hooks are connected by a beach, 
the work of waves generated within the harbor by northerly winds. l It will 
be observed furthermore that while the west end of the spit is continuously 
fringed by reenrved i'idges its eastern part is quite free from them. This 
does not imlieate that the spit was simple and unhooked in the early stages 
of growth, but that its initial ridge has disappeared: As the cliff is eroded, 

-<t 0 ~ O,'ft:r 0 

FIG. 1l.-Map of the ~or and peninsula (Hook) at Toronto. From charts published loy H. Y. IIinrl. in 1854.' 

its position constantly shifts landward, the shore current follows, and the 
lakeward face of the spit is carried away so that the waves break over it, 
and theu a Hew crest is built by the waves just back of the line of the old 
one.3 By this process of partial destruction and rene\val the spit retreats, 
keeping pace with the retreating cliff. At an earlier stage of the process 
the spit may have had the position and form indicated by the dotted out
line, hut whatever hooks fringed its inner margin have disappeared in the 

proeess of retreat. 

I The marsh occupying part of the space between the spit and the mainland (Fig.ll) is only 
incidentally connected with tbe feature under discussion. A small stream, the Don, reaches the shore 
of tbe lake within thc traet protected from waves by the hook and is thus enabled to construct. a delt" 
with its sediment. 

~ Report on the preservation and improvement of Toronto Harhor. In Snpplement to Canadian 
Journal, 1854. 

3 At the pre~ent time the spit is divided near the miihHe, a natural breach having been artifici/\lly 
prevented from healing. The portion of the peninsnla fringed by successive hooks stands as an island. 
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The landward shifting illustrated by the Toronto hook affects many 

embankments, but not all. It ordinarily occurs when the embankment is 

built in deep water a~d the source of its material is dose at hand. Wherever 

it is known that an embankment has at some time been breached by the 

waves, it may be assumed with confidence that retreat is in progress. 

As retreat progresses the layers constituting the embankment are trun
cated at top, and new layers are added 011 the landward side. In the result

ing structure the prevailing dip is landward (Fig. 12), and it is thereby 
distinguished from all other forms of lacustrine deposition. This structure 

was first described and explained by Fleming, who observed it ill a railway 

cutting till'ough an ancient spit. 1 

The Loop.-J ust as the spit, by advancing until it rejoiils the shore, becomes 

a bar, so the completed hook may with propriety be called a loop or a loopccl 

bar. There is, however, a Bomewhat different feature to which the name is 
more strikingly applicable. A small island standing near the main-land is 
usually furnished on each side with a spit streaming toward the land. These 

spits are composed of detritus eroded from the lakeward face of the island, 

against which beat the waves generated through the broad expanse. The 
currents accompanying the waves are not uniform in direction, but vary 

\vith the ,vind through a wide angle; and the spits, in sympathy with the 

varying direction of currents, are curved inward toward the island. If their 
extremities coalesce, they constitute together a perfect loop, resembling, 

when mapped, a festoon pendent from the sides of the it.;laml. 

Suell a loop in the fossil condition, that is, when preserved as a vestige 

of the shore of an extinct lake, ha:-; the form of a crater rim, the basin of 

the originallagooll remaining" as an undrained hollow. The accompanying 

illustratio1l (PI. VI) represents an island of Lake Bonneyille standing on the 

desert near what is known a:-; the "Old River Bed." The nucleus of solid 

roek was in this instance nearly demolished before the work of the waves 

was arrested by the lowering of the water. 
The Wave-built Terrace.-It has already heen pointed out that when a separa

tion of the littoral current from the coast line is brought ahout by a diverg

ence of the current rather than of the coast line, there are two cases, in the 

I Notes on the Davenport gravel drift. Cunadi:m Journal, New Series, vol. 6, 1861, pp. 247-253. 
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first of which the current continues at the surface, while in the second it 

dives beneath the surface. It is now necessary to make a further distinc
tion. 'fhe current departing from the shore, but remaining at the surface, 

may continue with its original velocity or it may assume a greater crOS8-

section and a diminished velocity. In the first case the shore drift is built 
into a spit or other linear embankment. In the second case it is built into 
a terrace. The quantity of shore drift moved depends on the magnitude of 

the waves; but the speed of transit depends on the velocity of the current, 
and wherever that velocity diminishes, the accession of shore drift must 

exceed the transmission, causing accumulation to take place. rfhis accumu

lation occurs, not at the end of the beach, but on its face, carrying its entire 
profile lakeward and producing by the expansion of its crest a tract of new

made land. If afterward the water disappears, as in the case of an extinct 

lake, the new -made land has the character of a terrace. A current which 
lea .... es the shore by descending, practically produces at the shore a diminu
tion of flow, and the resulting embankment is nearly identical "with that of 
a slackening superficial current. 

rrhe wave-built terrace is distinct from the ,wave-cut terrace in that it 

is a work of construction, being composed entirely of shore drift, while the 

wave-cut terrace is the result of excavation, and consists of the pre-existent 
terrane of the locality. The wave-built terrace is an advancing embank

ment, and its internal structure is characterized by a: lakeward dip (Fig. 13). 
It is thus contrasted with the retreating embankment (Fig. 12). 

FlG.12.-Section of a Linell' Embankment retreating landward: Tbe dotted line shows the original position oftbe crcst. 

FIG. la.-Section of a Wave·built Terrace. 

The surface of the wave-built terrace, considered as a whole, is level, 
but in detail it is uneven, consisting of parallel ridges, usually curved. Each 
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of these is referable to some exceptional s~orm, the waves of which threw 
the shore drift to an unusual height. 

'Vhere the shore drift consists wholly or in large part of sand, and the 
prevailing winds are toward the shore, the wave-built terrace gives origin to 
dunes, which are apt to mask its normal ribbed structure. 

The locality most favorable for the formation of a wave-built terrace 
is the head of a triangular bay, up which the waves from a large body of 
water are rolled without obstruction. 'rhe wind sweeping up such a bay 
carries the surface of the water before it, and the only return current is an 

" 
undertow originating near the head of the bay. The superficial advance of 
the water constitutes on each shore a littoral current conveying shore drift 
toward the head of the bay, and as these littoral currents are diminished 
and finally entirely dissipated by absorption in the undertow, the shore drift 
taken up along tl~e sides of the bay is deposited. If the head of the bay is 
acute, the first embankment built is a curved bar tangent to the sides and con
cave toward the open water. '1'0 the face of this successive additions are 
made, and a terrace is gradually produced, the component ridges of which 
are approximately parallel. The sharpest curvature is usually at the ex
treme head of the bay. 

The converging' currents of such a bay give rise to an undertow which 
is of exceptional velocity, so that it transports with it not only the finest 
d.etritus but also coarser matter, such as elsewhere is usually retained ill tile 
zone of wave action. In effeet there is a resorting of the material. The 
shore drift that has traveled along the sides of the bay toward its head, is 
divided into two portions, the finer of which passes out with the reinforced 
undertow, while the coarser ouly is built into the terrace. 

. " 
The V-Terrace and V-Bar.-It remains to describe a type of terrace for which no 

satisfactory explanation has been reached. The shores of the ancient Pleis
tocene lakeH afford Iltunerous examples, but those of recent lakes are nearly 
devoid of them, and the writer has never had opportunity to examine one 
in proceHs of formation. They are triangular in ground plan, and would 
claim the title of delta were it not appropriated, for they simulate the Greek 
letter more Btrikingly than do the river-mouth structures. They are built 
against coasts of even outline, and usually, but not always, upon slight 
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salients, and they occur most frequently in the long, narrow arms of old 

lakes. 

One side of the triangle rests against the land and the opposite angle 

points toward the open water. '1'he free sides meet the land with short 

curves of adjustment, and appear otherwise to he nODnaUy straight, although 

they exhibit convex, concave, and sigmoid flexures. The growth is by ad

ditions to one or both of the free sideR; and the nucleus appears always to 

have been a miniature triangular terrace, closely resembling the final struct

ure in shape. In the Bonneville examples the lakewflTd slope of the terrace 

is usually very steep down to the line where it joins the preexistent slope 

of the bottom. 

There seems no reason to doubt that these embankments, like the 

others, were huilt by cunents and waves, and such being the ease the for

reative currents must lmve diverged from the shore at one or both the land

ward angles of the terrace, but the condition determining this divergence 
does not appear. _ 

In some cases the t'wo margins appear to have been determined by cur

rents approaching the terrace (douhtless at different times) from opposite 
directions; and then the terraee margins are coneave outward, and their 

confluence i::; prolonged in a more or less irregular point. In most eases, 

however, the shore drift appears to have been earried by one em"rent from 

the maiuland along one margin of the tenace to the apex, and hy another 

current along the remaining side of the terraee back to the mainland. The 

eOlltoUl"i'; lire then either straight or convex. 

In Lake Bonneville it happened that after the best defined of these ter

races had attained nearly their final width the lake increased in size, so that 

they were immersed beneath a few feet of water. 'Vhile the lake stood at 

the higher level, additions were made to the terraces by the building of lin

ear emhankments at their outer margins. These were carried to the water 

surfaee, and a triangular lagoon was imprisoned at ea~h locality. The sites 

of these lagoons are HOW represented hy flat triangularbasills, caell walled 

in bv II hal' bent in the form of a V. These bars were at first observed 
" 

without a clear conception of the terrace on which they were founded, and 

the llame V-bar was applied. The V-bar, while a conspicuous feature of 
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the Bonneville shores, is not believed to be a normal feature of lakes main..; 
tailling a constant level. 

DRIFTING SAND; DUNES. 

The dune is not an essen~ial shore feature, but is an accessory of fre
quent occurrence. 

Dunes are formed wherever the wind drifts sand across the land. '['he 
conditions essential to their production are wind, a supply of sand, a!ld 
sterility or the absence of a protective vegetal growth. In arid regions 
sterility is afforded by the climatic conditions, and the sand furnished by 
river bRrs laid bare at low water, and by the disintegration of sand rocks, 
is taken up by the wind and built into dunes; but where rain is abundant, 
accumulations of such sort are protected by vegetation, and the only sources 
of supply are shores, either modern or ancient. 

Shore drift nearly always contains some sand, and is frequently com
posed exclusively thereof. The undertow carries off the clay, which might 
otherwise hold the sand particles together and prevent their removal by the 
wiml; and pebbles and bowlders, which, by their superior weight oppose 
wind action, are less able to withstand the attrition of littoral transportation, 
and disappearhy disintegration from any train of shore drift which travels 
a considerable distance. . Embankments are therefore apt to be composed 
1m'gel y of sand; and the crests of embankments, being exposed to the air 

during' the intervals between great storms, yield dry sand to the gentler 
winds. 

The sand drifted from the crests of free embankments, such as barriers, 
spits, and bars, quickly reaches the water on one side or the other. \Vhat 
is blown to the lakeward side falls within the zone of wave action, and is 
again worked over as shore drift. What is blown to the landward side ex

tends the area of the embankment, correspondingly encroaching on the 

lagoon or bay. 
Sand blown from the crests of embankments resting against the lanU, 

such as beaches and terra,ces, will spread over the land if the prevailing 

wind is favorable. In cases where the prevailing wind is toward the lake 
the general movement of sand is, of course, in that direction, and it is merely 
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returned to the zone of the waves and readded to the shore drift; but where 
the prevailing winds are toward the land, dunes are formed and slowly rolled 
forward by the wind. The supply of dry sand afforded by beaches is com
paratively small, and dunes of magnitude are not often formed from it. 'l~he 

great sand mag'azines are wave-built terraces, and it is from these that the 

trains of sand so formidable to agriculture have originated. 

'l~he sands accumulated on the shores of lakes and oceans now extinct 
are sometimes so clean that vegetation acquires no foothold, and the wind 

still holds dominion. The "oak openings" of 'Western States, are usually 
of this nature; and in the Great Basin there are numerous trains of dunes 

conveying merely the sand accumulated on the shores of the Pleistocene 
lakes. 

One product of littoral deposition-the delta-remains undescribed; 
but this is so distinct from the embankment, not only in form but in process 
of construction, that its consideration ,,,ill be deferred until the interrelations 

of the three processes already described have been discussed. 

'I'HE DISTRIBUTION OF W A VE-WROUGHT SHORE FEATURES. 

Upon every coast there are certain tracts undergoing erosion; certain 
others receive the products of erosion, and the intervals are occupied by the 
structures peculiar to transportation. Let us now inquire what are the COll

ditions determining these three phases of shore shaping. 
It will be cOllvenient to consider first the conditions of transportation. 

In order that a particular portion of shore shall he the scene of littoral trans
portation, it is essential, first, that there be a supply of shore drift; second, 
that there be shore action by waves and cUlTentsj and ill order that the 

local process be transportation simply, and involve neither erosion nor depo
sition, a certain equilibrium must exi!4t between the quantity of the shore 
drift on the one hand and the power of the waves and cur~'ents on the other. 
On the whole this equilibri um is a delicate one, but within certain narrow 
limits it i!4 stable. That is to say, there are certain slight variations of the 
individual conditions of equilibrium, which disturb the equilibrium only in 

a manner tending to its immediate readjustment. For example, if the shore 
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drift receives locally a small iucrement from stream drift, this increment, by 

adding to the shore contour, encroaches on the nmrgi1l of the littoral eurrent 

and produces a loeal acceleration, which aeeeleratioll leads to the removal 
of the obstruction. Similarly, if from some temporary cause there is a loeal 

defect of shore drift, the resulting indentation of the shore contour slackens 
the littoral current and causes deposition, whereby the equilibrium is restored. 

Or if the force of the waves is broken at some point by a temporary obstruc
tion outside the line of breakers, as for example by a wreck, the Ioeal dimi
nution of wave agitation produces an accumulation of shore drift whereby 

the littoral eurrent is narrowed and thus aceelm:ated until an adjustment is 

reached. 
Outside the limits thus indicated everything which disturbs the adjust

ment between quantity of shore drift and capacity of shore agents leads either 
to progressive local erosion or else to progressive local deposition. The 
stretches of coast which either lose or gain ground are decidedly in excess of 

those which merely hold their own. 
An excessive supply of shore drift over and above what the associated 

current and 'waves are competent to transport leads to deposition. This 

occurs where a stream of some magnitude adds its quota of debris. A mod

erate excess of this nature is disposed of by the formation of a wave-built 
terraee 011 the lee side of the mouth of the stream, that is, on the side toward 

which flows the littoral current accompanying the greatest waves. A great 
excess leads to the formation of a delta, in which the stream itself is the con
structing agent and the influence of waves is subordinate. 

On the other hand, tlwre is a constant loss of shore drift by attrition, 

the partides in transit being gradually reduced in size until they are removed 

from the littoral zone by the undertow. As a result of the defect thus occa

sioned, a part of the energy of the waves i::; expended on the subjacent 

terrane, and the work of transportation is locally a,ceompanied by a suffieient 
amount of erosion to replenish the wasting shore drift. For the maintenanee 

of a eontinuous beaeh in a permanent position, it appears tQ be necessary 

that small streams shall contribute enough debris to compensate for the 

wi'ste by attrition. 
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Theoretically, transportation must be exchanged for erosion wherever 
there is a local increase in the magnitude of waves, and for deposition ,,,here 

there is a local decrease of waves; but practically the prolJortions of waves 
are so closely associated with the velOcities of the aceompallying eunents 
that their effeets have not been distinguished. 

The factor which most frequently, by its variation, disturbs the equi
librium of shore action is the littoral eurrent. It has already been pointed 
out that wherever it leaves the shore, shore drift is deposited; and it is 

equally true that wherever it comes into existenee by the impinging of an 
open-water eurrent on the shore, shore drift is taken up and the terraue is 
eroded. It has been shown also that the retardation of the littoral cunent 
produces deposition, and it is equally true tha,t its acceleration causes ero-

151011. Every variation, therefore, in the direction or velocity of the eurrent 
at the shore has a definite effect III the determination of the loeal shore 

proeess. 
Reentrant angles of the eoast are always, and reentrant eurves are 

usually, places of deposition. The reason for this is twofold: first, currents 
whieh follow the shore move with diminished velocity in passing reentrants; 

seeond, eunents directed toward the shore escape from reentrants only by 

undertow, and, as hel'etofore explained, build terraces at the heads of the 
embayments. 

Salient angles are usually eroded, and salient curves nearly always, 

the reasons being, first, that a cunent following the shore is relatively swift 
opposite a salient, and, second, that a current directed toward the shore is 
apt to be divided by a salient, its halves being converted into littoral cur

rents transporting shore drift in opposite directions away from the salient. 
Some salient angles, on the contrary, grow by deposition. This oceurs 

where the most important eurrent approaehes by follo;villg the shore and is 

thrown off to deep water by a salient. The most notable Instances are found 
on the sides of narrow lakes or arms oflakes, in which case currents approach
ing from the direction of the length are accompanied by greater waves than 

those blown from the direction of the opposite shore, and therefore dominate 
in the determination of the local action. 
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It thus appears that there is a general tendency to the erosion of salients 

and the filling of emlmyments, or to the simplification of coast outlines. This 

tendency is illustrated not only by the shores of all lakes, hut by the coasts of 
all ocean8. In the latter case it is slightly diminished hy the action of tidos, 

which occasion currents tending to keep open the mouths of estuaries, hut 

it is nevertheless the prevailing tendency. The idea which sometimes ap
pears in popular writings that embayments of the coast are eaten out by 

the ocean is a survival of the antiquated theory that the seulpture of the 

land is a result of "marine denudation." It is now under8tood that the diver

sities of land topography are wrought by stream erosion. 

Figure 8, representing about seven miles of the shore of I.ake Ontario, 

illustrates the tendency toward simplification. Each bluff of the 8hore marks 

the truncation by the waves of a cape that was originally more salient. Each 

beach records the partial filling of an original bay. Each bar is a wave

built structure partitioning a deep reentrant from the open lake. The la

goons receive the detritus from the streams of the land and are filling; partly 

for this reason there is a local defect of shore drift, and the coast is receding 

by erosion; and by this double process the original reentrants are suffering 

complete effacement. For the orig;inal coast line-a sinuous contour on a 

surface modeled by glacial and fluvial agencies-will be substituted a rela

tively short line of simple curvatme. 

, The simplification of a coast line is a work involving time, and the 

amount of work accomplished on a particular coast affords a relative meas
ure of the time consumed. There are many modifying conditions-the 

fetch of wa yes, the off-shore depth, the material of the land, the original 

configuration, etc.-and these leave no hope of an absolute measure; but 

it is possible to distinguish the young coast from the mature. When a 

water level is newly established against land with sinuous contour, the first 

work of the waves is the production of the beach profile. On the gentlest 

slopes they do this by excavating the terrane at the point where they first 

break and throwing the material shoreward so as to build a barrier. On all 

other slopes they establish the profile by carving a terrace with its correla

tive cliff. The coarser products of terrace-cutting gather at the outer edge 
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of the terrace, helping to increase its breadth; the finer fall in deeper water 

and help to equalize the off-shore depth. The terrace gr~dually increases 

by the double process of cutting and filling until it has attained a certain 

minimum width essential to the transportation of shore drift. This width is 

for each locality a function of the size of the greatest waves. Before it is 

reached, the fragments detached from the cliff linger but a short time on the 

face of the terrace; after a few excursiolls up and dowll the slope they come 

to rest at the edge of the deeper water. When it is reached-when the 

beach profile is complete-the excavated fragments torn from the diff no 

longer escape from the zone of wave action, but are rolled to and fro by the 

waves of every storm, lose their angles by attrition, and are drifted along 

by the shore current. It may happen that the material of the cliff is a 

gravel, already rounded by some earlier and independent process, but when 

this is not the case, the cut-terraces of adolescent and mature coasts are 

distinguished by the angular forms on the one hand and the rounded forms 

on the other of the associated detritus. vVhen the formation of shore drift 

has once been begun, its further development and the development of effi

cient shore currents are gradual and by reciprocation. The spanning of 

minor recesses of the coast-line by its beach helps to smooth the way for 

the shore current, and the current promotes the beach. Embankments come 

later, when ways have been straightened for the current and shore drift, 

and those first constructed usually attempt the partition of only small em

bayments. The more extended and powerful shore currents, competent to 

span the bays between the greater headlands, become possible only after 

minor rugosities of coast and bottom have disappeared. 

Low but nearly continuous sea-cliffs mark the adolescent coast; simple 

contours and a cordon of sand, interspersed with high cliffs, mark the mature 

coast. As a result of the inconstancy of the relations of land and water, it 

is probable that all coasts fall under these heads, but Richthofen has sketched 

the features of the theoretic senile coast. l As sea-cliffs retreat and terraces 

grow broader the energy of the waves is distributed over a wider zone and 

its erosive \York is diminished. The resulting defect of shore drift permits 
--------------------

I FUhrer f'tir Forschuugsreiseude, p. 338. 
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the erosion of embankments, ana the withdrawal of their protection extends 

the line of cliff; but eventually the whole line il:\ driven back to its limit 

and erosion ceases. The clift's, no longer sapped by the "vaves, yield to 

atmosplwrie agencies ana blend with the g'eneral topobrraph y of the land. 

Shore drift is still supplied by the streams awl i:-; spread over the broad lit

toral shoal, where it lies Ul~til so comminuted by the wavetl that it eall float 

away. 

The length of the period of adolescence varies with local conditions. 

'Where the waves are powerful, maturity comes sooner than where they are 

weak. It comes f,ooner, too, where the material to he moved by the waves 
is soft or ineoherent than where it is hard and firm; and it comes early 
where the i-mbmerged contours and the contour at the ,yater's edge have 

few irregularities. Different parts of the same coast aecordingly illustrate 
dift'erellt stages of development. The shore:.; of Lake BOllllCville are in 
general mature, but ill :.;mall sheltered hays they are adolescent. 'rhe 
shore of Litke Ontario is in general mature, heing traced on a surface of 

glacial drift, hut near the outlet is a region of bare, hard rock disposed in 

promontories and islands, and there much of the coast is adolescent. 
The classic "parallel roads" of Glen Roy ill Scotland illustrate the ado

lescent type, and this although the local conditions favor rapid development. 

'1'he HHlooth eOlltonrs of the valley gave no obstruetion to shore eurrents, 
depth and length of lake permitted the raising of large waVOtl, and a mantle 

of glacial drift afforded material for shore drift; but the beach profile was 

not completed, the bowlders of the narrow terraees are still subangular, 
and there are no embankments. It is fairly inferred that the time repre

sented by each shore-line was short. 

8TRBAU WORK; THE DEL'l'A. 

'fhe detritus brought to lakes by small streams is overwhelmed by shore 

drift and merge:.; with it. '1'he tribute of large streams, on theeontrary, 

overwhelms the shore drift and accumulates in deltas. In the formation of 

a normal delta the Htream is the aetive agent, the lake is the passive recipient, 

and waves play no essential pl1li. 
MON 1--5 
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The process of delta formation depends almost wholly on the following 
law: The CalJacity and competence of a stream for the transportation of detritas 

are inc·ref!Sed and diminished by the increase and diminution of the velocity. The 

capacity of a stream is measured by the total load of debris of a given fille~ 
ness which it can carry. Its competence is measured by the maximum size 
of the particles it can move. A swift current is able to transport both more 
matter and coarser matter than a slow current. The competence depends 
on the veloeity of the water at the bottom of the channel, for the largest 
particles the stream can move are merely rolled along the bottom. Finer 
particles are lifted from the bottom by threads of currcmt tending more or 

less upward, and before they siuk again are carried forward by the general 
flow. Their suspeusion is initiated by the bottom current, but the length 

and speed of their excursion depend on the general veloeity of the current. 
Capacity is therefore a function of the ,velocity of the more superficial threads 
of current as well as of those which follow the bottom. 

Suppm;e that a river freighted with the waste of the land is llewly made 
tributary to a lake. Its water flows to the shore, and shoots out thence 
over! the relatively still lake water- until its momentum has beeH communi

cated by friction to so large a body of water as to practically dis:-;ipate its 

velo(~ity" From the shore outward the veloeity at the bottom i:-; the veloeity 
of the lake water and not that of the river water, and i~ illcolH"liderable. The 

entire load consequently sinks to a final resting place and becomm! a deposit. 
The coarse partides go down ill immediate contiguity to the t:lhore. The 
fiuost are carried fiu" out before they escape fi'om the superficial stratum of 
river water. 

The KiIlkillg of the coarse material at the shore has the effeet of build
ing out a platform at the level of the bottom of the river channeL Postulate 
the construction of this platform for some di::;tanee ii'om tho shore without 
any modification of the longitudinal profile of the river, the river smface 
descending to the shore and then becoming horizontal. Evidently, the hor
izontal portion has no energy of d08cellt to propel it, and yet is opposed by 
friction; its velocity is, therefore, retarded, its capacity and competence are 

I It III saul that sOllle glaCIer-fed streallls on enterlng lakes palSs under Instead of over tbe lake 
water and that pemlliar delta features result, but these are not fnllydCllcribed. 
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consequently diminished, and it drops some of its load. The faU of detritus 

builds up the bottom at the point where it takes place, and caui-Ies a elleck
iug of the current immediately above (up i-Itream). This in turn causes a 
deposit; and a reciprocat.ion of retardation and deposition continueH until 

the profile of the stream has acquired a continuous grade from its mouth at 

the extremity of the Hew platform backward to some steeper part of its 
channel-a continuolls grade suffieient to give it it velocity adequate to its 
load. The pOKtulate is, of ('ourse, ideal. 'rhe river doeH not in fact build 

a level bed and afterward change it to a Hlope, but carries forward the whole 

work at once, maintaining continuom;ly an adjustment between itR grade 

and itH work. ~Ioreover, since the deposition begins at some distance from 
the mouth, the le:,;senillg load does not require a uniform grade and does 
not produce it. . The grade diminishes gradually lakt vard to the foot of the 

deposit Rlope, so that the 101lbritudinal profile is slightly concave upward. 
At the head of the deposit slope there is often an abrupt change of grade. 
At its foot, where the maximum deposit is made, there is an abrupt change 
of a double character; the incline of the river surface is exchanged for the 
horizontal plane of the lake surface; the incline of the river bottom is ex

changed for the steeper incline of the delta front. 

The river current is swifter in the middle than at the sides, and on a 

deposit slope, where velocity is nicely adjusted to load, the slight retarda
tion at the Hides lea(li:-l to deposition of Huspended matter. A bank is thus 

produced at either hand, so that the water flows down an elevated sluice of 

its own construction. The sides are built up pari passu with the bottom, 
but inasmuch as they can be increased only by overflow, they never quite 
reach the flood level of the water surface. A river thus contained, and a 

river channel thus constructed, constitute an unstable combination. So long 
as the bank approximates closely to the level of the surface at flood stage, 

the current across the bank is slower than the current of the stream, and 
deposits Hilt instead of excavating; but whenever an accidental cause so 

far lowers the bank at some point that the CUITent across ~t during flood 
no longer makes a deposit, there begins an erosion of the bank which 
increases rapidly as the volume of escaping water is augmented. A 

side channel is thus produced, which eventually becomes deeper than the 
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main or original channel and draws in the greater part or perhaps all of the 
water. Tlw ability of the new channel to drain the old one depends on two 
things: first, the outer slope of the bank, from the circumstances of its con
struction, is steeper than the descent of the bottom of the channel; second, 
the first-made chaunel, although originally following the shortest route to 
the lake, has so far increased its length by the extension of its mouth that 
the water escaping over its bank may find a shorter route. The river 
channel is thus shifted, a.nd its mouth is transferred to a new point on the 
lake shore. 

Repetition of this process transfers the work of alluvial deposition from 
place to place, and causes the river to build a sloping plain instead of a 
simple dike. The lower edge of the plain is everywhere equidistant from 
the head of the deposit slope, and has therefore the form of a circular arc. 
The inclination is in all directions the same, varying only with the dimin

ishing grade of the deposit slope, and the fonn of the plain is thus approxi
matelyeollic. It is, in fact, identical with the product of land-shaping known 
as the alluvial COlle or alluvial fan. 'rhe symmetry of the ideal form is 
never attained in fact, because the process of shifting implies inequality of 
surface, but the approximation is close in cases where the grade of the 
deposit slope is high, or where the area of the delta is large as compared 
with the size of the channeL 

FIG. 14.-Seution of e. Delt .... 

At the lake shore the manner of deposition is different. The heavier 
and coarser part of the river's detrital load, that which it pushes and rolls 
along the bottom instead of earring by suspension, is emptied into the lake 
and slides down the face of the delta with no impulse but that €,rlven by its 
own weight. rrhe slope of the delta face is the angle of repose of this coarse 

material, subject to such modification as may result from agitation by waves. 
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The finer part of the detritus, that which is transported by suspension, is 
carried beyond the delta face, and sinks more or less slmvly to the bottom. 
Its dist.ribution depends on its relative fineness, the extremely fiue material 
being widely diffused, and the eoar::;er falling near fhe foot of the delta face. 
The depth of the Jepo::;it formed from :mspended material is greatest near 
the delta and diminishes gradually outward, so that the slope of the delta 
face merges by a curve with the slope of the bottom beyond. 

As the delta is built lakeward, the steeply inelined layers of the delta 
face are superposed over the more level strata of the lake bottom, and in 
turn come to support the gently inclined layers of the delta plain, so t1mt 
any vertical section of a normal delta exhibits at the top a zone of coarse 
material, bedded with a gentle lakeward inclination, then a zone of similar 
coarse material, the laminations of which incline at a high angle, and at 
bottom a zone of fine material, the laminations of ,,,hich are gently inclined 
and unite by curves with those of the middle zone. 

The characters of the fossil delta, or the delta as it exists after the des
iccation of the lake concerned in its formation, are as follows: The upper 
surface is a terrace ,'vith the form of an alluvial fan. rrhe lower slope or 

face is steep, ranging from 10° to 25°; it joins the upper slope by an angle 
and the plain below by a curve. The line separating the upper surface from 
the outer slope or face is horizontal, and, in common with all other horizon
tal contours of the structure, is approximately a circular arc. The upper 
or landward limit of the upper surface is a line horizontally uneven, depend
ing on the contours of the antecedent topography The lower limit of tho 
face is a vertically uneven line, depending on the antecedent topography as 
modified by lake sediments. The material iH detrital and well rounded; it 
exhibits ,,,ell-marked lines of depol:lition, rarely taking the eltaracter of hed
ding. The structure as seen in section iH tripartite (Fig. Hi). In the upper 
division the lines of deposition are parallel to the upper ~..;urface of the delta; 
in the middle division they are parallel to the steep outer face, awl in the 
lower division they are gently illelilled. The separation of the middle divis
ion from the lower is obscure. Itl:l l:Ieparation from 'the upper is definite and 
constitutes a hOlizontnl plane. The fossil delta is invariably divicled into 
two parts by a channel running from its apex to some part of its periphery 
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and occupied by a stream, the agent of its construction becoming, under 

changed conditions of base level, the agent 0'; demolition. 

The fan-like outline of the normal delta is modified wherever wave ac

tion has an importance comparable with that of stream action. Among the 

great variety of forms resulting from the combination of the two ageneie:,;, 

FIG. 15.-Vcl'tical sectiun ill a Delta, shuwillg the tjopi
cal successiun of strata. 

Lakes, where the conditions are 

there is one which repeats itself with suf

ficient frequeucy to deserve special meu

tion. It oeeun; where the force of the 

waves is considerable and the amount 

of shore drift brought by them to the 

delta is inconsiderable. In such ease 

the shore current from either direction 

is deflected by the mass of the delta, and 

wave action adjusts the contour of the 

delta to conformity with the deflected 

shore current. If the wave iufluences 

from opposite directions are equal, the 

<lelta takes the form of a symmetric tri

angle similar to that of the V-terrace. 

Numerous illustrations are to be seen 

on the shores of Seneca and Cayuga 

peculiarly favorable. '1'he lake is long 

aud uarrow, so that all the efficient wave action is associated with strollg 

shore currellts, awl these alterllate in direction. The predominallt rock of 

the side;.; is a ;.;oft ;.;halo, so ea;.;ily triturated hy the waves that the entire 

produet of it;.; erosion escapes with the undertow, and llO shore drift remains. 

The sidm; are ;.;traight, awl each trihutary stream builds out a little promoll

tory at its mouth, to which the waves g'ive form. Some of these tri:u~gular 

delta;.; elllhody perfectly the Greek letter, but they turn the apex toward the 

water lw;tead of toward the land. 
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ICE wonK; THE RA~:[PART. 

']1his feature does not belong to lakes in genem), but is of local an(l 

exceptional oeenrrenee. It was named the" Lake Rampart" by Hitchcock, 

who g'an~ the fin:;t satisfactory aecount of its origin.! Earlier ohKervations, 

eontainillg the germ of the explanation of the phenomenon, were l1Iade hy 
Lee2 and Adams.3 A later and indepen-
dent explanation was gi·ven hy \Vhite.4 

In ig'IlOl':tnce of Hih·.1wock's description, 

I gave (·,re<1it ill the Fifth Annual Report of 

the U. S. (h.o)ogieal SurY(~y to \Vhite, and 
FIG. 16.-S""Uon of a RampaI t .. 

myself proposed the name "Shore \Vall." I now substitute Hitdwo('k's 

name, "Rampart", heing moved thereto not only hy the priority and the 

eminent fi.tness of the name, hut by the consideration that "Shore \VaII" is 

liahle to he confounded with "Sea 'Vall ", a term applied on some marine 
eoa;,;ts to steep-faced embankments of shingle. 

The iee on the surfaee of a lake expands while forming, so as to erowd 

its edge agaim;t the shore. A further lowering of temperature produceR 

contraction, and thiR ordinarily resnlts in the opening of yortical fissnres. 

These admit the water from below, and by the freezing of that water they 
are fille(l, so that when expansion follows a suhsequent rise of temperature 

the ice cmmot assume its original position. It eonsequently inereaKes its totnl 

area nIHI exerts it second thrust UPOll the shore. \Vhere the Hhore is abrupt, 

the ice itself yields, either by crushing at the margin or by the fonnation 

of antielinals elsewhere; hut if the Rhore is generally shehrillg, the margin 

of the lee is forced up the aecli-dty, and carrieR with it any howlders or other 
loose material ahout ·which it may have frozen. A second lowering of tem

perature dom; not ,vithdraw the protruded iee margin, hut initiates other 

cracks and leads to a repetition of the shormvard thmst. The process is 

repeatod from time to time during the winter, but eeaRes with the melting of 

1 Lake Ramparts III Vermont. By ChaR. H. Hitchcock. In Proe. Am. As!!. Adv. Sci.. vol. 13, 
1000, p. 335. 

• C. A. Lee. Am. Jour. ScL, vol. 5, Ul22, Pl'. 34-37, and vol. 9, 1825, pp. 239-241. 
3 J. Adams. Am. Jour. SeL, vol. 9, 1tl25, I'll. r36-144. 
• C. A. White. Am. Naturalist, vol. 2, I'll;!), 1'p. 146-149. 
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the ice in the spring. The ice formed the ensuing winter extends only to 

the water margin) and by the winter's oscillations of temperature can be 
thrust landl'mrd only to a em·tain distance, determined hy the size of the 
lake and the local climate. There is thus for each locality a definite limit, 

beyond whieh the projection of bowlders cannot be carried, so that an are 
deposited along a common line, where they constitute a wall or rampart. 

The base of a rampart stands somewhat above and beyond the ordinary 

margin of the water. It is parallel to the water margin, following its inflec
tions. Its size is probably determined in faet by the supply of material, but 

there mUllt also he a limit dependent on the strength of the ice formed in the 

given locality. Its material is usually com'se, containing bowlders such as 

tIlt' waves gfmerated on the same lake would be unable to move. These 
may he either smooth or angular, heavy or light, the process of accumula
tion involving' no discriminatioll. 

Ramparts are not found on the margins of large lakes, for whatever 
record the ice of ,vinter may make is obliterated hy the storm waves of sum

mer. Neither do they occur on the shores of very deep lakes, for such do 
not admit of a heavy coating of ice; and for the same rea8011 they are not 

found in warm climates. So far as the writ is aware, they have never 

been found in the fossil condition, except that in a single In8tance a series 

of them serves to record very recent changes of level. 

SUBMERGENCE AND EMERGENCE. 

In the preceding discu8:;;ion the general relation of the water surfa,ce to 

the land has been assumed to be conl:ltant. III point of fact it is subject to 
almo:;;t eontinuous change, and its mutations modify the products of littoral 
shaping. 

Lakes with outlet lower their water surfaces by corrading the channel 
of outflow. Lakes without outlet continually oscillate up and down with 

changes of climate; and finally, all large lakes, as well as the ocean, are 
affeetod by differential movements of the land. The series of displacements 

whieh in the geologie pa8t has :;;0 many times revolutionized the distribution 
of bud and water, has not ceased; and earth movements are so nearly uni

versal at the present time that there are few eoasts which betray no s:YIDntoms 
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of recent elevation or l:mhsidence. In t1th.; place it is unnecessary to eOll::-lider 

whether the relation of water surface to land is affected by mutations of the 

one or of the other; and the terms emergence awl suhmergenee will he used 

with thl~ understanding that they apply to changes in the relation without 

reference to canses of change. 

The general effect of submergence or emergence IS to change the 

horizon at which shore processes are carried on; and if a com;iderable 

change of level is effected abruptly, the nature of the processes amI the 

character of their products are not materially modified. A ::-lubmerged shore

line retains its configuration until it is gradually buried by sediments. An 

emerged shore-line is subjected to slow destruction by atmospheric agen

CleH. Only the delta is rapidly attacked, and that IS merely (Iiyided into 

two parh; by the stream which formed it. In the case of submergence the 

new shore constructed at a higher horizon is essentially similar to the olle 

:mbmerged. In the case of emergence the new shore construe1ed at a lower 

horizon rests upon the smooth contours wrought by lacustrine sedimollta

tion, and, finding in tho configuration little that is incongruous with its shore 

currellts, carves few cliff.; aud huilds few embankmellts. The barrier is 

usually one of its characteristic elements. 

A slow and gradual submergence modifies the products of littoral actioll. 

The erosion of sea-cHfT's is exceptionally rapid, because the gradually deep

ening water upon the wave-cut terraces relieves the waves from the task of 

earvillg the terraees and enables them to spend their full force against the 

cliff::;. The c1ifT's are tlms beaten back before the adVanelllg ti<1e, amI their 

pref'ipitous eharaeter is maintained with constant change of po:-;ition. 

A rhythm is introdueed in the construction of emhankments. For eaeh 

level of the water surface there is a set of positiolls appropriate to the initia

tion of embankments, and with an adYancillg tiJe these positimu; are suc

eessively nearer and nearer the land; but with the gra<1ual advanee of water 

the pm,ition of emhankments is not correspondingly shifted. The emhank

ment eonstrU(~teJ at a low stage eontrols the local diredion of the shore 

currellt, cyen when its (~rest is somewhat submerged, awl hy this eontrol it 

determines the shore drift to follow its original course. It is only when the 

submergence is sufficiently rapid to produce a considerable depth of water 
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over the crest of the embankment that a new embankment is initiated behind 
it. The new embankment in turn controls the shore current, and by a rep
etition of the process a seriel'l of embankments is produced whose crests 
differ in height by considerable intervals. 

A slow and gradual emergmwe causes the waves, at points of excava
tion, to expend their energiel'l upon the terraces rather than the cliffs. No 
great cliffs are produced, but a wave-cut terrace il:l carried downward with 
the receding tide. '1'hore is HOW no rhythm ill the construction of embank
mentl'l. At each :mccessiYe 100yer leyel the shore drift takes a course a little 

farther lakoward, and is built. into a lower emhankment resting against the 
outer face of the one just formed. 

The delta. is very HensitiYll to emergonce. As SOOB as the lake water 
falls from its edge, the formative stream, having now a lower point of dis
charge, ceases to throw down detritus and begins the corrasion of its chan
nel. I t ceases at the same time to shift its course over the surface of the 
original delta, hut retai1ls whatever position it happened to hold when the 
emergence was initiated. Coincidently it hegins the construction of a new 
or secondary delta, the apex of which is at. the outer margin of the original 
structure. \Vith cont.inuous emergence a series of new deltas are initiated 

at points successively farther lakew::tnl, and there is produced a continuous 
descending ridge divided by the channel of the stream. 

THE DISCRIMINATION OF SHORE FEATURES. 

A shore is the common margin of dry land and a body of water. The 

elements of its peculiar topography are little liable to confusion so long as 

t.hey are actually associated with land on one side and water on the other; 
but after the water has been withdra'tvn, their recognition is less easy. They 
consist merely of certain cliffs, terraces, and ridges; and cliffs, terraces, 
and ridges abound in the topography of land smfaces. In the following 
pages the topographic features characteristic of ancient shores will be com
pared and contrasted with other topographic elements likely to create con
fusion. 

Buch a discrimination as this has not before been attempted, although 
the principal distinctions upon which it is based have been the common 
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property of geologh-;ts for many years. The contrast of stream terraces with 
shore terraces was clearly set forth by Dana in the American Journal of 
Science in 1849, and haR been reRtated by Geikie in his Text-Book of Ge
ology. It was less clea,rly enunciated by the elder Hitchcock ill his Illus
trations of Surface Geology. 

CLIFFS. 

A cliff is a, topographic fa,cet, in itself steep, and at the same time sur
rounded by facets of less inclination. The only variety belonging to the 
phenomena of shores is tha,t to which the name "sea-clifP' has been a,pplied. 
It will be compared with the eliff of diff'erential debrradatioll; the stream eliff, 
the coul~e edge, the fault scall), and the land-slip cliff'. 

The Cliff of Differential Degradation.-It is a familiar fact that certain rocks, mainly 

soft, yield more rapidly to the agentR of erosion than certain other rocks, 
rnainly hard. It results from this, that in the progressive degradation of a 
country by subaerial erosion the minor relief::; are genorally occupied by 
hard rocks while the minor dopres::;ions mark the positions of soft rocks. 
\Vhere a hard rock overlies one mnch softer, the erosion of the latter pro

cee(ls so rapidly that the former is sapped, t111d being deprived of its support 
falls away in blocks, and is thus wrought at itR margin into a cliff. III re
gions undergoing rapid degradation such cliffs are exceedingly abundant. 

It is the invariable mark of a cliff of differential degradation that the 
roek of the lower part of its face is so constituted all to yield more rnpidly 
to ernHion thml the roek of the upper pm-t of it:.; face. It iH Htriotly <lepontlent 
011 the e(mHtitutioll awl strneture of the terrane. It may have nny form, hut 
Hill(~o the majority of rocks are Htratified ill broad, even sheets, and since the 
lll(lst abrupt alternations of textnre oecur in connection with :-mdl stratifica
tion, a majority of eliff.'l of differelltial degradation exhibit a certain uniformity 
and paTalle1i:.nn of pmts. The erest of such 11 cliff is a line parallel to the 
base, and other assoeiated cliff." run in lines approximately parnJlel. The 
mOHt eou:.;pieuouK of t.he diff.'l of :.;tratified rocks oeenr where the strata are 
approximately horizontal; and these more often than any others have been 
mistaken for sea-cliffs. 

The Stream Cliff.:-The most powerful agent of land erosion is the running 

stream, and, ill regions ulldergoing rapid degradation, corrasion by streams 
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so far exceeds the. general waste of the surface that their channels are cut 

down vertically, forming cliff" on either hand. 'rhese cliffs are afterward 

maintained by lateral corrasion, which opens out the valley of the stream 
after the establishment of a base level h~l$ checked the vertical corrasion. 

Such cliffs are in a measure independent of the nature of the rock, and are 

closely associated with the stream. They stand as a rule in pairs facing 

each other and separated only by the stream and its flood plain. The base of 
each is a line inclined in the direction of the stream channel and in the same 
degree. The crest is not parallel thereto, but is an uneven line conforming 
to no simple la\y. 

The Coulee Edge.-The viscosity of a lava stream is so great, and this vis

cosity is so augmented as its motion is checked by gradual cooling, that its 

margin after congelation is usually marked hy a cliff of some height. The 

distinguishing characters of such a cliff are that the rock is volcanic, with 
the superficial features of a subaerial flow. It has probably never been mis

taken for a sea-cliff, and receives mention here only for the sake of giving 

generality to the classifieation of cliffs. 
The Fault Scarp.- The faulting of rocks consists in the relative displacement 

of two masses separated by a fissure. The plane of the fissure is usually 

more or less vertical, aud by virtue of the displacement one mass is made 

to project somewhat above the other. The portion of the fissure v\'all thus 

brought to view constitutes a variety of cliff or escarpment, and has been 
called a f~mlt Rearp. In the Great Basin sueh searps are associated with a 

great munher of mountain ranges, appearing generally at their baseR, just 
where the solid rock of the mountain mass is adjoined by the detrital foot 

slope. TIH.'y occasionally encroach upon the latter, and it is in such case 

that they are most conspicuous as \vell as most likely to be mistaken for 

sea-cliffs. Although in following the mountain bases they do not vary 
greatly in altitude, yet they never describe exact contours, but aRcend and 

dbwend the slopes of the foot hills. The crest of snell a cliff il'\ llsmdl y 
closely parallel to the base for long distances, hut this parallelisr;~ is not 

ab~mlute. The two lines gradually converge at either end of the displace

ment. In exceptional instances they converge rapidly, giving the eliff a 
somewhat abrupt termination, and in sueh ease a new cliff appears en echelon, 
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continuing the displacement with a slight off..,et. In Chapter VIn these 
clifli; are described at length and illustrated by views and diagrams. 

The Land-Slip curr.-The land-slip differs from the fault chiefly in the fact 

that it is a purely superficial phenomenon, having its whole history upon a 
visible external slope. It occurs usually in unconsolidated material, masses 
of which break loose and move dmvnward short distances. The cliffs pro
duced by their separation from the general or parent mass, are never of great 
horizontal extent, and have no common element of form except that they 

are concave outward_ They frequently occur in groups, and arc apt to con
tain at their bases little basins due to the backward canting which forms 

part of the motion of the sliding mass. 
Comparison.--The sea-cliff differs from all others, first, in that its base is 

horizontal, and, second, in that there is associated with it at one end or other 

a beach, a barrier, or an embankment. A third valuable diagnostic feature 
is its uniform association with the terrace at its base; but in this respect it 

is not unique, for the cliff of differential degradation often springs from a 
terrace. Often, too, the latter is nearly horizontal at base, and in such case 

the readiest comparative test is found in the fact that the sea-cliff is inde

pendent of the texture and structure of the rocks from which it is carved, 
while the other is closely (lependent thereon. 

The sea-cliff is distinguished from the stream-cliff by the fact that it 

faces an open valley broad enough and deep enough to permit the genera
tion of efficient waves if occupied by a lake. It is distinguished from the 
coulee edge by its independence of rock structure and by its associated ter
race. I t differs fi'om the fault scarp in all those peculiarities which result 

from the attitude of its antecedent; the water surface concerned in the for

mation of the sea-cliff is a horizontal plane; the fissure concerned in the 
formation of the fault scarp is a less reg'ular but essentially vertical plnHe. 

The fonner crosses the inequalities of the preexistent topography as a con

tour, the latter as a traverse line. 
The land-slip cliff is distinguished by the marked concavity of its face 

in horizontal contour. The sea-cliff is usually convex, or, if concave, its 

contours are long and sweeping. The former is distinguished also by its 

ditlcontinuity. 
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TERRACES. 

A terrace is a horizontal or nearly horizontal topographic facet inter·· 
rupting a steeper slope. It is a limited plain, from one edge of which the 
ground rises more or less steeply, while from the opposite edge it deHcends 

more or less steeply. It is the "tread'r of a topographic step. 
Among the features peculiar to shores are three terraces: the wave-cut, 

the wave-built, and the delta. These will be compared with the terrace by 
differential degradation, the stream terrace, the moraine terrace, the fault 

terrace, and the land-slip terrace. 
The Terrace by Differential Degradation.-The smne general circunlstanees of rock 

texture which under ermlion give rise to cliffl:1 produce al 1:1 0, terraces, but the 
terraces are of less frequent occurrence. The only case in which they are 
at all abundant, and the only case in which they need be discriminated from 
littoral terraces, is that in which a system of strata, heterogeneous in texture 

and lyiug nearly horizontal, is truncated, either by a fault or by some erosive 
action, awl is aftenvards subjected on the truIlcated section to atmospheric 
waste. The alternation of hard and soft strata gives rise under such eir

cumstances to a 8eriel:1 of alternating cliffl:1 and terraces, the outcrop of each 
hard I'Itratum appearing in a. more or less vertical cliff, and the outcrop of 

each I:-loft stratum beiug represented by a gently sloping teITaCe, united to 
the cliff above by a curve, and,. in typical examples, separated fi'om the cliff 
below by an angle. 

The length of such terraces in the direction of the strike is usually great 
as compared with their width from cliff to cliff. They are never level in cross 

profile, but (1) rise with gradually increasing slope from the crest of one cliff 

to the base of the next, or (2) descend from the crest of one cliff to a medial 
depression, and thence rise with gradually increasing slope to the base of the 

next. The first case arises where the terrace is narrow or the dip of the 

strata is toward the lower cliff, the second case where the terrace is broad and 

the dip of the rocks is toward the upper cliff. In the first case the drainage 
is outward to the edge of the lower cliff; in the second it is toward the medial 

depression, whence it escapes by lhe nar~ow channels carved throug'h the 
rock of the lower cliff. 
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The Stream Terrace.-The condition of rapid erosion in any region is uplift. In 

a tract which has recently been elevated, the rate of degradation is unequal, 
the waste of the water channels being more rapid than that of the surface in 

general, so that. they are deeply incised. Eventually, however, the corrasion 
of the water channels so reduces their declivities that the velocities of current 

suffice merely for the transportation outward of the detritus disengaged by 

the general waste of sUlface. In other words, a base level is reached. Then 

the process of lateral corrasion, always carried on ,to a certain extent, as

sumes prominence, and its results are rendered conspicuous. Each stream 
wears its banks, swinging from side to side in its valley, always cutting at 

one side, and at the other building a shallow deposit of alluvium, which con- . 

stitutes its flood plain. The valley, haviug before consisted of the river 

channel margined on either side by a clift, now consists of a plain bounded 

at the side:-; by cliffs aud traversed by the river channel. 
If now the corrasion of the strealll bed is accelerated by a new uplift 

or other cause, a smaller valley i:-; excavated within the first and at a lower 

level. So mnch of the original flood plain as remains constitutes terraces 
flankillg the sides of the new valley. Outwardly one of these terraces is 

bounded by the base of the old line of cliffs, which may by decay have lost 

their vertieal habit. Inwardly it is bounded by the crest of the new line of 
cliff's produced by lateral corrasion. 

Aceeleration of downward eorl'asion is brought about in many ways. 

As alre~L(ly mentioned, it lllay be produeed by a new uplift, and this stimu

lus is perhaps the most potent of all. It iti sometimes produced by the 
downthrow of the traet to which the strealllS disehal'g'e, or, what is nearly 

the same thing, by the degradation of stream dmnnels in that tract. It is 
altio brought about, within a certain range of eonditions, by increase of 

rainf~Lll; and finally, it always ensnes sooner or later from the defect of 

tram;ported material. The general waste of the origillally uplifted tract 

undergoes, after a long period, a diminution in rapidity. The streams have 
therefore less detritus to transport. Their channels are less clogged, and 

they are enabled to lower them by corrasion. Perhaps it would be better 
to say that after the immediate consequeuces of uplift have so far passed 

away that an equilibrium of erosive action is established, the degradation of 
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the entire tract proceeds at a slow continuous rate, the slight variations of 
which are in a sense accidental. Lateral corrasion under such circumstances 
coexists in all stream channels with downward corrasion, and is the more 
importallt proceSK; but the horizon of its action is continuously lowered hy 
the downward corrasion. 'rhe terraces which result represent only the 
stageK of a continuous process. 

III a great number of stream valleys, not one hut many ancient flood 
plains find record in terraces, so that the stream terrace is a familiar topo
graphic feature. 

When a stream meandering in a flood plain encroaches 011 a w_all of 
the valley and corrades laterally, it carries its work of excavation down to 
the level of the bottom of its channel; and afterward, when its course is 
shifted to some other part of the valley, it leaves a deposit of alluvium, the 
upper sUlfa-ce of which is barely submerged at the flood stage of the stream. 
'rhe depth of alluvium on the flood plain is therefore measured by the ex
treme depth of the current at high water It constitutes a practically even 
sheet, resting on the undisturbed teITane beneath. 'When the stream finall y 
abandons it, and by carving a deeper channel, converts it into a terrace, the 
terrace is necessarily bipartite. Above, it consists of an even layer of allu
vial material, fine at top and coarse at bottom; below, it consists of the 
precxistcnt formation, whatever that may be. -Where the lower portion is 
so constituted as to resist erosion, it loses after a long period its alluvial 
blanket, and then the terrace consists simply of the floor of hard rock as 
pared away by the meandering stream. The coarse basal portion of the 
alluvium is the last to disappear; and if it contains hard howl del's some of 
these will survive as long as the form of the terrace is recognizable. 

The elder Hitchcock enumerated and described four types of stream 
terrace: the lateral terrace, the delta terrace (grouped by the writer with 
shore terraces), the gorge terrace, and the glacis terrace;l and Miller, whose 
clear analysis of stream terracing is the most recent 'contribution to the sub
ject,2 adds the amphitheater terrace, the junction terrace, and the fan ter
race. Sueh detail is not required in this cOIlnection, but it is proper to dis-

I Illustrations of Surface Geology. By Edward Hitchcock. p.5. 
2 River-Terracing: its Methods and their results. By Hugh Miller. In Proc. Royal Physical Soc., 

vol. " 1883, pp. 263-306. 
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tinguish the fan terrace from the lateral terrace, to which the phraseology 
of the preceding paragraphs more particularly applies. 

The fan terrace of Miller, as developed in a mountain country, has been 
admirably described and figured by Drew, who speaks of it as an "alluvial 
fan cut by a river", but gives no shorter title;l in the nomenclature of the 
present chapter2 it is an alluvial-cone terrace. 

Where a large stream flowing through an alluvial plain receives a small 
tributary from an upland bordering the plain, the tributary often builds 
an alluvial cone upon the margin of the plain. If afterward the large stream, 
shifting its course over the plain, encroaches on the alluvial cone, it con
verts it into a terrace. The small stream acquires in this manner a lower 
point of discharge and is induced to corrade a channel through its own 
alluvial cone, dividing it into two parts. "With reference to the valley of 
the small stream, these parts are lateral terraces. "With reference to the 
valley of the large stream, they constitute together an alluvial-cone terrace. 
The alluvial-cone terrace differs from the lateral terrace in that its surface 
does not incline uniformly in the direction of the current of the stream it 
overlooks, but inclines radially in all directions from a point at the side of 
the valley. 

The Moraine Terrace.-When an alluvial plain or alluvial cone is built against 
the side or front of a glacier and the glacier is afterward melted away, the 
alluvial surface becomes a terrace overlooking the valley that conta.ined 
the ice. The constructing stream may flow from the ice and ga.ther its allu
vium from the glacial debris, but it usually flows from the land. The'slope 
of the alluvial plain is determined by the direction and other accidents of 
the stream. \\11€re the plain adjoins the glacier, it receives whatever debris 
falls from the ice, and it may be said to coalesce initially with a morainic 
ridge. Its internal constitution is partly alluvial and partly morainic. If 
the morainic ridge is large, the plain does not become a moraine terrace. 
If it is small, it falls away when the removal of the ice permits the margin 
of the plain to assume the "angle of repose." 

I Alluyial and lacustriue «leposits and glacial records of the Upper-Indus Basin. By Frederic 
Drew. Quart. Jour. GeoJ. Soe. London, vol. 29, 1873, pp. 441-471, 

~The allltvial fan of Drew is the alluvial cone of American geologists, and there would l)e flome 
reasons for preferring fan to cone if it were neces~ary to employ a siDgle term only. It is convenient 
to use them as synonyms, employing CODe when the angle of slope is high, and fan when it is low. 

MON 1-6 
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Moraine terraces may be e1assified, after the manner of moraines, as 
lateral and frontal. rrhe history of the lateral type is illustrated by Fig. 
17, representing in cross section the side of a glacier in an opeu valley. The 

alluvium, a, is huilt up syu
chronously with the glacial 
debris, d, and the two interbed 
and mingle at their junction. 
'When the ice melts, the face 
of the deposit assumes under 
gravity the profile indicated 
by the dotted line. 

}'w. 17. - I,\",,\ section, illuijtrating the formation of a Mur.ine Ter ... """, 
at the Side of a Glacier. 

H the glacier diminishes 
gradually, successive terraces 
are formed, and these fi'e-: 

qnelltly overlap. In Fig. 18 it is assumed that the ice profile had succes
!:livel y the pO!:litiolH; of the dotted lines x and y. When it retreated to y, the ac

cumulated deposit assumed the 
profile abc, and a new deposit 
beg'an between the ice and the 
face be. By subsequent ice 
retreat the second deposit as
sumed the profile clef As a 
result of thi!:l process the ma
terial of the terrace de overlies 

FIG. IS.-Ideal section, showing the internal structure of groupe,\ 
Lateral Moraine Terraces. 

unconformably the material of the terrace abo 

An alluvial plain bordering the front of a glacier is apt to overlap the 

ice and to ine1ude near its outer 
margin not only morainic debris 
but blocks of ice. When the 

ice melts, the overlapping de
posit cannot assume the !:limple 
earth-slope or angle of repose, 

}'w. 19.-1t1cal "!'ction of aUuvial filling against Frout Edgo of Gla"iel'. b t . I k u' reCeIVeS alUmmoc y, mo-
minie smface (Fig. 20). 
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So closely does the moraine terrace simulate the stream terrace that it 
is usually undistinguished. l The lateral tYl)e is identical in cross-profile 
and ill longitudinal profile, and, 
unless portions of the morainic 
ridge remain, has but one for
mal difference: the contour!:! of 
its outer face, being determined 
by the side of an ice stream, 
are smooth curves of gentle flexure. 

FIG. :!O.-Idealsectioll of FroIltal Moraine '£"rrace, 

The Fault Terrace.-It sometimes occurs that two or more fault -scarps with 
throw in the same direction, run parallel with each other on the same slope, 
thus dividing the surface into zones or tracts at various heights. Each of 
these tracts contained between two scarps is a terrace. It is a dissevered 
section of the once continuous general surface, divided by one fault from that 
whieh lies above OIl the slope and by another from that which lies below. It 
is the top of a diastrophic block, and its inclination depends upon the attitude 
of that block. Usually the block is tilted in a direction opposite at once to 
that of the throw of the limiting faults and to that of the general slope of the 

country. This has the effect of giving to the terrace an inclination less steep 
than that of neighboring plains, or (exceptionally) of inclining it in the oppo
site direction. 

In the direction of its length, which always coincides with the strike of 
the faults, the terrace is not horizontal, but undulates in sympathy with the 
general surface from which it has been cut. 

The Land-Slip Terrace.-This is closely related in cross-profile to the fault ter_ 
race, but is less regular and is of less longitudinal extent. Its length is fre
quently 110 greater than its width. The surface on which motion takes place 
has a cross section outwardly concave, so that the slidiug mass moves on an 
arc, and its npper surface, constituting the terrace, has a less inclination 
than in its origiiml position. Frequently this effect is carried so far asto 
incline the terrace toward the cliff which overlooks it, and occasionally the 

I Its recognition was probably late. W. S. Green describes it in "The High Alps of New Zealand" 
(London, 18d:n, and Chamberlin describes and names it in the Third Annual Report of the U. S. Geo
logical Survey, p. 304. The name" moraine terrace" was provisionally attached by E. Hitchcock (Sur
fa.ce Geology, pp. 6,61) to a phenomenon not now regarded as a terrace. 
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edge of the terrace is connected with the cliff in such way as to form a small 
lake basin. 

An even terrace of such origin is rarely observed. The surface is usually 
hummocky, and where slides occur in groups, as is their habit, the hill:5ide 

is thrown into a billowy coudition suggestive of the smface of a terminal 

moraine. 
Cornparison.-The only feature by which shore terraces are dit;tinguished 

from all terraces of other origin, is the element of horizontality. The wave

cut terrace is bounded by a horizontal line at its upper edge; the delta is 

bounded by a horizontal line about its lower edge; and the wave-built ter

race is a horizontal plain. But the application of this criterion is rendered 
difficult hy the fad that the terrace of differential degradation is 110t infre

quently margined by horizolltallines; while the inclinations of the stream 

terrace and the moraine terraee, though universal and essential characters, 
are often so small in amount as to be difficult of recognition. The fault 

terrace and land-slip terrace are normally so uneven that this character suf

ficiently contrasts them with all shore features. 
The wase-cut terrace agrees ,,,ith all the non-shore terraces in that it 

is overlooked by a cliff rising from its upper margin, and usually differs in 

that it merges at one end 01' both with a beach, balTier, or embankment. It 
is further diRting·ui:.;hed from the tenace of differential degradation by the 

fact that its configuration is independent of the structure of the rocks from 

which it is carved, while the latter is closely dependent thereon. In freshly 
formed examples, a further distinction may be recognized in the mode of 

junction of terrace and cliff. As viewed in profile, the wave-cut terrace 

joins the associated sea-cliff by an angle, while in the profile wrought by dif
ferential degradation, the terrace curves upward to meet the overlooking cliff. 

The wave-cut terrace is distinguished from the stream terrace by the 

fact that it appears only on the margin of an open basin broad enough for 
the propagation of efficient waves, whereas the latter usually margins a nar

row or restricted basin. In the case of broad terraces a further distinction 

is found in the tact that the shore tenace descends gently from its cliff to its 

outer margin, whereas the stream terrace is normally level in cross section. 

III fresh examples the alluvial capping of the stream terrace affords addi
tiollal means of discrimination. 
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The wave-cut terrace is distinguished from the moraine terrace by the 
fact that its floor consists of the preexistent terrane in situ, the moraine ter
race being a work of construction. The wave-cut terrace occurs most fre
quently on salients of the topography; its inner margin is a simpler curve 
than its outer. The moraine terrace is found most frequently in reentrants; 
its outer margin is a simpler curve than its inner. 

There are certain cases in which the wave-formed and stream terraces 
merge with each other and are difficult of separation. These occur in the 
estuaries of ancient lakes, whe.re the terraces referable to wave action are 
confluent with those produced contemporaneously by the lateral corrasion 
of streams. The stream being then tributary to the lake, it could not carry 
its erosion to a lower level, and its zone of lateral corrasiou was at its mouth 
continous with the zone of wave erosion in the lake. 

The wave-built terrace may be distinguished from all others by the 
character of its surface, which is corrugated with parallel, curved ribs. It 
differs from all except stream and moraine terraces in its material, which is 
wave-rolled and wave-sorted. It differs from the stream terrace in that it 
stands on a slope facing an open basin suitable for the generation of 
waves. 

The delta differs from all except the stream terrace and the moraine 
terrace in its material and in its constant relation to a water way. Its mate
rial is that known as stream drift. Its mass is always divided by a Rtream 
channel so as to lie partly on each bank; its terminal contour is ae convex 
arc centering on some point of the channel; and it is usually confluent in 
the ascending direction with the normal stream terrace. Indeed, when con
Hidered with reference to the dividing channel, it is a stream terrace; and it 
iH only with reference to the lakeward margin that it is a shore terrace. It 
iH distinguished' from the normal stream terrace by its internal structure. 
The high inclination of the lamination of its middle member-formed by the 
dhlcharge of coarse detritus into standing water-is not shnred by the stream 
terrace, while its horizontal alluvium does not, as in the case of the iitream 
terrace, rest on the preexistent terrane. It is distinguished from simulating 
phases of the moraine terrace by its outer contour, whieh is outwardly con
vex and more or less irregular, w hUe that of the moraine terrace is straight 
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or simply curved. The fronta1 moraine terrace often affords a further dis
tinction by the hummocky character of its outer face. 

As the formation of the delta is independent of wave action, it may 
and does take place in sheltered estuaries and in small basins. A small 
lake interrupting the course of the stream may be completely filled by the 
extension of the delta built at its upper extremity; and when this has 
occurred, there is nothing in the superficial phenomena to distinguish the 
formation from the normal flood plain. 

The terrace of differential degradation is further distinguished from all 
shore terraces by the fact that, without great variations in width, it follows 
the turnings of the associated cliff, conforming to it in all its salients and 

reentrants. 'Vhere the shore follows an irregular contour, wave-cut ter
races appear only on the salients, and in the reentrants only wave-built 
terraces and deltas. 

RIDGES. 

Ridges are linear topographic reliefs. 'They may be broadly classed 
into (1) those produced by the erosion or dislocation of the earth's smface, 
and (2) those built upon it by superficial transfer of matter. In the first 
class, the substance of the ridge is continuous with that of the adjacent plain 
or valley; in the second, it is not; and this difference is so obvious that shore 
ridges, which fall within the second class, are not in the least liable to be 
confused with ridges of the first class. They will therefore be compared in 
this place only with other imposed ridges. Of shore phenomena, the bar
rier, the embankment, and the rampart are ridges. They will be contrasted 
with the llloraine and the osar. 

The Moraine.-The detritus deposited by glaciers at their lateral and termi
ual margins iH usually built into ridges. 'l'he material of these is frag
mental, heterogeneous, and unconsolidated. It ineludcs large blocks, often 
Humy tom; in weight, and tlwso are angular or subanguIar in form. Some
timos their surfaces are striated. ~rhe crest of the moraine is not horizontal, 
but descends with the general descent of the land on which it rests. 

Moraines are found associated with mountain valleys, and also upon 
open plains. In the first case their crests are narrow, and their contours 
are in general regular. The lateral moraines follow the sides of the val-
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leys, often standing at a considerable height above their bottoms, and are 
united by the frontals or terminals, which cross from side to side with 
curved courses whose convexities are directed down stream. The moraines 

of plains have broad, billowy crests abounding in conical hills and in small 
basins. 

The Osar or Kame.-These names are applied to an indirect product of glacial 
action. It is multifarious in form, being sometimes a hill, sometimes a ridge, 
and often of more complicated form. It doubtless embraces types that need 
to be separated; but it is here sufficient to consider only the linear form. 
As a ridge, its trend is usually in the direction of glacial motion. Its ma

terial is water-worn gravel, sand and silt, with occasional bowlders. Its 
contours are characteristically, but not invariably, irregular. Its crest is 
usually, but not invariably, uneven; when even, it is parallel to the base or 
to that upon which the base' rests. In other words, the ridge tends to 
equality of height rather than to horizontality. 

comparison.-The shore ridges are primarily distinguished from the glacial 
ridges by the element of horizontality. The barrier and the embankment 
are level-topped, while the rampart has a level base and is so low that the 
inequality of its crest is ineonsiderable. It is only in exceptional cases and 
for short distances that moraines and osars exhibit horizontality. Shore 
ridges are further distinguished by their regularity. Barriers and embank
ments are espeeially characterized by their smoothness, while 1'mooth osars 
are rare, and the only moraine with even contours is the lateral moraine 
associated with a narrow valley. 

'" 
Other moallS of discrimination are afforded by the component materials, 

and the moraine is thus dearly differenti;lted. rrhe barrier and the embank
ment eOIlHi1't uHuaUy of sand or fine gravel, from which both clay and larger 
bowlders have been eliminated. Except in immediate proximity to the sea
cliff whose ero1'ion affords the detritns, the pehbles amI bowlders are well 
rounded. The material of the rampart has no special qualities, hut is of 
local derivation, the ridge being formed simply by the scraping together of 
superficial debris. The moraine contains heterogeneous material ranging 
from fine clay to very large, angular blocks. The materials of the osar are 
normall y less rounded than thmie of normal shore ridges. 
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Certain osars of great length, even figure, and uniform height are dis
tinguished from barriers by the greater declivity of their flanks, and by the 

, fact that they do not describe contours on the margins of basins. 

THE RECOGNITION OF ANCIENT SHORES. 

The facility and certainty with which the vestiges of ancient water 
margins are recognized and traced depend on local conditions. The small 
waves engendered in ponds and in sheltered estuaries are far less efficient 
in the caning of cliffs and the construction of embankmellts thall are the 
great waves of larger water bodies; and the faint outlines they produce are 
afterward more difficult to trace than those strongly drawn. 

The element of time, too, is an important factor, and this in a double 
sense. A water surface long maintained scores its shore mark more deeply 
than one of brief duration, and its history is by so much the more easily 

read. On the other hand, a system of shore topography from which the 
parent lake has receded, is immediately exposed to the obliterating influence 
of land erosion, and gradually, though very slowly, loses its character and 
definition. The strength of the record is directly proportioned to the dura
tion of the lake and inversely to its antiquity. 

It will be recalled that in the preceding description the character of 
horizontality has been ascribed to every shore feature. The base of the 
sea-cliff and the coincident margin of the wave-cut terrace are horizontal; 
and so is the crest of each beach, barrier, embankment, and wave-built 
terrace; and they not merely agree in the fact of horizontality, but fall 
essentially into a common plane-a plane intimately related to the horizon 
of the maximum force of breakers during storms. The outer margin of the 
delta is likewise horizontal, but at a slightly lower level-the level of the 
lake sUlface in repose. 'rhis difference is so small that for the purpose of 
identification it does not affect the practical coincidence of all the horizontal 
lines of the shore in a single contour. In a region where forests afford no 
obstruction, the observer has merely to bring his eye into the plane once oc
cupied by the water surface, and all the horizontal elements of shore topog
raphy are projected in a single line. . This line is exhibited to him, not 
merely by the distinctions of light and shade, but by distinctioJ;ls of color, 
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due to the fact that the changes of inclination and of soil at the line influence 
the distribution of many kinds of vegetation. In this manner it is often 
possible to obtain from the general view evidence of the existence of a faint 
shore tracing, which could be satisfactorily determined in no other way. 
'rhe ensemble of a faintly scored shore mark is usually easier to recognize 
than any of its details. 

It is proper to add that this consistent horizontality, which appeals so 
forcibly and effectually to the eye, can not usually be verified by instru
mental test. The surface of the "solid earth" is in a state of change, 
whereby the vertical relations of all its parts are continually modified. 
Wherever the surveyor's level has been applied to a fossil shore, it has been 
found that the "horizon" of the latter departs notably from horizoutality, 
being warped in company with the general surface on which it rests. The 
level, therefore, is of little service in the correlation of shore lines seen at 
different places and not continuously traced; but when an ancient shore-line 
has been faithfully traced through a basin, the determination by level of its 
variations in height discovers the nature of displacements occurring since 

. its formation. It might appear that the value of horizontality as an aid to 

the recognition or shores is consequently vitiated, but such is not the case. 
It is, indeed, true that the accumulated warping and faulting of a long 
period of time will so incline and disjoint a system of shore features that 
they can no longer be traced; but it is also true that the processes of hmd 
erosion will in the same time obliterate the shore features themselves. 'rhe 
minute elements of orographic displacement are often paroxysmal, but so 
far as observation informs us, the general progress of such changes is slow 
and gradual, so that, during the period for which shore tracings can with
stand atmospheric and pluvial waste, their deformation is not sufficient to 
interfere materially with their recognition. 



CHAPTER III. 

SHORES OF LAKE BONNEVILLE. 

In the preceding chapter the features of a single desiccated shore-line are 
described; a shore-line, that is, with nothing above it on the sloping side of 
its basin except the varied topography characteristic of dry land, and noth
ing below it but the smooth monotony of a lake bottom. Proceeding now 
to the consideration of the Bonneville shores, we pass from the simple to the 
complex, for the Bonneville BaHin is girt by many shore-lines, whioh form a 
continuous series. Only the highest of these is contig'uous to land topog
raphy, and only the lowest encircles an area covered exclusively by lake 
sediments. The water has undergone changes of volume which have car
ried its surface and waves to every part of the basin from the bottom to an 
altitude of 1,000 feet. So much of the basin as lies below the ltig'hest shore
line has received lake sediments; and the geologic data comprised in these 
sediments are combined with the phenomena of the lower beaches in a man
Her that is at once instructive and complicated. The superpositions of shore
line upon lake sediment m~d lake sediment upon shore-line record a history 
of contracting and expanding lake area, the deciphering of whieh constitutes 
one of the chief ~mbjects of our study. These will be diseuRRed at length in 
the Requel. Here it is desired merely to state the fact that for a vElrtieal 
space of 1,000 feet on the sides of the basin, the evidences of lacustrine 
waves and lacnstrine sedimentation have been imposed on the preexistent 

configuration of the country. 
Lake Bonneville lay in the district of the Basin Ranges, and the whole 

configuration of the land above the shore-lines is of the Basin Range type. 
As descrihed in the introductory chapter, that district is studded with a great 

90 
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number of small mountain ranges, standing in irregular order, but with a 

nearly constant north-south trend. Between them are narrow valleys floored 

by detritus worn from their summits during the uncounted ages of their 

existence. At the foot of each range, and piled high against its sides, are 

great conical heaps of alluvium, each with its apex at a mountain gorge. 

At top these alluvial cones are separate, but lower down they adjoin, and 

their ?ases coalesce into a continuous scolloped slope, the visible footstool 

of the mountain. The cones, like the valley floors, are composed of detritus 

eroded from the mountains, but their material is coarser. At the margins 

of the undrained valleys the cones merge by gentle curvature with the 

~ valley floors. In the higher valleys, which drain to the closed basins, 

cones from the two sides meet along the medial line, giving to the cross 

profile the form of an obtuse 'y". Above the alluvial cones all is of solid 

rock, and the topographic forms are hard mld angular. Every water-parting 

is a sharp ridge, and every water-way is an acutely V-shaped gorge. 

The 'ridge and the gorge are characteristic features of land sculpture, 

being carved only where rain and running water serve for erosive tools. 

The alluvial cone is an equally characteristic land feature, being formed 

only where running water throws down detritus, without itself stopping. 

They are all the distinctive and exclusive products of land shaping, and 

could never originate beneath a lake or ocean. 

These are the features exhibited by the Bonneville Basin above the 

highest shore-line; and the same features can be traced continuously down

ward past the shore-line and to the bottoms of the once submerged valleys. 

If one stands at a distance and views the side of a valley, he will see that 

each of the great alluvial cones is traceable within the zone of submergence 

almost as distinctly and quite as surely as above it. Its curving contour 

fonned a part of every individual shore of the series. So, too, of the mount

ain gorges and ridges; wherever they extend below the ancient water limit 

the shore-line can be seen to follow their contours in a manner demonstrat

ing that they were already in existence when the lines were drawn. 

The preexistent topography of the Bonneville Basin was therefore of 

terrestrial type and of subaerial origin. The sea-cliffs and embankments 

and sediments of the lake were carved from and built on and spread over a 
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system of reliefs which originated at a time anterior to the lake, when the 

drainage of the mountains descended without ob.~truction to the bottoms 
of the valleys. In this respect, and in other respects to be developed further 
on, the pre-Bonneville conditions were identical with the post-Bonneville. 

Illustrations of this general fact could be adduced almost without limit, 

for they are afforded by all the slopes of the basiu, but a few will suffice. 
In Plate VIII there appears at the right a portion of the western front 

of the Frisco Range. The crowded and uneven contour lines mark the posi

tion of steep-faced rock undergoing erosion. At the foot of the range is a 
system of alluvial cones, represented by contours with smooth curves and 

regular spaces. Still lower are the contours produced by wave action, and 

lowest of all is the outline of apia ya. A moment's attention will show that 
the great alluvial cone at a, which, like a trunk glacier, is compounded at 

its head of a number of single cones, is represented at the base of the 

slope by the convexity at e. The COlle b appears, though less plainly, at Ii 
and the cone d appears at h. The cone c is greatly disguised at g, being 
loaded with a group of embankments; but it is probable that it has had 
Romething to do with the deflection of shore-cUlTents whereby those em

Imllkments were originated. Conversely, the indentation at j represents the 
unbroken rock-face at i, where for a space of half a mile no debris-convey

ing gorge issues from the mountain; and the dearth of detritus in the region 

Ie is represented by the indentation at l. The map also suggests, what a 

study of the ground demonstrates, that the material built into embankments 

was derived by the paring away of the coast to the north of each locality of 
deposit. Considered by themselves, the monuments of the waves' activity 
are by no means inconsiderable; each group of embankments contains 

some hundreds of millions of cubic yards of gravel; but they !:-link into insig
nificance when compared with the stupendous monuments of alluvial activ

ity on which they rest. They are mere appendages, and the erosion of 
their material from the adjacent slopes has by no means obliterated, though 

it has somewhat defaced, the alluvial forms. 

Granite Rock, an isolated mountain of the Salt Lake Desert, has at its 
north end a gorge dividing the extremity into two narrow spurs. About 

these spurs the Bonneville waters rose to a height several hundred feet 
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above any alluvial accumulation. All about the spurs there is a distinct 
terrace cut in the granite at the highest water level, and the same ean be 
traced, less continuously but still unmistakably, along the sides of the 
gorge to its head. This relation could not subsist had not the gorge and the 
spurs been carved out in substantially th(lir present form before the waves 
attacked them. 

Bradley, speaking of the canyon of Ogden River, says: 

It is evident that, when this canyon was ot"iginally excavated, the Great Salt Lake 
was not far, if at :->.11, above its present level; so that the rushing torrent which wore out 
this old rOl1lHled bot,tom met no check until it had passed entirely beyond the mouth of 
the canyoll. There followed a time when the lake filled nearly or quite to its highest h'r· 
mee; alld, meanwhile, the OgtIell River eontin ued to bring down the sand and pebbleI'! 
which it had before been accLlstomed to sweep out upon the lower terrace, lmt now, 
eheeketl hy the rising lake, deposited them in the lower parts of its old channel, \tIItH 
they accumnlated to a \'ery high level, not yet accnrately located. Again, the lake 
retired, amI the stream again cut dow n its channel, sometimes reaching its old level 
and sometimes not.! 

In each of these localities the subaerial work antecedent to the lake 
epoch has greatly exceeded in amount the lacustrine work; and the last 
has in like manner exceeded the subaerial work subsequent to the lake 
epoch. Disregarding the rate at which the several processes are carried on, 
it is evident that the construction of the alluvial cones of Frisco xlountain 
is a greater work than the building of the embankments that ornament their 
flanks; while the preservation of the embankments shows that little alluvial 
accumulation has since been made. The carving of the spurs and gorge at 
Granite Rock implies the decay and removal of cubic miles of granite, while 
the production of the shore terrace involved the excavation of only a few 
thousand yards of the same rock. 

TIlE BONNEVILLE SHORE-LINE. 

The shore-lines of the series in the Bonneville Basin are not of uniform 
magnitude. The water rose and fell step by step, but not with equal pace, 
and at a few stages it lingered much longer than at others, giving its waves 

time to elaborate records of exceptional prominence. One of the excep
tional records is that whie,h holds the highest position on the slopes; and to 

I U, S. Geo!. Snrv. of Terr., Ann. Rept. for ISi2, p. 196. 
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this one, par excellence, the name Bonneville has be(\n applied. It marks 

the greatest expanse of the ancient lake, and forms the boundary of the 
area of laemitrine phenomena. 

Abovo the Bonneville shore-line the whole aspect is that of the dry 

land-here, an alternation of acutely cut water partings and water ways; 
there, huge, rounded piles of alluvium; the first stream-carved, the laRt 

stremn-huilt; and each presenting to the eye a system of inelined profiles. 

Below the shore-line, the same oblique lines are to be found, but with them 

are all abundance of horizontal lines, wroug'ht by the waves at lower Ievels

the terraceR, beaches, barriers, and embankments of lower shore-lines. 

Except in sheltered bays, where the waves had little f()rce, and except 
on smooth, mural cliffs of rock, where a beach could not cling and where 

the waves were impotent for lack of erosive tools, the contrast between wave 
\vork and stream work is strong, and the line separating the two types of 

earth-shaping is easily traced. If the Bonneville shore-line were far less 
deepl y engraved than it is, it would still be conspicuous by reason of its 
position. As it is, no geologic insight is necessary to discover it, for it is 
one of the pronounced features of the country. . It confronts all beholders 

and insists on recognition. The tourist who visits Ogden and Salt Lake 

City by rail sees it on the tVasatch and on the islands of Great Salt Lake, 

and makes note of it as he rides. The farmer who tills the valley below is 
familiar with it and knows it was made by water; and even the cow-boy, 

finding an ellsy trail along its terrace as he "rides the range", relieves the 

monotony of his existence by hazarding a guess as to its origin. 
The altitude of the Bonneville shore-line is about 1,000 feet above Great 

Salt Lake and about 5,200 feet above the ocean. In defining it as the 
highest Hhore of the basin, I have assumed the correctness of the more 

prevalent view of a mooted question; but before proceeding farther the op
posing view shouhl be considered. 

THE QUESTION OF A HIGHER SHORE-LINE. 

It has been announced bv Peale! that there is evidence of a Pleistoeene 
01 

lake in the Bonneville Basin with a water level from 300 to GOO feet above .. 
the Bonneville shore-line, or from 5,500 to 5,800 feet above the sea. "On 

l The Aucient Outlet of Great Salt Lake. By A. C. Peale, Am. Jour. Sei., 3d series, vol. 15, 1878, 
pp.439-444. 
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both sides of the Portneuf where it comes into :Marsh Creek Valley an 
upper terrace is seell, and in 1872 Prof. F. H. Bradley also readily identi
fied an upper terrace ill the Marsh Creek Valley at the level of about 1,000 
feet above the stream. In Gentile Valley and in Cache Valley also, traees 
of this upper terrace exist." In the passage referred to,l Bradley mentions 
this terrace in connection with stream terraces, but does not speak definitely 
of its origin. Its interpretation as a :-;llOre feature therefore rests with Peale, 
who regards it as identical with the one observed by him "on both sides of 
the Portlleuf." It has not heen seen hy me, but I am hy no mealll:l sure 
that in seeking it I succeeded in following BracHey'sroute. ~With more COll
fidenee it may he asserted that Mar::;h Valley is Hot eontoured by any we11-
marked shore-line. I was eareful to ::;tudy its slopes from stations at varions 
levels and under favorable atmospheric conditions, and I failed to discover 
even the faintest traee of wave work. The same eareful search was made 

for high-level shore traces in Cache Valley and Gentile Valley, but none 
were found. There are indeed terraces in Gentile Valley, and these are 
elsewhere mentioned by Peale, who found their altitudes 5,526, 5,242 and 
5,i86 feet;2 but they are stream terraces, not shore terraces. 

It is with reluctance that I record not only my inability to rediscover 
phenomena which another has reported, but also my opinion that his reported 
discovery was based on an error of observation; but the question here in
volved is of such importanee in its relation to the Bonneville history that it 
can not well be ignored. 

As set forth in the seeond chapter, there are various other types of ter
races liable to be mistaken for shore terraces; and the ranging of shore ter
races and other wave-wrought features in the same horizontal line, or plane, 
is a characteristic of great importance in their discrimination. To the ob
server who places himself in that plane and views the distant hillside at his 
own level, certain elements of the various shore features appear united ill a 
horizontal line. If he seleets for his observation an hour when the distribu
tion of lights and shadows gives strong expression to the details of the con
figuration, he is able to detect a shore record so faint that he might cross 
and recross it repeatedly without suspecting its existence. Having searched 

I Rept. U. S. Gf·Ol. SIll"ny T(,lT. for 11'82, pp. 202-203. 
2 Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey Terr. for lSi7, Washmgton, Ib79, p. 601. 
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with distant view and selected light for the reported high-level shore traces 
in :\farsh and Cache Valleys, and having failed to discover them, I am satis
fied that Peale misinterpreted terraces formed in some other way. 

The matter is not fully set forth by the recital of the conflicting obser
vations. The Valley of Marsh Creek falls outside not only the Bonneville 
llmiill but the Great Basin .. It is drained to the great plain of the Snake 
River by a deep and rather broad canyon which bears the marks of antiq
nity. The sides of this canyon, though of crystalline and schistose rocks, 
are not steep, and at the most constricted point there is a flood-plain a thou
sand feet broad. If there was, as Peale supposes, a barrier at thiS- point 
containing the ancient lake, then its cutting 'must have consumed a long 
period; and it is incredible that shore terraces have survived the contem
poraneous general waste of the surface. If there was no barrier at this point, 
then the supposed lake was a great inland sea, flooding the plain of the Snake 
Ri Yer, and its shore tracings on the margins of that plain should have been 

mueh more conspicuous (by reason of the greater magnitud~ of its waves) 
than any drawn in Marsh Valley,-but they have not been discovered. 

Moreover, a body of water capable of forming the supposed shore ter
races in Marsh Valley would have extended not only to Cache and Gentile 

Valleys but to the Great Salt Lake Desert, and the work of its waves should 
be visible, if anywhere, on the face of the Wasatch Range. In that region, 
the conditions for the generation of large waves are far more favorable than 
in the relatively narrow valley of :Marsh Creek. Nevertheless, a higher line 

has not been observed on the margin of the greater basin. Not only has 
Peale failed to record it there, but Bradley, Howell, Emmons, Hague, and 
King have expressly noted the Bonneville as the highest shore-line. l 

It may be objected that the failure of these numerous observers to de
tect an upper shore-line is negative evidence merely, and should be given 
little weight in comparison with a single positive observation. But the fail
ure to detect is in this case something more than a negation. Subaerial land 
sculpture is as positive a fact as wave-wrought shore sculpture; and the as-

l I'. H. BradlE'Y, U. S. Geol. Surv. of Terr. Ann. Rept. 1872, p. 192 E. E. Howell, U. S. Geol. Burv. 
West of the lOOth Meridian, vol. 3, Geology, p. 250. S. F. Emmons, U. S. GeoI. Explor. 40th Parallel, 
vol. 2, DeHcriptive Geology, p. 441. Arnold Hague, Idem. pp. 421, 428. Clarence King, U. S. Geo!. 
Explor. 40th Parallel, vol. 1. Systematie Geology, p. 491. 
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sertion that the Bonneville is the highest shore-line implies the assertion that 

above it the topography is of the ordinary dry land type. Every recogni

tion of an ancient shore is based, consciously or unconsciously, on an ac

quaintance with the ordinary characteristics of the features of the laud as 

well as with the peculiarities of shores; and ability to discriminate the pres

ence of wave sculpture implies in the same degree ability to note its absence 

and its limits. The supremacy of the Bonneville shore has been recognized 
not only by many observers but ill a great number of localities, and an induc

tion resting 011 so broad a basis may justly demand of a conflicting obser

vation the rnost rigorous verification. 

If the reader will turn to Plate IX he will be able to realize the weight 

of this evidence. The view presents the Bonneville shore at the pass be

tween Tooele and Rush Valleys. The observer ;:-;tands on the west side of 

the pass and looks eastward toward the Oquirrh 'Mountains. At the left 

lies r1'ooele Valley, open to the main body of the old lake. At the right is 

Rush Valley, which held a sheltered bay. The greatest waves carne fi'om 

the north, and, beating on the southeast shore of Tooele Bay, carved out a 

long liue of sea-cliffs. The debris was at the same time drifted southward, 

part of it being built into n free spit 7,000 feet long and 150 feet hig'h at the 

extremity, nnd n11othe1' part being accumulated during lower stages of the 

lake ill Hll'immen:-;e bay-bar, obstrueting the paS8. The spit appears in the 

picture at the right, following the base of the mountain. The hay-bar 

extemls from the center of the view to the foreground. It will be ob8erved 

that the line of 8ea-cliff at its most distant point impinges on a spur of the 

mountain; und at its southern end, 11ear the middle of the picture, it touches 

another spur, while ill the interval it cro:-;se:-; only the alhl'vial slope. There 

could :-;carcely be a greater contrast than between the sculpturing of the 

mountain-spurs ahove the liue of :-;ea-cliffs and the smooth contours of the 

slopes below that level. The cliffs are here of rather unusual height, and 

the shore embankments are of exceptional magnitude, so that the separation 

between subaqueous and subaerial topography is more than ordinarily dis
tiuct. r1'hi:-; faet does not weaken the evidence that the Bonneville shore-line 

is the highest, but gives it g-reater strength. For, if the water had occupied 

a higher level in Plei:-;tocenc time, the waves would have beon able to record 
l\WN 1-7 
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it at thi~ poiilt by a ~hore-line of unmi~takable definition. If ~hore trace~ of 

a greater lake are anywhere preserved they should be found at ~uch a point 

as thi~, where the condition~ for wave beating are exceptionally favorable. 

The ~ame le~son may he learned from Figure 21, and from the view~ on 

Fh~. ~l.-llonlleYiB·e anti Intermediato eIH.bnllknwlltH near ~Vdhwill~', Ut;lh, showing- contrast between Lithlfal and 
Subaerial Topography. 

Plates XXI and XXII, representing the shore topography and mountain 

topography at Wellsville and Dove Creek. 

MORE ANCIENT LAKES. 

Although Peale's supposed di~covery is unverified, and though it is 

helieved that an exhau~tive inve~tigation would prove it to be illusory, it is 

nevertheless true that some or all of the mountains of the Bonneville Ba~in 
were girt by shore-line~ long before the Bonneville epoch, and that if these 
shore-line~ were extant they would, in some place~ at least, lie higher than 

the Bonneville. The mountain~ again~t which Lake BOllneville wa~hed are 

relatively very old, ~o old that they were greatly eroded before Tertiary 

time. Ever ~ince their fir~t uplifting they have been wa~ted by ero~ion, 

and during at least a portion of the time the detritu~ worn ii'om them }ul~ 
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been received by the inteljacellt valleys. The degradation of their crests 
and the burial of their bases would long ago haye obliterated them had they 
not been pre~erved by a series of supplementary upliftings, which, like the 
original, were differential, 110t being shared by the intervening valleys. III 
the region of the Great Salt Lake De8ert, where a plain has been formed 

hy the coalescence of many valleys and the local burial of the ranges, the 
depth of detritus must be several miles. Of the constitution of this depos
ited mass nothing is known by direct obseryation. It is smoothly covered 
by the sediments of Lake Bonneville, and no section is exposed. But indi
rectly we are shmvn that some part of the debris was spread under water, 
for the uprising mouutain ranges luwe carried with them here and there, 
elinging to their flanks, small patehes of lacustrine strata. It is believed 
that four separate groups of lake beds have been thus distinguished. The 
first of these oeeurs in the southeastern part of the basin, and probably 
touches the shore of the ancient lake only in the estuary of the Sevier 
River. No fossils have been found at that point, but there is little reason 
to doubt that the strata were once continuous with the Pink Cliff formation, 
which covers large areas farther east, and has been classed as early Eocene. 
The principal locality of the second is the eastern base of the Ombe Range, 
where an isolated outcrop of barren strata resting against the mouutain 
dips abruptly beneath the later sediments of the desert. These strata have 
been con-elated on lithologic grounds with fossiliferous beds farther west, 
and are regarded by the geologists of the Fortieth Parallel Survey as of 
Middle Eocene age. The third group, though yielding no fossils, is believed 
to be Neocene. It was first noted by Emmons ill Rush Valley south of the 
Great Salt Lake Desert, and has since been found at the narrows of the 
.Jordan River, at Salt Lake City, at the north edge of the desert near Matlin, 
and at the extreme northwest corner of the basin in Cache Valley, whence 
it extends across the rim of the basin into Marsh Creek Valley. The stmta 
of the fourth group, knowll chiefly from the investigations of King and Hay
dell aud their assistants, occur at a number of points along the northern 
margin of the plain, and are believed to appear also north of the divide in 
dh;tricts now draining to the Snake River. From Morgan Valley to Cache 

Valley they occupy a troug'h between two divisions of the 'Vasateh Range. 
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On the low northward continuation of' the main vVasa.tch ridge, where it 

separates Cache and l\Ialade Valleys, they are seen to be wrapped around a 
series of' low crags of' Paleozoic rocks; and it is evident that they have 
been raised to their present prominent position by the relifting of' an ancient 
crest. On the east side of it they have been upturned by the displacement 
so as to dip at a high angle beneath the Bonneville lacustrino beds of Cache 
Valley. On the west they are separated from their original continuatiou 
benea.th l\:Ialade Valley by a fault, the throw of which is probably more than 
1,000 feet. Their relation to the third group has not been established, 
and it is possible that they constitute a part of the same series. The local
ity of the fifth group is just north of Salt Lake City, where all epaulette of 
Tertiary gravel and sand rests on a jutting shoulder of the 'Vasatch Range. 
This fragment is completely sUlTounded by faults, its eastern continuation 
having been lifted high in air and obliterated by erosion, and its prolonga
tion ill every other direction having been dropped so low that it is at once 
preserved and concealed by the deposits of the plain. This, too, is unfos
siliferous; and it is here assigned to the upper Neocene merely 011 the 
strength of its structural relations. It is needless to enter upon these at 
this place; but it should be remarked that the same relations, considered 
from another point of view, led King to surmise its Eocene age. 

Each of these lakes made its contribution to the filling of the basin, 
receiving, sorting, and spreading the debris fi'om the \yasting mountains; 
but neither can in strictness be ealled the predecessor of Lake Bonneville, 
for neither was confined to the area of the Pleistoeene basin. So far as in· 
dicated by observed outcrops, the oldest Eocene lake lay almost entirely 
outside the Bonueville area; and it may have existed at a time when the 
greater part of that area was dry land. The second stretched westward far 

beyond the present drainage of the Salt Lake Desert, and may have over
lapped the Bonneville Basin but slightly. The third and fourth encroached 
northward on the drainage of the Columbia River. Too little is known of 
the fifth to indicate its relation to the Bonneville Basin. 

Theirreeord is exceedingly fragmentary, but if it were full it would 
still give an imperfect history of the basin in Tertiary time, for there is no 
reason to believe that they represent more than a small part of that time 
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They tell us, however, that the physical mutations of the period included 

numerous local elevations and depression8, ,vhereby the drainage of the 

country was repeatedly revolutionized; it was dry land at one time and 
and lake basin at another. It is quite. pOi'l8ible that the lakes were excep

tional phenomena, and that the prevailing condition was one in which the 

whole area drained to the ocean. It i8 equally p08sible that the Bonneville 

Basin continuously held a lake ''''hich, as the land rose and fell unequally, 
was expanded and contracted, now in one direction, now in another. 

The character of the lake beds and their relations to the mountains, 

shmv in numerous localities that the ranges were not submerged. \Vaves 

mnst therefore have beaten on their flanks, and the cliffs, terraces, and em

b:mkmellts peculiar to shores must have been wrought, but of these there 
is uo known ve:-;tige. When the structure of the mountains has been elabo

rately 8tudie<l, :50 that those elements of their eonfiguratioll which depend 
on the distribution of strata and on faults can be definitely indicated, it may 

be posHible to point out diHsected terraces and ruined sea-cliff:-i as remnants 

of N eoeene shore;.;; but for the present such vestiges are beyond recognition. 
A shore is of the most perishable of geologic phenomena. It is little more 

than a congeries of forms; and whether worn away by a~mospheric agelleies 

or 1)u1'ied by sedimentation, it ceases to be ayailable as evidence of a water 

margm. 

OUTLINE OF THE LAKE. 

The outline of Lake Bonneville at its highest stage was intricate. Its 
shores presented a succession of promontories and deep bays, and it was 

beset with islands. Its longer diameter lay north and south, parallel to the 
trend of the mountain ranges of the district and to nearly all the lines of 

geologic structure. Its general outline was rudely pear-shaped, with the 

:-item pointing south ward. . A straggling series of promontories and i;.;lands 

crossed it near the middle, dividing it into hvo principal bodies, of which 

the northern and larger covered the Great Salt Lake Desert, and the south

ern the Sevier Desert. The long southward bay representing the stem of 

the pear, occupied the EHcalante Desert. The main body was joined to 

the Sevier body by three straits, of whieh the deepest and broadest lay be-
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tween Simpson Mountain at the east aIHl McDowell Mountain at the ~est, 
in the region now knmvll as the Old HiveI' Bed. The Escalante Bay was 

conneeted with the Sevier hody hy a long strait, most constricted at Ther

mos Spring. 
The followillg details are of local rather than general interest, but are 

essential to a full description of the lake. They will be more readily fol-

10we<1 b.y the aid of the large map accompanying the volume. 
The trend of the ranges gave character to all the major details of the 

coast, and the axes of the larger islands, peninsulas, and bays lay approxi

mately north and south. Beginning at the north to describe them, we have 

first Cl1ehe Valle)' bay, an oblong sheet of water, tangent at one side to the 
maill b()(ly and there joined to it by a broad strait interrupted by several 

h;lam1:.;. Illshle the hay were three islands, whose positions are now marked 

bv Franklin, Cache, and Battle Creek buttes. The butte near Smithfield 
v 

Wl1S likewise an island at first, thongh finally connected with the land hy a bar. 
The eallyons of Bear, Cuh, Logan, and Blacksmith rivers were occupied by 
inlet:.;, and the Bc'ar HiveI' inlet may have reached at first to Gentile valley. 

These were all gradually <liminished by the deposits from the streams, and 

eventually the Bear River inlet was approximately, and the Logall com

pletely, filled. 

lYIalade Valley held a long' bay running northward from the main body, 
and having an expansion where the towns of l\Inlade and Samaria now 

:.;tand, Pm'aUel but smaUer bays occupied the Pocatello and Blue Spring 

vl111eys and the valleys containing' Hanzel Spring and the town of Sno\\'s
ville. Park Valley \vas filled by a bay, exceptional ill its east and west 
trend, and separated from the main body by a group of i8lands. The Prom

ontory range was divided by a strait at the point ,,,here it is crossed by the 

Central Pacific Railroad, the north part being a peninsula and the south a 

narrow, rocky island. 
Little MOllntain, near the town of Corinne, was a small island, and the 

mountain from which Hanzel Spring issues made a group of islands. There 

were three small islandi:' near the site of Kelton, and one just south of Ter

race. The Ombe range, ineludillg Pilot Peak, was an island, shelterillg 
behind it a hay or sound from which a narrow arm ran northward to 
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Thousand Spring Valley, the extreme limit of the water III a nort1nvest 

direction. 

Of the existing islands of Great Salt Lake, Stansbury and Antelope 
were islands then, and Fremont barely showed its apex above water. Of 

the "lost mountains" of Great Salt Lake Desert, nearly all overtopped the 
flood. Silver Islet, NewfoulHllalld, Terrace :Mountain, Lakeside Mountain, 

Granite Rock, and a half-dozen nameless buttes, were eireled by rocky 
and inhospitable coasts, hut the Cedar Range wellt of Skull Valley made a 
broad and low island, whieh, bleak and barren as it now is, we may pieture 

as then mantled with verdure. 

The eastern shore of the main body followed the steep base of the 
\Vasatch Mountains, and had a simple outline except at three points, where 

it was diversified by the estuaries of Box Elder Creek, Ogden River, and 
\Veber River. The Box Elder estuary extended nearly or quite to the little 

mountain valley where the Danish settlement of Mantua lies. Ogden 

Canyon ,vas occupied by a long and narrow strait, communicating wit.h a 
bay several miles broad, hemmed in by mountains. Through the canyon 
of the Weher a similar strait connected the main body of the lake with a 

small bay in Morgan valley,-a bay on which the \Veber delta gTadually 
eneroached, but which was not eompletely obliterated before the final 

subsidence of the water. 
The western shore of the main body followed the ea8tern base of the 

Gosiute range, and was characterized by an abundance of small islands. Its 

only estuary ran southward a short distance into Deep Creek Valley, stop
ping seY(~ral miles north of the settlement. 

Southward fi'om the main body ran four long bays, two associated with 

the east shore and two with the west. The first of these, counting' from the 
east, waR divided by a elo8e stricture into an outer bay and an inner, the 

outer covering the valley of the Jordan River and the inner spreading oYer 

Cedar, Utah, and Goshen valleY8 and a part of Juab Valley. In the inner 
bay the Goshen Hills made two islandlS, and the Pelican Hills constitnted 
one large and several small islands. Small estuaries oeeupied Emigration 
and Little Cottonwood eanyolllS, conneeting with the outer bay, and the 
inner bay sent an estuary into Provo Canyon. The shallow arm in Juab 
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Vaney was nearly closed by OIle of the Goshen islands. It connected by 

the canyon of Salt Creek with the division of the bay in Goshen Valley, 

and. by the pass followed by the Utah Southern Railroad with the bay 
in Utah Vall(w . ., 

The second of the southward stretching hays was similarly eOllstrieted, 
its outor and open portion emoering Tooele Valley, and its inner, Rmdl Val

ley. The two were nearly disseycred by the formation of a w1LYe-bnilt bar 
at Stoekton. 

The third bay occupied ~White Valley, a barren plain between the Con

fusion Range and the high part of the House Range. Its entrance was ob

strueted by a rocky island consisting of the northern part of t.he House 
Range, and a long, crooked arm extending southward lacked little of com

nnmicfLting with a southerly division of the lake and converting the main 
part of the House Range into an island. 

The fourth bar occupied Snake Valley and was long and shallo'w, turn
ing east'lYnnl at its southern extremity. 

The Confnsion Range enst of Snake Valley, and the Honse Range east 
of vVhite Valley, were mas;;;iye peninsulas, joined. at their southern extrem

ities to the western shore of the lake. A corresponding great peninsula on 

the east side was constituted by the Oqnirrh, Aql1i, Simpson, Cherry Creek, 
fmd Tintic mountains and their dependencies, and had a greater area than 

the State of Delaware. These peninsulas, together with the group of islands 

lying between them, separated the main body of the lake from the Sevier 
bo(ly. rrIle group of islands eomprised hllo of large size and about twenty 

of small SIze. The largest island was eonstituted by the Dug,yay Range 

ana its southward prolongation, Drum Mountain; the seeond, by the 
l\[eDowell l\:[ountains. 

vVith the Sevier hody were connected two long' bays running south
ward and a number of smaller ones indenting the eastern and northeast 

ern coast. Of the northern bays, one reeeived the water of Judd Creek 
Hnd another that of Cherry Creek. A third, occupying Tintic yalley, was 

1110re constricted at the mouth and contained islands. A land-locked bay 

received the water of the Sevier River and was partially filled by delta 
deposits. It was connected with the open lake by a narrow passag'e through 
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tho Canyon Hang-e, comparable with tho passage of the Hudson through the 

Highlands. 

Of tho southern bays, the shorter and more open occupied Sevier Lake 
Valley and Preuss Valley. The longer was narrow and irregular, filling 
then.lIey of Beaver Creek from George's ranch to Minersville, and extend
ing thence southwestward into the Escalante Desert, where it was shallow. 

Its total length was about one hundred miles. 
The largest island of the Sevier body was constituted by the Beaver 

Rallge, or Beaver Creek Range, which was separated by a narrow and tor
tuom; strait from a peninsular traet bearing the Friseo and Picacho Mountains. 

Thero were two low islands a few miles broad close to tho wo:;tem shoro, 

near Antelope Spring. The apex of Fumarole Butte wa:; slight! y emergent, 

and so was the highest point of the contiguous lava mega. Small islands 
marked the sites of Pavant and Kanosh buttes, and there wer~ four rocky 
Islands lIear the mouth of Escalante Bay, one of which is now represented 

by the more northerly of the Twin Buttes. In Escalante Bay there were five 

or six islands. 

EXTENT OF THE LAKE. 

The area of the Bonneville water surface was 19,750 square miles, a 
magnitude ranking it with the Laurentian lakes. A fifth part of this belonged 
to the Sevier body with its dependencies, and the remainder to the main 

body. Its length, moasured in a diroet line from Cache Bay to the south end 
of ERcalante Bay, was 346 milos, aIHI its extreme width, from the mouth of 

Spallh:lh Fork Canyon to a point on the Shoshone Range near Dondon Pasg, 
was 141) miles. If itg water surface were given a circular shape, its circum

ferenee would be 500 miles, but the actual length of coast, exelusive of isl
ands, was 2,550 milos. Its maximum depth was about 1,050 feet. The fol

lowing table will enable the reader to compare these dimensions with the 
corresponding dimensions of Great Salt Lake and the Laurentian lakes.1 

I Thf' area of Lake Bon neville was rneasnrell by 1. C. Russell; the areas, leng-ths, and widths of 
the Laurentian lakes, by A. C. Lane. The length of a lake wall, for this purpose, d"tiued to I,e the 
length of the long"st straiJht, line terminated hy two points of the lake silOro; its width, the greatest 
distance between shores in a direction at right angle to the line of the length. 
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TABLE 1. Dimensions of Lakes. 

BOlllleville.IGreat Salt.l Superior. Hnron. Michigan. El'ie. Ontario. 
-~ --1- -- 1-------

Area in 8qn~re miles .. ~. 19,750 *2, 170 I 31,500 23,800 22,300 9,900 7,250 
i Length in miles -..... 346 83 377 

i 
247 330 246 197 

, Width ill miles . _ .... 145 51 170 215 106 58 67 
! Extreme depth in foot ... 1,050 t49 1,008 I 702 870 210 738 
I 

• In 1869; near high stage. t At high .tage. 

The greater part of the desiccated bed is an irreclaimable desert, but 
its eastern edge is the granary of the Great Basin. The Bear, the '\"eber, 
the Jordan, the Sevier, and other tributaries, fed hy the snow-hanks of a 
score of mountain ranges and plateaus at the east, carry their life-giving 
moisture to the genial climate of the lowlands, and a belt of oases is the 
result. If the water were to rise again to its old mark, more than one hun
dred towns and villages would be submerged and 120,000 persons would be 
driven from their homes. The 'MOrIIlOn temple at Salt Lake City would 
stand in 850 feet of water, and the temple at Logan) the metropolis of 
Cache VaIley, -would stand in 500 feet of water. Fort Douglas would be 
covered to a depth of 150 feet, Ogden 850, Provo 650, Keltoll 1,000. 

Seven hundred miles of railroad would be immersed, and trans-conti· 

nental passengers would be transferred by boat either from 'Morgan City or 
ti'om Spanish 1,'ork to some point near Toano, Nevada,-a voyage of 145 
miles for the northern route or 185 miles for the southel'll. The tmvn of 
Fillmore would he half covered, the State House barely remaining on dry 
laud, and 'Mantua, Paradise, 'Morgan, and lVIillersville would he lake ports. 
Heramon~ Bingham, Ophir, Vernon, and Frisco would be peninsular to'''11S; 
and the mining settlements of Drum and Buell would be stranded on islands. 

SHORE DETAILS. 

The sinuosity of the coast and its diversity of slope and material give 
to the shore phenomena the utmost variety. Every typical feature of IlOll· 

tidal shores is well illustrated, and some of the combinations are perhaps 

umque. 
The abundance of salients and reentrants, of promontories and inlets, 

has occasioned a large number of spits and bay hal'S, while long beaches 

and barrierH are rare. 
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At an early stage of the investigation, the writer thought that the 

coa~ts facing in certain directions gave evidence of exceptional amounts of 

wave work, and imagined that he had discovered therein the record of prev

alent westerly winds or westerly storms in ancient times. This belief was 

disHipated by further study; and he discovered, as students of modern 

shores long ago di~covered, that there is a close sympathy between the 

magnitude of the shore features and the" fetch" of the efficient waves. 

The greater the distance through which waves travel to reach a given coast, 

the greater the work aceomplished by them. The highest cliffs, the broad

est terraces, and the largest embankments are those wrought by the unob

structed waves of the main body; and Qpposite coasts appear to have been 

equally affected. 

The most interesting details of the upper shore-line are fouud at locali

ties where similar details affect the lower shore-lines, and it will be conven

ient to describe them in discussing the order of succession of the shores; 

but certain features should be mentioned here. The greatest sea-diffs are 

as a rule carved from headlands and from the islands of the main body, but 

the highest of all occurs in the Jordan Bay at a locality known as the Point 

of the Mountain. For a distance of half a mile the cliff there has an aver

age height of one thousand feet, the eroded material having been swept 

to the southwestward and built into a magnificent spit, around the extrem

ity of which the Utah Southern Railroad winds in passing from Draper to 

Lehi. Another notable cliff occurs on the south face of a butte east of Dove 

Creek, and is visible from the Central Pacific Railroad between Ombe and 

Matlin. The eroded material was in this case swept eastward and north

ward, being carried about the angle of the butte, then an island, and dis
tributed in embankments on its eastern face. 

The cut-terraces of the Bonneville shore are narrow as compared with 

those of one of the lower shore-lines. They rarely exceed a few rods in 

width. A good example can be found on the flank of the Wasatch Range 

just north of Big Cottonwood Canyon and others on the north end of the 

Oquirrh Range near Black Rock. These are mentioned as being eaHY of 

access, but they are less striking than some that are carved on islands at 

various points near the margin of the Great Salt Lake Desert. 
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Spits are exceedingly numerous, being attached to nearly all of the 

ancient islands and to many of the salients of the main coast. Of those 

having some magnitude, the mOBt accessible are at Stockton (PI. IX), near 

Grantt'lville, 1'ooele Valley (PI. XV), at the Point of the Mountain between 

Draper and Lehi, on Kelton Butte near Ombe station, and on the extremi

ties of the 'rerrace Mountains. 

FIG. 22.-Butte near Kelton, Utah. 

Embankments connecting islands with each other or with the malIl

land are to be seen at the west end of Park Va1ley, at Smithfield in 

Cache Valley, on Antelope Island ill Great Salt Lake, a few miles east of 

George's Ranch south of Deseret, and at the eastern base of the GOBiute 

Range. 

V-shaped embankments are most numerous in Snake Valley, where no 

... less than ten occur. Four are attached to the Simpson MOHntains opposite 

to the Old River Bod and others were seen in Preuss Valley and in Beaver 
oJ 

Creek Valley. 
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Typical deltas are rare. Certain parts of the valleys of all the princi

pal strearm; were occupied by inlets or estuaries, and the heads of these 
inlets received alluvial deposits of the nature of deltas; but the process of 
accumulation appears usually to have been arrested before the deposit had 
extended to the open lake; and afterward, when the lake receded and the 
streams resumed their work of excavation, all but scattered patches of the 
alluvium was removed. American Fork, Spanish Fork, and Rock Creek 
built free deltas in the Utah Bay, and Spring Creek furnished one to the 
shore of Cedar Bay, but these were exceptional and small. At lower levels 
great deltas were constructed by many streams, and the deltas of the Bonne
ville shore are described in connection with these in one of the later sections 

of this chapter 
Plate VI exhibits a peculiar circular bar observed in a single locality 

only. The sketch is in part ideal, for there was no commanding point from 
which to obtain the bird's-eye view necessary for the best presentation of the 
subject. Near the Old River Bed there is a group of quartzite buttes which 
were surrounded by deep water and formed a cluster of rocky islands. To 
the north and northwest the deep lake stretched unbroken for more than 
one hundred miles, but in all other directions land was near at hand. Each 
island butte shows- a weather side facing the open water and a lee side fac
ing land. Each weather side is marked by a sea-cliff, "which looks down on 
a bro~d terrace carved from the solid rock. The lee sides have no cliffs, 
but are embellished by embankments of various forms, built of the debris 
from the weather sides. In the case of the butte figured, the excavation of 
the platform was carried so far that only a small remnant of the original 
island survived, and a comparatively small additional amount of wave work 
would have sufficed to reduce it to a reef. From each margin of the sur
viving crest, an embankment streams to the leeward, and the two embank
ments, curving toward each other, unite so as to form a complete ovaL At 
their point of junction they are a few feet lower than where they leave the 
butte. Their material is coarse, ranging up to a diameter of two feet, and 
is conspicuously angular, exhibiting none of the rounding characteristic of 

detritus that has been rolled long distances upon a beach. "Vi thin the oval 
rim is a cup 38 feet deep, its sides and lip consisting, on the north, of the 
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rocky slope of the butte, and elsewhere of the wall of loosely heaped blocks 
of quartzite. If the material were volcanic, instead of sedimentary, it would 
be easy to imagine the cavity an extinct crater. 

Reservoir Butte, another island of the cluster, is figured in PI. XXIV, 
and further represented ill PI. XXV and in Fig. 3 of PI. VII. It derives 
its name from a series of natural cups analogous to the one just described. 
These are attached to its steep slopes at various levels, the process of con
struction having been repeated at as many epochs in the history of the oscil
lating lake. In this connection, only the cups associated with the highest 
shore-line will be described. The longer diameter of the butte trends north 
and south. At its northern extremity and along its northwestern face it 
displays a bold sea-cliff, from 50 to 100 feet high, springing from a terrace 
at the Bonneville level several hundred feet broad. On the eastern side the 
cliff and terrace give place near the north end to a massive embankment, 
which first swings free from the side of the butte and then curves inward 
toward it, meeting it somewhat south of the middle. From the middle of 
the western side there starts a similar embankment, which, curving through 
an oval arc of 150°, joins the butte at its southern extremity. The interval 
between the termini of the two embankments, a space of 1,000 feet along 
the southeastern face of the butte, was almost unaffected by the waves, 
being neither abraded nor covered by debris. rrhe material contained in 
the embankments was derived exclusively from the weather side of the 
butte, and though each looped embankment joined the shore at two points, 
the conveyance of. shore-drift along its crest appears to have been in one 
direction only. It is difficult clearly to realize the process of this con
veyance, but there is no question as to the fact. In one case it left the 
shore at a small salient, its course being there tangent to the contour, and, 
curving through an arc of 90°, finally assumed a course directly toward the 
coast, there almost precipitous. In the other case it left the shore at an 
obtuse salient, and before returning svnmg through so great an arc as nearly 
to reverse its direction. 

The cups within these loops have been somewhat silted up in modern 
times, but still, except for their dryness, they deserve the name of reser
VOIrs. The eastern was found to be 38 feet deep. The embankments were 
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built in deep water and upon a foundation inclining steeply from the shore. 
Their form.:; are independent of the configuration of their foundation. They 
were not accumulated from the bottom upward, but were constructed by 
successive additions at. the end, the boulders being rolled along the crest of 
the embankment by the breakers and then dropped in deep water at its 
extremity. rfhe outer face of the eastern bar has a height above its base of 
four hundred feet. 

EMBANKMENT SERIES. 

It might be inferred from the preceding description that the Bonneville 
shore-line was the product and is the index of a single uniform and continu
ous water stage. Indeed, it has been so regarded by every observer who 
has published an account of it, aud the impression·is readily aud properly 
derived from its ordinary phase. There are, however, a few localities 
where the shore mark is distinctly resolvable, and shown to be compounded 
of several similar elements at slightly different heights superposed on one 
another. Qne of the most striking localities, and at the same time the one 
which first demonstrated the compound nature of the phenomenon, is repre
resented in PI. X. A rocky cape projecting from the east shore of Suake 
Valley sheltered on one side a small bay opening to t~e south. Across 

this bay the waves built a series of bars, as represented in the map. The 
outermost of the series, that is, the one farthest from the land, is connected 
at its eastern end with a shore cliff labeled on the map "Bonneville Sea
cliff"; aud this cliff runs for some miles southward along the slope of the 
valley. 

A study of the locality demonstrated beyond question that the excava
tion occasioning the cliff and its terrace, furnished the material for the bar, 
and furthermore, that the same cliff line had previously been connected 

with each bar of the series. 
It will be readily understood that the inner bar was the first one to be 

built, and that the order of position is also the order of age. They stand so 
nearly at the same level that no one of them could have been formed in the 
rear of another. Their differences of level therefore record changes in the 
relation of the water to the land during the period of their formation. If 
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we call the inner bar No. 1 and its altitude 11 feet, the series will be repre
sented by the following list: 

Feet. 

No. I ....................... 11 
No.2 •...................... 1::l 
No.3 .........••........•... 13 
No.4 ..........•........... 4~ 
No.5 ....................... 4;l-

Feet. 

No.6. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 4k 
No.7. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . •. 8 
No.8. . . . . . . . . . .. .... . . . • .. 0 
No.9. . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . .. 0 
No.lO ...................... 18 

No importance is to be attached to the individuality of the bars. There 
is a rhythm of action in the process of their formation ,vhich would prevent 
the construction of a continuous and even-topped terraee under the most 
uniform conditions. If the b~ty had been so shallow that the same accu
mulation of shore drift would have abridged it twice as much, there might 
have been twenty bars instead of ten. The first three bars signify but a 
single epoch, during which the water stood at one level, or perhaps rose 
slowly. The next three, which in point of fact are but obscurely individ
ualized, represent a succeeding water stage eight feet lower and possibly of 
somewhat greater duration. The seventh bar shows that the next move
ment consisted of a deepening of the water and was not long sustained. 
The eighth and ninth record the lowest stage of all, and the tenth the highest. 
rrhe tenth contains so much more material than either of the others, being 
founded in deeper water and carried higher, that it must be considered as 
representing a longer time, and may be coordinated with either of the ante

cedent groups. 
Outside the tenth bar the plain slopes gently lakeward, being inter

rupted within the area of the map only by a low bar, indicated in the pro
file. This bar lies so far below the others that, if older, it might not have 
intmiered with the wave action necessary to their formation. Its relative age 
therefore does not appear, 

The process of construction is clearly demonstrated by the local details. 
The sea-elifl' was excavated from the alluvial foot slope of a mountain range. 
The derived material consisted primarily of bonlders, large and small, saud, 
and a certain portion of clay. The finer part was immediately washed 
lakeward by the undertow. That of middle grade was carried along the 
shore to the bay, and the larger boulders remained in situ until suffieiently 
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reduced by attrition to be transported. In the bay the surface currents 

were concentrated by converging shores, and a powerful undertow was pro

duced, whereby a further separation was effeeted, the shore drift being de

prived of a eoarser grade of debris than that previously eliminated, so that 

the matter actually deposited consisted of particles rallt,ring from a half inch 

to four inches in diameter,-a clean shingle without admixture of sand. 

rrhe sand and fine gravel thus eliminated by the undertow were deposited 

in large part near the head of the bay, causing the water to shoal rapidly, 

amI ultimately determining the breaker line to a new position outside the 

iirst, and thus initiatillg the construction of a new bar. In this way the 

depth imd length of the hay were at the smne time progressively diminished. 

For purposes of compari8on the profile of the Snake Valley bars has 

heell repeated in PI. XI, ~where a serie8 of !-limilar phenomena are also drawn 

to the same 8eale. A brief de8cription will be given of each locality. 

At the head of Skull Valley, a few miles north of Government Creek, 

there i8 a low alluvial water-parting' separating the valley from the open 

de8ert at the west. At the time of the Bonneville water stage thi8 pas8 was 

reduced to an i!-lthmu!-l only a few rod!-l in width, and the water was shallow 

on each side. On. the Skull Valley side there were formed a series of bay 
~ . 

barH, represented in profile in the plate. The windR under the influence of 

whieh they were formed, could have blown only from the northward. 

1'he third profile represents in Rimilar manner a gronp of bay bars ob

served a few mileH east of Sevier Lake. The general trend of the old shore

line is there north amI south, but at this particular spot there was a small 

cove I yillg on the north side of a rocky promontory. The bars were formed 

by northwesterly windH . . ' ..: 

The fourth locality is a few miles east of the third, being on the oppo-

site side of the Beaver Creek mountain range near George'R Raneh. A 

small roeky hill waH insulated at hig'h-water stage by a narrow and shallow 

strait, and across this strait embankrnents were eventually built by the north

easterly winds. The first of the embankments, however, did not completely 

cl08e the pas8agc, and remains as a spit, while the others are completed 

hal'S. The topographic relations are shown by Fig. 23. 
MON 1--8 
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The locality of the fifth profile iR the Routhwestern angle of Tooele Val
ley, the constructive \vind::-; hlmving in tlliR case also from the northeast. 

FIG. 23.-llars near George's nanch, Utah. 

The Dove Oreek locality is far to the north of the others, being on one 
of the ancient islands south of Park Valley. Trains of the Oentral Pacific 
Railway pass it midway between Ombe and Matlin; and it falls within the 
area represented by PI. XXII. If the reader will turn to that plate, he will 
see that the Bonneville shore is represented on the southeastern face of the 
island by a sea-eliff mui terrace, and on the northeastern by an embankment. 
The material for the embankment was derived from the sea-eliff and carried 
around the angle by shore action, doubtless by the alternating' agency of. 
winds from different directions. Below the Bonneville embankmeilt there is 
a fine series of other embankments, which wiIl be described in a later section 
of this chapter. 

The surface of the island was eroded before the lake epoch, so that its 
slopes consist of a series of ridges radiating ill all directions. On the south
east face these were pared away at the Bonneville level, reducing the shore 
to a straight cliff; but on the northeast face, where the action of the waVCi5 
was constructive instead of destructive, the ridges retained their form, and 
the embankment was built across from one to another, enclosing a series of 
small basins occupied by lagoons. The first and second of these basins are 

now about twenty feet deep, and are undrained. The enelosing parapet is 
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a simple bar not susceptible of subdivision, the formative currents appear
ing to have held a uniform course during its construction. 'rhe third basill 

it'! slmllower, alld a recently-formed drain revealt'! a seetion of its parapet, 
showing it to consi:,;t of the three bars indicated in the l(rwest profile of PI. 

XI. The current at this poiut must have heen thrown fmiher and f~lrther 
from the land as accumulation proceeded. The fourth basin is similar to the 

third, but the fifth has no inner bar. The low-lying iuner hal'S are obvi
ously elder than the high outer hal', and all the millor features of the locality 
te1l(1 to the conelm;loll that, during the period of their formation, the train of 

shore drift did 110t extend to the fifth basin. It is inferred by analogy that 

there was an antecedent time, within the epoch of the Bomwville shore, 
when the shore drift failed to reach the third basin, so that the series of bars 

there exhibted is iucomplete. 

Let us now cOllsider the questiou why the successively formed bars in 
these several localities differ in height. At least three general answers are 
possible. 'rhe embankments 'were built upon the land by means of the 
water of the lake, t11rown into motion by the wind, and their variations in 

height may have resulted from variations of the wind or of the water or of 

the land. It is conceivable that the highest bars were produced by storms 
of exceptional force, and the lower by less violent storms. It is conceivable 
that the water of the lake rose and fell from time to time, and that the bars 

marked successive stages. It is conceivable that the land rose and sank, so 

as to bring different horizons successively within reach of the waves; and 
finall y, it is conceivable that two or more of these causes conspired to pro

duce the phenomena. 

A movement of the lalld might have been general, involving the entire 

basin, or there might have been differential movements, changing the rela
tive height at various points. In the first case the lake would be carried 

up !tud down with its ba8ill, and there would be no change in the relation 

of shore and water. The ouly land movement therefore which could pro
duce the phenomena, is one of a differential nature, and this would of neces

sity give rise to dissimilar results at widely separated places. If the sev
eral bar series are harmonious in their vertical relations, it is safe to say 

that they do not indicate oscillations of land. 
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A movement of the water surface would evidently produce ehanges of 
the same vertical amount at every point, so that the hypothesiH of lake os
cillation would be negatived if the several systems of differentiated bars 

were found to be inharmonious. 

rrhe remaining hypothesis of unequal storm force may take two forms. 

In the first place, it might be imagined that each individual embankment of 

exceptional height was the creature of a single storm, or of a limited series 
of storms; or, in the second place, it is conceivable that the general char
acter of the weather underwent secular variations; so that from century to 
century there were notable changes in the maximum' force of storm winds. 

Luder the first vimv, we should anticipate that localities dominated by 
wiml8 from different directions would not accord in the character of their 
hal' systems; the approximate coincidence of exceptiollftl storms from oppo

site directiolls, heing only adventitiou8, could not he expected to recur with 

uniformity. Under the second view, on the contrary, there would be uni

formity of re:mlt,-a general change of climate affecting all loealities alike. 

rrIlO eolian hypothesis would therefore be disproved neither by the lmr

mOllY nor by the lack of harmony of the obt-iOlTcd results. It admit.:!, 
however, of an independent test of crueinl value. Great waves are ullqlles
tion(1)lyable to transfer coarser shore drift than small ,vavet'\, so that where 

the Hupply of debris it'\ heterogeneous, the ehameter of that selected for the 

cOllstruetioH of embankments is an iudex of the power of the waves. If, 
therefore, ill loealities where the shore drift is derived from the uns01ie<1 

alluvium, it be found that the higher bars contain coarser fragments than the 

lower, it is proper to infer that they owe their superior height to superiority 

of wave force; but if it be ff)Und that all the bars of a series are uniform in 

composition, their inequalities of size cannot he referred to variatiolls of 

storm foree, either loeal or general. 

As a matter of f~1Ct, there iH no correlation of eoarse material with high 

bars. The Snake Valley series was scrutinized with reference to this point 

and found to be uniform ill composition. 'Ve may then cease to cOllsiiler 
the wind, at least so far as the more important variations are concerned, and 

limit attention to the hypotheseH of laud movement anil lake movement. 

The theory of lanil movement would be sustained by a discordance among 
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the systems of bars. The theory of lake movement would be sustained by 

an aeeordance. An imperfe(·t aecordanee might indieate a eombination of 

the land and lake ehanges. 

The faets are assembled in PI. XI, to which the reader is again referred. 

Each of the profiles represents a seetioll at right angles to the system of 

bars it illm.;trateH, and all are drawn to the rmme scale, the yertieal olement 

beillg exaggerated three-fold. They are grouped 011 the page in Kueh man

ner that the outer emhankments of the Heveral serieH appear at the right and 

fall ill fhe ;,;ame yorticnl colmrm. 

The fin.;t eOllHideratioll atfeeting the eornpari;';oll i;,; that each series pre

sumahly ropre;,;cnts the same period of time, ;";0 that, if a eorrelatioll is pos

sihle, the emhankment drawn at the right in 011e ;,;e1'ies should correspond 

to that at the right ill the others. That at the extreme left in one shouM 

correspond to that at the extreme left in dIe others, and the intermediate 

portions Hhould be comparable. The only exception to that rule is in the 

case of the Dove Creek series, which, as already explained, may represent 

only the later portion of the time consumed in the formation of the others. 

Restricting attention to the first five groups of bars, we note first that 

the right-hand member of each is higher than any other. 'rhe second eon

spicuous fact is that the member second in size stands at the extreme left. 

To this there is a single unimportant exception, which vH,nishes if we COll

sider the three bars at the left of the upper profile to constitute a single 

member comparable with the illdivi(hml bars of the other series. It is hy 

110 means improbable that a rnore careful Htnely of the Skull Valley locality 

would resolve the left-hand maximum into such a series as was found in 

Snake Valley. 

'rlle most extended series exhibits a third maximum, lower than either 

of the others, hut intermediate in position and standing somewhat to the 

rig'ht of the middle of the profile. No other profile shows a third maximum, 

but three of them exhibit bars of approximately the same height, which may 

be conceived to represent it, if the bars of the second minimum are assumed 

to have been covered and concealed by the great outer bar. It is easy to 

understand that a condem;ed or foreshortened series would exhibit super

ficially only the maxima of a fully extended series. It therefore seems 
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proper to correlate the intermediate maximum of the upper profile with the 
bar appearing at the inner base of the outer maximum in the second, third, 
and fourth profiles. In the fifth profile, bars representing the first and third 

maxima stand in juxtaposition; and it is necessary to assume that the iIlter
vening maximum, as well as the two minima, is covered and eoneealed. 

It thus appears that, in their most general features, the groups of bars 
are in accordance, with no greater variation than might readily be ascribed 
to local disparity of condition. 

The difference between the altitude of the outer bar and that of the 
intermediate maximum was measured in four localities. In Snake Valley 
it is 10 feet, in Skull Valley 12 feet, in Sevier Lake Valley 15.3 feet, and 
at George's Ranch 15 feet. The range of these measurements is 5 feet, and 
this must be regarded as a real discrepancy, though not a great one. 

The altitude of the outer bar above the inner maximum was measured 
at five points and found to be 5 feet, 10 feet, 10 feet, 7 feet, 8 feet,-the 
enumeration following the order of the diagrams. Here again the range 
is 5 feet. 

If the inner bar be compared with the intermediate maximum instead 
of with the outer bar, the differences are found to be 5 ft., 2.7 ft., 5.3 ft., and 

8 ft., showing again a range of 5 feet. 
Finally, the low bars observed between the inner and intermediate 

maxima have approximately the same relation in the three localities where 
they were observed. Compared with the intermediate maximum, their 
measured differences are 3.5 ft., 2.3 ft. and 4.7 ft., the range being 2! ft. 

These comparisons exhaust the data, and they appear to establish the 
systematic harmony of the phenornena. It is inconceivable that such ac
cord should be fortuitous. The most complete record (that in which the 
bar system was spread out most broadly, so as to resolve it most completely 
into its elements) exhibits three maxima with intermediate minima. The 
record second in extent shows the three maxima and Ol1e minimum,-the 
other minimum being overplaced and concealed. The Revier l .. ake record 
shows the same four elements, but more compactly arranged. At George's 
Ranch the three maxima are so closely crowded that. both minima are con
cealed. At the head of Tooele Valley, the outer and inner maxima are in 
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juxtaposition and all the intermediate elements of the series are buried. 

The ordinary bay bar, in which all the elements are welded together and' 
covered by the last and highest deposit, is logically the final term of the 

series of facts. 

The hypothesis of water movement is therefore sustained. The chang

ing relations of land and water dllring the formation of that complex record 

to which we have applied the title of the Bonneville shore-line, were brought 
about by the alternate rising and falling of the water surface. 'While the 
higher bars were being formed, there was more water in the basin; 'while the 
lower, less. 

Having thus established the correlation of the series of profiles by a 

comparison of the unmodified facts of observation, it is now proper to adjust 
them to one another for the purpose of ascertaining the mean quantitative 

value of changes of water level. Applying the method of least squares, we 

obtain for the most probable values of the water stages, referred to the low

est of the series as zero and arranged in the order of time: l 

feet. 
First maximum .................................... . 12.3 ::l:: .2 
First minim n m . • • . .. ......... • ...............•..• 3.9 ::l:: .2 
Second maxi m urn .....................•............ 7.3 ::l:: .2 
Second mini mum. . . . . .. •...... . ................. . 0.0 
Third maximum................ . .....•............ 20.1 ::l:: .2 

Adjusted to the same zero, the observations at the several localities ex
hibit the following relations: 

TAllLE II. Embankment Serie8 of the Bonneville Shore-line. 

Altilllde ill feet. 

1"t i 1,t 
Max. I :Mill, 

2<1 I 
Max, : 

a,l 
Max. 

Variation fTom atljllsted mean. 

1st I' 2<1 
Min Mn:< 

2<1 
M1IJ 

3d 
Max 

1 The computation inciude!l data from tlw Dove Creek profile and from tllO Prenss Valley bars. 
It was performa!l by Mr. A. L. Webster. 
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The residual discordance, as shown by the columns at the rIght, IS not 

large, though it is somewhat greater than the range of variation found in the 

longitudinal profile of the crest of a single bar. A part of it is probably due 
to inaccuracies of measurement; no instruments of precision were employed, 

and the methods at more than one locality were improvised and crude. There 
will be 110 impropriety in referring the remaining part to exceptional storms 
combined with local conditions. 

Reverting now to the Dove Creek series, whieh the field observations 
gave reason to suspect of incompleteness, we find by inspection that its two 
levels can readily be correlated with the second and third maxima of the gen

eralized profile. It is highly probable, therefore, that the earlier 'vater 
stages, ineluding the fin;t maximum and the fin;t minimum, failed to make 
an independent record at that place. 

To convert the data fully into terms of lake history it is necessary to 
compare the epochs of formation vf the several bars ill the matter of 

duration as well as in that of water stage. The amount of shore drift 

accumulated in tbe several bars has to be considered, and likewise the 

manner in whieh the varying water stage affected the rate of aceumnlation. 
A determination of absolute duration is manifestly out of the question, 

and any estimate of relative duration is largely a matter of indivitlual judg

ment. 

An attempt has heen made in Fig. 6 of PI. XI to represent the oscilla
tions and their periods in a quantitative way, so far as they are tleducible 

from the phenomena. If the facts permitted us to draw the full curve of 
oscillation with all its details it would unquestionahly be far less simple. 
The number of minima coneealed hy the bars of even the most extended 

series may be very great; and it. is even possible that these bars do not rep

resent ~1 continuous history. If, after the series had been partly formed, the 

lake shrank to much smaller dimensions, returning to the r~gion of the Bon

neville shore olily after a long interval, there seems no way to deterIlline 
this fact by the phenomena of the shore. Probably the only conclusions 

deducible from the profiles are; first, that, when the lake basin was full, the 

position of the water level was unstable; and, second, that of a series of 
high-water stages, the latest was the highest of alL 
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It will perhaps occur to the reader that the enumeration and discussion 

of these factH have been needle);Hly prolix; and this I am not prepared to 

deny. But it may be said in extenuation that the phenomena belong to a 

Iloyul type, and that the method of iIwestigation vnts so far new that the 
simple eonelllsions finally reaehed required for their establishment It fun 

pre:'\('lltatioll of the alternath'e hypotheseH eliminated by the investigatiou. 

In tIl(: sequel it will appear that even these simple conelusiom; afford a key 

to the lllHlerstamlillg of some of the most important elements in the history 
of tl\(; lakt" aIHl through that hb;tory are brought into relation to the prob

lem of the physical eonditioll of the earth's interior. 
One l'('i·mlt of the discovery and interpretation of the groups of bay 

bars of the BonneYille shore-line was the explanation of certain features of 

the V-embankments which had previously been problematic. V-emhank

ment); haxe already been described as triangulai· terraees huilt against mount

Hin slopes at the shore level, and marg'ined toward the lake by even-topped 
parapets. In the light of the conclusions thus detailed it becomes evident 

that this conformation vms occasioned by oscillations of the lake during t.he 

period of the formation of the terrace. The space within the parapet is 

usually oecupied by a playa, the surface of which is from five to eight feet 
below the enclosing rim. This represents a certain amount of silting up of 

the basin. If there were no filling, it cannot be doubted that the interior 
of eaell enclosure would exhibit a series of bars parallel to one or both arms 

of the parapet, and eorresponding in height and arrangement to the bay hal'S. 
In fiwt, this very phenomenon was filially observed at several loealities. 

'rhe lllO);t interesting are in Preuss Valley along the western base of the 
I,'ri);eo lHountaim;. In that valley the shore features of many different hor

izonl'l afforded an instructive study, and were carefully mapped. PI. VIII 
gives it general view of the phenomena on the east side of the valley, and 

it will be noted that the Bonneville shore-line includes three of these tri

angular terraees. The same appear on a somewhat larger seale in PIs. 

XVI, XVII, and XVIII. The parapet associated with the middle group of 
emhankments (PI. XVII) offers an exception to the general rule, in that it 

is broken through hy the drainage, so that the interior contains no playa. 
It contains instead the eroded remnants of a system of bars parallel to the 
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southern parapet. In this system it is easy to recognize the equivalents of 
first and second maxima of the Snake Valley bars, holding their proper re
lation to the parapet, which cOJ,Tesponds to the third or outer maximum. 
The V-embankment of the south group, PI. XVIII, is undrained, but its 
filling has not progressed so far as to obliterate the inner maximum. Two 
elements of the bay-bar series are therefore represented; and the same were 
found in the north group of embankments. 

In the case of the middle and southern of these Preuss Valley embank
ments, and in two or three other instances, the interior embankments are 
parallel to one parapet only, so as to constitute with that a series of parallel 
ridges connecting the remaining parapet with the shore. It seems evident 
that in these cases the growth of the triangular terrace was chiefly or en
tirely by additions to a single face; and it may not be improper to define 
the aggregate structure as a si)it gradually projected into the lake by recur
rent storms from a certain direction and buttressed by successively formed 
bay bars connecting its extremity at various stages with other points of th(>
shore, the bay bars being the work of a series of storms from a different: 
direction. 

The variety of contour assumed by the parapets of the V-embank
ments, and by the crests of the hooks and loops with which they are more 

or less affiliated, is illustrated by PI. VII. 

DETERMINATION OF STILL WATER LEVEL. 

One of the collateral results of the composite nature of the Bonne
ville shore-line is a discrepancy in the evidence afforded by different parts 
of the shore phenomena as to the altitude of the ancient water level. Those 
parts of the coast which ,vere given their character by excavation indicate 
the water level by a line forming the angle between a cliff above and a ter
race below, and this line often represents the lowest of the series of water 
levels recorded hy the bay bars. rrhe impression made by the waves at the 
last and highest level is usually, though not always, so faint that it has been 
obliterated hy the falling down of the cliff. On the other hand, those parts 
of the shore formed by the accumulation of detritus appear as a rule at the 
highest water stage only. The localities in which embankments represent-
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ing progressive action are differentiated, are exceptional; and in ordinarv 

cases the latest additional material covers all the preceding. For an aecu

rate determination of the heig'ht of the maximum water level, it is therefore 
necessarv to consider the character of the reeord to which measurement is 

0/ 

applied. The base of a sea-cliff is apt to give too Iowan indication, while 

the crest line of an embankment is not. 
If this element were the only one to be taken into account, it would be 

a simple matter to ascertain in every region, by using embankments only, 
the precise height of the old water level; but there is unfortunately a com
plication. The crest of a completed embankment always stands somewhat 

higher than the still water level of the lake to ,'vhich it pertains; and the 
amount of the difference depends on conditions which are not entirely sim

ple. They include some elements of the configuration of the bottom, and 

especially the magnitude of the largest incident waves. The same elements 
of configuration affect also the record embodied in the base line of a cliff, 

but the magnitude of the waves does not. On a coast facing deep water 
the base of the sea-cliffs coincides very closely with the still water level. 

If, therefore, the surface of Lake Bonneville had not fluctuated while near 

its highest stage, the sea-cliffs would affor~ a more intelligible record of its 
precise horizon than the embankments. 

As the case stands, the best indications are sometimes afforded by one 

dass of facts and sometimes by the other. Wherever it is ev;dent that the 

sea-cliffs associated with the maximum water stage survive, their base is 
aHsumed to give the most autholltie record. "'Where these cannot be dis

criminated, embankments have been employed, an allowance being made 
for their height ahove the water line. This allowance is a matter of judg
ment in each individual case. 

It will be instructive to illustrate the difficulties of the subject hya few 

examples. 

If the reader will refer to the general map of the lake, he will see that 

the Jordan valley was occupied hy a large bay receiving waves from the 
open lake, while the Utah Lake valley was occupied by a land-loeked hay 

affected by no waves but those generated within its own borders. These 

two bays were joined by a narrow strait a.t the locality now known as the 
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Point of the Mountain, and from the coast east of this strait there was con
structed an immense triangular terrace, receiving upon one side the detritus 

rolled by the great waves of the Jordan Bay, and on the other the Rhore drift 
moved by the :mmller waves of the iuner bay. 

rrhe parapets OIl the two marginR of the V-shaped embankment give 
clear expression to this disparity of conditions. rrhat facing Jordan Bay is 
the more massiye and the longer, and the other is built against it aR a sort 

of appendage. The general altitude of the larger bar is six feet greater than 
that of the letls; and l-iillCe the latter has all the features of a completed embank

Eleut rising above the WtLter level, it follows that the northern or higher em
bankment was built more than six feet above the still water level of the lake. 

Kelton Butte (Fig. 22) projected its apex as a small island above the 
water level aud was surrounded by deep water. From one direction it re

ceived waves propagated throug'h a distance of thiIiy miles, and by these a 
cliff Hnd terrace were carved out and an embankment was constructed. The 
terrace is itself terraced in Rtlch way as to eneourage the belief that the base 
of the eliff eorresponds with the highest water stage; but this base is 7 ~ feet 
lower than the contiguous embankment. 

At a locality in Preuss Valley, whore the conditions did not admit of 

the generation of wtwes of great size, an embankment has been conuected 
by leveling with a sea-dill' and terrace, and found to be 5 feet higher than 
the terrace. In this ease part of the discrepancy is doubtless referable to 

the failu~'e of the waves at the highest stage to seore a durable record on 
the face of the sea-cliff carved at a lower level. 

A similar measurement waR made at Wellsville in Oaehe Valley, where 
also the wayes were not of the greatest magnitude, and gave a difference of 

19 feet. At the opposite end of Oache Valley, near the town of Franklin, 
there is a small indentation in the shore in which an isolated embankment 

has been preserved with a crest 12 feet above the base of the adjaeent sea
cliff; and in a sheltered spot nmih of the town of Teeoma, in the northwest

ern portion of the basin, the measurement of similar details showed a differ

ence of 20 feet. 
The state of preservation of the embankments is all that could be de

sired for purposes of measurement. The majority of them are composed of 
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gravel, and are exempted by their ridge-like form frorn the d83tructive action 

of cross-flowing drainage. A few inches at most would express the lORs their 

crests have sustained from the wash of the rain. 'With the sea-cliffl5 and 

wave-cut terraces it is different. The decay of a cliff throws down a con

stantly increasing amount of debris, which fallR to the base and forms a 

talus; and every little drainage chauuel by which a diff is (livitled spreads a 

heap of alluvium upon the terrace below. The base of the cliff, therefore

the element of the profile which for purposes of measurement it is most 

desirable to recognize-has been almm;t universally eoveretl by the rising 

alluvium, so that its .precise position is a matter of estimation or indirect 

observatiou. 

The discovery that the old water li11e is llO longer of ulliform height, 

and the fad that its variations of altitude afford a meallS of mea:mring the 

recent differenthLl movements of the earth's ('rm;t within the hasin, give occa

sion for great regret that the exact identification of the highest water stage 

is :';0 difficult a matter. III a m~~ority of instances the range of nncertainty, 

after all allowances have been made, amounts to five or six feet. 

DEPTH. 

'rhe greatest depth of the lake was about 1,050 feet; awl this depth 

obtained over all the western i>art of the prCHent site of Great Salt Lake. 

'rhe point west of Antelope Island, where the deepest water in Great Salt 

Lake is now found, did not sustain the same relation to Lake llollueville, 

but was rivaled aud perhaps surpassed by points between Promontory 
and the Terrace moulltains. The Great Salt Lake Desert has now a re

markahly flat floor, and the aneient depth of water ahove it did Hot vary 

greatly ill different parts. The meau dppth of the main body of I ... clke Bon

neville was in the neighborhood of 800 feet. 'rhe Sevier body had a max

imum depth of 650 feet, and Escalante bay of about DO feet. 

THE MAP. 

The mapping of the Bonneville shore received careful attention; and it 
IS probable that the extent and form of no modern lake in an unsettled 

eountry is more accurately known. 'rhe determination of eertaill questions 
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with reference to overflow necessitated the inspection of a large part of the 

periphery; and the knowledge thus obtained of the position of the com;t was 

afterwards Hystematically supplemented until a eomplete map heeame possi

ble. rrhe jllsular mountains standing on Great Salt Lake Desert were not 

visited, and the coast lines about their sides were for the most part di~aueed 

from the contoun; of the published maps of the Survey of the Fortieth 

Parallel; hut with this exception all of the coast was seen by some member 

of the corpl"\ and sketched from actual oboervation. A large part of it was 

examined hy more than Olle individual. The map il"\ indebted to Mr. Gil

bert Thompoon for the detailo of the west coast between Deep Creek Hnd 

Montello, and for the bayl"\ at the north endl"\ of Pocatello and ~lalade Val

leys. He delineated all"\o the details we8t of Sevier Lake and ill the southern 

extellsion of \Vhite Valley. rrhe map is indebted to Mr. Thompson and Mr. 

Albert L. \Vebl"\ter for the outlines of the Escalante Bay. Mr. \Villard D. 
.Johnson delineated the shores of the \Vhite Valley Bay and the coasts on 

the Dugway, :MacDowell, and Simpson Mountains. The outline in Tintic 

Valley was furnished by Mr. H. A. \Vheeler. Mr. Israel C. Russell mapped 

the bay east of the Canyon Range, and lis responsible for most of the coast 

between }'illmore and George's Ranch. He eontributed also numerous de

tails in all parts of the basin. rrhe remaining portions of the shore were 

mapped by me. Some idea of the distribution of responsibility for the map, 

as \vell as of the thoroughness of the exploration, may be derived from an 

examination of PI. III, where the routes of travel are exhibited. 

TIlE PROVO SHORE-LINE. 

Below the BOllneville shore-line are numerous other shore-lines, among 

whieh one is conspicuous. The llame Pmvo was given to it on account of 

a great delta, which is at onee a notable feature of the shore-line and a prom

inent element of the topography of Utah Valley in the vicillity of the town 

of Provo. The shore mark so far surpasses in strength !L11 others of the 

series that this character serves for its identification; and it hal"\ been reeog

nized in all partH of the basin without the necessity either of tmeillg its 

meander or of meatmring its altitude. It has indeed been reeognized with 

confidence despite conflicting determinationH of altitude, for it is neither 
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uniform in height nor uniform in its vertical relation to the Bonneville shore

line. In a general way it is 375 feet lower than the Bonneville shore and 

625 feet higher than the water of Great Salt Lake. 

The Provo r(eleord is more recent than the Bonneville. Thi:-; appears, 

first, fi'om its state of preservation; the Provo cliffs are the steeper and 

sharper and the smaller talus lies at their base. It appears, second, from 

the absence of lake sediments on the surfaces of the Provo terraces. Dur
ing the formation of the Bonneville shore, the horizon of the Provo was 
sufficiently submerged to receive a layer of fine sediment; and a lake de

posit COImnensurate in amount with tbe shore drift aecumulated in the Bon

neville embankments \vould Hot escape detection if it had rested on the 
terraces of the Provo shore. The relative age i:-; shown ah;o by the relation 
{)f the shores to the outlet of the lake, as will be explained in another 

chapter. 

The duration of the water stage recorded by the Provo shore was 
greater than that of the Bonneville water stage. Although the Bonneville 
is the most conspicuous of all the shore-lines, it does not exhibit the greatest 

monuments of wave work, but owes its prominence largely to its position 
at the top of the series, where it is contrasted with topographic features of 

another type. There are several other shore-lines which rival it, and, al

though it probably outranks in magnitude all except the Provo, its discrim
ination would be a difficult matter were it an intermediate member of the 

series. The Provo, on the contrary, is rendered eonspicuou8 ehiefly by the 

magnitude of its phenomena. Its embankments are the most massive, and 
its wave-cut terraces are the broadest. ]\{oreover, the Provo Lake was in 
every way inferior to the Bonneville as a field for the generation of powerful 

"raves. It was narrower and shallower and obstructed by larger islamls. 
To have constructed shores equal to t11o;.;e of the BOllneville, it must needs 

have existed a longer time; and stilllollger to have built its greater struct

ures. 
OUTLINE AND EXTENT. 

The outline of the lower shore \vas the less tortuous. The sinuosity of 

the Bonneville shore is due to the fact that the water flooded a large Hum

ber of the narrow troughs of the Great Basin and was partially divided by 
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the mountain ridges. 'Vhen the water retreated to the Provo leyel, it aball
aoned It considerable number of the valleys and retired on many parts of 

the coast from the uneven mountain faceR to the smooth contours of the 
allnvial slopes. Two of the largest bays, the Esealallte and the Snake Val, 

ley, were completely desiccated, and so was a third part of the Sevier Des

ert. The water waH withdrawn from Thonsand Spring and Buell Valleys, 
from Grouse Valley and Park Valley, from Ogden Valley Hnd lIorgall 

Valley, fi'om Cedar Valley, Rush Valley, and Tintic Valley, aIld from hoth 
ends of Juab Valley. Of the three straitR joining the Sevier hody with the 

main body of the lake, only the eastern remained. The closillg' of the eell
tral and Wel:>terll straits joined to the western peninsula the iRlandK which had 

heen constituted by the MacDowell and Dugway Mountains. The iKlalldl'i 
f(mued by the Promontory, the Cedar, and the Beaver Creok Hallges, were 

cOllverted into penimmlas, and KO was Pilot Peak. The group of iKlands 

south of Park Valley and the group south of Curlew were joined to the lIlain

land; amI it is posHible that the islands cOllstituted hy the Lakeside MoulltaillK 

were united to the Cedar Mountain peninsula. Doubtless many othor hills 

that had previouHly been submerged now appeared as iHlalldK; but HOlW of 
these were of great extent, and the total number of iKlands IIlUHt have heen 

greatly <1iminiKhed. Among the emergent islands were some of the volcallic 

huttes \YCHt of the town of Fillmore and a basaltic mesa Kouthw(~st of 
the town of Dese1'et. The passage from Cache Valley to the maiu hody 

\YaH rm1uced to a mUTo\Y strait only a few hundred feet in width, and the 

entranees to the Utah Lake bay and the 'Vhite Valley bay were brreatly 

restricted. 

SHORE CHARACTERS. 

III Rcveral respectl'i the lIe'Wer shore-line has a different facies from the 

older. It has all'eady been remarked that it is more freKhly cut. 1 t iK char

. acterized also by its broader terraces, by its deltas, by its tufas, aHd by a 

peculiar duplication in its profile. 
'Vhile the Provo cut-terraces are far broader than the Bonneville, the 

associated sea-cliff.~ are not so high, the difference being occasioned, ill part 

at least, by the relations of the two water surfaces to the general slope. If a 
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profile I)() dl'(1,wl1 aerOH:-> any of tho valley~ oe~~upied by tho lake, it will be 

found to he hl'oadly U-:->lIap(~(l The floo)' of eaeh vnlley i:-> lIeady flat; awl 

the alluvial slope:-> at the sidu;;, rising vory gently at fi)':->t, gnuluaJly in

cl'ea::;u their inelimLtioll until they join the :teelivitie:-> of the lIIountaiw;. The 

Bonneville and ]>I'OVO :->hOl'es are :->0 related to the vallevs that their differ-
.J 

once of a few hUlHlI'ell feet of altitude eorl'esponds to a gOlloral and notahle 

ditreren( ~e in the slopes of the land at their margins. The Provo waves, 

cLttaekillg' eOlHparatively gentle slopes, produced terraces of groat willth, 

as the e,ompa.nioIlH of eliffs with but lHoderate height. Floor:-> 200 to 400 

feet. broad are of fre(luent OCl',Ul'rence; anel in one place a cliff 75 feet high 

ovorlooks a terrace 750 feet. wiae. 

li'IG. 2.J.-Limestuuc uutte neal' lkd(liug Spring, Great Salt Lako Desert j au island nt tho Provo stage. 

Deltas:-The abunuance of deltas on the Provo coast. requires for its ex

planatioll a considerable chapter of the history of the lake. It has already 

beon l'emal'keu that the principal streams tributary to the basin riso at 
the e a::; t.. Inftowing westward each of them encounters one or more 

mountain ranges, across whieh it passes in a deep and narrow defile or can

yon. The drainage system i;; older than tho lake; and thi;; scrim; of eanyons 

was eompleted by the streams before the 130nneville epoch, so as to form 
]\roN l--!) 
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part of the system of valleys flooded by the lake. \Vhen the water first 
rose to the Bonneville level, it set back a number of miles into each of the 
canyons; and in some instances extended beyond the first mountain range, 
forming small bays on the eastern side. During the period represented by 
the Bonneville shore-line, the detritus brought by the rivers was thrown into 
these hays and inlets and gradually reduced their dimensions. A few of 
the smaller inlets were completely filled; . and in three or four instances 
small deltal:! were projected into the lake; but the remainder of the canyons 
retained the character of inlets until the water fell. At the beginning of the 
Provo epoch it is probable that nearly all of the larger canyons admitted 
short estuaries, but of this there is no definite record. If such existed, they 
were quickly filled byalluvium,-the preexisting accumulations at the heads 

of the canyons affording an abundant supply ready at hand. The forma
tion of a delta in the open lake must have begun at the mouth of each can
YOll soon after the establishment of the water stage; and it was continued 
until the close of the Provo epoch. The water smface then fell once more, 
and the lowering of the mouths of the streams caused them to begin the 
erosion of the deltas; but the broad terraces built 011 the open plain were 
not so m1sily effaced as the alluvial deposits within the narrow canyons, and 
the destructive aetivity of the streams has accomplished only the opening 
of ten-aced channels through them. 

The channeling of the deltas was accompanied by the construction of 
other deltas at lower levels, so that each river course is marg'ined by a I:!eries 
of deltas embodying' a portion of the history of the progressive changes of 
the lake. In the discussion of these series ill a later section, the several 
deltas of the Provo shore will receive separate mention and del:!cription. 

Oalcareous tufa has been found ill association with many of the ~hore
lines and was probahly deposited in some amount at all stages of the lake. 
It. is excel)tionally abundant at the Provo level, hut it will be more C011-

vellient to describe its OCCUlTence in a special section devoted to the subject 
of tufa. 

The Underscore.-\Vhere the Provo water mark is a work of excavation, its 
characteristic profile includes two sea-cliffs and two terraces. The upper 
cliff is the greater of the two, and the terrace at itl:! foot i8 the broader ter-
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race. 'rhe lower terrace is rarely more than a twentieth part mol great as 
the upper, aIHl in many places it could not be detected. The vertical space 
between the two ::;helves is estimated to range from five to twenty feet; at 
the sole point of measurement it is six feet. The main terrace is conspicu

ously distinguished by its flatness. At no other stage of the lake have the 
waves carved out so level a platform. In its broader examples the lake
ward slope is barely perceptible to the eye; and at no point does the total 
descent from the foot of the upper cliff to the crest of the lower exceed five 
feet. The lower terrace has no idiosyncrasies aside from its association with 
the upper, but that peculiarity has caused it to be styled in the field note
books "the underscore," and it will be cOllvenient to retain the designation. 
Though not universally discernible, yet it is so persistent a feature as to be 
found ::;erviceable in the identification of the Provo shore at doubtful points. 

EMBANKMENT SERIES. 

Where the water mark consists of works of construction its characters 
are less constant. As a rule, the bays of the Provo coast are spanned by 
single bars; and its spits, like those of the Bonneville shore, are apparently 
simple in structure; but in a few instances the accumulations in bays are 
observed to consist of two bars with the outer lower than the inner. The 
difference of height was never subjected to measurement; but was estimated 
to be about fifteen feet. At Dove Creek (see PI. XXII) the shore exhibits 
two wave-built tenaces, of which the outer and later formed is 14 feet lower 
than the inner. 

Uli Terrace Mountain, a few miles south of Ombo station, the Provo em
bankments in a small bay are separated after the manner of the Bonneville 
embankments in Snake Vallt~y, aml include six distinct bars with a faint 
suggestion of four others. A profile of these is given in Fig. 3 of PI. XlV. 
Fig. 1 of the same plate exhibits the cut terrace with the underscore; Fig. 2, 
the double bay bar. 

In Tooele Valley the Provo presents the most remarkable expansion 
of a shore record that has anywhere been preserved. During that epoch the 
valley contained an open hay receiving storm waves from the broadest por
tion of the lake. 'rho principal excavation was fi'om the alluvial slopes of 
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the western base of the Oquirrh mountains, and the material was swept 

southward to the shallow head of the bay, where it was built into a series of 
bars stretching from shore to shore with sweeping curves. In this series 65 

individual bars have been counted and their aggregate width is more than a 

mile. Their order of position is necessarily the order of their formation; 

.and their profile (PI. XIV, Fig. 4) exhibits in consecutive order the }ocal 

variations of the relation of water to land during the Provo epoch. 

The double terraces, the double bay bars, the bar series of Terrace 

Mountain, and the bar series of Tooele Valley, constitute the whole of our 

information with regard to the oscillations of the lake during the Provo epoch; 

and all effort to correlate them and deduce a consistent history has failed. 

In the discussion of the Bonneville profiles, it was found that the more 

extended series was represented in the less extended only by its highest 

members, the minima of the profiles disappearing as they were condensed. 

If the same relation subsists between the Provo profiles, then each member 

of the Terrace Mountain series should be found to correspond to some max

imum of the Tooele Valley series. The comparison is necessarily begun by 

equating the highest member of one locality with the highest member of the 

other:-that is, by saying that the Terrace Mountain c and d are equivalent 

to the Tooele Valley C and D. Then a and b of the Terrace profile should be 

represented by maxima to the left of C in the Tooele profile; but the only 

maximum of this kind is at A, and is too low by nearly 30 feet. The ter

race from E to F may be compared without great incongruity with the bar 

e j but the maximum at H is 20 feet too high to be represented by the bar 

f Similar difficulties prevent the correlation of the Terrace profile with the 

double bar, Fig. 2; but they do not arise when the latter is compared with 

the Tooele profile. The higher bar of the pair may fairly be taken as the 

equivalent of the Tooele group ·from A b F, and the lower bar may represent 

the embankments from G to I. 

The wave-cut terrace and underscore (Fig. 1) have no sympathy with 

any bar group except the simple pair. It is probable that the greater and 

higher bar K was in whole or part the contemporary of the terrace M; and 

it is possible that the minor bar L was the contemporary of the underscore. 

Though the wave-cut terraces and the Tooele Valley bar series sever-
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ally accord with the double bars, they do not harmonize with each other. 
Upon the assumption that each records the oscillations of the water-surface, 
the deduced histories are different. The exceptional flatness and extreme 
breadth of the upper terrace ~eem to show that the waves were for a long 
time at a uniform horizon, or else that the latest work of excavation was at 
so Iowa level that all terraces of anterior production were undercut and 
obliterated; the underscore appears to represent a brief lingering after the 
main terrace had been finally dried. The Tooele Valley profile, on the 
other hand, indicates a gradual rise of 40 feet from the base of the bar A to 
the upper terrace H, followed, first, by a tolerably uniform high stage BF, 
and, second, by a stage G I ten or fifteen feet lower. If the breadth of the 
bars be taken as a time scale, the higher stage had twice the duration of the 
lower, but occupied somewhat less time than the gradual rise preceding it. 
If the production of an individual bar be taken as the unit for time-scale, 
the higher stage had two and one-half times the duration of ~he succeeding 
low stage and three times the duration of the antecedent rise. If, now, we 
correlate the central group of Tooele bars with the main wave-cut terrace, 

and correlate the outer group of bars with the underscore, we find two diffi
culties. In the first place, the underscore represents but a small fraction of 
the period of wave action under consideration, while the outer series of 
Tooele bars, upon any plausible basis of estimate, represents a relatively large 
fraction. In the second place, the progressive rise implied by the rrooele 
profile has no expression in the wave-cut terraces, where its effect would be 
to impair the definition of the outer edge of the main terrace and contra
vene its characteristic flatness. There appears then no way in which to 
reconcile the various analytic manifestations of the Provo shore on the hy
pothesis that the recorded oscillations are pu:rely those of the water surface. 
The presumption is therefore in favor of the alternative hypothesis that 
there were differential movements of the earth's crust within the basin dur~ 
ing this epoch. Unfortunately, the data are too meager for the discussion 
of this hypothesis. 
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THE MAP. 

During the prosecution of the field work, no attempt was made to ob
tain the data necessary for mapping the Provo shore-line; but the note
books contain so many incidental references to its position that it has been 
found possible to construct a map not grossly erroneous. The reader is 
warned that the outline delineated in PI. XIII is approximate only. A 
similar qualification applies to estimates of area. The water surface at the 
Provo stage had an approximate extent of 13,000 square miles, 11,500 be
longing to the main body and 1,500 to the Sevier body. 

THE STANSBURY SHORE.LINE. 

From the Provo water line to the margin of Great Salt Lake, the de
scent is more than 600 feet. From the same line to the Bonneville shore 
the ascent is less than 400 feet. In the upper space all the conspicuous 
lacustrine features are referable to shore action, but there are subordinate 
evidences of sedimentation. In the lower space lake sediments predominate, 
giving their peculiar smoothness to the surface, and the shore tracings are 
relatively unimportant. Upon any profile a considerable number of shores 
can be recognized below the Provo; and it is probable that a system of 
levelings would enable these to be correlated in a consistent system. This 
has not been done, and only a single one has been widely recognized. That 
one is distinguished merely by the greater magnitude of its cliffs and em
bankments, but-is not sufficiently accented to be everywhere identified. It 
is called the Stansbury shore-line. Its strongest delineation is upon Stans
bury Island, where owing to local conditions it rivals the Provo shore in 
definition and surpasses the Bonneville. In abundance of tufaceous deposit 
it probably ranks next to the Provo, . 

Its height was measured at two points only. On the west side of the 
Terrace Range it lies 310 feet below the Provo shore; and at the north end 
of the Aqui Range 346 feet. At the latter locality it was found to be 330 feet 
above the level of Great Salt Lake. It is thus seen to divide about equally 
the interspace betwen the Provo shore and the shore of Great Salt Lake. 

At the time of itA formation the maximum depth of the lake was only 

about half as great as at the Provo date; and the water surface was corre-
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spondinglJ. diminished. The constructive waves were therefore less power
ful and the time necessary for the performance of an equal work was longer. 
There is good evidence, however, that the period of time represented by this 
shore is shorter than that represented by the Provo. The body of water 

covering the Sevier Desert during the Provo epoch was smaller than the 
body occupying the Great Salt Lake Desert at the Stansbury epoch; and 
yet the shore phenomena by which it is outlined are upon a far larger scale 
thitn any exhibited by the Stansbury. 

The water was at this time withdrawn from the Sevier Desert, but cov
ered the main portion o~ the Great Salt Lake Desert. It washed the foot 
of the "Vasatch and extended within a few miles of the western line of the 
Bonneville shore, but was excluded from most of the bays at the north and 

south. Its total area was in the neighborhood of 7,000 square miles. 

THE INTERMEDIATE SHORE-.LINES. 

In every locality where the Bonneville and Provo shores are marked 
by considerable accumulations of shore drift, the whole of the intermediate 
slope is similarly characterized. In every locality where the Bonneville 
and Provo shores give evidence of excavation, the intervening space is com
pletely occu~ied by similar evidence, but the phenomena are in this case . 
less conspicuous. 

DESCRIPTION OF EMBANKMENTS. 

Grantsville.-If the reader will turn to PI. XV, which represents a tract of 

country a few miles south of the town of Grantsville, he will see that an 
angle of the valley, containing a bay of the ancient lake, occasioned the 
local accumulation of large embankments. By stud:ying the contours of 
the map, or by referring to the accompanying profile, he will see that these 
embankments have their crests at various levels, the order of height being 
also the order of horizontal position. The Provo embankment was carried 
entirely across the bay, so as to complete a bar; and the same is true of the 
one next to it in the series. The development of the other embankments 
was arrested while they were yet spits. Box Elder Creek, which was tribu-
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tary to the bay, has its modern course deflected by the spits, and has opened 
a passage through the bay bars. Each of these embankments is the product 
of essentially the same combination of local conditions. At each of the 
represented stages the shore drift derived from a long alluvial slope at the 
north, beyond the field of the map, was carried southward toward the edge 
of the bay and there accumulated in a long embankment, built in the deep .. 
w::tter of the bay on a line tangent to the shore at the north. Between the 
Bonneville and the Provo there are four principal embankments; and it was 
a natural asslUnption, made at an early stage of the investigation, that each 
of these embankments recorded the work accomplished by the waves at a 
stage represented by the height of its crest. This assumption was for a 
time unquestioned, but later developments led to doubt of its validity; and, 
in order to test it, a systematic collection of shore data was undertaken. 
Localities were sought where the configuration of the lake bottom favored 
the construction of shore embankments at all levels from the Bonneville to 
the Provo, and at such localities contour maps were made and profiles were 
measured with the spirit-leveL By means of these maps and profiles, taken 
in connection with the details of structure observed at the same locality, the 
general history of the Intennediate shore-lines was developed, but the orig
inal assumption was overthrown. 

In order to present this history to the reader, with the evidence upon 
which it rests, it will be necessary to make him acquainted with a selected 
series of the maps, which series has been reproduced in the accompanying 
plates. 

Preuss Valley.-PI. VIII represents eight miles of the eastern side of Preuss 
Valley. At the right stand the rocky spurs of the Frisco Mountains, and 
against their base the streatn drift from the canyons is piled in great alluvial 
cones. 'While the lake occupied the valley, the form of its shore was given 
by the contours of the alluvium, each great cone occasioning a rounded 
cape, and each illterYal between the cones, a bay, From three of the capes 
the currents were deflected in such way as to accumulate the shore drift in 
a system of embankments,-and this at all levels from the BonnmTille to the 
Provo. PIs. XVI, XVII and XVIII show the details of the three localities 
of accumulation. 
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The Snowplow.-A similar compound embankment, but on a grander scale, 
was formed at the southern opening of the strait joining the two principal 
bodies of the lake. Its general relations appear on PI. XXXI and its de
tails on PI. XIX. The shore drift in this case came from the east, being 
derived from a great alluvial slope formed by the coalescence of many 
cones from the Simpson Mountains. The embankments into which it was 
built are characterized by the V-form, and are so piled one UpOll another as 
to have suggested the llame Snowplow, by which the group was distin
guished in the fieM notes. 

Stockton and Wellsville.-The embankments at Stockton (PI. XX) are of a dif

ferent type, having been thrown across a strait and not merely projected 
from a shore. That of the Bonneville stage is, however, exceptional, run
ning athwart the others in the form of a broa(1 spit; and those of the Provo 
stage, which fall without the field of the map on the south side, are typical 
bay bars. A perspective view of the field of this map is given in PI. IX, 
and a profile of the contiguous Provo bay bars 'in PI. XIV. The embank
ments at Wellsville in Cache Valley (PI. XXI) are of the same type as those 
near Grantsville, but are less perfectly preserved. A mountain stream flow
ing across them has opened a wide channel; and the extremities of two em
bankments have been truncated by land slides. 

Dove Creek.-A group of embankments near Dove Creek, represented in 
PI. XXII, is somewhat similar to the Snowplow, but the material was in 
large part torn by the waves from solid rock, and not merely dug from 
alluvium. It first traveled northward along the cmtst from which it was 
cut; and then turning abruptly to the northwest, was built into telTaces 
upon another face of the same island. 

COMPARISON OF EMBANKMENTS. 

For the purpose of comparison, the vertical elements of all these local
ities have been assembled on a single page in PI. XXIII. The data are so 
diverse in character that they are not easily compared by means of profiles 
on a natural scale, and an attempt has therefore been made to eliminate all 
accessory features and represent merely altitudes and quantities of wave 
work. In each of the profiles of the plate, a straight line inclined at 450 is 
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made to stand for the original surface upon which the embankments were 

built. The horizontal distance of each point of each profile from this base 

represents the total quantity of material added to the shore at that locality 

and level. In the case of the Stockton diagram, Fig. 6, it was impossible to 

represent comparative quantities of material, and only altitudes are ex
pressed. At the north end of Preuss Valley the lower members were not 

mapped, because they lay at an inconvenient distance from the upper; and 
the profile, Fig. 3, is therefore incomplete. The profile is additionally ex

ceptional in that it is doubled, to represent two series of embankments dif

fering in date of formation. The earlier series is drawn at the left, and the 

later, which in part overlies it, at the right. Fig. 5 represents a profile 
measured at Cup Butte, five miles northwest of the Snowplow. In this case 
the vertical element only is valuable for comparison, because the upper and 

lower portions of the slope were not similarly disposed with reference to the 
waves. The lower received no deposit, but exhibits the rock of the butte 

carved in terraces and cliffs. Fig. 10 represents the great embankment at 

the Point of the Mountain south of Salt Lake City. 
The vertical measurements for the profile in Fig. 7 were made by means 

of two mercurial barometers, one of which was read at short intervalH at a 

station near hy, while the other was· carried from point to point. At Cup 
Butte, Fig. 5, the measurement was by means of a hand-level attached to a 

Jacob's staff, the unit of the instrument having been determined experiment

ally by comparison with the surveyor's level. The remaining profiles were 

measured with a spirit-level. 

The profiles are arranged upon the page in the order of geographic 

position. The three groups in Preuss Valley fall within a radius of three 

miles. The Snowplow and Cup Butte groups are 100 miles farther north 

but are separated from each other by five miles only. The Grantsville 

and Stockton groups are 10 miles apart and are 45 miles north of the 

Snowplow. The Wellsville and Dove Creek groups are isolated. They 

are 80 miles apart and each is 90 miles distant from Grantsville, the nearest 

of the other localities. The Point of the Mountain is separated from the 

Stockton group by an interval of more than 20 miles, including a mountain 

range. 
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Having thus assembled the data, let us now endeavor to obtain a clear 
conception of the questions to be answered by their comparison. At the 
Grantsville locality the shore drift is built into a small munber of large, 
definite, individual embankments, differing in height. The analogy of the 
Bonneville and Provo shores suggests the hypothesis that each of these em
bankments was produced by, and therefore represents, a prolonged mainte
nance of the water Hurface at a correrlponding height. Under this hypothesis 
there should have been accumulated at each of the other localitieR during 
thiR time a corresponding emhankment; and if all the embankments remain 
undisturbed in their original position, a complete correlation should readily 
he made out. For each of the principal embankments at Grantsville there 
should be found a representative at the same height in each of the other 
localities. If such correspondence is not found, it is necessary either to 
abandon the hypothesis, or else to supplement it by the assumption that the 
relations of the embankments were deranged by differential movements of 
the earth's crust occurring during the general period of their formation. 

Examining HOW m~other locality, as, for example, the 'Vellsvillo, Fig. 8, 
we find that, although it exhibits a small number of large individual em
bankments, the altitudes of these do not corr.espond each to each with the 
altitudes of the Grantsville embankments. However the comparison is made 
this disparity appears. In the plate the Bonneville horizon is assumed as the 
common zero for the vertical elements of the profiles. This assumption is 
purely arbitrary, and was not adhered to ill making the comparisons. In 
order to test the matter fully, each group of emballkments was represented 
on a sheet of transparent paper by a system of parallel lines whose intervals 
were drawn to a scale, so a's to agree with the vertical intervals of the em
bankments. These transparent sheets were then superposed in pairs and 
other combinations, and were tentatively adjusted in numerous ways, in the 
hope of discovering occult cOlTespondences. 

Only one element of order was discovered. A horizon from 15 to 25 
feet below the Bonneville (marked a on the plate) is discernible in eight of 
the ten localities. With this single exception, there are no correspondences 
which can not be referred to fortuitous coincidence. Not only is the series 
of altitudes different at each locality, hut the number of embankments varies 
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from place to place. It is evident, therefore, that the hypothesis of persistent 
water stages is tenable only with the addition of a hypothesis of contempo
raneous displacement; and the question arises whether we have any means 
of subjeeting this phase of it to test. 

HYPOTHESIS OF DIFFERENTIAL DISPLACEMENT. 

The supplementary hypothesis is not a priori a violent one. As will be 
set f01111 in a following ehapter, our investigation has fully demonstrated that 
the Bonneville shore-line is no longer of equal altitude at all points, but varies 
within the region comprising these localities through a range of more than 
100 feet. The same has been shown with reference to the Provo shore-line; 
and it 11as abo been shown that a part of the Bonneville derangement oc
CUlTed before the Provo epoch. In the series of localities represented by 
the profiles, the interval between the Bonneville and Provo shore-lines ranges 
from 345 feet to 400 feet, exhibiting a difference of 55 feet. It is therefore 
easy to believe that the loealities may have undergone relative displaeement 
after the construction of certain of the Intermediate embankments and prior 
to the const~uction of others, or even that local changes of water level may 
have been thus occasioned at one locality while the process of shore forma
tion was continuous at another. The possibility of confusion thus intro
duced seems at first unlimited, and a rigorous test of the hypothesis would 
be difficult were it not for a fortunate circumstance. The surveyed locali
ties include several pairs, the members of which are so closely associated 
geographically that there is a strong presumption against their having been 
affected discordantly by contemporaneous earth movements. The middle 
and southern localities of Preuss Valley, Figs. 1 and 2, are but two miles 
apart, and bear the same relation to the adjacent mountain range. 'rhe 
localities of the Old River Bed, Figs. 4 and 5, are five miles apart, and those 
of Tooele Valley, Figs. () and 7, about ten miles apart. 

The pIiueipal recent displacements of the basin have been of the nature 
of broad, gentle undulations, not affecting the horizolltality of the shore-lines, 
so far as that is distinguishable by the eye. The region including each 
group of localities may properly be assumed to have risen or fallen in con
sequence of such earth movements without important internal change; 
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and this circumstance leads us to anticipate that the members of each of 
these groups of eIP1)ankment localities will be found to correspond with each 
other better than with the members of other groups or with isolated locali
ties. 

This expectation is realized in the relation of the Bonneville and Provo 
shores. In each of the two Preuss Valley localities the Bonneville-Provo 
interval is 345 feet. At the two localities of the Old River Bed it is 400 
feet amI 398 feet. At the two localities of Tooele Valley it is 375 feet and 
378 feet. At the Point of the mountain, 20 miles east of rrooele Valley, it 
is 375 feet. When, however, the Intermediate shores are considered, no cor
relation is found. 

'rIle harmonious relations exhibited by the Bonneville and Provo shore
lines at contiguous localities confirm the postulate that a general correlation 
should be possible in these localities, despite the influence of contempora
neous displacement, and compels us to reject displacement as a sufficient 
explanation of the discordance of the Intermediate shore-lines. 

By these considerations, and by others which it is unnecessary to de
tail, the writer was led to abandon the hypothesis of persistent water stages, 
even though a better was not immediately suggested. Eventually another 
was found, and this is believed to give a satisfactory explanation of the phe
nomena. It may be called the hypothesis of an oscillating water surface. 

HYPOTHESIS OF OSCILLATING WATER SURFACE. 

In order to set forth this hypothesis, it will be necessary to recur to 
the general theory of the construction of shore embankments, page 4G, 
and imagine how the process would be modified by the contemporane
ous oseillation of the water surfaee. Let us select some point of the coast 
where the local conditions determine the deposition of shore drift, and 
assume that a spit has been formed, its crest being slightly higher than the 
surface of the water when still. Suppose now that the height of the water 
surface is gradually increased, A portion or the whole of the shore drift 
contributed by the next storm is deposited upon the top of the embankment, 
tending to restore the profile to its normal relation with the still-water level. 
During this restoration the growth of the end of the spit is retarded, or per-
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haptol altogether cheeked. If the general rise of the water itol very slow, the 

construction of the embankment keeps pace with it, and the cretolt maintains 
i~s norrnal height, but if the rise of water is more rapid, the spit is sooner or 
later submerged, so that the storm waves sweep over it. \Vith a slight sub
mergence, the courtole of the shore cun'ent is unchanged, and the waves still 
break as they reach the line of the spit, so that the conditions of littoral 
transportation are not there abrogated. A portion of the force of the waves 
is expended on the land intolide the spit, but the shore drift itol not diverted or 
divided so long as the position of the shore current remains unchanged. 
The growth of the spit therefore continues in its submerged condition, and 

if the water level ceases to rise, the crest of the spit eventually emerges and 
acquires its nonnal height. 

Assume now that the rise of the lake surface, being more rapid than 

the '5rowth of the spit, does not cease, but continues indefinitely. A time 

must sooner or later be reached wheu the depth of water on the submerg'ed 

spit permits the waves to pass over it almost unimpeded, and at the same 

time permits the shore current to be deflected inward. The formation of a 
llew spit then begins ill a position higher on the sloping side of the basin. 

N ow let the tendency of the water level be reversed, so that it gradu

ally falls. Additions will continue to be made to the new spit by the ac

cumulation of shore drift on its weather face and at its end; but sooner 
or later the water will reach a stage at which the shore CUlTent will be de
flected by the lower-lying spit, and at which the waves in sweeping over 
that spit will be broken and diminished in force. Additions to the upper 
spit will then cease, and the growth of the lower spit will be reneweCL 

If this theory is well founded, there should be produced at the margin 
of an oscillating lake a series of embankments separated by vertical inter
vals bearing some relation to the magnitude of tIle waves, and each of these 

should grow in height every time the oscillating water smface passes its 
horizon, either in ascending or in descending. The rate of growth would 
naturally be different at different points on the margin of the lake; and the 
interval between embankments, being a function of wave magnitude, should 
vary in different regions, being greatest where circumstances are most favor
able for the development of waves. 
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TIlls relation between the embankmcnt interval and the local conditions 
affecting wave magnitude is so evident a consequence of the theory that it 
may be used to test its applicability to the problem in question, and this 
may be further tested by considering the phenomena of littoral excavation 
in connection with those of littoral construction. The conditions which 
theoretically produce a rhythm ill the process of littoral deposition have 
no similar effeet Ul)OIl the concomitant erosion. In the reoions of littoral ;:, 

erosion, tho shore currents aTe not deflected by circumstances associated 
with the rise and fall of the water level, and the zone subjected to the 
beating of the wave!'; ~ears always the same relation to the still water level. 
An equable rise of the water should therefore pare away the coast in an 
eq'lable manner; and upon the theory of rhythmic deposition, the Inter
mediate embankments should not be associated with sea-cliffs and cut
terraces of comparable magnitude. 

Proeeedillg now to the application of the hypothesis to the problem in 
question, we may premise that the water level has twice risen above the 
Provo horizon and afterward descended, one rise extending to the Bonne
ville shore-line and the other being nearly as f,J'l'eat. 'l'he space occupied by 
the Iiltermediate embankments has thus bcen subjected to wave action at 
least four times. These oscillations have been demonstrated by independ
ent evidellee; and it is probable that there were also numerous minor oscil
lations. The eonditions were therefore favorable for the production of the 
rhythmic result . 

.; 

1'he vertical interspncos between the Intermediate embankments yield 
evidence confirmatory of the hypothesis. Six of the localities represented 
in the profiles and maps are suitable for comparison. Among these the local 
conditions indicate the greatest waves at Grantsville and Dove Creek, and at 
these points the average interspaces between the principal embankments 
are 72 feet and 75 feet. The conditioIl8 are less favorable at Wellsville and 
the Snowplow, but it is doubtful which of these two localities should rank 
next At 'Vellsville tho average interspace is 60 feet. At the Snowplow it 
is either 71 feet or 61 feet, according as an embankment of doubtful rank is 
included or excluded. In Preuss Valley, where there was comparatively 
Hmall scope for the formation of waves, the average interspace is 53 feet. 
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Equally harmonious is the evidence from the phenomena of littoral 
excavation. 1'ake, for example, the Snowplow. The material there aggre
gated was derived ii'om a broad alluvial slope, partly represented in the 
northern portion of the map (PI. XIX). III this region there is a nearly 
continuous slope from the Provo terrace to the Bonneville telTace; and 
above the BOllneville cliff there is a continuous slope of undisturbed allu

VHlln. This latter originally extended over the entire slope, including and 
beyond the Provo horizon, and it can be restored in imagination so as to 
realize the magnitude of the excavation. From ten to thirty feet appear to 
have been removed from the general surface, and this so evenly that there 
are only one or two points where the presence of sea-cliffs can be indicatedj 

and even these can not readily be traced to cOlTesponding embankments. 
The same is true in a general way of all localities. Not only are the In
termediate embankments nowhere cOllnected with a system of differentiated 

" 
clift·s and terraces, but it has been found impossible, (wherever the attempt 
has he en made,) to trace their horizons fairly into the region of excavation. 
At the SnOlvplow locality. the excavated alluvium is of suell nature as to be 
easily modified by the rain and it does not preserve the minor details of the 
eonfignmtioll impressed on it by the waves; but elsewhere, on alluvial 
slopelS of eoarser material, the interspace between the Bonneville and Provo 
eut-terraees hm, been observed to be oecupiecl by a continuou8 sY8tem of 
narrow terraces and cliffs, cOllstituting a sort of horizontal striation of the 
surfacH. At one point, near Pilot Peak, thirty-three separate terraces were 
counted, the average interspace being less than ten feet. 

The hypothei:lis receives additional support from the structure of the 
individual embankments. The spit built by the waves of a lake with a COll
stant level should normally have a certain simplicity of structure, the prin
cipal ad~itions to its mass beillg made at the distal end, and the deposits 
near the crest having' no irregularity, except that referable to the di8parity, 

in foree and direetion, of the constructive stonns. A spit constructed by 

the waves of an oscillating water smface should theoretically be begun at 

a relatively low level and receive additiolls in the form of superposed 
spits of various altitudes and lengths, some extending to the eud of the mole 
and"others stopping short. The compound structure is eharacteristic of the 
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Intermediate embankments. Sectional exposures are indeed rarely to be 

seell j but from mall y of the emballkmentil there project, either at the distal 
extremity or 011 the shoreward ilide, shelves or spurs indicating the horizons 
of the lower wave ,York and testifying to the composite structure of the mass. 

Fig. 25 gives an illustration of this, observed near 'Villow Spring, west 
of the Great Salt Lake Desert. A broad spit is characterized by a hook at 
its extremity. A study of its details shows that the shore drift, under the 

\ \ \' \ , I , I Iii' Jill" 
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FIG. 25.-Compound Hook of an Intermediate Shore-line near Willow Spring, Great Salt Lake De'sert. 

influence of the dominant waves, here from the north and northeast, traveled 
from n to b. By less powerful waves from the east and south it was then 

carried about the end of the embankment to the recurved point c, a point 
with a peculiar and notable outline. On the lee side of the spit, at a point 
where the waves could have no force after its construction, there are three 
projecting tongneH d, e, f, built of beach-rolled gravel and closely resembling 
the extremity of the point c. The highest is twenty feet below the spit; the 
others thirty and forty feet. They are evidently more ancient hooks, the 

MON 1--10 
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appendages of similar but shorter and lower spits, which may fitly be re
garded as progressive stages of the huge table ultimately constructed. 

Finally, the single element of order detected in the accumulated pro
files is by this hypothesis shown to be consistent with the general want of 
order. The terrace Ca, PI. XXIII) lying from 15 to 25 feet below the high
est Bonneville embankment, was preserved because it was the penultimate 
deposit of the ascending series, and because the ultimate deposit was too 
meager to mask it. The differentiated series of Bonneville bars described 
in a preceding section shows that the penultimate water stage was about 20 
feet below the ultimate. Wherever the penultimate contribution to an em
bankment was made upon its lakeward face, it escaped concealment by the 
final contribution, which was small in amount and was perched upon the 
top of the same embankment. 

The second hypothesis is thus sustained at all points. The Intermedi
ate embankments record the wave action of an oscillating water surface. 
Within this zone the water level did not long linger at anyone horizon, or 
if it did, the record of that lingering was effaced by later action. 

It follows as a corollary from this discussion that cut-telTaces with 
their associated sea-cliffs afford a more trustworthy record of persistent 
water stages than do embankments. It is all additional mark of persistent 
stages that they afford coordinated terraces and embankments. 

It is important to note, however, that neither the sea-cliff nor the cut 
terrace, if observed alone, affords satisfactory evidence of persistent wave 
action at Olle horizon. They must be found together. A slowly rising 
tide continually abandons the freshly cut terrace and attacks with its waves 
the freshly cut cliff aboye it. In this way a cliff is carried before the ad
vaneillg water of an oscillating lake; and when the maximum is reached 
and recession follows, the cliff is stranded, so to speak, at the upper limit, 
<wen though the ,Yater margin was retained there a short time ouly. Sim
ilarly, it is conceivable that a falling lake surface may carry before it a cut 
terrace without leaving at any horizon a sea-cliff of comparable magnitude. 
The first of these conclusions has an application in the case of the Bonne
ville shore-line, which, as already remarked, is characterized by the great 
height of its sea-cliffs, but is inferior to the Provo shore-line in the width 
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of its cut terraces. The considerations here adduced serve to complement 

the partial explanation of this contrast advanced on page 129. 

As already intimated, the compilation of the Intermediate embankments 

was the result of a series of oscillations of the ancient lake, whereby a zone 

of wave action was carried alternately upward and downward over the 

slope. The basis for this statement does not lie in the embankments them

selves so much as in the associated lacustrine and alluvial deposits. It is 

unquestionably true that the entire history of oscillation is embodied in the 

internal ::;truetures of the embankments, but these are not exposed for exam

ination, and the external forms afford information for the most part only of 

the latest additions. 

It is a curious fact that these forms of embankments appear to have 

been moulded by a gradually rising rather than by a falling tide. The last 

general movement of the water was of course a recession, for the slopes are 
now dry, but that recession has left so little trace above the Provo horizon 

that we are led to believe it was far more rapid than the preceding advanee. 
This conclusion is as interesting as it was unexpeeted; and it is proper 

that the evidence on which it rests be presented somewhat fully, especially 

as it has been assumed by several investigators, including myself, that 

the several shore marks of the series represent lingerings of the ancient lake 

during a gradual recession. 

SUPERPOSITION OF EMBANKMENTS. 

The Snowplow.- In the first place, there are many superficial indications of 

the overlapping of low embankments by high ones. If the reader will turn 

to the map of the Snowplow (PI. XIX), he will see that the table lettered a 

is not entirely supported by the table V, but projeets a little on the south 

side ::;0 as to ro::;t partly upon the general slope whieh is the common founda

tion of both. (It is neeessary to restore in imagination the eon tours inter

rupted by the drainage line southeast of the letter a and dividing the 

embankment it indieates.) As has already been explained, the material of 

the Snowplow was derived from the region /g, and was drifted along the 

shore from southeast to northwest. That which eomposes the upper surface 

of each embankment must have been earned along the southern edge of the 
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Snowplow by beach action, so that each embankment was, at the time of its 
completion, connected by 11 continuous beach with the source of supply. The 
embankment b is not so connected, for the evident reason that its southern 
edge has been overlapped by the latest addition to embankment a. If the 
waves during the recession of the water had made a contribution to the lower 
embankment, they must either have excavated the side of the upper embank
ment or else have built a platform around it, and ill either ease the slope from 
the crest of the upper to the foundation plain would not have the observed 
uniformity and steepness. A similar relation of parts shows that the em
bankment b was completed after the embankment c, so that at least three of 
the members of the series received their final moulding in ascending order. 

Reservoir Butte.-At Reservoir Butte substantially the same story is told, but 
ill different language. The face of the butte turned toward the open lake 
was rugtiJd in the extreme, and the configuration of the neighboring bot
tom was irregular, so that, as the depth of the water changed, the conditions 
determining the transfer of shore drift and the construction of embankments 
were continually modified. The resulting embankments were not built into 
a symmetric system but were thrown together in an irregular and unique 
group. By referring to PIs. XXIV and XXV, where they are represented 
by vertical and horizontal sketches,1 it will be seen that, of those above the 
Provo, the highest is the last formed, overlapping all the others. Number 2 
(they are numbered in the order of height) has no visible connection by 
beach with the north or weather face of the butte, whence its material was 
derived; and its form and relations show that it could not have been con
structed after the completion of Number 1. The third and part of the fourth 
are in a similar manner overplaced by the second, and were evidently earlier 
formed. The fourth is however separable into two parts, which may have 
been formed at different times; and the outer, marked 4a in the diagram, is 
not so related to No.2 as to demonstrate the order of sequence. It is however 
ovel'placed by No. 1. The relative age of the third and fourth is not appar
ent; but the fifth, which lim:: in a bay completely sheltered by the fourth, is 
evidently of greater age. The sixth and eighth have no determined relation 

1 The plat of these embankments given in PI. XXV cannot claim the accuracy of other maps of 
embankments. It was sketched in the field without the aid of instruments, and may be very inaccu
rate iu matters unessential to the discussion above. 
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to any other except the first, which they underlie; and the seventh, which 
projects from beneath the fourth, shows no direct relation with any other. 
The ninth is the Provo, and this proclaims its recency by its relation to the 
first. Its table extends to the north face of the butte, and not merely passes 
the face of the first or Bonneville embankment but is in part carved from it. 
The Provo waves encroached also upon the eighth embankment. These 
relations may be tabulated in the following form, in which the word "ante" 
should be construed to mean completed at an earlier date than. 

5 ante : ~ ante 21 
~ ante 4a 

7 S ante 1 ante 9 
6 I 
8 j 

Stockton.-Another unique aggregate of embankments is equally instruct
lve. Previous to the rise of the lake, the drainage of Rush Valley was tribu
tary to that of Tooele Valley, the connecting parts having a continuous 
descent from south to north, and an ample channel, of which a portion is yet 
clearly to be seeri. At the point of greatest constriction between the two 
valleys, where the Bonneville strait had a width of only 8,000 feet, the bot
tom of the channel ran about 350 feet below the level afterward marked by 
the Bonneville shore. At all high stages of the lake the strait received a large 
quantity of shore drift from the northeast, and a series of curved bars were 
thrown across it. These bars have a total width of 5,000 feet, amI partially 
on3rlap each other, so as to coustitute a single earthwork of colossal propor
tions. 'Vlfenever the water surface fell below the highm;t completed bar, the 
lhu;h Valley bay was completely severed from the main body, and became 
a lake by itself. 'rhis lake was so small that its waves were comparatively 

powerless; and, although traces of their work can be discoycrod, they did 
not materially influence the configuration of the earthwork. The loeality is 
exhibited in the foreground of the view in PI. IX and in the map mHI pro
file of PI. XX. If the reader will refer to the latter plate and giye attention 
to the profile in connectioll with the map, he ,,·ill see that the bars rise in 
consecutive order from a to ,fJ, and that each has a curved axis with concavity 

toward the north. This curvature, w hieh is eharacteristic of bay bars in gen-
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eral, shows that the waves concerned in their production came from the north. 

It is evident that after the bar b was constructed, the bar a was protected 

from all further wave action. a was therefore completed before b was built; 

and in general the order of construction could not have been other than the 

order of the letters,-the lowest bar a being the first, and the highest bar .f/, 

the last. The order of construction was therefore from low to high. It is 

to be noted that this order is demonstrated only for the visible or superficial 

portions of the earthwork. There may be beneath the bar g, for example, 

a deeply buried series of bars lower than a, and either younger or older; and 

so of any other of the higher bars. We have no reason to believe that the 

whole history is embodied in the visible phenomena. 

The bar 9 differs from the others in that it is not uniform in height 

throughout its length. The lowest point of its crest is approximately in the 

position occupied by the letter; and from this there is an ascent of about 30 

feet toward either shore. At the Bonneville stage the strait was not closed 

by a bar, but the shore drift was built into spits. That at the west is short 

and has the form of a hook. It is crested from end to end by a slender ridge, 

built at the culminating water stage. The eastern is straight and broad and 

6,000 feet in length. Its proximal end bears two small spits, referable to the 

culminating stage of the water; and its distal end evidently overlaps the 

lower members of the compound earthwork. So far as outward appearance 

goes, this is purely the product of shore action at the Bonneville stage; but 

it is possible that similar spits were formed at lower stages, so as to consti

tute a foundation for the Bonneville spit. 

One of the most striking features of the series of bars is the paucity of 
wave marks upon the northern face. rrhere is a diminutive bar, character

ized by an abundance of tufa, imposed on the face of the great bar 9 four 

feet below its crest; and twelve feet lower a wave-cut terrace is barely per

ceptible. These may record an oscillation of the water after the comple

tion of the great bar and before it rose to the Bonneville shore; or they 

may have been produced by the receding water after the highest level had 
been touched. In any event, the final recession must have brought every 

foot of the northern slope of the earthwork within reach of the waves, and 
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the surviving continuity of the slope testifies to the rapidity of the reces

SIOn. The conditions for wave work were unchanged. The alluvial slopes 

which had furnished the gravel for the several embankments, still offered an 

inexhaustible supply, and the same currents and waves must have been set 

in motion by the storm winds; but the lake seems not to have tarried long 

enough at anyone level to add a terrace to the structure. 

Another evidence of the rapidity of the final descent of the waters is 
found in the failure of the waves at any of the Intermediate horizons to un

dercut the embankments constructed at the higher stages. If the water 

tarries long at one level, the changes it effects in the form of the shore 

finally modify the currents so as to shift slowly the districts of erosion and 

of construction. Spots that were at first excavated are afterward made to 

receive deposits, and portions of the original deposit are afterward removed. 

Instances are known in which the Provo waves have pushed their excava

tion to the heart of the Intermediate embankments, so as to undercut even 

the highest members; and there are few localities of great wave action 

which do not exhibit more or less encroachment; but there is no evidence 

that the waves of any Intermediate stage have seriously impaired any higher 

embankment. There is a narrow wave-cut terrace on the north face of the 

Stockton earthwork; two lines are engraved on the points of Intermediate 

terraces in the Snowplow; and there is possibly a similar occurrence in 

Preuss Valley; but no locality gives evidence of long-continued action. 
Blacksmith Fork.-The undercutting of the Provo shore has in two places 

exposed instructive sections of the Intermediate embankments. At the 

south end of Cache Valley, close to the point where Blacksmith Fork 

issues from the mountain, there is a section, nearly 300 feet in height, show

ing a face of clean gravel, which has slidden down so as to cover the entire 

surface-if, indeed, it does not constitute the entire mass. At four horizons 

this is barred across by level lines of cemented gravel marking successive 

positions of the upper surface of the mass as it was piled. 

Dove Creek.-A similar escarpment of gravel is exposed on the south face 

of the Dove Creek group of embankments (see profile diagram on PI. 
XXII.), and a similar series of parallel lines can be traced across it. They 

are best seen from a distance, and on close examination prove to consist 
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merely of a scattering growth of bushes. There is no visible variation in 
the character of the gravel, but the position of the bushes is doubtless de

termined by the existence beneath the surface of relatfvely impervious strata. 

Whatever the nature of these strata, they are elements of structure and 

demonstrate the grmvth of the series of embankments from the base upward. 
The feature especially interesting is the relation of the section to the unim

paired eastern face of the embankment group. Each line of division is the 
continuation of the upper plane of a terrace, so that the terraces are shown 

to be units of stratification. The evidence from external form is thus con

nected with that from internal structure; and the general conclusion in 
regard to the succession of the Intermediate terraces is strengthened. 

Here, as in the other localities mentioned, it is necessary to guard 
against the impression that the entire history of the lake during the forma

tion of the Intermediate shore-lines is revealed by what can be seen of the 
embankments. TheRe structure lines do 110t extend through the entire mass, 

and no other lines replace them. Those portions of the general mass of 
detritus which lie next to the original hill slope may have been accumulated 

by rising or falling waters, or, for aught we know, by a surface Rubjected 
to many oscillations. In the case of the Snowplow, all that we can predi
cate is that the latest additions to the mass were made in ascending order. 
With reference to the Stockton earthwork, we know only that, of' a certain 

series of visible bar crests, the order of height is also the order of date. It 
is not only possible but even probable that the series is discontinuous, Imv

ing been interrupted by epochs when the water was too low to add to the 

accumulations at this point. 
Double Series in Preuss Valley.-But, while it would have been impossible to gain 

. a knowledge of the repetitive movements of the lake surface from shore 

phenomena alone, they nevertheless serve to supplement the information 
afforded by the lake sediments. Having learned from the sediments, as 

will be explained in another place, that the water rose at least twice from 
the lower to the higher rarts of the basin, besides undergoing many minor 

oscillations, it was not difficult to see that certain of the shore embankments 
were referable to an earlier flood than certain others. The most important 

locality is illustrated by the map and sketch of PI. XVI, and shows a series 

.. 
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of curved bars (b b b b), overlapped by a series of spit-like embankments 
massed together into a few sloping terraces (t t t). The source of the shore 
drift "ras at the north, and the beaches which conveyed it to the curved 
bars are hidden by the later embankments. It would be impossible for the 
bars to originate under the lee of the spits. Moreover, the spits everywhere 
exhibit their gravelly constitution, but the curved bars are half buried by 
lake deposits. 

DELTAS. 

The earliest allusion to the deltas of the ancient lake is by Bradley, 
who remarks that the lake terraces "are much more numerous near the 
mouths of the streams, wherQ the stream-currents have distributed their 
sediment, when the lake waters were at these higher levels ";1 but the 
first clear discrimination of the deltas from other terraces was by Howell, 
whose observations were made only a few months later. Speaking of the 
horizon of the Provo shore-line, he says :-"When the old lake stood at this 
level, the detritus brought down by the Provo River formed a delta, cov
ering at least twenty thousand acres. Another delta was formed at this time 
at the mouth of Spanish Fork Canyon, in the same valley, which covered 
an area of eight thousand or ten thousand acres."2 

It was the magnitude of the former of these deltas that led Howell to 
suggest the application of the local name Provo to the shore-line at that level. 
It is now known not only that all of the more notable deltas of the basin 
appertain to the same shore-line, but that the delta built hy each stream at 
that level equals or exceeds in mass the aggregate of its deltas at all other 
levels .. At higher levels such accumulations are exeeedingly rare; and at 
lower they appear to have derived their material largely from the partial 
destruction of the Provo deltas. 

In attemptillg to translate these facts into terms of geologic history, the 
first impression is that the lake surface was held at the Provo level during 
more than half the period of its existence, hut a fuller consideration Hhows 
that this conclusion is not warranted. The degradation of the uplands and 
the offscouring of the rivers are doubtless sufficiently unifor.m. in rate to 

I Frank H. Bradley: Geol. Surv. of Terr., Ann. Rept. 1872, p. 192. 
2Edwin E. Howell: Geol. Snrv. West of 100th Meridian, vol. :1, p. 250. 
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afford the basis for a time seale, but there are important modifying condi
tions given by the relations of the oscillating lake surface to the configura
tion of the stream valleys. 

In the discussiou of shore processes, it was pointed out that the detritus 
brought to a lake by a small stream is absorbed by the shore drift, while 
that brought hy a large one overwhelms the shore drift and records its acces
sion hy a delta. The codeterminauts are, 011 the one hand, the magnitude 
of the lake and the cOllse(luent force of the waves, and 011 the other, the 
volume of the stream's load of detritus. In the case of Lake Bonneville, 
the number of streams competent to project deltas from the shores of the 
open lake or of the larger bays, was small; and it is believed that all of 
their ancient mouths have been examined. With very few exceptions, they 
enter the hike ~asin through mountain gorges so deeply eroded before the 
lake epoch that the rising water set back into them, forming narrow estua
r18S. Knowing as we do from the study of the Intermediate shore embank
ments that the water rose slowly as it approached the highest level, we can 
not doubt that the stream drift was contemporaneously accumulated into a 
series of deltas within the mountain gorges. Afterward, when the water 
fell rapidly to the Provo level and there rested, the streams attacked the 
deltas in the defiles and carried their substance farther lake ward to form 
new structures. These new structures began for the most part within the 
walls of the defiles, and were progressively built outward until they pro
truded into the open lake, where space permitted them to develop into typ
ical fan-shaped deltas. 'The material furnished by the older deltas in the 
defiles was close at hand, and in a condition peculiarly favorable for 
removal. Not only was it uncemented, but it was confined to the very 
courses of the streams, so that it could not escape their action. It must have 
been rolled to its new position in an exceedingly short time; and we need 
not be surprised that the traces of its original forms are nearly obliterated. 
'I'he rapidity with which delta alluvia are torn np and carried away by run
ning water finds abundant illustration at the present time in the irrigation 
districts of Utah. "Wherever the water of a canal breaks through its bank, 
or is neglected and suffered to discharge unguided down a delta slope, it 
quickly erodes a canada of formidable proportions. 
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Deltas associated with the Provo shore are thus composed not merely 

of the contemporaneous outscour of the catchment basins of their several 

streams, but of the detritus antecedently accumulated in the estuaries dur

ing the higher water stages; and, so far as they afford a time ratio, they 

represent the entire period during which the water stood at and above the 

Provo horizon. There are, however, a few exceptional localities vdlere the 

Bonneville estuaries were so small and shallow that the stream drift not 
merely filled them but threw out semicircular capes into the Bonneville 

lake; and in sueh eases it is possible to make It comparison between the 

magnitude of the structureB pertaining severally to the Bonneville and 

Provo epochs. 
American Fork Delta.--The best locality for such observation is on It tributary 

of Utah Lake known as the American Fork, and this was carefully exam

ined for me by NIl'. Russell. The Bonneville delta there diBplayed has a 

radius of nearly 5,000 feet, and a height at its outer margin of 120 feet. It 
is bisected by the creek, and is thus cut nearly or quite to its base. The 
walls of the channel exhibit a section of the deposit, showing it to consist 

chiefly of rounded gra\'e], with some intermingled Band. The gravel, being 

uncementedi will not hold an eBcarpment, but flows down in the form of a 

talm; vvherever it is excavated by the stream, thus masking the greater part 

of the structure. 1'he1'e is, however, some indication of horizontal bedding. 

The outer margin of the terrace is fortunately more communicative. Around 

three-fourth Ii of its periphery there runs a narrow shelf half-way down the 

steep face; and the details of this shelf show that it is the protruding edge 

of an older and lower delta terrace, furnishing the foundation for the 

upper. At some points lake beds were found intercalated with the alluvial 

gravels, but they appear to be local deposits and not continuous sheets 

traversing the whole hody. The most complete local section hm-; been intro

duced into the accompanying diagram, and presents the following sequence: 

6. Well rouuded gravel, forming tlH) top of the upper terrace; 20 feet. 
5. Lake beds; laminated clay8 with .a.mni,cQla; 30 fect. 
4. Well rounded gravel; ]5 feet. 
3. 'Vell rounded gravel cemented at the top by calcareons tufa; constituting a bench on the 

face of the terrace; 20 feet. 
2. Well rounded gravel; coustituting locally a distiuct bench; 25 feet. 
1. Lake beds, to foot of slope, 10 feet. 
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The continuity of the gTavels 3 and 6 throughout the whole mass is 
shown by their relations to the topography. Each marks a water stage 
during which a broad delta was built in the lake. The beds numhered 2 
and 4 are identical in character, and may he salients of similar deltas, here 
locally hroug'ht to light and elsewhere completely buried; or they may be 
merely local masses of alluvium, marking the positions held hy the creek 
during temporary fluctuations of the lake level. 

At another point of the profile, a less complete section was observed, 
exhibiting a rapid alternation of gravels and clays in the lower part of the 
mass, and at a few other points short tongues of gravel were seen to project 
from the table at various levels . 

.!<'IU. t6.-Geuet·"lIzed section 01 Deltas at the moutb of American Fork Canyon, Utab. By I. C. Russell. HOI izolltal 
seale, 4,500 feet = 1 incb. Vertical scale, 300 feet = 1 inch. 

These indications of complexity of structure accord well with such con
ceptiolUl of the oscillation of the lake at these stages as we have derived from 
the phenomena of the Intermediate emhankments. If its surface was incon
stant, rising and falling, like the surface of Great Salt Lake, with an ilTegu
lar rhythm, all processes of deposition at the mouth of a stream \Yfluld he 
successinly interrupted, and any detailed section should show evidence of 
alternation. A riHlllg tide would induce the formation of a delta far up the 
slope and giye opportunity for the accumulation of lake bedH farther dmvn. 

A falling tide would cause the stream to deepen its channel hy the partial 
erosion of the incipient delta, and perhaps of lake heds also, and would 

cause a local deposit of gravel at some lower level. A reaseent would re-
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pair the breach in the delta, and a redescent might conduct the stream drift 
in Home new direction. The same oHcillatiom; would carry the waves to an 
partH of the surface and enable them to work over the detritm;, adding their 

tribute to the general confusion. 

Assuming that the water did actually oscillate to and fro during the 
(·ompilation of the delta, it iH manifeHtly impossible to traee in detail and in 
true i'\oquence the prOCei'\HeS which make up its history. The most that can 

lw affirmed is that a defiuite stage is marked at the horizon of Bed :No.3, 

where the water stood long enough to ('omplete a well developed delta ter
racp, and that a similar definite stage is marked by Bed No. G, whieh iH it 

continuous delta sheet almost coincident in area with the one below. The 
lake level represented by this hig} ;st delta falls within the range to which 

the Bonneville shore-line pertains, but was not the absolute maximum. It 

is probable that the latter is represented by a shoal-water bar which crosses 

the south part of the delta with a crest about 20 feet higher than the delta 

margm. 
The locality thus exhibits at least three ancient deltas, of whieh the 

order of position is:-

Bonneville delta; capped by Bed No.6. 

Intermediate delta; capped by- Bed No.3. 
Provo delta. 

In the order of time the Intermediate come::; first and the Provo last. 

The Intermediate was built; the Bonncyille wa::; ::;pread over its back, but 

failed to cover it completely; the lake fell, and the two were eroded by the 

ereek, the Provo being formed at the same time. Finally the Provo shore 

also WilS abandoned by the lake water, which reeeded to its present pm,ition 
in Utah Lake. The creek has opene<l it hroad passage through the Provo 

delta, cutting it at the outer margin to its bal:'c, and i::-; engaged ill building 

a modern delta in the modern lake. The apex of this delta lies within the 

chanuel through the Provo delta, and is continuous with the flood plain of 

the upper course of the st:eam. 

The modern stream bed has a more rapid fall than the ancient, as will 

be seen by eomparing the profiles of the modern flood plain and the Provo 
delta, 1;lS exhibited in the diagram. This is due ehiefl y to the lowering of 
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the stream's mouth; but it is also due in part to the elevation of its point of 

issue from the mountain. A recent fault has lifted the mountain with refer

ence to the valley through a space of 70 feet. 

There is perhaps no locality more favorable than this for the estima

tion of the time ratios of the higher lake levels, but even here it is far from 

satisfactory. The Provo delta of Amm·jcan Fork coalesces with the con

temporaneous delta formed by the next creek to the north in such ,"yay that 

it is impraeticahle to draw a line of separation; and there is no record of 

the tribute made by American Fork during the rising of the lake until 

it reached a level barely 1.00 feet below the Bonneville. Nevertheless, it is 

illstructive to make such comparisons as the circumstances permit, and Mr. 

lhuisel]'s field notes have enabled him to eompute approximately the vol
umes of alluvium accumulated at the different levels. 

Millions or 
cubic yards 

Volume of Bonneville and Intermediate deltas before erosion by the creek ............. .... 330 

Volnme of alluvium contemporaneously deposited in mouth of bed·rock canyon ....•• ...... 5 

Total volume of gravel furnished by American Fork while the lake hwel was within 
100 feet of the highest stage ............ .......... ...... .•.•.. ...... ...... ...... 335 

Volume of Provo delta of American Fork (the separation from delta of Dry Creek beingarbi. 
uaril.\' made) . . . ... .... .. ..... ...... .... . . .................. " •... . ............. .. 

Deduct gravel (lerived from Bonneville and Intermediate deltas .......................... . 
Deduct gravel derived from month of bed· rock canyon ................................... .. 

Total vnlumenf gravc) furnished by American Fork while the lake stood at the Provo 

== 

28 
5 

400 

33 

level...... .... ..... ...... ...... ••.• ...... .... ....... ...... ...... .... .......... 367 

If these quantities were well ascertained, instead of being rudely esti

mated, they would ~how the gravel trihute of the stream to have been slightly 
greater during the Provo epoch than during' the last 100 feet of the alltece-

- -

dent rising, and would warrant the inference that the time during which the 

lake level lingered ,,,ithill 100 feet of it~ highe~t mark was slightly exceeded 

by the duration of the Provo stag'oi and, after an allowance haH been made 

for imperfeetion of data, there rmnains a presumption that the Provo epoch 

is comparable ill duration with the epoch or epochs recorded by the upper 

deltas. 
Mr. Russell has computed also the volume of gravel furnished by the 

creek after the completion of the Intermediate delta, finding it to be 153 
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million yards. This represents the tribute of the creek for all lake changes 

within 50 feet of the maximum, and includes the Bonneville tribute. Its 

ratio to the estimated Provo tribute is as 5 to 12. It is perhaps fair to as
sume that one-half of this mass pertains to the BOllneville shore proper; 

and on that assnmption the indicated ratio of the epochs of the Bonneville 

and Provo shores is as 1 to 5. Quantitatively, this estimate has not a high 
value, but qualitatively it serves to confirm the impression derived from 

the wave work of the Bonneville and Provo shores. 
It is worthy of note that the only halt of the lake surface which here 

finds record between the Provo and Bonneville horizons, was it halt of the 
advance and not of the retreat. The Intermediate delta is unmistakably 

older than the Bonneville; and there is none younger except the Provo. 
There was of course no cessation of stream action while the water of the 
lake was falling from the high mark to the low. The creek must have be

gun the erosion of the Bonneville delta as soon as its point of discharge 

was at all lowered by the recession of the lake; and the product of that 
erosion must have been deposited at the mouth of the creek in the form of 

a delta or group of deltas, but the eroded channel was so narrow and the 

resulting deposits were of so small bulk that later action destroyed them. 

While the Provo delta was being built the channel through the Bonneville 
was enlarged nearly to its present dimensions, and no stream terrace sur

vives to mark the earlier stages of its excavation. In the :,;ame period the 

creek tore down and removed whatever deltas it lllav have built at the shore 
" 

of the receding lake. If the lake had halted and lingered by the way, the 
creek would have lJeen able to carve a broad flood plain and spread a broad 

delta, some ve:,;tiges of which would Hurvive; amI we ean legitimately infer 
from their a,bsence that the recesHion of the lake wa:,; rapi(l and without in

terrnptioll until the Provo level wa:,; reached. 

'Vhen the lake afterward :,;hrank uvvay fi'om the Provo delt:l, itH move

ment was les:,; precipitate. The dmnuel then opened by the creek has a 

maximum depth of only 70 feet, but five separate :,;tream terraces, cut from 

itH right wall, record the hesitation of the water as it fell. 
Logan Delta.-One of the most beautiful and symmetrical of all the deltas 

is tha.t eonstructed by Logan River at the Provo Htag-e of the lake. The 
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river enters Cache Valley ii'om the east, debouching ii'om a bold mountain 

front through which it has eroded a narrow V -form canyon. At the mouth 
of the canyon the Bonneville shore-line is engraved on the rock nearly five 

hundred feet ahove the river, and the grade of the river bed indicates that 

when the line was cut the lake water set back into the narrow ,vay a dis
tance of ahout four miles. There are are some slight tracer; of gmyel ac

eumulatioll(:l within the canyon, but it probahly was only partially filled, 

and certainlv 110 delta was formed in the lake at the Bonneville leveL If v 

any estnary existed at the Provo stage it was small and quickly filled with 

alluvium. The apex of the Provo delta is at the mouth of the canyon, and 

about this point as a center the margin describes an arc of about 130 degrees 
with a radiu~ of 8,000 feet ((:lee map and profile of PI. XXVI). The upper 
surface is visibly and distinctly conical, having a radial slope in all direc

tions from the apex of 55 feet to the mile, 01' three-fifths of a degree from 

the horizontal. At the margin this gentle incliuation is abruptly ex~\hallged 
for a deelivity of ahout 20 degrees. At the north the terrace joins aud coa

lesces with a similar and contemporaneous but smaller terrace pertaining to 
what is now a small creek. rr'he marginal height of the terrace is about 125 

feet. During its construction the river occupied every part of its surface ill 

turn, and when the construction work was brought to an end by the lower

ing of the lake, and the excavation of a channel was begun by the river, 

the position of that channel was determined by the chance position of the 

shifting stream. It is not medial, but bears so far to the south that the 
northeru remnant of the delta is two or three times greater than the (:lOutllOrn. 

As (:loon as the erosion of the Provo delta commenced, the building of 
11 Hew delta' was bei:,rtlll at a lower level, and the apex of the Hew delta was 

at the mouth of the channel through the Provo. \Vith the progressive low

ering of the lake, yet other and lower deltas were built, the cOllstructioll of 
each being accompanied hy the partial or complete destruction of those 
above it; and this contiuued until the desiccation of the valley. };'or two 

miles below the Provo delta, each ba'nk of the modern river is lined by the 

remnants of these old deposits, four or five lying on each side. One of the 
most conspicuous has been selected as the site of the Logan Temple, and 

two lower benches are occupied hy the town of Logan. A glance at the 
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map will show their arrangement better than any description. The river has 

developed so broad a flood plain that half their mass has disappeared, aud 

the dissevered remnants are too fragmentary to be readily correlated across 

the intervaL No attempt has been made to restore their forms and eoru

pute their volumes, hut it is evident by inspection that they illdlldml 110 

rival of the great delta above. Their remnants do not exceed in total hulk 

the Illass the river has dug fi'om the upper terrace. They can ha.ve no 

value as H, basis f<H' time ratios, beeause it is impossihle to tell how much 
they owe to tho reworking of tho material of the higher delta and how 

mueh to the aUBual trihute of gravel hrought by the river from the 1ll0Ullt

aim;; hut thoy "erve to show, first, that the lake lingered hy the way as it 
recedell from the Provo Hliore, and seeond, that its lingerings were 110t long. 

The same lingerings have left record within the Provo rlelta in the 
form of stream terraces, which abound neal' the mouth of the canyon. Mr. 

Russell IUts recognized ten independent benches on the north side of the 
stream and three on the south. 

The view in PI. XXVII ,vas sketched from the wall of the "Mormon 

temple standing on one of the lower terraces. It exhibits the Provo delta,' 

divided by the alluvial valley aIHl overlooked by the Bonneville shore 

mark, whieh happens to be strengthened immediately above the delta by 

an arrumulation of HllOre dl·ift. 
The main delta, and prohahly all helow it, reHt upon a sloping floor of 

hH~m;trillo sand and day. The modern bed of the river ruus helow the 

IHu;os of the deltas aud within the zone of these sediments, hut expOHures 

are rare, hy reason of tho toudelley of the unemnented delta, grnvel to Hlide 
down and oyerplaco it. The best. exhibition at the time of onr examination 
was afforded by a frosh exranltioll f()l" an irrigation eannJ alollg the hluff 

north of the river, awl was slmtehed hy }\fl'. Russell. The Htrata Hhow 

many llIHlulatiolHl beneath the Provo delta, but are relatiTely smooth be

yond its maq.,rill. Mr. Hussell suggests that the dir,turhanee of the strata 

may have been an illeidellt of the building of tho delta. At overy Htnge of 
the work there was a ditfercllre between the weights borne by the lake 

beds heneath the delta awl by those beyond it, and the liue of separation 

was sharply drawn at the edge of the deposit. rrhe conditions were there-
1\WN 1--11 
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fore favorable for the deformation of the freshly deposited sediments by 

differential pressure, some of the softer layers being made to flow out from 
beneath the gravel. The difference in ,veight between the water on one 

side and the saturated gravel on the other amounted to seventy-five pounds 

to the square inch. As the delta was progressively increased by additions 

at the outer margin, the zone of unequal pressure was correspondingly ad· 
vanced, ulltil the whole substructure of the delta had been subjected to the 

action and deformed as far as its constitution permitted. 

}i'm. 27.-Partial section of Delta. at Logan, Uta.h. Ily I. C. Russell. Vertical scalo greater thaD horizontaL 

Wherever the body of the Provo delta is freshly exposed, it displays 

an oblique lamination inclining in the direction of the lake ward margin. 

The dip near the top of the deposit is 15 or 20 degrees, and uiminishes 

downward, the layers being uisposed in sweeping, parallel curves. Only 
a single locality exhibited (1880) the nearly horizontal beds which in a 

normal delta overlie the inclined-a point half a mile below the canyon's 

mouth, where the south bluff' of the river hau freshly fallen down, exposing 

uinety feet at the top of the face. The series consists of: 

fl, Fino 8:1nd, 5 feet. 
4. Gravel. horizoiltally laminated, lO feet. 
a. Fine sUIlII, 25 feet. 
2. A I ine of RllIall boulders, unconformable to No. 1. 
1. Gravel, coarse ami fiue intermingled; dipping 15° toward the SW. Exposed 50 fect. 

Other Deltas.-Of the other streams of Cache Valley, as many al'l eight built 

Provo deltas, and one, Spring Creek, probably formed also a Hlllall Bonne

"ille delta. . The Cub Creek and High Creek deltas are smull, and lie wit.hin 

the flaring mouths of the canyons. Smithfield anu Bellville Creeks heaped 

their tribute just outside the canyons. Blacksmith aud Muddy Forks de

bouched close together and built a confluent delta, larger perhaps than that 
of the Logan, but less symmetric. The original or ante-Bonneville canyon 

of Blacksmith Fork was so deeply cut that the modern stream has not yet 

removed all the debris gathered during the lake period. 'rIle mass of allu-
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vnnn Rtored in it at the Provo epoch was great, and contributed to the 
formation at lower levels of a fine series of deltas, on which stands the village 

of Hyrum. Spring Creek issued from a canyon which was never cut down 

to the Provo level, and the apex of its Provo delta was quite outside the can
YOIl. The modern stream iR a mere rivulet that one may leap across; but 
its delta had 11 radius of two-thirds of a mile. The history of the Bear River 

deposits was not well made out. At the canyon mouth the river now flows 
nt a level a few feet higher than before the lake period, and that level is four 

hundred feet below the highest lake shore; but the modern river outside the 
canyon is walled in by a great deposit, chiefly of saud, through \yhich it has 

opened a passage. There was clearly no Bonneville delta at this point. 

The upper surf~tee of the sand is a sloping plain, joining the mouutain HeHr 
the canyon only fifty feet below the Bonneville shore. Unfortunately the 

examination was made while snow lay on the ground, and the structure of 
the deposit eould not be seen. If it is it delta it is probably of the Provo 

date, Hnd its outer margin must be ill the vicinity of Battle Creek Butte, ten 

miles away. Otherwise it must be regarded as a lake sediment, "which owes 

its exceptionally gTeat volume to the proximity of a silt-bearing river. In 
either case its source of material is the river drift; and in either case its ac

cumulatioll was probahly contemporaneous with tImt of the depoKits which 

filled Guntile VaJley, a Bmall opening among the mountains at the head of 

the (',<Lllyon. 

Outl4ide of Cadw Valley all the notahlll dE'ltaH except that of the Sevier 
River lie at the wcstel'll base of the 'Vasatch Rang·e. The most lIortherly 

is IleHr Brigham City, ou Box Elder Creek,l a stream rising in a small valley 

jUl'it east of the main axiH of the rango, and cutting aerOKS it. In the upper 

ntlh'y there arc relllaius of a detrital fillillg, which was probahly eoeval 
with Lake BOlluovillp, althoug·Jt Bot ill viRible eoutiuuity with delta forma

tions. The canyon through the mountain has been s\vept clean of debris, 

exeept at the bottom; and at its mouth there is a small composite delta, of 

which the highest element has the Provo height. 

The history of Og'den River is uearly the same, hut its features are on 
a larger seale. The upper valley contained so large a bay that a discernible 
shore-line was carved therein; and it is probable that some of its sloping ter-

1 Not to be confounded with the Box Elder Creek of Tooele Valley, mentioned in connection with 
the Grantsville embankments. 
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races are remnant.s of Bonneville deltas. The fall of the lake drained the 

upper valley and led to the building of a broad delta just outside the mouth 
of the canyon; but this delta is exceptional to the general rule in that it is 
somewhat below the Provo horizon. On the plain beyond it a series of t.er

races were afterwards formed similar to those at Logan. The city of Ogden 
stands at the elHl of the series, and its suburbs encroach on some of the 

lower benches. 
Close to the Ogden deltas lie those of the Weber, less symmetric but 

far more massive. They extend from four to six miles in all directions from 

the mouth of the canyon. rrhe channel cut through them by the modern 
river is several hundred feet deep, and is exceptionally indirect, curving 
through the fourth part of a circle. The broad flood plain within it supports 

three agricultural hamlets, and is traversed by the Union Pacific Hailway. 

The westward-bound passenger issuing from the rock-bound defile of the 
Wasatch at Uinta Station finds himself enclosed by walls of delta sand, and 
does not fully emerge from the lowest terraces until he reaches Ogden Sta.
tion, a ride of eight miles. The greater portion of the structure lies on the 
left or south bank of the river and is locally known as the Sand Hidge. It 

is the largest of all the deltas of the ancient lake built upon an opell plain, 

but, owing to the lightness of its material, the details of its form are imper
fectly preserved. Portions of the interior of the mass appear to be gravelly, 
but the upper parts are chiefly composed of sand, so fine as to be moved 
by the wind. The principal terrace is at the Provo level, and upon this 

there stands a hill more than 200 feet high, which may posi:libly be tho 

remnant of a more ancient and more lofty delta, but is probably a duue 
accumulated during the Provo epoch. The lower terraces, llmrking the 1'0-

eession of the water, were built 011 the north side. The south face of the 

Provo delta has been superficially modified by subsequent wave action. 

City Creek, the stream supplying Salt Lake City with water, rises ill 
the Wasatch Range and flows through a long canyon before emerging on 
the plain. This canyon was capable of storing a large amount of alluvium; 

and it is probably due to this fact that the Provo delta is smaller than tho;.>c 
at lower levels. The group of deltas constitute "the bench" on both sides 
of the creek, and are composed of coarse, well rounded gravel. 'While they 
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were forming, a large amount of shore drift seems to have reached the lo

cality from the southeast, and this rnodified the resulting topot,1T}1phie forms. 

The configuration of the bench owes nearly as much to the action of waves 

as to the deposition of stream drift. 

The deltas formed by Little Cottonwood and Big Cottonwood Creeks 

coalesced with each other, and probably with one from the Dry Cotton

wood; but their outlines are greatly obscured by subsequent stream erosion, 

and they have been further modified by a system of faults. 

Following the base of the \Vasatch southward, the next delta reached 

is that of American Fork, already described. Beyond it, is the delta of the 

Provo River, It broad low terrace of gravel spreading fan-wise fi'om the 

mouth of the Provo canyon. The radius of the fan is about 4! miles, and 

the terrace liaR a marginal height of 70 feet. It is skirted rather than di

vided hy the modern river, which turns abruptly southward from the mouth 

of ih; canyon. Lower deltas were only obscurely differentiated, hut tho 

form of the lake Rllo1'e indicates that the river iR now constructing one. 

The wagoll road from Provo to Pleasant Grove crosses the main delta.; the 

railroads pass around it. 

Near Provo City a Kmall Ktream llamed Rock Creek issues from a short, 

steep canyon in the moulltain. It built a small delta during the Bonneville 

epoch, and llllother durillg the Provo; and these would afford an instructive 

study ill ehrollology wt're it 1I0t for the illjury they have suffered from the 

J'(W(J]lt faultillg. IIohhle Creek, whieh irrigates the f~lrms of Sprillgville, 

huilt a weH-lllnrkc(l delta nt tho Provo levd, awl prohably a small IllIe at 

tho BOllllevi11e. The suhaerial alluvium hero l'CKh; so high ngaillst the 

Hloulltain that it (,(lllstituted tho eoai'lt at the Provo i'ltage, awl the Provo 

delta reKtK against it. Five miles southwHl'd Spallii'lh Fork ii'lKues from the 

range, with It nortlnvesterly course. In the BOlllleYil1e lake it built a delta 

with a radilli'l of 4,000 foct, awl ill the Provo lake a larger delta coal('scing 

with that of IIohhle Creek. At Paysoll a ~mmll ereek fornwd a delta at the 

Provo level. Salt Creek, the next stremn issuing from the J'allge, reached 

the ancient lake orrly after flmvillg' for some diKtance across the plain. Its 

highest delta appears to be Olle at the Provo horizon, and lies at the south 

end of Goshen Valley. 
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Apart from the drainage system of the 'Vasatch, only three deltas were 

observed. A small one lies in an open callyon ba(~k of the town of Port

age, in l\falade Valley. A larger ww,; probahly formed by Beaver Creek 

at the Provo level Ileal' George's Ranch; hut it is diffieult in thit,; ease to 

distinguish stream drift from shore drift. 

The deltas of the Sevier River are more important. At the BOlllloville 

epoch alluvial terraces were huilt where the river enterF\ .Tuab Valley, but 

the topography did not permit the formation of a broad fan. At the Provo 

epoch It hroad, low dolta fan was built by the river on the plain hetween 

Leming-tOll and Deseret. 

Summary.-'I'lw ('olltl'ilmtiom; made hy the phenomena of the deltas to the 

history of the oscillation;; of the lake may be fmmmarized as follows: 

First, the Bonneville i:.;}lOre-1ine antedates the Provo. 

Seeolld, the Provo epoch was several times longer than the BOllneville. 

Thin1, ill falling from the Bonneville shore to the Provo the water lin-
gered very little, if at all. 

Fourth, in falliug from the Pl'm'o level to the hottom of the basin the 

water occasiollally lingered, hut its lillgerings were brief as (~ompar8d to 

the halt at the Provo leve1. 

Fifth, the water lingered during its advance antecedent to the Bonne

ville epoch, not standing long at one level, but osejl]ating up and 

<1own. 

A certain significance attaches likewise to the absence of deltas from 

the greater portioll of the coast of the old lake. An of the old deltas are 

associated with modern streams; and all the modern stt'eams of importance 

built deltas. It would appear, then, that the ancient elimate did not create 

important streams in regions where the outflow is now small. In the west

ern portioll of the basin, there are catchment districts of considerahle extent 

which furnish little or no water to the lowlands by reason of the scantiness 

of rainfall. If the rainfall in Bonneville times was very great, as compared 

to the modern, these catchment districts should have furnished trihutary 

streamF\; and such streams, flowing over tracts of alluvium, the aceumulation 

of ages, should have transported large quantities of it to the margin of the 

lake and eonstrueted deltas of it. vVe seem thus to have an intimation that 
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the climatic change, whatever its nature, did not affect the rainfall in a de

gree commensurate with the difference in area of lake smface. 

TUFA. 

Calcareous tufa was depoRited by many and perhaps all of the Pleh!
tocene lakeR. In Lake Lahontan awl the other lakes of the western portion 
of the Great Basin, great rnaS:-les ,vere accumulated, amI their study has 

resulted in an important contribution to the Plehltocene history .• In Lake 

BOllllOville VeI:y little tufa was formed, and itR bearing upon the history of 

the lake :-leClWl to he unimportant. It is associated exclusively with the 

shores; and its amount upon individual shore-lines is in a general way pro
portional to the magnitude of the other shore features. At least this rule 
applies to the Bonneville, Intermediate, and Proyo shore-lines. The Provo 

carries most of an; the Bonn~ville and Intermediate have an equable dis
tribution. 

Next to the Provo the Stansbury is most generously supplied; hut this 
shore is not characterized by embatikments and cliffs of great magnitude. 
The extent of the lake was so greatly reduced at this stage that the power 

of the waves was materially lessened; and it is perhaps legitimate to infer 
that the tufa records a protracted lingering of the falling water which does 
not find adequate expression in other shore features. 

In embankments the position occupied by the tufa is on the weather 
face a few feet lower than the crest. It lies just beneath the sUlface, and 
haR the function of a eement, binding the gravel together into a conglomerate. 
rrhe aRsoeiation is far from being invariable; and indeed the majority of the 

embankments are ullcemented. In regions of excavation the tufa occurs 

just outside the edge of the cut-terrane, coating the lower slope for a space 

of 20 or 30 feet. Its zone of maximum depmJition 'was probably from 10 
to 20 feet beneath the water surface. 

Where the deposit is thin, it consists merely of a uniform film, but 

wherever it acquires a thickness of an inch or more, there is manifested a 
tendency to assume dendroid forms. These are not uniform ill character, 

but generally consist of branching stems, an eighth or a fourth of an inch 
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in diameter, frequently dividing and again joining, so as to constitute a 

reticulated mass in which the illterspaces are not large. 
The composition is shown by the following analysis, copied from the 

report of the Fortieth Parallel Survey, Vol. 1, page 502: 

.J.nalY8is oj TllJa I from Main Terrace, Red(li'1lg Spring, Salt Lake lJe8ert, by R. W. Woodwal·d. 

[Specific gravity, 2.4, 2.3, 2.4.) 

PI:rCl'lltages. 

Ii'irst, Second 
sample. sample. 

Silicic noi<l (chielly inclutled santi) . __ 8.40 8.22 
Alumina ____ .. __ ..... _____________ •. 1.3l .20 
Scsquioxideofiron .~~ .. __ ...... _._* __ . Tr. Tr. 
Lime ___ •.. ___ .~ ..... ___ ..... __ . __ •. 46.38 I.W 
}[agllesia . _ .... __ ........ .. ........ _ ...... ~ .. _ ....... __ 3.54 3.,,2 
Smla ..... __ .... _ ..... ____ .. __ .. .. 0.48 O.5:l 
Potassa .. ____ . __ .• __ • ___ ....... ___ . __ _ 0.22 0.22 
Lit.hia Tl'. TI'. 
Pbospboric acid" __ .. __ .• ___ . ____ .. __ . Tr. Tr_ 
Wat", .. _... .. .. __ .... __ •...• __ _ 1.71 1_6~ 

CarbOllic acid. ____ ..... _______ .. __ .. __ .... 3B_ 20 38.33 

'1'0[011 __________ .. ____________ . _. 

On pages 49.5 and 496 of the same volume, the microscopic characters 

of the tufa are described by King. 
The distribution of the tufa along each shore is independent of the 

nature of the subjacent terrane. '1'he heaviest observed deposits are upon 
quartzite and granite at a considerable distance from calcareous rocks. The 

most conspieuous accumulations are upon rock in place, but this difference 
probahly depends upon the fact that deposits upon unconsolidated material 
are largely interstitial A more important peeuliarity of the distribution is 
its relation to wave action. No deposit is found in sheltered bays; and on 

the open coast those points least protected from the fury of the waves seem 

to have received the most generous coating. These characters indieate, first, 
that the material did not have'a local origin at the shore but was derived 
from the normal lake-water; second, that the sUlf afforded it determining 
condition of deposition. It will appear in a later ehapter that calcareous 

I The analysis is headed" Thinolite (p~elldo Gay-LlIsl:!ite) "-probably tltrllugh inadvertence, for 
the reference tothe analysis in the text (p. 495) U8eM the designation tnfa ouly; and the Ilwory ill regard 
to the origin of the Lahontan tufa whieh is embodied in the tcrm "pseudo Gay-Lussite," appears from 
the context not to have been applied to the Bonneville hasin. 
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matter constitutes an important part of the fine sediment. of the lake bottom, 

and that this was chiefly or wholly precipitated from solution. It is not 

easy to see why this deposition Rhould cOllsist of discrete particles in the 
open lake and be welded into a continuous mass upon the shore; but a par

t.ial explanation appears to be afforded by the hypotheRis that the separation 

was promoted by t.he aerat.ion of the water. All precipitat.ion being initiated 
at the surface during storms, coalescence at the shore may have resulted 

from coutact at the instant of separation. The suggestion finds a certain 

amount of support in the part played by nuclei as determinants of precipi

tat.ion. 

The thickest deposit anywhere observed is on the outer verge of the 
Provo terraee at the north end of Reservoir Butte, where there is a maxi

mum of four feet. 1'he tufa there coats a knob of solid quartzite so situated 

that while it was fully expoRed to the surf, whatever the direction of the 

wind, it was exempt from attack by shore drift. The locality is exceptional; 

in most places where the tufa is so abundant as readily to attract attention, 
its depth is measured by inches. 

An alHed deposit may be mentioned in this connection, namely, oolitic 
sand. This waR first observed on the Bonneyille shores by Miss Susan 

Coolidge, of Grantsville, Utah, and was afterward found by Messrs. W. J. 
McGee and George M. "\V right OIl several shore terraces at the north end of 
the Oquirrh Range. It is now forming in Great Salt Lake along the coast 

between the delta of the Jordan and Blaek Hoek, where it constitutes the 
material of a heaeh, and iR drifted shoreward in dunes. Like the tufa, it is 

exelusively a Hhol'e formati OIl , hut the cirCllmHtances connected with its 
occurrence 011 the Illode111 shores of Great Salt Lake and Pyramid Lake 
warrallt the sl1spieion that it is not equally independent of loeal sources of 
supply. The locality mentioned on the i:lhore of Great Salt Lake is Hear 
the mouth of a i:ltremn whose annual tribute of carbonate of lime ean 110t 

he i:lmall, and the only known locality on Pyramid Lake is assoeiated whh 

hot calcareous springs. 
RESUME. 

The highest of the shore-lines preserved 011 the slopes of the basin, 

namely, the Bonnevil1e shore-line, has an altitude of 1,000 feet above Great 
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Salt Lake. By reason of its position at the top of the series, it is the most 

conspicuous of all; but the one most deeply carved is the Provo, 375 feet 
lower. Between the BOllneville and Provo are the Intermediate shore
lines, characterized by embankments of great size, but without correspond
ingly great sea-eliffs and terraces. Below the Provo the slopes exhibit lake 
sediments, with oceasional shore-lines snperposed. Of these latter the Stans
bury is the most prominent. 

The area of the lake at the Bonneville stagp. was 19,750 square miles; 

at the Provo stage, about 13,000 square miles; at the Stanshury stage, about 
7,000 square miles. 

rrhe order of sequence of the shores to which names have been given 

is: first, Intermediate; second, Bonneville; third, Provo; fonrth, Stansbury. 
During the period of the formation of the Intermediate embankments, there 
were no persistent water stages; but the water surface oscillated up and 
down. The last additions to the embankments were made during a gen
eral advance of the water. '1'he oscillation of the water surface continned 

through the Bonneville epoch, the Bonneville shOl'e representing the com
bined results of wave action at a series of water levels having a vertical 
range of 20 feet. The last stage of this series was the highest, and imme

diately afterward the surface fell rapidly to the Provo horizon, where it 
remained a long time. The water margin afterward receded from the 
Provo shore to its present position, halting occasionally by the way, and 

longest at the Stansbury shore. 
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THE OUTLET. 

Thirteen years ago I had the temerity to predict, l first, that the position 
of the Bonneville shore-line would eventually be 8hown to have heen deter

mined by an overflow of the lake, and second, that the Provo shore-line 

would be found to have heen similarly determined. The first of these pre

dictiolls has been verified in its letter, but not in its 8pirit; the second has 
proved to have full warrant. .M y anticipation was based on the following 

consideration: A lake without overflow has its extent determined by the 

ratio of precipitation to evaporation 'vdthill its basin; and since this ratio is 

inconstant, fluctuating from year to year and from decade to decade, it is 
hig'hly improbable that the water level will remain constant long enough to .. 
permit its waves to carve a deep record. I failed to take account of the 

fact that the highest shore-mark of the series is conspicuous by reason of 
the contrast there exhibited between land sculpture and littoral sculpture. 

'Ve 110W know that the heig'ht of the Bonneville shore-lille was determined 

in a certain sense by overflow, since a discharge limited the rise of the 

water; but the carving of the shore was essentially eompleted before the 

discharge; and as soon as that hegan, the water level fell. At the Provo 

horizon, on the eontrary, a constant or nearly constant ,vater-level was 

maintained by discharge for a very long time. 

The outlet of a lake is necessarily across the lowest point of the rim of 

its hasin; and it is essential that this point be somevi'lmt lower than the 

water level of the lake. The search for an outlet to Lake Bonneville waR 

therefore a search for a pass in the rim of the basin lower than the neigh-

I Expl. Weat of the lOOth Mer., vol. 3, pp. 90, 91. 
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boring shore-lines. It i:,; equally llece:,;:,;ary that the basin on the opposite 

Hide of the pa:,;s be competent to receive the discharged water. It lUUHt 

either drain to the ocean or else be Huffieient1y large and sufficiently arid to 

dispose of the affluent water by evaporation. 'rhe conditions of outlet 

having been satiHfied, and a, discharge having been produeed, it is equally 

evident that the proces:,; of that discharge would modify the topography ill 

a peeuliar manner. A dIannel would be produeed at the pass, and thiH 

would descend ill 0110 direction only, its sides amI bottom merging at tho 

pass into other topo61'raphie features. The :,;ite of the alleiellt outlet of Lake 

Bonneville should therefore exhibit a channel, the bed of whieh is ]owor 

than the eontiguous shore-line, and the descent of whieh is toward some 

basin competent to receive and dispose of the water. 

It i:,; quito coneeivablo that n basin like the Bonneville, known to be 

subject to deformation through hypogene ag'eneies, should di;,;clml'ge its 

surplus wnter at one time over one pass and afterward oyer another; and 

this pos:,;ibility W/lI:-I one of the eOllsillerations leading to an examination of 
its ontire coast line. By that examination it was aseertaillo(1 that all tlw ., 
low~r passel:-l of the hasin's rim aro at tho 1l0lili, separating the basin from the 

drainage sYHtem of the Columbia Hiver. These passe,.; were systmnatieally 

visited by eompetent observers; and it was ascertained that the BOllneville 

waters discharged at one point only. 

'rhe trend of the mountain ranges in that regioll is generally north and 

:,;outh amI the pal:-lses are I:-limply (~ulmillating pointl:-l in the illternmiug yaHeys. 

As a rule they are Hot rocky, but consist of alluvium, the profiles of whieh 

rise geut]y towHrd the mountain,.; on either :.;ide. South of e:wh ~·nwh pa:';1:-1 

the Ininor drainage lines from eaeh mountain unite and pl'odu('o 1t nmill 

drainage ehmmol desee1l(ling toward the bal:-lin of Great Salt Lake. At the 

north a similar confluence produces a drainage ehannel descending towHnl 

the trihutaries of the Columbia. On the paHH the alluvial profi1n;.; fl'Om t]l(' 

mOllutainH ullito with gentlo eUl'vature; and thore is no ehaIlllel of dl'nillHgp. 

It i:,; a curious fact that in a 1'01.,1']011 charaeterized by great reliefH of I:-IH],

faee, a lIumlwr of paHses were 1:-10 nearly at the same level that a .liffel'eIl('(· 

of only a f(l\v feet determined the actual point of discharge. 'rho water of 

the lake rose \vithill 7 [) feet of the pass nodh of Kelton, where tho BoiRe 
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Htage-road crosses from the Salt Lake Lasin to the head-waters of Raft River; 

aud it rose within 100 feet and 200 feet, respectively, of the passes north of 
Sllowsville aud Curlew. 

Red Rock Pass.-'l'he actual point of discharge was at the north end of Cache 

Valley, at a poillt known aH Hed Roek PasH; the outflowillg river elltered 
Marsh Crcclk valley, aud being there joined hy the Portlleuf, flowed throug'h 
J>Ol'tlleuf Pai-is to the valley of the Snake River. rrhe fir8t suggestion of 

its positioll was hy Bradley, who erossed the old ehannel i-ionw miles helow 
the pm;s ill lR72; and it was independently demonstrated by Mr. Gilbert 

Thompson awl by the writer, who separately vii-iited the locality some years 
latel'.l 

The a",eeut to Red Roek Pm;", from Cache Valley is i'iO gentle Hi'i to be 

scarcely noticeable, aIld the dm;cellt ou the opposite side, while perceptible 

to the eye, affords an mti'iy grade to the Utah aud Northern Hailroad. A 
few miles west of the pass, there rises a lofty mountain ridge separating 

Cache Valley and Marsh Valley from ~falade Valley. On the east are 
lower mountains, separating Cache Valley and Marsh Valley from Gentile 
Valley aud Basalt Valley. From the base of the range on either side, an 

alluvial slope descends to the pass, but this is not continuous. Knobs of 

iwlurated rock, similar to those constituting the mountain, project through 

it, testifyiug to the existence a short distance beneath the alluvium of a rocky 
:-Ipur cOlluecting the two ranges. At a few points there are exposures of 
le:-ls indurated rocks, supposed to be of Tertiary age, hut these form no hills 

hy themselve:-l, beiug huried under the alluvium except where laid b~Lr(1 hy 
reeellt erm;ion. The alluvium is further illterrupte<1 by the ehmmel of the 

aIH'icnt outlet, which is Olle of the most uotahle features of the hmdscape. 
It has heen excavated to a depth of several hundred feet, amllms a general 

l It was maintained by Peul" that the oril-:inal point of discharge was at Portneuf PIISS instead of 
He~l Rock Pass; and the di8cu~8iol1 of tllis view gave to the suhject of the outlet atHl its discovery a 
IJIOW yolllmillOllS lit.eratnre than perhaps it deserved. The wrih'r's diss 'lit from Peale's determination 
IUIf! 1I1ready been recorded ill disellsKiug tlJe !!lIl'rel1lllcy of tllll Bonneville shoreline (p. \14). RI'!1(lers 
wbo care to pursne HlIl snlJject further will find the followiug I'eferences nseflll :-G. K. Gilbcr~. in Sur
Y"~'S Wn4t of the lOOt.h Meridian, vol. 3, Geology, p. 91: E. E. Howell, idem, Jl. 2f,l; F. II. Bradley, 
Gpol. Survey of Terr., Anu Rept. for 1872, pp.202, ll03; GilllPrt, Bull. Phil. Rot" '\VaslJingtoD, vol. 2, 
p. 103: A. C. Peah', Gt'ol. Snrvey of Terrs., Ann. Rept. for 11,77, pp. 565, 642: Am. JonI'. SeL, 3d serif'S, 
vol. 1:', 1HiH, I" 65; Gilhert, idem, :~d Series, vol. 15, 187l'l, p. 256; Peal!', id.'llI. vol. ]5,1871'<, p. 439; 
Gilbert, idem, vol. l!l, 1880, p. 342; Lieut. Willard YOllll~, Surveys We~t 100th Meridian, Ann. Rept. 
for 187tl, p. 121. 
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width of about one-third of a mile. Five small streams flow from the 
mountains to the ancient channel, and each of these has carved a deep 
trench in the alluvium, casting the eroded material into the channel. The 
greatest of the streams is }larsh Creek, debouching at Runt's Ranch; and its 
fi'eshly formed deposit occupies the old channel for a distance of nearly three 
miles. Three or four miles farther south Five Acre Creek makes a similar 
tribute, filling the old channel with alluvium for the space of a mile; and 
the same thing is repeated on a smaller scale hy Stockton Creek, two miles 
farther south. The alluvial fan built by ~farsh Creek is a few feet higher 
than the others, so that the actual water parting is at Runt's Ranch. 

Between the Marsh Creek and Five-Acre Creek alluvia, the old chan
nel is occupied hy a m~rsh three miles in length with an average width of 
twelve hundred feet; and within this there is a small pond. Between the 
alluvia of Five-Acre Creek and Stockton Creek there is a larger pond, known 
as Swan Lake. These marshes and ponds, whenever they accumulate water 
enough to overflow, drain southward to Caehe Valley; and all the streams 
of the pass except Marsh Creek are trihutary to them. Marsh Creek turns 
ahruptly north on entering the channel and flows toward Marsh Valley. Its 
volume is so small that during the dry season it does not maintain a super
ficial flow through the valley, hut repeatedly sinks beneath the surface and 
reappears helow ill springs. 

The knohs of indurated rock, whieh in the immediate vicillity of the 
pass consist of arenaceous limestolle, both adjoin and interrupt the chan
nel. Near Hunt's Hanel! there are two huttes, eaeh several hundred feet ill 
height, overlooking the ehaunel from opposite sides, and hetween them are 
a numher of low reef~ prr~jectillg through the flood-plain of l\1ar1'h Creek 
COllstrided hy the!'\e reefs, the ehannel has a minimnm 1'uperficial width of 
only GOO feet. 

The relations of these various features will be better unJerstood by 
reference to the map in PI. XXVIII. 

The Bonneville shore-line is traceahle continuously about Cache Valley 
to the vicinity of the pass. On the east side its mo~t northerly yestige is 
upon a butte a mile south of Hunt's Ranch. On the west side it is lost on 
the alluvial slope two miles from Hunt's Ranch. Its height above the marsh 
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between Marsh and Five-Acre creeks is 340 feet. The nearest point at 
which the Provo shore-line was observed is about eight miles farther south, 
in the vicinity of the town of Oxford. . 

Marsh Creek issues from its canyon in the mountains about two and 
one-half miles east of the old channel. The intervening Hpace is occupied 
by a sloping alluvial plain terminating in a blufl'. It is evident that this is 
an alluvial fan or alluvial cone constructed by the creek before the exea
vation of the Bonneville outlet. It was afterward partially eroded by the 
outflowillg river, and also by Marsh Creek, ,vhich haH excavated a pasHage 
several hundred feet in depth. 

W~ere this old alluvial plain approaches nearest to the BOllneville 
channel, its edge is fifty feet higher than the lleareHt terrace of the Bonne
ville shore, and a restoration of its profile indicates that it coalesced with 
slopes from the opposite mountain range at about the level of the Bonne
ville shore. A careful study of the ground has satisfiod the writer that the 
base or outer margin of the alluvial cone was part of the ancient water
parting, and was the point at which the outflow was initiated. 

The fact that' the Bonneville water discharged at first over a barrier of 
alluvium instead of solid rock had much to do with the subsequent history 
of the lake. Un cemented alluvium is easily and rapidly torn up and re
moved, and as soon as a current began to flow across the divide, it mm;t 
have commenced the excavation of a chanuel. As the chanuel increased, 

the volume of the eHcapillg water became bll'eater, and thiH increase of vol
ume reacted on the power of eroHion. In a Hho1't time a mighty river was 
formed, and the lowerillg of the lake surf~tee resulted. For a time the out
pouring waH a verihtble dehftCle, and it eould 110t Itave ailslUned the phaHe 
of all ordinary river commemmrate with the inflow of the lake until the allu
yial barrier was completely demolished Hud the resiHtallee of the limeHtone 
reef wa~ called into play. 'Vhen the eorrasion of the ehalmel had proceeded 
so far as to give the river ahed of limestone, the process of excavation was 
changed from the mere transportation of loose detritus to the corrasion of 
solid rock, and the rate of excavation was greatly diminished. We have 
here the explanation of the rapidity of the final recession of the lake from 
the Bonneville level to the Provo. 
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Marsh Valley.-Marsh Valley, like Cache Valley, is enclosed between mount

ain ranges, and has a north and south trend. Its length is about thirty-five 

miles, and its greatest width is eight or ten miles. 'rwenty miles fi'om Hed 

Hoek Pass, the Portlleuf HiveI' breaks through the eastern moulltaiu chain 

and enters the valley, turning northward and running parallel with Man.,h 

Creek to the end of the valley. There it receives the creek alld then turns 

abruptly westward and escapes from the valley through 11 deep but open 
('anyon. '1'he upper canyon of the Portlleufhas at some time admitted len-a 

m; well a8 water. A succession of basaltic coulees have poured throu).:h it 

iuto Marsh Valley and have followed the slope of the valley to the lower 

('Hnyoll. The Portneuf Hiver follows the western margin of the lava beds, 

and Marsh Creek the eastern, each occupying a narrow valley sunk fi'om iW 
to 100 feet below the level of the lava table. A comparison of the!'le val

leys illustrates the disparity between Marsh Creek and its elmllllol. Port

Houf HiveI' is soveral times larger than 1\1an;h Creek; but the innnediate 

valley by whieh it is contained is smaller. Indeed, there is every evidmwe 

that the valley of 1\farsh Creek, having been formed by the ancient Bonne

ville river, is now in process of filling. It abounds in meadows and marshes, 

and at one point contains a lakelet. 

The River.-It appears, however, that the Bonneville river was not COll

tained during its entire existence in the channel now occupied hy :Marsh 
Creek. '1'he whole upper surface of the lava tongne, where it has a ,vidth 

of more than a mile, is fluted and polished, and pitted with pot-holes after 

the mamwr of a river bed; and there seems no escape fi'om the eondusioll 

that it was !'lwept by a broad and rapid current. 'rhe trenches at the 8ido 

of the lava mayor may not then have existed; but even if they did Hut, 

we have toeontemplate, as the agent of corrasion, It river comparable with 

Niagara. Indeed it is even possible that Niagara might suffer hy ('·om

panson. 

Let us assume that at the time the Bonneville river traversed the lava

bed the lower channel at the side had not been eroded; audlet us fur-dwr 

assume that its width was somewhat les:"; than that of the lavH,-say 0lH: 

mile. 'When the river eame into being, the total deseent of its hed, from 

one end of Marsh Valley to the other, was at the rate of 13 feet to the mile. - ~ 
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In the last stages of its exit'\tence its average grade in the same space was 7 
feet to the mile. At all t'ltag'et'l the declivity \vas greater noal' the pass than 

ill the lower eud of l\Iar8h VaHey. Let Ut'l Ht'lt'lUme that the 810pe of the 

water t'lurfaee ill flowing over the lava was 2~ feet to the mile, or one foot 
in 2,000. If now we Hi'liHtme in addition that the discharge equaled that of 

the Xiagam River, we have all the data necessary for computing the mean 
depth; and ~\Ye obtain for that depth:) feet. To one who stands upon the 
lava hed amI lIotes die t'lcale of the carvings ~\Yhi('h oi'lHlment its surface, 

this determillation appears far too i'ililalL Twenty feet would better accord 

with the phenomena, amI twenty feet would diseharge the flood volume of 
the l\Iissomi 

Another evidence of the magnitude of the outflow is found at the pas8. 

'Vest of the swamp there is an irregular terrace, extending thnIl Swan Lake 

to Hed Rock, the upper surfa.ce of which is corrugated '''1th parallel furrows 
and ridges trending in the general direction of the current. These consist 

partly of limestone crags and partly of alluvium. Comparing them ~with 

similar flutings ill other stream beds, they appear to be explicable only as 

details of chaunel-bottom wrought by a torrent of great volume. 
How long the discharging river maintained its colossal dimensions can 

110t be learned, but the period certainly was not great. The entire prism of 

water between the Bonneville and Provo planes would be discharged by 
the Niagara channel ill lei'ls than 25 years; and if the Bonneville river 

reached a greater size, it could have maintained it only for a shorter time. 

It is evident that the chmmel at the IHl88 has been partly filled sinee 
the desiccation of its river; hut the precise alllount of fillillg i:-; llot so evi

dent. A crude estimate was based upon the configuration of' certain !:illlaU 

Ilrainage lines tributary to it. Before the filling begau, the:se drainage lines 

(as, for example, that of Gooseborry Creek; :see PI. XXVIII) found their 
haKe of erosion ill the mai]} ehmmel, amI adjusted their profile8 thereto. 

A:s the filling of the ehamwl progrm;sed they 'vere likewi:se partially filled 

HeHr their mouths; and a :study of their configuration yields a crude esti
mate of the amount of dep08ition. It is judged to be ahout thirty feet; 

and if thh, estimate is correet, the bottom of the ehannel is 370 feet lower 
than the B01ll1(~ville shore. 1'his is approximately equal to the difference in 

}WN 1--12 
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level of the BOllneville and Provo t'lhores amI it serves to conneet the tel'lti· 

mOllY of the outlet YV'ith that of the Hhore-lines. 
It is not enH v to eHtimate the erOt'l:-i seetion of the dUlnuel of outflow at 

,! 

ally::;tage of ih; exit'ltence. Undouhtedly it was hroader and deeper while 
its walls and hed con::;i::;ted of alluvium than afterwa,rd when solid rock wa::; 

reaehed. The trough now occupied hy the marshe::; and S,nl11 Lake proba

bly represents its width after rapid eorrasion had ceased and bet(we the final 
desiccation of the lake was begun; but this i::; a mere Hurmise. \Ve Heed not 
doubt that it had a greater width at an earlier stage and It less width at a 

later. 
As the degradation of the channel proceeded, tlm position of its head 

waH continually transferred t'louthward. 'rIle diHeharge was initiated on the 

Marsh Creek alluvial fan two miles north of Hunt's Hanch; but during its 

final stages the outflowing river headed seven miles farther Houth, between 

Swan Lake and the Round Valley marsh. When the outflow ceased, the 
water parting between the Bonneville and Snake HiveI' hasins W,Ul at this 

latter point, Gooseberry and Five Aere creeks beillg tributary to the Snake 
River. In the course of time, however, the alluvium deposited by ::\'1arsh 

Creek effectually dammed their channel and turned their drainage south
ward. lVIarHh Creek itself must normally alternate ill its affiliation. AH itf<! 
alluvial fan haH gradually increased, its debouchure must have been shifted 
from .Marsh Valley to Cache Valley and vice versa many times. Even now, 

in tho irrigation of farming land at Hunt's Ranch, a portion of its wator is 

sometimes artificially turned toward the Great Basin. 
The Gate of Bear River.-Cache Valley is separated from the open basin of 

Great Salt Lake by a mountain range which at one place iH low. 'rhrough 

this the Bear HiveI' escapes ii'om the valley by a narrow passage between 

precipitous walls of limestone. During the BOllneville epoch the dividing 

ridge was submerged at several places, so that the waters of the Cache 
Valley bay communicated freely with those of the open lake. During the 

Provo epoch the cOlluection was reHtricted to the passage now occupied by 
the river, a strait only a few hundred feet broad and a mile and a half in 

length. One-half of the preHent water supply of Great Salt Lake is derived 
from Bear River, and that river during the Provo epoch was a tributary of 
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Cache Bay. Cache Bay therefore presumably received half of the inflow of 

the Provo lake; and it is from Cache Bay that the outflow discharged. If 
the volume of outflow was greater than the tribute broug·ht by Bear River, 
the difference was supplied by a current. from the main lake through the 

narrow strait. into Cache Bay. If the volume of Bear River was great.er t.han 
the outflow, then the excess was discharged through t.he strait into the lake. 
Doubtless in either ease the flow through the strait was regularly reversed 

hy reason of the annual ine<l'mlity of the Bem' River tribute, and Htill more 
fn·quently by the (~tll~et of HtOl'm winds, but if the volume of Bear River 
greatly eXTee<i(ld that of the out.flow, it is eoneejvable that the f~Let of out

ho-;,r did Hot imply the peI-feet freslmeHs of the lake. 

This speculation was suggested by a curious piece of negative evidence. 

The calcareous tufa which ahounds upon the Provo 'Hhore has not heen found 

associated with it in Cache Valley. .If it be really absent, and not merely 
undetected, its p.istribution would seem to indicate that, during at least a 

larg'e portion of the Provo epoch, the outflow was less than, or did not 
greatly exceed, the Bear River inflow. t::"nder such circumHtances the main 

body may have accumulated carbonate of lime to the point of saturation, 
while Cadle Ray did not. 

The lo,,'ering of the lake level by the wear of the outlet diminished the 
area of the lake surface about olle-third, and it must have diminished the 

anllual evaporation from the lake surface by about the same amount. Up 

to the moment of outflow the entire tribute of the lake was disposed of by 

eVitporatioll; and if the change of dimate which brought about the outflow 
went no farther, the amount of the discharge during the Provo epoch should 

have been one-third of the inflow. It is thus seen to be quite within the range 
of possibility t.hat Cache Bay, receiving one-half the total inflow, was a 

fresher body of water than the main lake through the entire Provo epoch. 

It is certainly most remarkable tha.t a eOllcurrellee of geographic and dimatic 
eonditiolls should. enable a lake to maintain a higher degree of salinity than 

the water of the outlet limiting its size. 

On the other haTH1, it is not :mpposable that the main body of Lake 
Bonneville was saline, or even brackish, as those terms are ordinarily used, 

during the maintenance of the Provo level by outflow. The strait at the 
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entrance of Cache Bay was several hundred feet deep, and any sensible 

difference in density bet>veen the bay and the open lake would have pro
duced an interchange of gravity currents, the light water flowing from the 

bay at the surface, and the dense water entering' beneath. Adding to thii'> 

regulative action the interchange of currents to and fro during storms and 

during floods, it is evident that only a small difference in the average con
stitution of the bay water and the lake water could be maintained. The 
very minute difference competent to produce the precipitation of carbonate 

of lime in the open lake would not affect the practical freshness of the water. 
It may be remarked in passing that the deposition of tufa during the 

Provo epoch is not inconsistent with a contemporaneous discharge by the lake, 
even though Cache Valley did not operate as a distributing reservoir for the 
water of Bear River. In a broad way, it is true that salt lakes have no dis

charge, while fresh lakes have, and that lakes are freshened by discharge; 

hut so long as the volume of outflow is less than the inflow, the fi'eshellillg 
is a matter of degree. The inflowing streams bring a certain ~tmOuIlt of 
mineral matter; the outlet carries away a certain amount; and as soon as 

equilibrium of action is established, these two quantities are equal. If the 

volume of the outflow is only a small fraction of the inflow, its salinity must 

be greater in inverse ratio: and, since the salinity of the discharge is nor

mally identical "dth that of the lake, the latter can not be so pure as its 
affiuents. Carbonate of lime is peculiarly sensitive to the effect of such 

conditions. On the one hand, it. is dissolved from the rocks by rain and 

",tream ill greater qnantity than most other minerals, and on the other, its 
point of saturation j", quickly reached. It might he precipitated in a lake 
even while there was free discharge of a third part of the inflowillg water. 

The Question of an Earlier Discharge.-It has been sngge",ted by Davi",l that anterior 

to the BOllneville epoch, the altitude of the rim of the basin way have been 
Kueh that its drainage was discharged to the ocean without tlw formatioll of 
a lake, or at least without the itmnatioll of a lm:ge lake. The more gelleml 

problem on which his l:5uggestioll bears will be deferred to another chapter; 
but it is proper to inquire here whether there i1:5 an y indication in the rim of the 

hasin of a pre-Bonneville outflow. The pOl:5l:5ibility of such an outflow was 

I Lake Bonneville [a review], by \,y. M. Davil3: iSlliellce, vol. 1, Itltl3, 1'.570. 
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fully recognized by the writer during his investigations III the field; and 
several of the lower passes were visited with special reference to t111R ques
tion. It was 110t c011Ri.lered important to examine the higher passes,. because 
displacement of the earth's crust, while paroxysmal in detail, appears ill a, 

broad way to he Rlowly progressive, so that the time presumably necessary 
for lifting a, barrier to a considerable height-say one thousand feet-would 
suffiee for the obliteration by the proeesses of land Rculptul'e of all traces of 

a preexi8tent channel. The results of the search were purely negative, no 
evidence of a pre-Bollneyille channel being found. The only point where 
the indication is not so clear as could be desired is Red Rock Pass. A p1'e
Bonneyille outlet, occupying the same position as the Bonneyille outlet, 
~would be yery difficult to discoyer, especially if the intel'Yening period were 
snffieient for the accumulation of large bodies of alluvium. Suppose, for 
illustration, that Red Rock Pass were to remain subject to the existing con
ditions until .Marsh Creek \vas enabled to restore the original contours of its 
alhlYial cone. While the Bonneville channel would be locally filled and 
concealed, other portions of it would be likely to remain visible; and its 

presence would be betrayed by some such phenomenon as Swan Lake. 
But if the valley were reflooded and a!lother river trayersed the pass, the 
washing out of the alluyium would leave a channel practically identical 
with the present, and the earlier history would be masked. 

If, however, the interval between two discharges sufficed only for the 
partial restor'l,tion of the alluvial contours, the duplication of the history of 
outflow would be recorded by terraces, and its decipherment would not be 
hopeless. No such terraces were observed at Red Rock Pass. 

These ohservation;.; manifestly do not warrant the conclnsion that the 
Bonneville basin never had free drainage. They indicate merely that the 
last epoch of outflow antecedent to the Bonneville was separated from the 
latter by i-IO long an interval that the channel of discharge can not now be 
discovered. 

THE OLD RIVER BED. 

The overland stage road which, before the day of Pacific railroads, 
carried the mail aerosstheGreatBasin, skirted the southern marg'in of the 
Great Salt Lake Desert. From Salt Lake City to Canyon Station, at the 
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eastern base of the Deep Creek Mountains, its route lay almost entirely 
upon the bed of Lake Bonneville. Midway it crossed a broad channel, 

which everyone recognized as an ancient river hed. Here a stage station 
was established and a elmllge of horses was kept. The horses were not 

watered hy the river, nor evell by a diminutive modern representative of it, 

but by means of a well sunk to a depth of 100 feet. N ow that the road 
has fallen into dislUle and earth has dogged the neglected wen, the chance 

traveller finds nothing to quelleh his thirst from Simpson spring to Fish 
Spring, a distance of 40 miles. One who stands here in the midst of a 
desert, where the only vegetation is a scattering growth of low hushes, and 
looks on an a11eie11t river course 2,000 feet hroad and more than 100 feet 

deep, can not fail to he deeply impressed. 
N atnrally this old water trace was associated in the mindR of ohRervers 

,; 

with the shore traces on the flanks of the mountainR; and it is not surpris-

ing that popular theory located here the outlet of the lake.1 Nevertheless, 
the Bonneville shore-line, which is visible upon the adjacent mountains and 

huttes, is 700 feet higher than the highest part of the old channel; and our 
exploration demonstrated that tlw entire site of the channel was fluhmerged 

during hoth Bonneville and Provo epochs. 

N either end of the chmmel is visible from the crossing of the stage 

road, hut both are commanded hy neighboring peaks. It is about 45 miles 
in length, and holds a direct course from the heart of the Sevier Desert to 

the edge of the Great Salt Lake Desert, pasRing between the McDowell and 

Simpson Huuges. Throughout its extent it is cut from the days deposited 

by the aneient lake. Near the extremities these only are exhihited in its 
banks; hut in the middle eourse, where it follows the hase of the McDowell 

"Mountains and assoeiated buttes, it lays bare the older roeks at several 
points. Its general width is ahout half a mile, hut it expands in places to 

nearly a mile, and is elsewhere cOllstrieted to ahout l,OOO feet. At the 
south its depth is. small, and its southern end is ill defined, the channel 
features gradually losing themselves in the plain of the Sevier Desert. 

Its northern end is more (lefinite, heillg hordered 1>y low hluffs; and thence 

I See A. S. Packard in Bull. U. S. Geol. Snrv. Terr., 2nd series, voL 1, p. 413 (No.5); and G. K. 
Gilbert, Arne-r. Jonf. Sci., 3<1 ser., vol. 10, 1876, p. 228. 
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to the River Bed Station its depth increases to 130 feet. In the pass be
tween the mountains its banks coalesce with the steep faces of buttes; and 
its general depth may be several hundred feet. 

This descriptiou applies merely to its present condition. There is good 

reason to believe that, at the time of its desiccation, it was deeper, especially 
in the southern part. Everywhere it is margined by easily eroded lake 
sedimeuts; and near the mountains the surface of these lies at such an angle 

. that every rain washes down an abundance of mud into the old channel. 
On the Salt Lake Desert the plain is so nearly level that superficial waters 

have little power of erosion, and the silting of the channel has been less. 

In the vicinity of the 'pass the recent deposit has a probable depth of 100 

to 200 feet. 
The general descent of the channel is from south to north, but this 

is interrupted at one point in the pass by an alluvial dam, over which the 
water seems to find its way rarely. The direction of the original descent, or 
the direction of drainage thi'ough the channel, is not demonstrated by the 

existing levels; but fortunately there is other evidence in the shape of a 
terrace, marking a flood-plain of the ancient stream when its channel was 

half excavated. This appears on the banks of the channel north of the 
River ned Station, aud is eapped by a deposit of fine gravel, the pebbles of 

which are evic1ently derived from the McDowell and Simpson Mountains. 
From the heac1 of the ('hannel the plain of the Sevier Desert descends 

southward for mallY mile;.;; awl it is evident that, when the channel waR 
oeenpied hy a river, the desert w:u; eovered by a lake. III a word, the 
ehalllwi was openc(l at a time, during the final deRiceation of the lake, 
when the level of the water in the main hody fell below the bottom of the 
strait. The inflow of the Sevier hody was for a time greater than itR re

strieted lake surfaeo eonlc1 (liseharg'e by evaporation, and the surplus flowed 

over t.he paRK to tIl() main hody, opening a ehannel as it flowed. The upper 

blm thns pr(~H(\rved 011 the Sevier Desert waH hoth small and shallow, and 
its shore ma,l'lu; hase not heon idelltifio<1. The lower lake was large, and 

may have left a. woll marked shore record; bnt this ha.s not been discrimi

na.ted from otherK Oil the margin of tho aesert. A rough estimate, based on 
a general knowledge of the eontourH of the eountry, illdieateR that the up-
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per lake had one-eleventh the area of the lower. The lake system had also 
another member, for the Bonneville shore had then receded from Utah Val
ley, and the outlet of Ut11h Lake W11S, as now, an affiuent o'f the Gre11t Salt 
Lake basin. The contimmnce of the climatic dec11dence finally lowered 
Sevier Lake below the level of outflow and dried the river bed. 

It has already been remarked that even in the pass betw(\'en the mount
ains the river bed was carved from the lacUfltrine strata deposited by Lake 
Bonneville. The Bonneville strata there rest against steep faces of the 
rocky buttes; and the relation of these faces to each other, and to the gen
eral course of the channel, indicates that they are the walls of an older 
channel whose course the post-Bonneville river followed. The history of 
this older channel is unknown; and its discovery only tells us that, at some 
unknown period before the lake, there was free drainuge from one desert to 
the other. ~rhere seems no way to determine in which direction this drain
age led, nor whether either plain was covered by a lake. 

OTHER ANCIENT RIVERS. 

Three other long abandoned stream courses have been observed within 
the basin. One of these has already been mentioned. The pass between 
Rush and Tooele valleys is now dammed aci'oss by a great system of wave
built bars, ,yhich prevent the drainage of Rush Valley from passing through 
'rooele Valley to Great Salt Lake. Against this dam the water of Rush 
Valley Hometimes accumulates in a lakelet known as RUHh Lake, and this 
lakelet occupies a portion of the ancient drainage channel. I t has a width 
of 1,000 feet, and is shallow. Doubtless the depth of the channel has been 
considerably diminished by recent deposits; and if these were dem'ed away 
the width of its bed would be found smaller than the indieation given by 

the lake. 
This channel is interpreted as showing, not that there was aneiently in 

Rush Valley a water supply eompetellt to override and remove suell a har
rier as now restrains it, but merely that, before the ereation of the Bonne

ville lake, the valley had free drainage northward. 
A larger ehannel, whose habit indicates a stream eomparable with the 

smaller rivers of the basin, enters Snake Valley from the south at a point 
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just east of 'Wheeler Peak known as the Snake Valley Settlement. The 

('}munol ends at tho margin of tho old lake, and appears to havo contained 

a Htromn tributary to the lake, which disappeared at the same time. It is 

now oeellpiod near the HoUlemellt by a Htrenmlet from the adjaeent mount

ain known as l .. ake Creek, hut thiH enterR the channel at its side, and played 

110 important part in its formation. Ahove its conflnence the chmmd has 

essontially the same dimellHiolU~, and these eontilll18 aH far as it was traeed, 

ahout twenty miles from itH mouth. Cireumstances did not permit its fur

ther exploration. 

X ear it;;; month the ancient stream ellt across the base of an immense 

alluyial fan, poured out from 'Wheeler Peak, opening a channel 1,000 feet 

hroad, whieh retains a depth of flO feet. A seeondary alluvia1.fall, formed 

by the same mountain stream, ltnd from the material amnHHed in the first, 

was afterwanh; thrown aeross the dmnnel, damming it and causing a small 

lake. Still more recently this dam was broken through and a smaller chan

nel was opened, 'whereby the lake was nearly drained, and Lake Creek 

escapec1 to Snake Valley. The closing chapter of the history has been COll

trilmted hy man. The denizens of the little hamlet have built another dam 

within the small channel ea puny and insignificant afrair eompared with 

tbose of Nature's construction), ~wherehy they bave created a pond for the 

storage of water for irrigation. 
A third stream eourse of some magnitude enters the basin in Idaho at 

the north end of Sllowsyille Valley, debouching, from a mountain at the west, 

almost precisely at tlw divide hetween the drainage of the Basin and that 

of the Snake HiveI'. It was not traced toward its souree, hut the grade of 

its bed indicate;;; that it drains a valley of sorne size within the mountains. 

ItH flood-plain has a hrmMlth, just hefore it reaches the Bonneville horizon, 

of 2,000 feet, and bolow that horizon is eovered by tho lake sediments. 
'Within the lake area it ean he traecd for several mile;;;, although lined 

throughout hy the IHenstrine deposits. Through this channel water rarely 

fill/Is its way at the present time. ffhe flood-plain i;;; covered hy:mil and 

vegetation, whieh give no ovidence of recent disturhanee except along a 

narrow meandering trench that one mn y leap ,tCross. There is here no 

delta aSHoeiated with the BOllIHwille shore, and the implication seems to be 
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that the locality was characterized at some very ancient date by a climate 

more humid than either the Bonneville or the present. 
\Vith these exceptions the water courses of the drier coasts are not 

known to give evidence of modification. All of them are larger than the 
ordinary streams within them require; but the extraordinary requirements 
in an arid region are so great that the channels do not seem abnormaL 

OUTLETS AND SHORE-LINES. 

The harmony between the conclusions based on the phenomena of the 
shore-lines and those derived from the features associated with the outlet 
has a double bearing. On the one hand, it serves to establish the elements 
of the lake's history thus far set forth; and on the other it defines the in
fluence of outflow on shore topography. 'Without outflow the level of a 
lake is inconstant and oscillatory, and unless the water stands long at the 
same level the waves will not excavate cliffs and terraces comparable in 
magnitude with the embankments constructed. 

It fonows that the Stansbury shore, which gives evidence of a penna
nent water stage, not merely by its cliffs and terraces hut by it!'l accumula
tion of tufa, was determined by an outflow or its equivalent. At one time 
I supposed that the problem of itR existence would be solved by the Old 
River Red-that its level would be found to have been determilled hy a 
discharge from the main hody to the Sevier body; but this hypothesis was 
was overthrown by the stwIy of the river bed, which shmyed the dischargo 
to have been northward instead of southward. The preeise relation of the 
Stan:.;hury shore to the river hed has not heen ascertained, for the shore has 
not been recognized ill that vicinity, hut they do not differ greatly in alti
tude. It is probable that during the Stansbury epoch the main lake did 
not extend to the Sevier DeRert. There is one other valley which might 
have serve!! aH a reservoir for slIrpluH water at the StanHbury stage, hut the 
connecting strait-·has not been critieallyexamined. 'White Valley ('ol1taill('(l 
a large bay during both the Bonneville and Provo epochs, and was deep 
enough to have received a considerable discharge at the Stansbury stage, if 
the strait ,vas a(ljmlted to its delivery. ItH area is indeed srnall l1R eomparecl 

to the main lake at that lfwel, hut it might none the leHs have served as a 
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regulator, causing the oscillating lake to linger at a particular level each 
time it rose. 

The nature of the problem embodied in the Stansbury shore was Bot 
realized until the field examinations we,re so nearly complete that the op
portunity had passed for visiting the localities important for its discussion. 
It therefore remains as oue of the unanswered questions developed by the 
investigation. 



OHAPTER V. 

THE BONNEVILLE BEDS. 

A certain series of lacustrine strata have been designated the Bonne
ville beds. Their relation to the old shore-lines was first pointed out by 
Hayden,! and afterward by the geologists of the Fortieth Parallel Survey 
and the \Vheeler Survey. The grounds for the correlation have not been 
distinctly enunciated, probably because they are so patent to each observer 
that their statement seems surperflnons. In the present work, however, it 
is proposed to combine the history derh~ed from the sediments with the 
history derived from the shore record; and there is a logical necessity for 
establishing the general synchronism of the two. 

A brief account has already been given of the Tertiary lacustrine strata 
observed in the BOllneville basin. \Vhile these exhibit considerable variety 

.; 

in texture, they are in general so distinct litholobrically from the Bonneville 

beds that their discrimination has been easy and unembarrassed by doubt. 
The Bonneville beds occupy the lowlands, constituting nearly the entire 
surface, and retain the attitude of deposition, lying fiat on the open plain or 
gently inclining at the bases of the mountains. \Vherever the outcrops of 
the Tertiary beds are associated with these, they exhibit dips referable to 
displacement, and they are overlain unconformably by the Bonneville. The 
Bonneville beds are thus seen to be the latest lacustrine deposit of the basin, 
and this fact indicates their synchronism with the latest littoral evidence of 
a lacustrine condition. 

Again, the dis!ribution of the Bonneville beds is strictly limited by the 
Bonneyille shore-line; and none of the other groups are so limited. The 
latter are thus shown to be older than the shore-lines. rThe Bonneville 

I Sun-pictures of Rocky Mountain Scellery, by .F. V. Hayden, New York, 11:>70, p. 1:>2j Ann. 
Rept. GeoI. Survey Terr. for 1870, p. 170. 
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beds are not traceable outward from the center of the basin to all parts of 
the Bonneville shore-lines, or at least they do not to that limit hold their 
familiar characters; but they bear to the shore-line certain definite relations, 
whieh may be stated. Where the margin of the basin is steep and the 
shore-line is high, the lake beds reach to the foot of the slope; where the 
hasin margin is gently inclined, as in the shallow bays, they extend nearly 
to the outer limit of "wave work. 

Finally, as has been fully set forth by King,! the Bonneville beds are 
in plaees interstratified with alluvial deposits; they rest upon the principal 
milliS of alluvium from the mountains and support alluvium of recent trans
portation. rnds relation is strictly paralleled by the shore-lines, which rest 
upon the alluvial cones of the mountain bases and are themselves overplaced 
by recent alluvium. 

Adding to these facts the a priori consideration that the deltas contain 
only the coarser material brought by streams, the finer having been car
ried in suspension to the lake, and that the shore embankments represent 
only the coarser part of the product of littoral erosion, the finer having been 
carried lakeward by the undertow, so that there must have been fine lake 
sediments contemporaneous with the deltas and embankments of the shore, 
the general correspondence of the Bonneville beds with the Bonneville 
shore-lines is clearly established. 

It is only in regard to details that the correlation is less clear than 
could be desired. Oue result of the deposition of the sediments was the 
raisillg of the base level of erosion of all streams trihutaTY to the basin, so 
as to make them agents of deposition nloug their lower courses in post
Bonneville time. The localities are therefore exceedingly rare where even 
pm-tial seetions of the Bonneville beds can be oblierved; and it is only at 
their extreme outer limits, where they rise toward the shore, that their base 

is ever Heell. 
LOWER RIVER BED SECTION. 

The deepest section of the lake be(hl, or more strictly the section repre
sonting the largest fraction of the Bonneville Period, is exposed in the walls 
of the Old River Bed near the point where it is crossed by the Overland 

I Genl. 40th Par., vol. 1, p. 493. 
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Stage-road. It has some title to be regarded as the typical section, and 

exhibits the following members: 

1. (At base.) The Yellow Clay, a fine argillaceous deposit, bLinillated 

throughout, olive gray on its fresh exposure, but weathering to a pale yellow. 

In this are occasional passages of sand, but these are local and discontin

uous. Nodules of selenite, consisting of grouped arrow-head crystals, are 

abundant; and jointage cracks sometimes contaiu rosettes of recrystallized 

gyp:mm. Bivalve shells of several species are illduded. The baHe is not 

seen; a thickness of 90 feet is exposed. 

2. The White Marl, a fine ca]careouH clay or argillaceous marl, light 

gray or cream-colored on fresh exposure, nearly white on weathered ~mr

face. Contaips some gypsum, but less than No. 1. Overlies No.1 with 

unconformity by erosion, and is at its base crowded with shells represent

ing nearly the same fauna. Thickness, 10 feet. 

3. The marl passes upward into a fine sand, the transition being grad

ual and the continuity perfect. The sand contains also the same species of 

shells. Thickness, about 10 feet, the upper limit being obscured by a recent 

eolian deposit of similar texture. 

The distribution of the Yellow Clayand 'White Marl is universal through

out the lower parts of the basin, and they ascend in the shallower baylS 

toward the upper shore-lines. At low levels their physical characters undergo 

little change, and they are readily discriminated by their difference in color. 

At very low levels a yellow clay appears over the "White Marl, hlending 

with it as thoug"h contiuuously depm;ited. ThilS may be the equivalent of 

the sandy member in the typical section, which is not everywhere fouud. 

The unconformity between the Clay and the ~Iarl does not indude auy 

observed difference in inclination, and is not always detectable, but it ,"vas 

observed at localities so widely distributed as to indicate that it is not a 

mere local phenomenon. Against the steeper coasts the beds appear to 

terminate lSommvhat abruptly at low levels; but on gentle slopes they con

tinue with a change of character, acquiring sand both by admixture and by 

intercalation. By these changes their distinctive characters are lost, and at 

high levels their separation is for the most part impossible. 
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The exposures of the YelIow Clay are so rare and so small that its 
spoeial mutations can not ho c1mracterized, hut abuudant opportunity is 
afforded for observation of the 'Vhito Marl. As tho shore is approached, the 
lU'enaeeOUH capping increases in relative thickness, oncrmtehing on the marl 
bolow. Tho base is the last to change, holding its white color 011 many 
parts of the coast to levels ahove the Provo shore. 

At numerous points between the BOllllevillo aud Provo horizons, sedi
mentary depmiits are soon to altorllato with littoral, the former c()J}sistiug of 
marls, days, and i:'itnds, and tho latter of Hhore drift in the form of Hpits and 
hal'S. 'Vo han) not succeeded ill correlating thl"lHO l-iublittoral deposits either 
with oaeh otitor or with the laeustrino sedinwntl'i of the COIl tor of the basin; 
and the phenomena, although munerous, are so fragmentary that there seems 

no advantage in placing their details 011 record. Their only contribution to 
the deduced history of the lake is the confirmation they afford of the con
clusion independently reached that the surfiwe of the lake, when not limited 
by outflow, was subject to many minor oscillations. 

At a few localities there was observed au abnormal development of the 
lacustrine section, a result of what may be called redeposition. A single 
illustration will suffice. Snowsville Valley contained at the Bonneville stage 
a bay eight miles broad and running twenty miles inland. At the Provo 
stage its linear dimensions were reduced one-half, and it became shallow. 
At a later and lower stage, possibly the Stansbury, the water barely reached 
to the entrallce of the bay; and at this time the freshly deposited muds of 
the bay appear to have been washed lakeward in great volume, accumulat
ing at the mouth of the bay in a series of sheets inclined at an angle of 3 or 
4 degrees toward the lake. This may perhaps be called a delta deposit, but 
it diffors from typical deltas in the fineness of its material and the conse
quent low angle of cross lamination. The last aduition to the deposit con
stitutes the face of a perceptible terrace, ascended by the road from Curlew 
to Suowsville. Through this terrace Deep Creek or Deseret Creek, the drain 
of the valley, has excavated a channel from twenty to thirty feet in depth, 
exposing the ::;tructnre of the maS8. The depo::;it has a general resemblance 
to the normal lake beds, but exhibits four or five alternations of the typical 

yellow and white colors. 
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LEMINGTON SECTION. 

The ulleouformity of the \Vhite l\I,trl upon the Yellow Clay iwlieates 
aiseolltiuuity of laeulStrine eOllllitiollS; awl ,1t two loealit.ioK thiK uvidullee iK 

supplemented by the oeeurrenee of subaerial depoKit::; at the Iwri~Oll of Ull

eOllformity. One of these loealities is at Lemington, where the Sevier RiYer, 

is:ming from it~ narrow valley in the Canyon Range, enters the Sevier 
Du::;ert.. During the highest water stages, no delta was fiwmod at thilS 
point, beeause the lalld-Ioeked bay on the east side of the mlig'O rp('C'ived 

aud l'uiaillod all the eoanmr alluvium; hut. a grclLt amount of nlW Illatt(~r was 

wm.;hea into the lake, and this waK dep0i'iit.ea with exeeptiollal rapidity allOut. 

tho mouth of the estuary. rrhe total local deposit must have amounted to 
several hundred feet, and recent erosion by the river has exposed 150 foet 

of this to view. The point of special interest is just outside the canyon 

mouth, where the lacustrine ;:;trata aro seen to abut against tho steep face of 

IfH;. 2~.-8ecti()1l iihHwing; HU('.tl~·HsiHll of LaCllHtrine IlIHl Alln"ial Dt'llositH at Lendll~tHII, Ut ;)1. 

1. Jlaleozuiu sHmbtolw. 2. The Yellow Ulas (Low('!" BOlHHwillt'). :L \Vod~~~ of alJllviai ~nlvet. 
4. The 'Vhite )'lOJrl (Upper llUlllltwHie). [ •. Hellcut a.l1udal g:nln:~L (j. BUlllW\'ille 15lwru nutch, with 
reoout talus. 

quartzite eOll1'!tituting the mountain fnlllt. The material of the lake heds is 
hero eoarser than ill the typical section, and the l'ontrast ill eolor between 
tho upper and lower series iB barely diseoruible. rrhe Yellow Clay iiu·lndoH 

through nearly its whole depth a considerable percontage of fine sand, and 

the White Marl has a fine texture only at its base, con15istillg above of coarso 
and fiue sands. 
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Associated with the lake beds are two wedges of alluvium, the thicker 

ends of 'which abut against the quartzite of the mouutain. The upper of 

these is a modern deposit, receiving additions at every storm; the lower, 

which otherwise is similar in all its characters, is inserted betweell the 1Vhite 

M~lrl aud the Y cHow Clay. 

The Marl aud its associated sand have here a joint thickness of 50 feet,. 

and the Yellow Clay a visible thickuess of 100 feet, the base being eOll

cealed. '['he Bouueville shore-liue, here takillg the fornl of a tormee and 

e1iff, l'llllS 50 feet above the upper limit of the 'Yhite Marl amI 120 foet 

ahove the upper limit of the Yellow Clay. 

'rho seri(~1'l of eventl'l by which these relations were produeed tall Hot he 

mistaken. While the lake stood at a high level the Y cHow Clay wal'l de

pm;ited again;.;t the base of the mOlllltaill; and atl the depol'lit extends to 

within 120 feet of the BOlllleville shore, the lake level must have approached 

thi" maximum very Hearly. Then the water receded so fiw as to bring Hub

aerial agencies locally into play. 'rhe waste from the mountaill face was 

washed by the rain iuto the nmrgin of the lacustrine deposit, awl a('eumu

lated there ill it taItu; or alluvial slope of low inclination. Afterward the 

water returned, and remained at a high level during the deposition of the 

"Whitc' Marl; and at the same time the Bonneville shore terrace ,vas cut by 

the wan's. 

'rIw locality was eardully stmli(,(l for the purpose of diseoveriIlg other 

iut('realary alhwinl wedg'es, hut IIOlle were found; al\(I the exposure::; were 

I'uffi('ielltl y (~olll])lete to WlLITltllt the eonfident ltl'Rertioll tlmt I10lle exil't 
.1 

within the rallg-(~ of the ::;eetioll. Their a.bsence ilHIieatetl that (hu'lug the 

appoRitioll of the vll'lihle portion of the lower Redimelltlwy formation the 

watt'!" die I lIot fall m(ln~ thall ~()O f(let helow the Bonncv1l1e horizoll, alii I that 

<luring- the puriml rtl]u'e";('lltw I by the UpP(W depm;it the water did lIot fill! 

more than 150 feet below the BOllueville horizon; that is to say, the locality 

l'eeonl::; two high stages of the lake separatod by an epocIl of lower water, 

alltl preelu<los the hypotheRis of a laqrer Humber of great oscillations of -

water :-mrf~we \yithill t~lO limits indicated by the local deposits. 
l'ION I--W 
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UPPER RIVER BED SECTIOR 

'rhe second locality at which the clay and marl are separated by sub

aerial deposits is at the Old River Bed, about five miles south of the point 
at which the typical section of the lake deposits was observed. The sedi

ments here lie about seventy feet higher, rising gradually toward the 
mountains and buttes between which the River Bed passes. rrhe number 

of distinct members ill the series is greater than in the northern part of the 

River Bed, and the relations are complicated by at least one other Ullcom· 
formity. They are exhibited ill the map on PI. XXXII and in the sectional 

diagram, Fig. 29. The letters designating formatiolls are made to correspond 
in the two illustrations. 

Fl". 29.-Tho UPller ltivor Be,l Section; running from ..!A to UU on Plate xxxn. 
U. Uppor Sam!. SG= Hecond G,·avo!. 11 = Lower Saud. M= 'White Marl. FU=l!'lrtit Gravel. 0= Yellow 

Clay. Vorlical 8calc grualer than horizontal. 

On the left or southwest bank of the River Bed, the paleozoic terrane is 
largely exposed, consisting of limestones and sandstones or quartzites, be
lieved to be of Silurian age, though not yieliling fossils at this precise point. 

The strueture of the mass is not essential to the Pleistocene history. On ., 
the opposite side of the River Bed are five small buttes of trachyte and 

pitchstone, nearly buried by the litter deposits. These are so ancient and 
worn that their forms cOllvey no information as to the original extent of the 
masses from which they have been carved. 

Yellow Clay.-The lowest member of the later series of formations is a fine 

laminated clay, which rests against the Silurian wall on the side of the Hiver 

Bed, and presumably surrounds the bases of the buttes, although its contact 
is not seen. This is olive on fracture and yellow on weathered surfaces, 

aud is vi.sihl y continuous with the YeHow Clay of the type section. 
First Gravel.-Resting OIl the clay, with a slight unconformity by erosion, 

are several masses of graveL The largest runs southward from the more 

southerly buttes, and has protected the underlying clay from erosion. It is 
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lenticular in cross-section, and has a maximum thiekneHs of fifty feet. ItH 
pGbhlei'> are well rounded, and are relatively small at bottom, but at top 
indude boulden; six inche8 in diameter. ~ear the surface there it'i in places 
a calcareous cement, biuding the pebbles together; and there are also rosettes 

or mushroom-like masses of calcareous tuht. The majority of the pebbles 
are of pitchstone and trachyte, similar to the material of the adjaeent buttes, 

but there are also examples of' other volcanic roeks not kllO\Yll to oeeur in 

situ within several miles, and also, limestone and qmutzite, sueh as constitute 
the mountain ranges on both sides and are distributed through all the large 

alluvial concs of' the neighborhood. At the west margin the mass call be 

seen to terminate in a wedge fleparatillg the Yellow Clay fi'om the noxt 
memher of the serie;-;, amI beyolHl tho limit of the maSB thore is a ribbon of 

saml, with occm;iollal pebbles, marking its horizon. Half a mile f~lrther \vest 
this ribbon expallch; into a bed of coarse sand and gravel, four or five feet in 
thieklless, and half u mile north there i::; an independent outcrop of similar 
material at the same horizon. These masses are not of subaqueous deposi

tion. The form of the one first described, the assoeiated tufa, and the pre

pOllderance of boulders of local derivation, indicate shore action, but it is 
possible that an illterlacustrine l,iver was the agent of transportation. vVhat

ever their origin, the gravels mark a period when the lake level was much 
lower than during the deposition either of the Yellow Clay or of the suc

ceeding deposit. 
White Marl.-Next ill order is a bed of' white marl, eight feet ill thickness, 

deposited uniformly over tho undulating sUlface of the gravel and clay This 

is in visible continuity with the 'Vhite Marl of the type section 
Lower sand.-The lIlarl graduates upward into a bed of sand, fine below 

and coarse above, with a total depth of' 45 feet. The saIld and marl are 

conformable throughout, but were both eroded before the depm;itioll of the 

next bed. 
Second Gravel.-Above the sand is a second gravel, which rests unconforma

bly on the IIlarl as well as the saud, and probably on tlw first gravel, fi'om 

which it could not be separated at the point of contact Its pebbles are 
small and are mingled with a coarse sand, the whole having a thickness of 

about two feet. 
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Upper sand.-Above the second gravel is an upper bed of sand, conformable 

with it so far as could be ascm1ained, hut exhibiting little structure. This 

has au observed thickness of 32 feet, hut may have gained or lost by the 
action of the wind, which throws its l5urface into waves, and has caused it 
to bury at the north the exposure of the lower formations. 

Upper Gravel.-Finally, there appears about the bases of the more northerly 

buttes a fine gravel of alluvial habit. It rests on the second gravel; but its 
relation to the upper saud was not seen_ 

On the oppm;ite side of the River Bed there are a few remnants of the 
·White Marl capping the Yellow Clay; and at one point a small tract of 

sand appears, which may belong either to the lower or upper series. 
In terms of lake oscillation, this section bears the following interpreta

tioll; first, an epoch of deep submergence, during which the Yellow Clay 

was deposited; second, an epoch of emergence, during which the sUlface of 

the Yellow Clay was slightly erodetl and the tirst gravel was depm;itetl, 
either by yvave action or by runlling water; third, a second epoch of deep 

submergence, during which the ·White l\{arl WftS thrown down; fourth, a 
cOlltinuanee of submergence, but with a less depth, during the deposition of 

the lower s~.nd; fifth, a seeond epoch of emergence, during which the lower 
smul and \Vhite l\farl \yere eroded and the second gmvul wa", deposited; 

sixth, a third suhnlOrg'llIH'e, permitting- the neeurnnlatioll of tho upper Knurl 
as 11 shallow-water deposit; sevellth, the final mnergellce awl the erosion of 
tho H,in~l' Bed. 'rhe loeality ha" thus been three times submerged and as 

mall y times laid ha.re awl suhjoeted to MHlospherie erosion. 

It will he eOllveuient to refer to this locality a" the Cppor River Bed. 
It is (-olllleeimi hy (~(mtilln()IIS (Jutero]l with the Lower River Bed, where 

the typo SoetiOll of the lake :-;edimeut:-; is exhibited; but there is llO sueh 

eOnlltwtioll with Lomingtoll, forty miles away. It is ahout seventy feet 

hig'her than the Lower Ri'i7er Bed, and about 4fJO feet lower than Lemington_ 

At the Lower River Bed locality two emergences are recorded; ~t 

tho Upper HiveI' Bed, tlm~e; at Lemington, two; and it is important to the 
dotermillatioll of the history of tho oscillation that tho relations of these 
several emergences be asco11ained. 
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There can be no error in referring the latORt of the ill(licated emer
genceR at each of the three loca,litie::; to the final :mb~idence of the lake and 

deioiiceation of the basin. There were, of e0111'8e, interva18 hetween the 

appearance8 of the several localitie::;, the highe8t being fin,t, expoRt~d hy tho 

meeding water, but the exi8tence of these intervah, cloes Bot contravone the 
general fact. \Ve may therefore restrid our attention to the temporary 
emergenees, of which the Upper HiveI' Bed witnessed two nwl the other 

loealitieR one each. Continuity of outcrop demomitrate8 the identity of the 
fin,t enwrgenee at the Upper River Bed with the mnergence recorded at the 

Lower HiveI' Bed; nIHl there is stratigraphie ovidence of a emnulative lHt

ture ill f~LVor of correlating the Lemington emergenee with theRe two. Hince 

th1R is not direct and positive, it is necessary to Rtate it ROlnewhat fully, in 
order to exhihit tho weakness of the argument as well :LR its :-;trength. 

rrhe temporary emergence is recorded at the Lower HiveI' Bed hy an 

unconformity-by the erosion of the surface of the YeHow Clay before the 
deposition of the ~White lIar!. The section indudes in descending order: 

(1.) White Marl, crowded with shells at the base; (2.) Unconformity; 
(3.) Yellow Clay. All the elements of this section are traceable continu

ously to the Upper River Bed locality, and they are repeated at severnl 

other localities low down in the basin. A few of these are higher on the 
slopes of the basin than the Upper River Bed, and one attains an altitude 
of 250 feet above the latter locality, falling only 200 feet short of the Le

mingtoll locality. The unconformity may therefore be said to have been 
traced by a harmonious series of observations within 200 feet of the ]eY(~l 

of the Lemington locality. At Lemington the stratigraphic series is com

parable, but 1l0t identical It contains all the enumerated elements except 

the 'Vhite Marl, and this is replaced by a white day. On the other hand, 

the second emergence recorded at the Upper HiveI' Bed has not been recog
nized eh;ewhere, so that there is some warrant for the belief that the oscil

lation of lake surface causing it had not a great amplitude. Finally, the 

sediment recording the latest submergence at the Upper River Bed is a saud 

merely, indicating that the depth of the water was not great; and if this 

submergence did not include the Lemillgton locality, the preceding emerg

ence, as recorded at the River Bed, could in no manner be separated, at 
Lemington, from the final emergence. 
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The accompanying diagram, Fig. 30, expresses graphically the con
clusions reached from the joint consideration of the three localities. The 

vertical scale represents height of water smface, ranging from the level 
of Great Salt Lake to that of the Bonneville shore. The horizontal seale 

represents (from left to right) the order of Hequenco, but without any 
attempt to express the relative duration of the several elements of the 
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history. The curve exhibits the progressive rise and fall of the lake. 
Beginning at the left, we have high water represented by the Yellow Clay 

at all three localities, then an epoch of low water represented by the allu
vium at Lemingtoll, by the first gravel at the Upper River Bed, and by 
ullconformit,y at the Lower River Bed. How low the water fell, does not 

appear. So far as this evidence goes, it may have fallen only to the bottom 

of the Old River Bed, or it may have descended to the level of Great Salt 

Lake, or even lower. 'rhen came a second and 8hm"ter epoch of deep water, 
represented at Lemington by white clay and sand, at the Cpper River Bed 

loeality hy the 'Vhite Marl and the lower sand, and at the Lo·wer River Bed 
hy tho White Marl. The final emergence is recorded ut Lemillgtoll by the 
superfieial alluvium and by the erosion of the model'll dmnnel of the Sevier 
Ri vcr. It is recorded at the Lower Hi ver Bed hy the erosion of the River 

Bed and hy its partial filling with alluvium. At the Upper Hiver Bed the 
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second awl thi1'<1 gravels, with the intervening sand, record a general de

scent of the water, interrupted by an upward movement of 8mall extent. 

It is not to he llncIerstoocl that this curve exhibits any more of the 

history of oscillatioll than is derivable from the deposits and uuconformities 

at these three lo.mlities. The additional elements derived from the study of 

the shore-lines are purposely ignored, and innumerable minor oscillations 

arfl pmforee omitted. If section:5 of all the alluvial, littoral, and lacw:;trine 

depm;its of the lmsin were aeeessihle; and if tlle:.;e were ebborately :.;tndied, 

it ean not he doubted that the simple curves here drawn to represent the 

two great RuhmergenceR of the basin woulll have to he replaee(l. by lines 

with innumerahle small infleetions, similar to that declueed from the upper 

depm;its at the Upper River Bed. In the sequel the data emhodied in this 

eurvo will he combinod with other data in our possession, indmlillg that 

from the shore-line:-; and outlet, and a more accurate curve will be drawn. 

HEIGHT OF THE FIRST MAXIMUM. 

If the first submergence had been carried so far as to produce outflow, 

the eorrasion of the channel of outflow would have made it impossible for 

the second submergence to extend higher than the Provo level. Knowing, 

~lS we do from the phenomena of the shores and the features of Red Rock 

Pass, that the Recond submergence was characterized by outflow, we are 

warnlllted in rondwling that the fir:.;t rise was somewhat less than the sec

olld. The amonnt of the differenee appean, to be indicated hy the embank

lIlonts of Pronss valloy, to whidl allw;ion has alrnady been made. At the 

llorth group of emhankments, figurod in PI. XVI, thero is an older series 

partly huried hy a newer; and the hig'hest Inernber of this lies no feet below 

the Bonneville horizon. I t is prohable that this represents the extreme 

advance of the earlier flood. 

At the Lemingtoll locality the BOIlneville shore-line iR the only one 

represented by a sea-dift' and terrace; but at lower levels there are lines 

of tufa adhering to the quartzite and apparently marking temporary positions 

of the water level. Probably the relation of the waveR to the contiguous 

slopeR enabled them to employ shore drift in attacking the mountain face at 

the Bonneville horizon, hut (lid not afford them that aid at lower levels. 
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The una.rmed wa,ves not only were unable to tea,r down the eliff, but were 

compelled by their peculia,r chemical constitution to add a mineral eoating' 

to it:.;; face. The:.;;e line:.;; e)f tufa are all covered by the lacm;trine deposits 

exeept where exposed by reeent delludatioll; and it is assumed that c,(wtain 
of them now buried by the 'Vhite Marl beds w(~re formed during the depo

::.;itio11 of ::';Olne portion of the Yellow Clay. The highest of thOKC is Keparate(l 

from the Bonneville shore-line by an interspace of 90 feet (aneroid lnea

~mrellleIlt). 

THE WHITENESS OF 'I'H);:: WHITE MARL. 

As soon as the wide distribution of the 'White Marl and the Yellow O]a,y 

and the eonstaney of their contra::.;t came to he appreciated, attention was 

direeted to the determination of the cause of their difference. It is easy to 

ulHlerKtand a gradation in texture and composition of strata as one pa,sse::.; 

from the nUll'gin of a basin toward its center, or from the vieinity of sea

cliffs awl river mouths, where the supply of detritus is great, to quieter and 

remoter place,.;, reached only by sediment long held in suspellsion; but it is 

not so ea:;y to understand why there shonld he an abrupt change in the 

sedimentary sequence throughout an entire hasin. If the true explanation 

of the difference between these strata can be rea,ched, it should contribute 

Homething to the history of the lake. For the purpose of seeking such an 

explanation, the character of the two deposits has been examined both chem

ieally and microscopically. Two samples each of the 'Vhite Marl and Yel

low Clay were analyzeu by Prof. O. D. Allen of New Haven, with the 

results exhibiteu in Table III. 
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TABLE lII.-Anallfscs Of BonllerUle Sediments. 

I. White Marl from the Old Ril'er I\e<1. 
II. White Marl ["om neal' Willow SI'l'illg, at the ea,tern hase of the Deep Creek Mouutrr.ins. 

Ill. "Jlper parL of Yellow Cilty. 01,1 River Bed. 
IV. Lower pInt of y .. now Clay. Old River Bell. 

IUl'.olublt:'; pnt'centage 
801nb!e; pcrcentap;G 
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Silica ........................ .. 
AlmuiU:1 .* .. ~~ 
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Pota~8a. ~ ~ _ ~ ..... w ~ ~ 

Soda ............................................... . 

Lime ~~_~ ._«~ .. . 
Magnesia 

Carbon uiuxi,1e 

,Vater ...... 

100 part" of the det<lrmined: Soluhle constituents conlltiu-

Sui))hurlc oxide ."". ~ ~ ~ ...... ~ .......................... . 
Linle ______ .,. .. 9." •• _~ __ •• ____ ................................ . 

Magnesiurn ................ __ ............ 'R*.~" .* ..... ~ .................... _ .~~~. 
Potash ............................................. . 

8m\( .............. . 

Sodium oxiilo *k __ ~ _ < •• _ ~ _. 

Chlorine ................................................. . 
Nitt'ic 3.Ci(l **_ .. ___ < ...... _ .................... ~~ •• __ •• ~ ,,, ....... ~_~_. 

Boric acitl ... ~ .. ~~~ ..... _ .. _. __ .• ___ ....... ~ ............ ___ ~ ___ .. ~ .. 

Carbon ic acirl _ ........................................ .. 

Oxygen e'luiyalent. to cblOl·lne ......... . 

Prohable comlJinatinn of ;wlll hh~ ('.iiHSI illwnt::\-
Calcium snlphate. 4' _~ __ •• __ ••• ~~ •• ______ • _ ••••• _ ... 

Magnesinm snlphnte ~ __ ~_._.~_ .•.... __ ........ _*~._*. 
l)ota"~inm 8ulphate+ ___ t •• ____ ~., ___ ~ _. _. _ ..... _. ___ ••• 

SOlliulll sulphate .. ~ .. _~ .. *' ..... "',. ............. ______ • __ •• 

CaJchun chloride ___ . __ ............ _ ............. _____ ~ ____ ."' .. "' ..•• 

I'otassium chlori4le . ____ ~ ______ . ________ ~ __ . __ ... "' ....... ~ .... 

Sodium chlorido _ ... __ A. __ . _____ ._ 
Sodium oxide**. __ . __ . __ . _ .. _. ~* ...... 
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III. 

!l9.20 

0.71 

13.85 

4.04 

2.46 

.44 

12.43 

4.51 

1l.R8 

~. rl4* 

4.IH 

lUO.43 

a.ROG 

2.341 

5.986 

5.685 

8.193 

7.729 

2.835 

52.830 

22.728 

100.000 

IV. 

95.57 

4.43 

41. 74 

12.0() 

:1.61 

1. 87 

.70 

16.01 

4.96 

15.78 

i( 
3.78 ) 

1l1Q.45 
,~--::-;:::-..:.== 

2.0!5 

4.322 

1.897 
• :170 

50.637 

52.594 

5.727 

3.75U 

.586 

76.:136 

HI. US 

100.000 
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* Water lost at l(~lo C. 
t'Yater 108t b~' i;:llitiou . 
• Tile total weJ~ht of the soluble portiou ",,,,1<1 not he obtained byevapOl'ating to rlt·.I'nese, beca"",, the magnesiullI 

chlOl'it\e would l;e thus dCt-omposeu with los., of h.ytlrochloric acid Tbe C0I1~fitUCJlt8 wer,~ deter'mined from sepal'atC' pol'· 
tiona of the soluti.on. an.d their sum wa. ... a8~umed ill tho compntation to reprc8t-'nt the total soluble tuattor. ]1' all the con· 
stitnentR were determined. the .lctlnced l"a.1imi would lJe !'.lightl.v nlodified. 

!I:~~l'ho sodium oxide reported a.mong tho cOllstitnent;;l is lIot a...o;s'!med to 1)1' free, but to exi~t as sodinm nitl'ate. A 
trace of nitric add wa~ found in e,lch iostanc .. ; ami in Ow ca*~ of Ow thir~l atHl f"oUl·tb samples it~ amount iR conshlCl'abl." 
A gingit"l derer<minatioH from Hw ft>urth f'ample ~ave 14.6!{ P lrts N:lOs-wbicb is equivalent to 23,Oti9 of NaNO;j) leav-iug 
only 1,716 of Na.,O ullsatisfie,l. 
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The soluble constituents need Bot concern us at present, for they flo 

not materially affect the color of the beds. Indeed the charaeteristic colors 
are everywhere recognized by the weathered sUIfaces, from which the solu

ble materials are nearly or completely leached. The carbonic acid in each 

of the samples is nearly sufficient to satisfy the lime and magnesia; and it 
may be assumed to have been all combined with those bases. The alumina, 

iron, soda, and the remaining lime and magnesia, undoubtedly exist in the 
form of silicates, while the unsatisfied silica is free. The microscopic 

characters indicate that the silicates are chiefly feldspars; and if we assume 

orthoelase to be predominate, the bases are barely satisfied in the case of 
one sample and there is an excess of silica in eaeh of the others. It is prob

able that the following table represents the constitution of the earths nearly 

enough for the purposes of the present discussion. 

TABLE IV. - Condensed Results of Analyse8 i.n Table III. 

or lime a.ntI magnesia. _ 

. ~~*~~-" .... ~--~ ..... ~ .• ~~~.-

Totals ....................... 

Sample 
1. 

Percent. 

36 

54 

10 

100 

Sample 
11. 

Percen.t. 
70 

18 

12 

100 

I 

I 

Sample 
III. 

Percen/. 

26 

" 0 

100 

Sample 
IV. 

Percent. 

34 

62 

4 

lOu 

White 
Marl: 

Mean of 
1 and II. 

Per cent. 
53 

36 

11 

100 

Yellow 
Clay: 

:Meltn 
III aud 

1>ercent. 

30 

68 

2 

100 

Under the microscope the "'White Marl is seen to contain, first, numerous 

minute crystals exhibiting double refraction; second, minute particles, ap

parently clastic, likewise douhly refracting; third, siliceous organi1'lms. The 
crystals are too small for measurement. They appear in general t.o be 

tapering pyramids whose longer diameters are three or four times their 
shorter. rrhey undoubtedly represent the carbonates. The clastic matter 

is conceived to represent., in like manner, the silicates. and possibly a portion 

of the free silica. 1'he remainder of the silica, or possibly the whole of it, 
is contained in the microscopic organisms. 
but illelude also numerous slender tubes 

which may be spiculae of sponges. 

These are partly diatomaceous, 

with punctate or papillate walls 

Unfortunately, a majority of the samples of Yellow Clay which should 

have been examined for comparative purposes, were lost in transportation 
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h8fore tho mi0l'OSCOpe was applieu to them rrhe only two preserved are 

from a :-mblittoral ueposit at Lemillgton and from the type section in the 

Old River Bed. These exhibit only rounded graillR of crYRtalline matter, 
for the most part elear, uncolored, and uoubly refracting. N either diatoms 

nor crystalR were discovered. 
In hrief, the "White Ma.rl and Yellow Clay resemble each other in com

pORition, hut the former iR charaeterizml hy a l'(·latively great amount of 

earthy earbonates and by free Rilica, while ill the latter the argil1aeeons 
elemont predominatel'l. In the former the eurhonates ,Yoro largely thrown 

down a['; a chemical precipitate, :md at least a portion of the siliea is an 

organic precipitate. 'l'he \\Jhitenmls of the marl appearR to be largely due 

to its precipitate<l dements. 
Theso (litfermwos ill the character.\'! of the two deposits were unques

tionahly dotel'millo(1 hy some event in the hiKtory of the lake; during the 

illt<;rn;lling epoch of low water the conditions of Redimentatioll underwent 

Romo change. A double interest attaelteK to tho determination of the nature 
of thi~ (·,lJange; Oll the olte hand its diseovery would add all element to tho 

histol'Y of tlw lake; awl on the othor it might lead to the estahlishmellt of 

S()llW law of sedimentation hitherto um·oeognized. Mndt th:mght has there

fore 1)(>el1 gh'('ll to the suhjeet, hypotheses have heull framed awl many 

oXlwrill1onts have heen made, hut tho results of the experiments are unfor
tUlIately ncgatiYe, and the prohlem can not he reg'nl'ded as solved. It is 

lIe('e~HaI'Y1 110weye1', to give H011W ('ollsideratioll ill thiH pIneo to certaill of 

the hY)lotht·s(,·s for the purpose of showing the gl'ouwh; UpOll which one of 
thom was so ~erioll~ly entertained as to rucoive a provisional publi(~atioll. 

SOURCE OF MATERIAL. 

Tho simplest explanation of the change in sedimentation is that the 

nature of the material supplied to the lake by trihutary Htrearnl'l vms for some 

reason different. In the illterval of time between the two epochs of deposi

tion, the deformatioll of the earth'!,; crust may haye wrought changes in tho 

area of the basill, either cutting off some important element of the <1etrit(l1 
contribution or making some e(pmlly important addition. The prime diffi-
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culty with this hypothesis is that the configuration of the region offers no 

way of rendering it local and concrete. The calcareous tribute of the basin 

must flow chiefly from the limestones of the Wasatch and associated ranges, 

and the drainage system by which it is conveyed seems to have been estab

lished before the Pleistocene. The possibility of an ancient modification in 

the drainage system of the ileal' HiveI' will be discussed in the next chapter; 

but such modification, if it occurred, can not have had so late a date as the 

epoch of the White Marl. 

COMPOSITION OF LAKE WATER. 

A second explanation is that the conditions of sedimentation and pre

cipitation in the basin were modified after the epoch of the Yellow Clay by 

a change in the mineral contents of the water of the lake. It is well known 

that the precipitation of certain substances from solution is favored by the 

presence of certain other substances, and by yet others is retarded. It is 

equally well known that the fall of minute suspended particles is similarly 

accelerated by the presence of various substances; and their fall is probably 

retarded by other substances. Is there any ground for postulating a change 

in the mineral contents of the lake which would account for the observed 

change in the nature of the deposit ~ 

There are three different changes of this sort readily conceived. First, 

the water having been relatively pure during the deposition of the Yellow 

Clay, it may have acquired, during the interval of recession, a large amount 

of mineral matter, so as to be a brine at the time of its second flooding. 

Second, the water of the first great lake, having been a feeble brine, may 

have become so concentrated during the epoch of low water as to precipi

tate its less hygroscopic minerals, with the result that, when the second flood 

came, a mother liquor was diluted instead of the normal brine. 'rhird, the 

water of the first great lake, having been a feeble brine, may have been in 

the intervaillot merely concentrated but completely evaporated, the desic

cation product being mingled with and buried by mechanical sediments, so 

as not to be redissolved. at the time of the second flood. On the first sup

position, the White Marl epoch was characterized by a stronger brine than 

the Yellow Clay epoch. On the second, it was characterized by the min-
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erals pecular to mother liquors. On the third, it was characterized by purer 
water. 

Each of these postulated changes may be supposed to have acted in 
either of two ways; first, the peculiar properties of the menstruum of the 
second. flood may have caused the precipitation of an exceptionally large 
proportion of the calcareous matter in the center of the basin, and may 
have determined the assumption of the crystalline form; second, its prop
erties may have determined the precipitation of argillaceous sediment near 
the shore, thereby diminishing its importance in the center of the bm;in 

and thus increasing the relative percentage of calcareous matter. No at
tempt has been made to test the first of these assumptions experimentally, 
for the reason that the natural reactions could not be fairly represented by 
the necessarily rapid processes of the laboratory. It may be said, also, that 
the assumption is less accordant with what is known of the distribution of 
calcareous matter in the basin. From the second point of view a series of 
experiments was instituted, the investigation being conducted by my assist
ant, :Mr. 1. C. Russell. 

Experiments.-In the conduct of these experiments no attempt was made to 

discuss the general problem of the properties of dissolved substances as the 
precipitants of sediments, but attention was confined to the specific problem 
presented by the lake sediments. 'Vith the exception of distilled water, the 
ouly materials used were those which occur in the basin and are coneerned 
with the practieal problem. The brine of Great Salt Lake in various stages 
of dilution was aSi:mmed to represent the water of Lake BOllueville, the 
diluent being in each case the approximately frefill water of Rome stream 
now tributary to Great Salt Lake and aneiently trihutary to Lake BOllneville. 
The fiue sediment employed was a sample of the Yellow Clay. 'fhe water 
of the Releeted stream was mixed in variouR proportions with the brine, and 

equal quantities of the mixtures were arranged in a series of similar vessels, 
the pure stream water and pure brine eOllstituting the first and last terms 
of the series. Equal portions of the finely divided clay were then added to 
each vessel and mingled with the water by shaking or stirring, after which 
the vessels were allowed to stand for several days and notes were made of 

"' 
the relative rates of precipitation. 
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The first stream water employed was that of City Creek, the sample 
boing gathored at Salt Lako City. rrho strmun is not largo, but ih; sourcos 

lie among rocks typical of the region from which the wator supply of tho 

basin is derived. Tho results WOl'e pronollnced and apparontly UlW(luivocal. 

The day fell rapidly in the water of the creek and its deposition waH 
indefinitdy delayed 1 ill the brine, and tho various mixtures g',we a graded 

series of rates of Kedimentatioll. It scented evident that a l'ulati\'e1y ti'esh 

condition of the aneiont lake would favor the rapid preeipitatioll of meehall
ieal sediment, would tlms aceumulate it cloHe to the shore, and would leave 

the ealeareous or chemieal preeipitates in relatiye preponderance noar tho 
center of the haRiu. '}'he provisional eOlldw.;ioll followed that the epoeh of 
the \Vhite lUad was characterized hy relatively fresh water, and this was 
pllbliKlw<1 ill a preliminary presentation of the illvestigatioll.~ 

It was afterwards learnod tlmt the experimellts of Uamsey, Brewer, awl 
others had delllOllstrated the potency of minute traees of eertaill :mhstunees 
as precipitants of sediment; amI it became evident that in or<1er to verify 

the resllltK of the experiments with the water of City Creek, it would he 
lleees:mry to employ waters reprm;entatiYe of a larger l-llmre of the supply 

of the lmKiu. Samples were aecordingly obtained from t:tah Lake, the prill
eipal Kouree of the Jordan Ri\rer, and from the Bear River at Evanston, 

Eaeh of thel-le samples represents about one-third of the supply of Great 
Salt Lake; and they may f~1irly be assumed to typify the fresh-water Ktreams 
of the hasin. Eaeh was subjected to a series of experiments similar to those 

arranged for City Creek water. The sample from Utah Lake yielded 
idolltieal results. With the sample from Boar River the result:-; were dif

ferent; it was found that the clay was precipitated \vith equal rapidity fi-<lln 

Bear River water, from the brine of Groat Salt Lake, and from all rnixtUl'es 

of the two. It is evident, therefore, that City Creek water is not in thi:-; 
rm;pect a true repreHentative of the entire fresh-water tribute of the In1:';in; 

I It is not to be supposed that the sodium chloride and other mineral conotitlleut", of the Salt Lake 
brine retard the precipitation of sedimellts. The experiments show merely thai, thoy prolll"te it les", 
than tbe mineral coustituents of the City Creek water. Tbat they actually prolllote it, Wit;; demoll
strated by cOlllparative experim(;nts with distilled water. Salt Lake brine ami distilled water agree iu 
retaining a rcsiduary milkiness for an indefinite period, but the approximate clearing of the brine is by 
far the more rapid. 

"Second Ann, Rept. U. S. Geo1. Survey, pp. 177-180 
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and while the experiments with Bear River water do not negative the theory 
broached in the preliminary publication, they seriously weakell its support. 

It is a curious fact that the City Creek and Utah Lake waters, having 
similar properties as precipitants, yet differ widely in their mineral constit
uents; and that the water of Bear River, while behaving very differently ftS 

a precipitant, yet closely resembles in constitution that of City Creek. The 
accompanying table of analyses (Table V.) i-lhows tlmt the water of Utah 
Lake is characterized by the sulphate of lime, while the waten; of City Creek 
and Bear River are characterized by the carbollate. 

TABLE V. Mineral CQlltClits of Fresh Waters in tile Salt Lake Basin. 

I. Wat<lr ofCi • .\' Creek, (aken at Iw.ad of Main Street, Salt Lake City, December 3d, 1883. 
II. "Tater of Rear River, t:<ken at Evan.ton, Wyoming. 

III. 'Vater of Utah Lake, taken Decemher, 1883, 

Ir, "ual.l'"o<l 'Jy T. M. Chatartl; n "!H\ III, by ~'. W. Clarke.) 

Pur ceut. of total 801id8. 

I. II. Ill. 

Calcium ................ . .Of,58 24.11) 23.41 18.24 
Magnesium ..• _ .... __ ... . . 01~6 7.15 6.78 6.08 
Sodium __ ..... __ ...... . .0178 3.74 4.44 5.81 

Carbonic dcid ..... .. 52.57 

Sulphurio doid . . . .. • •. .1306 2. ~7 42.68 

Cblorine __ .............. . .0124 5.38 4.04 
Alumina .............. . 0.41 
Silica ........ __ ....... .. .0100 3.611 3.27 

.1845 .a060 100.00 100.00 

PROBABLE COMBINATION. 

Caldum Carbonate ...•.. .1400 .1080 .0038 57.49 59.20 1.25 
Maj.(nesium Carbonato ... .0606 .0438 .0644 24.88 24.01 21.19 
Sodium Carbonate .••.. .0014 .0204 0.57 6.71 

Calcium Sulphate .•••. .0009 .1849 4.07 00.84 
Sodium Sulphate ....... .0155 8.48 
Sodium .0216 .0081 .0204 8.87 4..19 6.71 
Alllmina ............... .0010 0.42 

.0090 .0100 3.70 3.82 3.30 

.2435 .3039 100.00 100.0(1 100.00 

• Estimated by differenc.e. 

The postulate that the second flood diluted a brine which by fractional 
precipitation had aequired the character of a mother liquor, was tested in 
the following manner: Samples of the brine of Great Salt Lake were evap
orated uutil various portions of the saline eonteuts had been preeipitated, 
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and the residuary liquors were then diluted ,vith distilled ,vater and com

pared with similar dilutions of the Salt Lake brine. It was found that sedi

ment tioparated with equal rapidity from the brine awl the mother liquors; 

and parallel rmmlts wore obtained from their corrmlponding derivatives. 

l'he only one, tlum, of the alternative hypotheses suggested above 

which fimls any support in the experimelltal results is the Olle of whieh 1'u1>

lieation has been alrea.dy made, and the support accorded it is iw;uffieient 

to iIIspire confidence. If the water of Bear Hiver illstead of City Creek bul 

h('e1\ first subjected to experimellt, the theory woula have been at Ollce 

nb<uuloned. Nevertheless, sillce it is not eontrovert(,d hy the ex1'e1'illHmtio<, 

awl io<iuee it has practically no competitor, it is proper that its relation to 

the general question of lake history be fully set forth. 

DEPOSITION BY DESICCATION. 

Full y statu( 1, it takes the following form. During the firi"'t rise of the 

lake, or at least during that part of it represollted hy the visible portion of 

. the Yellow Clay, the salille llIatter was held in solution ill suell proportion 

that the proeipitatioll of meelmuieal sediment was ;.;}ow. rrIle dav int1'O-
.; 

<llleed hy the streams amI hy the undertow remailled iu suspension n IOllg

time, :Iwl was therefore widely rlistrihute(l, ('oV(~rillg the \Y hole hottom of 

the IH\i"'ill. At tlw dose of the Yellow Clay upneh the hasin was completely 

desieeato(l, the t-\:iline matter being gatbered ill the lowest depression alld 

there precipitated. The rainfall of the basill, 110 wev(w, did not dirnillish to 

alH.;ol ute zero, nIHl occasional tlonrls washerl det1'i tus into the depresi"'ioll 

e011tllillillg the t-\nlt, lUltil the !:ttter was either covered or intermingled with 

m('('halli(·al sc(lilllellt, aIHl ill either easo (dfectllally h1lrio(1. It was llPH'I' 

redissohe(l, aIHl whell the ill('1'(1aSO of the stroarns caused the bnsill tn Iw 

refioodu(\, the water of the Hew htke wa:-; almost H:-; fre~h a:-; tllO stroaIns. It 

had the property of throwing down HlU;peJl(led clay ,vith gTtmJ l'npi(lity, so 

that dw greater part of the mud brought to it by the stream:-; was depoJ'\ite<l 

lIUHr the shore, nJH1 chemical and organic precipitates acquired relative lm

portanee ill the cellter of the basin. 

It is proper to add that the proeess of burial hy desiccation, here 

invoked to account for the disappearance of saline matter, is not hypothetic, 
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except nH regardH the. particulnr application. It 11m; heen fully demonstrated, 
espeeially by the illvestigatiolls of RUHselJ,1 that it iH all Hetnal process, all 
stage:-; of which are exhihited in the modern history of the Hmall basins of 

Utah all(l Nevada. Not only nre soluble salts found mingled with the earths 

of the playa" in all proportiom;, hut crystalline layers have been discovered 
benoath earthy playa depositli; and there are llumerou;,;; modern ll'.kes of 

feeble salinity oecupying dosed basins whose upper slopes are covered by 
salifel'Om; lnculitrille deposits of earlier origin, and whose salts hHye never 

been dischargea by means of a lake outlet. 

It i" an ef.lselltial part of the hypothesis that the lake was evaporated 

to dryness after the deposition of the Yellow Olay; and the estahlishmellt 
of the hypothesis would demonstrate an element of the curve of oscillation 
for which there is no other evidenee . 

• 
ORGANIC REl\IAINS. 

The fossil remnins yielded most abundantly by the Bonneville beds are 
tests of fresh-water univalve mollusks. These are found at all horizons in 

the lacustrine deposits, and are likewise imbedded in the tufa. They are 

best preserved in the White Marl, and nre especially abundant at the base 
and the summit of that member. The speeimens preserved in the Yellow 

Cla.y are fragile, usually crmnbling on exposure to the air, and only in rare 
instances washing out so as to be filUnd entire on the surface. Those at the 

hase of the 'White Marl are firm, hut of light weight ana lusterlel:ls, as though 

completely despoiled of their organic matter. '1'11oso at the top of the Marl, 
lyillg free upon the surface of the do::;ert, nre still dense and hrilliant, though 

completely bleached. 'I'hey evidently helong to the epoch in whieh the 
lake was finally shrinking. 

The finlt announcement of these mollu8ca was by Hayden, who made 
a small collection in 1870, publishing an aeeount of it ill his annual report 

for that year.2 An earlier observation was made by Engelmann ill 1859, 

but his report remained unpublished until 1876.3 

--------~, ~--~-----,--

I Geological History of Lake Lahontan, pp. 81-86, 224-230. 
2 U. S. Geol. Snrvey of Wyoming, 1870, p. 170. 
3 Explora.tions across the Great Basin of Utah in 1859. Appendix 1: Geological Report by 

Henry Engelmann, p. 313. 

MON 1--14 
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Tho list of specio!-i was f;omewhat increased hy tho colleetiolls uft(~rward 

made bv Howell and the writer, amI still further additious have heen made 
~ 

hy the present Geological Survey. The last aud largest eollectioll has heen 

studied by Call. I The following list j:-; hased ehiefly on his determinations. 

Conchifers: 

Anodonta llllttalliana, Lea. 

Sphwrium dentatllm, Hald. 

Aquatic gasteropods. 

IIclisoma trivolvis, Sa~·. 

Gyraulus parvus, Say. 

Limllophysa paillstris, l\<flill. 

sumassi, Baird. 

bOllllcvillcnsis, Call. 

desidiosa, Say. 

Limnma stagnalis, Linn. 

Physa gyrina, Say. 

List of Mollll8"an P08sil8. 

Aquatic gasteropods-Continued. 

Physl1 hetcrostropha, Say. 

lordi, Baird. 

A!llllicoia porata, Hald. 

ciucinn'tteusis, Anth. 

Flnminicola fusca, Hald 

Valvata virens, Tryon. 

sincera, val'. utahensis, Call. 

Pomatiopsis lnst!'ica, Say. 

Terrestrial gasteropotl. 

Bnccinoa lineata, \Y. G.·B, 

This list includes but one extinct form, Amnicola bonnevillensis. The 

genus Anodonta is represented only hy flaky fragmellh;, hut tho ahumianee 

of A. nuttalliana ill the existing waters of the Great Basiu, and its occurrence 

in Pleistocene strata ill other parts of the Great Basin, render the specific 

reference highly probable. Sphmriutn, Gyraull~8, Limncea, Physn, Valvata, 
and Succinca were found only on the surface of the desert, but their distri

bution conllocts them unmistakably with the ancient lake. The Ostracoda 

are represented hy a species of Cypris, which has been founrl at various 

horizolls in the ,\Vhite Marl and Yellow Clay. Its occurrence is sporadie, 

but in a few localities its valves are so abundant as to constitute the entire 

lIlass of certain thin layers. Diatoms ahoum1 in certain portions of t.he 

White Marl, but have not heen f(mnd in the YeHow Clay. Only a single 

oeeUl'}'elwe of vegetal matter has he{oll noted; at Lemiugtoll, dose to the 

lllleient shore, a st.ratum of the YeHow Clay eOlltains numerous stems awl 

roots of a rush, identified hy Dr. George Vasey as belonging to the g'enus 

St:irpu8. 

~() mammaliall remains of any SOlt have been obtained from t.he lake 

1,e(l:-; proper, hut t.he alluvimH of the deltns Ims yielde!l hOllOi'i at soveml 

'On the Qilaternary and Heceut Mollusca of the Great B:l.'llD, hy H. Ell~w'Hth Call: Bllll. U. S. 
Geol. Stlr"",y No. 11. 1884. 
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pointR. Such a::-; have fallen UlHler the writer'R obRervatioll are RO po(.rly 

pre:served awl HO fi'ag-mentary aH to c011vey 110 information with reganl to 

the HpecieR or even genera repreHented. A skull lmppo:sed to haTe been 

obtailled from Bonneville gravels at Salt Lake City, was identified hy 

p. A. Chadbourne rtR Imlonging to the ~IuRk OX;l but tho writer has been 

unable to satisfy hinll.,elf aR to tllO preei:se loeality, alld the dose juxtapo

Ritioll of Tertiary, Plei;,;toceno, and recent Rtratn make;,; the reference to the 

Pleistocene douhtful. King reportR the diHeovery ill po::-;t-Bomwvil1e gravel;,; 
of Rison lrTti.frons and IJOlleS of reindeer (~);2 amI elephantine bOlles and 

ivory were taken from a pORt-Bonneville marRh at Springville, near the 

ea;,;tern shore of Utah Lake. 

The meagerness of thiR record iR Romewhat remarkable whell we 

cOll;,;ider tlmt the Bmmeville beds constitute the Rur6tee of the ('(mntry 

throughout nearly the extent of the old lake hottom, and that they have 

been traverRed in all dit'ectiOllR by perRollR iuterested in the diReovery of 

fossils and accustomcll to searehing for them. It is evident that the condi

tions under which the lake beds proper were deposited were not fayomble 

for the preservation Df vertehrateR or plants or naiads. \Ve can not believe 

that Hueh organiRms failed to be reeeived by the lake. The animals ,~hieh 
deposited their bones ill the deltas must occasionally have been washed into 

deeper water. Driftwood mUHt have found itH way to the lake bottom, and 

fisheH awl AnodollR, 'which aboulld in all the rivers awl larger creeks of the 

basin, must have inhabited the old lake while it waH fresh. The fact that 

they are not preserved illustrate8 the fallibility of negative evidence in 

paleontology. 

JOIN'r STU.UCTUUE. 

The lower eourRe of the Old River Bed iR trenehed throngh beds of 

'White Marl and Yellow Olay, descemling northward with the gentle slope of 

their deposition. A few rods baek fi'om its edge lies the unfurrowed plain, 

but the immediate wall is sculptured by short gullies altemating with crested 

ridg'os of "bad-laud" type. I;'rom a commanding peak it was observed that 

the treml" of the gullies awl their branclicR exhibit parallelhnn, and the 

'Am. Natnralist, vol. 5, p. 315. (Cited from Salt Lake Tribune, May 16,1871.) 
Z Geol. Expl. Fortieth Parallel, vol. 1, p. 494. 
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cause of this was sought and found by Mr. HusselL 1'hey are controlled 
by a compound and extensive system of joints. 

'fhe principal series trend almost precisely north and south, and a sub
ordinate series east and west. They all are vertical and straight, amI 

(within each series) closely parallel. They are readily traced from top to 
bottom of the walls of the lateral ravines, and not infrequently a wall 
exhibits a broad, fiat, sheer face, caused by the removal of the clay from 
one siue of a plane of jointing. Elsewhere the faces of the bluffs are but
tressed by square pilasters, or ornamented by outstanding rectangular col
umns, the fonns of which have been uetennined by the two systems of joints. 
The main arroyos leading up from the river bed are controlled by the m~tin 
system of joints, but at a short uistance back from the bluff there is a trib
utary urainage at right ang·les to the primary, and controlled by the cross 
joints. The edge of the uesel't plain is thus markou out in a series of rudely 
reetangular bloeks, whieh may be regarded as the incipient stages of the 
pilasters of the bluff. 

The lamination of the clays and marls in whieh the joints occur is trace
able across them, showing that there have been no faults upon their planes; 
anu the absence of faults is also attesteu by the perfect continuity of the 
even surfaee of the plain at a little uistance from the river bed. 

Mr. Russell'l-; observations showed that the joints are not restricted to 
the Hpot where they were first detecteu, but are discernible generally along 
the margin of the river bed. It is impossible to trace them upon the adja
cent plain, but there can be little doubt that they extend beneath it. The 
I:mrf'aee ii'l converted by every shower into a plastic muu, anu in that condi
tion is welUed into continuity, obliterating all trace of'stmeture. For aught 
that i~ known to the contrary, they may exist in the lake beds beneath the 
surface of the entire dei'lert. 

Through the pages of the American Journal of Science,l I called the 
attention of geologii'lts to these jointi'l, pointing out that they were not expli
cable on any exii'lting theory for the origin of such structures. They are not 
faults. Their paralleliHill shows they are not shrinkage eracks. Travers
ing Pleistocene bed~ that lie un indurated and unuisturbed in the attitude of 

I Am. Jour. Sei., 3d series, yol. 23, 1882, pp. 25-27; yolo 24, 1882, pp. 50-53. 
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deposition, they can not have resulted from horizontal pressure and com

pre::ssioll. I had lIO explanation to offer, but my inquiry led to the publica
tion of Ol1e ::sO accordant with the phenomena that it at once takes rank at" 

the working hypotbesis for the origin of fill parallel jointing except ::slaty 
cleavage. It was offl~red independently by Cro::sbyl and Walling,2 and the 

force appealed to is the earthquake. During the passage of all earthquake 
wave the earth material traversed hl f;ubjected to momentary strains of COlll

pression aud tension in the direction of wave transmission, and to shearing 
strains, instantly reversed, ill a direction norma] to that of wave transmission. 

At each im'itant the similar elements of the wave constitute a :-;urfitee apl'rox

imate1 y spherieal or ellipHoidal, with the locus' of wave origin at its center, 
awl at any locality remote from the loeu::s of origin t'lueh :.;urfaee is sem,ibly 

a vertical plane. Assuming the eompetenee of the Htrains to c.reate a rock 

structure, their directions and arrangement show that the structure should 

ordinarily exhibit vertical parallel planes. 
Under this theory the two series of joints at the Old River Bed indicate 

two earthquake directions and at least two efficient earthquakes. As the 

joints extend as simple regular planes to the very margin of the ol<l channel, 

and as they determine the directions of arroyos· initiated immediately after 
the excavation of the channel, it is probable that they were formed while 

the lake sediments were yet continuous and unchanlleled. vVe are thus told 
of earthquakes occurring just before the retreat of the lake laid bare the 

vVhite Marl. 
That the Bonneville Basin ,yas subject in Bonneville and post-Bonne

"ille time to numerous earthquakes of the type of the great Californian 
earthquake of 1872, is abundantly shown by the phenomena of fault scarps 

described in Chapter VIn; and the distribution of the fault scarps, so far 

as it is k~own, accords weH with the strike of the principal system of joints. 

IOU the cla.ssification and origin of jolnt-stl'llctnre. By W. O. CrosllY. Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. 
Hist. voL 2"2, 18ti2, pp. 72-85. 

~On the origin of joint crack/;. By H. F. Walling. Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. vol. 31, Montreal meeting, 
1882, p. 417. 



CHAPTER VI. 

THE HISTORY OF THE BONNEVILLE BASIN. 

'.rHE PRE· BONNEVILLE HISTORY. 

The latest rrertiary series outcropping within the Bonneville basin has 
a distribution quite iudependent of the basin. Not only do its strata occur 
in the mountains above the shore-lines, but they override some of the passes 
on the rim of the hydrographic basin and extend continuously to the drain
age of the Snake River, and possibly to that of the Humboldt. On the 
other hand, the Neocene strata have not been found in the southern third 
of the BOllneville area. It is probable, therefore, that the hydrography of 
the N wcene and that of the Pleistocene corresponded to configuratiolls of 
the surface essentially different. The Bonneville Basin was not in existence 
during the period when the Neocene sediments were deposited; its history 
began at some later date, after the deformation of the earth's crust which 
elevated the N eocene strata upon the mountain flanks had wrought im
portant changes in the face of the land. 

The area fomlerly covered by the main body of Lake Bonneville is 
now a plain, conspicuous for its flatness. Great Salt Lake, resting on its 
surface, has a mean depth of but fifteen feet; and a rise of a few feet only, 
as pointed out by Stansbury, would extend it westward over the greater 
portion of what is known as the Great Salt Lake Desert. The occurrence 
of such a plain at an elevation of 4000 feet above the sea, and in the midst 
of a region characterized by mountains, admits of but one explanation, 
namely, lacustrine sedimentation. 111e narrow ridges that in places inter
rupt the continuity of the plain show that the district did not escape the 
general process of orogenic corrugation to which the Great Basin was sub-

214 
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jected, and there seems no reason to belieye that the displacements were 
here less profound than elsewhere. Certainly the degradation of the sum
mits has been sufficient to lay bare in places Cambrian and even Archean 
rocks. Moreover, the habit of these ridges is peculiar, and itself indicates 
Imrial. The normal mountain ridge of the Great Basin is acutely serrate 
along its crest, and displays naked rock, deeply carved into gorges aIHI 
amphitheaters down to a certain line. Below that line the slopes are 
gentler, the contours are smooth, and the material is alluvial, the waste from 
the sculpture above. The gorges above and the alluvial cones below 
are to a certain extent conelative, but the mass of the latter is derived from 
the general degradation of the mountain summit as well as the excavatiou 
of the canyons. The mountains and buttes of the Salt Lake Desert conform 
to the Great Basin type in the characters of their summits, but are almost 
devoid of alluvial cones. They spring from the plain so abruptly that the 
frontiersman as well as the geologist has recognized them as incomplete, or 
rather, as partially submerged, and has named them accordingly. 0ne of 
them is k{lOwn as Newfoundland, another as Silver Islet, a third, which 
towers 3,000 feet above its base, as Granite Rock; and g'enerically they are 
spoken of as "lost mountains". How deep beneath the lacustrine plain 
their bases lie, it is impossible to say, but 2,000 feet is certainly a moderate 
estimate. 

Not all of this lacustrine filling can be ascribed to the Pleistocene, and 
not all of it belongs to the history of the BOJlneville Basin as such. The 
Neocene lake, and possibly earlier lakes, have contributed a share, and this 
before the hydrographic basin of Lake Bonneville was established. Since 
the establishment of the basin, sedimentation has been praetically continuous 
in its lowest depression. If we conceive the local climate to have under
gone a rhythmic series of changes, the area of lacustrine sedimentation has 
alternately expanded and eontracted, and has always included the lowest 
depressioll; and oven with a climate so dryas to maintain no perennial 
lake, the temporary flood8 occa8ioned by exeeptional storms must still have 
continued the proeess of accumulation. The 8ituatioH of the lowest depres
sion may have varied from time to time, as local di8placemellts of the earth's 
crust modified the configuration, but wherever it was, it was the scene of 
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sedimentation, and the constant tendency of the lacustrine process was to 

fill the minor depl:essions and reduce the floor of the basin to a level surface. 

The evenness of the desert plain testifies to its laclUltrine origin. 

The process of filling might have been modified, but would not have 

been interrupted, by an overflow of the water of the basin such as occurred 

ill the Bonneville epoch. Atl long atl the basin watl not drained to its lowest 

depths, thotle depthtl would continue to receive detrital deposittl, and the out

flowing water would carry with it only the soluble producttl of the degra
dation of the smface of the basin. "\Vhether suell an· overflow ever took 

pIneo itl not apparent; but jf it did, we may he sure that its date was remote 

atl l'Olllpared to the Bonneville epoch. The lower pastles of the ba~;in'tl rim 

tlhow IlO traces of an ancient channel, and the time necestlary for the efface

ment of sueh traces must be reekoned as long in comparison to the antiquity 

of the Bonneville shore-lines. Upon mOtlt of the passes the process would 

indwIe the growth of gTeat alluvial fans; and at Hed Hock Pass, where the 

BOlllleville discharge took plaee, the record of an earlier discharge could 

have heen ohliterated only bv the rm,toration of the Marsh Creek alluvial . "' 
fan, awl its extem;ioll so as to fill the channel of outflow f(1r many miles in 

Marsh Creek Valley. 'Yhen we consider that no stream so small as Marsh 

Creek iiS known to have built a delta on either the Bonneville or the Provo 

shore, it heromes evident that sueh obliteration implies a period vastly longer 
than that consumed by the Bonneville oscillations. As far back, ,then, as we 

may hope to obtain a consecutive view of the history of the basin, its waters 

had no pm'iod of discharge save that of the Bonneville epoch, It wa;,; a closed 

basin, awl the area of its lake surface was determined by the relation be

tween its water supply and the rate of evaporation. The lake area was, 

therefore, a function of climate, provided the extent ()f the hydrographic 

basin remained unchanged. To avoid any possible misinterpretation of 

the elimatic history it is important that the possibility of variation in the 

llydrographic basin receive full attention. 

The gelleral altitude of the country to the east of the basin is several 

thousand feet greater than that to the west, north and south, and at least 95 

per cent. of all the water flowing into the modern lakes is furnished by the 

eastern highlands. These include the 'Yasatch Mountains, a portion of the 
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High Plateaus lying to the south, a portion of the Uinta Mountains lying 

to the east, and a mountainous tract lying to the northeast in western vYyom
iag awl southeastern Idaho. The low country to the west of the hasin is 

di vided by mountain ranges into numerous independent drainage districts, 

and these have not been so thoroughly Rtudied as to determine what would 

h(~ their hydrogntphie combinations in the event of a more generous rainfall. 
\Ve Immv, however, that they contribute nothing now to the water supply 
of the baHin, and that in Bonneville times their tribute waH small; aud we 

aro tilm; aSHUl'ed that in pre-Bollneville times the supply from that side was 

Hot less than at present. It will be shown hereafter that the possibility of a 

gTeater contribution from this region does not materially affect the conclu
siorlS in regard to climate. The same remarkR apply to the region south of 
the }':sealante Desert. North of the Bonneville Basin the configuration of 

the cOllntry about the water parting does not suggest any possihle change 
in its position during the period under consideration. 

The water Hupply from the east reaches the lower portions of the basin 
by four rivers: the Sevier, the .Jordan, the Weber, and the Bear; and its 

drainage sYFltem is correspondingly divided into four parts .. The Sevier River 
riFle:'! in what Dutton has called the High Plateaus, and is separated hy high 

divides from the drainage of the Fremont, the Escalante, the Pm'in, and the 
Virgen, hranches of the Colorado of the 'Yest. The Pauwmgunt amI the 
J\lml.agunt plateans, ,,,,hieh constitute the most southerly elementH of its 

drainag'e, are slmvly (liminishing in nrea throug'h the sapping and reecRsioll 
of (,lift's, awl the hydrogTaphie basins of the Paria aIHI Virgen are thus grow

ing at the expense of the Sevier. A lesR considerable change of the opposite 

tendency hi ill progress at the hmul of Moraine Valley, where a plateau 
draining to the Fremont River is encroached on by the reeession of cliffs 
(lrailling to the Sevier 'rhe effect of these slow changes upon the water 

supply of the B()uncville Basin can not have been important, and there is no 

evidence that any considerable tracts luwe hodily transferred their allegianee. 
The Jordan includes among its branehes the American Fork, the Provo, 

the Spanish Fork, and Salt Creek. 

It is quite possible that Salt Creek has ehanged its course within the 

hasin, and that it was at one time cOlllleeted with the Sevier and not per-
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manontly with tho .T ordan, but such a change is of no momont in this con
nection. American Fork and Spanish Fork head against high divides, whose 
position must haY(~ been permanent for a long period. The SHme remark 
applies to the Provo River, but there is one point in its course where its 
channel is not contained by solid rock and its water could easily be diverted. 
Kamas Prairie is a small valley lying athwart the western end of the Uinta 
Range. The Provo River crosses the southern end of the valley, entering 

.... by on~ canyon amI leaving by another; and the ,Veber River in like manner 
crosses its northern end. The configuration of the plain shows that the 
streams have not ahntYR been separate; at one time the Provo turned 
northward in the valley and was tributary to the Weber. Here, however, 
as in the case of Salt Creek, the modifications of the drainage do not affect 
tho water'supply of the Bonneville Basin. 

The drainage district of the ,Veber is so nearly embraced at the east 
by the basins of the Bear and the Jordan, that the only portion of its 
boundary coineident with that of the Bonneville drainage district is 11 high 
cn~st in the Uinta Mountains two or three miles in length. Variations in its 
conrse and drainage area are therefore unimportant to the present dh.;cus
sion; and the same remark applies to the American Fork and to the series 
of creeks issuing from tho wm;t face of the ,Vasatch Mountains. 

The Bear is the most important of all the rivers, and has many tribu
taries. Its main branch heads in the Uinta Mountains, and, so far as may 
be judged from the maps of the Fortieth Parallel Survey, is surrounded by 
high divides, affording little opportunity for transmutations of drainage. 
Smith Fork and Thomas Fork, which join it in midcourse t occupy basins 
contiguous to those of Salt River and John Day River, tributaries to the 
Snake. rrhese basins have been mapped by the Geological Survey of the 
Territories, and the testimony of the contours is sustained by that of Mr. 
Henry Gannett, who performed the topographic work and who states that 
the conforrnation indicates permanence of drainage. In its lower course 
(in Cache Valley) the river receives a large number of tributaries, but none 
of their drainage districts extend to the rim of the Bonneville Basin. The 
sources of the river appear thus to offer no suggestion of an ancient variation 
of the drainage area; but there is one point in its course of which the same 
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ca.n not be Raid. After receiving tho waterR of Smith Fork and Thomas 

Fork, illld hefore entering Cacho Valley, the river lnvings far to the north; 
approaehing very 11ear to the rim of the Rmmeville Basin. At Soda Springs 

it is separated from the south fork of the Blackfoot River, a branch of the 
SlIak(>, by a (liyiile rising four or nYe IU1lldred feet rtboyo the Bear, but only 

slightly elevat(·d ahonl the Blackfoot. A few miles lmvcr down it crosses 
the Ronthern ewl of a hroad open vaHey (BaRalt VaHey), the northern end 

of which is traversed by the Portneuf River, 1ikewii'le a branch of the Snake. 
The Portllenf is here the lower stream, and the water parting hetween the 

two rivers nllls dose to the course of the Bear. It ii'l probably not more 

than Olle or two hundred feot abovo the bed of the Bear. In the Soda 
Spl'illgR pal'S, the l'ummit il' form(,d by basalt, lyiug in horizontal sheets and 

a.s::loeinted with cinder COlle::l and other evidence of recent eruption. The 

principalma::lses are probably more ancient than the BOIlneville epoch, hut 

they have not suffered those dislocations which are apt to be observed in 
this regioll in the ease of rocks dating far back in the Tertiary. It is helieved 

by ~Ir. Gannett amI by }fr. Gilhert Thompson that their eruption has 

afl'eeted the drainage system of the region in ways that are yet di::lcernihle, 

and it is possible tbat they have wrought a separation of the Blackfoot and 

the Bear. If the two streams were anciently nnited, it is most probable 
that the Blackfoot was tributary to the Bear; but the reverse is possible. 

At the B::umIt Vnlley pass the phenomena are eS::lentially the ::lmne. 
The broad valley extending from the channel of the Bear to that of tho 

Portueuf is eovered throughout by basaltic lava, and portions of this lava 
are so recent that as::lociated seoriaceous craters are still preserved. Before 

the epoch of eruptioll, the Bear and Portneuf Rivers may have been joined, 
and their united water may have flmved either to the Snake River or to the 

Bonneville Basin. 

If the south fork of the Blackfoot were now to be diverted to the valley 
of the Bear River, as, according to }fro Thompson, it readily might be, th(l 

Salt Lake drainage basin 'would be increased by 350 square miles of upland. 
If the canyon of the Portneuf below Basalt Valley 'were dammed, so as to 

turn its water toward Bear River, 500 square miles would be added to the 
basin. If another eruption were to dam Bear River ahove Gentile Valley 
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and divert it to the valley of the Portmmf, the Bonneville Basin would lose ., 
about one-fourth of its water supply. All speculation in regard to the pre

Bonneville climate of the basin is therefore subject to the possibility that 

the catchment hasin may on the one hand have been slightly greater or 

may on the other have been very materiall}T less . ., ., 

ALLUVIAL CONES AND ARIDITY. 

The principal eyidence hearing on the pre-Bonneville history of the 
hasin is embodied ill the alluyial cones. These extend nearly to the bottom 

of the hasin, and since they could not ltaye been shaped in the presence of 

a large lake, it is concluded that the epoch of their formation was an epoeh 

of low water. The dependent conclusion that the pre-Bonneville epoeh 

was characterized by aridity is of sueh importanee that a little space will 

l)e devoted to the amplification of these propositions. 

'rhe drainage of a mountain mass, starting in innumerable rills, gathers 

into a smaller Humber of rivulets, and is finally aggregated into a very few 

main streams before issuin<,.; from its self-earved gorg·es. The outward borne 

dehitus is therefore delivered to the adjacent valley at a limited number of 

points separated by interspaees. Each point of issue beeomes the apex of 

a sloping mass of lLlluvium whose surface inclines equably in all directions. 

A series of such a.lluvial con8S is usually to be found along the base of 

each mountain range, constituting a foot slope, the contours of which are 

sealloped. The topographic configuration which thus arises is peculiar and 
not liable to be confounded with any other. 

It has already been stated that the alluvial hases of the insular mount

ains of the Bonneville Basin are buried hy lacustrine sediments. '1'hose of 

the peripheral mountains are not so buried, or at least are not so deeply 

buried, and the forms of their cones can at rnnpy localities he traced down

ward to the lower levels of the has in. 'rhe shore-lines are locally marked 

upon the cones, cliff., and terraces being exeavated from them and embank

ments huilt against them; but where the cones are large, these modifica

tions are relatively small and do not materially impair the general con

figuration. Good illustrations are to be found in Preuss Valley, ill 'White 

Valley, at the eastern base of the Deep Creek and Gosiutc Mountains, and 
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on hoth sides of Pilot Creek. There are fine examples also in Tooele Valley, 

Skull Valley and Blue Creek Valley. 
rrhe phenomena of the Bonneville shores illustrate the fact that the 

building of alluvial cones is arrested by lacustrine conditions. Either the 

stream constructs a delta, which is au alluvial fan ahove the water hut ter

millate8 ill a suhmel'ged cliff at the water edge; or eise, the stream being 

small, its load of detritus is ahsorbed by the shore drift. III the latter cu:,;e, 

some point of the alluvial cone is usually trenehed on by the waves, a cliff 

and terraee being prmluced; and whenever the Htream, which had previou81y 

shifted its course over the wbole smface of the cone, as~mmes a directioll 

leading to this cliff, it is enahled hy the lowering of its base level to exca

vate a more permanent channel, fwm which it does not quiekly escape. 

It is therefore legitimate to regard the formation of alluvial cone8 as a 

strictly subaerial proee8S, and to conelude that the BOllneville Ba8in COll

tained no large lake during the pre-Bonneville period when it8 alluvial COlles 

were formed. 

I do not overlook the possibility that traces of an epoch when the 

waves held sway may have been obliterated by the aUuviation of a later 

epoch; but in my judgment such considerations do not impair the general 

conclusion. vVithin the masses of the alluvial cones there may be buried 

8110re cliffs, shore embankments, and la,cm~tril1e sediments, hut the time 

llcce88ary for the obliteration in this mallnel' of a, record similar to that of 

the BOlll1Cville lake i8 as long as the time necessary for the obliteration of 

a dlallnel of outflow, and is eertainly very long as compared to the dura
tion of tIre Bonneville epoeh. 

Let us ('all thiK relatively long epoeh antecedent to the Bonneville, the 

pre-Bonneville epoeh. 'Ve have found roaKOll to believe, first, that the 
ba1:!in had thon no outlot, and, second, that the !JaKin did not then contain 

a large lake. The size of an ine10Ked lake being determined by the ratio of 

water supply to rate of evaporation, it follows that that ratio W1U! small. If 
the hydrographic area remained uIlchanged, the water supply as well as the 

rate of evaporation depended npon climate, and the dimate must have been 

arid. If the main branch of Bear River was then tributary to the Portnenf 

Basin instead of the Bonneville, a greater climatic change would have been 
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necessary to flood the hasin, and. the indicated aridity of climate is corre

sponding'ly less. 
THE POST-BONNEVILT-,E HISTORY. 

rrhe closing event of the Bonneville history was the desiccation of the 

basin. A few stages in the retiremeut. of the ,Yater are recorded by the 

Stam;buryaml lower shore-lines, but very little information is obtainable in 

regard to the oscillations which may have interrupted the retirement, for 

the rem;on that no natural sections of the deposits exist. If oscillations took 

plnee they must have wrought the superposition of littoral and subaqueous 

deposits, but the record of such superposition can be read olllywhell new 

general cOllditiomi shall have exposed the lower reaches of the basin to 

stream erosion. 
SUBDIVISION OF THE BASIN. 

One efl'eet of the desiccation waH the i:mbdivisiol} of the Bonneville 

Basin. Not merely was the Sevier Desert set off from the hasin of Great 

Salt Lake, bnt a Humber of smaller hasiw.; became equally dist.inct. The list 

of independent drainage distriets indudes at the present time the Esealante 

Desert, the Sevier Desert, Preuss Valley, "White Valley, Snake Valley ii'om 

the Salt ::\larBh Bouthward, nu~h Valley, Cedar Valley, the upper portion of 

Pocatello VaJley, the Pilot Peak ba~ilt, and the ba~in of Great SaIt Lake, 

It is po~~ible that Snake Valley eontains two drainage ba~ins instead of one, 

and there i;.; some l'ea~on ah;;o to suppose that the broaa expanse of the Great 

Salt Lake Desert 'Yest of the Ceaar R.ange is a distinct basin. 'J'be mutual 
. relations and the relative size of tbese basins are shown in PI. XII. 

Three of them contain, or are known to have contained, perennial lakes; 

the others have playas in their lowest depresl'lionl'l, where water gathers 

after every ~torm but doe~ not per~i8t throughout the year. <)ll the Great 

Salt Lake De~ert the earth constituting the playa is exeee{}illgly fiue awl 

affor{}s ill dry weather a hard surface of a pale yellow color. In plaeeB, and 

especially towar{} the margins of the area, it is less compact, awl is super

ficially covered with saline efflorescence. A little rain rewleni the surface 

soft and adhesive, and the depth to which thi~ e1umge may uxtolHl seems 

limited only by the supply of moisture. rrhe same description applies to 

Preu;.;s Valley, vVhite Valley, and the E~ealante Desert, except that the 
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playas of the last two are less compact. The Pilot Peak Basin lies south
east of that mountain, and is separated from the Great Salt Lake Desert by 
the range known as the Desert Hills. The surface of its playa was found 
by Stansbury to be covered by one or two inches of salt. In the south
eastern angle of the Sevier Desert there is a tract partially partitioned from 
the general plain by a series of coulees of basaltic lava, extravasated during 
the Bonneville epoch. This contains several playas, marking 10caJities where 

the drainage is checked but not completely imprisoned. The highest and 
most southerly of these differs from all the others in that its material is gyp
sum. It is probable that the deposit is independent of any special chemical 
reaction, and is due simply to the discharge by evaporation of a mineral 
dissolved from the rocks. The streams whose waters occasionally flood the 
playa rise among strata of Jurassic and 'I'riassic age, and such strata in a 
neighboring mountain range are knowll to be highly gypsiferous. The 

heads of the streams were not examined. It was ascertained by digging in 
the playa that a portion of the deposit is amorphous and another portion 
crystalline. One phase of the precipitation results in the formation of small 
free crystals, whi~h the wind sweeps from the surface of the playa and 
gathers in dunes. The dunes do not travel to a great distance, but are 
arrested by a low rhyolitic butte near by, to which they have given the 
llame of ·White Mountain. Perhaps no gypsum deposit in the world is so 
easily exploited as this; it needs merely to be shoveled into wagons and 
hauled away. Mr. Russell estimates that the dunes contain about 450,000 
tOllS, and a much larger amount can be obtained from the playa The 
depth of the playa deposit was not ascertained, but its area is indicated on 
PI. XXXV. 

SNAKE VALLEY SALT MARSH. 

The lowest depression in the Snake Valley BatliIl contains what is 
locltlly knowll as a salt marsh; but the term as here used denotes something 
very different from the salt marsh of the seashore. There is no vegetation, 
but simply a shallow lake, which nearly or quite di:-mppears ill summer. In 
winter it has a depth of about two feet, being then limpid and restillg on a 
bed of soft mud. N ear the lake are perennial fresh spring's which replenish 
the water lost by evaporation. In winter, when evaporation is slow, the 
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volume of the lake inereases, and salt8 previom'lly precipitated are redi8-

i:iolycd. III summer a more rapid evaporation diminishes the volume, pl'e
eipitatillg sodium chloride and sodium sulphate Ilnd reducing the hrine to a 

mother liquor. The precipitate has a depth of ahout 1~ inches, and a por

tion of it i8 each year removed, to he employed as a reagent ill the reduc
tion of Hil nw ore. Thi8 removal lHl8 not been found to affect materiaU y the 

.; 

Rtrength of the brine, which is in some way rmmpplied with salt. l It is 

believed by Mr. \V. C. Barry, one of the owners of the marsh, that the 

supply iH brought by percolating water from the saliferous mud heneath the 
lake, and this theory of its origin finds support in the phenomena of a series 

of salt Hutrshes in N eyada examined by Mr. Russell. 

SEVIER LAKE. 

The loweRt depression of the Sevier Desert has probably been occu
pied by a lake from the date of the earlic8t exploration nearly to the preH(mt 

time, but preeise information in rogard to it dates ii'om 18'72. Escalante in 
177G erm;sed the Seyier river 8ixty or seventy miles from the lake, and 
leal'lll'd by report of itF; exbtenee. Fremont did the same in liHfi. In 

IH{)3 GUllnison waR killed hy Indiam; within a few miles of the lake while 

on hiR way to explore it.2 Boekwith and Simpson, who conduded explo
rations ill cOlltig'uous portiollR of the Great Basin ill 18[)3 and 18fifJ, were 

aWal'e of itH existence, 1mt saw it ouly from a distance.3 In 186B \Vheeler, 

approaching from the west, vi8ited the south (md of the lake and determined 
its true p08itio11. lIe was unaware of its identity, however, and, following 

an mTor prevalent at, that time, eallecl it Preuss Lake.4 It was reserved for 

I The st.atclIltlllts reganlillg thiH marsh ~re chiefly ImB!'(1 on ObH(\fVatiolls made in tbe ",jllte!' of 
IB7!J-'80. • 

2 Report by Lieut. E. G. BBckwilh, IIpOll the route DBar thB 3Hth and 39th J.larallel~, explored by 
Capt;. J. 'V. GunnIson: Pncitic RailrnlJ,<1 Explorations, vol. 2, pp. 72-74. 

"Cnpt. J. H. Simpson, EX1,lorations across the Grcat Basin. etc., p. 1'25; Lient. E. G. Bcckwitb, 
Ibid., I'p. 7:.!, 76. 

I See I'II.ges 3 and 4 of the Preliminary Rcport of the General Features of the Military Recon
naisanc(J through Southern Nevada [1869] under Lieut. George M. Wheeler. 8°. [No illlpl'int nor 
dalt·, but. pl'Ohallly San ];'rallciscn, 18iO.] This repor·t was reprinted ill qllarto form with ROllle cbangc8 
in 18,5. The map prepared to accompany it marks" Preuss Lake" in the geographic positioll of Sevil'r 
Lake. The c(lition of the U. S. Engineer map of thll Western Territories <Iated 18158 gives Se"ier and 
Prenss as Hilparate lakes, and most prh'attlly published ma,p' follow it, hut a map of Colton',; ullted 
1864 gives Sevier I,ake only, running into it thc river with which imagiuat,iol) had furnished Prenss 
Lake. 
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Lieut. R. L. Hoxie, having charge ill 1872 of one of the field parties of the 

\Vheeler Smvey, to demonstrate the full hydrography of the lake, determin

ing its form and extent and its relation to the tributary stream. The map 

prepared by his topographer, Mr. Louis Nell, is copied in all modern com
pilations. '1'he writer had the pleasure to accompany Lieut. Hoxie, and 

has sillce revisited the locality. In 1872 the lake was about 28 miles in 
length and had a water smface of 188 square miles. It has since been 

ascertained that its maximum depth was about 15 feet, the northern portion 

being deeper than the southern. Its only affluent was the Sevier Hiver, 

which elltered at the north. Its brine contained 8.64 per cent of saline 

matter, consisting chiefly of sodium chloride and sodium sulphate. 
Salt Bed . ...:.In January, 1880, the bed of the lake was nearly dry, and was 

explored by Mr. Willard D. Johnson, who was able to travel on foot across 

a bed of salt where the water had before been deepest. In places this bed 
was covered by a thin sheet of bitter water, but eh;ewhere its surfaee was 

dry. It was reported by persons resident in the vicinity that in the fall of 
the year the entire area had been dry, and that this condition had been 

attained by the lake basin during one or two preceding seasons. On the 

20th of August, the same year, Mr. Russell and I visited the locality, but 

the condition of the crust of salt did 110t permit us to cross it. It had prob
ably, in the interval, been partially or wholly redissolved and redeposited; 

and its Hew state of aggregation was less compact. 
Mr. Johnson cut through the salt layer at several points, finding a 

geneml thickness of four or five hlches; and he collected samples near the 

ceuter of the area. Another series of samples was collected hy Mr. Russell 

at the margin of the area; and at each point the underlying sediments were 

explored to a depth of a few feet. The following are the recorded I:lectiom,: 

Section at center oj Scl!ier Lake salt bed, ,January, 1880. 

1. (Top). Sodium sulphate, 2 inches. 
2. Sodiulll sulphate with some sodium chloride; coherent to No.1: 1 inch. 
:t Sodium sulphate, tinged with pink, 2 inches. 
4. Gray clay containing woody fibre. 2 inches. 
5. Fine sand containing fresh waHIt' shells, 6 incbm;. 
6. Gray clay. 

MON 1--15 
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Section at margin of Sevier Lake Balt bed, August 20, 1880. 

1. (Top). Sodium chloride, forming a coherent crust: t iuch. 
2. SodiulII chloride, with sodium sulphate and magnesium sulphate; free crystals mingled with 

water: 1i inches. 
;$. Sodium sn1llhate, with sodillIll chloride; alJrust of coherent crystals: t iucb. 
4. SO.]iUIll chloride, with magnesium sulphate; incoherent crystals miuglod with water: It 

inches. 
f,. Sodium cliloride, with sodium fmlphate, cholllically ideutical with No.2 uut fiuc-gmincd aud 

with U10 cOllsistence of an ooze; color whitt) above with occasional pasllages of pil1k, greel1 ueneatb: 
! inch. 

Ii. Dark gray IIlIld: 2 feet. 

The suhjoined tahle of analyses exhihits in detail the constitution of 
the lmlille deposits in each section, and the composition of the original brine 

is added for comparison. The con

spicuous fact is that the sodium sul

phate is concentrated in the middle 
of the basin, while the sodium chlo

ride is chiefly deposited at the mar

gm. The sulphates of magnesium 
and potassium likewh;e occur exclu

sively at the marg'ill. It is note
worthv also that mafrnesiulU is re-.J b 

ported ill larger proportion ill the 
brine of the lake than ill allY layer 

of the desiccation products at either 

point of determination, 'rhe mag

nesium chloride reported in the brine 
implies three per cent. of magnesium. 
The magnesi urn sulphate in the 

richest layer of the desiccation prod
]'JG. 3t.-Sevi",. Lake in 1872 (Nell). The white areas uct implies only 1.7 per cent. of 

with .luttod \)()UllI}",.i" •• Dow salt bell. in 1Il8O (JobnBOn). 

magneslUm. 
The brine of the lake was analyzed by Dr. Oscar Loew; the desicca

tion produet8 from the center of the area by Prof. S. A. Lattimore; those 
from the margin by Prof. O. D. Alleu. The brine cont..'tiued 8.G4 per cent. 
of salinc matter; the constituents are here reported in percentages of total 
solid matter. The constituents of the desiccation products are likewise 
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reported in percentages. 'rhe figureH for the total deposit are obtained by 
combining those of the separate layers, making allowance for relative 

thickness. 
A few weeks after our observation of the salt hed, Mr. Russell and I 

separately visited the southern portion of the lake hottom, where the water 

had been comparatively ~hallow. Near the old shore, aIHI espeeially at. the 
extreme l:ioutherll end, the bottom had the ordinary playa ella,rader, a fine 

earth, highly dmrged with salt, for the most part. firmly eompaded, hut in 

phwes softelled hy effloresemwe. Fadlwr from shore a thill (',rmit of salt 
rest('(l 011 a saline mud, ::uul at the olltt~I1nost point n~ad\{'d hy Mr. Hussell 

the sllperficial salt (lel'o:-;it had a thiekneHs of q indIes, ('Ollsisti ng ('It ietly of 

a moist, incoherent aggregatiOlI of crystals. Beneath this were greeni:-;h 

mud awl salld. 
TAHLJ<; V 1. Allalyses oj SCl,icl' !,aJ.!' J)".i1:catiOIl I'milucts a'/lil Brine. 

Constituents. 

Sodinm Sulphate ..... . 
Sotiium Carbollate .... _ 
Sodium Cbloride ...•.•. 

Calcium Sulphate .... 
Ma.gnosium Su1plmte 

Ma~ue8ium Clllol'ido 
Potassium Sulphate _._ 
Lithium _ .• ___ .......... . 

DesitlCuliou Products at 

U IIp''r Secon!l Third 
bYN. layer. la,\'ol'. 

87.65 71. 23 89.10 

1. 08 ........... .. .. w ........ 

:).34 23.85 2.65 

traco I trace ........ _. 
trace trace -__ .-._4 

-- -....... 
_ ......... 

Boric Acid ........ ~ ___ ~_ .... ___ . ...... _---
Water ............... _ 8.90 4.00 1 

8.20 

Total. 

84.6 

.4 

7.0 

,,-----
. -.. -.. 
-......... 

8.0 
Iusoluhle ............ __ traco trace trat.~e _____ _ 

Total ............ 99.97 00.08 99.95 

lTpp,'1' He('olld Thit'tl 
la,\ 01'. laYel·. luyer. 

4.78 5.51 83.79 

., ..... ~ ... -- .-------
91.39 79.86 13.84 

trace -------- tracn 
1. 83 , 7.8:1 1. 33 

trace .34 .26 

2.00 6.4(; .78 

2.71 

88.49 

5.29 

.11 

3.40 

Total. 

~oljd 
{'ontents 
of Ht'lue. 

5.04 14.3 15.5 

80.62 75. 8 72. 1 

.39 .5 

11.9 
4.03 .7 ......... . 

trace 
trace 

.92 

.68 

3.6 ......... . 
.1 __ ....... . 

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

The desiccation of this luke is to be ascribed to human agency. The 

water of itH sole tributary flows for nearly 200 mileH through valleYH eOll

tailJing more or less arable land, and has graduall y been monopolized hy 

the agriculturist for the purpose of irrigation. The Impply is however llot 

eompletely cut off. It ii; reported that during the spring f'rm,lwts, eaui;cd by 
the melting of the snow on the plateaus and mountains, the lake bottom 
receives considerable inflow, and that the desiceated eondition obtains dur

ing only a portion of the year. 
The prineipal salt deposit was estimated to extend eight miles north 

and south and to have an extreme width of about five miles. The accom-
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panying sketch shows the form and area of the lake in 1872 and the 

approximate extent and position of the salt beds in 1880. 

RUSH LAKE. 

The 10,"Yest depression of Rush Valley contains a pond or lakelet which 
has been observed to undergo considerable fluctuation. It will be recalled 
that Rush Valley in pre-Bonneville time drained freely to Tooele Valley 
and that this drainage was cut off by an embankment built by the BOllne

ville waves. The lake occupies a portion of the old drainage channel close 
to the embankment. It is partially delineated in the map on PI. XX. 'rhe 

earliest record of it appears on Stansbury's map (1850),1 but it is not men~ 
Honed in his text: It is there assigned a length of about Ii miles,but there 

is circumstantial evidence that no measurement was made. In 1855 it was 

included ill a military reservation laid out by Lieut. CoL E. J. Steptoe for 
the purpose of securing to the military post at Camp Floyd the meadow and 

pasturage about the lake shore. The map made for the purpose of defining 
the reservation, assigned to the lake a length of 2g miles, and indicated that 
the water was shallow and marshy. The land surveys in the valley in 

1856 did not include the military reservation, but showed the existence upon 
it of a lake. According to Gen. P. E. Connor, who succeeded Col. Steptoe 

in 1862, there was then only a small pond, the remainder of the lake hed 

being occupied by meadow land. In 1865 the water began to increase, the 

greatest height being attained ill 1876 or 1877, since which time it has sub

sided. The rise of the water submerged the meadow land amI rendered 
the reservation useless for its orig'inal purpose. It was therefore officially 
relinquished by the \tVar Department in 1869. 

In 1872, the water being near its highest stage, the lake was surveyed 

ill connection with the surrounding country by one of the parties of the 

Wheeler Survey, and the length was determined to be miles. 
In 1880, when the lake was visited by the writer, it was said hy residents 

to lmve shrunken to half its maximum size. The position of the ltjg'hest 

I Expl. and Surv. Valley of the Great Salt Lake of Utah. By Howard Stansbury, Capt. Corps 
Topog. Eng., U. S. A. Philadelphia, 1852. 
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shore-line was not pointed out, but it is believed to be represented at the 

north end by a fresh looking beach, not yet covered by vegetation. rrhis 

beach had a height above the water surface of 10 feet. The greatest depth 
of the water was ascertained to be 5~ feet. 

At no time does the lake appear to have been strongly saline. During 

its highm;t stage it was so fresh as to serve not only for the watering of 

stock but for domestic use; and in 1880 it was far fi'om being undrinkable, 

though too brackish to be palatable. Its mineral contents, judged by the 
taste, did not exceed one-half of one per cent. This freshness stands in 

strong contrast to the salinity of the Snake Valley salt marsh and Sevier 

Lake, yet the conditions are in most respects nearly identicaL Each of the 
three lakes is the evaporating pan for a closed basin; and each basin in

cludes a valley plain sheeted with BOllneville sediments, everywhere more 

or less saliferous. The salinity of Sevier Lake and the salt marsh h; thus 
easily accounted for, and only the freshness of Rush Lake is problematic. I 
conceive that the true explanation lies in the hypothesis of burial by desic

cation, already advanced to account for an element of the Bonneville histlJry. 

At some period, or at several different periods, the lake has evaporated to 

dryness; and its saline matter being thus precipitated has become buried 
beneath mechanical sediment. The last period of this kind was so recent 

that the subsequent accumulation of saline matter has not given a briny 
character to the water. 

If this h)1)othesis is true, then Sevier Lake, having by the settlement 

of the Sevier Valley been changod from a perennial lake to an occasional 

lake or playa lake, should in the eourso of time lose its saline charaeter. 
Every freshet of the Sevier River which earries mechanical sediment to the 

lake hut does not pour into it a sufficient body of water to redissolve the 

precipitated salt, must mingle with that salt a eertain amount of Hilt, and 

tho continuance of the prneess will have the effect of ohstructillg' and finally 

of preventing the access of the water to the :,mlt. The lake bottom will then 

he reduced to the condition of an ordinary playa, and Hhould some political 
or industrial revolution afterward stop the work of irrigation in the valley 

of the Sevier and permit the lake to be restored, the water of the lake will 

at first be fresh. 
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GREAT SALT LAKE. 

The present investigation has added little to our knowledge of Great 

Salt Lake. It was part of the original plan to give to it a somewhat elab
orate study, ascertaining the distribution of high and low salinity within its 

area, the nature of the deposits formed in various parts of its bed, and the 

economic properties of its brine. It was proposed also to make a thorough 
survey of its hottom, so as to ascertain the presence or nJ)sence of lmhmerged 
shore-lines awl playas. rrhese inquiries, having been deferred until the ewl 

of the BOIllleville iLlvestigation proper, were necessarily abandoned when it 
W:1K deeided to hrillg' that ,york to an immediate dose. Fortunately, the 
lake reeeived carefnl attention at the hands of earlier expeditions and snr

yep;, :11141 ilK history is all>eady al'1 weU known as that of any oihel> illland 

lake, with the posHible exeeption of the Dead Sea and the C~U-lpiall. 
Surveys.-It WHi'l slUTeyed and mapped by Stautlhury ill the years 1 R4B 

llnd 1 Hf)O. It WHI'1 ag'aill mapped hy the Fortieth Parallel Survey in 1RW~, 
a1\(l t110 ,lata fj)r a tllinl lIIap have Hinee heen gathered hy the Survey vVest 
of thn 1 nOth Moridiall. Tn ('ol1BedioB with the firAt alld second of these 

HIU'V"YI'1 HllalYl'1eR wore made of the briBe, and the first and third nm lLU

meroul'1 HueI' of HOUlHliJlg;. Additiollal data of value were gathered by Fre

IllOllt in 1 X4B mHl hy various parties of the 'Vheeler, Hayden, and Powell 
I'1tLrveyl'1. As a memhm' of the Powell Survey, the writer made a study of 
the rpeent ol'cillations of the lake; and a Rystem of records hy means of 
g:lug'('I'1, instituted at that time, has been continued by the U. S. Geological 

Survey. 
Depth.rr'he most 8tJ-iking featur~ of the hydrography of the lake is its 

Hhallowness. The soundillgl'1 taken by Stansbury in<1ioato a mean depth, in 

1 W)O, of ahout thirteen feet; and althongh the lleight of the water snrfaee 

aftt,,'ward rose fnlly ten feet, the rise was accompanied hy the additioll of 

slH"h large arelLS of shallow wat~r that the mean depth was increased lel'18 

than t) foet. The lTllLximum depth reported hy StanRhury is HG feet, and at 

the hig-he;.;t stage, 4~) feet of water waR found near the Rame place. 
Gauging.-In 1875 the first definite determination of the lake level 'Nas 

made, and Hince that time a nearly continuous record of itl'1 oscillations has 
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been kept. A less accurato knowledge of the change of 10yo1, hasod ill 

part on tradition, extends back to 1845. In the following aceollllt of the 

oscillatiolls, the (Urect observations will be nrst descrihed, and afterward the 

indirect determinatiolls. 

In the year 1875, Dr. John R Park, of Salt Lake City, at tho suggeR

tion of Prof. Joseph Henry of the Srnithsouian IllRtitution awl with the co

operation of other citizens, instituted a series of observatiolls. rl'lwre was 

erected at the water's edge at Bla(',kRock a granite hloek Cilt in tho foml of 

an ohelisk amI cngr:tved on one Hide with a Rcale of f(~et Hlld inelH's j nIHI 
Mr. John T. Mitehell ,vas ~ngaged to ohserve the water-height at illtOl'Vals 

of a few days. In 1877 Mr. ,Jacoh Miller of Farmington, at tho iW'lt:lllee 

of tho writer, ereded noar that plaee, in n slough eommnnieatillg with tho 

lake, a post of wood gradnated to inehes. Upon this gauge a record ,vas 

begun in Noyember, 1877. In tho course of time the lake foIl so low that 

its water-level could not be determined by either of these gauges, aml ill 

187:) a third was set up by Mr. E. Garn at the bathing resort known as 

Lake Shore. The Lake Shore gauge consisted of a wooden pile driven into 

the clay bed of the lake and engraved with a scale of feet and inches. rrho 

continued recession of the water rendering it apparent that this gaug'e also 

wonld eventually become useless, the U. S. Geological Survey in 1881 es

tahlished a fourth gauge at Garfield LarHling, a short distance west of Blaek 

Rock. It consisted of a red-wood plank, with a seale of feet engrayed 

a1l<1 painted, spiked to a pile of the steamhoat wharf at that point. The 

Surveyalfl() ascertained til relative height of the zeros of a]] the gang'es; 

and as none of them were of a permanent nature, it cOllnected them hy 
leveling with a durable bench-mark set out of the reach of the waves of 

the lake. 

The Black Rock bench, as it will be convenient to can it, consists of a 

granite post ahout three feet in length, RUnk in the earth all hut a few inchoR, 

011 tho northern slope of' a small limestone knoll just south of the railroad 

track at Black Rock. Its top is dressed l:lquare, about 10 by 10 inches, and 

is mm·ked \".-jth a A sketch-map (PI. LI) was made of the locality in 

1877, at tho time of the estahHRhment of tho hench, and it il:l hoped that 

this will servo for its identification at any future time. 
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Observations oflake level were made 011 the Black Rock gauge from Sep
tember, 1875, to October, 1876, and single observations were made in July 
and October, 1877. The Farmington gauge was uRed from November, 1877, 
to November, 1878; the Lake Shore gauge from November, 1879, to Sep

tember, 1881; the Garfield Landing gauge from April, 1881, to Junc, 1886. 
The Garfield Landing gauge was inRpected by members of the corps 

from time to time until 1884, when Salt Lake City ceased to be a base for 
field operations. In 1886 Prof. :i\'Iarcus E. Jones of that dtyascertained 
and reported that the gauge had suffered accidents ,,,herehy its zero had 
been raised three or four inches, but the dates of change were not learned. 
In .June of the same year it was destroyed by a storm. Prof .• Jones then 
began observations of the water height, and eventually prepared and in
stalled a new gauge, placing it near the position of the old one at Garfield 
Landing, and fixing its zero at the same height. 'rhis gauge, which will be 
called the New Garfield, is still in use. 

An of the gauges except the New Garfield have by various accidents 
become displaced, so that the authenticity and coherence of the records 
depew} wholly Oll the leveling and other observations conducted to deter
mine the relative heights of the gauge zeros. Connection between the 
Farmington and Lake Shore gauges was established by the writer by spirit
level at the time of the institution of the latter gauge. 'rhe Lake Shore 
aIHI Garfield Landing gauges, which are separated by a space of more than 
20 miles, were observed simultaneously for a period of five days in March, 
1881, the lake being at the time little disturbed by wind. In 1877 the late 
Mr . .J eRse \V. Fox and the writer ran levels from the B1~ck Rock gauge to 
the Blaek Rock bench; and in 1881 Mr. Russell, by the aid of the spirit
level and the level afforded by the calm lake surface, cOIlnected the Garfield 
gauge in like manner with the Black Rock beneh. 

These various determinations, together with others, have been compiled 
and redueed to a system by Mr. \Vebster, whose report on the hypsometric 
work performed in connection l."ith the Bonneville investigation will be 
found in Appendix A. He has selected the zero of the Lake Shore gauge 
as the datum or refereilCe point for all heights within the basin. I insert a 
table of gauge heights based on his compilation. 
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TABLE VII. Datum Points cOrlnccted with the gauging oj Great Salt Lake. 

Black Rock Bench .. ""'" 
Farmington Bench ..•....•.•....... 
mack Rock Gauge Zero ............. . 
~"armington Gau:2:c Zero .... ~~. 
Lake Shore GallI''' Zero, .•••••.•. __ ... 
Garfield Gauge Zero ................. . 
New Gartiel<l Gange ZHO,. ............... . 

Feet. 

+41.8 
+16.7 

+ 5.3 

+ 3.8 
0.0 

- 4.6 
4.6 
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Oscillations since 1875.-The following table shmys all the trustworthy observa

tions recorded hy the observers at these several statio1l8. It does not cover 
the entire period from 1875, but the breaks are unimportant. 

TABLE VIII. Recorll of Oscillation8 of flreat Salt Lake. 

Gauge. Obs"r""r. Year. Day. 

Ft. In. Feet. 
Black J. T. Mitchell .. 1875 Sopt.14 0 6 5.8 

22 0 5! 5.7 
25 0 5 5.7 

Oct. 6 0 4! 5.6 
12 0 4 5.6 
18 0 31 5,6 

26 0 3 5.5 
Xov. 0 0 ::l 5.4 

16 0 Ii 5.4 
22 0 4 5.6 
29 0 5A 5.7 

IlNI. 7 0 :; 5.7 
14 0 51 5.7 
~1 0 6 5.8 

1876 .Tnn. 0 8 5.9 
11 0 8! 6.0 
29 0 9 C.O 

Foh. 1 0 9 6.0 

16 0 9~ 6.1 

22 0 9! 6.1 

Mal'. 15 0 11 0.2 

22 I 0 6.3 

28 1 O! 6.3 

Apt 17 I 2 6.4 

25 I 3 6.5 

May 2 4 6.6 

22 9 7.0 
;!une 2 1 11 7.2 

8 2 0 7.3 

13 2 7.4 

2.1 2 4 7.6 
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TAIH,E VIII. Record of 08cillations of Great Salt Lake-Continued. 

Gango. OhRervcr. Yoar. 

---------I--~--

Black Rock. .. .J. T. Mitclwll ___ 1876 

I 

G. K. Gilbert_ lSi? 

Farmington.~~. J. Miller ..•..••. li!78 

i 
I 

I 
IS70 

Lako Rhorn _ ..... ~ .. E. Garn. o.. 'o. ~ ~ ... -. 

i 
1880 

I 

I 

Day. 

1-----

Juno 30 
,Tuly 18 

25 

Aug. I 

10 

~2 

29 

30 

sept. 14 

19 

26 

Oct. 9 
July 12 

Oct. 19 
Nov. 24 

.Jan. 21 

Moh.2i! 
May 
.Tullo 30 

July 18 
Nov. 1 

nt~,c. 11 

May 2 

Nov. 10 

Dec. 2 

16 

I Jan. 

31 

14 

29 

Feh. 23 

~fal'. 10 I 

:10
1 

Apr. 15 

28 

May 12 

26 

.Tnne 10 I 
28 ! 

.T.lly 13 

30 

Aug. 14 

29 

Sept. 14 

29 

Oct. 15 

29 

Nuv. 12 
~ ~9 

Dec. 11 
14 

Reading. 

~~ 

Fl. In. 
~ 6 

2 3 

2 4 

2 3 

2 2 

1 9 

1 R 

1 R 

1 7 

1 6~ 
] (I 

1 fi~ 

2 0 

0 10 

2 1 

2 1& 

2 2~ 

2 5 

2 0 

2 :I~ 

1 0 

0 11 

1 4 

2 6 

2 6 

2 7! 
2 9 

2 9~ 

2 7~ 

2 7~ 

2 9~ 

2 10 

2 10~ 

2 ll~ 
3 1 

3 3~ 

3 4 

3 4l 
3 3! 
3 1 

2 11 
2 8 

2 5 

2 2 

1 1 ]~ 

1 10~ 

1 9 

: 

Hoferred 
to Lake 

Shore 
Zero. 

--~ 

Feet. 
7.8 
7.5 

7.6 

7. ;) 

7.4 

7.0 
(j.!) 

fl,9 

6.9 

6.R 

6.iI 

6.7 

7.3 

6.1 
5.!! 

5.9 
6.0 

0.2 

6.:1 

6.1 
4.iI 

4.7 

5. {) 

2. f~ 

2,5 

2.ti 

2.7 

2.R 

2.6 
2.0 

2.8 

2.8 

2.9 

:LO 

3.1 

3.3 

:l.3 

3.4 

3.3 

3.1 

2.9 

2.7 

2.4 

2.2 
2. () 

1.9 

1.7 
~ I., 

1.7 

1.7 

: 

I 

I 

I 
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TABLE VIII. Record 0/ 08cillation8 0/ Gl"eat Salt Lake-Continued. 

Referre<1 
Gange. ObRCl'ver. Yoar. Day. Relldiug. to I.akc 

Shure 
Zt'TO. 

Ft. In. Peet. 
I.ake ,hor" . . . .. .... E. Gam .. .... IR80 27 10 1.8 

IRRI Jan. 14 10 1.8 
28 2 2 2.2 

Feb. 14 2 6 2.5 
28 2 6b 2.5 

Mar. 14 2 7~ 2.6 

GarB,.M I.andilll: T. Douris ........ AI"" 1 3 2.6 

16 4i I 2.7 

May 1 7 R I 3.0 

16 7 1)/ 3.3 

.rune 1 0 3.4 

1G R O~ I 3.4 
,ruly 1 7 Wi : 3.2 

16 10 3.2 

23 7 I) 3.1 

Aug. 2 7 0 2.9 
J!) 4. 27 

Sept. 8 7 0 2.4 
1G 6 1l 2.3 

0<'1 .. 2 G 9 2.1 

16 6 9 2.1 
:r\HV. 2 0 R 2.0 

16 2.0 

Dec. 0 R 2.0 

15 2.1 

lfH~ .r"n. 2 6 9 2.1 

lr. 6 10 2.2 

F.·h. 2 6 IO~ 2.2 

16 G II 2.:1 

Mar. 2 6 11& 2.3 
21 7 (I~ 2.4 

Apr. 7 Ii 2.6 

16 7 :I 2.6 

May ., 7 5 2.8 

16 7 (l 2.9 

June 2 7 6~ 2.9 

I.Jllly 

16 7 6 2.9 

2 7 4. 2.7 

17 7 2~ 2.6 

Aug. 2 2.4 
15 6 10 2.2 

Sept. 2 6 5 1.8 

16 6 3 1.6 

Oet. 2 6 It 1.5 

15 6 0 1.4 

Hee. 15 6 1.4 

30 6 1.4. 

1883 J"D. 15 6 0 1.4 
30 6 1.4 
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TABLE VIII. Reoord Of 08cillai'i01l8 of Groat Salt Lake-ContinnCfl. 

~~""".------ ~ ~------ .. ---. 

Rcferre41 

Gange. Oh8'''-::1'Y('L Yea!'. Day. Reading. to Lak.· 
Shor~ 
Zero. 

"'-1 Ft. In. Feet. 
Garfielll Lamling T. OOUriH ...... -

I 188:1 Ftlh. 15 1 1.[; 

30 Ii 1.5 

Mar. 15 6 2 1.;; 

Apr. 2 6 4 1.7 
Sq,t. 3 6 6 1.9 

16 6 2 1. !" 

Oct. 3 r. 8 l.ll 

15 5 ;; 0.8 
Nov. 5 0.6 

15 ;; 0 0.4 

Dee. 

1: I 0 0.4 
;; 0 0.4 

1884 JaB, 2 5 0 0.4 

15 5 01 0.4 
Feb. 2 5 O~ 0.4 

15 5 1~ 0.5 
Mar. S 2i 0.6 

15 5 6 0.9 

Apr. 1 8 1.0 

15 511 1.3 

May 6 2 1.6 

15 5 1.9 

tlUU6 1 7 0 2.4 

15 7 3 2.6 
July 1 5~ 2.8 

15 5~ 2.8 

Aug. 21 7 2~ 2.6 
15 7 ~ 2.4 

Sept. 1 : 2.4 

15 2.4 

Oct. 2 7 0 2.4 

15 611 2.3 
Nov. o 11 2.3 

15 6 10 2.2 
Dne. 2 610 2.2 

In 611 2.3 

1885 Jan. 2 1 41.5 
15 7 ~~ 2.6 

Feb. 2 7 3~ 2.7 

16 7 2.8 

Mar. 2 7 6 2. !) 

1fl 8! 3.1 

AI'r. 3 7 10 3.2 

16 7 11 3.:; 

May 2 8 3.5 

15 8 3 3.6 

June 1 8 6 3.0 

16 8 9 4.1 

July 2 810 4.2 

15 S 9~ 4.2 
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TABU; VIII. Recoril of 08cillaliotl8 of Great Salt Lak~-Continued. 

I norene!l 
Gau~e. Roadillg. 10 Lake 

Shore 
Zero. 

Ft. In. Feet. 
Ilarfidd Laudiug T. Dout'i~. 8 8 4.0 

4.0 

3.0 

3. '" 
8 0 SA , 

15 7 lli 3.3 

No\,. 7 II 3.3 

15 7 0 3. 1 

Ih·". 2 7 0 3.1 

15 7 II a.3 
18"0 .fan. 2 8 0 3.4 

15 8 1 3.5 

Feu. 2 8 3l ·3.7 

151 8 5 3.8 

Mar. 2 8 7 4.0 

15 8 9 4 1 

Apr. 1 8li) 4.2 

15 811 4.3 

May 2 II Oi 4.4 

15 II 1 4.5 

June 2 9 2i 4.0 
Now Garfield .......... M. E. JOlles July 29 8 IO! , 4.2 

Oct. 2 8 2 3.6 

No,\,. 6 0 3.4 

Dec. 28 21 3.6 

1887 Feb. 5 8 1! 3.5 

Mar. 5 8 3.7 

19 8 5! 3.8 

Apr. 2 8 41 3.8 

16 8 6l 3. II 

May 7 8 Sa 3.8 

22 8 81 4.1 
30 8 Pk 4.1 

JUlie 10 8 8;i 4.1 

Juno 22 8 7lf 4.0 
July 4 8 6l 3. II 

U 8 5~ 3.8 

Aug. o I 8 Ii i 3.5 

Sept. 5 84 I 3.1 
2() 4k I 2.7 

Od. 4 3~ ~. 7 

25 It 2.5 

Noy. 11 2.5 

1888 fJau. 7 1 2. [) 

10 7 2~ 2.fl 

F'"b. 7 2.6 

24 4 2.7 

Mal'. a 7 4 :!.7 

23 6' . ~.9 

A 1'1' 7 7 3.0 
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TAllL!<: VIII. R'W01'd of Oscil14Uons of Gj'cat Salt Lilke-Continllod. 

Gauge. 

New Garfield - - - - . -~ 
M.}j, Jones .. _. IS88 

1889 

1890 

Day. I
, Rufnt'l'etl 

to Lak., 
lteafliug-. Shoro 

Z~~l'o. 

Ft, I'll. 1?cct. 

May 3~ I 7 ;; t.8 
7 5:;' ~.n 

.JIHH1 22 ; 7 a~ 2.7 

July a I 7 Ii ~. 5 

23 !l D 3.2 

Aug. 1 I 6 8 2.1 

16 0 6 1.9 

S~l}t. 1 ; 6 4 1.7 

15 I 6 1~ 1.5 
I 

Oef,. I 511 1.3 

Nov. 1 :-; :-; O.S 

10 5 7 1.0 

D~e. 10 l) 7 1.0 

Jan. 1 " 7 1.0 

15 [; 7 ],0 

Feu. I :-; 8 1.1 

1ft r, 9 1.2 

MOl". 1 6 0 1.4 

2!t 0 I 1.5 

Apr. 15 r. 9 1.2 

May 1 r, 11 1.3 

I "0 
5 9 1.2 

Jmw 1 5 8 1.1 

25 :-; 5 0.8 

.ruly 12 411 0.3 

Au~'. 10 6 -0.1 

30 I~ -0.5 

S(~pt. ~3 3 7 -1.0 

O<>t. 12 7fi -1.0 

Dce. 14 8 -0.9 

J'nn. 4 3 9 -0.8 

All examination of these oil:,ervat.iom;, or of the curve plotted from 

thUln, :dlOWS that the oseillatiolH; fall rendil y into twu e1as::';('K; the Olle p06-

odie, (,0111pletill~!' its cyele ill 12 Ilhmtlis; the other BOll-periodic. The eurve 

ill Fig'ure 32 shows the llature of the annual oseillation, being derived from 

the reeords of eight eomplete, though not consecutive, years. 'J'hree periods 

were used: Oetober 1, 1875, to October 1, 1876; January 1, 1880, to Jan

uary 1, 1883; aud November 1, 1883, to November 1, 1887. 'rhe eUl've 

has 11 single maximum, falling Ilear the summer solstice, and It i::lillgle mini

mum, falling five months later. The maximum is more acute than the 

mlmmurn. The rallg~ is 16 inches. 'rhe rise occupies seven months and 
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the fall only five, but. the most rapid change is that portion of the rise oc

curring in May, 

JAN F.EE MAR AP.L MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

~ 

'" / 

/ 
/ 

~ 
/.0 

/ 
'/ " ~ ~ ---

O,S 

OQ 

}<'I<:, 3~-A lI11ual Ris!) and Fall of the wate.' surface of Great Salt Lake. 

The eaw,w of thi::; fillllual variation i8 at once apparent. 'rite ellief 

a.ecm,~ioll::; of water to the lake are from the moltillg of ::;lluW 011 the lIlotlllt

aiIl~, alld t.his oeenn; iu the ::;prillg, oeea:-siollillg the rise of the w~ter from 

March to ,JUlIe. \Vater e8eape8 from the lake only l,y evaporatioll, awl 

evapomtioll is most mpid ill 8LIlIIJller. Before the influx fi'om melting t-UlOW 

has cease(l, it i::; antagonized by the rapidly increa:.;illg evaporation; awl as 

800ll as it ceases, the surface is quickly 10\\'(';1'oa. In the autumll the rate of 

evaporation gradually diminishes; in November it barely equals the trihute 

of the 8pl'illg-fed 8treams; and ill winter it is overpQwered hy suell aqueous 

}ll'OdUd of Illountaiu stonllS H8 is 110t 8t,(n'lHl up ill SIlOW hanlu" 

It Call1lot he douhted that the uature of the alllllml oscillation is modi-

11('(1 hy the di version of wat~r for irrigation, hut an attempt to discover the 

lllodiiientioll failod, As the irrigation arca steadily increased during the 

tiuw (··ovm'lHl hy the gauge record8, it was eoneeived that tho illtlueneo of 

iiTigation IIlight heeonw apparent if eurvos were separately derived from 

the earlier 1'o('on1s awl the later, hut it was found that lleitlwr the curve 

dedtH'cd ii'om four yean; of l'eeonl betweell 1875 alld 1883 llol' tlw ell1've 

(ledueed thnll four years of record ii'om 1883 to 1887 differed materially 

frolll the eurve Imsetl on the whole eight yean;. 

Observations prior to 1875.-
rrurniug now to the imlireet determillation of oseil

lations prior to 1875, we havo a eo11eetio11 of eireulIlstalltial aud traditiollary 

data which suffieiently indieate the generalllature of the nOll-periodic oseil

lations sinee the year 1845. 
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From 1847 to the present time the islands of the lake have been used 

as henl grounds. Fremont and Carrington j"lands have been reached by 

boat, and Antelope and Stam;bury islands partly by boat, partly by fording, 
and partly by land communicntion. A large shnre of the navigation has 

heen performed by citizens of Farmingtou, and the shore in that neighbor
hood is so flat that changes of water height have necessitated f;equellt 

changes of landing place. The pursuits of the boatmen were so greatly 
affected that all of the more important fluctuations were impressed upon 

their memories; and most of the cbanges were so associated witb features 

of the topography that some estimate of their quantitative values could he 
made. rrhe data which thus became available were collated for the late 

Professor Henry by Mr. Jacob Miller, a resident of Farmington, who took 
part in the uHxigation. His results agree very closely with those derived 

from an independent investigation of my own, which has already been re

corded in an essay on the water supply of Great Salt Lake, constituting 
Chapter IV of Powell's "Lands of the Arid Region." The following para
graphs are transcribed ·with little change from that volume. 

Antelope Island iR eOllnected with the delta of the J ordnn River by a 

broad, flat sand bar thnt has been usually submerged but occasionally ex

posed. It slopes very gently towards the island, and just where it joins it, 
is interrupted by a narrow channel a few inches in depth. For a number 

of years this hal' afforded the means of access to the island, and many per
sons traversed it. By combining the evidellee of such persons, the condi

tion of the f(H"(1 Ims been ascertained up to the time of its final abandoll

ment. From lS47 to 1850 the har was dry during the low stage of eneh 

winter, and ill sumlller covered by not more than 20 inelws of water. Thell 
beg'an a 1'iHe, whieh coutillued uutil1S5!) or lS!)G. At that time a horseman 

could with diffieulty ford ill winter, but all COIlnnuuicatioll was hy hoat iu 

summer. Then the ,Yater fell for a Heriml of yearH, uutil ill 1SGO awl 1861 
the hal' waH again dry ill winter. rrhe spring of 18G2 was marked by an 

ulllumul fall of min aud SHOW, wherehy the streams were greatly floodml 

and the lake surface was raised several feet. In subsequent years the rise 
continued, until ill 1865 the ford became impassable. According to Mr. 
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Hiller, the rise was somewhat rapid until 1868, from which date until the 

establishment of the gauges, there occurred only minor fluctuatiom;. 

Since these paragraphs were written the publication of Fremont's 
"lVIemoirs of lVIy Life" has afforded a still earlier observation. On the 13th 

of Augmlt 1845 he rode across the shallows to Antelope Islall(l, the ,vater 
nowhere reaching above the saddle girths.1 

For the purpose of connecting the traditional history as derived fi'om 

the ford ,vith the systematic record afterward inaugurated, I villited the bar 

in company with lVIr. l\Iiller on the 19th of October 11-177, and made careful 

soundings. The features of the t<ml had been minutely described, and there 

was no uncertainty as to the identification of the locality. ·We fouml 9 feet 
of ,vater 011 the sand Hat, and 9 feet 6 inches in the little channel at its edge. 

The examination was completed at 11 a. m.; at 5 p. m. the water stood at 

10 inches on the Black Rock gauge. 
The Antelope Islanu bar thus afforus a tolerably complete record from 

1845 to 18Gfi, but faih; to give any later details. It happens, however, that 

the hiatus is filled at unother locality. Stansbury Island is joined to the 
mainland by a similar bar, which was entirely above water at the time of 

Capt. StanHbury's Hurvey, and so continued for many years: In 1xG(j, the 

year following that in which the Antelope bar became Ullf<ll'dahle, the water 

for the· GrHt time covered the StmlHbury hal', and its subsequent advance 
and recession hayc so affected the pursuits of the citizens of Gl'nntHville 

who mled the island for a '."lnter herd ground, that it will not be diffieult 
to obtain a full record by compiling their incidental obscnations. ·While 

making the inquiry I had 110 opportunity to visit that tOWll, but elicitod the 
following facts by correspondence. Since the iirst flooding c,f thc bar the 
depth of wator has never been lesH than a foot, and it has novel' heeu so 

grcat as to prevent fording in winter. But in the Hummers of 1B72, 1R73 
and un 4, during the flood stage of the annual tide, there '.vas uo aeeeHH 

except by boat, and ill those years the lake level attained its greatest height. 

In the spring of' 18G9 the depth was 4~ feet, and in the autumn of 1B77, 2~ 

feet. 

1 Vol. 1, p. 431. 
MON 1--16 
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The last item shows that the Stansbury bar is 7 feet higher than the 
Antelope, and serves to connect the two selies of observations. 

Further inquiries may render the record more complete and exact, but 
as it r1O'\Y stands all the general features of the fluctuations are indicated as 
far back as 1845. Beyond that time there is no tradition, but there is a 
single item of circumstantial evidence worthy of mention. All about the 
lake shore there is a storm line marking the extreme advance of the water 
during gales in the summers of 1872, 1873 and 1874. It is indicated by 
driftwood and other shore debris and is especially distinguished by the fact 
that it marks a change in vegetation. In some places vegetation ceases at 
this line, but usually there is a straggling growth of herbaceous plants able 
to live on a saline soil. Above the line, on all the steeper slopes not sub
jected to cultivation, the sage and other bushes flourish, but below the line 
they are represented only by their dead stumps. 'rhe height of this storm 
line above the contemporaneous still-water surface varies with the locality, 
being much greater on a shelving coast, over which the water is forced to a 
considerable distance by the winds, and especially small upon the islands. 
On the east side of Antelope Island it was found by measurement to be 
three feet above the summer stage of the lake in 1877, or about one foot 
above the winter stage in 1873. 

A lower storm line was observed by Stansbury in 1850, and has been 
described to me by a number of citizens of TIt'ah who were acquainted with 
it at that time and subsequently. The lake was then at its lowest observed 
stage; and the storm line was so little above it that it was submerged soon 
after the rise of the lake began. Like the line now visible, it was marked 
by dIiftwood, and a growth of bushes, including the sage, extended down 
to it; but belmv it no stumps were seen. 

The relations in time and space of these two storm lines contribute a 
page to the history of the lake. The fact that the belt of land between 

them supported sage bushes shows that previous to its present submergence 
it had been dry for many years. Lands washed by the brine of the lake 
become saturated with salt to such an extent that even salt-loving plants 
can not live npon them; and it is a familiar fact that the sage never grows 
ill Utah upon soil so saline as to be unfavorable for grain. The rains of 
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many years, and perhaps even of centuries, would be needed to cleanse 
land abandoned bv the lake so that it could sustain the salt-hatinO" bushes' 

oJ b , 

and we cannot avoid the conclusion that the ancient storm line had been 
for a long l;eriod the limit of the fluctuations of the lake surface. 

FIG. 33.-Xon·1"'Tiodic Rise and Fall of Great Salt Lake. 
A. I. B. Auto·!op" bland BaT. S. I. B. ~ Stnn81mry 18land Bar. O. S. = OM Storm line. N. S. = New Storm 

lillo. The horizontal 8cale reprc",·nt. time. The vertical scale of fe~t is refelTod to the zero of the Lako Sliore Gatlge as a. 
datum. 

The curve in Fig. 33 embodies the results of direct observation and of 
traditional evidence as well as the inference from the phenomena of the 
ancient shore-line. It is drawn as a full line where based upon definite 
information, and as a broken line where the data are less precise. rrhat to 
the left of the ordinate representing 1845 is intended to express merely the 
postulate that there were then, as afterward, oscillations, and the conclusion 
that those oscillations did not exceed the level of the ancient storm-line. 
The annual oscillation is omitted; the non-periodic only is represented. 

1.'he principal facts illustrated by this curve are, that during the historic 
period in Utah the lake has twice risen and twice fallen, the seeond fall being 
BOW ill progress; that the seco1\d rise "ms carried five feet above a line whieIl 
had not heen submerged for several decades; and that the total observed 
rang'e of fluctuation is about eleven feet. 

Changes in area.-The inclination of the shores is in many directiolU'l so grad

unl that thiH oscillation of eleven feet Im~ been accompanied by very notuble 
changes ill the extent of the water sUlface. ];'ortunately, the t.WO map~ of 
the lake that have been puhlil'lheu are baHed upon surveys maue at :,mch 
times as to illustrate this clmllge. Stansbury performed his field work iu the 

years 1849 and 1850, when the lake was at its lowest observed level, and 
the topographers of the Fortieth Parallel Survey delineated the lake margin 
in 1869, when the water was within a few inches of its highest stage. Pl. 
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XXXIII IH compiled from the two maps conjointly, so as to exhibit the 

position and extent of the belt of land submerged by the rise of the lake. 

Cpon the Stansbury map the water surface has an area of 17.50 miles; upon 
the King, or Fortieth Parallel map, an area of 2170 miles, the increment 

being 24 per cent. of the smaller area. 
The ability of the lake to dilate rapidly the water smface exposed to 

evaporation must ordinarily prevent any great fluctuation in its height 
The effect of each temporary increment or decrement to either water supply 

or rate of evaporation is hy this means quickly obliterated, and cumulative 
results ~tTe prevented. The lake level must be conceived to fluctuate nor

mally within na1'rO\v limits, and the last high stage, in which the water was 
not merely carried above the old storm line, but maintained at a greater 

altitude for a period of eight or nine years, may be assumed to indicate 
SOllle powerful and ulllumal cause. 

Causes of change.-The fact that the exceptional lake maximum has occurred 

during the occupation of the region hy the white man suggests that it may 
have been occasioned in some way by human agency; otherwise its cause 
is natural, and is almost of necessity elimatie. Let us first consider the pos
sible climatic causes. The heibO'ht of the lake is stationary only when the 

.; '" 
gain from inflow and fi'om rainfall on the water surface is precisely balanced 
by the loss fi'om evaporation. 'Whenever in any year the total access of 

water exceeds the evaporation, the surface rises; when the evaporation ex
ceeds, the surf~1ee falls. The elements of climate to be considered are there
fore those which affeet the water supply and the evaporation. The rate of 

evaporation is a fUllction of the local temperature and humidity of the air 
and of the velocity of the wind. The water supply depends primarily on 

the rainfall and secondarily on the rate of evaporation, since a portion of 
the water falling 011 the land is evaporated, and it is only the unevaporated 
part which finds its way to the lake. Other things b~illg equal, the lake 
surface should rise during those years in which the precipitation in rain and 

snow is great, the temperature low, the relative humidity high, or the wind 
velocity small . 

..! 

Our climatic record in the Cordilleras is imperfect, but such as it is, it 
extends back nearly as far as the record of lake oscillation. The account 
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it affords of the wind velocity and the relative humidity is not sufficiently 
definite to be of value in this connection; but the records of raillfa]} and 

temperature may profitably be compared. For this purpose I have availed 

myself of the statistics gathered by the Smithsonian Institution and discussed 

by l\lr. Charles A. Schott in his papers on the precipitation and ntmospheric 

temperature of the United States, and those gathered "and published by the 

. U. S. Signal Corps. 
Aqueous precipitation is so capricious in its distribution that the record 

kept at a single station affords no valuable indication of secular changes. 
It is only by the combination of a system of observations made at a group 

of stations, that any trustworthy indication can be obtained. For the present 
pUl1)ose tho stations of tho Great Basin and of the adjacent portiolls of the 

Pacific Coast have been used, choice being restricted to those at which 

records lmve been kept for terms of years. These are: Astoria and Port
land, Oregon; Fort Point, Sacramento, San Francisco and San Diego, Cal
ifornia; Boise City and Fort Boise, Idaho; Salt Lako City and Camp 
Douglas, Utah. In the reduction of the observations the precipitation for 
each year and station has been di vided by the mean annual precipitation 
for that station, and the several quotients have been arranged under their 

a})propriate years. The mean of all the quotients for each year has then 

been found, and these meallS have been assumed to express the relative 
precipitation for the several years in the indicated districts. The curve 

representing these means is reprodueod in No.1 of PI. XXXIV. 
A brief consideration will show that this curve is not directly compara

ble \\"ith the curve of lake osdllation, III. Assnming for the moment that 

the oscillations of the lake are determined purely by variations of precipita

tion, then each year of excesHive precipitation should correspond to a rise 
of the lake, and eaell year of small precipitation to a fall. A maximum of 

lake level would occur at the end of a series of years of great rainfall, but 

would not, except by accident, correspond in time with a year of maximum 
rainfall. If the area of the lake and the rate of evaporation were constant, 

the height of the lake level at any time could be determined by the summa
tion of all the preceaent precipitation faetors up to that time; but the fact 
that the lake expands as it rises causes the anllual loss by evaporation to be 
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a function of the lake's height. The exceptionally great rainfall of an indi
vidual year, by increasing the area of the lake, initiates an excess of evapo
ration which eventually eliminates its influence from the curve of lake 
oscillatioll; the exceptionally small rainfall of an individual year, by dimin
ishing the area of the lake, initiates a defect of evaporation which likewise 
eventually eliminates its influence from the curve of lake oscillation. The 
height of the lake at any time, as dependent on precipitation, is therefore to . 
be derived by such an integration of the precipitation of antecedent years 
as will give the greatest weight to the years just passed and a progressively 
smaller weight to those more remote. An integration of this sort has been 
made, and is expressed in the cun'e marked II. It was arbitrarily assumed 
that the influence upon the lake level of the precipitation of a given year 
diminished in arithmetic ratio so as to disappear in ten years, and the inte
gration was based 011 this assumption. .For example, the factor for 1870 
was multiplied by ten, that for 1869 by nine, that for 1868 by eight, etc., 
the f:'1ctor for 18f)1 being the last included and being multiplied by unity. 
'l'he sum of these several products 'was divided by the sum of the multipliers, 
55, and the quotient was assumed to represent the integrated precipitation 
factor at the end of the year 1870. 

The temperatl~re was treated in a similar manner. Prior to the insti
tution of the meteorologic observations of the Signal Corps, temperature 
was observed at a number of military posts and a few cities, and the records 
luwo be on compiled and discussed by Mr. Schott. These observations have 
doubtless been continued at most points up to the present time, but they 
are less accessible than those of the Signal Service, and the latter have been 
employed for the period from 1872 to 1883. The Signal Service stations 
in the region already indicated include Portland, Ore., and San Francisco, 
and San Diego, CaL, occupied for the entire period; and Umatilla, Ore., 
Visalia, Cal., Boise City, Idaho, Salt Lake City, Utah, Pioche, Nev., and 
Prescott, Ariz., occupied for terms varying from five to eight years. For 
each of these stations the mean of the annual means of temperature was 
subtracted from each of the annual means, and the residuals were arranged 
in colunms according to years. The mean of the residuals for each year 
was then deduced, and the successive mean residuals were plotted in a curve. 
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This curve was found to be almost identical with that derived from the San 
Francisco observations alone and to be closely simulated by the curves of 
the other individual stations. It was therefore deemed legitimate to employ 
the San Francisco curve as representative of the district for the period 
antecedent to the institution of the Signal Service observations. 

The San Francisco observations, however, were not employed alone. 
Mr. Schott has combined with them data from Alcatraz Island, Angel Island, 
Fort Point and Presidio, alI of which stations were in the imm~diate vicinity. 
His results are published in the form of mean annual temperatures, and 
these have been prepared for the present purpose by subtracting from each 
the mean of the series. The residuals thus obtained and the residuals de
rived from the Signal Service observations are plotted in curve V of PI. 
XXXIV. This curve may be considered to represent, with a fair degree 
of approximation, the non-periodic oscillations of temperature within the 
indicated period in the district of the Great Basin and Pacific Coast. 

Here, too, it is evident that a direct comparison with the curve of lake 

oscillation should not be made; whatever the influence of temperature upon 
the volume of the lake, whether through rainfall or evaporation, it would 
be semi-cumulative. The temperature determinations have therefore been 
submitted to the same process of special integration as the precipitation 
determinations; it was again assumed that the influence of each year's 
temperature would diminish in arithmetic ratio so as to disappear in ten 
years. The deduced curve, IV, is far more regular than that derived from 
precipitation, and presumably represents the slow seeular oscillation. 

In comparing the integrated temperature curve with the curve of lake 
oscillation the question arises whether the maxima of the former should be 
compared with the maxima or the minima of the latter. If temperature 
affects the lake chiefly through rate of evaporation, the maxima of one curve 
should coincide with the minima of the other. If its chief influence is ex
erted through precipitation, the correspondence should probably be found 
in the same way; but about this there is difference of opinion. Fortunately, 
it is unnecessary to discuss the subject in this connection, for whether the 
comparison be made directly or by inversion, it is equally evident that the 
curves are inharmonious. 
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The integrated precipitation, curve II, resembles the curve of oscilla

tion in several particulars. Its maximum from 1852 to 1855 is comparable 

with the lake maximum ill 1855 and 1856. Its minimum from 1858 to 1860 

is comparable with the lake minimum in 1860 and 1861; and during the 

gTcat maxinnull of the lake from 18G7 to 187~) the precipitation curve is 

for the most part above its mean line. The only great disparity occurs in 

the yean.; 18G3 to 1865, when the precipitation curve shows a minimum 

unrepresented in the eUlTe of lake oseillation. The precipitation curve is 

therefore on the whole similar, and indeed its correspondence is quite as 

close as could be expected by one who realizes how imperfectly the average 
preeipitation of a region is represented by the observed precipitation at 

a small number of stations. 'rhere is, therefore, some support for the 

hypothesis entertained by many persons that the exceptional rise of Great 

Salt Lake which culminated in 1873 was due to an increase of precip

itation. I 

TurlIing now to the consideration of the influences exerted upon the 

lake by man, we find them separable i11to two classes; first, those which cause 

a greater proportion of the precipitation falling on the land to be gathered 

by the streams and carried to the lake; second, those which cause a smaHer 

proportion of the preeipitation to reaeh the lake. The supposed influence 

of deforesting on the rainfall itself lleed not be diseussed, beeause in this 

region no considerable body of forest has been destroyed. 

The chief influence of man in increasing the inflow of the lake is through 

the grazing industry. In their virgin condition many of the lowland valleys 

and all the upland or mountain valleys were covered by grass and other 

herbaceous vegetation. These have been eaten off by the herds of the white 

mall, and in their plaee has sprung up a sparse growth of low bushes between 

which the ground is bare. From tbis bare surface it is believed that the 

water falling as rain or freed by the melting of snow, runs off more readily 

than from the original grassy surface, so that a smaller share of it is evap

orated in situ and a larger share flows through the water courses to the 

lake. This ehange has affected a large total area; and if its influence upon 

1 The observational data discussed clo:;e with the year 113133. A:; the manuscript goes to press 
they are availahle to 1889. The later data haOle not ht'en systematically treated, but their inspeetioll 
shows thltt the general conclusion is Rllstainetl by them. 
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water supply is here correctly interpreted, it is a factor of importance. 

Another factor of the :mme tendeney i~ the draining of marshes and heayer 

pOlHlt5. Many of the small streams of the basin were clogged by heaver 
dams, alld the courses of some of these have been opened by the white man 

for tho purpot5e of increul"Iing the supply of water (or irrig'ation. The in
erealiH~d supply has been utilized for irrigation during a portion only of the 

year, and at other times Ims joined the streams flowing to the lake. 
Plowing und ilTigation haye the contrary effect. Lam] hroken up for 

cultivation is thereby rendered more porous, so as to retain a larger portion 

of the rain falling upon it. This retained portion is chiefly returned to the 

atlllosphere by evaporation and is thus lost to the lake. The effect of irriga

tion il"l preeisely similar. The 'Yater diverted from the streams and spread 
out on the land for the purpose of nourishing crops is restored to the atmos

phere by evaporation from the surt~lCe of the soil and from the leayes of 

plants. III 1877 the writer estimated that the inflow of Great Salt Lake 
was diminished six per cent by this cause. 

With the exception of irrigation, it is impossible to give quantitative 
expression to these factors. Those which tend to increase the lake probably 

culminated fifteen or twenty years ago, and have since remained constant. 

'l'hose which tend to diminish the lake have increased continuously for the 

last 35 years. 'I'lle time is probably past when the net tendency toward 

lake increment was at a maximum, but it is not entirely clear whether the 

present Rum of human agencies tends toward lake expansion or lake con
traction. In any case the cOlls~deration of the qualitative relation of the 
several t~lctnrs suffices to Hhow that a curve repreHelltative of the influence 

of humlln ageneies could have but a Hingle maximum, and eould not corre

spond ill detail with the determined curve of oscillation. 

Ten years ago I discussed at some length the comparative merits of 

the climatic theory and the theory of human agencies/ concluding that 

neither was inconsistent with the fact:,; and that the truth might include 

both. I pointed out that the former appealed to a cause that may be ade

quate but is not independently known to exist, while the latter appealed to 

causes known to exist but quantitatively Illldetermined. Since that time 
~ ... --.----

I Land!! of the Arld l{CgiOll, pp. 68-77. 
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the publication of the second edition of Mr. Schott's discussion of rainfall 

and the progress of t!lC work of the U. S. Signal Corps haye rendered it 
possible to construct the most important comparative climatic curves, and 
the subject is here rmnuned for the purpose of exhibiting the relation of 

these curves to the curye of oscillation. The correspondence of the inte

gTated precipitation curve to the curve of lake oscillation is sufficiently dose 
to indicate a causal relation, especially in view of the fact that raint~lll is the 
climatic faetor to which hypothesis most naturally appeals. 

In the present aspeet of the problem, precipitation seems entitled to 

rank as the dominant factor, the results of its variation being only slightly 

modified by the variations of temperature and the changes introduced by 

grazing and agriculture. 
Future Changes.-Those human agencies which tend to increase the water 

supply of the lake, namely, grazing and draining, have acquired a status 
that is practically permanent, but those which tend to diminish the supply, 

namely, plmving and irrigation, have not yet ceased to increase. In 1877, 
'when the consumption of water by irrigation was estimated at six per cent. of 

the inflow of the lake, the intervention of the irrigator was restricted to the 
minor streams of the basin. 'rhe main bodies of the Bear and of the Jordan, 

the largest of all the streams, flowed unimpeded to the lake. Since that 

time, the diversion of the water of the Jordan has been undertaken on a 

large scale; and the time can not be distant ,vhen its entire yolume will be 

utilized. The Bear River presents greater engineering difficulties, and has 
not yet been brought under control; but sooner or later a large district will . 

be redeemed by means of its water, and the lake will be correspondingly 
deprived of tribute. Human agency is thus destined to play an important 

part in the determination of the future history of the lake. The next ten 

years 'will witness its shrinkage, for lack of affluent water, to a size smaller 

than has before been observed. It is not to be expected that it will ever 
share the fate of Sevier Lake, because the conservation of all the stream 

water for irrigation is Hot' economically practicable, but it will probably be 

so reduced in volume as to precipitate a portion of its salt. 

The final sYHtem of irrigation will include the storage in artificial 
reservoirH of the flood water of all the minor streams, and will cause the lake 
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to be deprived of all inflow except from saline creeks and from the unused 

share of Bear River, but this system is not likely to be established hy the 

present generation. The expansion of the methods now in vogue to a limit 
dependent on the extent of the readily available arable land, together with 

the construction of reservoirs on the most available siteR, 'will employ about 
two-thirds of the water supply, and ,viII proportionately reduce the area of 

the lake. 
011e effect of s11ch a eontraction of the lake will be to simplify its out

lille. Antelope, Stansbury, Carrington, Hat, and Dolphin island:,; will be 

permanently united to the land. Bear River Bay will be drained nearly to 
the southern extremity of Promontory, and the bay eaRt of Antelope Island 
will he drained nearly to the northern end of that island. rrhe Jordan, the 

\Veber, and the Bear will unite their deltas in the vieillity of Fremont 
Island, and will eyentually fill up all of the sound east of that island, 

reducing the lake to a linear hody lying east of Stansbury Island and the 
Promontory. With a lowering of the lake surface the projection of deltas 
will be a rapid process. During the recent high Rtage of the lake the chan
nels of the three principal rivers have been converted, in their 10\ver por

tions, into estuaries whose sluggish eurrent has permitted the accumulation 
of silt. The volume of this silt has been at the same time increased by the 

cultivation of the soil, an industry which always augments the detrital loads 
of the streams. The lowering of base-level incident to the falling of the 

lake surface will cause the streams to erode this detritus and transport it to 

the shore of the lake. 
Saline Contents.-Another effect will be the concentration of the brine. The 

lake is so shallow that its volume is gTeatly affected by small changes of 

level, and since the total amount of contained salts ullderg'oes no appre
ciahle change, the strength of the solution is affected. Varia.tions of salinity 

have been observed by persons engaged in the manufacture of salt from the 

brine, and quantitative expression has been given to the same facts by the 
analyses made iI'om samples gathered at different dates. With the lake at 

its lowest oh;;erved stage, 1850, Stansbury collected a sample of the brine 

containing 22.4 per cent. of solid matter. From a sample gathered in 1873, 
when the lake was at its highest stage, Bassett obtained 13.7 per cent. of 
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solid matter. At an intermediate stage King collected in 1869 a sample 
containing 14.8 per cent. and Talmage in 1885 and 1889 obtained samples 
yielding 1G.7 and 19.G per cent. It would appear from a comparison of the 
extreme results that with a rise of the lake sUlface of 1 O~ feet the salinity 
was decreased by 39 per cent. of its amount; and, aSfmming that the quan
tity of saline matter in solution remained unchanged, the 'volume of water 
ill the lake was at the same time increaspd 73 per cent. 

While these results are approximately true, they should not pass with
out qualification. Careful comparisons of the several determinations of 
salinity with the several determinations of density and with the correspond
ing determinations of height of water surface, revealllumerous discrepancies. 
The comparison of salinities with densities shows that there are errors in 
determinations of Halinities or densities. Discrepancies between deterInined 
salinities or densities on the one hand, and heights of water surface on the 
other, suggest several sources of error. No collector of water samples has 
placed on record tho spot where the eollection was made; one may have 
stopped near the mouth of a stream and obtained too Iowa salinity; another 
may have visited a lag'oon of the shore with abnormally high salinity. 
Stansbury and King neglected to reeord the dates of sampling; and of 
the five samples analyzed three were collected before the establishment of 
gauges; there is thus some uncertainty in determinations of the height of 
the lake when its brine was sampled. 

The accompanying analyses embody all our knowledge of the nature 

of the brine and they accord so poorly with one another that they warrant 
our speaking with confidence only of the most striking characteristics. rrhe 
principal base is sodium, aud this exists chiefly in the form of chloride, but 
also as sulphate; next in rank is potassium, and then follow magnesium and 
calcium. Despite the fact that calcium carbonate is precipitated on the shore 
in the form of an oolitic sand, none of the analysts have succeeded in finding 
it in the brine; and it is probable that the weighable caleiuIIl found in two 

of the samples exists in the form of sulphate. The theoretic combination 
of acids and bases given in the lower division of the table is in the main 
tentative only; but the readiness with which sodium sulphate is obtained 
from the brine warrants the belief that it is one of the actual constituents. 
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When in winter the temperature of the water falls below 20° F., the precipi. 
tation of this salt begins, and it sometimes accumulates in such quantity as 
to be readily gathered from the bottom, or is even thrown upon the shore 
by the waves. 

The sodium chloride has become the basis of a large industry, being 
manufactured for table and dairy u;,;e as well as for metallurgic purpo;,;es. 
Thill indm;try has so expanded since the close of my work in Utah that a 

statement of its condition at that time would have historical value only. It 
is reported that the output ill 1886 ,vas 23,000 tom,; in 1887, 40,000 tons; in 
1888,21,000 tons. For several years sodium sulphate cast on the shore by 
the waves in willter has been gathered, and its utilization for the production 
of various sodium :-;alts of commercial imJ)ortanee is already undertaken.1 

The quantity of sodium chloride contained in the lake is about 400 millions 
tons; of sodium sulphate, 30 millions tons. 

TABLE IX. Analyse8 Qf Wafe¥ Qf Great Salt Lake. 

I. Sample taken In 1850; analysis by L. D. Gale. 
II. Sample taken in Mummer 'of 1869; analysis b.V O. D. Allen. 

III. Sample taken in .AUj1;u.t,. 1873; allalysis by H. Ba.sett. 
IV. Sample takell in December. 181lS; analysis by J. E. Talmage. 
V. Sample taken in Angust, 1889; analysis by J. E. Talmage. 

L II. Ill. IV. V. 

Total .olids in I()()O parts of water •.. 167.2 1115.5 

Specific j1;ravity ........... .. 1.122 1.157 

Fil'st arrangement of rcauUs; by acids and baBC.9. 

Parts in 1000 of water. Per cent. of total solids. 

1. II. III. IV. V. I. II. 
, 

III. IV. V. 
i 

Chlorine ........ 124.5 84.0 73.6 90.7 110. [, 55,8 56.0 54.3 56.5 

Sulphmic acid (SO.). 12.4 9.9 8.8 13 1 11.7 5. Il 6.1l 6. 7.8 6.0 

Sodium ............ 85.3 49.6 38.3 58.2 6j.3 38.3 33.1 20. 34.8 33.4. 

PotasRium 2.4 9.9 1.11 2.1 1.6 7. 1.1 1.1 
Culcium . __ .... " .. Trace .2 .6 .4 .8 • 2 .3 . 4 

~Iagnesium .6 3.8 3.0 2.9 5.1 .3 2.5 1.7 2.6 

Boric acid. Trace 

Pbospboric acid Trace 

Total .... 222.>< 149.9 134.2 167.:1 195.5 100.0 100.0 1()().O 100.0 

1 The waters of Great Salt Lake. By James E. Talmage. Sciellce, vol. 14, 1889, pp. 444-446. 
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Second arrangement of resn/ts; by theoretic combination8 of acid8 and baBe •. 

Parte in 1000 of water. Per cent. of total solids. 

I. II. III. IV. V. 

Sodium c111ol"i<le 202.0 118.6 88.5 81. 3 80.5 

Potassium chlorido -- ........... 18.9 
fifagn(~sium chlorido ___ 2.5 14.9 11. 9 11. 3 20.1 1.1 La ~R 

Sodium sulphate ....... 18.3 9.3 10.9 14.2 10.5 8.2 &2 ~4 

Potassium sulphate. __ 5.3 4.3 4. i 3.6 2.4 
Calcium sulplla!e .9 2.0 1.5 2.8 .0 1.4 

Chlorine (excess) '" .•. .9 2.0 .6 

149.9 134.2 167.2 1 195.5 100.0 100.0 IOU. 0 

"Xo/e. Tho first sample of water was collt'cted by Si"nsbury, and its analysis is reporte,l on p. 419 of the" Expedition 
to the Gre"t Salt Lake." The second was collected by tho Fortieth Par'tlld Snrve~', and is rcp01tcd in Systematic Geology, 
vol. I, p. :;02, ami Descriptive Geology, vol 2, p. 433. The tbird was coUt'clml by Dr. W. Ma"ce! in August, IBn, anu i8 
lello'lecl in tbe Chemical News for Nov. 7th, ISi:l (\'01. 2R, p. 236) by H. Hassett. The fonrth and fifth were collected by 
J. ye. Talmago in December, 1885, anu Augustl 1889, an,l H" reported in Science, ,01. H, 1889, p.445. Gale reported the 
saita as bere given in tho first column of tbe second table. Allen's report includes h\"o forma, the salts being given in 
ono anll tho alkalis and aoids in the oth<.'f. Allen's fi.~nrf'-8t as print ell, aro nnt perfectly cOllsif;tent; the report of the 
combined. salts haR uf'en used in deriving tho figures bere IHlhlishCtl. Bassett's rerort wu,:i Imulished iu tho form here given 
ill the third column of t.ho, first table. The entire error of analysis is ("ompntc<1 in chlorine in tho 15c{~ond table, columus 
II anel III. Talllllt e's resuit. w"ro published in the form given in tho first part of tho .econcl table. Gale's and Tal· 
mage~s errors of Ilnalysis do lW.t appear .. 

Sources of Saline Matter.-The sources of the saline material maybe considered 
01 

in two classm;; the first including the rivers, the second the littoral springs. 

rrhe Bear, the'Veber, the Jordan and a small number of creeks rise in up

lands aboye the horizon of the Bonneville shore and bring to the lake water 

""hich i" sensibly fresh, containing only minute quantities of mineral matter. 

A cOl'don of springs about the shore of the lake rise through the Bonneville 

beds, aud are so far charged with salts leached from the sediments a" to be 
perceptihly brackish. 'With these should be classoll also the ]}fahule Hiver, 

the upper course of which is fresh, while the lower is rendered brackish by 

the aeeession of saline water from thermal springs riHing in the hed of the 

stream within the BOllneville area. 'With only our present knowledge it is 

impos&ihle to ::;ay whether the fresh rivorH or the hraekiHh Hpring& furni&h 

the greater salille tribute to the lake. The river::; only have heen subjected 

to chemieal examination. 

'l'he constitution of the Jordan water was determined from a sample 

collected in Utah Lake, the source of the river, awl this determination is 

taken to represent about one-third of the inflow of the lake. Bear HiveI' 

was sampled at Evanston, where the stream has probahly two-thirds of its 
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maximum volume Since this river furnishes nhout half the water Rupply 

of the lake, the sample is taken to represent one-third of that supply. The 
two analyses exhibit the eOllstitution of two-thil'lls of the fresh-water tribute 

of the lake, and it 'will be assnmed . that. their mean ;,;hfHVS the character of 

the entire fresh-water tribute. III the followillg table this mean is compared 

with the analysis of the lalw water as reported by Allen: 

TABLE X. Accumulation Periods fo!' Substances colltaillc,t ill 1110 brine of 
Great Salt Lake. 

I'ut'is ill 1000. 
v. 

SabstAnce. Accumu· 
1. II. III. IY. latiou 

HeRr RiYel' etah Lake ::IInnn of Gre"t Salt Perjod. 
Water. Wate!". I and II. Luke Water. 

i 

84.00 I 
Year8. 

Chlorine. .0049 . 01~4 .0086 34,200 

Sn'phutic nd,l .010') .1306 .070.; 9. ~7 i 490 

Sodium ... ... .0082 .0178 . .0130 49.65 ; 13,400 

I'otlU!8ium . Trace Trace 2.40 

Calduru .... : .. .04:12 .055S .0495 .25 18 
Magnesium .0125 .0186 .0155 3.77 850 

Trace 

Trace 

Rate and Period of Salt Accumulation.-At the time when Allen's sample of brine 

was collected the lake had a mean depth of about 19 feet. The annual 
inflow to the lake has been approximately estimated as sufficient to add [)~ 
feet to its depth.1 

The lake volume is therefore equaled by the inflow ill three and a half 
years, and in that period tIle saline strength of the lake is increased by an 

amount equal to the saline strength of the inflow. Disregarding for the 

present the supply from littoral springs, and eonsidering only the supply 
from rivers, we may, by the aid of these considerations, de<lnce from the 

tahle the time pecessary to store np ill the lake tho ohselTml amonnt of 

each of its mineral eonstituents. The results of such eomputatioll appear 

ill the right-halld column of the table. 

One of the most cOllspieuous features of thei'e results is their variety. 

The streams carry enough calcium to charge the lake to the observed extent 

in eighteen years, but 34,000 years are necessary to silnilarly eharge it 

I Lands of the Arid Region, p. 72. 
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with chl~)rine. The explanation lies in the relative supply of these sub

stances and their relative solubility. In the mountains from which the 

rivers flow, calcium is afforded in unlimited quantity, while the supply of 

chlorine is rehttively very small. Chlorine, on the other hand, existing as 

it does in combination with sodium, is highly soluble; while calcium, exist
ing for the most part in combination with carbonic acid, is sparingly soluble. 

Chlorine therefore accumulates in the lake, while calcium is precipitated. 
It is a matter of observation that calcium carbonate gathers on the shore 

of the lake as oolitic sand, and it is probable that it also falls to the hottom 

as a marly constituent of the lacustrine sediment. Calcium has therefore 
reached its limit and is an unvarying constituent of the brine. The anIlual 
accessioIl is balanced by the anllual precipitation. 

The same remark applies to the magnesium. It is presmnahly precipi
tated with the calcium, just as it was from the waters of Lake Bonneville, 
and chemical analysis shows that a small portion of it is accumulated in 
the oolite of the shore. 

The short period necessary to accumulate the lake's store of sulphuric 
ficid, 490 years, indicates that it, too, has passed the saturation limit and is 

being precipitated. It appears to exist in the lake in the form of sodium 
sulphate, and it i8 probably precipitated in that combination. The fact that 
sodium sulphate is discharged from the lake by the extreme eol(1 of winter 

indicates that it must exist at ordinary temperatures in quantitities not far 

from the saturation limit; and it is found to be the first mineral to separate 

from the brine when evaporated by insolation. 
There remain two suhstances whose long accumulation periods permit 

us to doubt whether they have reached the stage in which accession and lo~s 
are equal Sodium and chlorine, in their combination as sodium chloride, 

constitute the most abundant mineral, Hnd 110 aualysis has indicated that 

the brine is fully saturated therewith. If it be true, as surmised, that the 
aunual supply of sulphuric acid is discharged from the lake by the precipi

ta:tion of sodium sulphate, the accumulation period for sodium chloride is 

not properly represented by the period computed for sodium. It is more 
likely to be represented by the period estimated for the chlorine, namely, 

34,200 years. 
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If now we recall to attention the tribute of the littoral springs, tem
porarily ignored, it is at once apparent that our table underestimates the 
auuual tribute of sodium chloride and correspondingly overestimates its 
accumulation period. "We have llO present means of determining the extent 
of this overestimate, but we can safely say that the period necessary to 
charge the lake with common salt by meallS of the present sources and rate 
of supply is not more than 25,000 years. Shall we conclude that 25,000 
years ago the lake was fresh ~ or is there reason to believe that sodium 
chloride, like the other constituents, is being precipitated by the lake as 
rapidly as received ~ To this question a satisfactory answer can not be given, 
but there are several considerations favoring the second alternative. First, 
the circumstances connected with the old storm line, to which reference has 
already been made, indicate that the lake was smaller and therefore more 
concentrated, for at least a fmv decades preceding the settlement of the 
country, than it has been since. It may well be that a portion of the salt 
was thrown down during this prehistoric period, and that it was combined 
with mechanical sediment in such way as to be preserved from resolu
tion. Second, it is known that under special cir~umstances salt is now 
precipitated at some points on the margin of the lake. "Where a broad 
expanse of water near the shore is exceedingly shallow, the local evapora
tion is not compensated by the circulation, and the resulting high concen
tration leads to a discharge of salt. In passing from Grantsville to Stansbury 
Island in 1881, lVIr. Russell rode for a mile across a deposit of this character 
an inch in thickness. Such a deposit as this would undoubtedly be redis
solved if the lake rose, or if it fell so as to permit the action of rain; but 
the fact of its formation iudicates how trivial are the conditiolls which may 
determine precipitation. On the whole, it is not unreasonahle to supp0i:ie 
that each of the minima whicb occur in the ordinary history of the oscilla
tiom; of the lake marks an epoch of precipitation, when a portion of the 
saline matter is discharged and a smaller portion is so combined with 
other sediments as to remain a permanent deposit. \Vhile it can not be 
true that the annual precipitation counterbalances the annual supply, it 
is quite conceivable that a century's precipitation disposes of a century's 
supply. 

MON 1--17 
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There seems thus a possibility, if not indeed a probability, that none 
of the substances which have been quantitatively determined in the brine 
and in the tributary rivers are undergoing accumulation in the lake; but it 
does not follow that this equation of supply and discharge has sub::;isted for 
a long period. There are certain soluble but very rare substances, such as 
the compound:,; of boron, lithium, iodine and bromine, which tend to accu
mulate in inland lakes of great antiquity and have come to be regarded as 

the diagnostic characters of age. Only one of these lms been detected in 

the water of Great Salt Lake, and that one is 110t found in measurable 

quantity. The conclusion that the brille i:; recently accumulated accords 

with the facts derived from the Bonneville history, for at the time of the 
outflow the salts stored in the lake must have been discharged beyond the 

limits of the basin. The age of the Great Salt Lake brine can not then be 
greater than the antiquity of the second Bonneville flood. 

'Ve might conclude that the age of the brine is precisely equal to the 
antiquity of the Bonneville flood were it not for the possibility that the lake 
has since then been freshene(l bv desiccation. Russell finds excellent reason 

" 
to believe that in the Lahontan basin, which is in many respects a duplicate 
of the Bonneville, the flood epoch has been followed by one of very low 
ebb, in which the residuary lakes have so dried away that all their saline 
matter has become entangled with mechanical sediment.1 A more recent 
accession of water has produced a number of slightly brackish lakes, whose 
feeble brines contain in their constituents no hint of great age. If the 
Salt Lake basin has passed through a similar recent epoch of desiccation, it 
is not easy to see how we should become cognizant of it. Provided the 
antiquity of the epoch was sufficient to permit the subsequent accmnulation 
of the sodium chloride, the character of the brine would be substantially as 

we find it. For the present, at least, we must regard it as an open que::;
tiOll whether the existing lake with its characteristic brine dates from the 
cessation of Bonneville overflow or from a subsequent epoch of extreme 
aridity. 

Fauna.-The animal life of the lake has been described by Packard, 
who finds it to COIlsi:,;t of two species only, a brine shrimp, Artcmict gracilis 

I Geo1. Rist. of Lake Lahontan, pp. 2:.!4-2:30. 
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Verrill/ and the larva of a fly, Bphydm gracilis Packard. TheRe are verv ., 
abundant in certain seaROllR of the year. rehey feed upon alga', of \yhich 

three species have been recognized. The meagerness of this fauna iR to be 
'lHcribed to the rarity among animal species of the power to live in COlu'en

trated brine. Packard ascribeR the phenomenal abundance of the Artcmia 

to the absence of enemicH, for the brine sustains 110 earniVOrOl1R HpeeieH of 

any sort. The genuR iR not known to live in fresh water 01' water of feeble 

salinity, but it commonly makes its appearance when feebly saline waters 

are concelltrated by evaporation, I t has been ascertained that a European 
speeiel"l takes on the clmraeterl"l of anotlwr genus, BraJlchinecta, when it is 

bred throngh a serieR of generations in brine gradually diluted to fresllllesl'l, 

and cOllversely, that it may be derived from Bra)/chil1ecia by gradual 

increase ill the salinity of the medium. It is found, moreover, tlmt itR eggs 

remain fertile for indefinite periods in the dry condition, so that whatever 

may have been the history of the climate of the Bonneville Basin, the 

present occurrence of the Arlemia involves no mystery. During the B0lll1e
ville epoch its ancestors may have lived in the fresh waters of the baflin, 

and during the epoch of extreme desiccatioIl, when the bed of Great Salt 

Lake assumed the playa condition and was dry a portion of the year, 

the persistent fertility of its eggs may have preserved the race. Or, if the 
playa condition with its concomitant sedimentation w;s fatal to the species, 
it may be that the alternative freRh water form survived in upper lakel-; and 

streams of the basin, so as to restock the lower lake whenever it afforded 
favorable conditions. 

THE GEN~~RAL HISTORY 01" BONNEVH .. T ... E OSCILLATIONS. 

'Ve may 110W assemble the conclusions derived from the disclLssiom; in 
preceding ehapters awl in the preceding sectiolls of this chapter, and exhihit 

a complete history of the oscillation of lake surface within the BOllueville 

Basin, so far as it is known. 
The relation of the alluvial cones to the shore-lines, aud the eondition 

of the low passes on the rim of the basi11, show that before the BOIlneville 

I A monogntph of the PbyllopOIl Cl'Ustac<'a of North America. By A. S. Packl~nl, Jr. U. S. 
Geol. and Geog. Burv. of the Terr. 12th Ann. Rept., Part 1, 1883, pp. 295-592. Artmll'ia g1'acili8 on pp. 
330-334. 
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flooding the water level was low. This we may call the pre-Bonneville 
low-water epoch. It was of great duration compared ,""ith those enumer
ated below. 

The first Bonneville epoch of high water is stratigraphically repre
sented by the Yellow Clay. Peculiarities of the shore-lines, and the phe
nomeIla at Red Rock and other passes, show that the water did not rise to 
the rim of the basin and was not discharged. 

After the deposition of the Yellow Clay the water subsided, and the 
basin was nearly or perhaps completely desiccated. The stratigraphic evi
dence of this subsidence is found in the unconformity between the Yellow 
Clay and the White }farl and in the alluvial deposits occurring at that 

horizon. The possibility of complete desiccation is suggested by the differ
ence in character between the antecedent and subsequent deposits, 'which 
difference may have been occasioned by a change in the conditions of sedi
mentary precipitation. This may be called the inter-Bonneville epoch of 
low water. 

The second Bonneville epoch of high water is represented stratigraph
ically by the 'White }farI. Before the close of the epoch the water over
flowed at Red Rock Pass, forming a channel of outflow which was excarated 
to a depth of 375 feet. The Bonneville shore-line records the water surface 
at the date of initial outflow. The Provo shore-line records its position 
after the channel of outflow had attained its maximum depth. 

The existing state of affairs was brought about by the recession of the 
lake sUlface from the Provo shore, and is stratigraphically repret'lented by 
the formation of loeal alluvial deposits on the surface of the 'Vhite }\farl. 
The sedimentary deposits and shore embankments marking the high-water 
stages have been more or less eroded by the modern streams, and the Rneient 
deltas espeeially have been deeply trenched. The basin has been divided 
into a number of minor hydrographic units. This modern epoeh may be 
called the post-Bonneville epoch of low water. 

Nothing is known of the absolute duration of these epochs, and in the 
study of their relative duration no trustworthy means has been found for 
comparing a high-water epoch with a low-water epoch. The deposit mark
-ing the first high-water epoch is thicker than that marking the second, and 
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we may hence conclude that the first epoch was the longer, but the amount 
of this difference is rendered indefinite by the fact that the base of the 
lower deposit is not exposed. The comparison is further complicated by 
the difference in the two deposits, the lower containing in the center of the 
basin a larger per cent. of clay than the upper. If it be true that the water 
was so constituted during the second flood as to precipitate a relatively 
large share of the clay near the shore, and that the difference of constitu
tion did not affect the precipitation of the calcareous matter, a time ratio 
may be based upon the calcareoul:; factors of the two elements of the 
exposed section. A computation under this postulate indicates that the 
first high-water epoch was not lel:;s than five times as long as the second. 

Data do not exist for the quantitative estimation of the relative dura
tion of the low-water epochs, but their order of magnitude is unmistakable. 
A comparison of the few alluvial wedges referable to the inter-Bonneville 
epoch with their local representatives formed during the post-Bonneville 
epoch shows the former to be invariably the larger, and indicates that the 
time between the two Bonneville floods was longer than post-Bonneville 
time. The pre-Bonneville low-water epoch represented by the great alluvial 
cones of the mountain flanks is still less amenable to numerical statement, 
in that its beginning is undefined; but it is unquestionable that it far tran
scended in length the inter-Bollneville epoch. 

It will be observed that in all respects our knowledge of the high-water 
epochs is relatively definite. Sot only are we able approximately to com
pare the two high-water epochs in duration, but we know that on the sec
owl occasion the water rose higher thau on the first. But of the degree of 
desiccation attained in the pre-Bonneville and inter-Bonneville epochs we 
are practically without information. 'We have ohserved and approximately 
determined two important maxima of an undulating curve, and have dem
onstrated that they are the only great maxima of the curve; but we know 
practically nothing of the remainder of the curve and are unable to indicate 
the position of any minima, properly so called. 

The kllovdedge we have gleaned is graphically exhibited in Fig. 34, 
where the upper and lower horizontal lines represent the horizolls of the 
BOllneville shore and the surface of Great Salt Lake. Horizontal distances 
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represent time) counted from left to right. The curve represents the height 
of the oscilhitiuo' ,vater smface, and the shaded area indicates ignorance. 

b 

F1G. 34.-Rise and Fall of water in the nonnevillo !la"in. 

THE TOPOGRAPHIC INTl{lRPRETA'nON OF LAKE OSCILLATIONS. 

One of the most important subjects to which the discussion of the Bon
Jl(wille history Rhould contribute is that of geologic climate. The oscilla

t10m; of the lake were in all probability caused by oscillations of climate; 
awl if we can satisfy ourselves as to the nature of the particular climatic 
movements aSRociated with the rise and the faIl of the lake, we can imme

diately, by changing the notation of our curve, convert it into :t record of 
geologic climate. But in order to be fully :mtisfied that the eurve has cli

Ilwtie significmwe, it is necessary at the outset to give consideration to other 
possible modes of interpretation. For this purpose we revert once more to 

the fundamental conditions controlling the size of a dosed lake. The size 

depends on the ratio between the supply of water and the rate of evapora

tion. Hate of oyaporation is purely a function of climate; but ,vater supply 
depends quite as much on topographic configuration as on meteorologic 

conditiollB. 'Ye are therefore called upon to inquire ,·;hether the water 
supply of the BOllneyille Basin may have been modified by topographic 
change;.; ill snch way as to account for the demonstrated rise and fall of the 

lake. 

It is conceivahle, first, that local oscillations of land surface, or volcanic 

eruptiou, or the hursting of barriers may at one time have increased the 

BOllueville drainage district at the expense of some other district, and may 
afterwards have diminished it. It is conceivable, second, that crust moye

ments nmy haye affected the altitude of the mountains whence the water 

supply of the basin flows, in ~mch way as to cause them to intercept a greater 
share of atmospheric moisture at some times than at others. It is conceiya-
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ble, third, that still grander crust movements have, by raising and lowering 

a great area including the basiu, produced corresponding modifications of 
its general climate. 

Hydrographic Hypothesis.-The possibility that the Bonneville drainage district 

has gained or lost by the slow shifting of ,Yater partings or the diversion of 

rivers has already been considered in the first section of this chapter; aIH] 

it is there shown that the only important changes it is admissible to postu

late are such as affect the supply afforded by Bear River. It is quite pos

sible that the Blackfoot, which now belong's to another drainage district, 

once contrihuted its waters to the Bear; and on the other hand, it is quite 
po:,;sible that the main trunk of the Bear was once turned from the Bonne

ville Basin to that of the Columbia j but the first of these possibilities is 

quantitatively and the second is qualitatiyely inadequate to explain the 
Bonneville oscillatiom;. If the Blackfoot -were now to be restored to the 

Bear River, there would result lUI increase in the area and depth of Great Salt 

Lake, but such change is not to be compared in magnitude with the changes 
illvoln3d in the BOllneville history; the depth of the lake would be increased 

only five or ten feet at most. If the main trunk of Bear River were to be 
cOllyerted into a tributary of the Columbia a more important result would 

he produced, but the Bonneville status would not be restored; OIl the eCHl

trary, the area and depth of Great Salt Lake would be diminished. 

It nmy be added that the condition of the basaltic sheets occupying 

the passes between the Bear River and the tributaries of the Columbia doe8 

not illdieate that they are sufficiently recent to be appealed to in explana

tion of the changes during the Bonneville epoch. There are lavas within 

the lake area which, judged hy their condition with respect to weathering, 

arc newer than those on the northern passes, and yet :tre demonstrably 

older than the epoch of the YelIov\' Clay. 
Orogenic Hypothesis.-The mountain8 affording the chief water supply of the 

basin are the \Ymmteh and the Cinta. The -Wasatch is known to have in

creased in height, by faulting, since the last Bonneyille flood, and both 

ranges are known to h:rvo been somewhat uplifted since the deposition of 

Neocene strata. It is highly probahle that they experieneed upward 

movements during Pleistocene time; and it is indubitable that every such 
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movement would result in an increase of the local precipitation and of the 
consequent magnitude of the streams. On the other hand, it is highly im
probable that either of these mountains has been subject to displacements 
of such nature as to reduce its height. The conjoint influence of rhythmic 
upheaval and equable degradation undoubtedly produces alternate gains and 
losses in altitude, and there must be corresponding gains and losses in the pre
cipitation and outflow; but however plausible such a hypothesis may appear 
upon a merely qualitative statement, it must be regarded as quantitatively 
inadequate. We have an approximate measure of the extent of the degra
dation in the lacustrine deposits which derive their material chiefly from 

that source, and we can not suppose, for example, that the removal of the 
entire mass of the 'White Marl from the uplands at the east would sufficiently 

affect their altitude to diminish the water-supply of the basin as it has been 
dimini::;hed since the White Marl epoch. 

rrhere is, moreover, a general objection to any explanation appealing 
to merely local changes, whether of drainage or altitude. The history of 
Lake Lahontan, as developed by Russell, corresponds in a remarkable ,vay 
with that of Bonneville. It includes two maxima and two only, the first 
being the longer and the second the higher. 1 It is therefore in a high de

gree probable that the phenomena have a common cause, and such cause 
must be of a general nature. 

Epeirogenic Hypothesis.-'rhis difficulty is escaped by the third hypothesis, in 

which a large area, including both lake basins, is conceived to have been 
successively elevated and depressed to an extent sufficient to reform its 
climate. Of the adequacy of such a cause there can be no question, but we 
are without evidence of its actuality. There are, indeed, in the basins of 
tlw Columbia and Frazer, systems of terraces indicative of recent changes 
in the relation of the ocean to the continent; but these serve only to indi
cate the fact of wide-spread change and do not demonstrate such changes 
as are necessary to account for the flooding of the Lahontan and Bonneville 
Basins. If that flooding is the index of a local climate wrought by conti
nental movement, the humid condition should theoretically be the result of 
eontinental elevation and the last change should have been a subsidence; 

------'''------'''--------
I Geol. Hist. of Lake Lahontan, p. 237. 
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whereas, in the basins of the Columbia and Frazer, the last change appears 
to have been an elevation. 

Since the suggested continental movements could affect the lakes only 
through the mediation of local climate, the hypothesis which appeals to them 

is essentially a climatic hypothesis; and its further consideration may he 
deferred ulltil its proper place is reached ill the discussion of the influence 
of changes in terrestial climate. 

THE CLIMATIC INTERPUETATION OF T ... AI{E OSCILLATIONS. 

OPINIONS ON CORRELATION WITH GLACIATION. 

Turning now to the suhject of climatic interpretation, we find an almost 
universal agreement among geologists in the view that the lake maxima 
were in some way associated with the history of glaciation. The idea that 
the rise of a lake contained in a closed basin is a phenomenon properly cor
related with the formation or extension of glaciers appears to have heen 
independently suggested by Jamieson, Lartet, and Whitney. Jamieson, 
speaking in 1863 of the climate of Central Asia,l said: 

The great basin of tile continental streams, larger tilan tbe area of Europe, is 
remarkable for Its inland htkes from whence no streams e\'er reacil the oceau, owing 
to the great heat drying Ull the water. Now this hectt !lnd dryness being mucillesseued 
during the glacial period, there must have resulted a much smaller e\'aporatioll, wilicil 
wonl(1 no longer balauce the inflow. Tilese lakes therefore would swell and rh,e in 
level, . • . 

Two years later, Lartet wrote: 

The level of the Dead Sea must therefore have been constantly regulated by the 
conditions of equilibrium oetween atmospheric pl'ccipitatioll ItlHl enlporation. The 
l'xteusion of the waters of this lake, at a certain epoch, re\'ealetl hy the sediments 
uow laid oare, which co\'er such vast 811rfaccs to the lImth and to the s,;uth of its 
pI'csent limits, bears witlless to a great ch,lllge sl1pern~necl ~ilJce thell iu the atmos
pheric conditions to which the hplrogmphic n~gillle of the cOlllltr,\" was su~jected. 
III the absence of fos8ils ill the sedimenL-l anciently deposited hy the lake, it is 
impossible to assign a precise age to the elenltiOIl of its waters. However, taking 
aCcoullt of the probable duration of thc phenomena which Illllst haye preceded all(l 
followed this important pbase of the history of the Dead Sea, oue wouM be led to 
attrihute to it a date close to the encl of the Terti<lTY and tile beginuiug of the Quater· 

IOn tile pa.rallel roads of Glcn Roy and their place in the history of the glacia.l period, by Thomas 
F. Jamieson, Quarterly Journal Geological Soc., Loudou, vol. 19, pp. 235-259. The passage cited 
occurs on p. 258. 
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nary p~rioll. One \Voultl then be able to SPI) in this rise of the surface of the lake an 
effect of the glacial phenomena whose influence seems to hH\'e ext"IHled, at these 
epochs, to neighboring regiolls. This, moreover, would accord quite wen with the 
observation of traces of a.ncient morainefl whieh Dr. D. Hooker thought he recognized 
on the slopes of IJeba.non.l 

Only a few mOllthH later, \Vhitnoy, treating, in the first volume of the 

Geology of California, of the former extension of ]\fono Lake, Haid: 

'Vhatpn~l> eause ga\·e rise to the immellse body of ice, in the fOl'II1 of glncierR, 
which, as we luwe ;.;eell, formerly covered the flnmmit of the Siernt in thi::; regioll and 
extendel) dowlI for 5,000 feet or more from the cre;.;t, thi" would 1l1ll1oubted1.r have 
heen sufficient to supply water enough to raise the lake to the iJeight which the ter
races abont it show that it must once have bau.2 

It is not certain that he adheres to this "iew at present, for in hiR 
memoir on the Climatie Changos of Later Geological TimeR (188~), he 

charaeterizes the glaeiatioll of the Sierra as an episode (p. 2), hut regards 
the de,..;iccatioll of the Great Basin as a continuous process of which the 

beginning dates far bHYOlld the Pleistocene. On p. 1 UO he says: 

Before ad \'ancillg another stnge ill our disCll;.;sioll, however, we IJave to make it 
clear that tbe dimillntioll of the ri,"er;.;, the disappearance of the lakes, an(l all the other 
phenomena illllicath"e of H gnHln:1 I 1>n t persistent tm!dency to aridity over yast areas 
ollce fertile and well watered, do not form a transient phase of a precellellt Glaeial 
('}loch, but are the reimlt of some cause which began to act before that period, and is 
!'It ill IWlltinning without allY eonllPction with it. 

In my original de;.;cription of Lake Bonneville I a.rgued its correlation 
with tho Ploistoceno Period in the following language: 

The BOllneville epoch and the Glacial epoeb were alike climatal epii'lodes, and 
they oClnrre(l in the same general division of geological time, namely, tue divi!'lion of 
which lliodern time is the Lnmediate sequel. If it can be i'lhOWll that the climatic 
f'hauges were of the same kind, there need be no besitation ill aSt-llllllillg the identity 
of t,he epoehs. The glacial climate we cOlllmollly regard as merely coM, and a low 
temperature wa.s doubtlcss its chief clmractel'i:-;tic; but it admits, llc',erthelest-l, of 
another view J The climatic condition essential to the formatioll of glaei!'r!'; i><, t h:lt 
the sllIlIlner'lS heat shall he inadequate to dissipate the winter's 1'1I0W, and this lJIilY lIP 
brought about, either by a lowering of temperature, or by an incrf\m;e of willtpr pl'P

cipitation. The profuse precipitation of onr northwestern coast "011111 maiJltaill gTPat 
glaciers if the climate were cold enongh; rivers of ice wonld follow the hight'r \"alh'~'" 
of the Roeky l\1oulltaills if the sllow-fall were heavy. 

I Louis Lartet, Compt.es Rcndus de l'Aclt<16mie des Sciences, Paris, Seance tIn Ii Avril, 18Gj. 
Vol. {)O, p. 7Ut::!. 

See al~o DulL de 1a Soc. Gllo!. de b France, 2d sorie, vol. 22, p. 4Si; Se,11lCe dn 1 Mai, 186:\. 
2Geol. ofCa!., vol. 1, p. 452. 
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To account for the origin of Bonneville Lake, we need to assume a climatal 
change, that would increase precipitation, or diminish evaporation; awl both of these 
t'fl'ec's would follow, iu accordance with familiar meteorological laws, if the humidity 
of tbe air were increased, or if the temperature were lowered. Therecall he 110 donht, 
theil, that the gl'C'at climatal revolution, which covered our northea;;tern States with 
ice, was competeut to flood the dry bal'lin of Utah; and that it actually did so is at 
least bighly prohable.1 

In yolnme 1 of the Fortieth Parallel report (1878) King classified Lake 
Lahontan as well a8 Lake Bonneville as a phenomenon of the Pleistocene 

or Quaternary period, and argued that their basins were dry at the begilllling 

of the period. In the case of Lake Lahontan, from a discussion of the 

ehemieal history of a peeuliar pseudomorph, thinolite, he drew the COlle1U

sion that the basin was flooded twice instead of onee, the first flooding lmy

ing "an enormously long contiuuance as compared with the second." He 
further concludes: 

'The first long·continued period of humidit.v is probably to be directly correlated 
with the earliest and greltest Glacier period, and tue second period of humidity with 
the later l~eiudeer Glacier period. 

The Quaternary lakes of the Great Basin a.re therefore of extreme importanee in 
showing one thing-that the two glacial ages, whatever may ha"e been tueir temper
atnre conditions, were ill themselves each distinctly an ap-e of moisture and tlat 
the interglacial perio(I was one of intense dryness, equal in its aridity to the l'reseut 
epoch.2 

I afterward discovered the evidence of the inter-Bonneville epoch of 
low water, and thus demonstrated the duality of the Bonneville flooding. 

Annoullcing this discovery i'n the First Annual Report of the U. S. Geolog

ical Survey (p. 2G), I say: 

If it be true, as argned by )11'. King and tue writer, that the Bonneville epocu 
wn" ~yl\chrOll()US with the glacial epoch, tben it may also be trne that the sllhdiv\i.;ioll 
of the glacial epoch into two sub('p~hs, with an interval of warmth, fimlFl here a 
manifestation. 

Subsequent investigations in the Lahontan basin by Russell serve to 

call in question Killg'l'I conclusions in regard to thinolite, but independent 
reasons were found for affirming the double maximum of the lake surfHce.~ 

Peale, who examined the BOlllleville sediments in ]}Ialade and Cache 

Valleys, does Bot ditlcuss their relation to glaciers or climate, but may per· 

I EXl'lor. West of the lOOth lIkri.liall, vol.:I p.97. 
2Geo1. Exp1. 40th Parallel, Yd. 1, p. 524. 
"Third Ann. Rept. U. S, Geo1. Survey, pp. 220-222; Geo1. Rist. of Lake La.hontan, pp.250-\!Gtl. 
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haps be considered to imply a correlation, in that he refers them to the 
Pleistocene.1 

A uuique view of the subject entertained by Endlich can not he 

igllored ill this connection, and, since it is found necessary to dissent there
from, flLirne:;s seems to recluire its presentation 130m my hat fully in his OWIl 

laug·uuge. Speaking of the ancient glaciers of the mountains of Colorado, 
hl~ says: 

.J 

If we st.udy the country adjacent to that where we find glacial evidence, we will 
ollserve that a by fat' larger area was at Olle tillle cO\'erc(l uy water than to-uay. 
The Great Salt Lake extentleu he~'olHl the bouudaries that now coufine it, '* .. '* .. 
Here, then, we ha,-e a source of moisture far exceediug, in quantity, that carried east
waru at present by the prevailing westerly winus. '* .. • I concluue, therefore, 
tllat tlle ancient glaciers of Colorauo and regiolls similar to it, both as regards geo
graphical location and orograpiJic constl'Uction, owe their former existence mainly to 
the presence of' those numerous sheets of water farther west. These have now uisap
peared, amI inciueut upon their removal, whatever may have prodnceu that, was the 
l'ec('ssion and final extinction of the ancient glaciers. Holding this view, I maintaill 
that the lakes fOl'uwrly filling so lIlany valleys were ill existence before any glaciers 
occurred in the Hocky Mountains proper. " II " It is highly probable, however, 
that the period of tbeir greatest magnitude fell into the time of tbe general glacial 
epoch.2 " .. " 

A fatal difficulty here is a failure to recognize the fundamental dif

ference between closed and drained basins in their relation to the moisture 

of the atmosphere. Closed basins return to the air just as much water as 
they receive from it; drained basins do not. The prevailing westerly 

winds to which he refers sweep across the hydrographic district of the Great 
Basin before reaching the mountains of Colorado. At the present time the 

moisture they discharge in crossing the Great Basin is precisely equal to 
that which they ah·;orb, so that they ttpproaeh Colorado with humidity 
unchanged. 'When Lake BOllneville and some other lakes of the basin 

'were so filled as to overflow to the ocean, the precise arnount of their dis

charge was abstracted from the westerly winds in their passage, so that the 
winds left the district of the basin drier than thev entered it. If the air 

,; 

. currents reaching the Colorado ::\foulltaills fi'om the )yest were then moister 

[Dr. A. C. Peale iu AUIl. Rep!;. U. S. G, & G. Bnrv. of Tllrrs, for 1"77, Il. 641. 
"Dr. F. M. Eudlieb; AUll. Rept. U. S. G. & G. Snrv. of Tens. for 1875, p.225. 
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than now, their humidity must haTe been acquired before they reached the 
district of the lakes. 

THE ARGUMENT FROM ANALOGY. 

Heverting now to the correlation of lacustrine and glacial phenomena, 

as suggested and developed by ,Jamieson, Lartet, 'Vhitney, King, Russell, 
aud myself, the data on which the correlation is ba8ed ,vill be examined in 

detail. Up to the present time all reasoning on the suhject has been 
based upon analogy. rrhe identity of the hyo classes of phenomena in time 

and cause has been inferred, first, from their recency; second, from their 

exceptional nature; third, from the parallelism of their recurrence; and, 
fourth, from the belief that it is possible to account for them by the same 
modifications of climatic conditions. These elements of analoO'v will be 

0.; 

taken up ill the indicated order. 

Recency.-The recency of the lacllstrine events and the recency of the 

glacial events are severally inferred from the excellent preservation of their 

vestiges. The atmospheric agencies which sculpture the land, rapidlyoblit

erate all topographic features which do not conform to their types, and they 

attack with especial vigor masses of unconsolidated material which stand in 

relief. The embankments of the ancient shore-lines and the moraines of the 

ancient gladers agree in their susceptibility to rapid modification by erosion, 

awl they agree in exhibiting a condition of almost perfect preservation. In 

die ea~e of the moraines) this remark applies only to those which were latest 

fOl'lllc(l; hut it is these which can most properly he compared, for the earlier

fOl'1ll(~(l shore emhankrnents are not visible, having been overplaeed hy those 

of bwl' date. The receney of phenomena thus deHlOm;trated is qnalitative 

men,lv. So far as we are able to interpret the evidenee from preservatioll, 

the (:lIlbankrnellts may be twice m; old as the moraines, or the moraines 

twite as old as the embankments. 
Episodal Character.-The exeeptional nature of the Pleistoeene glacial phe

nomena is generally recognized, and is illustrated in a striking manuel' ill 

the immediate vitillity of the Great Basin. As first pointed out by ''''hit

ney, the great glaciers of the Sierra Nevada occupied an antecedent system 
of valleys, shown by their form to be the product of stream erosion. The 
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period of ice was therefore preceded hy a period when there was no ice, or 
little ice, and this antecedent period was of relatively great duratiou. 

The episo~al nature of the lacustrine phenomena of the Great Basin 

has heen recognized by aU observers, with the possible exceptioll of 'Vhit
Hey; awl the evidence in relation to the BOlllleviUe Basin has been fully set 
forth ill the preeedillg pages. The pre-BOllllOyille period was elmmcterized 
by aridity, alld it was long as eompared to the BunJl(wille period. The 

formation aIHI extension of glaciers and the formation and extension of lakes 
haY(~ tIms the common elmracter of episodes, interrupting a course of events 
which was resumed after their disappearance. 

Bipartition.-A third point of analogy is parallelism of' recnl'l'enee. The 

history of Lake Bonneville and the history of Lake Lahontan have been 
imlependently sho"\'11 to be bipartite, and the similarity of the series of 
oscillations in trle two basins gives grea.t confidence to the conclusion that 

they were sYllehl'onous. If it be true, as believed by many geologi"ts, that 
the history of the glacial period is similarly bipartite, the argument in favor 
of the synchronism and the common origin of the lacustrine and glaeial 
phenomena acquires great strength. It is pertinent, therefore, to inquire 

what support the belief in 11 double glacial period finds in the filets of obser
vation; but since this inquiry 'would involve too great a digression from 
the subject in hand, attention will be limited to the quei'ltion of the i'lupport 
the belief finds in the opinion of those most competent to dii:lcuss the 

phenomena. 
It is to be observed at the outset that a helief in the double nature of 

the g-lncial epoch implies a belief in its aetuality as a general pbenomellon 
of goologic (·limate. If the truth lies "dtll those who affirm that the ancient 
glaeial phenomena depend upon strictly loeal eOlHlitiollS, amI are lIot widely 

syuchronous/ it is evident that the hipartition of the pheuomena ('·:\11 not he 

genoral, ami that the only analogy pertinent to the pl'es(mt ilHluiry would 
arise from the discovery of ovidence of n~eurrellt glacial extension ill tlle 
mOllntain mug'es ,vhieh border the Great Basin. Referellee will he made 

1 See J. D. 'Vhitney, Climatic changes of later Geological Time: Mem. Museum of Cornparat,ive 
Zoology, vol. 7, No.2, pp. 191, 208, 387; J. F. Campbell. Glacial periods; Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. 
Londoll. vol. 35, p. 9H; Rev. James Brodie, On the action of Ice in what is usnally termed the Glacial 
Period: Brit. Ass. Rep't, 1875, p. 63. (Sections.) 
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in the sequel to a fragment of 10ea1 evi(lence of thill nature; but attention 

will at present be re~trieted to the te~tilll()lly in regard to a general duplica

tion of glacial history. The tendency of the testimony will be sufRciently 

indicated by citing those condu:..;iollS of field geologi:..;ts which appear to 

reprelSent the broadest sUlTey of phenomena and to be lealSt hampered hy 
general theol'ielS. 

Penck, w ho lIa~ stlldie<l the g'laeial phelloHwlm of tho northern face of 

the Alps, 1m:,; supplemented the preselltation of his OWII re:";lllt:..; by a histori

('HI digest of tholle of hi:..; predtwesKors.! He ('onfirm:..; the recognition by 

jUorlot amI other:..;, of two great adnmees of the ghwiers, and Hllll(llUWeS 

traces of 11, third. The greatest ad nmce occurred in the second of the three 

ice epochs, and the least advance in the fir:'\t. 

Briickner, likewise a student of the northem face, agrees with Penck 

in recognizing three epochs of glaciation, but he cOllsidel's the first advance 

slightly greater than the second and the third least of alP 

French geologists who have examined the western portion of the Alps 

are practically unanimous ill asserting the unity of the phenomena. Fah,an 

admits more or less protracted phases of progression and recession of the 

old glaciers, but denies the existence of any adequate evidence of an inter

glacial period.3 

Those who have given special attention to the southern or Italian slope 

of the Alps are divided in opinion. Stoppani an<l Gastaldi regard the gla

cial period as a unit,4 while Taramelli diHtinguishes two phaseH of glacial 

expansion, separated by a long' interval marked hy hydrographic ehallges 

and slio'lIt Otwillatiolls of leveP 
/:') 

James Geikie recognizes no fewer than four glacial epochs, separated 

1Iy internmillg epochs of mild elimatie ('(mditiollS. il In the Euglii'\h dep()~.;itK 

1 The Glaciation of the German Alps. . . . By iiI'. Alhrecht Peuek. pp. 220, 2Gl, :111,322. 
2Die Ei~zcit in den Alpen. von Dr. Eduard BrUckner. ~Iittbeil. Geogr. Gesell. Hamburg, 

11"87-,.,,"', I'p. 10-12. 
:; A. Falsan, Esqllisse g'60logique dll terrain el'rati'ltle ct, des anciens glacierll do Ja region centrale 

<1n ba~~iJl dn RIH)ue. Lyon,18R3. (Cited at second hanel.) Also, La p6do<1e glaciaire. l'ariH,I889, 
1'p. 24\)~245. 

4 A. Stoppani, Geologia d'Italia, Part 2, Milan, BRO. Gastnldi, Reale Aec1Hlemia delle Scimlze <1i 
Torino. Atti. 1872~n. 8e . Page 419, "Appunti sulla Memoria del Sig. Geikie F. R. S. E , Oll changes 
of climate during tIle glaei:11 epocll." 

5 TarameUi, AUi della Reale Accademia dei Lincei, 1881-82, 3d series, vol. 13. Roma, 1882, p. G08. 
o !'rehistoric Enrol'e, p. 265 
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the 'fir"t g-laeial epoch is represented hy the Cromer clay, the second by the 

gl'eat ehalky bowlder clay, the third hy tho purple clay of Holderness, and 

the f()Urth by the lIessle Olay. In Seotland, France, Germany and Scall

din<1yia the series of deposits are less perfect. 

Ardtibald Geikie, having before him the same evidence, reco(J'llizes f~ \l' 
b 

EllglalHl and Europe generally only two glacial epochs, the glaciers of the 

second being smaller than those of the first and to a greater extent local. 
He reeog'nizes also the interruption of the fin;t hy warmer epochs, repre

"en ted by interglacial beds, but these do not with him cOllstitute an element 
of the primary classifieation.] 

In llortheastern Iovya, the stratigraphy of the superficial formation" 
lms beon studied by :MeGee, 'who deduces the following history. Fin;t, the 

extension of the northern ice over the region; seeolld, its withdrawal "alld 

a period of mild dinmtal conditions which must have heen of immense dura

tion"; third, a secoud and last great glacial advance; fourth, a third slight 

<Hlvanee of the ice, of whieh indirect results only were observed in n01't1L

eastern Iowa.2 The formation representing the long interglacial period i8 

It "forest bed", a liglleou8 stratum separating two deposits of till. An equiv

alent forest bed in Ohio has heen interpreted hy Newberry in the same 
way.3 

l! pham, whose most important personal studies were in Minnesot::t and 

a,djaeent parts of Dakota aud }Ianitoba, distinguishes "two principal glacial 

epodls ... each subdivided by times of extensive recession and readv<UlCe 

of the in~ . ,. A long period intervened," during whieh the ice prohably 

retr(~ated H8 far as Hudson Bay.4 

Chamherlin, whm;e studies of Anwrieml glaeial phenomena hayo lIeen 
exceptionally ('()mprohollsin,~, gives the following generalized tahle of Pleis

toeelle formations aIHl events.5 

'T,'xt Rook of UrlOlogy, l~tU, Pi" tl83-8l!:~, 896. 
1011 the complete series of Superficial Formatiolls ill Northcastern Iowa. By W. J. MeGee. Proc. 

Alll. Ass. Ad,'. Sci. vol. 27, 1879, Pl'. 19S-2:n. 
~The Drift Deposits of Iudiana, by J. S. Ncwberry; ill 14th AIlll. Rep. Geol. anr1 Nat. Hist. of 

Indiana, b.v John Collett, 1884, p. flO. 
"V~l£ren Upham; Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. Rei. voL 32. 18114 , Pl'. 222, 22:3. See also Geo!. anll Nat. 

Hist;. Survey of Minuesota, vol. 1 of Final Rept., 1884, pp. 400, 41'H, 580. 
oThe Driftless Area of the Upper Mississippi. By T. C, Chamberlin and R. D. Salisbnry. Sixth 

Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, 18t';;, p. 212. 
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Epochs. 

1. Transition epoch ....• 

[I. E:J,rlicr glacial epoch. 

III. Chief interglacial epoch 

IV. I.ator glacial 

V. Champl,,;n epoch ....... 

VI. Terrace epoch ...... . 

Subcpochs or Episodes. Attendant or characteristic phenomena. 

----~ --------~----------~. 

Not yet satisfactorily dis· 
tinguished from the Plio· 
cene. ) 

I
ji'irst sllbepoch or CPisO,I"'I' Drift sheet with attcnn !ted border; absence or 

mea.!!et'OC:i8 of coarse ultllt·margiual dr'ainage 
, drift. 

Interglacial Bllbepoch or Decompo~ithm. oxidation. ferrnginlttion. vegetal 

l epi~od6 of dtl~Jaciation. aceuIUulatiim. 
Se~ou<18uuepochureI,i8ode. Drift .be"t with attenuated hOl'der; loess contem· 

poraneous witb closing sta~e . 
...... .................. I<:levation of tbe upper Mississippi region l.OOQ± 

feet. }i~l'osion of ottl \lrift, decomposition, ox ida· 
ti<lll. ft'rrullinatiull 1 ve;retal Rncumnlatious. 

p"jrst "pi.ode 01' snhepoch. Till sheet hordered by the Kettle or altamont 
mora;llC. I 

{ 
Vegeml deposits. 
Till .bpAlL bordered uy tbe Gary moraine. 

I episode.... ... ... Till hol'th'red hy the Antelope moraine. 
l Later stages ~ ..... ~_ ... ~~ ..... ; M:trked by wrminnl moraines uf l.uult:tel'lIIiucd 

I 
I ru pnrtallce. 

• •••••.••.••...•••.••.•. MRI'iue deposition in the Uharnpillin lin II Saint 
Lawrence valleys ami Oll Atlanttc border; laeus-

, trine dvpo~it8 about t 110 (}roat Lakes . 
.... .. ...... ...... : MiwkerJ by fluvial excavation. notably of the floo.l 

, i plains of second glacialepoeh. . 

According to Newberry "there were two maXIma of cold separated 
by a long interval in which the climate was ameliorated"; but this climate 
was still cool, and the ice probably did not retreat far beyond the Great 
Lakes. l 

While the conclusions of McGee, Upham, Chamberlin and Newberry 
are based primarily on studies in contiguous districts, include to a large 
extent the same phenomena, and agree in recognizing two maxima of cold, 
those of Chamberlin and Upham are the only ones in complete aceord. 
N ewherry differs from the othen5 in that he regards the inter-maximum iee 
retreat as relatively small. Chamberlin aHd MeGee, agTceing that glacia

tion was interrupted by a long epoch of warmth, and that it was also varied 
by episodes of local or temporary retreat of the ice sheet, differ in their ref
erenee of an important bed of till, and hence draw differently their line8 of 
primary cla.ssification. McGee's interglacial period" of immense duration" 
is Chamberlin's "interg'laeial suhepoeh or episode of deglaeiatioll ", and 
'MeGee's" ;,;eeond and last great glacial advance" is ChamberliJl's "second 
8ubepoch" of the" earlier glacia.l epoch."2 

By later investigation MeGee find::; evidence as to epochs of cold in the 
phenomena of the deposits and erosions of the Atlantic border south of the 
Drift. From this investigation he cOlleludes that the Pleistoeene included 

I North America in the Ice Period. By John S. Newberry. Pop. Sci. Monthly, vol. 30, 1886, p. 9. 
'800 McGec in Am. Jour. Sci. ;ld serics, vol. 35,18&:3, pp. 458-461. 

}WN 1--18 
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two and only two great epochs of cold; that these epochs were separated 
by an interval three, five, or teu times as long as the post-glacial interval; 
and that the earlier cold endured much the longer and was the less intense. I 
These inferences are harmonious either with Chamberlin's conclusions or 
with his own results in Iowa, taken separately, and they cOlTespond closely 
with my reading of Bonneville history; by substituting the terms "wet" 
and "lacustral" for "cold" and "glacial," the Bonneville story can be 
summed up in the same words as McGee's story of the Atlantic border. 

Wright early advocated the unity of the period of glaciation in America 
and still adheres to that view. In a recent publication he states that" most 
of the fads adduced to support the theory of distinct epochs are capable of 
explanation on the theory of but oue epoch with the natural oscillations 
accompanying the retreat of so vast atl ice-front"2 

'rhe latest word on the subject is from James Geikie,3 whose digest of 
results obtained by geologists of continental Europe comes to hand while 
these pages are in proof. The plain of northern Germany was hvice over
run by the Scandinavian ice sheet, and experienced a temperate climate in 
the interval. Students of Alpine drift recognize more than two epochs of 

glacier extension, and it is possible that the interglacial deposits of the 
northern plain do not all belong to the same interglacial epoch. 

Ifrom this summary of opinions it appears that the relatively simple. 

conception of Pleistocene history which belonged to the early stages of its 
invm,tigatioll has been generally replaced by the view that its climate was 
characterized by great oscillations. This result has been reached separately 
and through independent methods by European and American students. 
But while the fact of oscillation is widely accepted for each continent, the 
progress of investigation seems 110t yet to have rendered the two histories so 

definite that the question of their similarity and synchronism can profitably 
be discussed. "Whatever confidence we may have that the Pleistocene gla
ciation was a recurrent phenomenon, it must be admitted that parallelism 
of l'ecunence remains to be proven. It follows that, for the present at least, 

, Am. Jour. Sci. 3d series, vol. 35, 1881l, p. 46:t 
"The Ice Age in North America. By G. Frederick Wright. New York, 1889, p. 500. 
a Address to the Geological section of the B. A. A. S., Septemuer, 1889. 
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parallelism of recurrence can not with confidence be appealed to in the 
correlation of the lacustral history with the glacial history. 

Genetic correlation.-'rhe fourth point of a;nalogy is genetic. It is generally 

believed that any climatic change competent to restore the glaciers of Cali
fornia and Utah ~would likewise restore the ancient lakes of the Great Basin. 
From thi8 belief there has been no dissent, and it is certainly plausible; 
but it must nevertheless be admitted that meteorology in its present stage 
affords it no satisfactory basis. The general subject of climate is highly 
complex, and its laws are not 80 well understood that the results of new 
combinatiolls of conditions can be foretold. 

The size of lakes and the size of glaciers are determined by three 

procesfles: 
A. Precipitation of rain and snow. 
n. Evaporation of water, snow and ice. 
C. Melting of snow and ice. 
The essential elements of local climate upon which the local rates of 

these three processes depend are at least four in number, and may eonven
ientlv be 'indicated under five heads: .., 

(a) The temperature of the air. 
(b) The vapor tension or vapor content of the aIr, or the temperatnre 

of the dew point. l 

(c) The general velocity of the wind. 

(d) The degree of cylonic aetivity; and finally, 
(e) The variation of these, and the distribution of their variations 

through the year. 

'J<'or the Ilntechnical readcr,thest' terms lIlay stand in need of definition. The invi .. ible moist
lil'lI contained in the air is called aqueons vapor, anf} has the propert,ies of a gas. By virtu" of its 
elasticity it exerts a cert,ain tension, and this tension is the measure of the amount pr.,~ent at any 
llOillL Vapor tel/Ilion aud !:apol' content are therefore synouymolls. The amount of mois~ure air will 
holel without eondeusation is limited, and the limiting amouut varies with temperature. For each 
temperature there is ,. maximum vapor teusion known as the tension of saturation; for each vapor 
tcnsion there is a minimnm ternperatunl known as the dew lJOillt. The tenljwratllrl:' of the dew point 
at 'Illy place and time is thn8 an index of the existiug vapor tension, Relative humidity is the ratio of 
the aetnal vapor tension to the s,tturatioll tension corresponding to the actual temperature; it is the 
humidity reckoned in terms of saturation as nnit,y. 
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The more general terrestrial conditions which immediately determine 
these local elements may likewise be enumerated under five heads. 'rheyare: 

(1) The latitude of the locality. 
(2) The altitude of the locality, and the system of altitudes in its 

vicinity. 
(3) The distribution of land and water in a very large district includ

ing the locality. 
(4) The system of currents in oceans within this district (a fUlIction 

of 1 riud 3). 
(5) The 'wind direction (a function of 1, 3, and 4). 
Directly or indirectly, each of these five conditions affects each of the 

five elements of local climate, so that there iB a most intricate plexus of cause 
and effect. In a quaiitative way much is known of the nature of these 
relations, but qua,ntitativel y very little is known. It is perhaps fair to say 
that the relations of temperature and humidity to latitude and altitude are 
the only ones whose numerical laws have been successfully investigated, 

either theoretically or empirically. Gradually the various climates of the 
earth are being explained and referred to their proximate causes; but the 
time has not come 'when the meteorologist can trace out the quantitative 
relation1:l, or even in any full11e1:lS the qualitative relations, of a specific 
hypothetic change in one of the conditions of climate. Such a prohlem 
as the distribution of climates if the direction of terrestrial rotation were 
reversed can at present be solved only in a very rude way. 

In the presence of such complexity, theories arc neces1:larily based upon 
partial views, and the hypothesi1:l or opinion that the magnitudes of enclosed 
lakes and of glaciers are similarly affected by climatic changes appears to 
depend upon such a partial view. This was certainly the case 'when I 
advanced the opinion in an earlier paper. 

Let us assume that in the region of the, Great Basin and the 1:lurround
ing mountains the aqueous vapor, the wind velocity, the cyclonic activity, 
and the annual oscillations of these climatic elements remain constant, while 
the temperature alone undergoes variation. The cause of the temperature 
change lies of course in a modification of some climatic condition, and such 

modification would necessarily have its effect upon vapor, wind velocity, 
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etc., but this effect is by the present assumption ignored. Conceive, firRt, 
a lowering of local temperature. The vapor tension remaining the same, 
the relative humidity of the air would be greater than at present; and 
cyclonic activity remaining the same, the increase in relative humidity would 
cause increase in precipitation of rain or snow. The wind velocity remain
ing the same, the lowering of temperature would retard evaporation, a 
smaller share of the moisture precipitated on the land surfaces of the Great. 
Basin would return to the air, and a larger share ,,"ould gather in streams 
and flow to the lakes. Evaporation from the lake surfaces would be Rlower, 
and the lakes, with increased supply and diminished dissipation, would grow 
deeper and broader, just as they did of old. In the mountains the lower
ing of temperature would increase the length of the season durillg which 
precipitation takes the solid form, and a greater proportion of the total 
precipitation would be ill snow. The increased relative humidity of the 
atmosphere would occasion a greater total precipitation, and the winter's 
accumulation of snow would thus be doubly augmented. The same cause 
would diminh;h the annual evaporation of snow, and the shorter and cooler 
summer would have less melting power. In every way the accumulation 
of S110W and ice would be promoted and its dissipation checked. The Hmall 
glaciers which hang about some of the highest crests would wax in size and 
others would reoccupy the empty cirques, until finally a broad mantle of 
SIlO'" and ice would coyer the high district of the Sierra, and ice streams 
would flow to the yalleys on either side, just as of old. _ 

Conceive now a rise of local temperature. The relative humidity of 
the air would he less than at present; the precipitation in rain and snow 
would he Imis; the evaporation would be more rapid, and a smaller share 
of the diminished precipitation would g-ather in streams and flow to the 
lakes. The lakes, with decreased supply and increased dissipatioll, would 
grow shallower and smaller. In the mountains the winter would he shorter, 
and a smaller share of the diminished precipitation would take the form of 
snow. '1'he evaporation of snow would he more rapid, and the longer and 

"..armer summer would haye greater melting power. The supply of snow 
would be djminished and its dissipation would be promoted. The existing 
small glaciers would disappear. 
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Let us now assume that in the same region the temperature, wind 

velocity, etc., remain constant, while the vapor tension alone undergoes 

variation. Conceive, first, an increase of local vapor tension. The tem

perature remaining the same, the relative humidity of the air is increased, 

and this increase in relative humidity causes increase in precipitation of rain 

and snow. It induces also a slower evaporation. The supply of water to 

the lakes is increased, their superficial waste is diminished, and they grow 

1Il SIze. On the mountains the snowfall is increased, though its period remains 

the same. The dissipation of snow by evaporation is less, the melting of 

snow by direct insolation is sensibly unchanged, but its melting by summer 

rains is accelerated. In the region of the Sierra glaciers the summer pre

cipitation is so small as compared with the winter that this last factor can 

not be important; and we need not doubt that accumulation of snow would 

exceed dissipation, causing an extension of the glaciers. Conceive now a 

diminution of vapor tension. The preceding relations are evidently reversed. 

The lakes of the Great Basin receive less from the streams and part with 

more to the air, and therefore shrink. The glaciers of the Sierra receive 

less snow, lose more by evaporation and lose slightly less by melting, and 

they will therefore shrink. 

It thus appears that a local change in temperature alone or a local 

change in moisture alone would cause the lakes of the Great Basin and the 

glaciers of the Sierra simultaneously to enlarge or simultaneously to con- . 

tract. But when we consider their concurrent change, no such definite 

conclusion is possible. If rise of temperature is accompanied by diminu

tion of vapor tension, there will be a common shrinkage of lakes and 

glaciers, for these climatic changes have the same tendency. Similarly, if 

fall of temperature is accompanied by increase of vapor tension, lakes and 

glaciers ,'vill grow; but a rise of temperature and an increase of vapor, or 

a fall of temperature and a decrease of vapor, will have antagonistic effects 

upon both lakes and glaciers, and the nature of their resultant can not be 

determined without quantitative data. ·We need greatly to extend our 

knowledge, not only of climatic laws, but of the climate and physical 

geography of 1he Great Basin, to enable us to determine what increase of 

vapor tension is adequate to neutralize the effect of one degree's rise of 
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temperature upon the size of the lakes; and we need in addition greatly to 

extend our knowledge of the climate of the Sierra Nevada to enable us to 

determine what increase of vapor tension will neutralize the effect of one 

degree's rise of temperature upon the size of the glaciers. It is only in 

the case that these two increments of vapor tension are equal, that increa:,;e 

of lakes and increase of glaciers will be invariably coordinate. If they 

are unequal, then it is possible to assume simultaneous changes of tempera

ture and vapor tension under whose influence the lakes will expand, while 

the glaciers shrink, and vice versa. 

Rut this view of the case is still only partial. Any change in the alti

tude of the district, in the position of the adjacent coast of the Pacifie, in 

the nature of the currents of the North Pacific, or in the direction of the 

prevailing wind, ,vould not only modify the temperature and humidity of 

the district under consideration, but would affect the wind velocity, the 

cyclonlc activity, and the cycle of annual climatic change. A variation of 

wind velocity would make itself felt in the rate of dissipation of lakes and 

glaciers; a variation in cyclonic activity would manifest itself in the supply 

of water and snow to lakes and glaciers; and a variation in the annual 

cycle of climate might affect lakes and glaciers not only unequally but 

diversely. 

Too little is known of these last mentioned influences to warrant any 

attempt to discuss them here. For this reason, and for this only, they will 

be ignored in the following paragraphs; but it is understood that the con

siderations about to be advanced are subject to whatever modification per

tains to the omitted factonl. Restricting attention to the two elements of 

local climate, temperature and vapor tension, we will now endeavor to 

ascertain how the lak€s and glaciers of the district would be affected throug'h 

them by various postulated changes of dimatic conditions. 

Let us inquire, first, what will result from a general change of altitude, 

or more specifically, from a bodily uplift of the entire district, induc1ing 

the Great Basin and the adjaeent mountains. It is well Immvn that both 

temperature and vapor tension are inverse functions of altitude; the tem

perature of the district ,,-ill be lowered by the uplift, and the moisture 

normal to the new altitude will be less. The atmosphere covering this 
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district is part of a great eashyard-tending current which derives its moist
ure from the North Pacific Ocean. '1'11e hypothetic change of altitude will 
not affect its humidity where it enters the district. Its vapor tension can 
be reduced to the normal only by precipitation, and if not thus reduced, 
there will be an increase of relative humidity,. owing to the lowering of 
temperature. vVe shall have, then, for the district, either an increase of 
precipitation or an increase of relative humidity. The former would aug
ment the supply of water for the lakes and of snow for the glaciers; the 
latter would retard evaporation and thus diminish the waste of water and 
ice. The Imvering of temperature likewise will not only retard evapomtion, 
but '.viII retard melting, and will extend the season in which precipitation 
takes the form of snow. Thus, in every way, the growth of lakes and 
glaciers ,,,ill be favored. Conversely, a geneml depression of the district 
will diminish lakes and glaciers. 

Let us inquire, in the second place, how the climate will be affected by 
changing the distribution of land and water. Evidently, the number of 
different changes which might be postulated is unlimited, but there is one 
particular change to which the district is peculiarly sensitive, and which 
may stand for a large class. This change is an eastward or westward move
ment of the coast line of California, so as to diminish or'increase the belt 
of land between the Sierm Nevada and the ocean. Let us postulate a west
ward movement, or an increase of the land. The general movement of the 
atmosphere iu this region is from the ocean to the land, and the moisture 
gathered from the sUlface of the ocean is the store whence all the precipita
tion of the land is derived. The addition of a belt of land will increase the 
area of uncompensated precipitation, and will thus diminish the general 
vapor tension of the atmosphere of the district. It has been pointed out by 
DuttOll/ that the portion of the ocean under consideration has a temperature 
lower than the n011'nal for the latitude, so that the all' current grows warmer 
in pasl'iing over the land. The interventioll of an additional belt of land 
will add its quota of heat to the air, and thus render the geneml tempera
ture of the district higher. An addition to the coast will therefore induce 

IOn thp cause of the arid climate of the western portion of tile United States, by Capt. C. E. 
Dutton, Am. JonI'. Sci., 3d series, vol. 22, p. 247. See also, IIanll's IIandbuch der Klimatologie, p. 136. 
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a diminution of vapor and a rise of temperature, and these changes, as we 

have soen, are competent to diminish lakes and glaciers. The reverse effects 
will of course he wrought by a diminution of the coast area. 

'rldrd, let us endeavor to see how our district would be affected by a 
modification of ocean currents, The influence of such currents upon cli
mates is exerted through their temperature; and we will postulate a rise in 

the temperature of the eurrellt whieh follows the coast of California from 
north to south. A warmer ocean will give a higher temperature to the laIHI
ward-flowing air, and at the same time impart to that ail' a greater load of 

aqueous vapor. Since the oeeanic distriet in question is now cooler than 
the land district whose atmosphere it tempers, a warming of the ocean will 

tend to diminish the contrast of temperatures. The warming of the air 
during its landward progress will therefore be less, and there will be a 

tendency towards a higher relative humidity. Precipitation will thus be 
promoted. Evaporation will be favored qy the higher temperature, but 
opposed by the higher relative humidity; and it is not easy to see which 

te'ndency will prevail. The melting of snow and ice will be promoted both 
by the higher temperature and by the greater length of the summer, while 

the winter, or the season in which precipitatiop takes the form of snow, will 
be shortened. So long as only a small change is considered, the merely 
qualitative statement does not clearly show whether the increased rate of 
snowfall will be more or less than compensated by the increased rate' of 

melting; and the uncertainty in regard to evaporation leaves us in doubt 

whether the lakes will swell or shrink. 
If, however, we pass to an extreme case, there is no room for doubt. 

A great increase of oceanic temperature, say ten or twenty Fahrenheit 

degrees, would reverse the contrast of temperature between land and shore. 

The eastward-flowing air, instead of being warmed by the land, would be 

cooled; and the resulting precipitation would far surpass any possible in

crease of evaporation. The Great Basin would become a basin of great 
lakes. The same temperature change would so abridge the winter season 

in the mountains, and so enhance the melting power of the summer, that no 

glacier could possibly survive. The converse follows. 
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~'inally, let us ask what 'will result from a change in the direction of 

the general air current. This direction belongs to the great 8Y8tem of 
atmospheric circulation, and a large change is practically out of the que8-
tiOIl. \Ve are at liberty, however, to assume 8mall changes, based upon 

local conditioll8; and we will postulate that the wind becomes more south

erly. With such a course, it will derive its temperature and moisture from 
a portion of the Pacific Ocean warmer than that now traversed by it; and 
the principal effects in the mountain district under consideration v,·ill be 

identical with those deduced in the last paragraph, as resulting from a 
warmer ocean. Minor effects will be conditioned by the confibJUl~ation of 

the belt of land traversed by the wiud before reaching the interior district, 

and the distribution of climate withiu the district will be modified; but the 

probable importance of these considerations is not sufficient to warrant 
their discussion. 

It appears, then, that lakes and glaciers would simultaneously increase 
if the district as a whole were to be uplifted, or if the Pacific Oeean \vere 
to encroaeh upon the California coast; and the conclusion is less confidently 
reached that the lakes of the Great Basin would increase, and the glaciers 

of the Sierra Nevada decrease, if the North Pacific Ocean were warmer, or 

if the coastward winds traversed a warmer tract. But the subject is by no 
means exhausted. \Ve might consider the various combinations of these 

four postulated changes of condition, or, going beyond them, 'lye might turn 

our attention to those more remote causes of change to which theories have 

appealed in explanation of Pleistocene glacfation. 'Vhether we attempted 
to trace out the consequences of far-reaching geographic changes, of yaria

!ions in the eccentricity of the earth's orbit, or of the terrestrial wandering 

of the earth's axis of rotation, we should equally find ourselves involved in 

a maze of complexity, and ultimately brought face to face with the imper

fection of the science of meteorology. 

Revie,ving the immediately preceding discussion, we see that the partial 

view which takes account of temperature ouly, 01' of aqueous vapor only, 
results in a definite conclusion. The broader but still partial yiew which 

takes ftceount of temperature and aqueom; vapor conjointly, but negleets 
other climatic elements, leads to no definite conclusion. CertaiIi elimatic 
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conditions, manifesting themselves .through temperature and hmnidity, 

aired lakes and glaeiers in the same way, while other climatic conditions 
affect them in opposite ·ways. 

He·viewing the entire discussion of climatic analogies, we are forced to 

the eonelusion that the weight of the analogic argnment for the correlation 
of lakes and glaciers has been overestimated. The fact remains that the 

lake epoch and the iee epoch belong to the same short division of geologie 
time; so does the further faet that each ·was a peculiar episode, interrupting 
a distinct and yory difl'(~rollt course of events. These two facts establish a 

presumption in favor of their correlation, but this presumption gains only 

moderate support from the parallel bipartition of the two sets of phe
nomena, since the duality of the glacial epoch is not generally accepted; 
and it gains no support, as we have just seen, from the consideration of the 

elimatic conditions affecting the lakes and glaciers of the Great Basin. The 

correlation of the phenomena remains as a working hypothesis, but before 
it ~an regain its position as a fully credited theory, it must be sustained by 

new arguments. Fortunately, the data for its further discussion have been 
developed by the geologic researches in the Great Basin, and to these data 

we shall presently proceed. 

THE EFFECT OF A CHANGE IN SOLAR ENERGY. 

The present place, however, is more convenient than any other for the 
disclU-lsion of a elimatic question ",hose answer is of prime importance in 

the interpretation of the geologic data just referred to. The question is 
that of the influence of a genemi change of temperature upon the growth 
of glaciers. If the radiant energy of the sun were to becorne greater or 

ImiE;, how would the glaeiers of the earth he affected! vVould all increase 
in the accession of solar heat, or would a decrease in its accel:lsion, caul:le 

the present g-laeiers to expand and new areas to be gln.ciated ~ 
It is a familiar fact that the glaciers of the prel:lent day are restricted 

to regions where the temperature is low. They are more numerous and of 
greater size in polar regions, and there only do they reach th(~ ocean; in 

temperate amI tropical climates they oceur only on high mountaiwi, and 
their lower limit yaries with the altitndo, being highest at the equator and 

lowest at the poles. These facts of di8tribution have occasioned the preva-
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lent opinion that cold IS the primary condition of glaciation, and that the 

climate of the glacial epoch or epochs was a cold climate. If it were believed 
by nJI, as it is by some, that Pleistocene glaciation was produced hy a va
riation in solar radiation, the majority would conceive that variation as a 

diminution. Nevertheless, there are not wanting investigators who enter

tain the opposite view; and HO long as these include men of such weight as 
Frankbllcl,t TyndalI,2 CrolV King,4 'Vhitney,5 and Becker,6 the majority 

shouIa at least refrain from dogmatic assertion. I am therefore not content, 
as one of that majority, to let the subject pass with a lIlere expression of 

opllllon. 
Generally speaking, the vapor tension of the atmosphere is greatest at 

sea level, and it decreases rapi(lly upward. If the air did not circuhLte, 
but remained stationary, the clastic force of the aqueous vapor would cause 

it to be diffused upward, and the product of evaporation from the ocean 
surface would be continuously added and diffused until there was complete 
saturation throughout. The theoretic static condition of the atmosphere 

with reference to moisture is one of saturation. The actual condition of 

imperfect saturation is caused by the vertical movements of the air. These, 
in accordance with well known laws, produce precipitation, and it results 

that the vapor tension of the air at every level is, generally speaking, con
siderably below the tension of saturation. Strachey, and afterward Hann, 
by studying the records of numerous observations at different altitudes and 

in different regions, have deduced the general law of vertical distribution 
of moisture.7 It is, that the relative humidity of the ail' is not a fUllction 

'On the physical cause of tho G1achtl Epoch, By E. Frankland. Philosophical Magazine, vol. 
27, 11364, p. 32l. 

• The )<'onIls of Water, by John Tyu<lall, p. U)4. AI~", Heat considered as a Mode of Motion, 
Chap. VI. 

3 Climate and Time in their Geological Relations, By James Croll, New York, 1875, p. 79. 
<The Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel, by Clarence King, VOL 1, p. 525. 
"The climatic challges of Jater geological times, by J. D. Whitney, Mem. MilS. Comp., ZooJ. 

vol. 7, No.2, pp. 265-6, 321, 388. 
6 Temperature and glaciation, by G .. F. Becker, in American Journal of Science, 3d series, vol. 26, 

!lp. 167-175; also vol. 27, pp. 473-476. 
10U the dist,ributioll of aqneotls vapor in the upper parts of the atmosphere, by Lieut. Col. 

Richard StraclJey, F. R. S., Pl'Ocee(liugs Royal Society of London, vol. 11, 1860, p. 1B-2. 
Ou the diminntion of aqueou>I "apo\, with increasing altitude in the atmosphere, by Dr. Jnlius 

Hann, Zeitschl'ift Oest. Met. GeselL, 1e74, vol. 11, p. 19:3, (Cited from translation by Cleveland Abbe 
in SmitlJsouian Report for 1877, p. 376.) 

Strachey notes tlJat the conclusioll was originally reaclJed by Dr. Joseph Hooker, but Hooker's 
inference was based only upon observations in the Himalayas. 
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of altitude, or, in other words, that for each altitude the vapor tension bears 
the same relation to the tension of saturation. It is not to be suppm;ed that 

this law is ordinarily illustrated by the condition of a local atmospheric 
column at a given instant; it is exemplified only through the comparison of 
the means of large bodies of observations. 

Notwithstanding the empiric nature of this law, it is possible to extend 
its application somewhat beyond the existing order of thing's; for it is evi
dent that under the influence of atmospheric circulation the humidity of 
each isothermal and isoh ygral stratum of the atmosphere is determined by 
the humidity of the stratum beneath it, the humidity of the lowest of all 
being determined by the rate of evaporation from the surface of the ocean. 
A ulliversal rise in the temperature of the atmosphere, unless it was suffi-

. cient to materially accelerate the circulation, would have the effect merely 
of raising all the isothermal strata and inserting a wanner stratum at the 
base of the series. This, by virtue of its higher temperature, would accel
erate the oceanic evaporation, and thus be enabled to maintain the relative 
humidity required by Strachey's law. This conclusion implies that .rates 
of oceanic evaporation are proportional to the saturation tensions of the air 
at the surface of the ocean, so long as the relative humidity is unchanged; 
a proposition readily deducible from the accepted law of evaporation. l 

In stating the above propositions, it has not been p0ssible to incorporate 
continuously the qualification that they are of the most general character 
and ignore the extreme variability in time and place which characterizes 
both temperature and humidity. Despite this qualification, they appear to 

1 In an article" On the flopelJ,lence of water evaporatioll 011 the temperature of the water and 
the movement of the air", puhlished in the Repertorinm fur Moteorologie, St. Petersburg, 1 ~77, Article 
3, p. 0, Stelling deduce!! and applies the following: formula: 

, v=A(S-s)+B(8 e)1{', 
in which v is the rate of evaporation, S is the HlttUl'ation v'tJlor to\lsion corresponding to the tempera
ture of tIwevaporating water, II i~ tho vapor telll'lioll of the air in COli tact wit.h the water, w ill tho 
velocity of the wind, and A and Ban) const,ants. SinclI for the prescnt IHll'pose we llIay ignore local 
V:l.ril~tioIlH, we arc ellabled to simplif.v the formula by reganling the contignolls air alld water as of 
thc MallltJ temptJrature, and by regarding the wind as constant. With this modificatiou the formula 
betJomes: 

v Constant X (8' - 8), or 8 
V = Constant X S' (1-§), 

in which 8 f is the sat,uration tension of the air. The fraction Wexpres!!cs tbe relative humidity, and 

since thi~ is by postulate constnnt, we have 1:, the rate of evaporation, a silllple fllllction of 8', the sat· 
uration tension of tbe air. 
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me to warrant the following corollary. If a general rise should take place 
in terrestrial temperature, affecting all local temperatures alike, the loeal 
moisture condition would be similarly affected. The local capacity for 
moisture being everywhere greater, tht) local vapor tension would likewise 
be greater, but the relative humidity for each locality would remain the 
same. The evaporation not only from the ocean, but from lakes and sur
faces of ke and snow, would be increased in the ratio of the increase in the 
local 1';aturatioll tension. 

The illerease in capacity for moisture for every unit of temperatme 
change is not in precisely the same ratio at all temperatures, beiug sommvhat 
less for high temperatures. But the difference is so small that no material 
error is introduced by saying that the evaporation of moisture from the 
entire earth's sUlface is proportional to the saturation tension corresponding 
to the mean temperature of the surface. Since the total evaporation is 
precisely equal to the total precipitation, it follows that the latter likewise 
is a simple function of the saturation, tension, and the dbtribution of temper
ature remaining the same, the local precipitation follmvs the same la,v of 
change as the local evaporation. 

Up to this point it has been assumed that the movements of the atmos
phere ill direction and velocity are unafl'ected by a general change of tem
pe"ratme, and it now remains to consider the validity of this assumption. 
rfhe rate of evaporation is known to depend in part on the velocity of the 
wiud, and the rate of precipitation is known to depend in part upon the 
amount and intensity of cyclonic action. 'Ve will give first eOllsideration 
to wind velocity. 

The mean temperature of the smface of the earth, reckone(l from the 
freezing point of water, is about 16° C. The absolute zero of tempera
ture is considored to be - 273° C., so that the mean absolute temperature 
of the earth's smface may be taken as 289°. If the eonstitution of the 
atmosphere were fixed, it is probable that there ,yould be required, to in
crease of temperature of the earth's surface by 10°, an aubrmentatioll of 
solar heat amounting to ;8~ or ~ of the present amount. In fact, however, the 
constitution of the atmosphere is variable; at higher temperatures it con
tains a larger amount of aqueous vapor, and its power to absorb and retain 
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heat and thus acquire temperature is reciprocally augmented by aqueom; 
vapor. For this reaSOH, the ratio of Hobr radiation to he added for 10° rise 
of temperature is Homethiug less than io' Being unable to evaluate thiH 

qualification, we shall make use of the fi'action unchanged, with the under
standing that it is too large. Owing to the differeuee in auitwle of the 

variou8 portions of the earth with refereIlce to the SUll, the distribution of 
solar energy is unequal, and hence arise the principal contrasts of tempera
ture on the earth's surface. These contrasts cause the atmospheric circula
tion, uy means of which a paliial equalization of temperature is effected. 
The difference between the solar energy received in high latitudes and that 
received ill low, or the differential solar energy, is the force manifested in 
the winds, and its work is the friction of the circulation. The differential 
energy is directly proportional to the total solar energy. The law of aerial 

friction is not known, but it is commonly assumed to be a function of the 
square of the velocity. If this assumption is correct, then t~e square of the 
velocity of circulation varies as the solar energy, and an increment of Ii in 
s01ar energy will produce an increment of ~ in v~locity. Considerations 
connected with the conveyance of heat through the circulation of mois~ure 
show that this estimate is somewhat too large, but as we are u,nable to give·· 
them a quantitative expression, we pass them by. The formula for rate of 
evaporation given by Stelling (see note to page 285) makes that rate a 

direct function of the velocity of the wind, but in such way that on the 
a verage the rate varies only about 1- as rapidly as the wind. The ratio of 
wind aeeeleratioll for 10° rise in the mean temperature of the earth's surface 
being less than 5~' the ratio by which evaporation would be accelerated 

through ,yilld velocity by the same rise of temperature is less than J~4' The 

smallllm;s of thin ratio assures us that the acceleration of the wind may 
safely be disregarded in a discussion of such general ehanges of tempera
ture ai'! may reasunahly be postulated to account for Pleistocene glaciation. 

The cO~Hlitions under which cyclones are generated are comparatively 
obscure; but in the ultimate analysis they are necessarily referred to differ
ential temperatures created by the sun. It is probable, therefore, that, like 
the general winds, they would be affected little by a general rise in the 
temperature of the atmosphere. 
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It IS to be noted that an increase in wind velocity, by increasing 
evaporation, would raise the relative humidity, and thereby increase the 

precipitation. An increase in cyclonism, on the other hand, by.increasing 
precipitation, would decrease the relative humidity, and thereby increase 
evaporation. The conjoint effect upon evaporation and precipitation is 

therefore cumulative, while the effect 011 relative humidity is, at least par
tially, compensatory. 

Finding no ground for important qualification on account of varying 
intensity of 'fltmospheric circulation, we return to the original deductions as 

substaptial1y accurate: First, a general rise of terrestrial temperature will 
increase evaporation, general arid local, in the ratio of the saturation ten
sions corresponding to the initial and final temperatures. Second, it will 
increase precipitation, general and local, in the same ratio. 

vVe are now prepared to discuss the immediate conditions of glacier 
growth, and will first cOIlsider a region in which the temperature never 
rises above the freezing point. In such a region, the only factors affecting 
the accullmlatioll of snow are precipitation and evaporation. If the former 

is in excess, there is an accumulation, and its amount is measured by the 

difference of the two factors. Since each of these factors follows the same 

law in regard to temperature, that law applies also to their arithmetical dif
ference; and a change ill the mean allnual temperature will affect the snow 
accllmnlation in the same ratio that it affects the saturation vapor tension 

of the air. If the temperature rises so as to exceed the centigrade zero 

during a portion of the year, the annual cycle of climate becomes immedi
ately divided into two portions, which it will be convenient to call winter 

and summer. Snow accumulation, then, has a higher rate, by reason of the 

higher temperature, hut this higher rate is restricted to a shorter period. 
vVith progressive advance of anllual mean temperature, -the rate of snow 

acemllulatioll is progressi vely increaseo, while its perioo is progressively 
shortened, until finally, when the anllual temperature cycle falls entirely 
above the freezing point, SIlOW' accumulation ceases altogether. 

As soon as the temperature cycle includes summer, a third factor is 

introduced-melting. Snow is melted in part by contact with warm air, in 
part by heat radiation from the lower part of the atmosphere, in part by 
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direct insolation, in part by the heat liberated ill the formation of dew, and 
in part by warm rain. 'rhe rate of melting is thus a complex function of 
the temperature of the air, the humidity of the air, the clearness of the sky, 
and the temperature of the rain. But these four factors are so related 
among themselves that a single one, the temperature of the air, may fairly 
be regarded as the measure of the rate of melting. The temperature of 
the lower air is itself conditioned by the clearness of the sky, the humidity 
of the air is, broadly speaking, cOllditiolled by its temperature, and the 
temperature of the rain is conditioned by that of the air. The total anuual 
loss by meltillg depends likewise on the length of summer, and for present 
purposes its measure may be assumed to be the product of the lellf,rth of 
summer into the mean temperature of summer, expressed in centigrade 
degrees. 

For the purpose of bringing together the con elusions of the preceding 
paragraphs, we shall now resort to a graphic method. By the aid of a 
few temporary postulates, the law of snowfall amI the law of snow-melting 
may each be given the form of a curve, and the relation of these curves 
,,,ill exhibit the law of neve accumulation. In Fig. 35 the line X XI is a 
scale of temperatures, each point rep
resentiug a mean annual temperature 
of a particular district. The tempera
tures are reckoned in centigrade de 
greCH, and at every tenth degree 11 

vertical is erected. Vertical distances 
represent rates of SIlOW accumulation 
and of snow melting. For the con
strnction of the curves, three postu
late8 were made. First, that whatever 

the mean temperature of the locality, 

C J/ 
K-iSIl -U1 _HI (1 +ID" % 

ltlG. 35.-Fir.t Diagram of Glaciation 'rheory. Hori· 
zontal distances represent Mean Annual Temperature 
in C~ntigrade degreBs. The ordinates uf (J D E are 
rates of Snowfall (le8H evaporation). Tho ordinates of 
A. B are rates of Melting. 

its temperature range or the difference between the mean temperatures of 
its eoldest and warmest months is 20° C. Second, that its aunual curve of 
temperature change is of the usual type for cold regions. Third, that the 
rate of precipitation is uniform throughout the year. The line C D E is 
the curve of snow accumulation. For all temperatures below _100 its 

MON 1--19 
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ordinates are proportioned to the corresponding saturation tensions. For 

each point between _10° and +10°, the ordinate represents the product 

of the corresponding satw'ation tension by the length of winter, expressed 

as a fraction of the year. The line A B is the curve of melting. Each of 

its ordinates represents, for the corresponding mean aunual temperature, the 

product of the length of summer into the mean temperature of summer. 

To the left of A it coincides with the axis A X. Each of these eurves rep

resents a system of ratios, and the unit in each system is arbitrarily assumed. 

Ally other assumption of relative magnitude might haye been made with 

equal propriety, but such assumption would not affect the essential charac

ters of the curves. 
Since each ordinate of the curve C D E represents a rate of snow 

accumulation, as affected by precipitation and evaporation, while each 

ordinate of the curve A B represents a rate of melting, the differential 

ordinate included between corresponding points of the two curves (to the 

left of their intersection) represents that portion of the winter's snow which 

survives the summer's melting-. It represents the net accumulation. Its 

maximum value is at A, corresponding to the mean annual temperature of 

_10°. With progressive fall of temperature it diminishes, at first rapidly 

and afterward slowly. vVith progressive rise of temperature it diminishes, 

at first slowly and afterward rapidly to the point of intersection, I. 

'Ve may now, before drawing final conclusions, examine our postulates, 

and inquire what errors they introduee. In addition to those stated above 

there are several implied postulates which are worthy of consideratioll. 

First, it is assumed that the annual temperature range, or, more pre

eb;ely, the range of the monthly means of temperature, is 20° C. ThiH is 

110t fm' from the average temperature range in existing glacier regions, hilt 

thore are some loealities where the range is somewhat less, and others where 

it is mueh grea,ter. The assumption of a different range would produce in 

the diagram a pair of curves differing in proportions but identical in type. 

Secondly, it is postulated that a change in the general temperature is 

not accompanied by a change in the local annual temperature range, or, in 

other words, that the temperature range is constant. The precise nature of 

errors introduced by this postulate is not easily seeu, but considerations 
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analogous to those to which attention was called in discussing the variations 

of willd velocity suggest that a rise in general temperature would produce 

a slight expansion oflocal temperature range. The eorrespondiug corrective 

modification of the curves would fall entirely to the right· of the ordinate 

A D, and )'louid be unimportant. 

Thirdly, it is postulated that the loeal allnual curve of temperature is 

of the type usually observed in cold regions. If observation afforded us 

information in regard to the temperature (-yeles of neve (listrieh;, their type 

would be the one to employ in the comltruetioll of our curves; hut there iH 
no reason to believe that the error incurred by our ignorance of this point 

is coni'liderable. 

Fourthly, it is postulated that the curve derived from the monthly means 

fully represents the temperature oscillations of the year. This is manifestly 

untrue, for not only is there a diurnal m;ciUation, often comparable in range 

to the annual, but there are also non-periodic oscillations of considerable 

magnitude. It is a matter of ordinary experience that a melting of snow 

often takes place during the warm portion of a day whose mean tempera

ture is below the freezing point, and that precipitation sometimes takes the 

form of snow during the cold part of a day whose mean temperature is above 

the freezing point; and that SHOWS may fall ill the midst of summer and 

thaws occur in the midst of winter. Thus the actual temperature range in 

allY individual year is greater than the range ohtained by the method of 

monthly mean;.;. It is impossible to make satisfactory allowance for this in 

the construction of our curves, for the reason that the importance of the 

diurnal aud non-periodic oscillations varies greatly with latitude and with 

distallee from the ocean. The curves as drawn represent sufficiently well 

the relatiollK of snow acellumhLtioll and melting at maritime stations, but 

not at interior stations. The general nature of the modifieatiom; necessary 

to adapt them to interior stations is easily illuieated. With the mean annual 

temperature at 0° 0., the ratios of precipitation and melting are unafl'ected 

hy the neglected oscillations. With the mean annual temperature at or 

Ileal' - 10°, the ratio of precipitation is diminished and that of melting 

increased. ",Vith the mean annual temperature at + 10°, the ratio of pre

cipitation is increased and that of melting diminished. 'rhe application of 
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these corrections to the diagram would lower the curve C D E in the im
mediate vicinity of D, smoothing out the angle at that point, would leave it 

unchanged where it intersects the ordinate of 0°, and would earry the point 
E farther to the right. It wouM raise the curve A B at A, and lower it at 

H, Imwillg the central portion unchanged. The point A, or the intersection 
with the horizontal axis, would be thrown to the left. 

Fifthly, in the construction of the curves no allowance was made for 

evaporation during summer. The curve DE includes only winter evapo:'a
tion, the curve A B only SlUllmel' melting. The rate of evaporation fOT 

S110W and ice has its maximum at 0°, its law changing at that point. In 
the general law for aqueous evaporation, the rate of evaporation is a func
tion of the difference between the saturation tension corresponding to the 
temperature of the evaporated substance and the actual vapor tension of 

the evaporating air. Since snow and ice can not rise in temperature above 
0<:, they can only be evaporated when the aqueous tension of the air in 

eon tact wi tll them is less than the saturation tension for 0°. If it rises above 
that, moisture is deposited on the ice as dew, instead of being abstracted 

frolll it. In all but very exceptional cases the range of summer tempera
tures umler which neve can evaporate is small-from 0° to 5° or GO. The 

effect of the evaporation is to retard the wasting of the ice, for the energy 
consumed by it is deducted from tha.t available for melting, and 11 unit of 
solar heat can melt seven times as much ice as it can evaporate. l The eor

rection, if applied to the curve of melting, would slig-htly increase its upward 
concavity. 

Sixthly, the winter evaporation embodied with thH winter precipitation 
in the curve D E is tacitly assumed to have a rate corresponding to the 
mean anllual ternperature; its rate is really less, being a fuuction of the 

mean winter temperature. An error is thus manifestly introduced, and this 

error is greatest for the annual temperatures corrHsponding to short winters. 
A corresponding correction of the diagram would raIse the line D E by 

amounts increasing- progressively from D to E. 

1 The condition!! determining the evapomtion of ice and the formation of (lew on giaeierH ure 
clearly set forth by Heim, who cites experimental verifications by Dufour and Forel. See" Handbueh 
tier G1etscherknnde," by Dr. Albrecht Heim, p. 2:38-241, and Bull. Soc. vaudoide des !lC. nat. 1871, pp. 
4 9-410. 
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Seventhly and finally, it is postulated that the precipitation is uniform 
throughout the year. Perhaps no better postu1a.te could be lnade if we 

wished to express the general fact for the entire earth or for a hemisphere; 
but our attentiou is really restricted to a peculiar class of localities, namely 
those in which the climatic conditions are somewhat favorahle to the forma-
tion of neves. It is evident that the massing of precipitatioll ill winter is 

a favorable condition, and we mig'ht with propriety assign to our typical 
locality a precipitation curve including' a winter maximum and a summer 
mmmmm. Such a precipitation eurve would increase all the ordinates of 
the line D ]1~ of the diagram, except those at D and at E. 

Of these postulates, only the fourth alld seventh materially affeet the 

problem under consideration. The diagram (Fig. 35) represents sufficiently 

well the lleVe conditions at stations of maritime climate where the precipi

tation is equally distributed through the seasons, but it fails to represent 
them for stations of continental climate, and for stations at which the annual 

curve of precipitation has a decided maximum. It is desirable to give 

graphic expression to these classes of stations also, but it is unnecessary to 

consider them separately, since the modifications which they occasion affect 
different portions of the diagrmn, 

Both types are combined in Fig. 36, 

the computations for which assumed 

a moan diurnal temperature range of 

10°, and a midwiuter precipitation 

twice as great as that of midsummer. 

The vertical distanceR between 

conoRponding pointR of tho lines C D I 

and X A I, as before stated, represent 

annual additions to the neve Ht a 

particular locality, each individual 

IJ 

C 8 
.It -tIII'~· (J +,,0' Z 

Fw. 36.-8econd Diagram of Glad"tion Theory. HQri· 
zontal distances I (·pI'e~ent mean annual temperature )11 

Centigrade degrees. The ordinates of ODE are rat.'" of 
Snowfall (le88 .,ntporntion). The ordinates 'of .A. II are 
rates of Melting. 

vertical correspolHling to a particular mean annual temperature of the place. 
The position of the maximum vertical indit:afes the temperature at ,yhich 

the anllual IH~Ve ineremellt reaches its maximum. The position of the 
intersection of the two lines indicates the limit to neve formation, or the 

annual temperature above which lleVe does not gather. 
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'Ve may repeat, too, that as the ordinates of the two curves express 

ratios only, the amplitude given to the curves of the diagram is a mere 

matter of cOllvenience. Their relative amplitude, on the other hand, i:; a 

matter of importance, to which some attention must be given bofore the 

curves can be properly interpreted. Assuming that the amplitude, with 

reference to the axis, of the curve of melting, A B, is fixed, the amplitude 

of the cUrYe of snowfall, C D E, varies with the precipitation as controlled 
by local conditions, For localities of great precipitation its amplitude is 

great, aIHI the point of intersection, I, falls to the right of its mean position, 

For localities of less precipitation the amplitude is les:;, and the point of 

intersection falls farther to the left, For localities whose iJrecipitation does 

not exceed the evaporation, the amplitude becomes negative, the curve falls 

below the axis, and the expression for the neve increment has no positive 

value. Now, for the localities of existing neves the higheRt mean annual 

temperature is approximately 0°, and it may he as:;umed without material 
error that for the most fanmlhle localities the amplitude of the snowfall 

curve is such as to brillg its point of intersection with the melting curve on 

the ordinate corresponding to 0°, The snowfall curve of the diagram there

fore has an amplitude near the maximum, and represents a locality of great 

precipitation (as compared to other localities at the Imme temperature) and 

highly favorable to the accumulation of neve. 

In different localities the highest annual temperature consistent with 

neve accumulation may he as low as -10° or as high -as 0°, or, more accu

rately (giyillg heed to the first postulate), the range of the limit is from the 

climate whose lnean midsummer temperature is 0° to the climate whose 

mean annual temperature is 0°, The maximum neve increment in the case 

represented by the diagram is at _9°, 'Vith the greatest admissible ampli

tude of the snowfall curve it would he at ahout _8°, 'Vith a very small 

positive amplitude it would he a few degrees below -10°, It does not 

vary far in either direction from -10°, or (admitting the qualification of 
the first postulate) fi'om the aUllual temperature corresponding to a mid
summer temperature of 1)0. 

For each locality there is a definite temperature limit above which 
neve can not accumulate. Starting from this limit, the maximum rate of 
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neve increment is reached by a fall of temperature amounting to something 
less than half the annual range for the locality. With continued Imvering 
of temperature, there is progressi,'e diminution in the amount of snow 
annually added; but, within the range of temperature the consideration of 
which is demanded by our practical problems, there is no indication of an 
inferior temperature limit to the accumulation of snow. 

In applying these principles of neve increment to the correlation of 
glacier expansion with its appropriate temperature change, it is connmient 
to consider two cases. First, let us conceive a mountain slope all parh; of 
which have the same type of annual snowfall curve. frhe actual snowfall 
at each level depends upon the temperature con-esponding to that altitude. 
A certain temperature marks the lower limit of neve increment, and there
fore the lower limit of neve. From this limit upward to the summit, the 
whole surface receives an annual increment of snow, which is not dissipated 
in place but is eventually converted into ice and 110ws downward to be 
melted below the neve limit. 'rhe maximum increment to the neve occnrs 
some thousands of feet above the limit-according to local conditions it may 
be 1,000 feet or 10,000 feet. A volume of ice equivalent to the total annual 
neve increment passes each year from the neve zone to the zone of melting, 
and the distance to which the ice advances is a function likewise of the 
annual supply afforded by the neve. Assume, now, that the general tem
perature rises and is continued at a higher rate until the forces ouce more 
reach an equilibrium. \Vith the rise of the isothermal planes the neve limit 
rises, and ~ikewise all elements of the neve sheet. The ZOlle of lleVe aeeu
mulation loses a strip nt its upper margin and the total a.mount of the !Hive 
increment becomes less. The anIlual flow of ice from the zone of neve to 
the zone of melting is correspondingly less, a.nd being sooner melted, it 
maintains a narrower zone of melting. Thus in every way a rise of tem
perature diminishes the glaciated area. 

Consider 1l0W a spot which by its topographic configuration is rendered 
favorable to the aceumulatioll of neve, although surrounded by a region 
unfavorable to such aeeumulation. Assume that the temperature is nt first 
high, and then falls with secular slowness. As soon as it passes the local 
limit, the formation of neve begins. With still lower temperatures, the 
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annual increment becomes greater, up to a certain maximum, and afterward 

becomes less. As SOOl1 as the temperature permits the accumulation of 

neY(~, motion en~mes, and a stream of ice flows from the locality. The stream 

is at first small, rapid, and Hhort: rapid, because ice moves most freely ,..-hen 

near its melting point; small, because it is rapid; and short, because little 

deHeent is necessary to brillg it into the zone of melting. As the tempera
ture falls, the motion is retarded by diminishing plasticity, and to mainta.in 

the annual discharge a greater cross-section is necessary. The anllual dis
charge, being equal to the allllual lleVe increment, is at first increased and 

afterward diminished. Its increase cOllspires with the impairment of pla.s

ticity to enlarge the cross-sectioll; its final decrease at very low tempera
tures tends in the opposite direction, and may ultimately overpower the 

effect of diminishing plasticity and diminish the cross-section; but the tem

perature of maximum cross-section must lie far below the temperature of 
maximum lleVe inerement. Within the limits of our practical problem, the 

depth and breadth of the glacier increase with fall of temperature;l and its 

length increases at the same time, because the conditions of melting are less 
and less fayorable the 10\ver the temperature. Conversely, a rise of tem- ' 

perature di1ll1uishes at once the gl~tciated area and the depth of the ice. 
A moment's reflection will show that into these two cases all actual 

cases are resolyable; amI as their indication is identical, we conclude in 

general that a ulliversal rise of terrestrial temperature, such as would be 

produced by an increased supply of solar heat, would everywhere diminish 
the magnitude of neves and glaciers. 

It has been previously pointed out that an increase of glaciation ill the 

Sierra and the vVasatch by meallS of a. general elenltioll of the district 

'Snow i~ ordinarily welded into ice uy the freezing of int('rstitial watl,r; but at, low temperatur(,H 
tlinc is no interstitial water, and the welding can be accomplished only uy great pressure. In rel-(ioll" 
where t,he temperature never rises to OJ, a great dept,h of Bnow is necessary to the consolidatiou of the 
lower layers. From the nature of the case, this dry welding enn not be obs('rvcd in nature, but it:'! 
actuality has beel! demonstrated in the laboratory by the experill!~llts of Mr. E. HUlIgerfor.l (Amer. 
JonI'. Science, vol. 23, 1882, p. 434). If our existing glaciers inellHle any which arise in this way, 
those of the Antal' otie regions are probauly of this class. In small diRtlicts of great cold, such as the 
tops of high monntains, the dry ~now is driftpd fref'ly by the wind and finds its way t,o lower levels 
instead of accnmulating in great ma~s where it falls. 

It is conceival.le that an extremly cold climate would demand for the consolhhtion of its HUOW 

a greater pn'sR1Il'e than would ever he realized hy its accnmulation, but such a hypothetical case is 
beyond thc limits of the Pleistocene problem. 
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would be accompanied by a lowering of the temperature of the district; 
and that a similar lowering of the temperature woul<l accompany an in
crease of glaciation by the encroachment of the Pacific on the Oalifornia 
coast, by the lowering of the temperature of the Pacific, or hy a l:lmall 
e1mnge in the direction of the great air current. Adding now that a lower
ing of temperature through the lessening of solar heat ,yonld increase the 
glaciation, we may continue the discussion of the Pleistoeene lakes ,,,ith the 
assurance that if they were eontemporaneous with the ancient glaciers of 
the Sierra Nevada, they occurred during epochs of relative cold. 

THE EVIDENCE FROM MOLLUSCAN LIFE. 

The hydrographic basins of Lake Bonneville and Lake Lahontan lmye 
the same latitude, lie at sensihly the same altitude, and are in general 
eharaeterized by il1entical physical conditions. They are moreover eon
tiguous, amI separated by no barrier. There is thus every reason to group 
them together as a single homogeneous faunal district, and it will he mhan
tageous so to regard them in discussing the climatic interpretation of the 
vestiges they contain of Pleistocene life. The Bonneville fauna has been 
enumerated in an earlier chapter. The Lahontan fauna is described by 
Russell in his monograph. l Eaeh is meager, but taken together they afford 
hases for (' limatic illferenee in two biologic divisions, the division of fresh
,Yater mollnt-lks and the division of vertebrates. 

The fi'el:lh-water rnollut-Iks were eolleeted as opportunity offered hy 
Russell's parties and my own, and specimens were sellt to Oall for examina
tion. His preliminary results were of such interest that it was determined 
to afford him an opportunity to study the fossils ill the field and to collect 
their living repret-lelltatives in the :':aIne district. lIe aceording'ly vit·;ited 
Utah and Nentda in the sumrner of 18R3 and spent 1\".0 months ill gather
ing the recent and PleiHtocene shells. The combined eollections were after
ward studied hy him and became the subject of an essay on the PleiHtocene 
and recent mollusca of the Great Basin, which was publi:shed as a Bulletin 
of the Survey.2 The statements which follow are partly based on thiH 
publication. 

1 Geological History of Lake Lahontan. pp. 238-249. 
2 On the Quaternary and Recent mollusca of the Great Basin. By R. Ellswortll Call. Bull. 

U. S. Geol. Survey No. 11, 1884, pp. 13-67. 
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As appears from the following- table, 18 species have been obtained 
from the Bonneville strata and 23 from the Lahontan. Eight of these are 

identical, making- the whole number of species from the entire district 33. 

The number of recent species known in the same district is 3fj, and 2G of 

these are specifically identical 'with the Pleistocene forms. The entire 

known fauna of the district, recent and Pleistocene, compIises 43 species. 

TABLE XI.-FI'esh·water Sllells in tile Bonneville-LalHmtan Area. 

R Recent. B = BOItneville. L = Lahol1tan. 

lJnionidm ....... __ Margaritana margaritifera, Liull.. R L 

Anollonta nuttalliana, Lea. .......... R B L 
Corbiculidm .. ... Spbmrium dentatnm. Hald . ...... .... RBI. 

striatinum, Lam.... .. ••.. R L 
PisidiullI compressum, Prime __ ...... R 1. 

abditum, Hald. __ .... ...... R 

IlltramontanlllU, Prime. ... L 
Lilllnmidm .. _ .... Helisoma corpulentns, Say. ......... R L 

ammon, Gonld ............. R.. L 

trivolvis, Say .. __ .• .... .. R B L 

snbcrenatlls, Carp......... R 

Gyruulns parvns, Say....... ........ RBI. 
verrniClllaris, Gould...... .. R L 

Menetlls opercnlaris, Gould.... ...... II, 1. 

LilllllOphysu palllstris, Mull.. ... ... R B L 

slllOassi, Baird. ... ... R B L 

ilUllIilis, SaS ........... R L 
bnlimoides, Lea ........ R L 

bonnevillensis, Call.. .. B 

desidiosa, Say...... . . . . R B 

caperata, Say...... ...• R 
LimnlPa stagnalis, Linn. ...... .•... R 

Radix am pIa, }figh...... ...... ...... R 

Pbysl> gyrina, Say....... ...... .• ... R n 
bumerosa, Gould ...... "'''''' R L 
ampuIlacf'a, Gonld.... .... .... R 

hetcrostropha, Say...... .. . R B 
elliptica, I.ea __ ..... __ .... .. .. R 
lordi, Baird ........... __ ... B 

PomplJOlyx effllsa, Lea. ...... ........ R L 

Cariniiex newberryi, Lea....... .... R L 
AlICyJu8 newherr:;i, Lea ........... __ .... L 

sp. illdet.... ...... .......... R 
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TABU] XI.-Fl'esk-waler Shells in tke Bonneville-Lahontan Area-Continued. 

R = llecott. B Bonneville. Ij = Lahontcm. 

Ris80idm _ .•.• .... Alllnieola dalh, Call .... ...... .. .... It 

longinqua, Gould.......... R 

po rata, HaM..... ........ .. . 

cincinnatiensiR, Ant.h ......... . 

Flnminieola fnsea, Hald . ...... .... .. H 

Pyrgula nevadensis, St.earns..... .... R 

Bythinella hillneyi. Tryon....... .... R 

Valvatidm ........ Valvata virens, Tryon........... .... R 

sincera, Say...... .......... R 

Pomatiopsidm .... : Poruatiopsis Justrica, Say .... , ..... . 

L 

B 

n 
B L 

n 
i 

L 

n! 
n 
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Considering that the search which has brought to light the::;e 43 species 
has been far from exhaustive, alike ill the existing waters and in the Pleis
tocene strata, it is somewhat remarkable that five-sixths of the fmlsil forms 

are known also in the recent waters of the district; and we are permitted, 
if indeed we are not compelled, to regard the Pleistocene and recent faunas 
as actually identical,l The differences between the known faunas are there

fore referable to accidents of discovery, and can not be given a climatic 

interpretation. If however we restrict attention to the 26 identical species 

and compare the fossil with the living representatives, we find a varietal 
difference of very striking character. The fossil shells are smaller than 
the livillg shells of the same species. This fact was discovered by Mr. Call 
during' his preliminary examination of the fossils and was afterward verified 

by an elaborate series of measurements. Not all of the 26 species were 
collected ill sufficient numbers to afford a good determination of the average 
size, but enough of them were well represented to give assurance of the 
generality of the law of difference. 

IThis inference admits of a mathenmt.ieal expressioll. If the ~tream8 and the strata contain not 
only the SUllle llumher of specit's hnt the same species, and if ('aeh of these is equally discoverable, tlWIl 

the most prohahle nnmher of identiticH or coincidences hetween the known living species and the 
known fossils is expressed hy the product of the numher of living speciP8 known into the number of 
fossil species known, divided by the tot.al nnmber of species in the entire fanna. We do not know this 
total, hut it surelyexccedll 4:l; cOllsidering how very slllall a portioll of the entire field has heen 
searched, there cau he no exaggeration in estimating it at 60. The mathemat.ical formllia then gives 

36 tili3~ = 20 as the most probable number of idcntical forms in the fossil and recent, collections. In 

point of fact, not all species are elplally diseo\·crable. Some are relatively cOll~picuonR nwl others 
relatively uhiquitous, and these wOIll<lloe Ilwre likely to occur in both collections and thus illcl'Puse 
the number of identical forlll8. The unmhm' of coinciuences actn!llly ohserved, 26, is therefore in 
apparent harmony with the lInmhcr theoretically deduced. 
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Depauperation and Cold.-To account for this difference in size, several hypoth

eses wero imggested, but only two appeared worthy of discussion, and to 

these Mr. Call directed his attention. The first hypothesis i::.; that of cold, 

the second that of salinity. It was already known that the life of each 

molluscan species is conditioned by a certain range of temperature and 

by a certain range of ::.;alillity, and it was naturally inferred that a lowering 

of temperature insufficient to cause extinction might induce depauperntioll, 

and that a similar effect might be produced by the presence in the ancient 

lake waters of a small percentage of saline matter. For the purpose of 

testing these inferences, comparative measurements were made of ::.;hells now 

living in vntters of various temperatures, and also of shells now living in 

waters differing in salinity-all specimem; being obtained from the Bonne

ville-Lahontan district. 

Church Lake, near Salt Lake City, Utah,'has an altitude of about 4,300 

feet; Little Gull Lake, in the Mono Basin, at the ea::.;tern hase of the Siena 

NenLda, lies three clebrrees farther south, and has an altitude of ahout 7,700 

feet. 'rIw temperature of the second locality is not known as a matter of 

ob::.;ervation, but a comparison of topographic relations, and especially of 

the terre:'ltrial floras, leads to the belief that there is about as much differ

ence as that indicated by the altitudes, the climate at Little Gull Lake 

being 8 or 10 degrees (F.) colder. From these two lakes the same species, 

Physa amjJlIllacra, was obtained in the same month, and comparative meas

nrements were afterward made of series of adult shells. The ratio of size 

(lineal') was found to be 100 (Church Lake) : 86 (Little Gun Lake). 

Houey Lake, California, and "Varm Spring Lake, Utah, lie at nearly 

the same altitude and latitude. Theil' temperatures are not kllown by 

observation, but as 'Varm Spring Lake, being of small area, hm; for its 

principal tributary a large spring of water at 128 0 F, it is highly probable 

that its molluscan life is conditioned by the higher temperature. Specimens 

of Limnophysa palu8tri8 were collected from both lake::.; and afterwunl mea::.;

ured, the averages showing it mtio of 100: 88 ill favor of the speeimens 

from the warm lake. 

These two illu::.;trations support the hypothesis that within the climatic 

range of the Great Basin a low temperature of lake water i:'l leds favorable 

to the gI'o'\vth of gasteropods than a high temperature. 
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Depauperation and Salinity.-Ill seeking for natural examples illustrating the 

effed of salinity, there was 110t the same ImcceSH in the elimination of coin

cident differences of station. Some of the brackish lakm; of the Lahontan 
di:'ltriet contaill living shells, but these are not available for eomparisoll, 

becanse the sallle species luLYO Hot also boen (liscovel'ed in the fresh waters 

of the district. Rec-ourse was therefore had to brackish sprillgs, alld the 

shells inhabiting theHe were compared, cllle species with the denizens of a 
fresh-water lake and auother with the denizens of fresh-water pouds. Tho 

bnwkish Hprings afI'ol'ding the Hhel1;,; riHe from the ilonneville marlH at the 

em;tern base of the Promontory range ill Utah, and are Hot thermal. Their 

waters were not anu.l)'zed, and their :'Ialiuity was tested only by taste. It 
was estimated to be le8:'1 than 0.5 per eent. Sp(~eimells of Linmophysa 

Jialllstris frolll these springs were compm'CCl vdth other specimens from 

HOlley Lake, and found to be only seven-eighths as large, the precise ratio 

being 87 : 100. Speeimens of Ph,lJs(l gyrina ,yere compared with other speci
mOllS from fresh ponds neal' Salt Lake City, awl found to have a linear ratio 

of 82 : 100. It appears, thell, that salinity is quite as competent as cold to 

determine the depauperation of fresh-water gasteropods. 

We are thus led to inquire whether there is any independent evidence 

in regard to the freshness or salinity of the waters of the Pleistocene lakes. 

III the case of Lake Lahontan the presumption is strongly in favor of 

salinity, for the lake has no outlet, and though it may possibly on more 

than olle occasion have buried its saline matter under playa deposits and 

thus fh~1lhelled its water, we cannot say, with reference to any of the col
lected /Shells, that they belong to any such fresh-water epoch. rrhe testi

mony nffonled by the depaupel'ation of the Lahontan shells is therefore not 
available ill the climatic problem. The ease of Lake BOllneville is difI'erent, 

for during its second expansion it freshened its water by overflow, and the 

sediment deposited during the seeolld rise is clearly difforolltiato(l. 'Ve 

canllot ilHleed de mare ate the portions of this bed which 1elollg respectively 
to the epoch of rising' >vater, to the epoch of outflow, and to the epoch of 

desiccation; but we know from the phenomena of the ~hore-lines that the 

rise of the water was slow, that the discharge was long sustained, and that 

the final 1mbsidellce was rapid down to the level of the Stansbury shol'e-
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line. \Ye are thus enabled to assert with much confidence that the npper 
layers of the 'White :Marl behvoen the levels of the Provo and Stansbury . . 
shore-lino:-; were deposited while the lake was freshened hyoutflow. And 
findillg' that shells gathered from those layers are small in size, we accept 

their depanperatioll as evidence of a colder climate. The subjoined table 
shov,s measurements of 25 adult shells collected from these layers near the 
town of Keltoll) and gives comparative measurements of 18 individuals 
found living' in Utah Lake, the large:-;t body of ii'esh water within the 
ilollneville area. The ratio of linear dimensiolls is approximately 3 : 4, the 
recent shells being the larger. It is notewOIihy that 'vvhile each senes 

exhibits considerable range in size, only two or three of the living shells 
are as small as the largest of the fossils. 

TABLE XII. },[fIl8urCIILf'ltls of Plumillicolafu8ca, 

Fossil in Upper 
Bonneville. 

Length. Length. I~readtb. 

'm1il. rnrlL. mrn. mm. 
12.50 8.10 9.94 6.62 
12.00 7.80 9.50 6.40 
11. 90 8.20 n. to 5~50 

11. 7'~ 7. 14 9.00 5.56 
11.50 8.00 8.50 5.56 
11. :10 7.64 1<.44 5.60 
11. 00 7.70 8.3() 5.70 
10.1:)0 8.00 8.34 5.22 
10.50 6. 70 8.30 6.10 
10.50 6.52 8.30 5.54 
10.50 6.40 i-l.20 5.32 
10.24 6.50 8.10 5.08 
10.22 6.90 8.10 5.50 
to. 10 7.00 8.08 5.28 
10.00 7.24 8. {)() 5.50 
9.70 (;.72 l'i.OO 5.:H 
9.70 6.:,2 7.9u (i. 50 
\).52 7.00 7.94 5.50 

to. 76 7.2:l 
7.1'll! 5.40 
7.80 6.20 
7.72 5.38 
7.60 5.00 
7.58 5.40 
7.46 5. :J2 

4.98 

f). 50 
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THE EVIDENCE FROM VERTEBRATE LIFE. 

The Pleistocene mammal" thus far discovered in the BOlllleville and 

Lahontan Basins are few in number. Proboscidean bones (Elephus or 

llIustodon) were found in the" Intermediate Gravels" of the Lahontan Basin 

(equivalent to gravels of the Inter-Bonneville epoch), in the Upper Lahon
tan beds (equivalent to the 'White lYfarl) , and in a bog resting 011 the 'White 
Marl. Bones of a horse (Equus), of an ox, and of a llama, and an obsidian 

arrow head, were fount! in the Upper Lahontan.1 Bones of musk-ox dis
cov(~red near Salt Lake City, though of doubtful age, are presumptively 
Pleistocene. 

The list is greatly extended by including the fauna discovered by 111'. 
C. H. Sternberg near Christmas Lake, Oregon. The locality was afterward 
visited by 1Vlr. Russell, who found the containing formation to be a lacus

trine deposit surrounded by a shore-line, and otherwise agreeing in its phys
ical relations with the Bonneville and Lahontan and other Pleistocene beds 
of the Great Basin. The horizon of the vertebrate remains is close to the 

top of the formation, indicating approximately the same date as that of the 

White Marl. Cope has studied the bones biologically, and from him we 

learn that the fauna includes the coyote, a beaver, and two species of gopher; 

and of extinct mammals, the mammoth, an otter, a giant sloth, two species 
of horse, three of llama, and a deer. It includes also the coot, three livillg 
grebe::;, three living geese and one extinct species, an extinct cormorant, 
and all extinct swan.2 

In order to ascertain the bearing of these vestiges on the question of 

the contemporaneous climate, attention will be given to the present elimat.ie 
and geographic range of sueh of the Hpeeie::; as yet ::;urvive, and al::;o to the 

present range of the genera to which extinet species belong. 
Mall is now cosmopolitan. It is known that in Pleistoceno timo he 

lived Ileal' the margins of European and American ice sheets, but his con
temporaneous equatorial range is not ascertained. The coyote, Canis la

trans, ranges southward to the plateau of Mexico and northward to the Sas

katchewan Plains. N ear its northeru limit the local alluual temperature is 

J Russell. Gcologicaillistory of Lake Lahoutau, pp. 2313-9, 24G-9. 
• Bull. U. 8. Survey Terra., vol. 4, 1878, p. 389. 
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about twenty degrees lower than at Christmas Lake; near its southern limit, 

more than twenty degrees higher. 
Thomomys talpoirlfs, a poeket g'opher, ranges hom Kansas to the Assini

boill Rin~r, itl'l range indlldillg climates slightly warmer and abo from ten 

to fifteen degrees cooler than that of Christmas Lake. Thomomys dusius, 

being known only in its type specimen, has no range. The climate of its 
sole known locality, Bridger's Pass, vV yo., is five 01' ten degrees cooler than 

that of Christma8 Lake. 

The beaver reported is Castor jiber, the European species; but as the 

distinctneHs of the American form has been denied, it i8 p08sible that no 

diseriminatioll is here intended. The European beaver lives in northern 
awl central Europe; the American l'rmge8 from Arizona to the Arctic Circle. 

The lllUSk-ox i8 now restricted to that part of North America lying' 

north of the sixtieth parallel. The most genial climate of its range is far 
more severe than that of the Salt Lake Valley, but may perhaps be com

pared with that of the recesses of the 'Yasatch and Uinta mountains. Dur
ing the Pleitltocene it abounded on the plains of Siberia as well as in Ger

many, Franco and England. 

The other mammalian species are all extinct, and ono only is known 

to have climatic significance. The mammoth was characteristic of' the 

European Pleistocene, aud was distinguished from living elephantg by itg 

hairy coat. 
The modern ottertl belollg to temperate and Hub-arctic faunas, and so 

do deer of the genus Cervus. rrhe llarmtH are at home ill the mountains of 

South America, awl range southward to Terra del Fuego. 

Modern representatives of the horse genus live ill tropical awl temper
ate climates, but ill Pleistocene timetl they Hhared with otters and <leers the 

boreal dimate of England. 

Of the elilIlate suited to the fossil sloth, J1f.ylodon sot/alis, we have no 

bettor evidence than iH afforded by his association with this fauna. 

The coot, the grebes, and the geese all range fur to the north and to 

the Houth of the ChriHtmas Lake locality. The coot ranges from Alal:\ka to 
Central America. Podicel)S occidentalis is knowll to rauge from Mexico to 

northern }Iallitoba, P. californicus from Guatemala to Great Slave Lake, 
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Podilymbus l'odiceps from South America to British Possessions. Anser 

c(J.,nadensis extends from the Arctic Circle to Mexico, A. albifrons gambeli 

from Alaska to Texas, A. nigric(ws from the Arctic Circle to the peninsula 
of California. 

The extinct swan and cormorant likewise belong to genera of consid
erable range. Though Cygnus and Gracuhts occur chief! y in the temperate 
ZOlle, they overpass both the tropic and the polar circle. 

The avian life manifestly throws no light on the question of climate, 

awl the same may be said of mau, the coyote, the beaver, the otter, the 
deer, the borses, the llamas, and the sloth. rnw presence of tlie gopher 

comports with the idea that the climate of the lacustrine epoch did not differ 

widely from the present climate. The mammoth favors the view that the 
climate wa::; cooler. The musk-ox speak::; more decidedly of cold, but hi::; 

evidence i::; doubly indefinite; first, because he may have lived on the adja
cent high mountains instead of in the Salt Lake Valley; second, becau::;e 
we do not know whether he lived during a lacustrine or during an i11ter

lacustrine epoch. 

AU told, the evidence from vertebr?-te life appear::; to me not merely 
inconclusive but valueless. Temperature is 011e of a complex of factors 
constituting climate. Climate is one of a complex of conditions limiting 
the di::;tribution of vertebrate speeies. It is not safe to assume ill the ease 

of an individual species that temperature i~ the important or controlling 

factor aHd then draw inferences ill rega,rd to temperature; only the cumu

lative testimony of a fauna can yield trustworthy conclusions. 
The available biotie evidenee is thm'efore restricted to the testimony 

of the fresh-watel' mollusks, and t1li;-;, if I understand it aright, points to 
the conclusion that the lake epochs were epochs of relati ve eol(l. So far as 
it goes, it favors tho correlation of ico maxinm ~with water maximlL 

THE EVIDENCE FROM ENCROACHING MORAINES. 

A::; fin;t announce(} by Emmons, the glaeiel' that formerly descended 

Little Cottonwood Canyo11 from the \Vasateh summits loft its moraines 
within the area of Lake Bonneville.l A little farther south, two other 

---'-~---

1 S. J;'. EmmOllS. Geol. EXl)lor. of the 40th Pa.ra.llel, vol. 2, 1)' 354. 

MON 1--20 
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moraine;.;, belonging' to the same group of glaciers, lie at about the same 

level; but with these exceptions all vestiges of the Pleistocene glaciers of 
the basin lie ahoye the BOnlleyille shore-lillo. 

In the Lahontan Basin there are 110 similar instances of contiguity, 

but l'eveml occur in the MOllO Basin, and their phenomena are believed to 
be germane to the present discussioll. The Pleistocene history of }follo 

Lake is recorded, like that of Great Salt Lake, in a sheet of sediments rising 

from the water's edge to a system of encircling shore traces. As deter
mined hy Russell, the expHuded lake had 110 outlet, 1 so that its oscillationt; 

must have been determined purely by dimate. The Mono draimtge basin 

is one of the mauy components of the Great Basin, and is cOlltiguous to the 

hydrographic basi11 of Lake Lahontan. Like Lahontan, its water supply 
is derived mainly from the Sierra Nevada, which overhangs it on the west· 

Analogy suggests that its lake surface rose amI fell in response to the s~trne 
climatic changes that created and abated Lake Lahontan and Lake Bonne

ville, and this view is sustained by the evident freshness of' .its fossil shore
lines. In Ol1e respect, however, the correlation is incomplete. The Bonne

ville sediments and the Lahontan are each dearly divisible into two series, 

separated by a horizon of unconformity by erosioll; hut in the Mono Basin 
no satisfactory division has been m,ule out. To my milHl, this negative 

evidence, which may fairly be referred to imperfection of exposure, has less 
weight than the climatic analogy, and I am decidedly inclined to regard 

the llmximum flood of the Mono Basin as the equivalent and contemporary 
of the maximum flood in each of the larger basins. I shall therefore dis<

cuss the relation of the ancient shore-lines and sediments to the moraines 

at the mouths of the Sierra canyons as a part of the evidence in regard to 

the BOll11eville clinmte. First in order, however, are the phenomena of 

the Bouueville Basill. 
Wasatch· Bonneville Moraines.-The we8tern fi'ont of the 'Vasatch is determined 

hy n great fault. From the line of this fault an alluvial plain descelld8 

westward to the Jordan HiveI' and Great Salt Lake, while eastward spring'S 

:L 8teop face of i-lolid rock, the esearpnwllt of i.he upthrowll orogenic block. 

I Quaternary History of Mono Valley, Ca.liforuia., hy 1. C. Russell, Eighth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. 
Snrvey, 1809, p. :j()(). 
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At intervahi the rock face is divided by narrow clefts or gatew[tys, whence 

streams issue from the interior of the range. Between each pair of adjacent 

streams is an acute ridge of rock, whose roof-like cross-profile mark:·, it as 

the product of aqueous sculpture. The end of each it! truncated by the 

great fault, amI the truncated terminals, standing in liue, constitute the 

rock face at the margin of the plain. The plain was conn'ed hy the water 

of the ancient htke, and the Bonneville shore-line is scored partly OIt the 

alluvium and partly on the face of solid rock. Little Cottonwood Canyon 

heads in the highest part of the range, among peaks with an altitude of 

12,000 feet, ~t1ld after a curving course of twelye miles ends at the rock f~tce 

in a gateway whose thre8hold is slightl y lower than the BOllneville shore

line. The ghcier which aueielltly followed it issued from the gateway, and 

at its maximulll development encroached upon the plain about one mile, 

recording ih; position at various stages hy lateral, frontal, and terminal 

morames. 'Within the throat of the canyoll, Hcattered erratics are the only 

debris, but immediately outside are massive lateral moraines. At the mouth 

of the canyon its walls are of gray quartzite, which in weathering a~sumes 

a dark brown color, hut in the heart of the range they are of white granite, 

and the morainal debris at the margin of the plain is nearly all granitic. 

rrhi~ contrast::; strongly with the dark quartzite, and enable::; the observer 

to trace out the di::;tribution of the erratics from a ~ingle commanding posi

tion. The lateral moraine at the south is of typical fornl-an acute ridge 

of granite bowlders, 'Where it joins the mountain, its cre;,;t stand;,; 340 feet 

above the flood plain of the m'eek; hut it falls away rapidly, and at a mile 

it has reached the level of the plain, beneath which it SillkH. Before disap

pearing, it divides into four or five memhert'l, all of which curve toward the 

axis of the glacier iu HlWh lllanuer as to imlieate that they were the lateral 

portiOllK of ;,;uccet'lt'live fi'olltal moraines. Tho northern or right-hawl lateral 

moraine lH of a very difl'erent type, being hroad amI fiat-topped, and riHillg 

only about 100 feet above the adjacent flood-plain of the creek. Its ~mrface 

exhibits fewer bowlders than does the left moraine; and a fro;.;h Hection at 

one point betrays all obscure horizontal arrangement of its material. Stat

tered bowlders of granite are to he seen Oll the mljacellt wall of quartzite 

for more tha11 200 feet above it, and theHe extend llortlnmrd along the 
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mountain side for half a mile beyond the canyon. 1'heir upper limit 

becomes gradually lower as the distance from the canyon increases. 

A clearer conception of these relations mny be derived by consulting 

PI. XLII, where the morainal masses are colored hlue. Their proper inter

pretation appears to be, that after the glacier had built t\'\'o lateral moraines 

upon the plain ill the usual way, it expanded toward the north, overthrow

ing and overflo,ying the moraine on that side and destroying' its character

istic form. 

The plain into which the branches of the southern Iatemlmoraino sink 

and disappear is alluvial. It not merely surrounds the outsides of tho 

moraines but oceupies the space between them, and extends up the canyo'J 

a half mile 01' more: At its upper limit in the canyon, the creek channel 

excavated from it is shallow, but its dopth gradually increases, being GO 

feet near the ends of the moraines, and nearly 200 feet at a point two or 

three miles beyond. 'Where the greatest section is exposed, the alluvium 

has a depth of 65 feet, eonsisting of gravel, eoarse and fine, with a prepoll

derall(~e of granitic pebbles and occasional passages of sand. Beneath it, is 

a greater depth of fine sand, laminated and ripple-marked, and abounding 

in miea flakes. This sand is evidently a subaqueous deposit and records 

an epoch during which the lake stood higher than the Provo shore-lino. 

'rIle gravel above it does not exhibit the cross lamination characteristic of 

deltas, and must be classed as an alluvial deposit. It marks a time when 

the lake I'>tood lower than the Bonneville shore-line, and is probably refera

hIe to the Prov~o epoch. To establish the validity of tllis reference, all 

attempt was made to traee the alluvium eontinuously to the Provo shore

line, hut this was fi'ustrated by a system of recent displaeements which 

tra verse the plain ill various direetions, giving rise to terraces which call 

110t ill every case be distinguished from the stream terraces with which they 

are associated. After making all allowance for displacements, however, 

it is sufficiently evident that when the ancient alluvium was deposited, 

the descent of the stream was less rapid than at present, aud this slower 

descent is most satisfactorily accounted for by assuming a barrier of lake 

water. The alluvium is therefore referred to some epoch of the expanded 

lake. 
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The next canyon to the southl'lard is distinguished from Little Cotton
wood Canyon by having a steep gra~e throughout. Instead of beginning 
in the recesses of the range, it heads upon the western face and descends 
abruptly to the plain. At its lower extremity are moraines equally ma:-lsive 
with those of Little Cottonwood Canyon. They include two lateral moraines 
about a mile in length, :-lpringing from the angles of the canyon wall:-l, and 
uniting in an exceptionally heavy terminal. Just within the mouth of the 
canyon is a well-defined frontal moraine, and the hranching of the laterals 
indieates that a second frontal was formed between this and the terminal, 
but has been buried by the alluvium accumulated above the terminal. The 
outflowiug stream, Dry Cottonwood Creek, has ilHlented the terminal, but 
cascades in passing it, and has mueh work to perform before it will have 
established a uniform grade through it. The hase of the terminal is in this 
case not buried by alluvium, but tho configuratioIl of the neighborillg plain 
snggests that it may onco have beon partially covered and afterward denuded 
by streams. (See PI. XLII, where the croek is erroneously called "Big 
Cottonwood".) 

Two miles farther south, a si~ilar high-grade canyon, whence issues 
Big "Willow Creek, is furnished at its mouth with a similar moraine system, 
of which the terminal is the most conspicuous element. It stands free upon 
the sUlface, with no evidence of an alluvial or lacustrine covering. 

The alluvial plain does not at all points reach the mountain side at the 
same altitude, but is highest at the mouths of the larg-e canyons. In tho 
vicinity of the moraines, its highest point is at the mouth of Little Cotton
wood Canyon, and it is there a few feet above the horizon of the Bonneville 
shore-line. EIse;vher6 the shore-line is scored upon the steep mountain front. 

It is to ho seen a short distance north of the northern moraine of Little 
Cottollwood Canyon; it appears again between the moraines of Dry Cot
tOlHvood and Big 'Vi1low Canyons; and it reappears beyond the latter; but 
llO trace of it was detected upon the moraines themselves. In the case of 
the Little Cottollwood moraines, the alluvial cover prevents examination at 
the horizon of the shore-line; but the other moraines are fully exposed to 
VIew. 
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Before attempting the interpretation of these glacial phenomena, it 

will be well to reeite again the lacliRtrine history with which they are to he 

compared. Lake Bonneville was twice formed awl twice dried away. It 
attained its maximum size dming its second term, and the records of the 

second rising flO far mask and ohliterate the reClmls of the first, that these 
are di::woverahle at comparatively few points. 'rhe shore-line ohserved in 

the vieillity of the monLines, and the alluvial amI lacustral deposits exposed 
Oil the hanks of Little Cottonwood Creek, all belong ullqueRtionahly to the 

second BOlmeville epoch, and that epoch alone can we hope to compare 
with the epoch of the moraines. When the lake reached the horizon of the 

Bonneville shore-line, during its second rising, it found outlet, and its fur
ther rise wa,::; prevented. The eroRion of the barrier was exceedingly rapid 

until the water had fallen to the Provo level. The reRlstance of thiR lime

stone held the lake at a eonstant height for a long period, and from this 
level the wnter finally receded by clesiecatioll. Had the rim of the basin 
been :-\0 hig·lJ as to prevent outflow, we can not say how far the lake would 

have risen l)('fore the passage of the climatic maximum permitted it to fall 
ngalll. 'Ve Illny he sure, however, that the climatic maximum was some
what later than the epoch of the Bonneville shore-line. On the other hand, 

the lake area at the Provo stage was only two-thirds as great as at the 
Bonneville, and the peculiar climatie ehanges that expanded the lake were 

fast deelinillg when the water finally fell from the Provo shore-line. '['he 

dinmte of maximum effieiency for the production of lakes therefore ocenrred 
after the epoch of the highest shore-line and before the dose of the epoeh of 
the Provo shore-line. 

If the glaeiers had attained their maximum extent either during or 

hefore the epoch of the Bonueville shore-line, their terminal morainGs would 

have been subject to wave action at that horizon, and scored with shore 
marks; but the two terminal moraines whieh are well exposed to view 

exhibit no shoro-lines. If the glaeiers had attained their maximum after the 

dose of the Provo epoeh, the Little Cottonwood moraines should rest upon 

the alluvium, instead of being partially buried beneath it. It appears quite 

consistent with tile phenomena to suppose that the epoch of maximum 

glaciation was eovered by the longer epoch of the Provo shore-line. The 
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greater part of the alluvium outside the moraineR may have been deposited 
while they were in proc8RI'> of forrnation, the inter-morainal portion being 
added after the ice had retreated. 

\Ve are thus led to assign the same narrow time limits to the epoch of 
the climatic maximum tending to produce lakes and to the epoch of the 
climatic maximum producing glaciers; and one farther step will lead us to 
the conclusion that the two maxima are identical. But before taking that 
step, \ye mUt~t examine the evidence from the Mono Basin. 

Sierra-Mono Moraines.-The Pleistocene history of the Mono Basin was syste
maticallv investigated bv Russell. Only a few days were sl)ent bv me ill .; ,---,.J 0/"; ." 

the valley, and these were devoted ehiefly to the features described in the 
following paragraphs. In preparing these paragraphs, I have availed myself 
of Russell's work wherever neces::mry, but the local descriptions are mostly 
at first hancl. The reader who cares to pursue further the history of the 
valley will find it fully presented in Russell's paper.1 

Lake "Mono has an altitude of 6,730 feet. \Vhen expanded by the 
Pleistocene climate, it carved a maximum shore-line 670 feet higher. The 
eastern face of the Sierra Nevada is here remarkably abrupt, and the Pleis
tocene high-water mark runs very near its base. In glacial times the broad 
back of the Sierra bore a great field of neve, the surface of which ranged 
in altitude from 10,000 to 12,000 feet. From this streamed glaciers east 
and west, and five of the eashmrd-flowing entered the Mono basin. One 
stopped before reaching the level of the old shore-line, the other four 
reaehell it or passed beyond it. rrhese will be enumemted in order from 
north to south, with whatm'er description is necessary to show the relation 
of the observed glaeial phenomona to the laeustraL 

The Mill Oreek glader emerges from its rocky channel and debouches 
upon the plain at the horizon of the old shore-line. Beyond its walls of 
rock its dimengions are indicated by Internl mornines, whieh mpidly con

verge and at the same time bend northward. They are steep-.sided ridges, 
studded with large bowlders. They extend less than a mile upon the plain, 
and though no terminal moraine is visible, we are assured by their converg
ence that they represent the full length of the glacier. The old shore-line 

.. -~ .. -~ .. -~.---------------

I Eighth Ann. Rept., U. S. Genl. Surv., pp. 261-:394. 

• 
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is distinctly marked not only on the outer face of the right moraine but on 

the extremities of both, and for a :,.;hort distance on the inner faees of both. 

Its eharacter iH that of a clift· and terrace, but the notch is not deeply cut, 
and the extremities are but slightly truncated. 

Senm miles farther south Leevining Creek issues from the mountain 
face at ahout the altitude of the old shore-line. The modern lake i:,.; there 

dose at hand, and the mountain face is :,.;teep- [;pon the steep slopc, the 

creek has built It large alluvial strneture which projects a cape more than a 
mile into the lake. This mass of alluvium ha:,.; not the symmetrical form of 

.; 

all alluvial cone, but descends somewhat unequally and irregularly, being 

eyidelltly a compound delta, the component parts of whieh were formed at 
different levelH of the lake.· The glacier following the valley of this creek 

• had for sm-ernl miles a uniform width of II miles, and this width was 

not diminished at the mouth of the canyon. Like the Mill Creek glacier, 

it clUyed northward at that point, its left margin following the flaring mouth 

of the canyoll, while its right, as indicated by the surviving-lateral moraine, 

swung free. One mile of this free moraine is preserved, but no terminal is 
to be seen_ There are, however, two \vell marked frontal moraines lying 

respectively three-quarters of a Inile and two miles back from the end of 

the lateraL The old shore-line is scored on the outside and inside of the 

lateral moraine, and appears also on the opposite side of the glacial channel 
against the face of the mountain. It can be traced only a short distance 

up the glacier yalley, because its features have been recently obliterated 

by the creek. The end of the moraine has evidently been cut away by the 
waxes, hut the extent of this removal is unknown. The surviving- portion 

affords no indication, by size or directioIl, that the end of the glacier was 

close at hand. \Vhen the lake stood about 33 feet lower than its highest 

shore-line, the creek built a small delta at the mouth of the glacial valley, 

the front of the delta reaching to the end of the truncated lateral moraine. 

The head of the delta was at the foot of the lower frontal moraine. Near 

its head there is a terrace eight feet higher, which appears to be a fragment 

of an earlier built delta that ,vas destroyed during the construction of the 

lower one. The creek channel llOW lies entirely below these delta plains. 
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The next glacier descending to the lake level issued from moody Can

YOll, six milm; farther south, and at the time of its greatest development 

stretched four miles upon the plain. Its positioIl OIl the plain is marked by 

a pair of lateral moraines, which gradually converge as they descend the 

slope. From beneath the right nlOmber of this pair issue the extremities 

of two other pairs, marking earlier courses of the same glacier. These 

older moraines do not rise so high above the plain as those later formed, and 

are less acute in pl'Ofile. They have evidently been subjected to atmos

pheric agencies for a relatively long time, and it seems prohable not oul y 

that their crests have been worn and rounded, but that their bases have 

been buried by the slow aceumulatioll of alluvium. The waves of the 

aneient lake barely reaehed the extremities of these moraines, older and 

newm'. Tho flood IJlain of the streamlet which issues from bohveen the 

newermorailles eoalesces at their extremities with the terrace wrought by 

the waves, so that we cannot say in this case whether the lake water entered 

the valley between the moraines. The moraines end in low sea eliffs, and 

there is no terminal, though the convergence of the laterals indicates that 

the ice projected a little farther. That a terminal properly belongs to the 

system seems to be shown by a series of frontals, deposited at intervahl 

farther up the ice channel. 

The Rush Creek moraine surpassed all the others in size, having a 

width 'of 1~· miles where it entered the plain. Its lateral moraines stand 

free for a distance of three miles, and eaeh one is characterized by several 

parallel crests, continuous with corresponding frontals. Three frolltals of 

some magnitude follow each other in rapid succession near the end of the 

laterals. The position of the terminal, or extreme frontal, is not certainly 

known. The old shore-line is but faintly traced in this portion of the basill, 

where it margined a sllalhnv bay, but its horizon was determined to fall 

near the base of the outermost frontal. A half mile farther down the 

slope the plain is interrupted by a few small islands of morainal matter, 

unmistakably eharaeterized as such by the presence of gigantic erratic 

bowlders. These mark the position of ,vhat may be another frontal moraine, 

but is probably the terminal moraine. 
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With one voice these four localities tell us that Mono Lake occupied 
its maximum level after the glaciers of the Sierra had retreated from their 
most advanced position. But their testimony goes no fnrther. The nar
row range of levels common to the two may have been occupied fiJ'st by 
the ice and afterward by the water, or it may have been occupied by both 
together. 'Ve can only say that the ice was first to retreat. 

Combining this result with that afforded by the moraines of the Bonne
ville Basin, we conclude that the epoch of greatest glaciers fell \vithin the 
second period of lake expansion, but did liOt coincide with the epoch of 
greatest water-supply; it occurred somewhat earlier. If the two sets of 
phenomena were consequent upon the same series of climatic changes, then 
the lacustral changes lagged behind the glacial. 

That such a lagging admits of plausible explanation may readily be 
shown. The lleVe and glnciers of the MOllO district occupied a portion of 
the catelllnellt basin of the lake. The precipitation which they accumulated 
during their growth 'was subtracted from the precipitation tributary to the 
lake, and the same was afterward returned to the lake when they were 
finally melted. rrheir mass of ice may therefore be regarded as a portion 
of the water-supply of the lake, arrested ill its progress. 'Vhen the 'climatic 
conditions were favorable for the growth of lake and glaciers, the growth 
of the glaciers antagonized and delayed the growth of the lake. When the 
climatie eomlitiolls favored the wasting of lake and glaeiers, the waste of 
the glaciers fe(1 the lake and thus antagonized its depletioIl. "rhe aseend
iug and descending phases of the lake thus fell behind the corrOi'lpouding 
pluLses of the glaciers, awl the maxima and minima, or tuming' points, were 
corresponding'ly displaced. 

It is to he ohsel"n~d that this explanation is quite distinct fi'om the 
theory, allnded to by 'Whitney,l that the Pleistocene lakes were the sequel 
of the PleiRtoeene glaciers, being' crented hy their melting. Such a relation 
is qUHntitatin;ly impoRsible. In the Mono basin, iudeed, the mass of snow 
and ice upon the mOllntaiils may have been equal to the yolume of water 
in the valley, but ill the Lahontan and Bonneville basins it was far too 
small. King's map of the Pleistocene glaciers of the Bonneville Basin indi-

I The Climat.ic Changes of Latcr Geological Times, p. 185. 
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cates a superficial extent of 710 square miles, an area only ;~ as large as the 

water surfll,ce of Lake Bonneville. One thousand feet is a liberal estimate 
of the mean depth of the icc, while the mean depth of Lake Bonneville was 
about 700 feet. The body of water was therefore about twenty times 
larger than the body of ice. 

'1'he evidence from the moraines is thus shown to be consistent with 
that from the molluscan fauna, and they jointly confirm the presumption 
deri ved from the recency and exceptional nature of the lakes and glaciers, 
that the two phenomena were coordinate and synchronous results of the 
same elimatie changes. The correlation of the phenomena, originally based 
on analogy merely, is thus sustained, and it now stands 011 a surer founda
tion. 

It follows as a cotollary that the glacial period of the Siena Nevada, 
the 'Vasatch, and other mountains of the western United States was divided 
into two epochs separated by an interglacial epoch; and this has not been 
independently shown. 'rhe bifurcation of the Bloody Canyon moraines 
demonstrates a temporary retreat of the glaciers, but that retreat was not 
necessarily great. The following explanation of the bifurcation, advanced 
by RusselP and McGee2 appears to be fully sustained by the phenomena. 
After the glacier had constructed on the plain its oldest pair of lateral 
moraines, it retreated to a point near the canyon, and there deposited a 
heavy fi'ontni moraine. Readvancing, it was opposed by this frontal, and 

fOllnd a point of least resistance in the left lateral moraine, whleh in eaeh 

pair is lower than the right. Overriding that, and finally demolishing it, 
it took a Hew coun;e upon the plain, and this new course was afterward 
modified by the same process, the obstructing frontal being near the 
extremity of the laterals. At almost any point in the history thus deduced 
from the moraines, there might have occurred a great retreat of the glaciers, 

involving even their temporary extinction, without the production of any 
features we should be able to detect. 

l Eighth Ann. Hept. U. S. Genl. Survey, p. 357. 
• Meridional deflection of iee streams, by W. J. McGee, Am. Jour. SeL, 3d SerieR, vol. 29, p. 386. 
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SUl-VIMARY OF CHAPTER. 

The Bonneville Basin originated by distortion of the earth's crust, and 

came into existence long before the Bonneville epoch. Little is known of 
• 

its earliest climatic and physical conditions, but it was comparatively dry 
for a long' period immediately preceding the formation of the great lake. 
During this period, alluvial cones were formed about the bases of all its 
greater mountain ranges, aIHI the smaller ranges were wholly or partly 

lmrio(l hy valloy deposits. The valley depositl'l may have been entirely 

allnvial, but were probably also partly lacustral, the lakes being of small 
extent. 

There follmved two epochs of high \Yater, ,vith an interval during 

which the hasill was nearly or quite empty. 'rhe fin,t of these epochs was 

at least five times as long as the second. The second scored its water 

mark 90 feet higher than the first, and would have encroached still farther 
011 the basin sides had it not been checked by outflow. During the epoch 
of outflow, the discharging current eroded the rim, and thus lowered the 
lake 375 feet; and after the outflow had ceased, the water fell hy desicca
tion, with one notable interruption, to its present level in Great Salt Lake. 

The inter-Bonneville epoch of low water was of greater duration than the 

. time that has elapsed ~ince the final desiccation. 

The final drying of the basin divided it into ten or twelve independent 
interior basins. Two of' these now contain lakes, the others for the most 

part contain playas, or playa lakes with beds of salt. The Sevier Basin is 
exceptional in that its lake was 30 miles in length when first surveyed, and 
has ~illce disappeared, the water of its tributary stream being appropriated 
for irrigation. 

Since 1845, the date of the first record, the surface of Great Salt Lake 

has oscillated through a range of 10 feet, l'eaehillg' maxima in 1 :-)55 and 
1873, and minima in 1847-50 and 1861. Since 187fJ there has heen little 
change. A progressive fall in the future is indicated, not as a matter of 
climate, but as a re~mlt of the rapidly illcreasillg utilization of the trihutary 
streams for the purposes of agriculture. The elHHlg'es in level have heen 
assoeiateu with ehallge~ in area and volume. rrhe maximnm aroa was 

about 25 per eent. gTeater than the minimum, and the maximum volume 
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about 75 per cent. The salinity, which iH high, has varied inversely with 

the volume, and the predicted decrease in volume will lead to the precipita

tion of a portion of the mineral contents. 

A comparison of the lake'::; ()seillati~ms with the meteorologic record 

of the region appears to show that the height of the lake ill allY year is 11 

enmulHtin~ fuuetioll of the precipitatioll during pl'(weding years, hut estab

lishes no relntion betweell lake oscillations and temperature oscillatiom.;. 

The modern oscillatiom; of lake surf:tee are exp<ments of the irregular 
rhythm of elinmte due to the interaction of complex conditions otherwise 

constant. The great oscillations which alternately created and detltroyed 

Lake BOllneyille are of a different order, and require for their explanation 

more permanent eltauges of conditiolltl. An examination of the topography 

of the hm,in tlhows that such diversion of water-courses and other local 

geographic changes as may pOtltlibly have occurred are inadequate to 

accoullt for the rise and fall of the lake. The history of the Bonneville 

oscillations is moreover closely paralleled by that of the Lahontan oscilla

tiOllS, and it is believed that they belong' to a series of climatic changes 

affecting not only these two basins but the adjacent subdivitlions of the 

Great, Batlin. The question whether the lakes are phenomena of the Pleitlto

cene period, their expansion being wrought by the same climatic factors 

whieh onlarged the glaciers, has previously been answered ill the affirmati YO 

on the basis of certain analogies. A review of these analogies indieatm; that 

two are valia, while two othertl are not. The common reeelley of lakes and 

glaeiers, as illdieated by the freshness of the vestiges, affords a presnmptioll 

in favor of their idontity in time, and a farther pre:mmption is afforded 

by the fad that the lacustral and glacial phellOmOll(t, each interrupted a 

series of events of a different charaeter. The argument from the parallelism 

of the laenstral and glaeial histories, eaeh heillg ehnra(·terized hy two prin

cipal maxima, itl weakened hy the fact that the highest authorities Oil the 

Pleistocene period are not agreed ill reglLl'd to its bipartition. The helid 
that ;my elimntic cantle competent to illenmse glaeiatioll would likevd~e 

increase lake::; appears on analysis to he ill-fi)ulldec1, certain potlt'!ihlu eOIn

billntiollt'! of conditions boing competent to enuse simultune01u;ly an increase 

in the area of ice and a deerease in the area of water. 
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The discarded arguments from analogy are replaeed by other argu
ments of a more direct and satisfactory nature. 

" 
A disCllssioll of the conditions controlling the climate of the westel'll 

United States slwws that any change competent to increase the glaciers on 
on the mountains would lower the temperature of the lake basins. An 
appeal may therefore be made to the fauna of the lake epoch for information 
in regard to climate. The mammals give no illtellig'ible answer; but the 
fresh-water mollm;ks declare by their depauperation that the conditions of 
life were then less favorable. In the case of Lake Lahontan, alld in the 
ease of the first Lake Bonneville, the unfavorable condition may possibly 
have been impurity of water; but the second Lake Bonneville was freshened 
by outflow, and the dwarfing of its mollusks is best explained by low tem
perature. 

The moraines of three Pleistocene glaciers descend from the 'Wasatch 
Mountains to the level of the Bonneville shore-line; the moraines of four 
glaciers descend from the Sierra Nevada to the level of the old shore-line of 
Mono Lake; and the relations of these moraines to the shores of the lakes 
and the associated deposits indicate that the maximum stag'e of the lakes 
coincided closely with the epoch of maximum glaciation. 

These phenomena sustain the theory that the Pleistocene lakes of 
the western United States were coincident with the Pleistocene glaciers of 
the same district, and 'were produced by the same climatic changes. It fol
lows as a corollary that the glacial history of this region was bipartite, two 
maxima of glaciation being separated, not by a mere variation ill intensity, 
but by a cessation of glaciatioll. 



LAKE BONNEVILLE AND VOLCANIC ERCPTION. 

In this chapter it is propo8ed to 8how the relatio1l8, and especially the 
cln'o)lOlogic relations, between the volcanic history and the luke history of 
the BOllueville Ba8ill. The only species of volcanic rock there erupted, 
during or Ilea,r the Bonneville period is basalt, and this appears to have 
been thrown out alike before, during, and since the laeustral epochs. The 
description of the various lava fields will in a general way follow the 
inverse order of their formation, but precedence will be given to the lIlore 

typical localities. 
Of the various volcanic districts of Utah, that which is most interest

ing' in this connection occupies the eastern portion of the Sevier Desert ill 
the vicinity of the towns of Holden, Fillmore, Corn Creek, Kanosh, and 
Deseret. 1'he Pavant Rallge there forms the eastern limit of the desert 
plain, and is itself composed of uplifted strata ranging in age from Car
boniferous to Tertiary. The volcanic buttes and tables, all very small as 
compared to the mountain range, re8t upon the. open plain, at distances 
varying from 10 to 30 miles. Nearest to Fillmore is the Ice Spring lava 
field, with its duster of craters. Just south of it are the Tabernade field 
and crater. Still to the southward awl10 miles away are two cOlll:lidemble 
buttes, not far from the town of Kanosh, aHd 'rvest of these lies a high 
basaltic table several miles ill extent. North of the Ice Spring field there 
is a continuous volcanic tmct, some 10 miles in extent, for the most part 
eo incident with the plain, but including also a large mesa opposite HolJell, 
and a large tuff cone, Pavant Butte. vVel:lt of this tract and south of the 
town of Deseret lies a basalt table, and farther south stands a tuff cone, 
Dunderberg Butte. 

319 
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The Ice Spring craters, the Tabernacle lava beds, and Pavant Butte were 
first visited by the \VI'iter in 1872, and an account of them may be found 
in the report of the 'Wheeler Survey.l 

ICE SPRING CRATERS AND LAVA FIELD. 

T'he lava;; of thi;; locality are the most recent within the Bonneville 
<I 

area, llIld their phenomena are typical of subaerial eruption. 
The craters are gTouped closely together, and the manner in which 

they overlap each other, as well as their relations to the variou;; lava flows, 
demou;;tmte that they were formed successively rather than synchronously. 

Three ouly are preserved entire, but fragments of nine more were discov
ered, Hnd it is probable that the denudation of the locality would reveal 
beneath the accumulated lava and scorim the remains of numerous others. 
Of the discovered crater rings no two are concentric. There have been 
at least twelve successive eruptions, through as many independent vents, 
within a mdius of 1500 feet, and none of these eruptions appear to have 
been large. It would seem that the subjacent terrane opposes so little 
resistance to the upward progress of the lava that a llew opening is made 
more easily than an old one is reopened after a cessation of activity has 
permitted congelation in the comluit. The immediately subjacent fonna
tiollS are in this case probably the \Vhite Marl, the Yellow Clay, and other 
feebly coherent valley deposits. 

The dimensions and general relations of the craters and !twa fields will 
be hest understood if the reader will examine PIs. XXXV, XXXVII ~wd 
XXXVIII in connection with the following description. One of the largest 
of the scoria hills is the Crescent, a crater fragment showing nearly one
half of the original circle. It rises 250 feet above its eastern bm,e, awl 
the entire ernter appears to have had a (liameter of 2200 feet. It is com
posed of seoriaeeous fragments, in the malll loosely aggregated, but in part 
hOlllld together by harder layers which appear to have been produeed by 

splashing's of molten lava fi'om the crntor. 'rhel4e give it a rude coneelltric 
stratifieation, in the main inclined outward, parallel with the outer sloIH', 
but also inclined in ward at a very high angle conformable with the inner 

'Surveys 'Vest of the lOOth Meridian, yol. 3, pp. 136-144. 
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slope. One end of the Crescent is buried beneath a lava crater, the Miter, 

the other is cut off by a stream of lava flowing from the same. 
The Miter is perhaps the most recent of the craters. Nothing over

laps it, and it has lost nothing by erosion. Apparently the only change 
since its formation has bean a cracking away of fragments from its harder 
components and the accumulation of these in taluses. Its rim is nearly 
circular, with a diameter of 950 feet. Its highest side, on the east, rises 
250 feet above its outer base and 275 feet above the central depression. 
Its history has involved at least two overflows. After it had reached about 
its present size the lava rose within it, breached its north side, and dis

charged. 'rhe discharge was followed by explosive eruption and the 
breach was repaired. A final upwelling found escape at the west and 
trenched the rim deeply on that side. The northerly sill of discharge is 
120 feet above the central depression, the westerly 7 5 feet. The material 
is identical with that of the Crescent, and the perfect preservatIOn of the 
cone enables the imagination to picture vividly the manner of its forma
tion. Its principal constituent is scoriaceous lava in angular fragments. 
Over the surface are sprinkled clots of similar scoriae eo us material, spongy 
within, bulbous without, and coherent to the angular fragments beneath 
them. These are evidently drops spattered from tlu3 molten mass below, 
and retaining their plasticity up to the moment of striking, so that they 
fitted themselves to and adhered to the smfaces against which they fell. 
rrhey are volcanic bombs whose aerial flight was too short to permit them 
to harden. 

Betwecn the Mitcr and the Crescent stands a low cone, resembling the 
Miter ill form, but only 400 feet in diameter. It is composed almost exclu
sively of angular scorire. Six fragments of craters project from beneath 
the talus of the Miter at various points, another lies outside the Crescent, 
and still another joins the inner face of the Crescent to the small crater just 
mentioned. A circular hole, more than 100 feet in diameter and 40 or 50 
feet deep, is doubtfully classed as a crater, for it is not clear that matter has 
been ejected from it. Its interior exhibits only fragments fallen from its 
walls. 

MON 1--21 
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" The Terrace crater lies just south of the Miter, and differs from the 
others in type. Its walls are for the most part low, and are characterized by a 

. gentle outward slope. At their culminating point they are scoriaceous, but 
elsewhere they are of relatively compact lava, with a rude stratification, as 
though fonned by the addition of successive sheets. Its formation was evi
dently attended by very little explosive action, and there is some ground 

, for believing that its cavity was produced by the refusion of scoriaceous 
matter, the product of some earlier eruption. Its outline is irregular, with 
an extreme length of 1100 feet and a width of 700 feet. At one stage in 
its history it was occupied by a molten lake about 14 acres in extent, and 
the partiaJ congelation of the surface of this lake left a terrace at one 

. :margin. The subsequent history of the crater includes the formation of 
four narrower terraces at lower levels. The first lowering of the molten 
lake appears to have been accomplished by the breaching of the crater wall 
at the south, and a consequent outflow. The subsequent lowerings were 
caused by the retr~at of the lava down the conduit by which it had origi
nally entered the crater from beneath. This conduit remains open and 
can be explored for 25 feet, when progress is stopped by water. It is a 
circular tube 12 feet in diameter, and inclined 10 or 15 degrees from the 
vertical. The stony arrested drops still. pendent frpm its sides testify by 
their small diameter to the high fluidity of the lava. The depth of the crater 
below its general rim is 260 feet, below the sill of its last outflow 220 feet, 
and below the scoriaceous crag that overlooks it on oue side 350 feet. 

Three thousand feet to the west of the above craters there is a short 
fragment of crater wall, with its concavity turned toward the east. It is 
nearly buried by the lava streams flowing from the others, but what remains 
in view indicates a diameter of half a mile. It bars the progress of the lava 
in that direction and helps to give to the outline of the field its bi-Iobed form. 

The streams flowing from these craters have formed two confluent 
fields, the first extending 3.5 miles northward, with a general breadth of two 
miles, the second 3.25 miles westward, with a general breadth of 1.5 miles. 
Their'area is about 12.5 square miles. Their marginal depths will average 
about BO feet, and their mean depth is estimated at 50 feet. The volume 
of the ejected material is approximately one-eighth of a cubic mile. The 
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greater part of this lava is nearly compact, dark gray in fracture, and black 
011 the sUlface. - The fields are everywhere exceedingly l'Oug'h, correspond
ing to the "aa" of the Sandwich Island nomenclature. l The sUlface is a 
heap of ragged, loose blocks, piled in tumultuous waves whose crest~ are 
20 to 30 feet above their troughs. N ear the craters these rugosities of sur
faee disappear, and the eompaet basalt is eovered to an unknown depth by 
a spongy layer as light as the lapilli, but more even in texture, and main
taining the somber hue of the streams. The scorire of the craters is some
times gray, but is more commonly red or yellow. At a few points on the 
surfaces of the streams are small patches of seorire, colored like the craters, 
and one of these whieh was examined has a eonieal form, suggestive of for
mation in SUM by eruption from the body of the stream. It is possible, 
however, that it is merely a fragment of a fixed erate!' that was floated off. 
. The angle of flow was not measured, but is eertainly small. In the 

vicinity of the eraters the grade is conspieuous to the eye, and the lava 
must be there one or two hundred feet higher than at the margin of the 
field. All of the later streams appear near the craters to flow in channels 
depressed fifteen to twenty feet below adjacent surfaces, and yet these 
adjaeent surfaees resemble very closely the surfaces of the streams. The 
explanation appears to be that each of these outpourings varied in volume, 
now swelling, now shrinking. When most eopious it spread beyond its 
chanuel like an aqueous stream, and deposited, not its sediment, but its 
crust. The walls of the ehaunels display a eonfinnatory stratifieation. 

'nmt the entire history of the lava field is post-Bonneville, admits of 
no question. It lies within the area of the lake at so Iowan altitude that 
no point of the craters reaches to the level of the Bonneville shore-line, while 
the margillal portions of the stream are below the level of the Provo shore
line. But the craters show no trace of wave work, and on the surfaces of 
the lava streams no lacustrine sediments appear. - The lake beds surround 
the lava, but neither rise toward it nor rm;t against it. A local fault, which 
is seen ill one place to have displaced the Bonueville vVhite .l\farl, disap
pears beneath the lava field in such a way as to show that the latter was 
subsequently spread. 

----------------------- -~---~-- --

I Hawaiian Volcanoes, by Capt. C. E. Dntton: Fourth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, p. 95. 
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At various points there crop out from beneath the Ice Spring field 
margin~ of an older lava or lavas, of uncertain date. rrhey are distinguished 
from the newer by the weathering of their surface, which has partially lost 
its original rugosity, and bears patches of soil so as to support a scanty 
growth of grass and bushes. At two points these are seen to be displaced 
by the fault above referred to, and at one place a bed of lava passes under 
an exposure of the "White MarL If all these older lavas have approximately 
the same date, they are probably older than the Bonneville shore-line. 

'Vhile the recency of the Ice Spring volcanoes as compared to the 
Provo epoch is sufficiently clear, their absolute antiquity is a matter of 
doubt. The state of preservation of the latest. ejecta is fairly to be com
pared with that of similar material produced by Vesuvius two or three 
centuries ago, but the mineralogic differences between the two lavas and 
the climatic contrast between the two localities may determine very different 
rates of disintegration. At the Utah locality disintegration has produced 
no soil even in crevices. A study of the surface details of the more com
pact lava gives the impression that they have withstood atmospheric influ
ences. The scorim have yielded somewhat; in their original constitution 
they consist within of thin septa dividing spheroidal bubbles, and without 
of a slightly thicker skin against which the outer phalanx of bubbles are 
flattened. From the scoriaceous crusts of streams near their sources this 
skin has chiefly disappeared. It is well preserved only on the brinks of 
the cinder cones, and not on all of those. After my first visit to the locality, 
I exhibited to the American Association for the Advancement of Science a 
bomb from the Miter crater, and stated that its skin had been exposed to 
the elements since the time of its formation.1 A more careful examination 
on the ground has satisfied me that I was wrong. The taluses on its outer 
and inner slopes show that the crest of the crater is slowly breaking away, 
so that the bombs to be seen near the crest may have been until recently 
covered and protected by lapilli. 

I discovered no accumulation of fine fragments from the disintegra
tion of scorire. They have been absorbed by the crevices and the surface 
remains clean. Indeed the formation of a soil is indefinitely postponed by 

I Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. ScL, vol. 23. 1875, part 2, 1). aD. 
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the necessity to first fill the all-pervading crevices of the cinder cones and 
the aa. Only on the cindery crusts of streams near the craters has a 
beginning been made. This is not apparent on the surface, but when the 
rock-froth is broken into, its inner cells are found half filled with an exceed
ingly fine cream-colored dust-evidently an eolian deposit. A few sage 
bushes have discovered this and established themselves. No minerals were 
seen in the bubbles or other cavities, but the interior of the flue of the Ter
race crater is decorated with dendritic growths of calcareous matter. 

The name of the Ice Spring lava beds is derived from what may be 
regarded as a natural ice house, existing in one of the deeper hollows of 
the aa. It is in a natural pit among the lava blocks, and so sheltered by 
an overhanging ledge that it never receives the direct rays of the sun. At 
the time of my visit there was a pool of ice water a few inches broad and· 
half an inch deep, and at its margin, clinging to the rock, a film of ice a few 
inches across. My visit was on September 28, and it is currently reported 
that ice can always be found. The conditions of the phenomenon appear 
to be: first, the accumulation in the crevices of the shattered rock of cold 
water from melting snow; second, protection from solar heating by means 
of a heavy cover conducting heat poorly; third, shelter against winds, 
which would bring warmth by convection; and fourth, evaporation. Simi
lar phenomena have been described at various places in the Appalachian 
Mountains. 

PAVANT BUTTE. 

Pavant Butte, which stands ten miles north from the Ice Spring lava 
field and 17 miles by road from Fillmore, is an acute peak, about 800 feet 
high. I t is the tallest of all the volcanic hills, and, standing alone upon the 
plain, is a conspicuous landmark. Its general form is that of a cratered 
cone, but the crater is open at the south, and the circling crest has an acute 
culmination at the north. 

Its material is a volcanic tuff; that is to say, it consists of light lapilli 
cemented into a coherent mass. The vesicles of the lapilli are not filled, 
but the fragments are so firmly held together that they are frequently 
broken across when the mass is fractured. Scattered through the mass are 
occasional bowlders of basalt, some angular, others rounded, and these 
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must have reached their position by ejection from the vent, but nothing 
was seen that could be called a bomb, and none of the scorire appear to 
have fallen in a plastic condition. All of the scoriaceous matter is frag
mental, and the fragments rarely exceed an inch in diameter. Considerable 
portions of the outer slope have the fineness of coarse sand. The prevail
ing color is a pale yellow, but some of the weathered surfaces are gray. 
In this respect the butte is strongly contrasted with the cinder cones of the 
Ice Spring locality, where deep colors, especially red and reddish brown, 
predominate. 

It has been pointed out by students of existing volcanoes that lapilli 
are cemented into tuff when their deposition takes place in the presence of 
water. rphis commonly happens when they are ejected so as to fall in water, 
or when heavy rains, accompan.ying the eruption, wash them down to neigh
boring lowlands in the form of volcanic mud. In the present instance the 
state of flowing mud was not reached, for they are heaped about the vent 
in steeply-inclined layers of orig'inal deposition. The associated lake phe
nomena suggest, and indeed demonstrate, that Lake Bonneville afforded 
the moisture necessary for cementation, and that the eruption was subaque
ous. The Bonneville shore-line is trenchantly drawn about the sides of the 
butte at mid-height. rrhe Provo shore-line appears at its base, and the inter
val is destitute of all trace of wave action. It will be remembered that in 
the order of time the Intermediate shore-lines were formed first, then the 
Bonneville, and finally the Provo. rrhe presence here of the Bonneville 
and Provo traces shows that the butte was not built after the epoch of the 
Bonneville shore-line. rrhe absence of Intermediate shores tells us that it 
was completed after their date. A portion of the mole may have been 
thrown up in the earlier part of the second lake epoch or at any previous 
time, but if so, it was completely buried by the product of the final eruption 
at the time of the Bonneville shore-line. 

This determination of date depends on our knowledge of the shore
line history derived from other localities, but the same information may be 
obtained from data purely local. At numerous points on the north side there 
is exhibited an unconformity in the bedding of the. tufa, and a study of this 
unconformity shows that after the waves had notched the profile on that 
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side, producing a sea-cliff and a terrace, the renewal of eruptbn partially 
filled the notch, the newer layers dipping at a higher angle than the old. 

We thus learn' by consistent and cumu
lative evidence .that an eruption took place 
here while Lake Bonneville was at its high
est stage, and beneath a body of water 350 
feet deep. The resulting cone was built not 
only to the surface of the water but 450 feet 

FIG. 37.-Diagram to illustrate the Alter· 
higher. Eruption ceased with the fall· of nation of Volcanic Ernption and Littoral Ero

sion on Pavant Rntte. 
the water and has not been resumed. 

Notwithstanding the reeeneyof the eone, its sides are eonspieuously 
furrowed by erosion, and it is in that respeet contrasted with most frag
mental voleanie eones of the vicinity. 'Where the lapilli are uneemented, 
all rain is swallowed by the interstiees, and escapes gradually and quietly 
at the base. On Pavant Butte this is prevented by the cement, and the 
rain flows down the sUlfaee, aeeomplishing its usual work of erosion. The 
sides of the furrows exhibit to some extent the internal strueture of the 
mass, and show it .to· be a fine type of its kind. There are no partings 
between the layers of tuff, but lines of deposition are plainly to be seen, and 
these exhibit on the inner side a dip toward the erater at 35 degrees, and 
011 the outer face an opposite dip of from 15 to 25 degrees, the two systems 

~ 
being joined along the crest by 

B anticlinal eurves. A figure illus-

mn";"!it!!~ 'fii. tl'atillg this arrangement is here 
reproduced from the ,"Vheeler 

FIG. 38.-Section of I'avant Butte. O=Outside of Crater. 
I=Inside of Crater. B=Bonneville shore·line. report (Fig. 38). 

The general distribution of yellow and gray eolors indicates that the 
yellow is orif:,rinal and the gray a result of weathering', 'rhe sections 
exposed by recent erosion show the main mass to be yellow, but there are 
occasional thin bands of gray, and these are inferred to record the temporary 
eessation of eruption. 'rhe old sea-eliff against which the newer tuff rests 
unconformably does not show the gray color, a fact consonant with our 
belief that the latest eruption interrupted rather than followed the destruc
tive work of the Bonneville waves. 
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From the northwestern base there J·ut a number of raa-a-ed sI)urs con-bb , 

sisting, like the main mass, of tuff, hut exhibiting dips toward the hill instead 

of from it. A study of their dips shows that the spurs are remnants of an 

older crater rim, on whose ruins the surviving rim was built. The diagram, 

Fig. 39, show8 by full lines the observed relation of dips, amI by dotted 

FIG. 39.-Section at base of Pavaut Butte, showing Remnant of 
earlier Tllff Cone. The dotte,llines indicate theoretic st,Tllcture of parts 

lines the theoretic structure 

of the parts concealed or re

moved. The earlier crater 

was somewhat smaller than 

the later, and its center was 

farther north. The tuff ex-
concealed or removed. 

color referred to weathering. 

hibits, throughout, the gray 

The date of the structure is uncertain. Its 

tuffaceous 1 character indicates subaqueous eruption. Its color suggests 

prolonged exposure to the atmosphere after the chief work of demolition 

was performed. It may have been built during the earlier part of the 

epoch of the "Vhite Marl, while the oscillating lake was beginning the for

mation of the Intermediate shore-lines, or still earlier in the epoch of the 

Yellow Clay. 

The surface of the plain for a short distance in all directions from the 

cone is composed of debris derived from it. Beyond this southward outcrops 

the White Marl, and beneath the White Marl a field of lava. The White 

Marl seems to be but two or three feet thick, and as there appears no reason 

why the open plain at this point should not receive the full deposit, it is 

inferred that only the upper portion is visible, the lmver being beneath the 
lava. As the Bonneville and Provo shore-lines are contemporaneous ,vith 

the upper portion of the Marl, the question arises whether the lava bed may 

not be contemporaneous with the later tuff, and derived from the same vent. 

The surface of the lava is as perfectly preserved as that of the Ice Spring 

field, but is of an entirely different type, corresponding to the pahoehoe of 

the Sandwich Islands. It exhibits fine examples of the curved convolutions 

1 Tufa and tuff, etymologically the same word, have both been used 10 designate a calcareous 
deposit from solntiou and also a coherent aggregate of Japilli. Following Geiki.,. I llave in these 
pages allotted the two words in ~everalty to the two functions, applying tUfa all(l tufaceou8 to the 
deposit from solutiou, au,1 tUff an(l tuffaceou8 to the volcanic pro(luct. 
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or wrinkles that are so suggestive of coils of rope. At the time of my exam

ination I was disposed to refer these to the inter-Bonneville dry epoch, for 
it appeared to me a priori that a lava stream flowing beneath the water 
would part with its heat so rapidly that its smooth surface would be shat

tered into fragments. But I am informed by Captain Dutton that where 

Hawaiian lava streams of the smooth type have entered the sea, their surface 
characters have not been affected. The evidence comprised in the thinness 
of the White Marl and the perfect preservation of the lava surface beneath 

it may therefore te accepted as showing that a lava was here spread under 
the water during the second lacustrine epoch; and the close association of 

the field with the Pavant tuff is probable. Its area is undetermined, for it 

is overlain not only by the marl, but also in places by a belt of sand dunes. 
In a southwesterly direction it is visible at intervals for several miles. 

TABERNACLE CRATER AND LAVA FIELD. 

The typical phenomena of the Ice Spring and Pavant localities simplify. 

the interpretation of the Tabernacle eruptions. The Tabernacle field lies 
immediately south of the Ice Spring, and is mapped on PI. XXXV. It is 

approximately circular, with an average diameter of three miles and an area 

of about seven square miles. The point of issue is not central but lies near 
the southeast margin. 

The crater has two rims, an outer and an inner. The outer rim is the 

older and is composed chiefly of yellow tuff. It contains also some slag

like material colored dark red and grey. Its contours, which are in detail 
the result of weathering, are smooth, except where broken by slaggy crags. 

Its surface is largely composed of discrete lapilli, just beneath which the 
tuff may be found in place. Two-thirds of the original annulus is preserved, 

the part toward the northwest having been absorbed or buried by later 
eruptions. The span of the annulus from crest to crest is 2200 feet, and the 

ridge is highest on the east side, where it rises 120 feet above the lava field. 
Probably a part of its base is concealed by the lava. Its profile as seen 

from the Miter crater (PI. XXXIX) resembles the Mormon Tabernacle at 

Salt Lake City, suggesting an appropriate name. The internal structure of 
the ridge is not well displayed, but an outward dip ·was observed in the 
higher part. 
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The inner rim IS characterized by a great abundance of scoriaceous 

matter that evidently reached its position while still pasty and adhesive. It 
is not greatly inflated, and its general habit is rather slaggy than scoria

ceous. The rim is exceedingly uneven, and abounds in rough pinnacles. 

Comparing these features with those of Pavant and the Ice Spring 
craters, we infer with confidence that water was present in the crater during 

the greater part of the formation of the outer rim and was absent during 

the formation of the inner rim. 
When compact hand specimens of the Tabernacle and' Ice Spring lavas 

are compared, little difference is seen, but their streams differ widely in 
habit. 'rhe 'rabernacle field, though by no means smooth, is far less rugged 

than the Ice Spring. Some of the surface is broken into blocks, which are 

so far displaced that they are not easily traversed on horseback; but the 
greater part is comparatively even, and exhibits the ropy structure charac

teristic of pahoehoe. A conspicuous character of the streams was the con
gelation of their upper portions and the subsequent escape of the liquid 
matter beneath. 'rhis is shown in a few places by the preservation of tubu

lar caves, and more frequently by depressed areas, where the lava crust has 

manifestly settled down as its support was withdrawn. The constituent 

streams of the field are partially separable, and the latest may be traced to 
the' inner rim of the crater. 

At its outer margin the lava field terminates in most directions in a 

cliff-not such a cliff as results from the undercutting of a lava bed resting 

on softer material, but a cliff of original formation contemporaneous with 

the upper surface. At a point on the eastern side it was measured and 
found to have a height of 6,1) feet. 

On the face of this cliff, near the top, is a band of calcareous tufa 

adhering to the basalt, and above it there was detected at some points a 

terrace of wave erosion. These are features of the Provo shore-line. The 
crater rims bear no trace of wave work, and this negative evidence is 

reinforced by the absence of all lacustrine deposits from the crater, from 

the general surface of the field, and from the sunken areas and caves. The 

inner rim and the field were never submerged; the outer may possibly have 

been covered at the epoch of the Bonneville shore, but not at that of the 
Intermediate shores. 
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Lying just above the Provo level, and yet showing no trace of sub
mergence, the lava field must have been formed after the fall of the water 
from the Bonneville level to the Provo. Bearing the Provo shore mark, it 
must have been spread before the close of the Provo epoch. It therefore 
originated during the Provo epoch. The inner rim of the crater has the 
same date. The outer rim is older than the inner and younger than the 
Iutermediate shores; it belongs to the Bonneville shore epoch or to the 
earlier part of the Provo epoch. The presence ill it of some slaggy matter 
suggests irregularity ill the supply of water and indicates the later date. 
The most probable history is as follows: 'When the Pleistocene lake fell to 
the Provo level, it had a depth of from fifty to seventy-five feet over the 
present site of these craters and lava fields, and there it remained for many 
centuries. An eruption occurred beneath its surface. At first, or at least 
during an early stage, the eruption was explosive, its violence, possibly 
stimulated by the water, being so great that the circle of maximum deposit 
was more than a thousand feet from the vent. Eventually the growing 
rampart shut out the water, the explosions became less violent, and the 
ejecta became pasty. Quiet eruption followed, developing a low, black 
island, which received a wave record before the final desiccation. The 
closing phase of eruption was explosive. 

The geologic date of this lava field is so well determined that special 
interest attaches to the degree of freshness of its surface. Deca y has pro
gressed far enough to obliterate the finer convolutions and somewhat obscure 
the coarser-two to six inches across. Probably salient parts have yielded 
an inch to atmospheric waste. The minor depressions contain an inch or 
two of soil, and small cracks are filled. Large cracks remain open. Judged 
by its color, the soil is less the product of local disintegration than of eolian 
deposition. The princip~l vegetation is the common sage of the country. 
In the caves the eolian deposit, reinforced by the droppings of bats and 
probably other animals, has a depth of one or two feet. 

The ground just north of the Tabernacle field is traversed by a fault, 
with a throw of fifteen or twenty feet to the west. It divides the lava, also, 
and was traced with diminishing throw half way to the crater. In the 
opposite direction it disappears at the edge of the Ice Spring field, being 
overplaced by that eruption. 
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At the side of the fault is a low hill of scorire, against and around 
which the Tabernacle lava flowed. It is a vestige, ill preserved, of some 
long anterior but dateles8 eruption. Another ve8tige, equally vague a8 to 
time, appears in an inclined fragment of a basalt 8heet, brought up by a 
fault at the 80uth margin of the rrabernacle field. rrhi8 fault i8 overplaced 
bv the Tabernacle -lava. -

.; 

• PLEISTOCENE WINDS. 

The circular wall of a crater often grows more rapidly on one 8ide 
than another. This must 80metime8 be occasioned by the obliquity of the 
flue, but ob8erver8 have generally referred it to the deflection of flying 
fragment8 by the wind. If a group of extinct crater8 are oriented in the 
8ame way, it seem8 legitimate to infer the prevailing direction of the wind 
at the time of their formation. In the Fillmore district there is practical 
harmony of orientation. The Crescent, the Miter, and the smaller crater 
between them have their highe8t walls at the east. rrhat of the Terrace 
crater is at the northeast. 'Ine outer rim of the Ta,bernacle culminates 
on the east side, the iuner rim on the north. The apex of Pavant Butte 
stands north of the crater. The entire range of the seven is from north to 
ea8t, and the indication is that winds from the sonth, southwest, and west 

prevailed. rrhere are no meteorologic 8tations competent to tell us whence 
the winds blow at the present time, but the prevailing air movement i8 
recorded by nature in a 8ati8factory manner. In the vicinity of George'8 
Ranch, at the 80uth end of the ea8tern lobe of the Sevier De8ert, the Provo 
shore-line con8ists of a series of massive bay bars, composed largely of saud. 
The8e are the source of a broad train of dune8 which traverse the de8ert, 
and which demon8trate by their northeasterly cour8e the prevalence of 
southwesterly winds. 'I'he phenomena consist with the theory that the gen
eral air current8 of this region during the Pleistocene were similar in direc

tion to th08e of the present time. 

FUMAROLE BUTTE AND LAVA FIELD. 

The m08t important locality remaining to be described is at the north
ern edge of the Sevier De8ert, cl08e to the head of the Old River Bed. A 
basaltic mesa five miles across in either direction is half divided by a valley 
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opening to the northeast. (See PI. XXXI, near bottom.) At its head this 
valley is a mile wide, and is floored by red scoria::. In it stands a rough 
tower about 160 feet high with a truncated and obscurely crateriform sum
mit. The predominant colors of the tower are red and gray, and its material 

ranges fi'om firm scoria:: to compact basalt. These are roughly bedded, 
and exhibit a centripetal dip at a high angle. The interrelations of these 
features are easily understood, at least in a general way. The tower, Fu
marole Butte, marks the position of the volcanic vent. About this vent 
scorim were piled (as restored in the diagram) in an annular mole, and 
from it escaped the lava of the surrounding mesa. The last phase of 
eruption was non-explosive, and compact rock w~ts formed in the flue. 
Subsequent erosion carried away much of the scoriaceous rim, but left the 
resistant core and the equally resistant lava field. 

FIG. 4O.-Theoretic section of Fnma.role Butte. The Cinder Cone is restored by dotted lines. 

Before visiting this butte I had listened with incredulous interest to 
the statement that smoke or steam was sometimes seen to rise from it, but 
personal observation subsequently remo-ved all doubt. About the outer 
edge of the summit are thirty or forty crevices from which warm, moist air 
gently flows. 'rhe permanence of the phenomenon is attested by the ver
dure lining the openings-a deep green moss glistening with moisture and 
vividly contrasting alike with the somber rocks and the sparse, ashen vege
tation without. In different openings I found the temperatures 62°, 70°, 
72°, and 73.5° Fahr., all above the atmospheric mean for the locality, which 
is approximately 55°. At the time of observation the outer air had a tem
perature of 30°, and was dry. A little mist formed over some of the open
ings, but was reevaporated within a few feet. On days that are moist, cool 
and still, a conspicuous cloud must arise. It can hardly be doubted that this 
thermal manifestation testifies to a residuum of volcanic heat in the old flue. 

A group of hot springs at the southeastern base of the mesa may have 
the same significance. Their temperatures range from 110° to 178° Fallr. 
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Just north of the mesa is a basaltic hill whose apex overlooks the mesa· 
and has about the height of the butte. This hill is terraced by wave action, 
exhibiting especially the Bonneville and Provo shores. The Bonneville 
terrace appears also about thirty feet above the base of the butte, and a 
single point of the mesa was high enough to receive it. The relation of 
these shore benches to the valley about the butte shows clearly that the 
excavation of the valley was- antecedent and was subaerial. The littoral 
excavation was trivial in comparison. 

The wet-weather drainage of the mesa crosses its bounding cliff at 
numerous points, and at each of these a narrow, notch-like valley has been 
eroded from the basalt. These notches were cut before the Bonneville 
epoch, and during that epoch were partly filled by lake deposits. Subse-. 
quent erosion has not wholly removed these deposits, and the remnants 

show that both Yellow Clay and White Marl were present. 
These facts demonstrate that not only the volcanic eruption but the 

principal erosion of the volcanic formations took place in Tertiary time. 
The surface of the mesa has lost all details of its original configuration. 

One can not say whether the flowing lava assumed the rough or the smooth 

type. It is far from smooth, but its unevenness apparently depends on ine

quality of disintegration and ero::;ion. The rock is superficially red from 
decomposition, and is generally bare of soil, the slopes of surface sufficing 
for the rapid removal of disintegrated material. .The margins of the table 
on the east and south (where alone they were examined) are ~liffs by sap
ping-that is to say, blocks of rock have fallen away in consequence of the 
yielding of a softer substratum. Probably the lava was spread on the plain 

before the first establishment of drainage on the line of th~ Old River Bed. 
The carving of that channel lowered the base level of erosion for the region 
and induced the general degradation of the plain, so that the field of obdu
rate basalt became a hill of circumdenudatioll. The greater share of this 
process also must be refened to the Tertiary. 

The most impressive phenomenon of the locality is the secular persist
ence of the volcanic heat. At the time of eruption the rocks adjacent to 
the conduit or conduits became heated, and the laya remaining in dikes and 
chirrilleys added to the store of heat. Since that time conduction has steadily 
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earried this heat ill all directions, and the conveetion of subterranean water 

has helped to disdlarge it to the atmosphere,' nnd yet enough remains to 

sustain a fumarole ten centigrade degrees wanner tlmn the ail'. The period 

of heat dissipation ineludes the whole of the Pleistocene pm-l.od and an 

antecedent period of erosion prohabl y of equal length. 

OTHER LOCALITIES OF BASALT. 

The remaining basaltic masses of the lake a.rea, so far as they were 

inspected, do not declare their age by visible phenomena of superposition, 
but the majority can be refen'ed with probability to the Tertiary from a 

comparison of their condition of preservation with that of the 'rabernaele 

field 011 the one hand and the Fumarole on the other. This statement 

applies to aU localities mapp~d ill PI. XLI north of the fortieth parallel 

excepting that on Bear l!,iyer. It applies also to two localities at tIle weHt 

edge of the Sevier body of the lake, to two neal' Preuss Bay, to two whieh 

trench on Escnlante Bay, to the buttes near COl'll Creek (southwest of Fill

more) and a large table west of them, and. to a table lying west of Pavant 

Butte aIlll south of the town of DesCl·et. 

}'w. 41.-Dumll'rlmrg nullo. 
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Between this last-named table and the north end of the Beaver Creek 
range st~tl1ds Dunderberg Butte, the remnant of what may have been 
a large cone of scori::e. Its lapilli are coherent, but have not the yellow 
color of the tuff cones. Their mass is traversed by dikes and sheets of 
vesicular basalt. Some of the basalt vesicles contain calcite and zeolitic 
minerals. The top is fiat, except where dikes project, having been trun
cated by the waves at the Provo epoch. The date of eruption can be 
judged only from the progress of demolition. It was probably Tertiary, 
hut may have heen inter-Bonneville. 

Equally in do~ht are a basaltic table north of Pavant Butte and another 
south of it and extending nearly to the Ice Spring field. 

PLEISTOCENE ERUPTIONS ELSEWHERE. 

The same criteria of discrimination may be applied with equal pro
priety outside the lake area, so far as the conditions of rock decay are sim
ilar. Carefully applied, they would serve to classify the greater number of 
hasaltic eruptions of the Arid Region as severally Tertiary or Pleistocene. 
'Vhile engaged in general geologic exploration, I have seen in Utah, Idaho, 
Nevada, California, Arizona and New .Mexico about two hundred fields of 
lava, judged by their color and habit to be basaltic, and as many as three 
hundred and fifty cones of hasaltic scori::e. My attention was usually not 
called to their state of preservation, but the data contained in note books 
and memory nevertheless afford a basis for judg'1l1ent, and I have attempted 
a classification, with the following result: Of the streams and fields, 15 
per cent. are judged to be Pleistocene; of the cones, 60 per cent.; the 
remainder are regarded as Tertiary. Of the eruptions thus classed as 
Pleistocene a certain numher admit of no question, and these are enumer
ated in the following paragraph. 

On the Markagunt Plateau ill southern Utah, close to its western edge, 
are three or more lava fields of the roug'her type, all fresher in appearance 

than the 'rabernacle field, and .with them are ten or twelve cinder cones, 

red and black. It is said that Panguitch Lake, a few miles toward the 
northeast, owes its existence to the damming of its valley by a lava stream 

nearly as fresh. On the face of the cliff which bounds the Pownsagullt 
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Plateau on the south, a cinder cone marks the position of a vent from which 
a black stream has £lowed down the slope toward the valley of Kanab 

Creek. TIlls stream has \veathered somewhat more than has the Tabernacle 

lava, but recency is indicated by the small amount of subsequent erosion in 

a coulltry whose whole configuration indicates rapid degradation. In the 
heart of the Uinkaret "Mountains of northern Arizona, surrounded by scores 

of basaltic streams and craters, the majority of which are probably Ter
tiary, there is one field of intense blackness rivaling the Ice Spring field in 
freshness. South of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado there is a similar 

forest of cratered cones about the base of San }1'rancisco "Moulltain, and as 

one surveys them from that peak, his eye is arrested by a lava field at the 
east on which vegetation has not yet encroached, and by several craters 

near it of exceptional perfection. On the source of the San Jose in New 
Mexico a stream of lava preserves the wrinkles of viscous flow, and its 
surface has scarcely yielded to the corrasion of a brooklet that crosses it. 
At the southwestern base of the Zuni Plateau, near EI Moro, is a long, 
broad lava stream, comparable in age with the Tabernacle field. In south
eastern California, on the ~and alluvial cones of the eastern front of the 
High Sierra there are a dozen bright red and black cinder cones marking 
vents whence basalt has descended toward ,Owen's River. Farther north, 
in the same structural meridian, a small basaltic mass overlies one of the 
glacial moraines of Mono Valley. 

RHYOLITE. 

Besides basalt, the only important volcanic rock of the Bonneville 
area is rhyolite. It stands llext also ill point of recency, but is far older 
than Lake Bonneville. So far as observation extended, its most recent 
example i::; a body lying' just east of Coyote Spring, at the south end of the 
Sevier Desert. This had all original depth of three hundred feet 01' more, 
and an extent in each direction of several miles; but it has been so dis
sected by erosion along its lines of drainage that its original config'uratioll 
is suggested rather than shown. Its system of valleys has a gelleral depth 
of at least two hundred feet, and these are so related to the Bonneville 
shore-lIne as to show their earlier formation. 

IlION 1--22 
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Just east of the Tabernacle lava field iR a hill of grey rhyolite one or 
two hundred feet high. It is a worn remnant, with nothing in its aspect to 
aid conjecture as to its original extent. Its base is concealed by the lake 
heds, and its sides show terracing by the waves of Provo and Intermediate 
times. Lying to the leeward of a gypsum playa, it has acquired a white 
mantle of gypseous sand dunes, whence it is called "White Mountain" (see 

page 223 and PI. XXXV). 
A portion of the Dugway range, on the south margin of the Great 

Salt Lake Desert, is of rhyolite and rhyolitic tuff It is of such antiquity 
that the original shapes due to eruption have been replaced by those of 
atmospheric sculpture. From its gorges, as from other mountain gorges, 
there are spread great fans of alluvium, and across these completed fans 
are traced the shore-lines of Bonneville. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. 

The extravasation of rhyolite in the immediate vicinity of Lake Bonne-
w ~ 

ville was long anterior to the epoch of the lake. The same may be said 
of the earlier extravasatiolls of basalt, but the period of basaltic eruption 
includes the period of lake extension. In the Fillmore district basalt was 
extruded at various times during the epoch of the 'White Marl (later Pleis
tocene), and from one vent there were eruptions after the final desiccation 
(post-glacial). 

The states of preservation of lava beds of various determined epochs 
afford a rude scale for the chronologic classYfication of lava beds not other
wise correlated, and warrant the conclusion that in Utah, Nevada, New 
<Mexico, Arizona, and California the majority of basalt flows are Tertiary; 

a small minority are Pleistocene, and of these a few are post-glaeiaI. The 
post-glacial eruptions are found in eaeh of the indieated States and Terri
tories except Nevada, and belong to eight distinct volcanic districts. 

Although human history fails to give satisfaetory record of the oocur
renee of any of these eruptions, their antiquity, as measured in years, 
can not be great, and an application of the general law of probabilities leads 
us to look forward to a resumption of volcanic activity. The subterranean 
reaction of which basa:ltic extravasation is the consequence has continued 
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in the broad region not only through the Pleistocene but through a much 
longer period of preceding time. rrhe intermittence of eruption does not 
argue discontinuity of the subterranean process, for, whatever that process 
may be, it involves the production of an unstable equilibrium that is con
verted to stable equilibrium only by eruption, and such conversion is 
always rhythmic. The abrupt cessation of a proeess so widely spread and 
so long sustained is highly improbable, and its gradual cessation would 
naturally include not only growing infrequency of eruption but the suc
cessive extinctioll of eruption districts. The number of post-glacial erup
tions and the number of distriets among' which these were distributed alike 
assure us that the end is not yet. 

Their distribution in time and space indicates that the volcanoes and 
the lakes have been genetically independent. The Fumarole vole;mo broke 
out during an epoch of aridity, long before the first expansion of the lake; 
the Pavant and the Tabernacle were built on sublac)lstrine foundations; 
the Ice Spring volcanoes continued the series after the water had subsided. 
Outside the basin there was a parallel volcanic history, and though the 
volcanic districts are irregularly disposed, one can not say that they are 
either more or less abundant in the vicinity of the site of the lake. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

LAKE BONNEVILLE AND DIASTROPHISM. 

The displacements of the earth's crust which produce mountain ridges 
<-

are calledoro.qenic. For the broader displacements causing continents and 
plateaus, ocean beds and continental basins, our language affords no term 
of equal convenience. Having occasion to contrast the phenomena of the 
narrower geographic waves with those of the broader swells, I shall take 
the liberty to apply to the broader movements the adjective epeirogenic, 
founding the term on the Greek word r,rulpor;, a continent. The process 
of mountain formation is orogeny, the process of continent formation is 
epeirogeny, and the two collectively are diastrophism. 1 It may be that 
orogenic and epeirogenic forces and processes are one, but so long at least 
as both are unknown it is convenient to consider them separately. 

The mountain ranges so thickly set in the Bonneville district, and 
generally in the Great Basin, are orogenic phenomena; the concavity of 
the Bonneville Basin, whereby it is constituted an area of interior drainage, 
is epeirogenic. N either process of displacement belongs exclusively to the 
remote past, but both are associated with the lake history. The evidence 
of this association is of three kinds, consisting (1) of the phenomena of 
faults, (2) of departure of shore-lines from horizontality, and (3) of the 
anomalous position of Great Salt Lake. 

EVIDENCE FRO]\I FAUYJTING; FAULT SCARPS. 

In the district of the Great Basin the characteristic structure of mount
am ranges is one ill which faults play an important part. Foldillgs of 
strata are not wanting, but the greater features of relief appear to have 

1 See note (:~ page 3. 
340 
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been wrought by the displacement of orographic blocks along lines of fault. 
Sometimes a mountain range consists of a great block of strata cut off along 
one side by a profound fault, and inclined in the opposite direction until it 
descends beneath the plain constituted by the alluvial deposits of the adja
cent valley. More frequently there are other faults within the range, trend
ing parallel to its length, and having throws on the same side with the throw 
of the greater fault at the base. 

It was probably these internal faults which originally suggested the 
structure of the ranges as faulted orographic blocks; but the structure was 
soon connected with a certain set of topographic features, and came to be 

recognized by means of these. A range consisting of a faulted block gen
erally has a bold front on the side of the fault, and is less abrupt on the 
opposite slope. On the side of the bold front the line separating the rock 
of the mountain from the alluvium of the valley is simple and direct, while 
on the opposite side it is tortuous. On the side of the fault the strata 
usually dip away from the adjacent valley; on the opposite side, toward it. 
It was not until after the structure had been discovered and described by 
several geologists that the more decisive evidence afforded by the fault 
scarp was brought to bear. The writer first became aware in the summer 

of 1876 that lines of faulting may sometimes be traced upon the ground by 
means of low cliffs or scarps due to displacement of so recent date that the 
atmospheric processes of sculpture have not yet restored the ordinary forms 
of topographic detail. Since that time he has observed many such scarps 
in various parts of the Bonneville Basin, and in other portions of the Great 
Basin, and the observation has been still further extended by others, 
especially by RusselP 

The observed fault scarps for the most part follow the outcrops of fault 
planes whose position had previously been inferred from the configuration 
of the adjaeent mountains, but they have served also to betray a number of 
faults whose existence might otherwise not be suspected. An illustration 
of this is found on the west side of the Aqui range of mountains, where 
the strata constituting the range dip down apparently beneath the alluvium 

1 }'oul'tb Ann. Rept. G. S. Geol. Sorvey, pp. 445, 448,449,452. Geological history of Lake Lahon
tan, Chap. X. 
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of Skull vaney. The typical af'peet of the faulted mountain front is here 

wHuting, and the actual fault, demonstrated by n superficial scarp, naturally 
e~eape(l the attention of the geologists who 11a,'e described and figured the 

structure of the range. 
A case of more fi'equellt occurrence is that in which the fault along the 

base of the range is compound, one portion following the visible edge of 

the roek, and another portion lying some furlongs or even some miles val
ley-ward. The orogenic block between the two fault planes lies far lower 
than the one constituting the mountain range, and may be far higher than 
the one beneath the valley. Occasionally some portion of it is visible, but 
it is usually completely buried 'by the alluvium constituting the foot slope 
of the mOllntain, so that the sUlface affords no intimation of its existence, 
unless some recent faulting records the position of its margin by a scarp. 

It was at the base of the 'Wasatch Range that the fault searp was first 

discriminated as a distinct topogr::tphic feature, and up to the present time 
that range has afforded the best illustrations. A description of the phe
nomena there exhibited will now be given somewhat in detail, following 
the order fi'om south to north. It should be premised that the fault scarps 

were at no time a leading subject of investigation; the region was traversed 
upon other errands, and the faults were observed incidentally. The record 
therefore, although in yo}ying much detail, is far from full or exhaustive. 

The vVasateh Range, using the term in the most restricted sense, may 

be said to extend from the town of Nephi, near which it culminates in 110unt 

N"ebo, northward to the Gate of the Bear River, where its' axis is very low. 

The general course is a little ,Yest of north l and there are two angles just 
north of Mount Neho, wbich have the effect of offsetting the axis some 
miles to the em,tward. N ear the town of Santaquin there is a low spur 

projecting westward and continued across the valley in a line of hills. 
Forty miles farther north a big'her spur, known as the Traverse Range, rUllS 

we:-;tward. A third spur lies just north of Salt Lake City, awl n fourth a 
few miles north of Ogden, near the town of Bonneville. These orographic 
f'(mtnres and the positions of the localities described ill the following para
graph can be best made out by the aid of the large map of Lake Bonne
yille. 
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From Nephi to the pass near Santaquin the range is lofty, and has a 
rather high alluvial foot slope toward Juab valley. At a variable distance 
from the mountain base this foot slope is traversed by a' fault scarp from 
ten to thirty feet in height. It is for the most part single, but in places it is 
divided into two parts, and it was observed at several points to fade out, 
being coincidently replaced by a similar scarp a few rods up or down the' 
slope, and lapping past it. 'l'oward the north it swing's nearer to the mount
ain base, and it was finally seen to leave the valley altogether and strike 
across the neck of the Santaquin spur. Juab Valley lies at such an alti
tude that the water of Lake Bonneville covered only its lo\vest part, and 
the shore-lines lie far lower on the slope than the fault scarp. There is thus 
no direct relation establishing the order of sequence of the lake and the 
displacements, but the relative recency of the last displacement is inferred 

from the state of preservation of the scarp. 
Evidence of faulting was next seen in the ancient deltas on the Spanish 

Fork, deltas lying in the reentrant angle produced by the inflection of the 
mountain axis north of Mount Nebo. There were distinguished two deltas, 
synchronous with the Bonneville and Provo shore-lines, the Bonneville delta 
being widely trenched by erosion and containing the head of the Provo 
between its surviving segments. The fault scarps are numerous, producing 
a confused topography, and their zone is at least a mile broad. The majority 
traverse the upper delta only, and the abrupt manner in which certain 
scarps terminate at the edge of this demonstrates that they were produced 
after the formation of the upper delta and before the completion of the 
lower. The gr€mtest throw of a single fault observed on the upper delta 
is more than 150 feet; the greatest throw 00 the lower delta is about 40 
feet. The throw of all the faults is toward the west, but the strips of delta 
plain lying between the parallel faults are inclined toward the east. The net 
displacement was evidently such as to increase the height of the mountain 
"dth reference to the valley, but its amount was not ascertained. Thence to 
Hobble Creek, five miles, the zone of di8placement follmvs the margin of tl;J,e 
alluvial slope where it adjoins the mountain face, and usually includes from 
two to half a dozen fault scarps. These ill the main trend parallel to the 
base of the mountain range, but a few scarps depart from it at high angles. 
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At Hobble Creek the f~ln1t scarps are numerous, and they are well 
exhibited on the surface of the BOllllH'i'ille delta. Their total throw was 
estimated, 'with the aid of an aneroid barometer, to be 125 feet. 'nwir 
states of preservation indicate that they are of various dates, and the latest 

formed is so fresh that vegetation has not yet entirely covered its slope. 
A little farther north ~1 fault is seen to traverse a beaeh line of the Inter
mediate series, giving the contiguous portions of the beach a difference in 
altitude of about thirty feet. 

N ear the city of Provo, a small mountain torrent issues from a gorge 
called Rock Canyon. At the mouth of the canyon is a delta terrace at the 
Bonneville level, with a radius of about 1,700 feet, and divided midway by 
the stream. The stream has opened a passage several hundred feet broad, 
and is flanked on one side by a stream terrace. The greater portion of the 
delta terrace on both sides of the stream is corrugated by faulting, being 
ridged to such an extent that elevated aqueducts have been resorted to in 
conducting water over it for purposes of irrigation. Figure 42 exhibits two 

FIG. 42.-Profiles (1,000 feet apart) of the Rock Canyon Delta, illustrating its displacement by Faulting 

measured profiles traversing the southern half of the delta at right angles to 
the strike of the fanlt scarps. If the reader will hear in mind that these 
deltas are normally characterized hy simple profiles, sloping with great uni
formity from apex to margin. he may obtain from the diagrams some idea 
of the nature of the irregularities introduced by faulting 'rhe rock of the 
mountain is indicated at the right, and the cliff, a, at the extreme left is that 

belonging to the margin of the delta The positions of faults are shown by 
vertical hroken linoR, and the letters b r: demark fault sc[trps which trayerse 
both lines of section. The lines of section are about 1,000 feet apart, and 
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their differences fairly represent the ordinary variability observed in the 
details of fault belts ,,,hen followed in the direction of their strike. A little 

farther north than the position of the upper profile the faults band c 

approach each other, and the fallen block between them ''ledges out. 

\Vhere they join, the trough gives place to a ridge about five feet high, and 
this ridge, after running a short distance OIl the plain of the delta, reaches 
the edge overlooking the stream and follows down the stream cliff to the 
flood plain. A portion of the fault sca11) d likewise descends the stream cliff, 
but all the other scarps of the terrace end at its northel'll margin. It thus 

appears that the greater part of the displacement took place before the creek 
performed its last work of lateral corrasion 011 the south side of its channel, 
but that two of the movements are of later date rrhe phenomena are of 

special interest because they exhibit the hades of faults, features very diffi
cult of observation where the faulted material is alluvium. The hade is 

nearly vertical, but inclines slightly toward the valley. These features are 

shown ill Figure 4,3, in which the stream cliff is represented as seell from 

FIG. 43.-Sollth half of Rock Canyon Delta, showing Fault Scarps. 

the north, the artist standing on the northern half of the divided delta and 

looking across the valley of the stream. The creek itself is hidden by a 

stream terrace whieh oceupies the foreground of the sketch, and it will be 

observed that this terrace is likewise traversed by two smaIl fault scarps, 
facing each other. Their height is only from two to four feet,and by 
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contrast with the greater scarps on the delta terrace beyond, they serve to 

~how how small a portion of the entire disturbance ha~ occurred since the 

principal excavation of the stream channel. 
The next observation was made at the American Fork, which debouches 

from the mountain twelve miles farther north. There, too, it delta of the 

Bonneville shore-line is centrally divided by stream erosion. Both halves of 
the delta are traversed close to the mountain base by a fault scarp 60 or 70 
feet high. The same displacement traverses the flood plain of the stream, 

but its throw there is only 15 feet, showing that the entire displacement of 

the delta was not accomplished in a single movement. The last disturbance 

of the flood plain was so recent that a rapid still marks the acclivity it pro
duced in the bowlder-paved stream channel. 

A few miles northward the scarp was seen to traverse the Pleistocene 
alluvial plain at the mouth of Dry Canyon, and also the moraine with which 

that plain is associated. This locality is close to the point where the Tra
verse Range joins the 'Vasatch, but the fault was not traced far enough to 
ascertain its relation to the junction. There can be no ·question, however, 

that the great fault passes between the two ranges, and it is probable that a 
recent movement has characterized it here as elsewhere. On the north side 

of the Tra \'erse Range the fault scarp at the base of the 'Vasatch was traced 

quite to the jun~tion and seen to rise in the groin between the two masses. 
In the next ten miles northward, there issue iI'om the 'Vasatch three 

creeks, known as Dry Cottonwood, Little Cottonwood, and Big Cotton
wood/ and the fault was continuously traced by ih; scarps past all these. 
In the vicinity of the streams and in the intervals between them the surface 
disturbances are complicated, and for a distance of about 5 miles there run 

opposing scarps, between which a block has been depressed. At the mouths 
of Dry Cottonwood and Little Cottonwood canyons the scarps cross a sys

tem of moraines, described ill Chapter VI and represented in Pl. XLII, and 

materially modify their forms. The lateral and terminal moraines of Dry 
Cottonwood Canyon originally eonstituted a loop, the extremity of which 
was notched by the creek. The depressed block, traversing the lateral 

moraines, has can-ied down segments of them, leaving the distal portions as 
--~ ~-~ ....... ---~---.----...... ------...... -.--.~--

j III PI. XLII the nall1e "Big Cottonwood" is erroneously attached to Dry Cottonwood Creek. 
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a pair of outlying hills. The southern lateral moraine of Little Cottonwood, 

an acute and orif,rlllally symmetric ridge, has assumed the profile repre
sented in Fig. 44. 'l'!te northern lateral, beiug broad and fiat, exhibits a 
conspicuous trench where 

crossed by the depressed 
block (see P1. XLIII). The 

walls of this trench are 
. among the freshest of the 

fault scarps, being bare of 

FIG. 44.- Profile of the South Moraine at the mouth of Little Cot· 
tonwood Canyon. showing the e/fect of Faulting. 

,~egetation along their upper courses, and in places too steep to be climbed. 

OIl the side nearest the mountain their height is from 40 to 60 feet. Here 

again it is evident that the total displacement was accomplished by a 

series of eff0l1s, for between the two moraines the phenomena of the 

depressed block appear in the alluvial plain of Little Cotton wood Creek, 
a11<l the greatest scarp in the plain has a height of only 20 feet. At Big 

Cottonwood Creek the total displacement is about 40 feet, and at a point 

between the two streams a single scarp was observed with a throw of 100 

feet. Fig. 45, giving a profile of fault scarps near Big Cottonwood Creek, 

is not based on measurement, but 

reproduces a rough field sketch. 

It is probable that faults traverse 

the ancient deltas of Little Cotton-
FIG. 45.-Protlle of Fault Scarps near Big Cottonwood 

Canyon. wood Creek at a distance of some 

miles from the mountain base, but this faet was not fully established. 

From a point about one mile north of Big CottolHvood Creek to Salt 

Lake City, a di8tal1ee of ten miles, the fault reeords are obscure, and it is prob

able that there haye heen no yery reeent movements. No scarps at all were 

seen close to the rock of the mountain. It was thought that an old one 

eould be traced a short distance along the middle of the alluvial slope below 

Fort Douglas) amI there is a more decided indication at the foot of the same 

slope in the eastern suburhs of Salt Lake City. Both of these are ancient 

as compared with the scarps previously descrihed, and they may even have 

been washed by the hter waters of Lake Bonneville. 
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Salt Lake City is built just south of a spm which projects fom or five 
miles westward from the front of the "\Vasatch. This spur represents an 
orogenic block distinct from that of the main range. It is separated from 
the mountain mass by a fault plane along which the "\Vasatch block has, 
relatively speaking, risen, and it is separated from the yalley on the remain
ing three sides by a curved fault plane along which the block underlying 
the yalley has, relatively speaking, fallen. The first of these faults has been 
determined from the rock structure, as I am informed by l\-Ir. J. E. Clayton 
of Salt Lake City. It is also indicated at its northern end by a fault scarp, 
which can be traced for a short distance up the groin. The fault on the 
side of the valley is exhibited at the west and north"v:est by a series of 
scarps, which begin in the northern submbs of Salt Lake City near the 
"\Varm Springs. At this point the flat alluyial plain of the Jordan reaches 
the steep rock face of the spur, the line of sepm:ation being marked by an 
abrupt change of slope. A little north of the springs there can be seen 
clinging to the rock at a height of 40 feet a line of conglomerate fragments, 
formed within the plain by the cementation of debris to the limestone, and 
brought by faulting into the present position. The surface of the plain 
below is thrown by the same faulting into irregular waves, and at one point 
it is distinctly terraced. On one of the faulted benches an ore-reducing 
establishment has been built, utilizing a lower bench as a dumping ground 
for its slag. Between this point and the hot spring an alluvial cone, built 
against the face of the spur, is trayersed by a typical scarp, which was 
sketched by Mr. Holmes. rrhe sketch is reproduced in PI. XLIV, where 
may be seen not only the scarp but its relation to other elements of the local 

geologic history. The face of the spur consists of a paleozoic limestone, 
incliued at yarious high angles. The horizontal terraces it bears are shore 
marks of the aneient lake. It is evident that the principal features of its 
relief had been carved before the production of these terraces, so that the 
main displacement-that to which the spur owes its origin-must have 
occurred long before the Bonneville epoch. The alluvial cone mayor may 
not have been constructed before the epoch of the lake, but by the absence 
of shore-lines and lake beds from its surface we are assured that its outer 

layers at least are of post-Bonneville deposition. The displacements pro-



FAULT SCARP CROSSING ALLUVIAL CONE, NEAR SALT LAKE CITY. 

Drawn by W. H. Holmes. 
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ducing the fault scarps are therefore su.bsequent not only to the lake but to 
a certain amount of post-lacustral alluviation. 

The portion of tho alluvial cone that lies above the fault scarp is chan
neled by the stream, and a study of the system of terraces bordering this 
channel shows that the total displacement of 30 feet was produced by at 
least three independent movements, the measures of the parts being 15 feet, 
5 feet, and 10 feet. 

At this point and elsewhere in the vicinity the scarp is utilized by 
burners of lime, who construct their kilns against its face and use the 
terraces above and below for the two approaches needed in the man
agement of the kilns. The proprietor of the kiln represented in the plate 
enjoys the further convenience of quarrying his limestone from the adja
cent cliff. 

The hot spring at the apex of the spur is on the line of the fault, and 
a scarp can be traced from it in either direction. The powder houses stand
ing a little farther northward are partly above and partly below the fault 
scarp. Many of the· fault features in this vicinity, including those figured 
ill PI. XLIV, may be seen from the car windows of trains passing between 
Salt Lake City and Ogden. 

From the _point where the spur joins the main ridge northward to the 
ancient delta of the 'Veber, a continuous scarp follows the mountain base, 
its throw ranging from 25 t07 5 feet. Opposite the village of Farmington 
its course is less direct than the trend of the mountain front, causing it to 
ascend and descend the narrow alluvial foot slope in the manner represented 
in Fig. 4(;' rfIte broad 'Veber delta, which belongs chiefly to the Provo 
epoch, is crossed from side to side by the scarp, the general throw being 
from ,10 to 50 feet. A recent alluvial cone resting upon the southern half 
of the delta has suffered a displacement only one-third as great as the adja
cent delta. On the northern half of the delta the scarps constitute a sys
tem similar to that in the delta of Rock Canyon, and there are transverse 
branches running half a mile westward into the plain. At one point the 

falling of a block has produced on the surface a closed basin, which with a 
little artificial improvement has been made to serve for the storage of water 
for irrigation. 
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Thence to North Ogden Canyon scarps were seen at numerous points, 

usually in groups of two or more. Fig. 47 gives an unmeasured profile 

FIG. <:lB.-Share-lines and Fault, Scarp at t.he l>a:;e of the \\rasutcb Range neal' ~'arlUillgtoll, Utall. 

across the displacement near Ogden Canyon, and contains an extreme illus

tration of the reversed slope frequently given to blocks of alluvium between 

parallel faults. A few miles 

farther north a small closed 

basin has been formed in this r==1--:=rd manner. In the same vicinity 

ODe of the fault scarps crosses 

the line of the Bonneville shore terrace, displacing it about 20 feet. 

FIG. 47.-Profile of Fault Scarps near Ogden Callyon, U'ah. 

At North Ogden Call yon the axis of the range turns westward for a few 

miles, and then resumes its northerly course. At the salient angle a low 

spur is appended, similar to that at Salt Lake City, but of smaller dimen

SIOns. The scarp runs behind the spur, and none was seen about its face; 

but it ca.n Dot be doubted that its boundary on the valley side also is deter

mined by a fault. A hot spring rises llear its western base. Thence north-
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ward to the town of Willard the fault scarp follows the mountain base with 
an average throw of 20 feet, and it gradually diminishes and disappears 
before reaching the next settlement, Brigham City. Beyond Brigham City 
a single locality only, near the settlement of Honeyville, gave evidence of 
recent movement on the plane of the great \Vasatch fault. 

The total distance from Nephi to Honeyville is 125 miles, and it is 
probable that more than 100 miles of that distance_is characterized by post
Bonneville fault scarps. The a vflrage displacement is 30 or 40 feet. 

North of Honevville the crest line of the \Vasatch falls so low that it 
oJ 

was overflowed by the Bonneville waters. The axis rises beyond into a 
range of importance, but the name Wasatch is not there applied. If the 
western margin of this range is determined by a continuation of the Wasatch 
fault, no record of the fact was observed in recent scarps. A few scarps were 
seen on the opposite (eastern) side of the range, especially in the vicinity 
of Clarkston. Twenty miles farther north, and approximately in the same 
structural trend, there a're fault scarps at the western margin of Marsh Val
ley, but these are outside the Bonneville Basin. 

The fault mentioned at Clarkston follows the western margin of Cache 

Valley. The eastern wall of the valley is an important mountain range, 
whose bold western front has the topographic configuration of a worn fault 
cliff. At its base there are obscure indications of late movements, either .. . 
during or just after the lake epoch, and at one point, near Logan, a post-
lacUl';trine fault scarp crosses a delta of Provo date. The displacement is 
about six feet. At the north end of the valley a weathered scarp was 
observed near the base of the alluvial cone of Marsh Creek, close to the 
outlet channel of Lake Bonneville. The direction of its throw indicates 
that it belongs to the eastern side of the valley, but it is several miles from 
the mountain front proper. 

The range bordering Cache Valley on the east extends southward 
parallel to the Wasatch, and exhibits in Morgan Valley, at its intersection 
by the \Veber River, an old fault scarp, judged from its imperfect preserva
tion to be pre-Bonneville. 

Passing west of the Wasatch meridian, we have at the north a single 
instance of recent faulting. The small range lying east of the town of Snows-
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ville is marked at base by a low scarp,-a scarp more defaced by erosion 
than are the BOllneville terraces lower down on the same slope. In the 
same meridian and far to the south are the faults described in the last chap
ter· as associated with the Ice Spring craters. They are probably referable 
to the volcanic phenomena rather than to those of mountain uplift; and the 
same remark applies to a scarp observed by Mr. Russell 20 miles farther 
south. 

Midway between these are two fault lines, associat!!d with the Oquirrh 
and Aqui ranges. These ranges are parallel to each other and to the 'Va
satch, and agree with that range in having their main lines of displacement 
011 the western side. The scarp at the western base of the Oquirrh runs 
southward from Lake Point a distance of four miles, exhibiting a throw of 

25 feet. Its position is at the base of the i'teep mountain face, and the Bonne
ville and Provo terraces are carved in the rock above. It was next seen 
a few miles farther south, where it follows the contour of an embayment of 

the mountain side. It is there partly above and partly below the level of 
the Bonneville shore-line. Near the town of rrooele it appears to strike 

across a transverse spur, reappearing southward at the mouth of what is 

called Dry Canyon, and continuing thence to East Canyon and the canyon 
whieh contains the mining hamlet of Lewiston. At the mouth of East Can

yon it intersects alluvia~ terraces in such way a~ to show two separate 
movements with an aggregate throw of flO feet. Although the course of 
the scarp was not traced, it is believed that it could be followed continu
ously for a distance of 25 miles. The southern portion runs above the hor

izon of the lake shores, and is therefore not directly comparable with them, 
but it h! considered probable that post-Bonneville movements have occurred , 
at all points of observation. The scarp on the AquiRange is 10vv, and 
there is small basis for judgment as to its date. . It was best seen in the 

vicinity of Knowlton's ranch. 
Following westward along the system of ranges which separate the main 

body of Lake BOllneville from the Sevier hody observation is purely nega
tive until the House Range is reached. It is proper to say, however, that 
so much attention was given to mountain foot slopes in connection with the 
study of shore-lines that the absence of notahle fault scarps may be asserted 
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of the southern portion of the Cedar Range, of the eastern face of the Simp
HOll alHl the western face of the McDowell, of Granite Rock, and of the 
northeru portion of the Dugway Hange. 

The House Range was long ago recognized as a faulted monocline in 
'which the direction of displacement is reversed midway. The northern 
third of the range exhibits a westerly dip, and is faulted along the eastern 
base; the southern part has an easterly dip and is faulted on the western 
base. 1 rrhis determination was subsequently coufirmed by the discovery 
of a well defined fault scarp in the vicinity of Fish Spring, and an obscure 
and probably very ancient scarr; at the western base of the southern division. 

The next mountain body to the west is the COllfmlioll Range, an 
assemhlage of small ridges, and associated with these a single scarp was 
found. This lies near Knoll Springs, on the east side of Snake Valley. It 
is low and worn, and follows the rock base closely. 

'rhe Deep Creek Rauge, which forms part of the western boundary of 
the Bonneville Basin, is faulted ou both sides. In the vicinity of thB old 
overland road crossing the ridge from Willow Spring to Deep Creek settle
ment, to which vicinity observation was restricted, the range is flanked on 
the east by a broad and high alluvial slope. No fault scarp was seen, but 

near the lower margin of the slope a part.ial section of the lake sediments 
shows that they were disturbed during the period of their deposition. The 
YeIlow CIa y at one place suffered uplift and erosion before the deposition of 
the "White Marl, so that there is unconformity of dips, and at another point 

the Yellow Clay and \Vl1ite 1\:farl together are so greatly disturbed that their 
indination is toward the mountaill. The superficial topography that must 
have been created by these disturbances was obliterated hy wave work, 
awl at the locality of the section the npper edge of the inelillod block was 
planed away in the formation of a terrace of the Provo shore. 

On the west side of the range an ancient and nearly obliterated scarp 
crosses the alluvial slope near its upper edge. On the opposite side of Deep 
Creek Valley a better preserved fault scarp follows the eastern base of the 
Gosiute range. It lies far above the Bonneville shore-line, and was not 
critically examined. 

" 

MON 1--23 
I Surveys West of the tOOth Meridian, vol. 3, pp. 27-28. 
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GENERAL FEATURES OF FAULT SCARPS. 

Except in the volcanic district of the Sevier Desert, the fault scarps 
follow the bases of mountain ranges or run parallel to them. vVhero there 
is but a single scarp, it invariably f~lees toward the valley and away from 
the mountain. vVhere there are several SCaI1)S, frequently one or more face 
toward the mountain, but the one nearest tho mountain always faces toward 
the valley, and the net displacement is always of sueh naturo as to increase 
the height of the mountain with reference to the valley. The mountains 
are rising or the valleys sinking. 

The scarps are rarely found at the contact of the rock of the mountain 
with the alluvium of the valley; they usually occur in the alluvium several 
scores or hundreds of feet from the contact. The segments of alluvial plain 
ine1 uded between parallel scarps rarely retain their original slope. In a fe,,, 
instances, and for short distances, their rate of descent toward the valley is 
increased by the disturbance, but as a general rule the sl')pe valleyv~'ard is 
diulinished, or even reversed. The tendency of the dissevered blocks to 
incline away from the side of the downthrow is almost as pronounced as in 
the case If land slides. The assumption that the attitudes of these alluvial 
surfaces are representative of the attitudes of large down-reaching masses 
continuous with them seems untenable, because snch masses would mutually 
ill terfere. 

The hade of a fault is usually diffieult of determination unless exposed 
by mining operations, and the difficulty is peculiarly great where the walls 
are of incoherent detritus. The freshest of the fault scarps have some t~lus, 
and prove only that the hade does not depar~ widely fi'om verticality. The 
hest observation was made in the Rock Canyoll delta, whero, as already 
descrihed, Reventl scarps. descend a stream cliff standing' at the angle of 
stability. They show a hade toward the valley of less than fi YO degrees. 

'rhat this approximate verticality iR more thlLn It snperfieial feature of 
the great 'Vasatch fault, is seriously questioned, for several reasons. In 
the first place the faults within the Basin Ranges, so far as my observation 
shows, hade at considerable angles, and it is highly problLble that this fault 
belongs to the same system. Seeond, the secular motion of the mountain 
being upward ,vith referenee to the valley, it is probable that the rock faee 
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at the contact with alluvium has been little waRted bv erosion, and is essen
tially the protruded foot-'ivall of the fault, and if so) the visible fault in 
alluvium~ is not in the plane of the great fault, but is a branch with less 
Imde. Finally, the last hypothesis aft'ords an easy explanation of the super
ficial details of the faulting, as will appear by the follo,villg explanation. 

Fig. 48 is constituted of four diagrams illustrating the supposed method 
of faulting. In the first diagram the line x y represents in section the 
"Wasatch fault, with an assllmed hade of 30°. fro the right of this line is 

FIG. 4S.-Diagram to illustrate Thoory of Groupe!1 Fault Scarps in Alluvium. 

the firm rock of the mountain, its surface being somewhat reduced by ero
sion above the point a, where the alluvial slope of the valley side adjoins it. 
To the left of the line x y the material represented is detrital and incoherent. 
being chiefly alluviaL The alluvial surface previous to the last faulting is 
represented by a c. The direction of motion in faulting is parallel to the 
plane x y, and the plane of motion is assumed to coincide with that plane 
up to the point c, and then curve to h, so that a triangular pri1illl of allu
vium, a h c, remains attached to the rock, com;tituting the foot-wall of the 
fault. This movement opem; a fissure, h c d. The material traversed by it 

being incoherent or feebly coherent, the fissure eanllot remain open, lmt is 
immediately fined by the settling' of one or both of the walh-. The remain
ing three dingram:-l indicate hypothetical methods of eloHillg the fiH8ure. III 
the second diagram it i;;; 8uppm;ed that the hanging' wall yieldi'l without defi

nite fracture, but by differential movement distributed throughout the mass, 
80 that the triangular prism included behveen the points lJ rl c ii'l made to 
assume the form and p08ition lJ f c. There then remains a fault scarp, h .f, 
giving an exaggerated measure of the actual throw of the fault h d, and 
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accompanied at its base by a reversed inclination of tho surface fll In 
the third diagram it is assumed that tho hanging vmll is divided 1)), a fract
ure, h e, and that the prism h d e settles and spreads so m,; to occupy the 
space ike. rrhere result two fault scarps, l) k and h i, facing in opposite 

directions and approximately reprosenting by their difference the truo throw 
b d. The fourth diagram supposes that the triangular prism It lois eleavod 
from the upper part of the foot-wall awl slides down so as to take the posi
tion 1n n e. This gives two fault scarps, l nand 111 il, whose sum would 

ordinarily afford an overestimate of the aetnal movement of the great fault 
plane, If now we consider tlutt there have been repeated movements along 

the sarno general plane of faulting, and that these ropetitive displacemcmts 

have often divided tho alluvium in different places, it becomes evident that 
those hypothetic efomentary profiles can be so combinod as to produce all 
the complicated profiles actually observed. 

vVhile, as just mentioned, It number of 811CCessiYe movements may occa

Hion the same number of separate scaq-)s, they may also coineide ill locus 
and produce hut 0110, and it is probable that coincidence is the rule_ In 

general, ead1 scarp represents a series of distinct mOYC.lments. 
Indeed, so far as the phenomena of the Bonneville Basin instruct us, 

the process of faulting' might be conceived as one of continuous slow motion, 

amI it is only through the phenomena of earthquakes in other distriets that 
we become acquainted with the rhythmic and paroxysmal nature of diH
plaeement on surfaces of fracture. The features of the fault scarps accord 

fully with the general theory that the growth of moulltaiuH iK a gradual 
process, secular in duration, though eatastrophi(~ in detail. 

The freshness of some of the scarpH poiIlh; to nn alltiquity measure(l in 
years rather than centuries_ A large numher haTe heon IH'o(ln("{!d sill('(' the 

final retirement of the BOllllevillo waters. A few were 8vw'hl'Ol101lH wilh 
01 

the Provo shore-line. One movement helongH to illter-BOlllwville time. Of 
earlier dates, nothing can he said with precision. 1Hsi<10 tho lake area, it 

is to he snppmlcd that Hcarps older than the BOllll(lYille :-;hore-line were oblit

erated by littoral scu.lpture and laeustrino se<1imentatioll. Outside the BOll

neville shore-line the only discovered index of antiquity is the state of pres
ervHtion, a eriterioll affording 110 preciHion. Diserhnination is further em-
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barrassed by the recurrence of displacement along the same lines, so that 

the qualified ill(lieations of c1Ht(~ ill the preceding' pages apply as n rule only 

to the latest of the local mOYPlnents. 

LOCAL DISPLACEMENTS VERSUS LOCAL LOADING AND UNLOADING. 

The phenomena of earthquakes indicate that the orogenic forees, what
ever they may be, slowly generate and aceumnlate strains ill the ernst, 
until finally the cohesion or static fi'ictioll is overcome, and a sudden yield

ing results in a fault and an earthquake. III such a district as the B.Olllle

ville Basin, where the planes of faulting, snperficially at least, are approxi

mately vertieal, it seems probable that the determination of rupture may he 

hastened or retarded by anything affecting the weight of the orogenie hlo('k 

on either side of the plane of movement. It is commonly held by students 

of physical geology that the clegmdation of the uplifted block and the accn
mulation of sediment on the downthrown block constitute an unloading aIHI 

a loading, whieh eonspire with and aid the forces primarily concerned in tho 
dii'lplacement, and it is maintained by some that when once the displace

ment along a great fault li11e has been initiated, the process of loading and 

unloading is competent to continue the depression of the lo>ver block and 

the upheaval of the higher without further aid from the forces that initiated 

the disturbance. Now the filling of the BOllneville Basin with water added 
a very considerahle weight to the valleys, and therefore to the down-thrown 

blocks, and made no corresponding addition to the uplifted blocks repre

sented in the mountain ranges. The contempomneous glaciers were indeed 

sustained by uplifted blocks, but these 'were restricted to a short section of 
the 'Vasateh, and in that seetioll their weight was much less than that of 

the water in the adjacent valley.l It is therefore theoretically cOllceivable 

that during the pl'esenc(' of the lake the proc~ss of faulting along the mount

aill ba,:-ies was stimulated, amI that aftor tho entporation of the >vater the 

process was correspondingly retarded. That the load of water was quanti
tatively sufficient is rear1ily shown. If the transfer of rocky matter from 

the mountain bloek to the valley block is the cause ordinarily operatiyo in 

1 The area of ice 011 the >Yasatch Range Inay 1)1e) ('ollll'at"ed with the contemporaneol1s area of 
water in Lake Bonneville by reference to PI. XLIX. The areas of ice t11ere represented on the Wasatch 
and Uintah Monntains are copied from King's mal' in Volume I of the I;'ortieth Parallel Report. 
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generating the stress which renews movement along the fault plane hetween 
the blocks, then the depth of rock necessary to be removed from one block 

and added to the other in order to overcome the adhesion on the fault plane 
iR memmred by one-half the resulting moY(')ment. For the vVasateh rang'e 

thiR mealmre is less than five feet. The load of water held bv the vallev 
,; ., 

block, was equivalent in the vicinity of Great Salt Lake to a layer of rock 

of the density of the surrounding mountains and with a thickness of 300 

feet, and at the Provo stag'e the load of \vater was equivalent to 200 feet of 
rock. The stress due to the water was therefore many times greater than 

that needed to overpower the adhesion, and the load of water was com

petent to aet, provided the orog'enic blocks possessed the theoretic suscep
tihility to load. 

H the orogenic bloeb reRt 011 a plastic substratum, or if they are oth
enviRe conditioned so as to obey the hydrostatie law and yield freely to 

external stresses, then the valley blocks should have been depressed several 

hundred feet by the adclirion of the water, should have partially recovered 
from this depressioll during the abrupt lowering of the lake from the Bon

neville shore to the Provo, and should have risen still further during the 

final desiccation of the basin, except in regions where the orogenic forces 

operated with sufficient rapidity to counteraet the tendency. Instead of 

this, we find that the post-Bonneville movement of the valley blocks, 
wherever it has occurred, has been one of depression, and 80 far as the 

phenomena go we find no evidence that the depression of the valleys was 
more rapid during the epochs of the Bonneville and Provo shores than it 
has been in more recent times. 

Weare forced to conclude that the mountain ranges of the Bonneville 

Basin and the valleys between them do not, with reference to each other, 

ohey the law of flotation. 
It fol1(HVS with equal cogency that the faults do not penetrate to a 

layer characterized by fluidity or semi-fluidity-implying by thelm terms 

the pmver to flow under small shearing strain-but terminate in a region of 

rigidity-implying by that term the ability to withstand relatively large 
shearing strain. I conceive them to terminate at the upper limit of the 

r-egion of plasticity by pressure-implying by that phrase that at and below 
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a certain depth the rocks of the crust, ho\'\<evor rigid, are subject to such 
pre::;sure that their yielding under shearing strain::; exceeding the elmltie 

limit i::; not by fracture hut hy flow. I conceive the orogenic hlocks aH 

confluent with the subjacent layer, excepting such as may wedge out hy 

the convergence of fault planes. 

MOUNTAIN GROWTH. 

The height of a mountain, considered as a topographic feature, is the 

altit~l(le of its crest, not abovo soa-levol, hut above the surrounding country. 
From this point of dew it is pertinent to inquire whether the mountains of 
the BOlluevillo haflin are lunv growing. The queHtion iH more easily 'asked 

than mlHwered, hnt its conHideratioll may not be unprofitable evell though 
the rmmlt is illdefinito. 

In the case of mountains ,y hose uplift takes place along fault planes, 
the amount of faultillg' is a measure of the uplift. If the faulting is at one 

margin only and the other margin suffers no displacement, then the general 

uplift above the adjacent valleys is one-half the uplift at the fault lines. 
rrhe proce::;ses of degradation tend constantly to pare a,vay the mountain 

top aml thus reduce its height, and in the district under consideration the 
processes of yalley sedimentation likewise reduce the mountain height hy 

building up the valleys and therehy raising the plane of reference. \Vhell
ever and wherever diastrophism i::; the more active, the mountain grows; 
when degradntion aml sedimentation are more active, the mountain becomes 

Hmal1er. The pOHt-Bollllm-illo faulting of the \Va::;atch Range is restricted, 

so fnr aH known, to the we::;tern base, and there amounts to about 40 feet. 
The general uplift of the range may therefore be taken at 20 feet 1'he 
produet of the HlnmltanoollH degradation of the mountain finds 5tH way to 
Utah Lake and Great Salt Lake, where it::; eoarser part is accumulated in 

the deltaH of the Provo, the .Jordan and the \Veher, while its finer portion 

is spread over tho lake hottoms. Rut tho deltas and lake heds afford no 

simple measure of the mountain waste, for the same rivers receiYe ahm 
detritus from other land aroas, and in the same lakes are gathered the HiltH 

from other streams. The deposits, moreover, are unexplored, and if they 
were explored, it would be 110 easy matter to dh;criminate the post-Bonne-
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ville deposits from the Bonneville beds beneath them. The problem might 
be attacked by a consideration of the annual outwash of the mountain tor
rents, but if this difficult measure were made, we should still need to know 

the antiquity in years of the last Bonneville flood, a factor for the present 
entirely unknown. 

But thoug-h a categorical ans,ver is unattainable, a qualified re:mlt is 
not necessarily so. The recent uplift of the "\Yasatch Hange is greater than 
that of any other range in the basin. That of the Oquirrh may be one 
half as great, but no other range is at all to be compared in this respect, 

and many ranges show no fault SCaI1)S whatever. It may therefore be said 
with confidence that if any range of the district is actually growing at the 
present time, the "\Yasatch is gTowing, and this brings us to a theorem of 
Powell's which here finds illustration. Powell pointed out 1 that a high 
mountain is subject to more rapid degradation than a low one, and that the 

rate of degradation is a geometric function of the height. It is therefore 
impossible for a mountain to become tall unless it is uplifted rapidly, amI 
when uplift ceases or becomes slow, only a ;hort measure of geologic time 
is llecessary to reduce the height. High mountains are therefore always 

young mountains. 'I'hey may be constituted of very ancient rocks,-their 
initial uplift may have taken plaee at a remote date, but the great upheaval 

whieh produeed the present mountain is geolobrieally recent. The "\Vasatch, 
springing boldly from a base plain 8,000 feet below its pinnaeles, is a young 
range, and as its recent uplifting has been more rapid than that of any of 
its neighbors, we may fairly assume that present uplift is in exeess of pres
ent waste, and that the mountain is now growing. 

EARTHQUAKES. 

The extreme reeelley of the last orogenic movements in the most 
populous portion of Utah, and the hig-h probability of their recurrence 
in the future, have a practieal hearing' as well as a seientifie, for it is now 
generally understood that earthquakes are due to paroxysmal yieldings of 
the earth's ernst, and it is equally ,veIl known that the dangers attending 

earthquakes ean he greatly diminished hy precautionary measures. It is 
--~.~--.~~--.~~-----~~ 

I Geology of the Eastern Portion of the Uinta Mountains, by J. \V. Powell, Washington, 1876, 
p.196. 
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indeed true that the fault scarps at the base of the "\Vasatch Ylountains have 

not been directly connected with earth tremors, but the association of 

identical phenomena has heen elsewhere observed. The earthquake of 

1872, one of the most violent ever felt in the United States, originated in 

Owen's Valley, California, and its origin ~was accompanied by the sinking 

of strips of land in such way as to produce fault searps identical in their 

general featureR with those described in the preceding pages. The prineipal 

scarp follows the base of the alluvial foot slope of the Sierra Nevada, and 

has a maximum height of about 20 feet. "\Vhere this height is attained, 

there is a companion fanlt scarp, 10 feot high, facing in the opposite direc

tion, so that the 11et displacement is about 10 feet. At other points the 

main scarp is associated with others running uearly parallel and facing in 

the same direction. As I s~nv them, eleven yearR after their f(wmation, they 

appeared little fresher than some of the\V asatch scarps. 

The earthquake that shook Sonora and southern Arizona on the third 

of May, 1887, produced a fault scarp whieh was critically examined by 
Goodfellow and traced for a distance of 35 miles. It intersects the alluvium 

along the base of a mountain range or ranges, and has an ayerage height 

of seven feet. Like the Wasatch scarp, it is often divided or furnished with 

branches, but unlike that of the Wasatch it is exceptionally small ~where it 

intersects the alluvia of streams issuiilg fi'om the mountains. l 

The association of earthquakes with fault scarps has likewise been 

determined in New Zealand, where McKay and Hector not merely refer 

certain scarp:-> to eart hq nakes of ~he years 1 848 and 18;");\ hut reeognir.e 

them as the iudices of modern slips OIl old planes of dislocation, and use 
them in tnwing out impOliant :->tructuro features. 2 

It i:-l legitimate to infer that the belt of fertile yalle:p; that follows the 

\",estern base of the gTeat mountain range of Utah is an earthquake district, 

and this despite the f~1Ct that sillce its first settlement in 18[)0 no important 

tremors haye been reeordcd. It ii'i a matter of geologie history that the 
Wasatch range is gradually rising, and that this rise is not uniform in time 

1 George E. Gooulellow. The Sonom Earthquake. SeicHee, Y01. 11, p. 162. 
• On the geology of UIO eastern part of Marlborough Provineial district. By Alexandf'l' McKay. 

In Colonial MilS. an<l Genl. slInoy nf New Zealand; R~eport8 of Geological explorations during lObi). 
Fanlts on PI" 129-133. Also James Hector, in same volume, p. xv. 
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and place, but iR aceomplished by small and sudden displacementR more or 
less localized, with intervals of rest. Of the lengths of these intervals we 
have no meanR of judging, and no one can predict the date of the next 
movement, hut it is beyond question that such movement will take place, 
and that when it occurs, the adjacent valley will experience an earthquake. 
N<'ither is it possible to predict with great confidence what portion of the 
district will be next affected, but if the orogenic force is approximately con
stant and the rhythm in its visible work is due to the necessity for accumu

lated energy to overcome friction, then the localities with fresh fault scarps 
may reasonably be assumed to be exempt from faulting for a longer period 
than thoi'ie in which only ancient fault scarps are seen. Reasoning thus, I 
was led to sound a note of warning' in Salt Lake City, which stands close 
by an exceptional sectiou of the range, where the fault scarps are so aneient 
as to be largely obliterated. l Its situation with reference to the growing 
"Wasatch is identieal with that of Lone Pine with referenee to the growing 
Sierra Nevada, and it is largely built of adobe, a material ill suited to with
stand earthquake shocks. In the village of Lone PIne every house was 
thrown down by the i'ihock (If 1872, and 27 persons lost their lives,-a literal 

• deeimation of the population.2 

The relation of joints to the earthquakes of the Bonneville Basin is 
discussed in the dosing paragraphs of Chapter V. 

EVIDENCE FHOl\I SHORE-LINES. 

MEASUREM ENTS. 

The first precise determination of the height of the Bonnevi11e shore
line above the modern lake was made by the 'Wheeler Survey in 1872, a 
line of levels being run from Great Salt Lake to the old 'vater mark against 
the 'Wasatch range near J;-'Ol't Douglas. In the same year Howell of that 
corps observed the barometer on what ,vas supposed to be the same shore
line at various points in the southern part of the Esealante Desert. The 

1 The warning was embodied in a letter to the Salt Lake City Trill1111e of Septemuer 20, 1883, 
afterward reprinted in the American Journal of Science, 3d series, vol. 2i, January, 1884, pp. 49-53. 

q quote these figures from J. D. \Vhihw,Y, who visited Owen's Valley It few wef'ks after the 
shock and publisherl It careful and highly valuaLlc description of the phenollJena. "The Owen's Val .. 
ley Earthquake", Overland Monthly, vol. 9, 1872, pp. 130-140 and 266-278. 
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altitudes deduced from his observations were about 300 feet higher than 
the altitude at Fort Douglas. Unfortunately, the barometric result was 

not entitled to great confidence, so that only a presumption of difference of 
altitude was established; but this presumption gave rise to two hypotheses, 
which served in turn to direct subsequent investigation. It was surmised 
by Howell and the writer that changefl might have occurred, since the epoeh 
of the shore-line, l in the actual and relative altitudes of the different points 
measured, and it was suggested by King that the shore-line in the Esca
lante Basin might be found to belong to an independent lake, higher than 
Lake Bonneville and tributary to it.2 

King's suggestion led to a careful examination of the strait connecting' 
Escalante Bav with the Sevier body of the old lake, and to the determilla-. . 
tion that it did not contain a river channel, but vms occupied by standing 
water with an approximate depth of 50 feet, and a width at the most con
stricted point of about 2 miles. As will appear in a subsequent paragraph, 
the synchronism of the Escalante shore-line with the Bonneville shore-line 
of the more northerly basin has not been established, though the observation 
at the strait renders it clear that the body of \vater occupying the Esca
lante Desert was continuous with a body of water in the deeper basins at 
the north. 

The idea that changes in altitude have supervened since the production 
of the Bonneville shore-line, opened a most attractive field of investigation, 
for it seemed possible by measuring the height of the old shore-lines at many 
points to obtain definite knowledge of the amount and distribution of the 
post-Bonneville displacements of the earth's crust in the lake area. Earlier 
quantitative studies of upheaval and subsidence had been practically 
restricted to the sea coast, because there the ocean affords a datum plane 
for measurement; but here was an opportunity to pursue similar inquiries 

in an interior district. 
In subsequent work every opportunity was improved for the deter

mination of the present height of the records of its water surface. Meas
urements were made with the engineer's level at points where the water of 
Great Salt Lake could be conveniently used as a datum plane, and other 

I Survey west of the looth meridian, vol. :1, p. 93. ~ Geol. Expl. 40t.h parallel, vol. 1, p. 491. 
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measurements where the same purpose was served by points on railroads. 

At a few points Locke's hand level mounted on a ,J ncob's staff was the 

instrument used, and at. other points triangulation was employed with mem,

ured hase lines. In some regions remote from good points of reference, 

and especially in the EsealanteDesert, the barometer was employed. 

Spirit-level determinations were made, not only of the height of the Bonne

ville shore-line, hut of the Provo. The local difference hetween the t.wo 

was aJso measured at some points ,v.here neither conld he referred to Great 

Salt Lake. For the purposes of the investigation the altitwles of these 

varions points above the sea are unimportant, Hince ollly their relations to 

one another can he discussed, amI it Ims been found ,convenient to refer 

them all to the water Hnrface of Great Salt Lake; and since that surfaee il-l a 

fluctnating one, a particular point has heen arhitrarily assumed within the 

range of modern fluctuation. '{'hat point is the zero of the" Lake Shore" 

gang·e. As the relation of the altitudes to sea level will not he again refer

red to, it is proper to say here that. the zero of the "Lake Shore" gauge 

IS 95 feet lmver than the track of the Pacific Railroad at Ogden, and 4,208 

feet higher than mean tide. The implied altitude of Ogden, 4,303 feet, is 

that. accepted by Gannett in his dictionary of altitudes. l 

As the various measurements employing the water of Great Salt Lake 

as a datum were executed on different days and in different years, it was 

necessary to take account of the fluctuations of the lake surface, and this 

waR done by means of the series of gauge observations already described 

(see Imge 233)' 
A more important diflieulty waR encountered in connecting the lineR of 

leveling with the plane of the old water surface, for it was never possihle 

to decide jlu;t how the mean level of the old water fnuface was related to a 

particular feature of its shore reeord. At some places the measnrement 

was made to a eut-terruce, and at others to an embankmellt, awl wh(lren:~r 

hoth these were found in juxtaposition and meai-lured, it was ascertained 

that. the emhankment stood higher than any part of the eut-terraee. It 

was found, moreover, that the difference hetween these two features was 

lA Dictionary of Altitude!> ill the United States, compiled IJY Henry Ganllett.: Bttll. U. S. Geo!. 
Survey No.5. 1884. 
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lei:oi8 in sheltered localitieH than Oll com;;ts facing the open lake, ",here the 

fptch of tlw wayp:-; waH great. The illference of the plane of the wa.h·}' 

:-;nrfaee drawn from the local :-;hol'e nword wa1'! thus neeeHi:oial'ily a matter of 

judgmellt, and thi8 judf,rment war; usua.lly exerei8ed UpUll the ground, where 

the most satisf~wtory consideration could be giyen to the loeal conditions. 

Despite all precautions, an ullcertainty of several feet attaehe1'! to each 1'!ueh 

determination, and thi;j ullcertainty is included ill the estimation of 1 he 

probable error" of the measurements of altitude. 

1\fost of tho barometric observation1'! and all the barometric computa

tiOlli:oi were made by Mr. A. L. 'Vebster. He has also combined, unified, 

awl tabulated nIl the determiuations of altitude, and has prepared a report 

upon them whieh appears (APP81Hlix A) at the eml of this volume. For all 

matters of detail the critical reader i~ referred to his report. 

DEFORMATION OF THE BONNEVILLE SHORE-LINE. 

A summary of the' measurements is contained in tables XIII, XIV, 
and XV, Hnd their geographical distribution is indicated to the eye in PIs. 
XLVI, XLVII and XLVIII. Attention will first be directed to the table 

and plate which exhibit the measured altitudes of the highest water line. 

T ABL}; XIII.-Height of the BOt/net'iIle Shore·line, at variou8 point8, abot"e Great Salt Lake (Zero of .. Lake 
Slw1'e" gauge). 

Locality. Height. 

FI'et. 

1. Salltaqllill,sonthofrtahLake ...................................... 902:::L3 

2. Lemillgt,oll, U. S. H. R ...... ...... ...... .... ...... .... ...... ....... 902:::L (, 

:1. Milford, U.S,H.H .................................................. !J04:::L10 

4. Rea Hock l'asH, north enel of Caelw Valley.... ...... ................ !Jon eeL 4 

!",. Franklin, Cache Valley....... ... ... ...... ...... ...... .............. 9401::\ 

fl. Logan, Cache \'alley.... ...... .... .... ...... ...... ................. 9421: 4 

7. Point of the MOHntain; 22 miles sonth of Salt Lako City..... ........ !J[,O 1::1 

H. Ogden ........................................................... 9,",,01:[) 

!). Fort Dongi:tA, neal' Salt Vtkc City. .......... ....... 9801:" 

10. TeconHl, Nevada.. ........................... .... .... ............. 91"l1:::L r, 
11. \Vill:U'd, cnst shoro of Great SaIt. Lak('."..... .. ... •••• .......... 98" 1::1 

12. mack Rock, north end of Oqnirrh Range.. .... ...... ..... .......... 1008:::L:1 

I:\. Stockton, head of Tooele Valley ................................... . 

14. Kelton Bntte, near Om be Station. C. P. R. I{ ........................ .. 
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TABLE XIII.-lleight of the Bonneville Shore-line, at rariou8 points, above Great Salt Lake (Zero of " Lake 
Shore" gauge)-Continlled. 

Locality. HeigiJt. 
I ... ~. 

Fcet. 

If,. Promontory, 10 miles sonth of Promontory Station, C. P. It R ....... 10f'0::l: 3 

Hi. ::>iorth end of Aqui range; 12 miles northwest of Grantsville .......... 1070::l: :J 

17. Two llIile~ east of Therlllos Spring, Escalante Desert ................. 893::l: ~5 

11'l. Pavant Butte, Sevier Desert ......................................... 902 :l: 1[, 

19. Seyen mill's sonth of Milford ..................... ..,. .................. ---_. 9~1 ::l: 20 

20. Fonr miles sonth of Thermos Spring, Escalante DE'sert ......•.•...... 921::l: 25 

21. SCYE'n miles 80uth of Thermos Spring, Escalante Desert .............. 927 ± 25 
22. Fillmol"l', east edge of Sevier Desert ................................. 938::l: 8 

23. South Twin Peak, south end of Sevier Desert ........................ 939::l: 20 

24. Kanobh Butte, south end of Sevier Desert.: .......................... 953::l: 15 
2r,. North Twill Peak, south end of Sevier Desert ....................... 971 ::l::W 

26. Antelope Spring, Escalante Desert. .................................. I008::l: 30 

27. Sulphur Spring. Escalante Desert .................................... lOlf,::l: 25 

28. Piuto Canyoll. Escalante Desert .................................... 117r, ::l: 3f, 

29. SllOal Creek Canyon, Escalante Desert ... __ .............. __ ......... h.l27::l: :15 

30. Meadow CI('ek Canyon, Escalante Desert ........................... 1256 ::l: 3f, 
.~ 

It appears by inspection that the range of altitude is about 350 feet, 

the determination of the amount having an uncertainty of less than 50 feet. 

The distribution of altitudes does not follow any simple law, but yet exhib

its certain general features. There appear to be two areas in which the 
water mark is especially high, the first coinciding approximately with the 

central meridian of Great Salt Lake, and the second occupying the Esca
lante Desert, especially its southern portion. Along the eastern border of 
tho basin, from the extreme north to the extreme south, there is a general 

increase of altitude from east to west. At the south thil'! is continued west

ward to the limit of the area coyored by the observations, amI il'! g-reatly 
a.ccontod. At the north, where the observatiolll'! have the gl'catol'!t rang-o in 

longitude, the westward rise is replaced hoyoud the Promontory Range hy 
a \yestward decline. It appears, moreover, that to all these general rules 

thore are local exceptions, and that ·where a rise in a certain direction if'! 
continuously indicated by a series of localities, its rate from point to point 
is not uniform. 
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A comparison of the measured heights of shore-line with the system of 
faults in the same region indicates in general that they are not closely 
related, and in particular that the faults canllot be appealed to as a suffi
cient explanntion of the dhlplacemcllts of the shore-liue. A good illustra
tion of this is found in the latitude of Salt Lake City, where the height of 
the shore-line has been measured on three adjacent parallel ranges. On the 
'Vasatch it is ~)80 feet, 011 the Oquirrh 1,008 feet, and on the Aqui 1,070 

feet. Now each of these ranges has suffered a post-Bonneville faulting at 
its western margin, as represented ill Fig. 49, and the throw of each fault is 
to the west. The effect of these faults, if there were no other diastrophic 

TOOELE'IALLEY .JORDA N VA LLEY 

, : 
~ ! 

~ i ... I .... : 

~~!I ~Jlt ~H 
FIG. 49.-Generalized cross·profile of mountains ami valleys, illustrating post·Bonneville diastrophic (·hanges. Ver· 

tical s('ale greatlye"Xaggerated. Lower borizontallioe = level of Great Salt Lake. Dotted line 1,000 feet above Great 
Salt Lake. V T S '" Bonneville sbore.line. 

changes, would be to lift the Wasatch higher than the Oquirrh, and both 
higher than the Aqui, but the shore measurements show the reverse of this. 
If we aSSUIlle that the portion of the earth's crust included between each 
pair of the observed fault:-l is rigid, so as to move as a unit without flexure, 
then the post-Bonneville changes determined by the observations on faults 
and shore-lines are correctly represented (exeept in e~aggeratioll of vertieal 
seale) in fig. 50, where the base line illdieates the level of Great Salt Lake, 

----- -_. 

Fli~. 50,--Diagram of post-TIollDeville dia~ll"oJlhic cTlungeA. Ba}Jc lillt~ len:l or Gleat Salt Lakf·. J)ottt'd line urig 
ina! J)()~Hio[l of plaue of llonnc,il1e shore-lioC'. ItJclinet1 lilies prpsent position of sarno plane. A 0 lr = l)()sitiow~ of 
Aq"i, Oquirrh amI WaRatch Ranp'R. 

the dotted line parallel to it represents the original horizon of the BOllneville 
shore-line, assumed to be marked in some way on the orogenic block, and 
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the sloping lines represent the position the ",hore-line has assumed by dias

trophie changes Hince the Bonneville epoch. The indication is that each 

orogenic block is canted to the eastward (right), and that each block con

sidered as a \vhole stands higher than its eastern neighbor, notwithstanding 

its relative depression along the plane of eOlltaef. If the phenomena of this 

group of localities were general, we should have all exceedingly iilterestillg 

relation between the general deformation of the shore-line and the system 

of t~1UltS; but they are not general, and we call ouly say that the principal 

diversitieH of ::;hore-line altitude appear to be independent of, and often in 

::;pite of, changes by faulting. '1'he changes revealed by the measurement 

of shore-lines affect broad areas, and are essentially epeirogenic, while those 

demonstrated by the fault scal1)S are definitely associated with mountain 

ntllges, and are orogenic. '1'he shore-lines are indeed deformed by both sys

tems of disturbance, but the epeirogenic are the greater. Just as the Great 

Basiu is characterized by broad epeirogenic ll11dulations, dividing it into a 

series of minor basins, and by relatively narrow mountain corrugations, 

which rest upon the broader ulldulations like ripples on the ocean waye, so I 

conceive the post-Bonneville epeirogenic displacements to be the greater of 

the features represented by the deformation of the shore-lilles, and the oro

genic displacements to combine with them as local details or irregulmities. 

I t would be desirable from this point of view to eliminate the orogellic 

faetor and study the epirogenic changes by themselves, hut our knowledge 

of the fault system is too impetfect to permit this, and it will therefore be 

assnmecl, somewhat arbitrarily, that the epirogellic undulations are smoother 
awl simpler than the measurements would indicate, the apparent irregular

ities being due to loeal fhultillg as well as to errors of n1.eaSnremCllt. On 
the basis of this assumption i:·mgrammie lines haye been drawn on Plate 

XLVI, cOllnecting, so far as possible, points at \vhich the Bonneville shore

line has now the same altitude. They are drawn at equal illteryals of 100 

feet, and serve to express ill another way the general features of distribu

tion of altitude described ahoye. If we conceive of the plane of the ancient 

water surface, both actual and ideally projected through the eontiguous 

lalld, as having been deformed by subsequent epeirogenic changes, then 

these lines are contours on the deformed surface. 
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It has been tacitly assumed up to this point that all these measurements 

of the Bonneville shore-line relate to the same epoch, or, in other words, that 

the various sections of the highest shore mark in .all parts of the basin were 

formed at the same time; but in view of the demonstrated mutability of the 

land surface on which the water marks are traced, this assumption i::; mani

festly open to question. It may well have happened that at one high ::;tage 

of water in the basin the maximum water line was scored upon a land surface 

in one attitude, and at the following high ::;tage upon the same land surface 

in a different attitude, and that the two water lines ::;everally reached their 

greate::;t heights on the land at different points. The highest water line in 

one part of the area would then represent one flood ::;tage and elsewhere the 

other, so that the maximum line as a whole would not be synchronous. It 
might also happen that during the maintenance of one high ::;tage changes 

would occur in the relative height of different portions of the land, cau::;ing 

some parts to emerge and others to become more deeply submerged. This 

also would produce a lack of synchronism in the highest shore-line. The 

questions arising from these possibilities must in general be difficult of 

solution, but in the case of the Bonneville shore-line we fortunately have a 

test of wide application. The reader will recall that in the detailed account 

of the shore there were described a number of series of bars differing by a 

few feet in height, and demonstrating that just previous to the e::;tahli::;h

mont of the outlet the lake ::;urface had undergone a corresponding series of 

oscillations. A comparative study of these ::;ystem::; of bars ::;howed that the 

oscillations had been e::;::;entiall y the same at all localities, and it is thus 

known that throughout the area of their occurrence the shore-line belongs 

to the same high-water ::;tage. The demonstration applie::; to the entire 

main hody of the lake and its principal depewlencies, and to the Sevier 

body and Preus::; Bay, but it does not apply to Esealante Bay. The most 

southedy points at which the peculiar bar system was observed lie in 
latitude 3Ho 40'. The lack of positiye data in the region of the Esealante 

Desert i::; not of great significance, for opportunities for ohserving this spe

cial feature are everywhere rare, and there would be no reason for giving 

special consideration to that region in this connection, were it not that the 

displacements there exhibited are of exceptional magnitude. The crowd-
MON 1--24 
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ing together of the contours of deformation in that region suggests that the 
epeirogenic forces may there have had a longer period for the accumulation 
of their results, and raises the question whether the Escalante Desert may 
not have received an arm of the lake during its first period of flood, and 
then have been so greatly elevated as to remain dry during the period of 
the second flood. The only evidence that can he brought to bear upon 
this question without new field work is obtained by comparing the Esealante 
shore record, as to state of preservation and strength, with the records in 
other valleys of similar character. Mr. Ho\vell and 1\1:1'. 'Vebster, who were 
the chief observers of the Escalante shore, both report it as faint and diffi
cult of determination, and my own observations, limited to a few localities 
only, confirm their report. The best region for compmison is Snake Valley, 
where, as in the Escalante Desert, the bay was shallow as well as narrow, 
and judging from my own observations, the Snake Bay shore record is 
notably more conspicuous than that of Escalante Bay. 

In view of these considerations the Escalante data will be disregarded 
in the subsequent discussion of the deforrnation of the BOIlneville shore. 

TABLE XIV.-Height of tile Provo 8hore·line, at 1,arious points, above Great Salt Lake (Zero "f "Lake ShQ!'e" 
gauge). 

Locality, Height. 

Feet. 
1. White Mountain spring, east side of Sevier Desert .................. . {;5:l ± lO 
:t. )<'rankliu, each" Valley ............................................ . u69 ± ;l 

3, Logan, Cache Valley .............................................. .. 577 ± 2 

4, Point of the Mountain; 2::! miles sonth of Salt Lake City ............ . 580± 3 

5. Willard, east shore of Great Salt Lake ........................... .. 624± 5 

G. Black Ruck, north end of Ofluirrh Range ......................... .. 640± 4 
7. Tuoelo Valley hetween 'fooele and Stockton ........................ " 640± {; 

8. Kelton Butte, near Omhe station, C. P. R. R ............... _ ......... . 663± :~ 

9. Promontory, 10 miles llOuth of Promontory station, C. P. R. R ..... . 

ro. North end of Aqlli Range; 12 miles northwest of Grantsville ....... .. 
672± 3 

I 679± 3 
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DEFORMATION OF THE PROVO SHORE-LINE. 

We will now turn to the consideration of Table XIV and PI. XL VII, 
which record in their several ways the various determinations of the height 
of the Provo shore-line. The special criterion by which the identity and 
synchronism of the Bonneville shore~lille were established throughout the 
greater part of the basin cannot be applied in the case of the Provo. 
Where the embankments successively formed during Provo time are sepa
rated from one another so as to be independently measured, they exhibit 
differences of height, but these differences are neither uniform nor constant 
at the variou8 localities where they were observed. The conclusion has 
already been reached (page 133) that there were changes of relative height 
while the wave record was being made. Nevertheless, it was always easy 
to recognize the Provo shore~line and discriminate it from others by reason 
of the exceptional magnitude of the wave work accomplished at that leveL 
The cut terraces are broader than any other within the basin, and the 
embankments are larger. At most points it is impossible to determine from 
the features of the shor~what was the local history of oscillation during the 
persistence of the outlet, for the later work of the waves has effectually 

obliterated the earlier. It is highly probable that those of its features to 
which measurement was extended represent the final portion of the long 
period during which the water stood at approximately the same height. 

The number of measurements is smaller than ill the case of the Bonne~ 
ville shore-line, only 10 having been secured; but these are so much more 
harmonious that it was found possible to draw a system of smooth contours 
repre8entillg inter-ntIs of 25 feet only. A comparison of PIs. XLVI and 
XLVII shows at a glance that these correspond in position and arrange
ment with the contours adjm;ted to the Bonneville data in the same area. 
The area of maximum elevation indicated by them lies over the western 
portion of Great Salt Lake. There is a descent thence to the east, and 
more gently to the southwest and south, while a single station indicates 
descent to the northwest also. 
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TABLE XV.-Differen()l) in altitude of the Bonneville and Provo shore-lines at mriou8 points. 

Locality. Height. 

Feet. 
Prenss valley, South series of emhankments ....................... 3H::I: 2 
Preuss "nlley, Middle series of emhankments . . .............. .. 
Kelton Butte, near Omhe Station, C. P. R. R .................... . 
Black Rock, north end of Oquirrh Range ...................... .. 

:345::1: 2 

356::1: :3 

3(;0::1: 3 

Willard, east shore of Great Salt Lake ............................ 361::1: 5 

Snowsville, north edge of Great Salt Lake Desert .................. 3G5::1: 2 
Logan, Cache Valley. .... ..... ................................... 365::1::3 

Point of the Mountain, 22 miles south of Salt Lake City . ...... 370::1::1 

Franklin,CacheValley ....................................... 371::1:2 

Promontory, 10 miles south of Promontory Station, C. P. R. R ..... 374::1::1 

Tooele Valley hetween Tooele and Stockton. .... .... ...... .... ... 374::1::1 

Tooele Valley hetween Tooele and Grantsville. ... ... ...... .... ... 380::1: 3 

Wellsville, Cache Valley ......................................... 382::1:2 

Fish Spring, sonth edge of Great Salt Lake Desert ............... 382::1: 5 
Fillmor\l, east edge of Sevier Desert ........ . . ...... ...... ...... 385::1: H 

North end of Aqlli Range; 12 miles nori hwest of Grantsville....... 389::1: a 

Cup Butte, Old River Bed...... ...... ............ ............ .... 39'2::1: :.1 
Snowplow, Old River Bed ....................................... : :m7::1:2 

Terrace Mts., 1:1 miles southeast of Matlin Station, C. P. R. R ...... 411::l: 3 
Dove Creek, hetween Matlin and Ombe, C. P. R .. R ................ 41:1::1:2 

DEFORMATION DURING THE PROVO EPOCH. 

Tahle XV and PI. XLVIII show the measured differences in·altitude 
of the Bonneville and Provo shore-lines at various points. The loealitie,.; at 
whieh these differences were measured coincide partly with loealities of the 
two preceding tables, but are also in pltrt independent; for it ,vas sometimes 
found possible to make the differential measurement where the lack of an 
a vailahle datum point prevented the reference of either to the level of 
Great Salt Lake. 

Th(" range of variation IS not large, and whatever order 'may eharac
terize them is so far concealed by irreg'ularities that it wa,.; f4:lUnd impossiblo 
to dasi:lify them by any system of smooth contours. But, ru,; will pre:->olltl y 
appear, when they are elassified with reference to the contours of the Bon
neville aIHI Provo :;hore-lines, they betray a certain amount of harmony. 

'" '" . 
It will he recalled that when the lake attained its maximum height and 

outflowed, the water was discharged with great rapidity down to the level 
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of the Provo shore, at which level the lake stood for a relatively long time. 

This time may have been continuous or may have been more or less inter
rupted by the temporary retreat of the water to lower levels. Including 
sneh intelTuptions, if any occulTed, it has been called the Provo epoch. 
'rhe table and map of differences between the Bonneville and Provo shore
li11es represent the elmnges of a,Iti tude occurring in Provo timo, or from the 
end of the epoch of the Bonneville shore-line to the end of the Provo epoch. 
'rhe differences of level of the Provo shore-line represent changes wrought 
since the end of the Provo epoch, and those of the Bonneville shore-line 
changes sillee the beginning of the epoch of outflow, 

POSTULATE AS TO CAUSE OF DEFORMATION, 

The area of maximum elevation, as indicated by these data from the 
BOIlnevillo and Provo shore-lines, coincides with the middle portion of the 
main body of Lake BOllueville; and this coineidence suggests the hypothesis 
that the disappearance of the lake and the epeirogenic rise of the center of 
its basin stand in the relation of cause and effect. In the ensuing discussion 
this relation will be postulated, though it must be clearly understood that 
the available data do not demonstrate it, but merely endow it with a certain 
degree of probability; and since a somewhat elaborate structure will be 
founded upon it, it is especially desirable that the weakness as well as the 
strength of the postulate be clearly perceived 

The postulate is in some sense graphically expressed by PI. L, where 
the contour lines of the preceding plates are so modified as to make elosed 
curves representing a dome-like figure of deformation, slightly elongated in 
the direetioll of the axi::; of the lake. 'rhe data used in the construction of 
this system of lines are selected from the measurements of the Bonneville 
shore-line, excluding all that depend upon barometric work-a principle of 
selection whieh omits all measurements with high probable error, as well a::; 
tJlOse made in the E::;cahnte Desert, which are independently questionable. 

The first consideration favoring the postulate is the one just mentioned, 

that, so far as trustworthy measurEments iudicate, the area of maximum 
uplift coincides with the center of the principal area of deep water ill the 
old lake. 
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A second favorable consideration arises from a comparison of the changes 
occurring severally during the Provo epoch and since the Provo epoch with 
the total changes since the formation of the Bonneville shore-line. '1'0 make 
this comparison, the various measurements were classified with reference to 
areas marked out by the hypothetic contours. In Table XVI, the column 
of figures at the right contains measurements of the height of each shore
line and of their difference, so far as these were measured within the area 
circumscribed by the 1050-foot contour. The next column at the left eOll

tains the measurements made at localities falling within the area limited on 
one side by that contour and on the other by the 1000-foot contour; and 
so for the remaining two columns. 

TADLI~ XVI.-Comparison of post. Bonneville, p08t.Provo and PrOllO Deformations (figures gil'e feet). 

900 950 1000 
Areas between contours ou Plate L } Abo" to to to 

950 1000 1050 
1050 

f 

90~ 950 1001:) 1070 

902 00" 1014 .) ............. 
Determinations of Bonneville shore·line above 

j 
904 91:)0 1019 ............... 

Great Salt Lake ........ __ .................. 906 981 1050 ................ 
940 ....... ........ .......... "' .... .. .............. 
942 ............... .... .... j ........ 

Mean ................................... 916 969 1023 I 1070 

J 
55:~ 51:)0 I 640 679 

Determinations of Provo shore-line .••••..•.•.. 569 624 640 .. --,.. ........ 
577 ...... ...... 663 .... "' .. ,.. ...... 

I 672 l .... -- ........ .. ...... ! ............. 

--
Mean ................................... 566 602 654 679 

f :341 :161 :156 :389 

: I :345 :365 360 .. -_ .. "' ...... 

Determinations of difference between Bonne· 365 370 

1 

374 ................ 

~ 
I 371 I 3H2 374 ~ .. _ .. ~ ...... 

ville and Provo shore· lines. _. _ .............. I 

l ::~~~: 382 380 -- --_ .. .... 
392 411 ..... _ ....... 

397 413 ................ 
---

Mean ... _ ............ , .................. 361 ai8 381 I 389 
..~~~-.. -

, By arranging the determinatiolls in this way and then taking means, 
it was hoped to eliminate so much of the irregularity due to orogenic dis-
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placement and to errors of measurement as to render the data fairly com
parable. The measurements of the Bonneville shore-line having been used 
as a basis for drawing the contours, their means, a8 a matter of course, 
constitute a seriesj and it was anticipated that the Provo determinations, 
having given rise on PI. XLVII to very similar contours, would likewise 
furnish, as they do, a progressive series of means; but a similar corre
spondence could not have been confidently predicted for the observations 
of difference in altitude of the two shores, for these are so irregular in detail 
that representative contours could not be drawll. Nevertheless, their means 
as thus classified fall into line \vith remarkable regularity. It appears to 
be a legitimate inference that the epeirogenic deformation occurring during 
the Provo epoch was identical in locus and general character with that 
occurring subsequently, and with the total deformation of which it is a part; 
and this accords with the postulate, for if the withdrawal of the entire mass 
of water produced the quaquaversal uparching of the basin, then the par
tial emptying of the basin by the draining off through the outlet of a layer 
of water 3i5 feet deep should produce a similar uparching, differing only 
in amount. 

Opposed to the postulate, we have the general fact that the Great 
Basin appears to have been characterized by epeirogenic movements, varied 
in character, through Tertiary and Pleistocene time, and that as these move
ments successively created and destroyed lake basins, they must be sup
posed to have generally originated in a different way. It is therefore pos
sible that the coincidence in time and place of the uplift under consideration 
with the disappearance of Lake Bonneville is a coincidence merely. 

A second and very serious element of weakness in the postulate 
illhere8 in the fact that the observations are mainly confined to the eastern 
half of the basin. Only two points of observation lie west of the max
imum area, and only one measurement was made in the extreme western 
portion of the basin. The area well covered by points of determination is 
at most not more than two-thirds of the entire area to which the postulate 
is applied. 

These considerations pro and COlI hardly admit of explicit summation. 
The predilections of each geological reader will determine the relative 
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weight he assigns to them, and his consequent confidence or lack of confi
dence in the conclusions which follow. 

There are at least three ways in ,vhich the removal of the water may 

have given rise to the observed variation of altitudes. First, the geoi(lmuy 
have beell locally deformed by a change in the local attractioll; second, 

the surface of the land may have been deformed by local expansion due to 
the post-Bolllleville change of climate; third, the earth itself may have been 

locally deformed in consequence of the removal of the weight of the water. 
'nIOse three hypotheses will be considered in order; and it will be found 

advantageous to inquire with reference to each how the deformation it is 
competent to prodnce compare::; ill amount with tho observed doformatioll. 
The maximum measure of the observed deformation is 1070 - n02 _1 GS 

feet; but as this may, and probably does, involve loeal orogenie displace
ments, it will be better to use for the prosent purpose a memmre obtained 

by eomparing a Humber of the hig-hest measurements collectively with a 
number of the lowest. 'rhe mean of the five observations of height falling 
within the 1000-foot contour is 1032 feet. 'rhe mean of the four lowest 

determillatiollH is 903 feet, and their difference, 129 feet, will be eompared 

with the various amounts inferablo from the three hypothetie causes. 

HYPOTHESIS OF GEOIDAL DEFORMATION. 

The smface of a body of standing water is level, but IS not plane. 
Being- a part of the surface of the earth, it is approximately ellipsoidal. [f 

there were no inequalitim> of sUlface, and the density of the earth were uni
form throughout, or varied only in accordance with certain laws, a level 

surface carried completely around the globe would be a pmfect ellipsoid. 
The actual inequalities of surface and irregularities of density produce loeal 

irrogularities of attraction and corresponding irregularities of the lovd Hur
face. To distinguish the deformed level surface from the HplicI'oid to ,yhieh 

it approximates it is called the "geoid". Any ehallge in the superfieial dis

tribution of matter modifies the geoid, and the removal of the lake water 
from the Bonneville Ba,sill was sueh a change. The effect of refilling the 

basin would be to increase the local attraction and locally uparch the geoidal 
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surface; its emptying unquestionably tended to flatten the geoidal surface. 
Assuming the configuratioll of the country unchanged, the Bonneville sur
f:we was more liharply eon vex than the Salt Lake surface, and the engineer's 
level should no,,, find the Bonneville shore-line higher on central i!'!lands 
than on peripheral slope!'!. rrhe theoretic change corresponds ill kind with 
the ol>:-,ol'Yod; docs it agree ill amound wry mathernatical resources not 
being auequate to this question, it was suhmitted to my colleague, Mr. R 
S. vVoo<lward, who gave it full cOllsi<leration. It happened that the cognate 
prohlem of the deformation of the geoid by a continental ice mass was sub
mitted to him at about tho samo time by Dr. '1'. C. Chamberlin, and he 
was thus led to a comprehensive diseussion of the general suhject to which 
the special problems belong. In the application of his formulre to the 
present case no account was taken of topographic details, but the mass of 
,Yater in the main body of Lake Bonneville was assumed to have the form 
of a circular lens two degrees (138 miles) in diameter with a maximum 
tlepth of 1000 feet. It was found that the maximum depression of the 
g-ooidal surface referable to the subtraction of such a mass is 2.01 feet, an 
amount too small to be considered in comparison with the observed deforma
tion of 129 feet. The phenomena are therefore not to be explained as 
changes in the plane of reference, but must be referred to changes in the 
relative altitude of portions of the bashl. 

The reader will find an abstract of Mr. W' oodward's treatment of the 
problem in Appendix B. 

HYPOTHESIS OF EXPANSION FROM WARMING. 

The second hypothesis involves considerations of temperature. rrhe 
temperature of the earth's crust at the surface is identical with the mean 
annual temperature of the contiguous fluid, air or water, and at all subter
ranean points it is warmer, the change of temperature with depth being 
b1'}'aduaL Every change of climate produees a eOl'responding change in the 
surface temperature of the crust, and this change is slowly propagated down
ward. vVhen the Bonneville Basin was full of water, there can be little 
question that the surface temperature was lower than at present, and it is 
possible that the corresponding difference between the temperatures of the 
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adjoining land, then and now, has not been equal in amount, in which case 

the post-Bonneville warming of the crust beneath the lake area has been 
greater than the coincident warming of the crust underlying contiguous 

areas. Rise of temperature carries with it expansion, and the hypothesis is 
that such differential expansion produced the observed differential altitudes. 

Our quantitative data are here less precise than in the case of the preceding 
hypothesis, but it is not difficult to assign to them reasonable limiting values, 
so as to obtain a practical test of the hypothesis. The mean annual tempera

ture at Salt Lake Oity is 51 ° F., and this may be assumed for the entire basin. 

Its ancient climate was somewhat colder, but the moderate development of 
glaciers permits us to entertain the assumption that the difference was small. 

The lake, as we know from its wave work, was not frozen, and as it had 

great depth, we are assured by the analogy of modern examples that its 

bottom temperature was that of water of maximum density, about 39°. The 

surface temperature of the crust in the lacustral area was therefore 12 
degrees lower than now. If we assume that the surface temperature of the 

surrounding land was only two degrees lower than now, we are certain to 
underestimate the climatic change, and thus allow a maximum or limiting 

difference between the crustal changes under the old lake and under the 

old land. The problem then takes the form: What uplift can be referred 

to the expansion of the upper portion of the earth's crust consequent on a 

superficial rise of temperature of 10 degrees occurring at the close of the 

Bonneville epoch. The remaining constants necessary for its solution are 

obtained by assuming the coefficient of expansion of the rock involved to 

be 0.000006 for each degree, by adopting Sir William Thomson's coefficient 

of diffusion of heat in the earth, and by assigning to post-Bonneville time a 

duration of 100,000 years, an estimate intentionally large. For the com
putation of the vertical rise of the basin from these numerical data I am 

indebted once more to Mr. Woodward, who has recently reviewed the sub
ject of subterranean temperatures from the mathematical side. His result 

(see Appendix 0) is 1.28 feet, an amount quite too small for our considera

tion in this connection. 
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HYPOTHESIS OF TERRESTRIAL DEFORMATION BY LOADING AND UNLOADING. 

The third hypothesis explains the phenomena hy assuming that when 
the Bonneville Basill WitS tilled with water, the earth yielded to the weight 
of the water, perrnitting a depressioll of the loaded area, and that when the 
water was afterward removed, there was a corresponding rise of the unloaded 
area. The manner of yielding, the amount of vertical chang'e, and the 
tigui'e of deformation aU depend OIl the constitution of the earth, mul as 
that constitution is unknown, it is necessary to make assumptions regarding 
it in order to discuf'is the quantitative sufficiency of the hypothesis. If the 
earth were perfectly rigid, the removal of the Bonneville load would not 
affect its form; if the oarth were completely liquid, the removal of the load 
would cause the load to be replaced by the uprising of an equal weight of' 
matter. N either of these extreme eonceptiOll1'l can be entertained, for the 
visible portion of the earth is neither liquid nor perfectly rig'id, but between 
them is room for an infinite variety of special assumptions under each of 
,,,hich some deformation of the basin must be assigned to the unloading. 

In order to learn the order of magnitude of the greatest posRible 
deformation, let us assume for a moment that the earth is constituted by a 
thin solid crust reHtillg upon a liquid substratum, and that the rigidity of 
this erust is very small in comparison \vith the stresses applied to it by the 
removal of the water from the Bonneville Basin. The floor of the basin 
will then rise under the action of these stresses in some sort of arch, 
whose interior will he filled by liquid matter derived from surrounding 
regions. rfhe weight of the liquid matter thns introduced will be approxi
matelyequal to the weight of the water removed by evaporation, and the 
height of the crustal arch will be related to the depth of the water in 
(approximately) the inverse ratio of the densities of the two liquids. 'fhe 
liquid rock may be assumed to agree in density with the average density 
of visible roeks at the sUlface, 2.75, and this gives us as the height of the 
resulting arch the quotient of 1000 feet by 2.75, or 364 feet. This is the 
height attainable by the arch on the supposition that the strength of the 
crust is a vanishing quantity, and it is the superior limit of all possible 
values for the height of the arch. With the strength a vanishing quantity, 
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the vertical stresses due to unloading are equilibratetl by vertical stresses 

due to gravitation, and the height of areh is 364 ft; with the strength finite, 
the stresses of unloading are equilihrated partly by stresses of gravitation 

awl partly by elastic strains, and the height of arch is a function of the 
stl'esses of' gTayitatioll. ~While the nature of this function iH more complex 

than that of simple proportion, it is fair to infer from a compariHolL of tho 
observed height of the arch of deformation, 12~~ ft., with the limiting height, 
3()4 ft., thnt uutler thiH hypothesis the stresses from unloading are satisfied 

chiefly by elastie strains and secondarily by gravitational stresses.1 That 
tIliK implies great strength of crust hecomes apparent when the magnitude 
of the load removed and the width of the affected area are considered. For 
the sake of illustration, assume that 129 feet of uplift satisfy the stresses 
due to 355 feet (l29 X 2.75) of the removed water; there remain the stresses 

due to 645 feet to be satisfied by strains in the ernst. Call the basin floor 
a heam, 120 miles long, supported at the cnds, and sustained throughout 
by flotation so far as its own weight is concerned. Call the modulus of 

rupture of itH material 3,000 pounds to the square inch, and introduce no 

factor of safety. Consider the beam to he subjected to upward stress by 

the removal of 645 feet of water from its entire upper surface, and compute 

by the engineer's formula the depth of beam necessary to stand the strain. 
It is about 32 miles.2 The illustration is a rude one, because the floor of 
the basin, being attached all about its periphery, is stronger than a beam 
supported only at the ends; because a crust graduating into a liquid 
heneath is weaker than a homogeneous crust; because the modulus of 

1 If we postulate a tliick crust It is proper to po,;tubte also that the nmtter flowing in oeHeath 
the dome has a greater density than superficial rock. WUh the den~ity 3.5-an extreme assumption
the limiting height of arch is 28fl feet. 

2 The engineers' furmula is 

w 
where 'V is the breakiug stress in pounds, the stress being evenly distribnted over the upper surface 
of the beam; R is the mo<iulu8 of rupture of the material in pounds per sqnare inch; b i", the bl'ea,lth 
of the beam, d its depth ,111(11 it" leugth. In the case unuet' cousideration W =Dqlb, in which D i>! tile 
depth, iu fetlt, of water removed, and q is the weight, in ponuds, of a colnmn of water one inch s'lllare 
am! one foot in height. Suhstituting tbi5 value for W in the formula, transposing and redueiug, we 
obtain 

d = l JJ r;[. 
q = .434 pound. Making 1 = l:W llliles, D = 645 feet and R = 3000 pounds, we find d = 31. 7 miles. 
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viscous distortion is less-possibly far less-than the modulus of rupture; 
and for other reasons; but it nevertheless assists the imagination in realiz

ing the relation of bulk to strength. "Vith its aid I trust the reader will 

follow me in the conclusion that the hypothesis of local deformation of the 

earth by loeal unloading affords results of the same order of magnitude as 

the ohseryed distortion of the plaue of the Bonneyille shore, and is quanti

tatiyelyade(luate. 

The first and second hypotheses having been found quantitatiyely iu

adequate, the third is the only one meriting further discussion. A thorough 

treatment is on the one hand highly desirable and on the other beset 
with difficulties. It is desirahle because it promises to throw some light on 
the condition of the interior of the earth; a solid earth would not yield the 

same defoi'mation as an earth partly liquid; a highly rigid earth would be

have differently from one of feebler rigidity. It is difficult because it must 

deal with magnitudes and pressures far beyond the field of experimenta

tion, and can be accomplished only by the aid of comprehensive mathe

matical analysis. It requires an analytic theory of the strains set up hy a 

stress applied locally to the surface of the earth and of the resulting' defor
mation, and this theory must be S(l general as to include divers assumptions 

as to the variation of elasticity with depth from the surface, and as to the 
relatiou of the strain::; to the limits of elastieity.l The eyolution of sueh a 

tlwory is 1>eyo11(l my power, hut in the belief that it is worthy of the attention 
of the mathematician awl physicist, I will ewle:lYor to state the probh~m. 

Assume, first, that the rigidity of the earth is uniform throughout, or 
at least for some llUndreds of miles from the snrface, its modulus of elas

ticity being' that of granite, for example. Then conceive the applicatiou to 

the surface of a lenticular body of water e(luiyulent to Lake Bmllwvi1lo, 

lAs Ilelillell hy Sir Willi:tlll Thomson, "Elast.icity of mat.ter is that jlrtlporty in virt.lItl of II'hich:t 
],olly re'lllirBs force to chall~e its bulk or shape, allli rCI[uires a continllous :tpplie:tt,ion of til 0 forco to 
maintain t,lw chall~e, allll sprill~s back whlm the foree is relllOvoll, and if len·at rest wiLlwlIt. the foree, 
<loes not relllain at rest except in it,s previons uulk and shape." ]';lastieit.y of hulk :LillI .. Ia,sticity of 
shapo ar" diHtillct proportioH, which coexist ill solids, bnt not ill lill'lills. W~illity is SYIIOI1YIlIOUS wit,h 
olastieity or shapc. Solids lliffer ill regard to rigirlity ill two ways. 'flley have differellt. 1IllHluli of 
rigidity and dilfllreut limits of rigidity or elasticity. 'flle 1Il011ulus of rigitlity depelllls uJlon the 
stress llecessary to pr()lluce a ullit of defor'lIl'ttioll, or upon the deformation pnHlueel1 by a ullit of stress. 
Tho limit of rigidity is reached when the force applied is 80 great that after it.s removal the sob1 docs 
not return to its origiual shape. 
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but symmetric. To imagine the result, it is necessary to divest the mind 

of the ideas of brittleness and great strength ordinarily associated with 

granite aud other massive rocks. Brittleness is a surface phenomenon 

only; at a depth of a few thousand feet, or at most a few miles, the tend

ency to fracture is effectively opposed by pressure. Strength is condi

tioned by magnitude, and in relation to magnitude it is a diminishing fuflC

tion. Structures of the same form and material are not strong in propor

tion to their size but are relatively weaker as they are larger until finally 

they can not sustain their own weight. In a general way strength increases 

with the square of the linear dimensioll; weight and other loads increase 

with the eube. Giving due weight to these considerations, it is not improper 

to eompnre the ~arth when loaded by the water of Lake Bonneville with a 

bowl of jelly upon whieh it eoin has been laid. The results in either case 

are, fin,t, the depression of the area beneath the load, second, the formation 

(d' an annular ridge about it, and third, the production of strains within the 

mass. Oonyersely, the removal of the water of Lake Bonneville would pro

duee an uprising of the central area of the basin and an iUmulm' depression 

all about, and would either relieve the strains previously produced by the 

addition of the water, or, if these strains had been othenvise relieved, would 
set up allOW systern ~with opposite signs. It is easy to unden;tand from the 

homolog-om; phenomena of jellies that the l)f(~eise figure of the superficin1 

deformation wonld depend 011 the ll1odulm; of ela.sticity of' the earth material. 

With a low olaHticity the central arch ~would be high; with a high elastieity 

the figure of deformation would be comparatively hnv. 

Thero are two elements of complexity that inhere in the suhject. In 

the first pIneo, the deformation of the earth is resisted not only hy the elns

til'ity of the material but hy gravitation, which always tends to give the 

surfaee the llormal eonfigumtioll of the geoid. In tho second place, the 

stresses created by the removal of the BOl1neville water would have certain 

effects throug'h the property of bulk elasticity as well as that of shape elas

ticity. It is not improbable that a suitable discussion of the subject would 

demonstrate that the deformations ascribable to bulk elasticitv are too small 
" 

for eonsiderntioll in COlllleetioll with those referable to shape elasticity, but 

to this extent at least they would need to be eonsidered. 
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Add now a third element of complexity, by assuming that the strains 

set up by the remond of the water are not entirely within the limit of elas
ticity of the materiaL "Wherever they exceed the elastic limit, change of 

another sort occurs, probably not fracture, as in laboratory experiments 011 

the limits of elasticity, but flow-such flow as rrresca's experiments have 

demonstrated for colloids.1 The plastie yielding of the rock ill the region 
of greatest strains wouIa cause a partial redistribution of strains in adja

cent regions, and would correspondingly modify the figure of deformation. 

'1'11e height of the central arch would be incrensed' 
N ow add yet one other element of complexity, by assuming that the' 

modulus of shape elasticity and the limit of shape elasticity vary (simulta
neously and harmoniously) in accordance with. some law in yolving the dis

tance from the surface. They may increase fj'om the surface downward, 

or they may decrease from the surface downward, and in the latter case 

liquidity will at some depth be reached. The actual deformation should he 
comparatively low if the elasticity increases downward, and comparatively 
high if the elasticity diminishes dmvnward. 

rrhe application of an analytic theory of these relations could yield the 

best results only with a better determination than we now have of the elastici

ties of rocks, and with a better determination of the figure of the deforma
tion of the Bonneville Basiu; but even with the imperfect data at hand it 

might establish a presumption for or ag'aillst the existence of a liquid sub
stratum beneath the rigid crust, and if the mathematieal diffieulties were 
surmounted, there can be little question that the ob:,;ervational data would 

be supplied, for their proeuremont is opposed by little beside their expense. 
\Vithout waiting for the mathematician, we may conclude in a general 

way that the floor of the Bonneville area arehed upvmrd when the load of 

water was removed, alld that this deformation wa:-i permitted by the foeble 

elasticity or the imperfect elastieity, or both, of the portion of the earth 

affected; the conclusion beiug qualified by whatever weakness inhereH in 

the postulate that the coincidence in time and place of crust unloading and 
crust deformation is not fortuitous 

1 MeID de Flnst. Savants etrangers. vol. 18, 1860. 
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EVIDENCE FROl\I THE POSITION OF GREAT SALT LAKE. 

In an earlier chapter attention has been called to the fact that in the 
central portion of the basin of the main body of Lake Bonneville mouutain 
ridges are so nearly buried by lacustrine sediments Ehat only their summits 
remain visible, jutting forth from the plain after the manner of islands. 
rrhe amount of sedimentation implied is great, and its magnitude is like
wise indicated by the general evenness of the plain. 'Wherever the writer 
has crossed a portion of this plain, he luts found himself, after leaving the 
f()ot slope of the contiguous mountains, upon a playa floor with no discern
ible inclination, and nearly bare of vegetation. The saltness of the soil 
testifies that water does not flow across it, but rather 8tands upon it and 
evaporates. Another evidence of the general evenness of surface is the 
shallowness of Great Salt Lake, which has a mean depth of less than 15 
feet. 

At the present time the principal contribution of debris toward the fill
ing of the basin comes from the east. On the coast of Great Salt Lake 
deltas have been observed only at the mouths of the .J ordan, the 'Weber, 
and the Bear, all rising in the Wasat.ch and "Ginta Mountains and entering 
the lake on the eastern 8ide. The western coast shows capes only \vhere 
rocky hills st.and near, and bays are found where it receives the ':Jitermit
t.ent drainage of the 8urroundillg valleys. In BOllneville times the same 
eontnL8t exist.ed. The deltas of the old lake are f(mnd almost exdusively 
where it received 8tre~um; from the east, namely, the rivers just mentioned, 
their principal tribut.aries, which theu entered the lake directly, and the 
Sevier River. No delta terraees were observed about the northern, we8t
ern, and 80uthern mal'gin8, unless possihly in the Esealante De8ert. 

If this deposition, so great in amount, and derived :-;0 largply fwm the 
ea:.;t, were the oIlly factor eOllcerned ill the determination of the eonfigura
tinn of the (le:.;e1't floor, that· floor would be a gently-sloping' plain, with its 
higher margin at the east and its lower at the wmlt,. awl Great Salt Lake 
would lie at the base of the Gosiute ':\fountains ill:.;tead of tho 'Vasateh. 
The easterly position of the lake is unquestionably due to crustal move
ment, either orogenic or epeirogenic. (See PI. XLVII.) 
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Let us first cOIli:5idel' the possibility of all orogenic cause. The most 

com;pieuous recent orogenic elmllge in the regioll is that shown by the fault 

searpH at the baHe of the vVaHatch Hauge. 'l'hese scarpH show differential 

IllOH'llwnt, either ascent of the lIlountain or descent of the valley, or hoth. 

Tlw great size of the mountain range, as argued 011 all earlier page, assure:,; 
liS that a rising of the range is at least a part of the displacement, bnt is 

not ()PP()Sl~J to the idea that the sinking of the valley is a correlative mal 

porhapH e(lual part. It is consistellt with this idea that the water of Great 

Halt Lake hetween the Bear aIHl vVeber deltas, lLlld again between the 

Weller and ,Jordan deltas, approaches within about a mile of the great 
fault at the moulltain hase. 

Epeirogenic eanses may be cOllsidered from two points of view: first, 
as helonging to a system of ehanges correlated with the emptying of the 

hasin by evapOl'lttioll; seeond, as belonging to the more general system of 
changes to which the bits ill , as such, may be ascribed. Tltking 'the first 

point of view, we have a post-Bonneville rising of the central area amount

ing to more than 100 feet, Itud it is conceivable that this has divided the 

plain into two basins, of which the lake occupies one, while the other cou

taim; ouly occasional playa lakes, such as the scant rainfall of the tributary 

regions is able to produce, Too little is known of the configuration of the 

desert west of the lake to determine whether it is partitioned off by a bltr
riel' of ::;llch sort, or is ill time of great rainfall tributary to Great Salt Lake. 

But there are other reltsons why the hypothesis can not be seriously enter
tained. In the first place, the area of maximum uplift, so far as our meas

uremmlts determine it, coincides with the western portion of the lake 
instead of with the line of low ridge::; beyond it. 'rhe old shore-line is 

hig'her on Promontory Ridge than 011 the Terrace Mountains to the west

ward. 
It mu:-;t ahlO be borne in mind tlmt the present condition of the basin 

as affected by climate is suhstantially identicltl with the pre-Bonneville 

condition, and the arid phase was of long continuance before the BonIle

ville flood. vVhatever central elevation is recorded by the surviving shore

line is merely the correlative of centrltl depression during the lake period, 

and to assume the post-Bonneville uplifting of the plain into a harrier ade-
MON I--25 
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quate to contain the lake is to assume that uuring the existence of the lake 
the central depression was filled by sediments so as to produce a lake bot
tom almost absolutely level. From what we know by observation of the 
slopes on which the BOllneville sediments were able to lie, we can not 
believe that this was accomplished, but rather that throughout the deeper 
portion of the lake there was an equable deposition over gentle slopes, the 
depth of deposit increasing rather t01'lard the source of the material at the 
east than toward the center of the lake. It is probable that post-Bonneville 
changes in the configuration of the p1:tin, so far as they ha,~e depended epei
rogeuically on the removal of the water, have been the simple converse of 
changes due to the previous imposition of the water, and have practically 
restored the preexisting condition. 

Tuming to epeirogenic considerations of a more general nature, we 
see that the Bonneville Basin is a region of depression, surrounded on the 
south, west and north by regions of somewhat greater elevation, and on the 
east by a tract whose mean altitude is several thousand feet higher-an 
irregular plateau, along the edge of which the Wasatch Range stands as a 
parapet. The forces which produced this basin and th~ plateau to the east 
of it are of necessity independent of the loading and unloading of the basin, 
and of a more general nature. Whatever they may be, it is not irrational 
to appeal to them as the cause of the local depression containing Great Salt 
Lake and to regard that depression as a result of the mere continuance, 
with possibly greater localization, of the process which created the larger 
basin. 

'Whether, then, we regard the peculiar position of the lake as a result 
of orogenic or of epeirogenic displacement, we are compelled to forego the 
assignment, even tentatively, of It special hypothesis as to its cltuse. Per
haps the most valuable conclusion to be drawn is that, as deposition within 
the bltsin, during humid and arid phases of climate alike, has continually 
tendeu to build the eastern half of the plain higher than the western, Hnd, 

as this tendency has continued to the present time, the subsidence opposillg
and thwarting it has likewise continued to a late epoch and is probably still 
in progress. 
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THE STHENGTIl O~' TIlE EAHTIl. 

The writer has been led by the di1icussion of these phenomena to a 
conception of the rigidity or strength of the earth, more definite thall he 

had previously enterhLined. It would not he proper to call this conception 
a ('(melusioll from the <lata here presentod, 01' 11 rClmlt to whi('h thoy rigor
onsly awl lleeel'lsarily lead. I t is rat hoI' a working hypothesis suggol'ltod 

hy the study of Lake BOlllleYille. 
If the earth possessed no rigidity, its materials would arrange thern

i:wlves in aceordance with the la,Ys of hydrostatic equilibrium. 'rhe matter 
spodtieally hOlLyie8t would assume the lowest positioll, awl there would be 

It gl'a<lation upward to the nmtter specifically lightest, whieh would eonsti
tute the entire surfaee. The surface ,vould be regularly ellipsoidal, and 

would he completely covered hy the ocean. Elevations and depressions, 

mouutains and valleys, eoutinents and ocean basins, are renderod possible 
by the property of rigidity, but the phenomena of diastrophism, and e~pe
dally those of plication, show that this rigidity has its limits, and the 
phenomena of volcanism demonstrate that its distribution i~ not uniform. 

It has been computed by Darwin 1 that if the earth were homogeneous 

throughout, the stress difference~ occasionod by the weight of continents 
would be as great as those necessary to crush granite. 1'he stre~s differ
ence necessary to produce viscous flow in granite and allie(l rocks is not 

known, hut if different from the crushing stress, it is less; awl Darwin's 
discussion therefore tends to show that the earth, if homogeneous, would 
1'o(luire a Htrength equal to or greater than that of granite. That the earth 

is not homogeneous Hi-; regards density (and does not consist of symmetric 
homog'eneous shells) is shown by tho ma~sillg' of land arenR in one hemis
phere; aud the hypothesis that the crust has low density beneath continents 

aIHI high density beneath oceans is su".;tained hy observations on the local 

direction and local foree of gravitation at various points.2 The general 
proposition, tacitly po~tulated by Babhag;e and Herschel, advocated more 

~~~~.--.---.-. 

IOn the stresses cansed in the interior ()f the earth by the weight of continents an<illlountains, 
by G. H. Darwin. Phil. Trans. Royal Soc., pt. 1, 1tl82. 

2 On the argument frotH geodetic station errors see J ohn H~ Pratt, Figure of the Earth, p. 201. 
On the argument from pendnlum observations see H. Faye in Revne Bcientifiqne for Feb. 20 and 

March 27, 1tl86. 
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recently by Dutton and Fisher, and entertained by most modern writers, 
is that the radial elements of the sphere have the samo weight on all sides, 
the product of the height of each unit column into its mean density being 
everywhere the same. \Vith such a distribution of densities the stres::;es 
and strains resulting from the existence of continental elevatiolH; do not 
di::;appear, but they are less than those derived by Darwin on the hypoth
sis of homogeneity. How much less has not been shown, but it is fair to 
say that, so far as the evidence from continent::; is concerned, the question 
of the degree of rigidity of the earth'::; nucleus is still an opein ono. 

If a weight he added to a limited portion of the surface of the globe, 
there will result a system of strains beneath and ahout the mea, and a 
deformation of the surface accordant with the system of strains. If the 
weight is ::;mall, and if the effect is not complicated by F:eexistent strains, 
the resulting strains will at every point faU within the limit of elasticity of 
the material, and the deformation will be small. If the weight is sufficiently 
large, the resulting strains will in some places exceed the limit of elasticity, 
and other consequences will follow. Among these, rupture and faulting' 
may in special cases be included, but the ordinary and predominant result 
will be yiscous flow. The viscous flow will consume time, and when it has 

ceased, there will remain a system of elastic strains. Beyond the elastic 
limits, the laws of change for loading the surface of the earth (and similarly 
for unloading) are quasi-hydrostatic. 

The point on which the Bonneville phenomena appear to throw light 
is the magnitude of the load necessary to overpower rigidity. The phe
nomena of faulting at the base of the Wasatch, whether considered by 
themselves or in connection with the filling of the adjacent valley with 

water and its subsequent emptying, appear to my mind best accordant with 
the idea that the \Va~.;atch Range and the parallel ranges lying west of it are 

not sustained at their existing heights above the adjacent plains and valleys 
by reason of the inferior specific density of their masses and of the under
lying portions of the crust, but chiefly and perhaps entirely in virtue of the 

rigidity or strength of the crust. The phenomena of deformation of the 
Bonneville shore-line accord best with the idea that the imposition of the 
Bonneville load of water and its subsequent removal strained the subjacent 
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portions of the erust beyond the elastie limit, the stresses due to the load

ing and unloading being partly equilibrated by erustal strains, and partly 
relieved by erustal flow and a resulting redistribution of the stresses due to 
gravitation. It is indieated that the limit of terrestrial rigidity falls some
where between that measured by the weight of the vVasateh Range and 
that measured by the weight of the water of the main body of Lake Bon
neville, or in more general terms, that a mountain of the first elass is the 
greatest load that can be held up by the earth, and is therefore an expression 
of its strength or of the limit of elasticity of the Inaterial of its outer layers. 

Fully to realize the nature of this measure, it is necessary to give it 
numerical expression, and to this end a few computations havo boen made. 

It is evident that tho maximum strain produced by a load depends in 
part on its distribution, and especially that a long ridge taxes rigidity less 
than a compact mountain mass of tho same weight. It appears to me that 
a very long range causes no greater strains than a shorter one having the 

same cross section, and I have therefore conceived the 'V~'1satch Range to he 
fairly represented for this purpose by a division of it including the highest 
peaks and having a length not quite double its width. This divh,ioll 
extends from the Provo River northward to the low pass at the head of 
Parley's Oanyon. Its estimated volume is 200 cubic miles. 

Similar considerations Imid me to base the estimate for Lake Bonne
ville Oll the maill body imltead of the entire lake, excluding not only the 
Sovier bO(ly hut Snake Valley, 'White Valley, and Utah Valley hays. 
Tlim; defined, the lmul of water amounted to about 2000 enbic miles, eqniv
alent in weight to 730 eubic miles of rock. On the assumption that the 
Htmins produced by tho lifting of this load wero only in minor part rolieyod 
by viseolls flow, it is inferred that the limit to tho superficial rigidity of the 
earth iH exprcHsed hy a load of 400 to GOO cubic miles of rock (lG70 to 
2:"')00 euhie kilometor8). 

Thore aro four classes of topographic features with which this measuro 
may advantageously ho compared, and hy whieh it may perhaps be tested. 
The first is mOllntailltl of addition, or mountains produeed by the mere a<ldi
tion of matter to the smface of the earth. Most volcanie cones are of this 
elasR. Tho second class consists of mountains by suhtraetioll, or residuary 
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mountains due to the removal of surrounding material. The third class is 

intermediate, ine1uding addition and subtraction, as when the extrusion or 

iutrusion of volcanic matter produces a resistant mass capable of preserving 

against erosion a residuary mountain. The fourth eonsists of valleys by 

subtraction, or valleys eroded from plateaus. Mountains and valleys due 

directly to diastrophism are not in point, because, as they are the super

ficinl expression of unknown subterranean changes, we can not be ,'lUre in 

individual cases that their exi8tence is independent of the subterranean dis

tribution of densities. For similar reason, a volcanic :mountain whose 

building has been accompanied by subsidence of the subjacent terrane can 

not be used for comparison. 

The contour maps prepared by the geographic branch of the Survey 

enable me to give the volumes of some of the most important American 

examples of these various classes with a degree of preeision quite suffieiellt 

for the purpose. By their aid each of the follmving features was referred, 

not to sea level, hut to the plane of the surrounding country, and its vol

ume Wil'::; cOlllputed. 

S~mF'rallei;.;eo Mountain is a volcanic eOlle. standi.ng alone Oll n high 

plain, amI the strata about its base are ILl most undisturbed; it is a typical 

mountain In~ addition. Its volume is ,to cubie miles . 
.: 

Mount SluLHht is ft volcanic cone standillg in a region of disturbed 

strata, hut there iH no evidellee of subsidence due to it:,; load. Its volume 

is NO ('nhil' miles. 

MOltllt Taylor is H \'oleallie cone standing (lll ft plain floored with Im}"!1 
lava". rrho degradatioll of the sun'oUlHlillg country has e(mvertell tho vol

callic plain illto a groftt me~m or tahle mountain. The (,OllO and meSH 

together, tom;titutillg n mountaill hy eOlllhined mlc1itioll and subtraction, 

lwTe a volnme of 1 !)O cuhic I11ilm;. 

rIlle Henry ~Ioulltaills aIHI the Sierra La Sal eonsist each of a group 

of Inel'olitcH-volcHllie additiollH by intrm;ion-allll of. other rod;:s preserved 

hy them from the erosive re<1netion sustained by the sUlToundillg p]atenu. 

Their vohmwH are respectively 230 and 250 cubie miles. 

The TanlputH plateau of the Green River bn::;in, otherwise knowll as 

HOlm ::\[ollntllin, is a grent mass of jndined Rt1'atn earved out by the unequal 
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degradation of a still greater anticlinal. Its determining cause IS a thick 

layer of resistant rock lying hetween thick layers of yieldillg rock, and it 

stands between two monoelinal valleys due to the excavation of the yielding 

layers. Its volume standing above the level of the adjacent valleys is about 

700 cubic miles. 
rrhe Grand Canyon of the Colorado is a valley cut from a great plateau 

of stratified rock. The plateau has a fault structure of its own, but the 
canyon and the fault structure have different directions and are manifestly 

iIHh~pelldellt. The volume excavated to form the deeper part of the canyoll, 

from the mouth of the Little Colorado to the mouth of Kanab Creek, is 3;":)0 

cubic miles. 

The Appalachian Mountains are traversed for nearly a thousand miles 

by a great valley following the outcrop of yielding roeks, and it is probable 

that we have here a valley by subtraction. For the same reason that 

determined the selection for measurement of a portion only of the Wasatch 

Range and of a portion only of Lake Bonneville, measurement was not 

made of the whole of this valley, hut only of a limited part. It was assumed 

that a sectioll with length fifty per cent. greater than breadth, and selected 

where the valley is broadest, fairly represents the strain-producing po\ver 

of tho wholo valley. rrIw portion thus selected lies 600 feet below the mean 

height of the Cumberland Plateau on the nortl1\vest and 1000 feet below 

the mean height of the mountain district of North Carolina on the southeast, 

:IIul its volume, computed from the mean of these, is 800 ouhic miles. 

All of these various feature8 except two fall "within the indieated limit 

of 1;00 cubic miles, but the limit is oxcee<led by the Tavaputs Plateau with 
700 and the Appalachian \~alley with 800 cubic miles. There are qualify

ing eom;iderations in each case. The plane above which the volume of the 

Tavapllts Plateau was computed was that of tho Imv valleys adjoining it; 

perhaps it moro suitahle plano of reference would have been the geIleral 

level of the ;surroullding country. The density of the rock of the plateau 

is probahly less than 2.75, the density assumed ill reducing the volume of 

the abstracted lake water to equivalent rock volume. 'l'he Appalachian 

,;aIloy lies in It region of great corrugation, and its trend coincides with the 

strikH of the orogenic struetnre. That structure unquestionably involves 
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inequalities in the distribution of subterranean densities, and it is possible 
that the strains due to the valley are lessened by the presence beneath it of 
exceptionally heavy matter. But after giving due weight to these considern
tions, it must still be admitted that the measure of strength does not stand 
weU the test applied. It is indeed possible that a true measure has beon 
found,· and that it is illustrated by the Bonneville, Tavaputs, and Appalachian 
phenomena, but we can not deny the equal possibility, first, that the strellgth 
of the earth varies so widely in different places that a measure discovered 
in the Bonneville basin serves merely to indicate the order of magnitude of 
a measure of the average strength, or second, that the unloading of the 
Bonneville basin occasioned no greater strains than the crust was ahle to 
endure, and that the coincidence of unloading' and upar?hing' was a coiu
eidellce merely. 



CHAPTER IX. 

THE AGE OF THE EQUUS FAUNA. 

THE FAUNA AND ITS PHYSICAL RELATIONS. 

As the Equus fauna is not known to occur in the Bonneville Basin, the 

presence of this chapter requires explanation. In considering the relation 

of the Bonneville history to glacial history, it has been found necessary to 

consider also the glacial and lacustrine records of the Mono and Lahontan 

Basins; hence the sixth chapter contains an exceptionally full diseussioll of 
the relation of the later lacustrine history of the Great Basin to general 

geologic chronology. The Equus fauna is so connected with that lacustrine 

history that the geologist can best discuss its age in that connection. The 

present chapter is a corollary to Chapter VI. 
The same explanation serves to aecount for the discllssion of the fauna 

hy the prellont writer, who has 110t visited the chief localities of its oeCllr-

1'01\('(" hut (leri vps his know ledge of its g<lologic relations from the writi ngs I 

and Ilott~s of Russell awl M(~Gee. 

Eqmls appears to have heen first used ir~ the nomendature of geologie 
history hy Marsh, in an addresll read to the American Association for the 

Advanemnent of Science in 1877.2 The E(ll1llS beds are there made an 

upper 11ivisioll of the Pliocone, and they aro characterized in a table accOlU

pnllying the ,Hiilrest-l hy the generaF}quus, TapiTlls, HndElr:plias. An eXiUIl

illation of the text ~howl'l that nOlw of these genera are credited to tho lower 

Pliocene, hut that all are credited to tho post-Tertiary. The elmnwteriza

tion thus fail~ to separate the EquuR fauna from the Pleistocene, awl as no 

1 Fourth ABII. RopL U. S. Goo!. Survey, liP. 4;;8-461. Science, vol. 3, 1884, Pl'. :l22-:lZ:t 
~The Introductioll aml Stll)c(j88!On of V,·,rt.ebrate Life ill America. By O. C. 1\I'1r811. Proc. A. A. 

A. S., vol. 26, 1878, p. 211. 
393 
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locality is mentioned, it leaves the fauna undefined. '1\vo years later the 

fauna was characterized by Cope by the following> list of mammalian spe

cies.1 Those of the left hand column are extinct, those of the right hand 
column living. 

ilfyladan soda lis. 
Lutra uear pi.~cinaria,. 
Elep/!as prirnigenius. 
Equus occidentalis. 
Equus mador. 
A uchenia hesterna. 
Attehenia magna. 
Auehenia vitakeriana. 
Cervus fortis. 

Thomamys near clmtius. 
Tlwrnomys talpa ides. 
Castor fiber. 
Canis latrans. 

As the species of this list were found together at one horizon and in 
the same locality, they afford a definite and tangible basis for discussion, 

and I shall consider them as the Equui3 fauna, despite the fact that they fail 
to include the genus Tapirns referred to it by ~Iarsh. '1'he locality wai3 de
scribed by Cope as lying thirty or forty miles east of Silver Lake, Oregon,2 

and he styled it "Fossil Lake." Russell, who visited the place in 1882, 
speaks of it as a few miles eastward of Christmas Lake. 

'fhe formation in which the bones occur is lacustrine, as shown by its 

shells. It constitutes the floor of a desert valley, and has suffered scarcely 
allY erosion, though the sand dunes traveling over it suggest that its surface 
may have been somewhat degraded by wind action. All about the sides 
of the valley are shore-lincs, and above these shore-lines the lake beds arc 
not found. Jnst as ill the BOllneville and Lahontan basins, the physical 

relations indicate that the Hhore-lilles and lacustrine sediments are coordi
nate produehl' of the same expansion of lake waters. 

The Christmas Lake basin is part of the Great Basin, and lies 150 

m110s nort1nycst from the Lahontall shore-lines. Each closed vallev of the .,; 

intervening region 1ms its aneiollt shore-liue and associated lake heds. Eaeh 
of the old lakes thus demonstrated stands witHes\') to elimatic oscillation, 

and their geographic relatiolls lea ve 110 room fOl' question that they pertain 
to the sarne elimatic oscillation aUlI thereforo h11 ve the same date. 

'E. D. Cope: Bull. U. S. Geol. &. Gong. Survey of the Territories, vol. G, 1879, p. 48. 
2 American Naturalist, vol. 16, Hltl2, p. 1\)4, 
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The mammalian remains obtained from the Lahontan bedR include a 
great proboscidian (Elephas or Mastodon), a llama, one or more horses, and 
an ox. No skeletons 'were found, and the dissociated bones and fragments 
of bones are not such as to permit the recognition of species; but Prof. 
JYlarsh, to whom they were submitted, was able to say'\-vitb entire confi
dence that the specimens as a whole belong to the Equus fauna. Having 
myself compared the Lahontan collection with the collection made by Mr. 
Hussell at the Christmas Lake locality, I may be permitted to add that I 
share Prof. Marsh's confidence ill the identity of the faunas. 

The correlation receives additional support from the lacustrine shells. 
Hussell reports from the bone beds near Christm~s Lake the following 

species:1 

Spluvri1t1n dentaturn. 
Pi8idiuIIl ultranumtanum. 
Helisollla triVQlvis. 
Gyra Itl us cennimtl aris. 

Lirnnop/tysa bulimoides. 
Om'inifex newberryi. 
Valvata ·viTens. 

N one of theHe are extinct, and all have been found in Lahontan strata. 
N early all of the bones obtained from the Lahontoll strata were found 

at a horizon somewhat above the middle of the upper divisioll of lake 
beds. At" Fossil Lake" the bones were found at the top of the formation, 
hut lye know nothing of the thickllesH of the formation. Unless the Fossil 
Lake formation is much thiuner than the Lahonton, the date of its discov
on~d mammalian fauna is a trifle later. 

The physical relations recited above, and the associated paleontologic 
relations, show that the EqUllS fauna, as illustrated by its type locality, 
helongs to the opoeh of the Upper Lahontan. It therefore falls, as a mat
tur of general ehronology, ill the later Pleistocelle. 

This eonelnsion dif'fe1'14 widely from that reache(1 by purdy paleonto
logi(~ methods, for those refer the faulla to tho later Pliocene. Before they 
are eon"idere/1, atttmtioll 'will he called to n potlsible ambiguity, and one of 
tho lines of physical evidenee will be runplifiOl1. 

The term Pleistocene is uHed by geologists in two sonses, one of whieh 

may be clmmeterized as chronologie or general and the other as physieal 

, Fourth Ann. ReJlt. U. S. G('o1. Surv., p. 460. 
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or local. In Europe the later part of Cenozoic time was distinguished by 
a series of physical events including one or more epochs of exceptional 
cold and exceptional expansion of glaciers. In European nomenclature 
Pleistocene is applied to the period of time occupied by these events, and 
also to the events themselves, and this without confusion. In North Amer
ica the later Cenozoic history included a series of events of the same gen
eral character, and for these we have borrowed the name Pleistocene, or 

its synonym, Quateruary. 'rhe time covered by these events mayor may 
not coincide with the Pleistocene period, and until it is shown so to coin

cide, our imported term is amhiguous. It is primarily in the physical 
rather than the chron010gic sen:.;e of the term that the Upper Lahontan 
and the Fossil Lake beds are found to be late Pleistocene. Properly to 
characterize them in the chronologie sense-with reference to the period 
including the glacial aud interglacial epoch:.; of Europe-it is necessary to 
take account of the work of land sculpture and its relative progress in dif
ferent plnces. 

vVhen a surface shaped by some agent other than atmospheric-a sea 
floor, for eXnIllple, a moraine, !L shore terrace, or a terrace modeled hy 
man-is exposed to atmospheric ageneies, its HClllpture begins. For a long 
time its original features continue to be the characteristic ones, but they 
eventually becomo subordinate and finally disappear. rrhe original forms 
at firHt are new and freHh, then old, WOrll, and hard to diHcover; and fillally 
the fact that they Olwe existed can he known oIlly from the inte1'llall'\tructure 
of the depositH to which they helollged. So long as the origiwl.l forlll is 
diseerniblo, it yields to the geologist evidence of relative 110W11(;;';1'\ or rela

tive age. Sueh evidence as thiH iH 110t readily fonnulated, hut it iH eOll

Ht:mtly employed by tho fiela geologiHt in the study of the surface. Indeed 
it affords one of the mOHt important haHeH of tho wide spread opinion tlmt 
glaeiation waH 1:iinmltaneous in Europe mul AnlCriea. 

The ahamlOlwd lako :;hores of Chril'\tnmH Valley and of the Lahontan 
BaHill, the laeul'\trine plainH helow them, and the eorrelnted gbeial moruillel'\, 
are all of youthful habit, as youthful as the "parallel roads" of Glen Hoy 
mlll other surface features marking tho wane of glaciation ill SeotlalHl 
TIw lake shores a1\(l Hea shores assoeinted with the latost Pliocone heds of 
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E.urope are either tlnrecogllized, or else, as in the case of the English Crag, 

known only hy their internal structure. The plains of their npper surfaces, 

where not covered hy glacial or volcanic deposits, are either obsolete or 

obsolescent. The topography created in the presence of the Equus faulla 

is young; that created ill the presence of the E.uropean Pliocene fauna is 

old. 'Vith the aid of this additional lillk in the chain of physical evidence, 

the geologist ties the Equus fauna, not merely to the American glacial or 

Pleb;tocelle history, but to the Pleistocene time division. 

The alleiellt Lake BOllneville, the ancient Lake Lahontan, tho ancient 

lake of the MOllO Basin, the anciont lake of the Olll'istmas Lake Basin, nIHI 

lUlmel'OUS smaller extinct lakes of Oregon and Nevada, are tied together by 

community of physical characters-freshly bared sediments, conforming to 

the slopes of surface and surrounded by freshly formed shore-lines. Many 

have yielded shells of recent species. rrwo, those of the Lahontan and 

Ohristmas lake basins, have yielded the same rnammalinn fauna. The 

two largest, Lahontan and Bonneville, have yielded detailed and parallel 

physical histories. The analysis of climatic factors con'elates them with 

ancient glaciation in neighboring mountains, and their shores are carved 

from and built around late-formed moraines of the 'Vasatch Hange and the 

Sierra Nevada. The detailed history shows t".'O lacustral epochs corre

sponding to two glacial epochs, and correlates the mammalian fauna with 
the later half of the later glaeial epoch. Presumptively this date falls very 

late in the Pleistocene period. The phenomena of eornparative sculpture 

show that it is at least later than the latest Pliocene of Europe. 

THE PALEONTOLOGIC EVIDENCE. 

So far as I am aware, Cope alone has stated the paleontologic grounds 

for referring the Eqnus fauna to the Pliocene. Comparing it with the sub

Appelline fauna of Europe (Pliocene), he says-" rrhe characteristic of this 
fauna is the faet that the species belong mostly to existing genera. .. In 

the Equus beds of Oregon, a few extinct g'enera in like manner share the 

field with various recent ones, "while not a few of the hone~ are Ilot abitin

guishable from those of recent species." In a succeeding paragraph he 

adds: "As a conclusion of the eomparisoll of the American Equus beds in 
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general with those of Ellrope it may be stated that the number of identical 

genera is so large that we may not hesitate to parallelizu them as strati

gTaphieally the same."l 

Three categories of evidence are here used: (1) the relative abundance 

\)f extinct genera ill the two faunas, (2) the relative abundance of extillet 

:-;pe<:ws III the two faunas, (3) the abundance of genera common to both 

faunas. 

The first awl second categories embody the method devised by Lyell for 

the elassificntion of Tertiary formations, a method based on the percentage 

in each fauna of living or extinct forms. Faunas with the lovi'est per eent of 

receut forms were grouped together as Eocene, those with a certain higher 
per cent were called j}1iocene, and so for the Plioeene. The method rests 

on a generalization front ob8erva~ioll and on a postulate. '11he generaliza

tion iH that fi'om the earliest Eocene time the fhcies of life has gTadually 

approaehed the present facies. The postulate is that the rate of change has 
beell uniform in all places. If the postulate is true, the methOll of Lyell 

call yield exact time eornilation; otherwit;e it can yield only approximate 

time l'esult~. Lyell himself disclaim~ belief in the postulate and reg-ards 

hi~ ela:-:;sifi('atioll a:-; chrollolog-ieally imperfect.2 

I Th",e pa."'ages occur Oil lmges 47 and 48 of 11 paper on The Relations of the Horizons of Extinct 
Y"rh,hmta of Enrope awl North America, puhlished ill VOIIlllle Vof the BIllletins of the U. S. Snrvey 
of the TC'ITitories. On pago 4!l the correiat.ion of the }:qnns beds with the Pliocelle i~ chaructorized 
Ui; the" exact identilicut.ion" of a restricted uivision. The authol"S confiuence in the. correlation was 
llot llHtteriully shaken hy a preliluinary statemeIlt of the physical evideuce made by the writer to the 
Natioual Acudemy of Sciell(J() in 1886. See American Natnralist, vol. xxr, 1837, p. 4;,[), In tho l'assage 
last roferflHI to Cope says; "This geuUmnall [Gilhert] has expressed the belief that the beds of this 
age are not older than the glacial epoch, hccause they emhraee the hases of sOllle of the moraines of 
!lome of tbe anciellt glacier!! of the Sierra Nevada. It remains to be provt:lI, however, that these 
moraines UTe of t.rue glaeial age, since they are of ent.irely local eharaeter. The preseIlce of so lllany 
lllaIlllll:l!s of t,he fauna of the valley of Mexico would not snpport tlw belief in a eold climate!' 

\Viwll the moraines referred to were being formed, the Sierra :Nevada bore en its back a mer-de
ghwe as llxtellsive a" that of the Alps, alld a host of glaeier" flowed from this to the valleys below, 
reaehing altitudes frolll 0,000 to 9,000 feet lower tha.n the little glaeiers that 1l0W dillg to a few of its 
peak>!. At the sallltl tillle there wer() also great glaciers 111 the \Vasatch MoulltaillS, \Vhatever infer
Cllees these phenomena yield as to the coutemporaneous climate of the Great Busin appears to me qllite 
independent of the question of their correlation wit·h it gbcial op'leh somewhere clso. If the glaciers 
provo:t eold elimate ill the Great Basin, then the auiml.ls that left their bOlles in the cOIltelll}lOraneolls 
lake sediments of the Basin lh'c<! ill a eold climate. If the animals could not live ill a cold climutt', 
then it is shown th.tt the valleys of the Great Basill were warm despite the ice on the high 1lI0untai1l8. 
The qucstioll of geologic uate is not invol ved. 

The value of the Equns fanna as an index of contemporaneous climate has already been discussed 
in chapter VI of this volume. 

Z Sir Charles Lyell. Manual of Geology, 5th ed. New York. p. 113. 
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rrhe third category of evidellce, the ahundanC'e of common elements in 

two faunas compan·d, i,.., that o]'(lillHl'ily u,;ed in paleontologic correlation, 

and it applies to the older fo 1'1l1ati om; as ,yell as to the Ceuozoic. The 

method of usillg it is analogou,; to the as,;ignmellt of commereial colon, to 

their approximate POSitiOll:-; 011 the pri:-;ul<1tic scale, and may he eharneter

ized a:-; a method of matching. Having ill Ol1e district a number of fauna,; 

llotormined by physical relations to be suceessin~, the paleolltologbt com

pares 11 single f~mlUl of Hnother distl·iet with e110h of the8e severally and 

" correlates" it ,,,ith the one with whi('11 it has most ill common. The priu

eipal dwck on this method lies in the C01181ste11cy or inconsistency of its 
results with one another. 'Vhen two faunas of one district are separately 

compared with the f~lullal ,;cale of another district, their relative ages as 

inferred from the results of matehing is usually the :4aTIle as shmyu by their 

physical relatiolls, but there are a few excpptiollS to this. Ag'ain ~\Yhell 

biotic data of two or more kinds, as for example vertebrate fos:-;11s, inverte

brate fossils and fossil plants, are separately employed for correlation by 
matching, the I'm-mIt;,; are often aeconlant, but they are also often di;,;cord

ant. How far the discrepancies of result are due to imp81feetioll of method 

and how far to imperfection of data, i,; not known, but it is generally 

iHlmitted that there are limits to the npplieability of the method. The 

greatest diserepaneies in its result,; lm,'e been found when the formations 

comparml lie far apart, :40 as to fall in different faunal provinces; and it 

may he said ill general that its value yuries direetly with the degree of 

l'esomhlullee of the faullas compared. ,\Vhere the whole number of eommon 

forllls or of common types is small, correlation is less preeise than ,yhere 

the 1Il1Inher is large. 

III order to gauge the E<luUS fauna hy the aeeepted seale, I have 

selected a series of European faunas more or lefi:4 restricted geogmphieally 

awl of well-known age. They are (1) the Lower Plioeene of 1\Iontpellior, 

I,lnmee, (2) the Upper Pliocene of the Amo Valley, Italy, (3) the Pleisto

celie of Great Britain, (-1-) the living fauna of Europe. The genera and 

speeies of the land mammals of these fauwlfi lJaye been compared with 

those of the Equus fauna lmd the accompanying tahle eonstructed. 
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Tho table ineludes only mammalian faulHLR. Cope ImR reported ii'om 

the l:Iamc Oregon locality ten species of birds1 and two of fisheH, 2 but these 

are not at prosont available for purpo8os of eorrelatioll. ./\:,.; it is known 

thnt the goneral rato of evolutioll differs in different elaH:,.;eH of a11imuls, the 

('utiruF\)SHil Lake faUlm min not ho eOllHidered together. rrho birds can 

l10t he Heparately used because of tho scantiness of avian data in the Euro

l;ean faunal scale. The fishes are themselves too few for profitable com

pal'lHOIJ. 

TAIlLE X VII.-Sunlllutl'!I oj Paleontologic Datajo)' the /)ete1'mination oj thc; Age of th~ EqllU8 Paul/a. 

I Available for coru~ 
! pariMon. 

Tt'rr\~!itrjal mammalian faunas. 

genera. KpeciNl, 

Yow living in Europe .. ~_~~ ......... I 
many I many 

Pll'i.stoct"lIn (Great Britail!) 1 .. ~ ~. 27 I 48 

EqnuM (Fossil Lake) . 9 13 

Upper Plioeene (Val d'Arno) 2. _ ! 18 29 

Lower Pliocene (Montpellier)' ... 1 14 15 

:ill ethod of LyeU.
I)el eelltuJ,!e of ux.~ 

tinct 

~f'n('ra, ; }.;pecioR. 

0 

]9 

'11 : 60 

111 100 

21 I 100 21 0 

I British Pleistocene Mammalia. By \V. B. Dawkins amI \Y. A. Sanford. PaJaeontographicaJ Society, vols. 18 and 
32, ]866 and 1878. 

Plcistocc"" clima.te, etc. By \V. Boyd Dawkins. Pop. Sci. Review, vol. 10, 1871, pp. 388~397. 
·C. I. Forsyth Major. Atti Soc. Togo. Sci. Nat .. vol. 1, Pl'. 39..40 all,l "Proc. verb.," vol. I, p. v. 
'Gen'ais, quoted by Major. Atti Soc. Tosc. floi. Xut., TO\. 1, Pl'. 224~225. 
"'In Ui puulication subsequent to the ono on whkh Otis table is has6{1, Cope establishes a IHlW genus, Holomtrnisctl~. 

10 'which he t)['ansfors the specie!l of AuehM"ia in the Equu~ fauna. This doubles the number of extinct genera in the fauna. 
Hlid raises it~ pcrceut,f)ge fnHlI 11 tu 22. 

sThi!; 1I1Irulwr illcludes tho genus Ltd1'a, which is not reporte<l from this formation. As it is reported fronl tho 
preceding and following formations. its existooce at that time can not be questioned. 

The numerical results by the matching method appear in the two col

umllS at the right. The six genera of the Equus fauna found in the upper 

Plioeollo are identical with those of the Pleistocene, and include those of 

the lower Pliocene and living faunas. The two genera found in the Pleis

tocene hut not in the living fauna of Europe are Equus and Elepllas, which 

perHi~t in other continents. One species, Castor jibm·, i8 common to the 

Equus, Pleistocene, and Recent faunas. Elephas primigenius, common to 

the Equus and Pleistocene, iH said to occur in Europe exclusively in the 

Plei:,.;toeelle. The evidence from genera is ambiguous. That from species 

J Rull. U. S. Snrvey Terrs., vol. 4, 1878, p. 389. 'American Naturalist, vol. 12, 1878, p. 125. 
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teudt:l to correlate the Equus fauna with the Heistoeene of Gruat Britain, 

but the number of common forllu; it:l so !'Ima1l that thuil' tUKtimollv ltaK little 
oJ 

weight. 

The llUllW]1Cal retmlti'l by the Lyelliall method ilppe,lI" ill tI~o middle 

pail' of ('oIl/lIIl1s. The Equui'l fauna agru(,K witII the Cppel' Plioceno ill itH 

nltio of extilld gelleraj Hwl ill it::'! ratio of extilld speeim; it i'lt:llldi'l rathor 

nenrel' the Pliocelle thall the Pleistocene. The evidcll('o ti'om g'ollora iH 

,,'(·nkl'JI(·d 1 tho fad that tho llumbers illYl)} vcd are yt'ry raIlHll; of ~ gen

era from Fossil Lake 1 is (·xtillei, of 18 from the Al'l1O Valley :2 111'0 extinct; 

the di:"woH~ry of a few more bOllei'l might ('ause wide divergollee of tlte 
ratioI'. Tho oyidell(,u frolll I'peeiPH it:l hard to illtorprot, l)ocHnso lIll of the 

P1io('ullo SI)(J(~ie::'! m'e reported extiuet. Does it faulla ,vitll Olio-third of itH 

forms liyillg 8t:l1\(1 lIearer to OliO with 110 livillg fOl'TllK or to 0110 ,dth fonr

fifthK of itt:l fonllH liyillg'~ Perl mpH the proper interpretatioll (If thiH cvidence 

would aKKigll a date at the dm;e of the Pliocene awl beg'iIlllillg of the Pleil:'\

tm'eIlO. It certaiuly doe~ not agree with the physical evidence ill indieating' 

late PIei~tocene. 

If all this paleontologic evidenee could be properly combined, giving 

each element its due weight, the resulting indication of date would be 

later than the upper Pliocene of the Arno Valley and earlier than the middle 

of the Pleistocene of Great Britain. It might fall in an assmned interval 

l)etween the hvo time divisions, or it might fall in the earlier part of the 

Pleistocene. 

At the very best, the date inferred from the physical fact~ and the 

date inferred fi'om the biotic facts differ by more than half the extent of 

the Pleh;tocene period. Both can not be true; 'which should he aecepted'q 

For my own part I do not hesitate to prefer the physieal ovidence amI tlLe 
later date. I hold 'with Lyell that "we e~Ul not presume that the rate of 

former alteratiolls ill the animate world, or the contiuual gOillg out and 

eomillg in (If species, has been everywhere exaetly equal ill equal qualltitieH 

of time;" and the Equns fauna seems to me t.o illustrate the principle. It 

may perhaps be found, when the fauna is much better known, that its 

features correspond elosely wit.h those of the contemporary fauna in 

Europe, but for the present it appears that the mammalian fauna of the 
MON 1--26 
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Great Bl1l:lin experienced a greater change at the dOl:le of thePleil:ltocene 

than did that of Europe. 

In the study of the Pleistocene of Europe, geology alld paleolltology 

have worked together with admirable results. The geologie relations have 

given to paleontolog-y the He(luCllee of itH f~tmHLH; paleontology has reeip

rocated by correla,ting the depoHih; of extra-glaeial reg-iolls with elementt-l 

of the glacial hiHtorYi allll through sueh coopen1tion a bewildering multi

plieity of data are being marshaled into 11 eonsisteut though eomplex sys

tem. In Ameriea the Hame benefit should result from the Halne coopera

tion. Some Plei8toeelle depoHits ean he aSt-ligned dates through their rela

tions to glaeiation, and when the fannas and floras of the:-;e are knowll, 

paleontology ('all ('olltrihnte much toward the discovery of the Plei::.;tocelle 

hit-ltol'Y of distl'id:-; remote from glaciers. For thi:-; rHllv0t-lO the Lyellian 
~l(Jthod of percentage:::; i:-;, ill Illy judgment, far le:-;8 valuahle tlullI the method 

by matching; but the :,;tamlanl :-;eale for matching ::;\lould he an Alllerieall 

scale, Imse(l on physieal studie:,; in the region of Pleistocelle ghwiatioll and 
its immediate yieillity.l 

I While these pngcA are passing through the press, a volnme is Imblished by Messrs. P"lix and 
Lenk. containing an acconnt ofPlcistocenc lacllstrine formations in the Great Vnlley of Mexieo. In a 
general way the phenomena of the Bonncville and Lahontan basins are there r<'peated, but the history 
01 the climatic oscillation has not been fully made out. In undisturbed strata, forming a continllollS 
st'rif's with la]{c sediments now being depo~ite(.], there 1mve bCPI1 found bOlH'S of thirteen mammalian 
spceieR, ami two of these species are identical ",HI! IllCmberR of the Christmas Lake fanna. (Beitrage 
Zllf Geologie uml PaliLolltologic (ler Repnblik Me:Kico. Vou Dr. J. Felix unu Dr. H. Lenk. Part 1. 
I,'''pzig, 1090, pp. uG-08, 79-B8.) 
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APPENDIX A. 

AIlTITUDES AND THEIR DETERMINATION. 

By ALBER'!' L. \VEBSTER. 

In connection with the study of the records of the anci('nt Ilake Bonneville, it 
became a matter of interest to ascertain the present relative altitudes of points scat
tered H long' its f,'rlller perimeter. A complete and thoroughly Ratisfaetory investiga
tioll of the subject being impracticable from economic considerations, it was math.l 
snbsitliar.Y to tl}(\ more general historic study of the lak(', aIHI its results are accol·t!
ingly incomplet(> or lacking wh('re such study wou1l1 not permit of a more extendell 
inv('stigatioll. ..tis far as practicable altitulles were obtained of points represelltativc 
of the entire shore-line. To accompliHh ihis a large area of country had to he 
tmn>rsed, anll it was !}I'cessary to e'llploy all available mealls alld methods for the 
(lol1elltion of the tlnta. All heights are referred tor comp:uisoll to a common (Iatnm 
point, arbitrarily chosen, the zero mark of the lake gauge at the Lake Shore bathing 
rellort. 

The mea!'lIIrpmellts and ohsernttions here broughftogether are not, my own alollP, 
hilt ,v(,re mtHle hy man.\' Iwrsoml amI at "arions times. In the following' png-PR the 
attempt iH ImHIIl tn arJ':tllg'tI them in RHCh orller that the critic'al rea(h~I' ean 1'(·,I.t1il.y 
1t'llrn the essential nature of all the data 011 which each separate determination of 
aititll(le is haspd. 

8CTIR)fE (lI<' TABLES. 

TATIT.r.: XVIII. Dilfnn'nn('H of nltitll(lo d.'termilwd hy trigonometTic ohsI'rvatiolls. 
XIX. j)il!('l'('nces of allitlldn detcl'lIline<l lIy harometric OhH(~rvationH. 
XX. I{e.lnction of ",(riOllS lal,n g:tll~" 7.BrOS to tlw Lal,c Shorn <lnl.lIl11. 

XXI. G!llll'O records, showing the height, of the wnter Hnrt;leC of Grent Salt, Lake at various 
datnH. 

XXlT. Diffenlllees of altitnde from rttilroad snrvoy l'nconls. 
XXIII. Differences of nltitn<1o lo.\' sJl('ci:tI spirit·lev,,] .1etnrminations. 
XXIV. H.fldnction of resnlt.s t.o L:1ko Shol'o gang" 7.1'1'0 as n common .btnm. 
XXV, Comp:nnt,ive 8cheo1nln or altitnoles of points 011 tIle Bonlleville SllOl'O·linEl 

XXVI. COlllparat.i"n sche(lnl/l of aHitlJ(le" of points on the Provo shore-line. 
XXVII. Cnmpamt.ive schedule of altitn.le8 of point" Oil the Stansbnry shore-line. 

XXVIrT. Di/ferenees hI aitit!ule of tho BOllllfwille and Provo HllOre·litH'H at Y~riolH; localities. 
XXIX. Di/fnfcllc",,, in altitlllle of thn Provo all.l Stan"hnry Rhore-lines at, "arion" Iocalitief!. 

By reference to this ~cheme of tabl('!'! it, will be seen that hypsometric material 
has been gathered from the 11"0 following sources: 

405 
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(1) From determinations based upon trigonometric observations. 
(2) From determinations based upon concur~ent barometric observations. 
(3) Prom th(l records of the fluctuations of the present Great Salt Lake. 
(4) From the records of various railroad surveys. 
(5) From especial determinations made with the surveyor's spirit· level. 

TRIGONOMETRIC DATA. 

The few results obtained by the first method amI presented in Table XVIII were 
derived by computation from measurements of angles of elevation and depl'esslOn 
with accompallying short base·lines. 'rbe ltllgle:s were lIlemmred with the ordinary 
surveyor's transit, reading to minutes on the vertical limb. The base·lilles were 
measured with a steel tape. 

The reimlts are reeor<1etl in feet and tenths of feet, but it is not illtended to assert 
that they are true to the nearest tenth. They are probably true to the nearest foot. 
] II combining' determinations of various kinds it has been found convenient to use the 
same notatioll for all, and the tenth of a foot has been chosen as expressing the pre· 
cision of the 1I10st accurate of all the measurements-the shorter liut's of spirit-len·l· 
ing. :For the pnrposes of the Bouneville illve~tigatioll it WOLllli be sufficient to stop 
at the decimal point, as all the ret-mits of measurement are comhined with obsernt· 
tions involYing an ullcertainty of several feet; hut it is cOllceived that some of the 
dat,\ lllay hU"'e other uses, and for the sake of thesc the tenths al'e retaine!l. 

TABU; XVlII.-Diffc"elices of Altitude determined by Trigonometl';1! f)/merrafion8. 

Vicinity of-

Dovo Cn'ek. Bonneville shore·line above Provo shore·lino." _____ *~ ___ •• ~ _ •••• 

Kolton ............... <10................... ... ....... . ................... . 
Matlin ...•........... r1o. .... .•..... . .••. ....... .. ···· __ ••• ·· •• ·· •. 1 

:Matlill. ~ ¥ •• ~ _. Pro yo s~lOre-1ille a~b()"Ve Stansbury ~horc-1i.lle . _ ~ ____ . __ .. _ .... -""I 
Snow8villfi . _ ~. BOlllleVllle 8hore-hnc above Provo shore-hue .... ~ _ .. ~ _. _'. _ .... _. , 

BAROMETRIC DATA. 

415.1 

361.1 

419.7 
310.0 

31>5.0 

The seet,iou of country in"cluding the long southern arm of tlH~ old lake, now the 
Escalante Valley, was practicall.y accessible to no better h'ypsonwt,ri(~ metlHHl than 
tlmt of commrrt'nt barometric observation, mHI that metho(l was accor(lingly !l(lopted 
for its in vestigatioll. 

This region ill genera] lies two hllmlred miles sOIlth of Salt Lake City, and its 
nearest barometric base was the U. S. Signal Office ill tllat city. It was deenwll 
a<1\'isable to establish an intermediate sub· base station in the lIearer Ilpi/.!hborhoo~l of 
the field of itinerary obserYatioll, to which to refer the Hew stations. 'rhe village of 
Fillmore, lying one hUlldrptl miles south of Salt Lal,e City, oftere~l especiaIlJatnral 
atl\"antages for the location of snch a sub·base. It incIu(Ies within its limits a portioll 
of the BOllnevillc shore.line, thus allowing but slight disparity in altitude betweell tim 
l'efercnee station and new stations. It is moreovt'r situated about midway betwe('\l 
the southern field of study amI tbe Salt Lake City primary base, and affords, hy the 
comparison of its series of obsenations with that of the Signal Ofl:ice, a eritl'rioll for 
judging of the value of results from the observations at the new stations. 
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Two barometers and psychrometers were left here in the charge of an observer, 
Mr. R. H. SlIlith, from July 29th to Oetober 3rd, 1881. Upon tlle former of t1il:'HC, 
hourly observations were made each day from 7 A. M. to 9 P. M. inclusive; npon the 
latter, readings were taken daily at 7 A. 1\1., .2 P. 1\1. amI 9 P. M. 

The Survey did not establhlh a base station at Salt Lake City, but made use of 
the ordinary observations by the U. S. Signal Service observer. Through the com· 
tesyof the Chief Sigual Officer of the Army we were furnished with copil:'s of such 
portions of the records as were needed for ollr work, \'iz., the readings of barollleter, 
thermollleter and psychrometer at 7 A. M.,.2 1\ M. and 9 P. 1\1., during t11e period 
covered by the obscn'ations at Fillmore. 

The altitude of the sub-base above the Signal Office at Salt Lake City was com· 
pnted from a selected portion of the cOlleurrent observations at t11e two places. 

In order to avoid observations affected by abnormal atmospheric eOlltlitiollS, the 
"reduced" barometric readings at the two stations were platted graphieully iu cloHe 
proximity, with a common lime scale. A marked parallelism of the resulting cnrn'8 
between the dMml of July 29th and AUgU8t 17th led to tile ac~e ptance of the records 
included between those dates as a basis for the (Jomputation, and they alone \H'le 
employed. 

Three somewhat independent results were obtaiued for the diff~rellce of altitude 
hy comlidering separately tIle nH'aus of the 7 A. 1\1., ~ P. 1\1., and tIle 9 P. iY1. reduced 
readillg's at the two statiolls, William8on's method and tables being employed.l In 
each determination the term8 t+t' ami a+a' are identical, being derived from the 
lIIeans of the temperature and humidity terms of the 7 A. M., 2 P. 1\:1., and 9 P. M. 
records for the selected period. 

7:1. In. 

i-- ------

h. Ml\:Hl of J'Nlllcetl readillg~ at Salt Lake City ...•••••. __ 
II, Mt~all Hf rndlU'\'d reatlingii at F'jHnml'H .•• _._._ ... 

t + t' from Hwans of 7 fi. m.~ 2 p. m., amI 9 }). m. tem-

pera1nre relulings at Salt I"akt1 Cit,v amII;'ilImore 
1:11<7.92 )-', 

a + a/ from Illt'aIl>i of 7,a, m., 2 l}. ill . :1Bl1 !J p. fll. rHla~ 

U\'o llUlllhlity re(lnotiotls rOl' Salt Lake City awl Fill· 

moro = 0.60. 

v'rom Table D;with argHlllfmLh ....... ~ .. ___ ~~~ .... _~ ... ~. 

FnJlH Tablo Vi \'\rith at'g:UlHtmL II. _ .... ~.' ~. ~_ . ____ . _ .... __ ~, 

I'iuhNl. 

2:,.668 

24.9!7 

Pfet. 

24. 7~O. 9 

231 !)i':l. 8 

FiI·.t "pl'mxinlltteditlt.r~IlC{) of aititlld" _ ..... ".... ... ------1 H7.l 
From Ttlhle))il . _____ . _____ ._~ __ . 

'l'n.hlt~8 Diil to nyU, illclll~hrnl with .!.!pnt>Tal nr~nlHt>11t~' l; 

;:1;)1°.92 F., a +a J =: 0.60 j lat. = 4!l0, [Hltt ~Wt;OHd Hpproxi- : 

muto tlitfcrcnco of nltit utlc, ~i ve additiolHtl eOfTeet.ion - _. i 

Ililrcrence of altitnd" 

Aecevted result, mean of the threo tlntol'minntiona, ; 

~7fu~ I 

j--(Ht8G 

~13_ IJO 

+6.21 

820,17 

21). tn. 9p.m. 

Inche •. Inches, 
2J_fiH 25.613 

21.907 2~.8(l8 

Fret Peel. 
2-1, 69:)_ ~ 24_ 664.1) 

~:, fl3l. 7 ~:l, 9":2. a 

7n1. 5 7:.12. :~ 

+uK 1~ +1lf;'H 

H2!J. H5 81)0_ 74 

+6. ~2 i 0.14-

H:'5, !)7 814,~H 

'Pl'of()~8ional papers of the COqlS of ElIgillccrH, lJ. 8. Army. No. ii), Appcllllix. 
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To the Fmmore station alone, as a base, have been referred all the itinerary 
barometric records taken in the district south of it. 

At t.be new stations no "dry bulb" thermometer or psycbrometer readings were 
taken, and where such data wer"l necessary in the computation of their altitudes they 
were supplied from the Fillmore records alone. 

TAnLE XIX.-D~tr~".ence8 of Altit!~dt'! determined front BarometrIc Ob8ervation8. 

Vicinity of Point, and Ref(>rence. 

~ - -_. ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-. 

Antdope Sprir.~ Bonneville .h"re·line. linn.; west of Spring, above Fillmore sub· 
(Lower E.c"lnnte bltsc harometer. 
DMert). 

J<'illmoro .•••.....•. Sub·basecistern barometel'abm'e U. S. Signal Office Imrometer at 
Salt Lake Citv, Utab. 

Grantsville ~~ ... ~. nonnevil1eshore.liue above Provo Rllore·lin(L~w~~w ....... ~~ .... _ •. ~ •. 

Kanosh ...... ...... Bonnoyillo shore·line on lCanosh Blltto '''/010 I'illmore suh·base 
harometer. 

Meadow Creek .. ~ Rotllloville Ahore~1incl 1 mile east of entrance to ca.nyon, above 
il~i11Illore Ruh·basfl barometer. 

Uonnevi11e 81wro.line, 1 mile wnst) of entrallPA3 to canyon, ab.mU! 

}'Hlmoro sllb-ha.-;e harometer. 

~{ilf()f'(l _ ........... _. _, Camp un ea~t. bank Deaver lth-or, below FilllUOl'f; Rub·baKO hat'()I11~ 

nter. 
Honnedlln Hhol'e~liDe, 1 milo JJorlhwe:;ioflHlfol'(l, bela'll} l?illmol"o 

Rub-haRo bal'oftlctm'. 

EOlU]{'viUo Alw1'8wlinc, 7 mile . .., ~outh of :Mill'nrd, below ]'ilhnol'e 

~uh~bMe harometer. 
N orih Twin PAa.k.. ROI1tJevillc shore-line, east basc of }-'o;:tk, arJ01'e FHlmof'o :'Iub·h:UU3 

I 
harnmcter. 

P,w"nt 1\utte ...... BOlIneyille shore·lille, east ha.eol' Butte, IJelmll Fillmore "u~·h,,"e 
barometer. 

Pi ntH CUll'yon ~ .. ~ ~.! .Bonneville Ahof'c·1io(', \S:est of 811irau('.e to (~a,nyol1. alJf)vP Fillmorv 
" ,:.mb-baAo bn.rmuetpt .. 

SlwaJ Cr~ek .......... ! llonne\,illc\ ~hnl'e·lillC, 1l00:th of ontl'an(.·c to eanyou, a/mile ItilhH01"t\ 

K1l11,lInl' Rpriug)i 

(EM""I""t,, Il~~m·!.) 
Thel'llJOl'L .~~., ... ~. _" 

I 
sH h.1Hl~o Onromotel'. 

Houneville R1IHfe-lille, W(\Ht haliB of Peak. behHl-' Fillmore ~ull ha!i8 
1ml'omcter. 

Bonneville !11;OrH~line aiJtme Fillmor{~ suL-base haronwtel', 

Bonn(~dlh~ KllOre~lirH\ 2 miles f',fL.gt of Springs, bel(l'W FillmHf'P, :m h
b..'lRe har'ollwter. 

Bonneville ~dlOt'e·litlel .. luilPH south of SpringR, brlmo Fnl11Wl'e 

Ruh~hMe barometer. 
Bonn(wUle shore· line, 7 mi1o~ south of fpl'ing~. bel010 Fillmore 

sub-base harometer. 

'Vhil-a l\{onntniD ... Camp, I,,«no Fillmore sllll·b'l"O barometm' ..................... .. 

Diff",.ellr.o 
illAltitlllle. 

Feet_ 

3K 7 

823.7 

381. 3 

17.3 

296.6 

294.5 

21K6 

70.0 

48. n 

1 .) 

67.6 

214.1 

26'~1. ~ 

:t~. 5 

45.2 

76.6 

48.7 

42.1 

474.1 

I 

i 
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LAKE RECORDS. 

At various times spirit-level lines have been run from the surface of Great Salt 
Lal,e to points on the ancient beaches in the near neighborbood of its present Hllor£'. 
The records of altitudes thu'! obtained are not, bowever, directly comparable, s1IJce 
tbe surface of tbe lake is iu a state of continual fluctuation, the records of which ha\-e 
he('n ref('rred to independent gauge!!. It was accordingly necefsary to determine pri
marily the relative altitudes of tbe zeros of the various gauges. 

Previous to 1875 the recOl'd of the rise awl fnIl of the lake is purely a traditional 
on('. SII!'h ('vidence, bowever, as iH reliable, bas been presented by Mr. Gilbert ill lliR 
chapter 011 "\Vater Supply," Powell's "Lands of the Arid Region," in wbicb tile rl'C
ortIs have been referr('(] to tbe level of the Antelope Island Bar as a datum'! 

In IB7.; a gra1l1te monument, graduateil to feet and incbes, was er('cted by Dr. 
John It Park, of Salt Lake Cit,y, at Black Uoek on the sout\tefU shore of the lake, Hml 
UpOIl thiH OhH(lrvatiolls were made at intervals until October £1111, 1876, when it waR 
ahandoned. In connection with it, tbp, Powell Survey placed a granite heneh bloel, 
011 the shore lINtr hy. A line of spirit-Ie\'els was subseqnently 1'111l, which showed the 
Black Hoek i\Jolmllwn!, zero to he 30.5 feet below tlle Black Hotk Belich. 

III 1877 allot her gang!' WlIS ('rect('(l at Farmingtoll, 011 the east shore of tll(\ lake, 
ill all iulet. A stone TPfprPtlc(' point, plantpd on rising grouJI(l near by, awl known 
as the Farmington Bench, was fOHml to he 12.9 feet abo"e the Z('fO of the Fal'lIliugtoll 
gallge. Ohsernlti(llls weTe ma(le at intervals on tbe lle",l,)' eI't'ete(l gallg;c nutil Octo
hl'l', 18m, w I Ie II it \Va s rPlldeJ'ed useless by the oecnrr(,lIce of a sllccessioll of' bpa\"y 
willll:; frOIll the weHt.w:Jnl, w}Jich pffectnally barred the ('ntmnce of' the inlet with sand, 
tllllH cutting oil' its diI'pet cOlllll1llni('ation with the lakt'. In anticipation of such a.n 
oeeIlITPlle(\ a third gange lllltI b('('ll establisbpd at Lake Shor(" fin~ mileR Honth of 
Farlll i IIg'ton, antI monthl;,), reeor.l:; begull N O\'em ber 19th, IS'/!). This is k no\\' II as the 
Jjalw Shore Gangc', alHl to its zero as a datlllll have been rcft'JTP(1 the varions <letpI'
lIIi lIat iOiIS of whieh thiH flp)l('I)(1 ix trpats. (See Table XXI V.) 

A g:('lIeral fHliing t(,llClpIW~' of the Lake for several yearH llOrtt'IHletl t1iRCJ(Jalifi(~a.
tioll of this gallg'l', and 1'('11<1('1'('11 the ('rpdion of a (leept'r Ret I'l('ait' a matter of llrPlmll
timlal',Y ad\'isahilit,r. ,\ {'ollrth g:IH,ge waR :te(~()rt1illgly el'ltahlish£'1\ af, Oarfi('I<l Ijalld
illg, thn'e miles W{'l'lt of Black Hoek. It, (~OIlHiHtS of a. stont, stl'ip of I'wallt.!illg, nilll'
te('11 fed l,mg, firmly "'pikpd to one of t,he pilt'''' (If the st('Hllwr piPt'o I tis gral1nltt!'i\ 
to feet awl inches.2 

On the 3:311 of .luly, 1881, tll(~ B1a<~k Hock bench waR fnllllll by Hpirit-len] to 1)(\ 
3:-1.7 feet, abO\'!3 tile sllTface of the lake; at the :same time tlll' water \\'ot'\lIell the 7 ft. 
£I ill. mal'k of the Garfield h~luge. Thus the Zl'ro of the latter is 46.4 feet below the 
Black Hoek bench. 

Table XX indicates tIle stepR uy whieh the va,rioll" gangeR h:we been rednce!l 
to the Lal,e Shore z('ro. 

lTII(', t,raditiollal recoru is r"p~ate,l, wit,1I fin afhlitioll, in t.I1iH Y011l1ll.·, 1'1'. 2:IH-:!1:I, G, K. G, 
2Since UIO preparation of t.his Appeudix, the Garlieltlgange 1m" bet'll (lcHtro,ret1 ami rell!lWet1. 

Gee p, 232. G, K. G. 
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TABU; XX.-Reductiou ojvariou8 Lake Gauge Zero8 to tlw Lake ShQre,Datum. 

Point. Intermedial,e Datum. Date. 

--~------~~~---~~-----------
Lake Surface ............. . 
A "Temporary Bench ,. at 

Farmington. 
Farmington Ga!<ge Zero .. 

.J au. 23, 1880~ ... 

A u'-£ernporary Belich n at Nov. 3, 1879 .... 

J1"armill~ton . 

+ 1.3 

- 0.1 

Farmington Bench ......... . 

Mean Lake Snrface .. .. 
Farmington Gauge Zero. "'1 ... do . ...... . +12.9 
.............................. M .. ,. 21 to !Ira!'. I ......... . 

Garfield Landing Gau.ge Zero 
I 25, IB81. 

Mean Lake Surface ........ 1 ... do . ... - 7.2 
Lake Surface ................ Ga"field T.amlin~GangeZcl'O Jnl~' 23.1881 
Black ilock Bench ............ Lake Surf""e ............... 1 .... <10 .... .. 

Lake Snrface ............ ,.. : Black ,R(mk Bench ......... I: July 12, 18i7 
Black Rock Monument zero .. 1 Lake :surface ............ , .... do ...... . 
LakeSnrfAce .....•• ~_ .... __ " Blackltoek1\lolll1mentZero Oct. lOr 1877 

Antelope IsluntI Bar in the Lake SlIl'fllce 
"little ehanoel," 

+ 7.7 
+38.7 

-34.5 

- 2.0 

+ .H 
- 9.5 

Referred to 
Lake Shor" 

Gange Zero. 

2.5 

+ 3.8 

+ 3.7 

t 16.6 

+ 2. 6 

- 4.6 

t 3.1 

+41.8 

+ 7.3 

+ 5.3 

+ 6.1 

3.4 

A note of ullcertaillty relative to the results dependent 011 the Black ltock ou
sen'ation of July 12,1877, must be introduced here. The observer's record of tbat 
ousHvation reads as fol1ows: 

Jllly12, 1877.-Water washed higllest foot mark of grac1l1atioll 011 Dr. Park's [Dlack Rock] HUHI

ument; snpposed to ue the two-foot mark. 

The scale is neither llUmbered nor lettered, but Sll usequeJlt conversation with 
Dr. Park led to the acceptance of the recortI in conformity with tbe supposition of the 
obsel'Ver. 

Confirmatory evidence is found in tbe close agreement of tbiil determillation of 
the monument zero with a second determination, which joins the monument zero to 
tbe Farmingtoll zero by reference to the lake surface. The difference in the two 
results is less than two· tenths of a foot. As au interval of fifteen bours eJapsed 
between the readings of the two gauges the second determination WitH eOllsideretl 
only as a general check for large errors, and was not lIsed ill Ule reduction. 

A table amI platted curve showing the rise and fall of the presellt Great Salt 
Lake from September, 1875, to .June, ISS!), will be found on pages 233-~43 of tlle mono
graph of which these pages form an appendix. By means of the data contailled ill 
that table the lines of leveling at various times connected with the water snrfaee of 
the lake were referred to the Lake Shore gange zero. The specific data thus used are 
here repeated in Table XXI. 
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TABLE XXL-GatJgc Recorda, akowing tke height oj tlte Water Surjace oj Great Salt Lake at various date8. 

Gauge. Dalo. 

Black Rock July 12, 18i7 

Do . _ .. -. ~ .. : Oct. 19, 1877 
I 

F~rruinglon ....... i M<lY 2,1879 

Lake Shore ........ 1 Nov. 9, 

Do ............. Nov. 12, 18S~ 
Do. .................. Nov. 29, 1880 . 
Un ............ Dec.l1,1880. 

I 
HeiJ(ht of 

Gnu;!t' Zero 
Heading. above Zt'-t'u of 

Lake Short} 
Gau!!e. 

Ft. In. Feet. 
2 0 5.3 

0 10 5.3 

1 4 3.7 

2 G u 
9 0 

R~ 0 

8~ 

RAILROAD RECORDS. 

Height of 
Water Surfa,'o 
above Zt'lro of 
Lake Shof" 

Gauge. 

Feet. 
7.3 

6.1 

5.0 
2.5 

1.7 
1.7 

1.7 i 

A fourth source from which data, have heell ootailled to assist ill the general 
compilation, is found ill the records of various railroad surveys, The ret-mlts appear
ing in Tllhle XXI I in som e cases have beeu deri\'ed from Gannett's "I~ists of Eleva
tions ", 1877, arlll such (we ilHlie:l,tml hy a st:t1' (*); in other cases they are from tran· 
scripts of olfillial profiles ldlldly fum ished by the ellgineers of tile different roads. 

'fAilLE XXII.-Differenccs of .AWtltde del'ivlldjl'Ql1! Raill'oad SUr/,ey ReIJ01'd8, 

Viciuityof 

Coriuuo" .... W~ •• _. 

Franklin ... .. 
Lcmillgt()u~ .. _M~' __ ~ 

Lo~rlll . ___ •.. _____ . 

'Milfor,l ......... _ .. 

O~!len ~ ...... __ _ 

Poiltl; of tIlt· .\!olltltain 

itml ItO('k Gap . __ .. 

Santa.qnin ... _ 

Swan Lako .......... . 
'reCullHt 0 .. _ ...... _ ....... .. 

..... ~--~ ~~~~-. 

Points DctcnniJHJt1 and Points of Hefcl'cnce. 

Vodune Station (Central P,acifiu It. R.) below Ogden Station . ______ _ 

Frauklin Station (Uta.h Nurtlwl'u H. R,) above O,!.!/kU Statiull . _ ... 

Lcn:ingtoll Statioll (Utah Southern It It. nxt.t:'n~iotl) a!;/Jvc Salt 

Lake Oity Stalion. 
lAgan Station (Utah NUI'UWl'll R. H.) a,lJo~,e Ogden St .. 'ttion . __ 

~lilrorc\ SIMi"ll (Utah Southern It. K ()XI611Sioll) auol'e Salt Lake 

Cit,y St.a.tiou. 
Qg:tleu Stat,jull (Utah Contra.} It. It) abore :--;alt Lakl~ City Station 

Sumndt (Utah ~()Hthern R. n.) above f\alt Lako City Stati HL~_. 

Itcd Hoek Ga.l) Station (Ftn,h NHrt,beru R.lL) alJovi' l,f'l';1.UKliu Station 

Summit (D. H. R. it) above Sa,lt Ln .. lit:' City Station (lJ. S. It, ]t,) 

Swan J..Iake Statiml (Utah Nurtho{'11 H. n.) armve 11~ri\'HkIiH Station .. 

r.wollln. Station (Ceutt'a.l Pad tie It. R.) abuve Salt Lake City Station 

(U.s. R. R). 

SPECIAL SPIRIT-LEVEL DETERMINATIONS. 

FneL 

71. 3* 

213,0 

455.0 

206.0 

701'. ;; 

42. ~. 

517.0 
28G.O 

77'2.0 

287.0 

551.0* 

Table XX[I I contains the mSlllts of spidt-Ie,'el tieterlllinatiolls, matie with c8pe· 
eial reference to the study of the anci('llt lake. Check lilies have been rUB wlwnwt'r 
practicable, anti the mean of the original and duplicated work aeccpted. Hosnlts 
thus verified are marked by :1 star (*) ill the table. 

Measurements made with Locke's hand level are marked thus (t). 
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TABLE XXIII.-D~el·ence8 of Altitude by Special Spirit. Level Determinations. 

Vicinity of 
I 

Points anil References. Feet. 

-_._-_ ... --.- ~--~-------------------------I---
Aqui Rangot NortbcllIl Bonne\'ilIc .hore·line ab01Je lake sllrface, July 2~, 1877 .............. . 

Pro\'o Bhore·line above lake surface, July 28, 1877 ............... . 

1. ~onneville Shore.l.ine above lake. Bnrfa~e, Nov. 25, 1880 ............ '.1 
Provo shore·itnn above l;,ke Au .. iaef', Nov. 25, 1880 ................. . 
Stan.bury shore·lme above lake surface, Nov. 25, 1880 ............. .. 

Black Rock... ....... BouneVllle shore·line above lake snrface, July 12, 1877 ............. , I 
Black Rock Bench above mack Rock Monument zero .............. 1 

~rovOSbO~!l-line ~bo,ve la~e surf~ce, July 12. IBn ................... ,' 
Stansbury allOro-itul, above lake surface, July 12, 1877, ............. . 

Corinne .............. ··1 Corinne Station (C. P.It. R) above lake surra,'e, May, 1873, (IVllcekr ' 

Survey) .............................................. ., ........ . 
Cnp Butte ...... ...... Bonneville shore.liue above Pro"o shorA.line ...................... . 
}>'llImore ....... ........ Sull.base barometer above Bonne\'iIIe bar ......................... .. 
Fish Spring ............ Bonne"iIle cut.terrace above Provo cut.terrace ..... . ......... .. 

Franklin ............... Bonneville shore-line on Fmnklin Butteabove "'mnkli,, Station (U. 

N.It.R) ....................................................... .. 
Pro\'o .hore,line on Franklin Butte above Franklin Stal ion (U. N. 

R.R.) ........................................................ . 
Kelton. ............... Bonneville shore·line above lake surface, Aug. 11,1877 (checked by 

triangulation) ....•. __ .......................... _ ................ .. 
Lake Shore ......... , .. Lako Shore Gauge 7.ero below Salt Lake City Station. U. S. R. R ... . 
Lomington ............ , Bonneville shorn·hne above Lemington St,~ti()n (U. S. R. It. extensioll) 
I.og,,,, ................ Bonnevilleshore.line abo", Logan Station (U. N.R.R) .......... . 

Provo sbore·line above Logan St.ation (U. N. R. R.) .............. . 
Milfofll.. ........ ...... Bonneville s!,ore.lillc above Milford Station (U. R. It. R. ~xtenAion) 

Camp on east hank Boaver River below Milfor,1 S.ation (LJ. S. It. 1:. 
extension) . ...... ~ ~ ~ . __ . _. __ ~ ...... _ .. ___ . _ ... __ .. __ .... ". __ ....... ,. ... _ 

Ogden ................. Bonneville shore· line abolle Ogden Station U. C. It. R., (Prof. F. R. 

Pavant Butte ........ 
Point of the Mountain 

Promontory ._.~ ... ~~ .. 

Red Rock Pass ..... .. 
Halt Lake City ....... . 

Bradley, Haydon Sur\'ey) ........... ,. ........................ . 

ilonnevillo shorn line above Provo shore·line ..................... .. 
Bonneville shore· line above Summit (U. S. It. R) ................. .. 
Provo Khore-lino below Bonneville sbore·HIH~ . _. "_0" ___ • __ .... __ .. ____ • 

I-Nnrth Group!" Bonneville shoro-lin(~ above Provo shore·line .. _. _. 

H Mid~lle Group." Bonnoville ~hore-lillo above Pr'o\'"o shore-linn .» _. 
Bormpvilln shore-line abmJe lake ~nlfaee, A ll~ .. 23~ lR77 __ ....... _ ~ .. _ 

1>1"0\·0 Ahnf'{~-BHO above lake fmrfaec j Aug. 23, 1877 _w 0" __ ••• ". _W" ~ _ ... 

BOllu~ville shoro·lin" above Swan Lake Statiou (U. N. R R,) .... 
Bouneville ~hot'(~-linn above Salt La.ke CitS j Mflritlian :M·IlIUIHf'nt, •.. 

]059,0 

678,0 

1058.4' 
676.9 

331. 0 

993.0 

34.6 

633.0 

247.0 

22.0 
397. Of" 

19.4* 
369. Of 

1126. 0 

261. 0 

1017.5 

52.4> 

386.6' 

632.9 
276,2 

152.7* 

7.6 

876.01 

329. I' 
;158.0 

375,5 

343.2"-

346,4* 

10:!7.7 

665.B 

303.,1 

845.0'" 

l\leridian Monnmont. below U. R Signal Bt'rvice baronwtPl' .. *~. ]2. G'" 
Salt Lake City St,alion (U. S. It. R) below Meridiltll Mmllllllf'nt .... 72.6' 

Sail Lake City Statiou (U. S. R. R) above Lake 8I1rll",,,, [)e". II. IRS!. 50. i' 

Sanlaquin ............ 1I0l1ll0\'iIle shore·liun above i'but"'lnin Summit (U. S. J:. It ).. ...... 75.0 

Snowplow ._ ........ ~ .... ~ .. _~ HOlluflville ahorf;·line above Provo shore-lino ._ .... __ ~. _ .... *~~. 

SI,ockl,on BOllmwino shore·lino above lnko :mrface, ~1:Lr., 1873 (M. F, Bllrgc~R) 

Provo shore-line below Bunneville sboro·line 

Tocoma, ............... Bonno'dlle RllOro·line abQl'e 'rocomn Station (0. P. R. R.) ...... . .• 

Wellsville .. _. llol1l1C\'iIlo 811Or,,·line above Provo Ahore·liue .................... . 
White Mou"tain (I<'ill· Provo shore·line on White Mountain abo"e White Mounlain 

more.) 

Willard ...••••..•••... 

camp ........................ . 

PI'O,"" tufa dop".itR on Talwrnaolo Butte lava hed abo I'. camp ... , 

Bonneville shore·lill" above lake Rurface, Oct. 28. 1879 .•.•......... 

Pro\'o shom·line above hke "llrf"ce, Oct. 28, 1H79 ........... , .... , 

401. O· 

lOll. n 
37;',0 

367.8 

383.7 

68. 9 

42.9 
97t, ot 
621. 01 
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COMBINATION OF DATA. 

In the sebodllle fol\owiug ('fable XXIV) a collection amI combination is made 
of results appearing ill sUllie of the six tables preceding, 1;0 as to retlnce the stations 
to which they apl~ly to the arbitrarily assumed Litke Shore zero datu Ill. The tlLbll\ is 
,1rl'anged with reference to the latitudes of the points determined, begiuIling with the 
most northerly. 

TAIILI'l XX[V.-llet/,wtiol! of Re,mits to ti,e L!(ke ShorB (Jau'f}1J Zero as a Oommon DatlHn. 

Puiut. illtel'lllOtlia{(, l)attlm. I'rom 
Taule 

r,akll Surfa,,". Ilec, 11. IHliO ' ............ '........ Lake Shure a",,!:,. Zero XXI 
Salt Lake lJily St.dioll (U.S. R ILl .......... Lake Snrtiwe. Dec. II. IHBO XXIII 
Ug(luu~tatioll .. ~~~ .... ~_~~ .. ___ ~. ~_~.. SaltLat\e(Jjt'y::station __ .w._*~ XXII 

~'I'allklill :;;,,,Lion (IJ, N, u. R)........ .... .. O!:dell Station, ..... ...... xxn 
Swan LukeStatioll (IJ.N.RH.) . .......... FmllklinSCaUoll., ..... ,... XXII: 

l)im~rt~lWe in 
Altitudn 

l'eft~J'rnd t.o 
rut'('f!w,tliate 

Datllln. 

Jeet. 
+ 1.7 

+ 50.7 

+ '42.3 

+ 213.0 

+ 2H7.0 

+ 303.0 Bonne,'iIl., .llOl'tl·\iuIl. vicinity of R",II{uck , Swan Lake Statioll ............ XXllI I 
i<'l'aukliu Station, ................. , ........... ,'1' ..... " .. ,., .... , ............. XXIV ·1 ............ . 

Bonnevillo Hhorc·liu" on Franklin Butte ....... 1 Fmnklin Station, .............. XXtII ·1 626.0 

I'ruvoshore·linlion Franklin Butte .............. j ...... do ........................ XXIII + 261.0 

Ogden Station .............................................. : .................... 1

1 

XXIV 1 ..... + ... ~:~ .. o .. 1 
Logan :station (U. N. R R.) ...................... Og;den StatIOn ................. XXII ""'" 

~onne\'il1e ab~)re.IiI.l(': ,:"ICi'ni.ty of Logan........ Log;a.u Station ..... ; ......... X~III I + 632.9 . 

It·uvoahom·lme, \'lctJIttyof Logan.......... .. .... do ............. , ......... IXXIU. + 276.2 

Lake ~lll'fac~. Aug;. 11, 1877; interpolated. .... Lake :Shore Gallge Zero ........ J XXI 
J30nncviIJe shorn line, viciuity of Kelton" ,~_ ... _. Lako snrfneu, ,Aug'. il, IH77 -. __ .j XX"ITI 
Provo Mhnre-line, vicinity of Keltull __ •• _« _~ .. _. llonno¥illc 8horo·line _. - _. - - -. XVIII 

Lak .. surface. Aug, 23. 1H77; intel"polate<i ........ Lake Shore (J auge Ze,·o .,..... XXI 

Bumwvi\le shoreline, vicinity of Promontory ..•. ; Lake surface, AuI'(. 23, 1li77, .... XXIII,' 
IJro\'o shore·Hue

t 
vicinity of Promontory.« _ .. __ .o •••• do ' .• " ••. _.<0 ..... ~ ..... _ .... _.~ XXIII 

Lako surface. Oct. 28, IH7~; interpolate,l......... Lake Shorn Gauge Zero ....•.. , XXI ' 
Bonne,'me shore·line. vicinity of Wilhml ....... Lake sul"iace. Oct. 2M, 1879 . i XXTn 

Provo "hOle Iiue. vicimty of WUlanl ...... .. .... ,10 ............ ........ XXIII 

I Salt LltkoCiLy Station (U.S, It. R) ........ ::::·.1 ........ ·...... ......... XXIV 
'l'ccoma Station (C. 1'. R. Rl ............. ....... SaU Lakn (;iCy :statlOU XXlI 

Bunnoville ghorc~line! vicinity of Tccoma. .. *. Tceoma Statioll XXIlI 

Ol'(,leu Station ................................................................. ,1 XXIV 

Bonneville shore·lino, vicinity of Og,ien.... ...... Og;den Station ................. XXl1I 

Salt Lako City Station. , .......................................................... XXIV 
Salt L"ke City Mcri<llan .Monument, ...... , ..... Salt Lake City Station ......... XXIII 
Bonneville shore-liue. vicinity of Salt Lake City Meritlian MO'llument, ~_*' •• 

(1st determination). 
XXIII 

+ 6.S 

+lOl7.5 

- 361.1 

+ 0.5 

+103;.7 

+ 665.8 

+ 2.6 

-r 974. 0 

+ 621.0 

+ 551.0 

+ 31;7.8 

+ 870.0 

+ 72.0 

-r 845.9 

AlLltndo 
aoo"e till' 

La.ke Hhoru 
Ga.u~t-\ ZerO' 

Da.tum. 

Fect. 
1.7 

52.4 

91.7 

307.7 

591. 7 

897.7 

307.7 

93J.7 

568.7 

94.7 
300.7 

933.0 

576,9 

6.8 

1021.3 

663.2 

0.5 

1044.2 

67~. 3 

2.6 

976.6 

623.0 

52.4 
603.4 

971. 2 

52.4 
125.0 

970.9 
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TABLE XXIV.-Redlwtiou of Results to the Lake Shore Gauge Zero (/,8 a Comlllon D{I,tmll.-ConLinueu. 

Point. 

Li.l.ke :-!ul'fac\" .J.lay, IH73. IlIt,(>'fllolatell from 

reeord~ ltot, !lldmle.l in Tahlt~ XXI. 

I.. ... ~e:~., 
I I 

BOllflt',-ill", ~hot'(;~HllI\ viduity of Salt Lake Cit,v. 

(::M dett'I'lHiliatioH. ThiH e1e\Cation is taken 

fl'om \'01. III, p, 92, l{ullort of 8urvoy" "est of 

100t,b Meri,lian). 

----.--1-- ...... \ 

BOlJ1W\'l11(~ ",hon'.Hlle. \'ieiuity of Btaek I~ock 

Proy!) ~hHr -liui', ,·iduit..v of Bl:wl, Rock _~~~. 

Lake Shore f';'an~e Zero. _ ~.. XXI 1 

Lak" "ltrfaeu, July t~.18i7 .. ,IXXIIII 
". __ .flo . __ ..• _____ .... __ , ... __ :XXllI, 

:-;tal1~hllrs Hhot'H·IiHH~ . _. ~ _ ... _. ~ ~ ,1-- •• --110 .• __ •.••• ....... 'XXIII I 

La].;.,,·, ~urfaeo, ,fnly :!~, lAi7; iutp,T'lnlatt·d ~ _ ~ .... _ j La1\('>, Shore Gall~(~ Z\'ro 

BOIllwviUt, shul'F-liup, Borth end Allill H.all,!!,"o (bt, La.ke ~1lI'fll,ee, J ul" 28, lH77 

(ltl1l')'mj lIat,iHu). 

p"U\'O "ilioJ'c·lilltl, nOl'th PlHl Aipti Ita,uge (hlt,tie- ~~~ .. do __ ~~_ •.. o_ .• ow._. 
t.el'mitlf1tiou). 

Lake !'Hll'r;wo, Xu\'_ ~"\ IB8o; iHlel·poliltfHl... La,ko Blwrll Unugo ZpyO 

BO!tIH~'Vilk iihol"tl-lim', lHH'th tmtl of tllll Aqai Lakj~ bUl'facc, Ko\·. 25, IHBO.~ 

1taJl~<" {:.:!Il det(WllIiuatlou). 

Pl'ny(l HhOl'P-1iIH~, north ntHl . ..\q11i R;tn~H C~d de

ti'rmillation). 

Stansbury ~hOl'(di!JP, XOI'th (m~l Aqlli nango 

..... do '_ ................. . 

..... <10 .......... """""" 

XXI 

XXlll 

XXIII I 

XXI 
XXtII I 

I 

XXIfI
I 

!:'alt 1.",1,0 City Station (IT. S. R. R) ...... . ................. -- .....•. - ..... XXIV 
StTllI111it (IT. S. H. R.), vicinity of Point of 

){oHntaill, 

Salt Lake CIty Statioll. .•.••• XXII 

BOlllli:willp. shore-liIH', viciuit.\· of Point 

~fouutaifl. 

IT. S. R. It. Sunlluit ....... xxnI 

Provo shore..lino, I)oiut of tho Monntnin _ •.. Bonneville .lwre·line ......... XXnI 

Lake sut'faee, Mch"lH73, Interpolateo fmm ap· 

proximato data Hot indwlcd in Table XXI. 

BOllucdJle ~hon;.}ino, vicinity of Stockton 

Provo Slwl'0~line, YiclIlit,Y or StocktOlI 

Salt Lake City Station (IT. 8, R l{ ) 

Salltatluiu :-)utlllllit (U, s. l~. J\'.) ~ 

Lake "nrfaco, NIch" 1873 

ilonncy'Hle shore·} ine. ~ ~. 

Salt Lakp City 8t"tion ...... 
Bonneville 8horc-liue, Yieinity of Sal1taquin,.~~*e .. Santaquin Summit (V, S.lt. 

Sall L"h City Station (U. S, R. R.) ... __ ••••• _ .•. 

Lemlngtnu Station .. ~_ .... __ •. ~ _ .. __ . _ .. _" .. _ ........... ' Salt Lake Cit.y Station .. __ . 

HOllllOdllc ~hol'e.litlo, vicinity of Lelning-ton. Lcmington StaLion .,.,.,. ......... .. 

Salt Lak,' City Mcri,lian MOllument 

11. S. 8il'nal S"n'ico barometer at Salt Lake City. 1 Meridian Monument ....... .. 

Fillmore suh·hase harometer .. _-. -- .•• ,.,.. -." -. --'1 u. S. Sii!nal Scrvic{~ 
BonneviUe ~hore.line, viciuiLy of ji·'Hlmore ... < __ ". Fillmore suh·baKe b:lrometer 

xxu 
XXHI 

XXIV 

XXIII 
XIX 

XXIII 

+ u! 
99:., () I 

+ 633,0 

-1- 247,0 

+ 7,0 

IlU59,O 

i 678. 0 

-f 1. 7 

+ 10:'8. 4 

+ 676.9 

331. 0 

547,0 

aSH. 0 

37;,). [j 

+1011. 0 
37!i.0 

+ 772,0 

+ 75.0 

455.0 

386.0 

+ 12,5 

+ 823.7 
- 19,4 

Altitude 
above the 

Lake Shore 
Gauge Zero 

Datulll. 

Feet. 

976,2 

7,3 

1000,3 

(;40. :l 

2;;4.3 

7,0 

1066.0 

685.0 

1.7 
lOGO, 1 

678.6 

332.7 

&2.4 

599.4 

957.4 

581. 9 

8.0 

1019.0 

614.0 

52,4 

~34.1 

8~U. 4 

52.4 

507.4 
8(14,0 

125.0 

137,5 

961. 2 

941.8 
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TABLE XXIV.--Red/wtiolt Of Rt81111s to the Lake Slwre Gauge Zero as a Common DatulIt--Colltilltlcd. 

Point. 

FilhlJor(~ Rllh·h!t-lil\ hill'('IIIl'hll 

BmIHt;\'ill0 Mh()l'e~liIlC un PliXl.Wt But.t.J
Provo :1ho['e~linc OIl Pa.\,HIit. ilutlo ~ •. __ ~ w ~. 

FillmUl'o suh-ba~o ha,l'omet,t~I"'M_' ~- .. -- ..• 

C;:lIl1P at \Vhite l'tlolllllaiH Spring' ~ ..... -

Provo Hhor{;~liliC on \Vhittl MOlllltuin BUU,H -~ .. 

}','OYO tufa, dqJOsit 011 'l'abenwdH Hutto l:t\'a 

outflow. 

Intermediate Datum. 
From 
Table 

XXIV 

XIX 

BOllneYinUMhOl'e~lilteon PaY<lnl, XXIII 

hulte. 

CHIIlP at. \\~hito Afollutain 

XXIV 

XIX 

XXIll 

XXII! 

Dilferenee in I Aaiturle 
A Ititu<le abon the 

referred to Lake Shol'f'I 

Intermediate 'I' G .•.. " ... "~.l"f~ Zero Dn.tulll. Da.tum. 

- Feet . . ---·1- .. -~,~::- ..... 
U(l1. :.! 

67.6 ; 8i);:. () 

- 32(1.1 

474. I 

68.9 ! 
42. (l 

564. f) 

961. :l 

4Ri.l 

5;;U.0 

5ao.O 

BOIIIH'vilIo ..,hul'u·line 011 Ka1Jo~h Butte w 

Bonuevillo shore-1ilttl. haHH of .:-ior1h TWIn Peal\" 

BonHl'ville ShOlol\+lino, hU.8e uf South Twiu Pt;;ak . 

xx>vi 
FJ1]1l101'e Hub·1JiL~e baronwt.t'l' I ~IX 17.3 

_.do _________ ._ ....... _. __ .. XIX f· 1.2 

.... Au ...... " ........... ____ XIX 3~.5 

0012 
!HiL!.l 

Ufr:.t 4 

U28. 7 

SaU Lake City Iltntio" (ll. H. I:. R) .. _ ..•..... 

:!\lilfnrd St,a,tion, U. S. It. l~. extension 

BOHlIE:willc sllOre~linl', Yit:inityof Milford (l8tde

t01'1llin~tion). 

li"illnwl'O snlJ·base barometer. 

Ca.lII}) ou B"l:lver RiyeT, ,FlcinHy of MHfo1'11 . ~ ~., 

}IBfonl Sl"ltion, C. H.It. R. extt'nsioll. ___ .. _OF __ 

Halt Lako Cit-,\' Sta.tiOll. 

.M ilf'Ul'Cl Station 

Fillmore sub-baHe lWl'ometcr _ 

Camp on Boaver Rh~er" - *. 

XXIV 

XXII 
XXIII, 

XXIV 

XIX 

XXIII 

BOnIlf\\"Ule ~hnre-Hne. yieinit.y of 1:IHfol'd (2tl tje~ Milford StaUoll ........... , . __ . XXIII 

tet'lllinatioH)~ 

liunneville shore.liu,1, viciuity of' Milfo!"'} (3<1 de

te1'minati.4m). 

Fillmore snb~hn.se harometer. .•. * ~ ~ ,~~, 

Bonneville 8hore-line. 7 mileH, Routh of )Iilfonl" 

Bl)nlle~iHe ~hore-line, 2 miles e~L~t, of T'h~~rmos 

Bnnne\'Ule shore·liut\ 4 Illilcs south of ThernwH 

HomlG\'iIle shore·lille, 7 mile;;; smtth of Thermo:'L 

EOllllcville shol'~·Hnf·'1 1 mile west of ..:\.n{,eltJIlO 

l']ll'iul:. 

FillulOJ't\ ~ub·ba8\! barometer - .. 

Fillmol'l~ tHlb·baBe bal'omoter. 
..... do .... __ ......... 

..... do ................... .. 

... do .. - .................. . 
...... do __ ._ ... __ ........ . 

Bonll('yillO shore~1im' at Snlphtll' Spriu:,.!:H ... ~., ~ - ww ___ do ........ __ ............ _ .. _. 

nnmte, .. ille shoI'e-line, W01it ofuntl'l1I1(',uto Pinto I ~_~«_do ... ~ .... ~~ •... ~ ........... 4 __ 

Canyon. 
Bonneville shore· linG, eastof Gutra-nee to !'Ieadow i ... ~ .do . ___ ~ ~ .• ___ .. __ . ~ __ ., ~. , 

Creek Canyon. '1 

BOlln{!villeshol'e.lille, wcstof cntrance to Mnadow ... oK_do ____ ••• ~~.~ ... _ • __ • ~. 

Creek Canyon. 
llollDcville shore·Une, llHl'th of ell tl'tl1we to Shmu i ..... _ *. uo ......... ~ . -~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ..... ~ 

Creek Cauyon. ! 

XXIV 

XIX 

XXIV 

XIX 

XIX 
XIX 
XIX 

XIX 

XIX 

XIX 

XIX 

XIX 

XIX 

i 

+ 707,5 

-;- 152.7 

218.61 

+ 7.6 i 
f· 152.7 

- 76.0 

48. 9 

76.6 

4H. 7 

42.1 

+ 3S.7 

+ 45.2 

+ 214.1 

-r 29(t (j 

291.5 

265,8 

52.4 

759. II 

!l12. () 

961. 2 

742.6 

750.2 
(102.9 

961.2 

885.2 

001.2 

912.3 

884.6 

9:2.5 
\119.1 

900.9 

1006.4 

1175.3 

1~57. B 

1255.7 

12~7. 0 
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ALTITUDES OF SHORE-LINES AND THEIR DIFFERENCES. 

For cOllvenit'llee ill cOlllpar!SOll, all the detel'llliuell altitudes of poillts ou the 
Bonue\'ille shore-line have beell eollectClI in 'fable XXV ami H1'l'Hllgl'd with reference 
to latitude, hl·ginlling with the 1ll0st llorthel'ly. In additiou to this a colulIlll has 
been prcpared gidng the" Iutern'll high-\vater le\'el" of the BOllnevillc stage, with 
its pl'OhalJle ('rror. The preparation of this COIUlllU involves severlll eOllshleratiolls. 
III tiHl tiI'tit place, the shore record to which levels were run cOllsh,tel! ill each case of 
a topographiC feature which \Ilight or ruight \lot stalltl at the precise I('n~l of the eol'
I'cspolltlillg water surface. III some cases there was reaSOll to belim-e t.hat it wa:,; 
II i g-Iter, ill otiler cases that it was lower, alII I ill ordcr to obtai II tllc alli tude gi Vl'1I ill 
the right-hullIl eollllllll, a cOl'l'eetioll was applied. '1'0 obtaiu the \',tlIlO or tile probable 
('ITOI' of this altitude, two sourees of errol' had to bc eOllsidel'(~d, the erl'Ol' of illstl'll
lllelltatioll, or el'l'Or of the levcling proper, amI the error of the estimated cOITectioll 
to the Illeasurell height. 

In dedding UpOll the amoullt of allowallee or cOl'reetioll ~ to he applied to tIl(~ 

determined altitudes ill order to ol}taill the inferred high-watm' Iill!', llIuch attentioll 
was given to the local clml'actel'il'ltics of the shol'e~lille ill the vieilJity of eaell lIeltl'
mined point. The effect of loeal cOllllitiollS was the :,;ubject of speeial study by l\1 r. 
(iilbert, and the allowanee for difference ill altitude between the shore f(~ature tIll'as
uretl and the eOlTespoudi ug water surface was in eaeh ease based on hi:,; e:,;tilllate. 1 

'With reii:'rellce to the error of illstrulLleutatioll, the attempt was made to deter 
mine the general pr'edsioll of each IIYP:,;ollletric method usel]. A prohable error ill 
aeeonl with such determilled precision was assiglleli to each separate measurement, 
ami the probable error of each meatSured altitude was deduced frolll the comhiuation 
of PIC l~nors of the several steps OIl which the llIea<-,llrellJent was lm:,;e<l. 

'rhe probable error of the estimated allowallee for the difference ill altitude 
hetw{'eu the topographic feature measure!l aIHl the high-water level wa:,; itself a mat
ter of estimate ouly, oeing bu::-e!l upon consideratiou:,; arising from :\11'. (Jiloert'l3 gell
eral stmly of the subject. 

The probable error of the corrected altitude was deduced by cmnbiuillg, in the 
nsual malineI', the probable error of instrumentation with the probable error of the 
"e:,;timuted allowullee." 

III ascertaining' the precision of the barometric work, u:,;e was made of the long 
seric:,; of simultuueom; ob:,;ervations at Fillmore and Salt Lake City. Sixty indepcIH1-
ellt complltatiolls wcre mall!; of the dift'erenee ill altitude of the two statiolls, eaeh 
eomputation beillg based 011 a single set of concurrellt ohservations. A eOlllputation 
based 011 the di:,;crepaneiel> of thp. sixty results :,;howml the prob~Lhle error of a single 
Ilctel'lllillatioll to oe ±:!8 fect. The errors assigued to the barometric determinatiolls 
were estimated on thi:,; bi~sis, allowance being made for distancc and other special COIl-

ditioTls. , 
A part of tbe lc\'eling work was duplicated, and au examillation of the records 

of snch duplicated work led to the belief that, as executed by u:,;, a Iille of le\-e\s 1I0t 

exceedillg five miles in length 1101' 1000 feet in vertical range, need Hot be assigne!l a 

'A discussiou of tbis suhject will be fOllud ill Chapter III of this volume, under the headings 
"Embankmeut Series" and" Determiuation of Still-water Level," VP. 1:1-125. G. K. G. 
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greater probable error than one foot. Locke's haud level, when supported hya staff 
and Ilst'd on a steep hillside, was fouud to lnwe a probable error of about oue foot ill 
800 feet of ascent. 

The probahle errors recorded ill the following tahles were obtained hy combiuing 
the estimated probable enol'S of llIeasurement with the estimated probable errors of 
identification of the plane of the ancient water surfaee. It is recognized that any 
illdh'idllUI determillatioll, Hot dnplicatetl, may involve some gross error for whicu no 
allowance is made, but if suell errors exist their 1Illlnber is small. 

'J\\lIU; xXV.--COlllpIIl'atit;J; Sclwdu,/;: of A ltitnlleR of Points Oil the Bonneville Shore-line. 

Loeality. 

Red Rock Pass '" . 
Franklin .. 

•• j IuntH' cdgc ofacut-terriwe, .. __ ... ___ .. ___ . ___ _ 

I .... do .......•••••......••.............•. 
Logan ...... _____ .•• " .. ,t ._ •. do . __ .. __ .•• __ .••. ___ . _____ .••..•...... ! 
Kelton Butte _ ••....... Crest of an emb:mkment ......••••. . •.... 
Promontory. __ ...... __ " _____ . Inller edge of a cut-tl'1'r.we . _ .... "" ..... w~ ~ ~ __ 

"·iIlartl .......................... do .... . ........................ . 

Teooma .........••....... Middleofa cut·tcrraco ................... . 

Ogden .••........•. ....... . ...•..... '" .... .•......• .. I 
Salt Lake City ......•.•. , .. Inner edge of a cnt·terT"cc back of Fort I 

Doug-Jas. By first determination. i 

Salt Lake City ......•.••... , Inner edge of " cut·krrace back of Fort 
Dough". By s(lcom1 detcTluiuation. 

Black noc]c ~ ......... 00 _ .. ow.. InDer t·dge of a cut-terrace .... __ •.. *_ .. "" 
North ol.d of Aqui Range.. TUllcr edge of cuttcrnwc. By first determi. 

nation. 
North (md of A{IlIi U;:U)M"C... tllner edge of a (;ut·terI'3CC. n,v second (le

tel'llliuati()H. 
l>olHt of the Mountain Cre8t uf' lLH emhallkmeut ...... ____ W .. _ 0 ow ...... . 

St.oekton " ..•....•.•.•. .do .... "" .••....•....•.•.....••...• 
8ant:H}uin -.............. ~ _. __ .... _... 1111H'1' cd~e of it cut~t{'rrace ....... _ .. * ................. _ 

Lelnill,gton ...... * - .. -- -- • ___ ... • ___ .do ... _ .. ___ .. __ ........ ____ ._ .......... ;ow .... . 

Fillmore. ....•. .••..••. .. ·1 Crest of:, lJay bar ..••..•.......•• 

Pavant Butte .. _ .. ~ r ~. ____ " Neal' ontoI' edge of a, ent.telTace _ .... ~ ••. ~ _ ... " 
Kano,h Butte ............. Mhhllcofacut.terrllcP .................... . 

, Base of Xor'th Twiu Peak. _ Outor' ctlg:e of n. cut· terrace w .~~. __ ..... ~_.~ .. . 

llascofSoulh Twin Pcak.. .. au __ ..... __ w_o ____ ••• ___ •• '~~.'''.w~~ 
Milfortl ................... . 

7 ruiles soutb of MiIfortl .. 
2 lUile;;; east of TJ)('l'lI)(H .. _ 

4 milerl 80ntli of TileJ'lnns 

7 l1liIeH south of Thermos 

MON 1--27 

l~na of a V -oulua:nklncnt. 1:110 ulcnltioll ' 

gh-Cli ill the thh,tl colulllIl i:-< the gencral I 
moal! of the throe deterl1linations of Hw I 
point ~i\'lm ill 'faule XXIV, weiglltiH,!.! : 

the lirst at 5 tlte seeond at ~l, and the 

I 
tll1!d lit 1. 

011(('1 cdgcofa,cllttel'rac(~ _ ...... __ ~ •. __ .. 

I Middle of a na.rrow cut-terraoo 
! Mj.liH~ of fl cut-terr~iCe ~ __ 0_ .... M_" ____ ••• ». 

DI,terminetl 
Altitude 

ahove thH 
Lake Shore 

Ga.U;.4t~ Z,TO_ 

Fcet. 
897.7 

933.7 

93:1. 0 

1024.3 

1014. 2 

976. I} 

971.1 

970.7 

970.9 

070.2 

1000.3 

1060.1 

1066.0 

957.4 

IU19.0 

~99. ;1 

~94. 0 

941. 8 

893.6 

94:1.9 

962.4 

928.7 

90G.3 

012.3 

884.6 

912.5 I 

9191 

InfelTetl 
hi;!h·watel' 
leTPl, aJJove 
Lake 81101'0 

Gaug:e Zero. 

Feet. 
90G± ;1 

940± 3 

942± 

lU19± 

1050± 

9t:5± 

981± 5 

980" 5 

979± 5 

984,± 

1008le 3 

1068± 3 

lO74± 4 

9';O± 3 

lOBi ;; 

902.1, :) 

902± 5 
938 i- S 

902.'.15 

953 ±15 

971.1_20 

939.,20 

904±10 

921 ±20 

g9:JJc25 

!J21 ±:25 

92i±25 
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TABLI> XX V.-Compamtive &heclule of Altitude8 of Points 01'. the BOllneville SllOl'c·lille-Cout.iuueu. 

Locality, Doscription of Dotcl'tnilled Point. 

~ntelopu Spring (Lower Miildle of a cut·terrace ............. _ .. .. 

EHCahtnte I)c~ert). ! 
Sulphur Springs,. ~~ ..... *~. i Outer edi!(~ of.1l nafI'ow cut·tetT(1Ce .. - ...... " 

Pinto Canyon .... _~. . i Outer edge of a delta te;'l'acD .. ___ ......... .. 

Moadow Creek Canyon: OutcredgeHfadoltatel'race ........... .. 
(East of entrallce), 

Meadow Creek Canyon 
(,\V ('st, of' ent,rance). 

SI",,,I Creek Callyon (Xorth 

of entrnnce). 

Outer edgcofadclw tcnaco .............. . 

X car on tel' edge of a delta terra co ....... · .. 1 

])etl'l'minctl 
Altitude 

ahovo the 
Lako lihol'e 

. I 
1006,4 I 

1175, 'i 

1257,8 I 

1355.7 

1227,0 

Fert, 

I01l8±30 

J(l15.125 

11 i,) ±35 

1258±35 

1256~35 

12:!7 + 35 

Tables XXVI l;lnd XXVII present, in form simihu to the arrangement of Table 
XXV, the determinations made OIl the Provo alld St,lllSUUI'Y shore·lilles. 

TABLE XX VI.-~ColI!l)a1·ative Schcllule oj Altitudc8 of 1'0111,18 on the Provo Sh01'O·lillc . 

.-----~-.~.- .. ~ ... ~ 

I AJt.itlldo I Inferr .. ,1 
(lho\'(; Lake' ":atel' level, 
Hhore Gau!1'c' ~hove ,Lake 

Zero. ~ ! ShOl'H Gauge 
Locality. D<'SCliption of Determined Point. 

}<'rankHn ~ ........... .. Inner edge of it cut· terra co _. _ ~ .. . ~. 
Lo,:,tan . __ .... ~ ~*_ •••• _~ ~..... C·l'B~t of <L bm' eHl e{lg(~ of a (h·Ha ~ .•• ,. 

Kdton ~_ .. ~.~ .......•••.. _~~~ Imwr edge ora cut·krr'<lce ~~ ~._~~~_.~., 

l>roHlontory .... ~ ... ~ .. ~ •. ~_~ _.: ._~. ~_dn .. _.~ ____ ,"*~ _. ~~ ~ ••• ~~. __ • ____ •• __ p. 

Willard __ ....... __ .......... : ...... <10 ...... , .............. , ............ : 

~ol'thendoftllcAqui Rauge Inner ~;Ilg-e of a. ent.tcrrace, hy fit'st. detel'lIli

nation, 

~orth owloft,he Ai}ui Hauge 

I 

ll1l1er t~dgn of n, ent-tcl"l'ace, hy see-owl do

tCl'Udllation. 

PUlntofthe MOlJutaiu ....... ; Cl'CstofUll embankment ~ ... ~~.~~ .. ~_ ... . 

StoektoH •... ~ ....•.. -- .. -i Cre.:1.tofa IntI' .. ~.-•. ~~_·_"W·"._* •• _ •• _~. 

p;\\';ttlt BuUe ... - ... ~ .. ~ ..... i TUllcredg-e ofa cut·totT<lce-ilHlit-'tinct ~'._' 

\Vhite :\Iouutaill Spring,. 

Do .............. .. 
Ci'U;.:,t of n,n emballkmcuL 

Liueot"calc:ncoud tufaoulavRouHluw about 

T:tbel'lIiH:-lc Butte. 

568,7 

[j76. H 

OO:{, :; 

67:!. a 
623, fi 

6411. :; 

li78.0 

.o}-)5.0 

58f. 0 

liH.O 

()(14. [, 

5[)G.o 

,,:)U, 0 

Zl'l'O 

F('(t, 
I 5(}9 _~ 

I 
I 

577 . 2 
(i6:~ I 

i H7:! , H 

624 

6H1·~ 4 

679.c 3 

6851:: 4 

5HO 
I 
I Mill. r. 

I 
5;,:~ _i 10 

I G:JO I_H. 

TAli Lie XX VII. -Compamtive Schednle of A/Wllde8 of Point.> on the Stalls/lItl'!I SllOre·lille. 

nlacl\ It(wk . ~*. UHt~t('.lTilCn, 

"X orth ('lH1 (If tho Aqui 
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Tables XXVIII and XXIX are ill general compiled directly from Tables XXV, 
XXVI and XXVlI, amI gi"e tlle (lifferenees in altitude of tile lligb·water lines of the 
!\ulIl1eville awl Pro\'o stage:;, awl Provo and Stallsbnry stages respeetively. Tile 
Sllnw8ville, Dore Creek, aml }latlin results come direct from 'Table XVIII. 

TAnL1~ XXVIIL-lJifferWCC8 'ill A niil/de of the Bonnedlle and PI'OI'O Shore·lincs at Various Localities. 

I,ocalits, Dc~erilJtion of Puint on EunneM DC$cripti-Ju of Point on Pro\"Q 
Yillt~ Sltore. ~hol'e. 

S[low~Yillc. Outer ed~e of n. cut·terrace _ Ollter edgo of a, Ctlt·tOl'raee ". 

Frauklill. IUllI_'l' edge of a cut~tcrl'aec" 1uut'I' edge nf [t ellt·terr<lce 

1.ugan .... ~ , ..... do .... _~_. ____ , Crest of bal'0110ugeof a delta 

ton'.tee. 
\\"l'l1~\'illt\ .. ~_ .. _ ..... Crest of an cmuanklUent Cl'{~lSt Ofalll'UliJaulnllPut 

l\:\'1tou ~._ .. tlo .~ ... o ••• • •• IntJOI't,tlge-ofa 

Pronwntol'v Iuuer edge of a Clll,lCl'raee...... do 

1)OYO Ul'cek ... ~ ........ Crest ut' a bar,~. _ ... "'" - .. __ I l1Ullt tel'lael' .. « •• 

ltatlin _. _. ~ 0 __ • Outt:l' edge'of a cut·turraee ... Crpst of a Lml' >._ ... _ .. ___ _ 
'YiUanl .. _ .. w.~ ... _.~ _ •• Iuner edge of a eut-tCl'ract} ___ . _ Inw.'! c,lgc of it, cut·t('ITaeo 

lIlllck I~ock...... .. .•.. do ............. .....• I ...... du ................. . 

XOI'thmulAqni Rall~o, (10 .~~._._ , __ . __ .• *~.~ ..... do ........ ~ .... "_. __ 

G ralltsYillo ..... __ . -- ~, CI'(~..,t uf un embankment, ... Crest or n. bn.v har . ~ ~ .... 
Stockton .>~_~ ... _. ... do ..... ~ __ .~ .. _ .. ~~ .. __ ~.. flo 

l>oillt uftbe Mountain. 
Cup Dutte ....... .. 

Snowplow 
FhiIl Spring 

Pn.vant nllttO.~~M~". 

Fillmore ......... .. 

PICIL;S Valley 

(Mi(hlle ",'ri",) 
(Soutb "cries) 

do 

do 

Crc~t of an emhankment 

Inn!']' f\lgf~ of a eut-terraee 
Cr{~Rt of an embankntent 

Outer ed~e of a cut~tet race.«« ~ ~. Outer Gtl:.:r;e of a cut·tprl'Uce 

Crest of a V·bar Cut·terrace (indefinite) ...... 

Crest of" hay hal' .... .. Crest of emoollkltwnt on ,Vb ito 

.l[oHntain Butto. 
Crr·.st of an omhankment Crest of an ('luhuI11ullcnt 

...... "'" .... ··1 do ........... . 

Peet. 
365± 2 

371 ,~ 2 

365.1 

38:; I 

356 J 

374 
41;; ,. 2 

411 , 3 

3Ul j. " v 

SuU 3 

389± 3 
3SIl± 3 

374 ± 

370 t 

39~± 3 

:107 ± 
., 

382 5 

3391,11l 

3851< 8 

345 I~ 

341 I 

TABU; x,x,tx'.-V!;(fel'cllcc, in .llIitnrlc of the Provo a/Ill S/(~1I8bltr!l Shore·lilles (It V(tl'iOlt8 [ocalities. 

Vidnit.yof 

:'>laLliu .................. .. 

Bh ... k ltock ............ .. 

N~lrtllelItlortlw .:\(}11i Ran~Q 

, 
Nature nf 1 h" Pro\'o Shorn, I 

Outer edge of a cut-t.errace . 

.do 

Xature (if th(' ~tallslHll'Y 
;0;]101'0, 

Crnst ofn hal' ......... ,. 

Cut·tOl'l'ace _ 

lHm:I'N1CO 
of Altitude. 

Feet. 

310 ·3 

380 (1) 

341;*3 





APPENDIX B. 

ON THE DEFORMATION OF THE GEOID BY THE HEMOVAL, THROUGH 

EVAPOH.ATION, OF THE WATEIt OF LAKE BONNEVILLE. 

By R. S. WOODWARD. 

The following paragraphs contain (tn outline, with special reference to the Lalte 
Bonneville problem, of a general ill ,'estigation of the form of the geoill al'; influenceli 
by local attl'acting masses of certain determinate forms. '1'he fullest publication con· 
stitutes Bulletin No. 48 of the U. S. Geological Snn-ey, entitled On the Form aIHI 
Positiou of the Sea-Le,"el. Some of the mathem;ttiCltl work appears in the Annals of 
Mathematics, in Nos. !) awl 6 of Vol. 2 and No.1 of Vol. 3; and the princi pn I Illllner
ical results with reference to an ice cap are abstracted in the paper by Messrs. ClWIIl

berlin and Salisbury 011 'fhe Driftless Area of the Upper l\IississiPlli Valley, in the 
Sixth Annual report of the U. S. Geologieal S\llTey, pages 291-298. 

The form and position as,;umetl by the l'mrlace of the oeeall or the sllrfaet' of a 
lake at any time are delm'milled by the contemporaneons distrihution and velocity of 
rotation of the eat'th's mass. AllY clmuge ill that distribution or ill that velocity of 
rotation illvol\"es, ill general, chullges in both tbe form and po.';itioll of the ft'ce snrfaces 
of all terrestrial bo(lies of wa,ter. Snch snrfaces are called h-vel surfaceR, or now more 
commonly, equipotential surfaces. Mathematically they are always regarded as closell 
surfaces, or as ellcompassillg the earth, however limited tlwir visihle portions pre
sented by isolatea hodies of water may be. Thus, the sea surface is imagined to 

extend through the continents, its position at any invisillic point beillg the height to 
which water would rise if permitted to flow through a cana,} from the sea to that 
point. 

Of the two factors wltiell determine the form and position of tll(' sea 1('\'('1 at any 
epoch, the llistl'ihntioll of the earth's mass is the more importallt. III/l(,pd, the rota
tion of the earth may be elJtirely ignored ill computing the effects 011 the I'lcl\-Ievnl of 
sneh changes in the snperficial distribution of matter a.s ar[\ here cOllsiderell. 

It will be convenieut in what follows to distillgnish between the rehlth"e atti· 
tudes of tbe surfaces of the sea or any similar equipotential slll'faces at ditr~rent 
epochs by referring to them as llist mbed and uJI(li;;tnrhed surfaees. Thus, aeeorl1iug 
as we call the present sea :,HufclCt' undistnrhe(1 or (listllrbe,l tile pm::t and future sur· 
faces are Ilistm'bell or Ullllistllrhell. It will also lle convenient to call any maS8 pro
dueing such relative ehanges in sca level a disturbing mass. 

421 



422 LAKE BONNEVILLE. 

In the paper referred to abo,'c it is sllowll that the effect of ~mperficial maSiWS 
of small magnitude ill comparison with the earth's mass in distorting the Rea-level is 
expressed by the formula 

V-
v= (1) 

in which '/' iR the elevation or depressioll of the disturbed surface with respect to the 
undisturhed at the point where the potential of the IliAtlll'hing llHlRS is V; 1 Vo iR the 
potential of the disturhing mass along the line of intersection of the di"turhml and 
Ulld istnrbed surfaceR, or tlle value of V where v 0; and g is the acceleration of 
gradty. 

The application of the above formula pn'sents 110 diflicnlty except ill the calcu
lation of the potellt,ials V and VOl whieh are ill some eases qnite cOlllplex qnantities. 
For one of the most, important classes of cases, namely that in which tile tlisturbing 
lIlags is symmetrically digpose.(l about a r~.dins of the earth's surface, the pntentials 
have been exprcsge(l in terms of inte~ra,ls which m~ty be readily evahutt('!l for tho 
characteristie points of the distllrhed 1"llrf,lCo. In this cla:'!s of eases the disturbed 
surface will evidently be equi sYlllllletl'ioal with respoot to the axis of the distnrbing 
mass, and, disregartling the effoct of the rearranged water, the altlOllnt of the distlUb
alice is defined lJ.y the following formula: 

f fJud(I - it sin ~fJ) fJ ~7 (J 
V = ' ~, (1'( ) ("p. 

it Pm .~ 0 (l/j (2) 

Herein tl has the same meallillg as in (I), P is the density of the disturbing mass, Pm the 
llleaB density of the earth, 7T the lJnmber 3.14159 +, fJ the angular distance of any 
point of the disturbing mass from its axis, allll fJu is the angular ra(lim; of the bonl!'r 
of the mass or the limiting value of {3. fheqllautity I is a detil'ite integral whieh 
may be most briefly expressed thus-

I r{X ( fJ' 1 cos P cos 2' "C~--"""-- \ dp when a</j 
.. 0 (~oS 1) - cos (¥j 

Ij 1 

I,' (OOS cos ')2 
= . 0 ,eosp _ eo;,; {Y, dp wilell {X>/J, 

(3) 

wherein a is the angular distance of any pnint of the dIsturbed surface from the axis 
of the distnrbing mass. a and v are thus polar co-ordinates of the disturbed sea 
~ul'face. 

The effect of the rearranged sea-water, ignored abo,'e, is simply to produce an 
exaggeration of the type of surface defilled by (2), and this exaggeration ma.r be 
expressed by a series of rapidly converging terms (sec § § 20-24 of paper on ITorm and 

1 If Jlt be Itn element of tbe disturbiug mass Itllill'jtS distance from the point in question, the 

potential of the mass is the sum of an the quotiellts~~, or V c=;S 1Ii, '1'110 non mathematical reader 
r r 

should distinguish carefully between potential and o,ttraction, the latter being It derivative of the 
former. 
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Position of the Sea Leyel), but for the small masses bere cOllsitlt'red the sum of tbese 
alhlitioIlnl terms is imlignilimtllt. In all cases, inliecll, the ehameteristic efrects are 
expn·ssetl by equatioll C-.!). 

For lentienhu' masses of the type assn mell in the text, t,he thiCKness is gi \'en by 
the expression 

Here Ito ii'l the thickness along the axis of the 
mass, lJ and lin han~ the meallings assiglled 
abm'e allli n is allY positive illteger. This 1'01'

Illula makes (PUi) = h". 01' the mass of nnifbl'lll 
thickness whell n ii'l illfinite. For other valnes 
of n the mass will he thickest alollg its axis 
and diminish ill thickness lIIore 01' 101'1'1 mpilll.v 
as we pass frolll the axis to the ilor<1pr, 01' as /i 
increases from II to fiu' SOllie of the ellrn~" !ll'
fined hy (:1) are shown ill Figlll'e 5L The smlle 
for the sector ABC, represelltillg a gn'at eircle 
of the earth throllgh the axis of it II'Ilticllhr 
lake basill, is t: 1 ~5.00(),OaO alltl the nHlial 
seale for the OIl1'\'es n 1,8,7 is cxag:geTllt!'ll 
about, 5,000 tilll!'S, the assumed vallie of Ito hl~illg 
1,OOU feet. 

For the particular value of <{lUi) ginm 
by (3), ('q uation (2) becomes 

(3) 

FlO, 51,-Cross,scctiOll of l,lt'al L,'ntk"lnr Lako 

t-icnle for seetion ~)f tpt'l'f!::drinl !-lphOl-t; 

ltadieal scale for Hllt'lull'::;s of disturbing mas;Sl or 
fOl'q:. (f)) =::n;5;)U 

( 
.?Iinn~,B ) .p(Il) = hu 1 _ ... _. lin ~ 1000 feet, 
8111 11 ~l3u ' 

(4) 

If we represent the vallieR of the definite illt{\g;ml in tl1i8 equation for poillts along 
tile hort1pI' alH1 at the center of the IlHlSS by 8 2 and SI respectively amI (1enote the 
correspondillg valnes of v by Vz and 1.'1 reRpectively, we find 

1.'2 1.'1 (5) 

This express('s the differellce ill altitude of the (Iisturlwtl t'inrfaee at the c('nter and at 
the horder of tlie di8tlll'hing' ma8S. \Vhen, as ill the present case, tho disturbing' mass 
is watel' ill a lake h,tsin, we lIlllst snbstitnte for p the difference in density of water 
and snpel'tieial rocks. That is, 

p = 1 2.8 - 1.8 approxilllately. 

Finally, if we wish to ascertain tlw separation at the center of the basin, due to 
a change in the density of its contents, of equipotential surfaces wltielt intersect along 
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the border, we have only to uifferentiate (5) regarcling ('l'Z-VI) and p as variables and 
substitute for sdp the change ill density of the cOlltents of the basin. Thus, the sepa
ration is expressed by 

(6) 

The values of 81 and 82 in (5) amI (6) may be 1'0111)(1 from the following expre(oJ
SiOllS: 

+. } 
The march of tlle abo\'e fUllctions 8 1 aIllI amI tho corresponding values of 

(vz VI) and sd (1'2 - VI) is illustrated by the nunwrieal l'esults given ill the table below. 
'1'he uata for these results are tlle following: 

110 1000 fect, flo = are of 1°, 
Pm 5.5, 
P 1.8, 
sdp = - 1. 

TlIe results in the fifth column sllow how milch nearer to the cellter of the earth the 
assnmed lake surface is at the middle of the basin than at its bonlf'r; and the rf'sults 
in the sixth column show how much a shore trace at the middle of the ba"ilt woulu be 
found to be above the contemporaneous trace at the border, by a lille of I"pirit levels 
rUII after the remo\Tal of the water. 

TABU; XXX.- Vailles showiny l"el(~ti1Je pl)8itian~ af Lel,,,l 8lH:faec8ill a 'ak,' 11(18111 HO miles in diameter alld 

of LOOO jiwt maximum (([.rial) depth. 

n S, 

'. 
R2 Sl"-R1 i): ;l.(1J,-v,l 

•....... 

Feel. 11~('{,f, 

1 O.OO4~6 0.00161 0.00.'75 2.70 1. :.U 
2 ()O~82 .00::45 .OH;j;J/ a. :ll 1. 84 

3 .OO(i54 • OU29~ .00;156 :1. ;,;) 1. 9l 

4. .UuG08 .00:I;J3 .ou:w:; :1. :;8 1 !in 

5 .00727 .00359 .OIlJGcl ~.m ~.Ill 

6 .00748 .00379 .00369 3.62 2.111 

.UII'M .00395 .00"69 :J.62 2.01 

8 .00776 .00407 .OU;169 3.62 201 

0 .OU7F6 .Oil41B .00368 3.61 2.01 

10 .00793 .011427 .011366 3. 51! 1. fl9 

00 .00873 . U0556 .00317 3.11 1. 73 



APPENDIX C. 

ON THE ELEVATION OF THE SURFACE OF THE BON~-EVILLE BASIN 
BY EXPANSION DUE TO CHANGE OF CLIMATE. 

By R S. WOODWARD. 

The following problems were submitted to me by Mr. Gilbert: 

(1) Ten thouRand years ag-o tho Rnrface (mean) temperature of the llonueville basin, which had 
heen long ~'on~tant, ,,-as raised 10 F_ and it has been since unchanged. The linear expansion of the 
"nbjacent material is .OOO,OOG per <legn'e F.; the cuhic expansion .000,018. Horizontal dilntation being
pl'evented by interference, the total cubic expansion was expressed in vertical dilatation. How lIlany 
leet was the snrhce of the groul](l lifted f 

(2) Sattle a, above for perio(l of 100,000 years. 
(3) Same as ahove for period of 1,000,001) years. 

The cooling by cOJl(lnction of a large sphere like the ('arth from an initial uni
form temperature, giYeH rise to cubical contraction whose amount is assigned approxi
mately by the following fOI'mula: 1 

(1 ) 

in which 

r = the radius of the sphere, 
tl = the initial uniform excess in temperature of the sp])ere over that of the snr· 

rounding medinm, 
a2 = the coefficient of diffllsion, assumed constant for the whole sphere, 

e = the coefficient of cubical contraction, assumed constant, 
t = the tillle after the illitial epoch, 

7r = 3.14U;+. 

ThiH formllia will appl~' to the earth for 1,000,000,000 years snbsequent to th<~ 
illitial epuch withon t intra<l [wing (,lTors greater thall those iuyol "ed ill the assulllp-
tion of constancy of a and c. . 

Conversely, the above formula will give the cubical ('xpansion of a spbere, con 
sequent upon being immerse<l ill a medium which maintains a constant surface tem
perature u degrees higher than the initial temperature of the sphere. 

I For cOlllplete formnla Ht'() AUlluls of Mathematics Vol. III, No.5. 
425 



426 LAKE BONNEVILLE. 

If in the latter case we suppose the total yolumetric expansion to result in wr
tical uplift, an effect which would follow from heating the ('arth's crust if it behan'd 
untler expansion like a liquid, the amount of the uplift will he expressed yery closely 
by the quotient of equation (1) divided by the area of the surface of the sphere. TIl 1115, 

ca1Iing the amount of the uplift Llr, we have 

fhrr2uea JI 
-4nr2 

(2) 

Using the year and the British ff;ot as units, Sir \V. Thomson finds a = 20. 
With this value and with Il 100 F. amI e = 0.000018, (2) becomes 

Foot. 

Llr = 0.00406 V t. 

This gives the following valnes of Llr corresponding to several values of t: 

I. dr. 

--~-~---- - ----~------

Years. 
10,000 

100,000 
1,000,000 

N-et. 
0.41 
1.2H 
4.06 



I N DE X. 

A:l.,at Ire Hpt·ing. *_, ~. ~_~_ ~~ ~w_ •••• " ..... " ~ ......... ON. ~~. 

Adam~.~J .• lakel'atllp'l.It9 ... _______ .. 
Adol('$\('(;'nt enllHt, lines. _____________________ ... _____ _ 

AirYI G. B., theory of ,vaves.""" .. " ... __ . _____ . 
AlgH)___ _. ______ 0 ________________ • ___ • __ 

AU<"llj O. D .• :uial;pwR of llonnt'villo oarths . _. _ •. __ .. 
anal;p'4('H of S;eyier Lal{{~ tlc;;iccation products._ 
allalysi~ of water of GT'(~;tt ;;:;alt LakfL __ . _ .... ~_. 

Allu\'ial nmol1nd faultFH:a.t])~, \'leW ____ .. __ .. ____ _ 
Alluylalcolle~.llollU(n·nlc HasIH. ____________ .< ___ " 

Frisco Range .. _w_ . _____ ._ .. ______________ . ___ . 

~[a",h Creek ...•...•...•...........•.........•. 
Lak"C .. cek ...••....•.•.....•..•..•.•..••.•••.. 
ari,Ht.r and .- .... --~-" .. --- •. _----------"---._--

Alluvial falls ..... _ .... ____ •.•• -..•...•.... __ ....•••• 
Alluvial terraces and fuult 8earp~~ Itock t'Hllyon w w __ 

Anlorh'all 'Fork ~_~_ ... , .... _~ ... ___ . ___ .... __ . _ ... 
n(Jnr SnIt Lak,' City __ .•••.••..•..........•. 
E:\l4t Callyon _ ...... __ ... , ._ .• _ . ___ . _ . __ ... _ 

Alluvial ('OlW terrace ...... __ . _ .•• ___ . _____ . __ . 
AIGittuln,-( and tlwirtlotormiutl,t,ion ._.~ __ .. ___ _ 
A Ititwif"H of ~hol'o-llnn8 ... _ ....... ~.... _ .............. .. 
Amorican Fork, (lnlta~ . __ .. _' •.. _ .• _ ...... _____________ _ 

fault "carps ..•..•........••••. _._ ••..•••• " ... 
AnnIYR<lS, tufa ... ___ ...... .• __ ••••• _._ ....... ___ . 

Whitn ::Ifarl amI Yellow Clay ..........•.... _._ 
wakrH of City Creek, Bear Rh"('l\ amI Gtah La.ke 
Hoviol' Lal{c l)l"lue and dl'~ieca.tioll prOllll('t~ . _, 
watf'rol' Grt~at Halt, Lnlw ........ + ••••• __ ._. __ •• 

Page. 
::~:J 

,[ 
tiJ 

26,20 
259 
:300 

2.33 
:!49 

91 
92 

178 
185 

2~O 

81 
344 
34'; 

349 
352 

81 
405 

362,427 
155,346 

346 
lU8 

201 
2U7 
226 

waten-l ofBl'fll' ltiver:tnd Ut.a,I. Lake. ___ ._ 254 
Andrt:wA, 1~dllllUH11 th('ory of lit toral tra,n~llOl'tatlon_ 26,41 

;"Hll:l!ln(,oll~ I"i!lg-p~ .•.•.•.....•...••• __ .... __ 44 
Antelope !.J,[Jl(11mr_ .••............... _ .... _ .. _240,2!3,410 
Appalue\tian \-aney_ .... __ ._~._~~ __ .~_.~~ _ ..... _. 391 

A'luj It,mgo, f'Hllt strudllro ...•••............ _____ . 341 
f'llllt ~e:lIp8 ___ .•.. _~' .......... _. __ . 352 
height~(j,.l-\llore-lill(·:"1 "~~_._._ .. _ .. ___ ~ ..... 3GG,370,3i2 
mea:;ml'ellH"llt ot' sllOrn·litlt:~ . _ •..• __ . .412, 414, 417, 418, 419 

Al'en
j 
Un-at Uas:IL .•. "' ........ _ . __ .•. 

Bonu(wille l~'i;dn ...... __ .. ".'" __ ... . 
Lake Bonneville at, highf'~t ~tage .. 
Lake B(j1iur'Yi1h~ at, Pl'nYo I4ta.g(~ ....•. 

!'iOyit'l' Lake .. __ ., 
Areas, inicdor b1l8iu~ of ~\l·izona., X ew l\.Iexieo, amI 

Texuii...... , ___ ._._~_ .. 
vnt101111 lakes _ ~ ~ _ • _ . __ .... ~ ...... ~ .... _ ..... ___ . 

Great Salt Lake ..••••••••••................. _ 
Aridity and nUndal conGS ........... , __ ._. __ . ________ _ 

Aritlity of Grca.[, Basin. des,cl'ibcd ___ .•. ___ ". ___ .". 
Ca.llSC.~ ___ ... _____ •••• __ ........... ___ .• ______ .. __ _ 

5 
20 

105 
1:;4 
2~5 

11 
106 

243,2H 
220 

6 
10,280 

A l'izona, int,cdor haMins" ....... ~ ...... _ ..... _ •. ~~~ ~"'" .... w 

Pa.ge:. 
11 

337 
361 

399,400 
303 
258 

Pleistocene rruptions .• _~ ....... ~ .......... ~ ......... .. 
earlll'lHakc ... _ .•..•.•••.•......•.•...•.••••• 

Arno ValleYl Pliccelle fnnua ~. _M _ ~ ~ ... ~ _. ~ ~ .. _ .... __ ...... 

An'ow point, fossiL .. ~ ..... __ .~ ...... _ •..• _. ~ .~ •. ~. 
Artemia gra{',ilis .. ~ .............. ~ ... ~ •.... _ .. 

Baromr-trie measnremont of sllOre·linos. 
Barometric nl('ilMnl'enlC'Jlb~, pl'oliahlo Pl'rOI'8 
Barrior, df!scriberl __ ._. ~_.~ .. ~~."~ 

(':ompare(l with other ridges ~~~ ....... ". 
BaIrY, \\T. C., theory of salt han-eRt ....••...... 
Bars. (See also Bay uare) •••••.••.•. 
BaMalt Valley ............................. . 
Basaltic eruptionR, Bonneville Basin .•...• 

lilap. ~ ____ ••• ~ ... ~ .. ,. ............. ~. _ ~ _ ........... ~ 

3m, 406 
41U 
40 
Hi 

224 
48 

219 
319.325,318 

:134 
Basin HangpS I type of structure 5 

of tho Donnoyille BaRin ..•.••.•.... 91 
BaRin" hytlrogrdpbie __ ..•. ...•.. 2 

interior, of Arizona, New Mexico, and 'Texas .. _ 11 
of the BonnGviBe Ba~itl._ .. ~_ ... ~_ .. __ ~~_ .... « ..... 122,22'2 
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